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OVERSIGHT HEARINGS ON U.S. FOREIGN TRADE
POLICY

THURSDAY, JANUARY 29, 1978

U.S. SENATE,
CoxmxrrE ox FNANCE.

Wa8hington, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:40 a.m., in room 2221,

Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Russell B. Long (chairman)
presiding.

Present: Senators Long, Talmadge, Hartke, Ribicoff, Byrd, Jr., of
Virginia, Nelson, Gravel, Bentsen, Haskell, Fannin, Hansen, Pack.
wood, and Brock.,

The CiAIMAN. The committee will come to order.
The Committee on Finance today begins 4 days of public hearings

on the foreign trade policies of the United States, including the ad-
ministration of the Trade Act of 1974 and the progress during the past
year of the txade negotiations in Geneva...

A great deal has happened to the world economy in recent times.
The economies of the United States and most industrialized countries
are slowly recovering from the most serious economic recession since
the 1930's. For the United States the recession has been particularly
severe. Unemployment during 1975 reached 8.6 percent, a level not

-seen since 1941. The gross national product declined in real terms in
both 1974 and 1975. The progress of our economic recovery is now
closely linked to the economic policies of other countries.

Under Secretary of State Charles Robinson and Assistant Secre-
tary of the Treasury Gerry Parsky, 3 days ago, told our Subcommittee
on International Finance that OPEC oil price increases in late 1973
accounted directly for about half the acceleration in prices in the de-
veloped countries between 1973 and 1974, and the indirect effects on
costs, wages, et cetera, may be even greater. We know that the impact
of the OPEC cartel has not be confined to the developed countries.
Between 1972 and 1974 the developing countries of the Western
Hemisphere saw the rate of increase in their consumer prices rise
from a 22 percent to a 39 percent figure; those in Asia from 7!/z per-
cent to 30 percent; those in Africa from 5Y percent to 9 percent. In
my view OPEC will destroy the ability of developing countries to
achieve real economic development for decades to come.

If there is one conclusion which can be drawn from the current
state of the world economy it is that no country or group of countries
can achieve economic security by pursuing policies which are injurious
to other countries and detrimental to world economic order. The

(1)
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proes of international economic interdependence compels interna-
tional cooperation.

The purpose of these hearings is to examine U.S. commercial
policy in its broadest sense and to explore the full range of issues
which arise in our trading relations with other countries. What ia
being ho . I" , vtl •a& L' 4 rees-

onb ri I Wh tb IYA~~Vd M fhfAtA'z the
Geneva trade negotiations arA li!kIier negotiations affecting our
economic interests? Who is responsible for the formulation and con-
duct of U.S. foreign economiupo-ltW These are a few of the ques-
tions we intend to ex#lor cimlrs ofithijh 4gs.

[The Committee on Fiah66 p&i' ieeagl thhoiuncing these hear-
ings follows;]

?--..._S S RELEASE E

ipoa 10MOWATF RELF~t o*W*'I1 ON14 QB
UNITED STATES SENATE

January 19, 1976 .227 Dirksen Senate Ofiee

FINANCE COMMITTEE .SCUEDwLES OVERSIGHT BARING$
o i., S, ftrAr t',RA, PULtY

The Honoiableltusbell i. Long db.ta.),(hairman 6* thd
Senate Committee on Pinanceetodiy announced that the o, ittee
viai di vt~.eLWt hde-itits i v. 4. f"ke4n tika& PxoLtay
wnd, tho sniisbatio~v of t*ib '?r&4* Apt of 1974;#ft * Bp

, r'bbbary of C69Mkoe I&keir aft ,hbasadar Dent wi ll be h6
gwiitwal .A4h't iidt16n j bkewmen.. Iopre.sntatkYs of
4adustry, agriculture and labor will also toetify.

Chairman -hang ldid that the oUrpom of tte .o0vbritht
te&rjtihgW il1 be to review U, s. foreign trdy polioles,
including We-afpillstration of -the TrAde .Act Nof 1974 #nd

pe rogress of the .multilateral txAde negotiatLons ih!GeneVa.
Cdftsittev vill explore h numer of foreign trade, 10suet

3. What are the 13 S, goals in the-Geneva trade negotiations
and in other negotiations LnvolVing U. . foreign edonbUc
p~6licies?

2. What progress bee ,been -sade ih ,achiev-iag *Ae noqokiatin
Soals ,stablished by the TrAde Act of 1974?

3. Whidh Dth ht gi'hln h U. 6. tcVern ,nt, are
,rbeinbible 14& cxavtyi ou't ;veigh eaentmic olic Obbctti es
and how are these --*b~activea cootdinated I n _ac.zordance with
Congressional intent?

4. What vole do b10Mkdi4' & ehht's "dh b4eo t tortrt~illa 1J~t .@.titte Po ;i T? ''

". Are the statutes which pe6vide relief from ihjuty
caused by import competition an4 from unfair trade practices
being administered in accordance with the intent of Congress?



6. What are the prospects for expanding ka t-VAstrade
in a manner consistent with U. S. interests and obj.qctiyes?

The following witnesses will testify

January 29

The Honqrable X#lyd"antgen
Uot.e4 States Senator

The Honorable William 1. Sixon
SecretAry oZ the T, ?xa&&
The Honorable Jans A. Baker
Under Secretary of Commerce

January 30

The Rqnorable Frederick Dent
Special Trader Representative

The Honorable-Z rl Butz
Secretary of Agriculture

The Honorable Henry A. Kissinger

Secretary of State

February 4

R. Heath Larry
Vice Chairman
United States Steel

I. W. Abel, President
United Steelworkers
accompanied by Paul Jennings,
President of International Union
of Electrical Radio and Machine Workers

and William Wimpisinger, General Vice Prestdent
of International Association of Machinists
and Aerospace Workers

W. D. Eberle
President and Chief Executive Officer
Motor Vehicle Manufacturers Association

of the United States, Inc., and
Former Special Trade Representative

Davi41 Dpsmon
Direotor
Z.. I. DuPont de koivurs a;n4 Coxsany
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Febrary 5 .

Lee Morgan, President'
Caterpillar, Inc.

Don A. Woodward, President,
National Association of Wheat Growers,
accompanied by William M. Prichard,
Vice President, American Soybean Association;
F.. E. Guthrie, President, American Rice Growers
Cooperative Association; A. W. Anthony, President,
Texas Grain Sorghum Prbducers AssOciation; and
Thurman Gaskill, President, Iowa Corn GroWets

Thomas L. Hughes, Esq., President,
American Chamber of Commerce of Venezuela,
accompanied by William R. Rhodes, Fred W.

Sutherland, and William F. Coles, Past
Presidents of American Chamber of Commerce
of Venezuela; Gabriel J. Baptiste# Executive
Vice President, American Chamber of Commerce
of Venezuela; and Frank J. Amador, Executive
Director, American Chamber of Commerce of
Venezuela

Tony T. Dechant, President
National Farmers Union

A. L. Buffington, President
Diamond/Sunsweet, Inc.

William Quarles, President
California-Arizona Citrus League

Chairman Long said that it will not be possible for
the Committee to hear oral testimony from all persons desiring
to testify during the hearings. The Chairman stated that
individuals or organizations desiring to comment on the
subject of the hearings should file written statements which
will be published in the record of the hearings. Five copies
of such statements, not exceeding 25 pages in length, should
be mailed no later than February 27, 1976, to Michael Stern,
Staff Director, Committee on Finance, Room 2227 Dirksen Senate
Office Building, Washington, D. C. 20510.

PR #2

The CHAIRMAN. This morning we will receive testimony from mem-
bers of this committee, as well as from Secretary of the Treasury Wil-
liam E. Simon, Ambassador Dent, and Under Secretary of Commerce
James A. Baker.

We are pleased to have you here, Mr. Secretary, and we would like
to have your statement at this time.

Senator FANNiN. Senator Curtis could not be here this morning,
and rather than to delay, I will not read his statement, but I wouId
appreciate if it could be made part of the record.

The CuArm w. So ordered.



Senator Rnmxoon. Mr. Chairman, I have a statement, but in order
to proceed, I ask unanimous consent that the statement be placed
in t&e record as if read.

The CHAnmAN. Without objection, it is agreed.
[The prepared statements of Senators Ribicoff, Curtis, and Bentsen

follow:]
OPENING STATEMENT or SENATo Rrsxcorr

Thir Committee has, under the procedures laid down in the Trade Act of
1974, the assignment of providing oversight for our nation's trade negotiations,
and the management of trade policy. Under the Constitution, it is the Congress,
not the Executive, which shall regulate foreign commerce. It is-the Trade Act
of 1974, together with previous trade legislation, which provides the frame-
work for Executive Branch authorities and actions, and Congressional over-
sight and approval or disapproval of Executive decisions.

One of the most important innovations in the Trade Act, for which this Com-
mittee may take great credit, was the drafting into law of a strong advisory role
for Congress in trade negotiations and domestic trade policy management, be-
fore decisions and recommendations are made by the Executive, and a strong
advisory role for our workers, farmers, businessmen, and consumers before
international deals are struck which might affect them.

To Insure that these procedures and roles are fully effective, and to keep
Americans fully aware of the developments in this area which might affect them,
this Committee is holding oversight hearings. As Chairman of the Trade Sub-
committee of this Committee I have followed the Issues closely-.The Chairman
and I have worked extremely closely with each other, and with my other col-
leagues on this Committee. But for the public at large, that is not enough. That
is why I have strongly supported the idea of holding hearings. I would hope
that hearings on these Issues might be held periodically, so that the public can
continue to be informed, and so that those who have trouble with the present
procedures and policies have an opportunity to make their concerns known.

Prior to these hearings, I sent out an inquiry to the heads of the various
industry, labor, and agriculture advisory committees which were set up under
the Law. What I asked of them was their views on how the public advisory
process was working. The answers have on the whole been positive, although
there have been some limited criticisms which I have passed on to the Special
Trade Representative, Ambassador Dent. I Intend to keep this dialogue open so
that we can make sure that the advisory process is working effectively. These
hearings are another way of ensuring that people affected by Washington's
decisions are aware of, and if they wish, be in on, the decisions.

The hearings will cover what is happening internationally. We are very in-
terested in recent developments. They have been difficult to follow and have
frequently been very confusing because of the many different organizations and
negotiating approaches being utilized by the Executive. In the Committee, we
have kept track of developments in the Multilateral Trade Negotiations in
Geneva, but we have only piece-meal information on developments in myriad
of other negotiating activities oil the part of the Executive. For example, the
U.S. Government is actively participating In economic discussions which could
affect trade In the Conference on International Economic Cooperation in Paris,
in the UNCTAD, h specific commodity groups such as the International Wheat
Council in London or in the coffee, cocoa, and tin councils. Obviously the dis-
cussions leading up to the World-Bank-IMF meetings in Jamaica were also
related to what is happening in Trade.

The Secretary of State released a speech on Sept. 1, 1975 to' the General As-
sembly of the U.N. calling for many new initiatives and negotiations in a variety
of organizations, and for the establishment of many new institutions. These all
seem to be related in one way or another, at least that Is for the appearance given
by the speech ftself, which calls for a comprehensive new approach to eco-
nomic relations between the developed nations and and the developing nations.

So far as we on the Committee can see, the Executive Branch is not always
united In Its thinking. We do not always perceive a unified bureaucracy, but
rather we see periodic quarrels between agencies and departments over who
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'1I to speab ftr the V.A A wbo Is to nerotitne. It is omwhat p1illn'tbat
Mthe hapns so, oftem in pubL and in such, bai ways. We th t91 an (WngrWM
that we had made it reasonably clear who was to hdle trade, and that was
the Special Trade Representative.. Obviously the PreIdent provides Voley
guidance in whatever wa l e fit, gmd fit' ts hib right; lint one policy Is
n~e the alg'namests ahotfd not b* abject to a oonetaubag abuggle aver bureau-
cratic turf. The Issues are too important for petty procedural and bureaucratke
fights. So we look to these hearings for, an explanation of who Is doing what; of
what issues are being discussed where; and how It all ties in with the inten-
tioms of CongreU s exlWesset In the laws am* reolutiona we h&ve paomd and
In the pIbll guidance we have pravked from thne to. time.

I would lIke to a"M that nmie of the present conluson Is a result of exeessive
secrecy on the part of the Elxecutive, oir parts of it. New policies cannot be In-
troduced In secreey and by surptie-with a grab for tomorrow's headlines--
without strong adverse reaction from the people im our economy who are moat
seriously affected. Whet owr workers, farrueri, bwuessmen, and cvustuer
grupm tire surprixed, they come to Congress for clarification and assistance to
rectify problein. In Congrems we are in an Uspomible situation to deal effectively
with our constituencies if we do not know what is happening. This is especi-
ally awkward In trade policy where we have a elear costitutional responsibity.

In tlee hearings I would hope we eould agree to set secrecy aside and foets
on the need for national constmus. Witboat conseuats, th, negotiating victories
of the Fbwxeutive can only be asies. Let us work cooperatirely, and let explain
clearly what we are doing, in these hearings. Then maybe tids Committee aid
-tb* Senate can help pet together, constructively, new policies aud agreements
which can be widely supported in the U.S. ecouony.

At home, we will be interested in the evolution of Executive thinking on the
inamtgement of trade policy In connection with the domestic ecw4omy. We have
had tinder the new law many applications for adjustment assistance, counter.
vailing duties, anti-dumping action, escape elause action, and relief from unfair
trade practices. Some of these eases obviously are upsetting to our trading
partners. They all require skillful handling.

For example, the recent affirmative finding by the International Trade Coin-
mission on imports of specialty steel and the upeoming decision on footwear
imports will provide a tough test of the effectiveness of our new law. The steel
situation is complex.

Many Countries are Involve& Wider ismses are at stake. The prohleiu% relate
to the policies of other governments as well as to the competitive behavior of
individual companies. The President must act under the law very soon, and I
don't see how he could ignore the ITC determination without risking a Con-
gre."lonal override under the new procedures. So he must seek a sound, perhaps
imaginative solution, while coping with the concerns of other governments. lie
should of course bear in mind that some of the F~tropean governments lave had
problems with steel imports too, and they.seem to have fotid a method of dealing
with the problems by looking the other way while Industry has reached tacit
understandings. In our system that method is frowned on. We have oar own
procedures.

The problems In the area of Trade are not easy ones to solve, but the Congzess
would not have spent nearly two years deliberating on the trade ill.in 173 ati
1074 ft the Issues were not difficult. We have a Trade Act and it must now be
made to work, or we will be back in the, predicament of earlier years when
special pressures and problems arose one after another without control, anl
the result was Interastional controversy and endless Congressionval debate, slid
sometimes unhappy actions. The whole footwear situation still puzzles me,
because in the closing days of deliberations on the Trade Act the Senate, asked
for and wrote ino the law its intention that the Executive work out an Inter-
nat.ionat agreement. Now we are waiting for another ITC decision. Maxintmu
delay sometimes can be a useful way of dealing with sticky problems. The
Executive lately seems enamored of that approach. I hope- It works out, in the
end, because it not, there will be many unhappy Senators who tried their best
in developing the Trade Act to formalize and channel the Issues and pressures
so that we might all work together instead of at eross purposes. We are pro j
of the Trade Act in Congres& It Is easy to forget how much opposition there
was to It, and how hard It was to organize its passage.

So in these hearings, let us have honest views on how the Trade Act worksq,
and what is being done to make It effective In all ts aspects.
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Oii'aLXa SLTAZVT Or ftXAQRA CU'AM
Mr. Cbairman, I would like to thank you for sebedu!h* tbee time y rade

ovexaight hearing. The farm commurnity in particular has a Vital interest 'in
what appears to be modifications in otre foreign eeonque dpelkey. Thee mnedi-
ficattons concern the vse of food power as a weapon to a dranee U.M. national
interests and what appears to be a drift toward tbe establishment of com-
modity cartels

Mr. Chairman, let me eMphbalse that the benefits of ,ftm exports do not
simply accrue to the farmer, they are vitally importait-to the economic welfare
cf the nations as a whole. The past yeses $B billion worth of 'ftrm exportl-
lndualng $2 billion to the Soviet Union served to qpur the country's reeovery.
The Department of Agriculture reports that ever'b1lion dollars of form exports
means another 50,000 Jobs for Americans. In 1976 the net plus of $12 billion
in farm production offset the $10 billion deficit In the trade of .non4arming
commodities, pushing the U.S. trade balance Into the black by about $2,2'billion.
Fiscal 1976 favorable agricultural trade balance wIR be even bigger, approaeh-
ilg $13 billion.

Certain sectors of the agricultural community are now experiencing a serious
downswing in prices. In addition, farmers are faced with the rising costs of fuel,
fertilizer, pesticides and machinery. This squeeze follows a moratorium on grain
shIpments in the midst of record production.

As a result this committee must deterimne if our foreign economic policy is de-
nying the American farrier control over his future. Are we at a point where farm-
ers are simply expected to produce grain %%tile others decide how much of it is
to he sold, to whom and at what price?

h, Committee must also determine what modifications of the "Declarations
and Program of Actions for the Establishment of a New International Economic
Order" adopted by the United Nations General Assembly has had on U.S. (om-.
modity Policy. The efficient allocation of resources made possible by the market
system has improved the living standards of all the world's people. Should our
policy be aimed st improving and strengthening the market oriented systeln or
should our policy be directed toward a generalized system of commodity agree-
ments aimed at fixing prices?

Mr. Chairman, it Is essential that the answers to the above policy issues be
determined by this Committee. The American farmer must export in order to
maintaili the Incentive to generate the high levels of production that we have in
this country. It is important to consumers here and abroad, that farmers con-
tinue to produce the large volumes that bring efficiencies of scale and assure
abundance for all.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR B]ENmTwE

Mr. Chairman, I welcome the opportunity to appear before this Committee to
offer a few comments on Title V of the 1974 Trade Act, particularly on that sec-
tion prohibiting preferential tAriff treatment for members of OPEC.

I share the deep concern of my Colleagues over the damage inflicted on the
world economy by the four-fold increase In oil prices over the past two and one-
half years. I support efforts to achieve a reduction in that price although I am
reluctantly coming to the conclusion that there exists only a remote possibility
for such an achievement. It appears that the world will be forced to adjust to a,
permanently higher level than was enjoyed In the past. Certainly we should con-,
tinue to work for a reduction in the price of oil but we should also realize that
the energy problem is a two-pronged one: price and supply. Although there may
lie substantial agreeemnt within the OPEC on pricing, this is not the case with
supplies. The OPEC is not a monolithic political or economic bloc. Indeed the at-
titudes and behavior of OPEC members have been divided on the question of
etnbargoinx supplies. I remind my Colleagues on this Committee that certain mem-
bers of OPEC-specifically Venezuela, Ecuador, Nigeria, Indonesia, Iran and Ga-
bon-did not participate in the Arab oil embargo against the U.S. and the Nether-
lands. Qn the contrary, indications are that at least one country, Venezuela, sub-
stantially increased production and supplies of oil to the U.S. during that time. ,
Some estimates indicate that shipments of Venezuelan oil to the U.S. even In-
creased as much as 20% to 22%. And Venezuela has frequently stated that it will
never use oil exports as a political weapon. But rather than rewarding Venezuela,
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rather than encouraging such Independent Behavior for the'future among those
who did not embargo 44 the past, the 1974 Trad Act penalls them.

Mr. Chairman, the U.S. should address itself to thli divergence" In OPEC be-
havloV by .making every effort to encourage the development of closer ties With
those c9untrIes which did not p~rticipat4 In the embargo. While we all seek an
eventual freedom from reliance on imports, there Is muc te U.A should be.do-
ing in terms of working with these nations on political ahd econoibic issues it
order to maintain access to their supplies of energy while we develop alternatives.

There is also much that the U.S. should not be doing. A case in point is the
failure of the 1974 Trade Act to distinguish between" those who participated in
the OPEC embargo and those who did not. Therefore, I have introduced legisla-
tion to exempt from the prohibition on preferences those members of the OPEC
which did not participate In the embargo. This will be a signiflcazit stimulus to-
ward improving relations with these nations and insuring continued supplies of
energy to the U.S. in the event of another OPEC embargo. It Is a minor and
largely symbolic concession by the U.S. but one which will pay off in substantial
dividends.

Let me point out to the Committee that in the case of Venezuela, for example,
it is estimated that less than 1% of total Venezulean exports would be eligible
for GSP . . . this is a trade situation where we export substantially more to
Venezuela than we import-indeed our exports to Venezuela increased during
1974 by 71%. Mr. Chairman, it is clearly essential that we maintain access to
Venezuela's market and supplies, not just to her oil but to her iron and her other
substantial supplies of raw materials as well-and we cannot maintain this ac-
cess if we restrict our own. Clearly, we must be under no illusion that failure
to end this discriminatory treatment will not affeCt our own export and supply
opportunities in these countries. Our major trading competitors already grant
GSP to these nations. Our own failure to do so will be cutting off our nose to spite
our face.

The reaction of Latin America in particular to the anti-OPEC amendment has
been a harsh one. The Organization of American States unanimously condemned
the trade act as being "discriminatory and coercive." Indeed it is no exaggeration
to state that our relationship with Latin America has deteriorated to an all-time
low, pmrtially as a result of this amendment.

Some would argue that those who have hiked the price of oil should not be
rewarded wtih preferential tariff treatment. But Is there anyone who really be-
lieves that withholding GSP will cause the price of oil to go down? Will it not
only harden resistance to flexibility on oil pricing?

Mr. Chairman, Latin America-and indeed the entire Third World-has for too
long been relegated to too low a priority by our foreign policy decision-makers as
far as economic and strategic considerations are concerned. Yet It is equally clear
that Latin America's strategic location and its enormous reserves of raw mate-
rials make it a continent of exceeding importance to our own economic and stra-
tegic security. I urge the Committee to eliminate the discriminatory anti-OPEC
amendment from the 1974 Trade Act.

Mr. Chairman, let me take this opportunity as well to make a few more general
comments concerning Title V.

I believe it particularly important that the Executive Branch and the Congress
use Trade Act authorities to achieve true reciprocity in trade benefits.

Our negotiations in Geneva to reduce U.S. and other trade barriers and our
duty free preferences for developing countries should aim at stimulating and
expanding, not contracting, U.S. employment and industry. Particular care
should lie taken so that U.S. regions with persistent poverty and high unemnploy-
3nent-alhady hurt by the recession-not have existing employment opportuni-
ties reduced or employment in new Industries foreclosed by forei,'n imports. The
impact of duty reductions and preferences on such regions should be considered
before making reductions.

Even where employment benefits are expected to outway damage from trade
concessions, the Executive Branch should assume responsibility for advance plan-
ning of adjustment assistance, rather than waiting for the damaged communities,
firms or workers to plead for assistance after industries have closed and em-
ployment is lost.

Puerto Rico is one such region. Unemployment is still more than 19% but this
1A based on. only a 42% work force participation rate for those 14 and over com-
pared to G0% of the equivalent U.S. group. Many Puerto Rican workers are dis-



couifaged'and no longCr trY to*ndiiot'k. !A9 & rtilt prlanutlty tbo U.S' rede.
siou, manwfactuing deployment in, PuertQ ',%eopliummlte from .!MOO , Ma
1974 to 2I9,Q I Ju!.19T51 a. low f 96800O J00s o 18.061T40 13T PpO~~ .75
only 6,O of; t~ies i~b ad teed rexvre.1Based 6n orbjectlof ftho pr~se1)t
3:i fil 1 in population .t ii 82,0O00lboi foi, privat? 'iniostry Must creA 8%,:
000 netv Jobs Iti Puerto Stlco to'reduee unemploymentt f nl 'the- present 19o to
5% in 1985, cotnpa red -to the 192,000 jobs created in th! previguo ten year. , r* . ,

Aboxt .40% of Puerto Rican. mnufalturing employment is In labor ieggIve
industries most threateneqdby competion from low wage 'orelgn Pr94ucerf.
Petrochemical indusIh Arie tb refttnZK by niuge increases titnergy and feed.
stock costs, which, has, disadvantaged thehx giettly ih omparisott to mfthilabd
plants. Some leading, high- wage industries alsQ 'ftee stmlrrlgit competition,

So, It Is vital that special ,consi*VrtIon .bq; vento Puo#o Rl!o lnd othe;
regions with like problems so that U.S. traAe and econpmfc pblcy truy creates
thousands of new jdb, nbt the reverse.

-Senator PAOKWOOD. I am going to leave abou 100!CIOek, 1 r,.3'(.ir-
man, we have the final arguments or tho day care, and we h ve Im-
ited time to get thd bill out of committee. $o, Mr. See Vry, I apolo-
ize if I gt p in the middle of your statementt,giei I get P , ,il .... ..

Senator FAiNNU. I'm in the same position.''
The CHArMAN'. YOU can come 'bck and ask your questions.
Senator FANNIN. :Thank you.
The ChAIRMtAN. .1 must inform the Secretary fliat tlere iS 4,bill re-

ported by this committee being considered on the Senate floor today)
and at least two or three of our members have to be present to debate
the issue. I don't think it necessary that all of the committee needs to be
there, we all voted on the issie that will be decided by the Senat0 today.
But, it will be necessary for some of our members to attend to that
legislation while we have the hearings today. I hope the Secretary will
understand that.

Mr. Simtr, Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. I will keep the record open so that any questions

the Senators want to ask could be made part of the record.
Senator FANNIN. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Secretary SimonI

STATEMENT OF HON. WILLIAM E. SIMON, SECRETARY OF TREASURY

Mfr. SIroN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and gentlemen. I have a very
lengthy statement, which I will not read but I would like to summarize
and just highlight the parts, and you can read it at your convenience.

I welcome the opportunity to join in this review of the administra-
tion of the Trade Act of 1974; and this statement that I am presenting
this morning, I believe, answers in a comprehensive way all the ques-
tions you asked me in your letter requesting me to testify.

I start out by giving an update on the international economic out-
look, the recovery outlook in the industrialized as well as the develop-
ing countries of the world, and the LDC's and their reduced growth
rate coming later than the industrialized countries', of course their
recovery obviously coming later as the developed countries' economic
outlook improves.

The continuation of the current solid recovery in the world is going
to depend on continued sound economic policies by all countries

In approaching the problems of the world economy, the United
States has formulated a consistent international economic policy; no
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in~i 1h4wi Th *b'kaarat1a ~oy Js

So,-weeek toejti icn.4 jtives,,miranaif remoet to Miintaias
sound .US. enony,;,eliftin W! r' otmikTt d 4istieto

protdaetive use; ,emst (e~velopig o -ld, -grow ,and become eoo-
nomkaliy wolf 4nsUff~t with lair, reo~atble awets to dave1wed '"a-

*i;),tdAcd ' 6px ioh h, .- f ,ndtifts % tv61v0ig prob-

Now, the poliy guideline and decisions to.inqtlement these prjn-

, Te.ttsidont estiwib hed-E in &rpt eft r of 1974. 1 am the
m'an~jfto.0tthis, %tn~I -I a1ilh a~s6 e'h-6i1'fWtidf the Council of 'In-

ternational Economic Policy. -The A88r1t6t0to.e Presiiaent -for VI4co-
nomic Affairs, Bill Sekiman, isaJts,VxzcuiVe tDirector. The Secretary
was dtignfat l fe(. h~frrhian otfitewoomMittees.

The membership of the EPB and 1'ETa differ somewhat. The
EPJB includes 'the 'Secretary of the Intrio', IEW, HUD, and the

xe~ut'iv'Dieector of the CrUP. EP"-do-s not inClude'the Secretary
of Deense, who is a member opthe C0tP. And, as you know, Mr.
Chairman, the Secretary of Defense is also a Ynember f fhe.East-West
Foreign Trade Board.

This organizational structure reflects the increasingly close inter-
twiing o1 domestic and international economic policies which led
first to the appointment of the Cabinet officer most intimately con-
cerned with these issues, which is of course the Secretary of theTreasury.

The Executive Committee o f he EPB, of which the Executive
Director of CIEP is a member, was estAblished to meet daily, and we
do at 8:30 each morning, to consider issues -rlating to international
and domestic economic policy. The fact that there is a Cabinet-level
meeting daily considering these issues is tremendously important. It
has given the executive branch the capability to respond rapidly to
changing conditions, and it has provided an institutional focus for
decisionmaking on matters relating to economic policy. Participation
in the Executive Committee has been limited to the designated mem-
bers. Other agencies and departments have participated on a regular
basis in areas where it is felt they could contribute to economic policy
decisions.

In the international trade area, the Trade Act of 1974 provides the
legislative framework for the development and implementation of
policy. Responsibility -for the MTN rest with the STR, Ambassador
Dent, who is a member of the CLEP, and is Chairman of the Cabinet-
level Trade Policy Committee. The FTh joins the deliberations of the
EPB on matters of interest to him and is able to brWg to the EPB
matters for. attention or decision.

In addition to these formal mehanisms, Secretary Kissinger and I
meet fequently on an informal basis to discuss economic and "foreign
policy' issues to assurecoordinatiou in our approach.
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The ,princioes of our international trade policy, are embodied in
the Tx"Actol'IO arral we Awaaove ly-Uigheni hef.Our success itthese neg io_ wii n I t
future ot our teM~titil tradings.Vtim.'Pro ei , ot es-
setial. We are encouraged ly the " '1mt.'ts~tiSirh VW .e UflIrN -
eeave from , arement at JkamboWUat, With The gol focomplet-

nin' the .lse a . b tionaltde
and economic policies, the Six *a tic1panr t ntt a .lau iollt .ag'ee&d 1t-
work in ,the mone~~y 'area 'to create Smreter "stability in -ehe economic
and_ financial .conditons underlying 'th worla economy. "hey Amadetlhe fundamental decision to reah cfic Iree n WnefF
relating.to exchange rates. This cmmitnet was' empentA in the
recent agreements achieved at the Tihterir :Committee in Jaffia. lle-
cause these understanding " tare so important to the futuree of our M*-
ternational monetary system, and thereby, to 6the environment in wich
international trade wil take place, [ would like to comment briefly
onthe Jamalca accords.

The .Jaipaica meeting marked, tle, succesm!ul conclusion of several
years of negotiations, re~stilting in the first general revision of our
monetary arrangement since the'basie framework at 13retton Woods.

The package that has been developed combines longer terin struc-
tural reforms with measures to meet current financial needs. They.con-
sist of four major elements: New -provisions governing -exchange
rate practices which nations can "follow in the future,; i.astres to,
phase gold out of -the system; steps to increase the resources of the
IMF and to strengthen the Fund's ability to meet the balance of pay-
inonts financing problems of member Countries; ,and proposals to
amend the IMF articles, the constitution of the monetary systemso as
to streamline its operation, and to conform the institution to the dif-
ferent world which has .developed since the 1940's. Together'these
agr ,ements lay a foundation of impressive -strength on whidh we
my base our-fbiorts4in the MTh.

The agreement to reduce the role of gold in the monetary system
removes an important disruptive factor from the system. Its .private
use conflicts with its monetary use. Its extreme price volatility can 'be
very destabilizing to a monetary asset. Its reatively fixed suppl..v
means that new output cannot be expanded or eontracted in line with
requirements for more, or less, international liquidity.

Action to update and streamline the IMF articles, relating to the
operations of the general account and the account, provides a flexible
basis to future evolution of the rules of the system.

'In the third area, steps are being taken to enhance the IMF's capac-
ity to provide its members medium term financing for balance-of-
payments problems while adjustment meamtires become effective. These
actions include an increase in IMF quotas, increase in members' poten-
tial access to IMF credit, the establishment of a trust fund, compen-
satory finance facility liberalization.

A 'final area where agreement was reached -involves exchange rate
practices. In -sharp contrast to the rigid system of exchange rates
established at Bretton Woods, which -sought, stability by requiring
adherence to a specific exchange rate regime--par values-the new

67-93T-76-----2



provisions focws on aclieying the Undaering konIOWicstbli that
is a prerequisite fox exchange rat stability. The provisions legalize
the various exchange sragernents Ise 4ly aj~p ied by Countries;
provide a flexible franiewvork fo"t'" utur6 adaptation of the exchange
ra System; and provide vide'latitud6 for countries to adopt speci
exchange arrangements of -their own hosing so long as they fulfill
certain general obligations relating to the maintenance of interna-
tionally appropriate economic policies. Of particular importance in
this respect for the trade negotimtionsis the obligation to avoid manip-
ulating exchange rates to gain an unfair competitive advantage.

Those who criticize the present systeni of, semi-floating exchange
rates state their case in terms of the volatility of the system and the
impact exchange rate variability has on international merchants. Such
arguments are, not supportable. The floating exchaige rate system did
not produce exchange rate variability. The variability that charac-
terized the past several years is the result of the violent financial
pressures generated by boom and recession, by the sharp rise in infla-
tion rates and by the increase in the price of oil. Central to the agree-
ment reached in Jamaica was the recognition that instability was not
caused by the exchange rate regime, but rather by underlying economic
and financial conditions.

The agreed new provision relating to exchange rates provides for a
floating system and, upon an 85-percent majority vote, a par value
system. In either case, the exchange rate system is not viewed as
producing stability.

Let me now tuar to the MTN. where we are attempting to imple-
ment our important commitment to an open international trading
system. I would like to devote particular attention to two areas where
the Treasury Department has special responsibility: The enforcement
of our antidumping and countervailing duty legislation and our trade
relations with non-market economy countries. I would then like to
discuss an area of special importance,.our commodity policy; I then
discuss the changes that were made in countervailing duties and anti-
dumping in the Trade Act of 1974. s

The act did not substantially amend the Antidumping Act, but for
the most part codified various Treasury practices and policies pre-
viously established by administrative action. During 1975, 25 cases
were initiated, preliminary actions were taken on 13, and final deci-
sions, including referrals to the ITO were made on 12 cases.

I believe the Department has continued to demonstrate its deter-
mination to administer effectively the Antidumping Act, and this
committee can be assured that these high standards will be maintained.

The Trade Act of 1974 made significant changes in the countervail-
ing duty law with the addition of time limits for completion of inves-
tigations and the inclusion of a provision for the temporary waiver
of countervailing duties to aid the MTN. You will recall that section
331 of the act authorizes the Secretary of the Treasury t6 waive the
assessment of countervailing duties otherwise assessable until January
3, 1979, if all of the following three conditions ha ' been met:

One: Adequate steps have been. taken to reduce substantially or
eliminate the adverse effect of the bounty or grant;



'Two: There is a reasonable prospect that successful trade gree-
ments will be entered into reducing or eliminating distortions of miik-
national tride and.

Three: The imposition of additional duties would be likely to seri-
ousl jeopardize those iegotiations.

Either House of Conoiess may.'overr'ide a waiver, and the Secj6tary
ma revoke itat any tiie.

During the year Treasury initiated 38 countervailing duty investi-
gations, a record number. This included those cases outstanding as of
the date of enactment of the Trade Act. Thirteen investigations were
terminated at the request of petitioners, 25 preliminary determinations
were reached, and 20 final determinations were made, of which 9
were affirmative and 10 were negative. A temporary'waiver of counter-
vailing duties as provided in the act Was granted in six of those cases.
Sunmaries of these cases are appended to my testimony. I

These figures alone do not tell the full story concerning the effective-
ness of our efforts to protect U.S. markets. In several of tlhe cases which
resulted in negative findings, substantial "countervailable" programs
existed at the time the inqairies began. Discussions with Treasury offi-
cials during the course of the proceedings or the mere pendency of the
actions themselves convinced the responsible officials of the govern-
ments concerned to eliminate the subsidies. Furthermore, in each of
the six cases where duties were waived, the exporting country had taken
significant action which in our judgment eliminated or substantially
reduced any threat posed by the subsidy programs. In four of the
six cases this action involved the elimination of substantial portions of
the subsidies. In the other two we believed that while potential existed
for adversely affecting the domestic industry concerned, that potential
was removed by other price or export policy guarantees obtained from
the exporting countries.

Treasury exercised its authority to waive the imposition of counter-
vailing duties in six instances. In "all cases of substantial subsidization,
Treasury worked closely with interested Membe-rs of Congress, rep-
resentatives of the concerned domestic industry, and appropriate ex-
ecutive branch agencies. In my opinion, we have by our actions thus
far, fulfilled the basic purpose for which the waiver provision was
added to the law. Ie have avoided unnecessary friction with our trad-
ing partners while negotiations continue in Geneva, while at the same
time protecting the interests of our farms, factories, and workers.

Let ine now turn to the need for these negotiations to arrive at a
new sot of international guidelines to limit the use of subsidies in in-
ternational trade.

Section 331 of the Trade Act provides a specific mandate to negoti-
ate on subsidies and countervailing.

Mr. Chairman, as you know, the STR is charged with negotiating
a sibsidy/countervailing duty' code within the MTN. J am certain
Ambassador Dent will wish to address this issue. Treasury has worked
very closely with STR and other agencies in carrying out the man-
date of the Trade Act in this area. As a. result, the U.S. Government
has proposed a framework for negotiation of international rules on
subsidies and eounterv'ailiig. We submitted a concepts paper on the
elements that should be included in a subsidies and countervailing code.
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I then g on and z desc e,ti eacer, the three.calepries periuittad,
condition, andpQlbiUe4

Effective international rules are needed in 4is aea botto da
with the wideaprmd useof subsidies and to cover the Vp .ication.
countervailing duties against subsidies.

.Pr t GAT rules do 'not now provide equate controls on 4he
use of subsidies that distort international trade. 'The MXIT provide
ttho qppmo rt it.y for deveoping cear .and ecfive controls on mib-
ai.Is and ilinki subsidy controls with rules on!countervaflirn action.

Our .b. x iv, the, isto ga in ag eemeut on -the prohibition oQfsub-
si4ie, ,the .intention andeIect of which is to proraote exports, whether
to the United States or to third countries. To gain tfhis.-objective we
must realistically be willing to accept some himitationson our uni-
ltteral use o& countervailing duties. What we have proposed is that
Where the programs complained of ave purely domestic in nature-
that is, where they app!., equally to damneaticay consumed products
awd from the:evidence avail able haveneither the intent nor effect of
stimulating exports-countervailing action bythe importing country
would be conditioned upon -a showing that the imports in question
are actually or potentially injurious to domestic industry. I would
point out that all countries, including our own, maintain an array of
programs ior legitimate domestic purposes, which can be judged to be
bounties or grants wider the broadest interpretation of those words.
A typical example is the investment incentive programs maintained by
the individual States to attract new industries. Some of those indus-
tries inevitably export some of theirproduction.

I would .like to turn now to the second area of special Treasury re-
sponsibility -under the Trade Act, the operation of the East-West
Foreign Trade Board.

In accordance with section 411 of the Trade Act of 19.74, President
Ford established the East-West Foreign Trade Board. The organiza.-
tion of -the Board follows the organization of its predecessor, the Com-
mittee on East-West Trade.

The President designated me as Chairman of the Board; Bill Seid-
man was named Vice Chairman; and then I list the other members.
Treasury Assistant Secretary Parsky is the Executive Secretary. In
addition, in response to a suggestion by the distinguished chairman of
tlis committee he appointed the Secretary of Defense.

I then describe the -function of the East-West Foreign Trade Board,
my reports, the administrative mechanisms.

Notwithstanding the importance of the Trade Act in creating the
East-West Foreign Trade Board, this administration has consistently
established its objection to the provisions of this act which adversely
affect our trade with the Soviet Union -and other nonmarket-economy
countries, and which do n6t serve our political and humanitarian in-
terests. My contacts with Soviet leaders and with American.business-
men during the past year have firmly convinced me that it is inour
interest to find a way to unblock these impediments-to increased-trade.

In consultations with congressional leaders, I have been encouraged
by a common appreciation that we must move ahead. Last summer,
I met with the Members of the Senate delegation to the U.S.-U.S.S.R.
Parliamentary Conference before and after their visit to Moscow. The



Senators had an eitrermely frank exchange of views with top Soviet
officials on t6e impact of the Trade Act on United, 9tateSoiet 'rela-
tions. I believe their visit was extremely useful, as was the visit of the
House delegation which took place the following month.

The normalization and improvement of our commercial relationS
with the, U.S.S.R. and other nonmarket economy countries is a-neews-
sary element in the improvement of our overall relations with thesm
-countriez. We believe strong economic ties tend to create a foundation
of mutual interest which in turn can improve the environment for
progress' in te relxation of'politica-l tensions.

A solution to the legislative impasse we now face would materially
enhance our business, community's efforts to expand trad With the
East. We have had many indications that the lack of ociaI credits
from the United States is causing the U.S.S.R. and some of the lEast,.
ern European countries to direct their purchases elsewhere. The major
European countries and Japan have agreements with the U.S.S.R.
under which $10 billion of government-backed credits will finance
export sales to the Soviet Union. This total is in. sharp contract to
the $469 million in credits extended by the Eximbank before lending
to the IT.S.S.R. was suspended in May 1974.

At Treasnryfs request, the Commerce Department is now conduct'-
ing an inquiry to determine how much business this country has in
fact lost as a result of this. The Soviets have given us their estimate
that for January through October 1975, as much as $1.6 billion in
-contracts which the Soviets were ready to sign with United Staes
firms have gone to Western Europe and Japan because of the United
States restrictions on Eximbank credits. Many of these contracts are
being negotiated as part of the Soviet 1976-80 plan and therefore
represent business o)portunties that are going to be lost.

I expect that much of the competition among Western industrial
nations for exports through government-subsidized credits will soon
be constrained through the establishment of guidelines on credit terms
to be followed by the larger industrial countries. However, such ar-
rangements will'not mean that other countries will not continue to
prov-ide large amounts of credit, to the East. Our firms will continue to
be seriously disadvantaged by not having access to these credits.

I would also like to discu8 the related issues of commodity policy,
U.S. relations with the devoloping countries, and the MT Cotm-
modity policy is a major element of our relationshipsl with tho non-oil-
produieing LDC's. For the foreseeable fhture many of these countries
will largely depend upon commodity trade for their economic well
being and for their hard currency earnings. Our commodity policy
decisions are tlerefore crucial to the ongoing dialog with the develop.
ing nations. Moreover, our actions now in setting forth olearly and
forcefully our views will play a pivotal role in the evolutin if the
world's system of commodity trade.

Over the next few months. the United States wil be involve di in
discussions in several international forums of a variety of' such pro.
posals involving export controls, widespread commodity agreements,
price ildoxation, and new international financial institutions.

I believe more fruitful approaches are envisioned in the Trade Act
-of 1974. 1 would argue that both our own economic interests and those
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of the developing countries can best be served, not by. putting new
controls on the free market for raw materials and their products, bipt
by working to dismantle those that exist.

The United States has put forth iti own set of proposals on com-
modity policy which we believe would constructively and positively
come to grips with the basic economic problems faced bythe develop-
ing countries within the context of our fundamental commitment to
free markets. I waaut to sumarize these proposals.

The United States has important interests in raw materials. As an
importer of raw materials, the United States seeks assured supplies at
reasonable prices. This will require adequate investment in raw mate-
rials production, and supply commitments from exporting countries.
As a major exporter of raw materials, we wish to improve our access to
other countries markets for our exports, and convince other countries
that we are a dependable supplier. Excessively volatile price fluctua-
tions are a matter of concern both to developing and developed coun-
tries. They can distort investment patterns and contribxite to inflation-
ary pressure. We also recognize the significant dependence of many
developing countries on earnings from raw materials exports, and we
wish to help increase the security and stability of those earnings. To
accomplish those goals, we have put forward specific proposals.

To help assure adequate investment, we have proposed, that tim
World Bank Group, especially the IFC, take the lead in bringing to-
gether private and public capital as well as technical, managerial, and
financial expertise to finance new minerals development.

To assure our access to supplies at reasonable prices, and convince
other countries of our dependability as a supplier of raw materials,
we are seeking supply access commitments in the MTN.

Because no one approach can apply to all commodities, we propose
to discuss new arrangements for individual commodities on a case-by-
case approach. We have participated actively in negotiations for new
commodity arrangement discussions.

We will sign the new Tin Agreement, which will be submitted to the
Senate for advice and consent, because it operates with a minimum
of market interference and permits full latitude for the operation of
our own tin stockpile.

However, we do not propose to sign the new International Cocoa
Agreement in its present form because it sets rigid price ranges, does
not adequately protect consumers,' and relies excessively on export
quotas. We have suggested that the agreement be renegotiated and
are awaiting the reaction of other countries.

We are currently reviewing the new International Coffee Agree-
ment, which contains substantial improvements. Our review is focus-
mg on the adequacy of the consumer safeguards and the possible fu-
ture price impacts.

To help primary producing countries stabilize earnings from com-
modity trade, the United States proposes a substantial improvement
in the compensatory finance facility. The IMF has now agreed.

We are also supporting an improvement of the IMF's arrange-
ments for national financing of buffer stocks, by amending the Articles
of Agreement to remove any effect of buffer stock drawings on mem-
ber-country access to other IMF resources.
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To provide even longer run stability and security o( export earn-
ings or the LDC's, we have urged thi'in 'the MTN particular atten-
tion be paid to the issue of tariff esclationi. If LDC's are given
improve access to developed country markets for process forms
of their raw materials, they will be able to diversify their economies
and decrease dependence on exports Of raw materials.

As this enumeration of measures demonstrates, there is no single
approach to comodity trade problems. We reject price fixing ar-
rangements that distort the market reitrict production and waste
resources, and we have made clear we will not joih such agreements.
On the other hand, we are prepared to consider measures that will
improve the functioning of mar ets and will directly meet the prob;
lems of raw material producers and consumers. In this regard, we
seek the establishment of consumer-producer forums for each key
commodity to promote efficiency, growth, and stability of particular
markets.

I would suggest that by using the mandate and authority in the
Trade Act of 1974, we can improve our access to needed raw mate-
rial imports. increase other countries' confidence in us as a supplier
of raw materials which we export, and assist the developing countries
in their drive to improve export earnings and develop their econ-
omies I then talk about border tax adjustments

It is my firm belief that progress in negotiating a more open and
equitable world trading environment is essential to a world beset with
economic difficulty and unprecedented change.

In carrying out the mandate of the Trade Act of 1974, our efforts
in the MtN are going to help us move toward our fundamental goals
of freer markets, improved rules and regulations governing the con-
duct of trade, and a more efficient allocation of world resources; pro-
vide a positive counter to the threat of a potentially hazardous slide
into world protectionism; and enable us to better meet the justifiable
needs of the developing countries, while providing that they gradu-
ally assume equivalent responsibilities as their economic situation
improves.

Negotiations are a vital element of our international economic
policy. Upon the success of our efforts rests in large measure the
nature of our future world trading system. I am confident that if
we approach these negotiations with the aim of preserving and broad-
ening the freedom of the private sector to conduct international trans
actions with a minimum of Government intervention, the future eco-
nomic system will be one with which we can all live and from which
we will all benefit.

Mr. Chairman, I have with me from the Treasury Department Dave
McDonald, Assistant Secretary for Law Enforcement, who will be
delighted to respond to any questions, as will i.

Ir. Dent has just arrived, and I notice Senator Bentsen came in,
and I will be glad to step aside and have him present his testimony;
he's got to vote.

Senator TALMADOE. If there is no objection, we'll proceed with 10
minutes' interrogation. Is there any objection?

Mr. SIoM. I will be glad, if you've got votes to step aside and let
you finish yours.



SeWr RT awi. No *Pgo AJ ep and finish' yours
$.e-at r' TA W*D. Mr,_.creqAy, 4o you thihk the Ouadano have

i~ved up to the. spirit and the letter of 'the United Statwe-Can&u~u
Autono-bile.Agtenient 1 ,•

fr. Simox. To th6 best of.ry lmowledgo they have, Mr. Chairman,

Senator TAL&ADGt. The Internationad Trade Commission- sent us
a. report which 'is being reased today, indicating -the C inadift hav#
not 1ived' up to thi' sidW , of the bargain.

Mr. SiMoN. We have not seen that' report, but -what w6 will do,
we will study that i'meditOely and give, you our analysis 4 that
report.

Senator TALMADG0J. I wish you would look into it.
Mr. SIMov. We cerinly wIl air.
[The following was subsequently received for the record,:)

A"v AY ! Or, THIE IIMrNA1oVAL TaMRun CommiSaIon's. RPoSTr OLT, T E
AuTo P~cT

The Commission's study is timely and comprehensive. lqowever some achieve-
ments under the Agreement are not fully recognized, In addition, I would- li1e
to place some of. the CoiMWsion'4, findings in .more adequate persveetive.

First, I would like to focus on. what. the Commission played down: The situ-
ation immediately preceding signature of the Agreement wos that Canada bad
adopted a scheme for subsidizing exports' of automotive products by means of
conditional duty remisoion, on importS. This wheme was not sustainable TA*
U.S. would have countervailed., Canada agpee4- to drop. Its subldies huit a4W
clear that It weald increase hiarlply existing Canalan content requirepentwfor
Canadiar automobile manufacturers or take other restrictive action..

As a result of the Agreement, Canada dropped. its export subsidies and didi not
impose additfe na restrietiona. It conceded duty'fre entry to fortueriy dutiable
ports -and automobile from the- United Rtates, in exchaugp for du t4fre enty
into the Unite4 States of parts and wtuobilea from Capada, Witbout this
agreement, tighter Canadln restrictions on airports of United States.autombileu
would have been Inevitable.

The Commission also failed to. place due emphasis on the extent to whioa
the objectlves set out in the Agreement bave oen. achieved. The fBrst two ob.Jee-
tives of the Agreement were "the creation of a broader market for autpobl0le
products within which the full benefits of s cilization and large scale Vratue-
tion (could) be achieved!" and "the liberallatlon of... automotive trude with
respect- to tarlff barriers and, other lactora tending to Impede It,. with ,view to
enabling the. Industries& of both. countries to artdcipato o a fair 4n4 equttblebasis IR the expalndpng total market of tie two countries," Th facto pre ixted
the CommIsejon's study witi respect to the intet'alOksd rafitnal tI6ta 'f the
industry and the tremendous growth in bllatial; automotive tbrade cearly dbmon-
strate that progress towyd4 these objeetlees has been subtantil,

Moreover, the, Unti State has reaei~eL I ro'taa4, henets f ron this proes
of Integration, rationalization, and trade expansion under the grbqqpejpt.

-Without the Auto Pact, the Vnited States. might welt have list ti4e entire
Canadlan. mliket, as the United Sttes has loot all other major automobile
export matkeft.

-Tariff-free imports thintCanada tram the United SAtb hve inerqp0d 't.le
profits of Unt4 Statesowne4 Arns, allowing them to grow. Saa* of these
profits-are.repatriated to the United States;

-The cost savings ftqm Integration, of North America- production andy the
elimination of Canadian duties on United States produced carwled' to'ptleei
that are lower th au they," would, bieve. bee In- the absopc* ol the- Agreement
and consequent greeter -unit sales by the, Untte4.'$ttes-owne4 producers.
These firms gained addfttonsl sall as Amgrlefian's ya cap dfsplaco (Zsnt.
dian Itn.pr' ftom, ttird countries.. (AN qxpee , the pact 'ha ' rodted OIrice
differentials between the United States and Canada. The Cwommiglon's fin-
Ing of Increased price differentials since 1071 Is accounted for by the inclu-



, ai. ,f 4i0 $2 -pa* t qp.nauflaturer's- weloe tox io itheOanadlian price,
Rii~o ~cs~.4~ ~iVn1.4State was. olk~ir.tedta

, r, b .,,m Ite .ft ts on, swdes~wt ;:.eUl t eelte

lower autmob~le prices in the United States. Industry spokesmen-'elte4
production economies in the United States which have been translated into
lower price., Due to tthe'eai3Io ,gerp M u t6nrun 4n -Che United Stttee
these economics are naturallymalev, Kt Utltin of output in the United States
than in Canada.

-United States has a cumulative export surplus ipder the pact through No-
-embde69 5 6f ftveb1I1l6ii dollars (See Table).

.-rDt g thg 1W tS ecession, trade under the Agreement had a countercyclical
Impact upon the United. States economy and -our automotive industry In
particular. Thus our increasing trade surplus under the Agreement contrib-
uted to enOng the recession In the United States economy last year..

All In all, we4eel that the net effect of the Pact on the United States has bee)t
tlUve. This 'flew Is reinforced by the positions of t1i United States auto

ustry and tle UAW.
Oanada has also gained under the Agreement. The Commssion finding thnt the

Agteement had mainly benefitted Canada Is not surprising. The PO 0? .ta. for the
V~owth of the '.Canadian Industry was greater than that of the United Stte
industry when, the Agreement was made. It was clear then tflat - e:.relt*elW
less efficient inftstry in Canada could benefitmore than the mnore efficient t',1f(ed
States-Industry. - .. .. a lideatifled "gatns t Oi4 .art the *ertstIon .6f an. e telt alitomt01le
industry, aceesto Ametica -ownedltechlugy, lower tMce td 'cbnn6euh'aig, tore
tax, and Improved wages and employment. Canada has also Avoideq P.irade war
with the U.S. However, trade is not a zero sum game: Canada's gain WdS not our

tOnftunateiy, as the CommIssIon pelats Out, there aire oinis( jfblerpis .with
the Agreement. Progress toward the third stated objective'of 'the Agreement ("to
develop conditions in which market forces operate effectively to attain the most
Peofotnaie pattern f Investment"jtbduetie , and trfide'') 6iS been IeMs satis-
faetcrk- than In: the case ,of the other two. Production guaranteed in effect In
Canada ciUnge to inhibl the. O IfediVe oferatlon 6f inarket fturce. inuada
JusA'ldes these guarantees in terms of its intexpretation-of the "fair and equitable"
elause In the second bJO&fte. Thus while' t'e United -States stresses the opera-
tMOn of'market ftm+4 uz id the A4"eiient Ond Ntaflts to 9ee It lbeeoiiie more of
a free trade Met i'man it ,4, Canada tends ,to fear that, rapid plodtcs toward
free trade might weaken the Canadian industry. Nevertlieles% some progr~e
towards the third objeetive-has been made. Market forces today have a greater
Imitmet on automntive investment, produ6tton and trade betwtn the tiiited
Rtitea and -Canad 1Ihan they -did Aefore th. lniUrguratlon of ,the Agreement.
Futthe' preovege toward 'achieving -this oWective is needed

The United States vnderstands that the tree sa$ejguatd4', W Anmex A of the
Agreement, 'togetar with, the ancillary coniineits In the letters of under-
taling etre tft'nItfonfal. 'The length-othp trf/ntitf6ntl peitWd has nat'bee agreed;
.'The Agtemetit It dsf, howeveY, did not 46ceffy that the -Anner A. sgfegnft'ds
were tri0eiton~l, nor did It motion ,the eneillary. eommitmerits In the. letters.
Article IV of the Agreement reqqzied the two governments. to undertak, no
iater thap Yanuia'y 1, 1*t8a Joint review of te progress made towards achieving
the objectl1 set leot h ft Article ,6, iti-1ing "the developmeit 61 "dondlti6n
in which market forces may operate effectively to attain the most 6o60midpit-
tern of investment, production,. nd trade."

During that review the U.S. pressed tihe Canadian Govetumeut .to drop the
transitional gaeguaj, but the Cgnadtanf~ $nantalaed they. wbrt still necessary.
We eo'ntinie 'to U Oer !thft the e oaftua ', fbould be phased -tot,- etid have
pressed thO Caiitdlan Qove~mieuxt to do so.

While Canada's performanee baK been cbsistet -with the Ikt4e' of-the -Agree-
nient, these. tr. nstlonol sifeguards have. prevzted the accomxpliebment of the
ill. Ittt of the. Agreement y Intetleritik Wth'free trade if autoS'awli ))arts.
. Vtulitei ttes ait 'Canada -differ oa the 'letters Of utdeitakltg between
the American.owded 0bta s and the Canadian ,.Govern"mnt. Our position is
tbat'thoe ltttMer Mave e plred. We *so itorzed the Canadiaym darin the W68
review. -Rowever, as the Coromission notes, the Canadian Government holds. that
theletters fire still In effect. I "
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.Both participating government, are being urged to modfyv the IAgreement.

Recently the United States and-Canadian governments-atreedto nitlatain depth
studies of the long-term outlook in the North American automotive Inddstry.
Theseevaluatlons provide a valuable basis for consideration " options for future
policy.
4NET AND CUMULATIVE ,BALANCES OF TRADE COVERED BY THE CANADIAN AUTOMOTIVE AOREEMENT-IJ.S. IM-

PORTS-CANADIAN IMPORTS
1n millions of U.S. dol.arsi

Balance of "!port: over im.Year U.S. neta pot com, oativea

1965 ................................................... 658 658
1966 ......................................... . . 556 1, 141967 ................................. 483 1.6 71968 ............................................... ...... 360 2,0
1970 .......................................................... -196 1 9441970 ...... ...... ..................................................- 197 1:77
972 .... ......... .........................................

j974 ................... ............................... 1,233 1,307anuary-November 1974 ............ % .......................... 918 ...............
January-November 1975' ....................................... 1,688 4,995

d i e eJfan IM ) Sdj to eAd e ihar in millions of U.S. dollars
I Pre,11mnary.
Source: U.S. Department of Commerce.
Note: Data exclude U.S.-Cmnadian trade in materials for use in the manufacture of automotive parts. Data are adiuiedto reflect transction values for vehicles. $1 Canadian quals U.S. $0,0925, 1964-69; U.S. $0.98, 1970; U.S. $0.990,

1971; U.S41.9, 1972; U.S. $0.M7, 1973; US $102244, 1974.

Senator TAImDo. The best staff economist who specializes in trade
on this committee also thinks they have not. and he has specific de-
tails he would be delighted to furnish to the Treasury Department.

M Mr. SrxoNr. That will be fine, and we certainly will !ook into that.
Senator TA.wx.1noE. Do you agree that we need a vigorous enforce-

ment of our fair trade practice statutes, antidumpmg and counter-
vailing duty laws?

Mr. Simox. Yes, Senator Talmadge, I do. I think that our, actions
of last year where we have pro a record; number of complaints,
,you know, for years--well, let's go back to my hearings when becor-
ing Secretary of the Treasury, where I promised vigorous enforce-
ment of countervailing and antidumping. I think. allfof our actions
have supported the statement I. made in my prepared text that, indeed,
we have donethis; we have wiped the slate clean as far as all of the
complaints. You know, they used to back up for sometimes 3, 4, and5
years. Sometimes three or our Secretaries would come through before
we finally got them.

Senator TAx mE. I congratulate you, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. We are trying, and I think we have done it with a

minimum disruption in the world trading System. The other countries
understand our problem, and we have worked in great harmony and
accomplished what is in everyone's best interest.

Senator TAxumG.. Secretary Kissinger represented there would be
an International Consumer Conference for every major commodity.
Is such a conference necessary for every commodity?

Mr. SimoN. Well, we are discussing in the Consumer-Producer Con-
ference commodities, and studying them on a case-by-case basis each
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commodity,.understanding at the outset that the United Stateswill not
participate in any per so commodity arrangement that goes against
our very strong freemarket principles. Anything that diStors the
price, we would certainly not agree to.

But, each commodity is subject to its own particular dynamics in
the market, and so, therefore there is a reason to study eachI coninod-
ity on a cqse-by-case basis, one cannot, generalize .in that. area.

Senator TALMADOE. vhat are the commodities the free market does
not work with?

Mr. Simox. Well, one of the outstanding examples today, of course,
is oil.

Senator TmIrADoE. That's not a free market.
Mr. SImow. No, sir. Oil, temporarily, is being controlled by a cartel

that has about 67 percent of the world's proven reserves. I still main-
tain, as I said just now-and I underline the word "temporarily"-
because I believe that history has shown that cartels don't work and
this one is going to be no exception. It has been more successful and
lasted longer than most cartels in history, but this one will meet the
same fate.

Senator TALMADOE. What other commodities are controlled by a
cartel, rather than the free marketplace I

Mr. SIMoN. Well, we could say bauxite to a more limited degree.
But, you know, we can't compare other commodities to oil because
there is no single commodity that the world economies depend upon-
if my memory serves me correctly, 45 percent of the energy used in
all countries of the world is supplied by oil; and all the incremental

-- demands, as our economies continue to grow, will have to be imported
from the OPEC nations in the near future.

Now, as far as other commodities, such as bauxite, there are sub-
stitutions available, there are stockpiles available. So, their abilityto
raise prices is limited. And also, none of these other commodities are
as essential to these economies as the commodity of oil.

Senator TAL mmDOF. What is the substitute fMr bauxite ?
Mr. Simox. Alumina.
Senator TALMADGE. Alumina. There are tremendous quantities of

that.
Mr. SIMox. Down in your part of the country.
Senator TALMADGE. It takes 2 tons of alumina to produce the same

amount of aluminum as 1 ton of bauxite. So, a depletion allowance
is favorable to bauxite and nonfavorable to alumina. I wish the Treas-
ury Department would look into that and come in with a recommenda-
tion that would save us countless millions of dollars on the importa-
tion of bauxite and bring that cartel down at the same time.

Mr. Smiow. We certainly will, Mr. Chairman.
[The following was subsequently received for the record :]

TAX TREATMENT OF BAUXITE AND ITS SUBSTITUTES

Domestic bauxite presently receives a 22 percent depletion allowance. A similar
allowance is accorded to anorthosite, from which alumina can be extracted.
Foreign bauxite-nd substitutes receive a 14 percent allowance. Thus the per-
centage depletion rate top domestic production Is already over 50 percent higher
than that for foreign ore.
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. iten.tbe preeefttworli SItuatoa with respect to. bauxite, farther domestic tar
Incentives are not rqipired at this ime. Tbh U8 Importe about 90 percent o Its
baxIte. The price bas risen sharply as a result of t dramatic l;rqase in iUternat
taxes Imposed by producing eduntries. The high price of hIported bauxite, how-
ever, has the beneficial effect of platoiintW' afftautial pie.e incentives for
domesUcproduce* of bauxite and its substitutes to epand their producton
ab9ve what.it , might otherwise be. There price incentives are much more power-
ful tait additional tax Incentives would be.

Senator TAIXADOE. It is generally true that we pay a high price
on a commodity that comes in under*commodity agreement in the free
market; is it not?

Mr. Siotli. Yes, sir.
Senator TALADGE. Then, what justification is there to bring in

commodities?,
.Mr. SIuor;. If it disrupts the free market, Mr. Chairman, there is
o.1-ustificatiin. i think Kat at times there is justification to moderate

fluctuation, and I can make a comparison to our international mone-
tary arrangement where the finance ministers in the central banks in
tho world- ill intervene in a market that is disorderly and subject
to erratic fluctuations, rather than underlying economic change, if you
will

2ow, if there are going to be shortages that occur for one reason
or another, or the phenomenon of the simultaneous boom that oc-

iulreat 2 years ag o at ties like that assurance of supply and some
staiPity in the prices is a desirable thiug. But nothing that distorts
the free market process.

Senator TALVIADGE. It appears that the governments of most West-
ern industrialized countries look to the United States to bear the bur-
den of leading the world out of its most serious recession in some 40'
years.
* WVat are the implications of this on our own economy? Are they
asking that we assume our old role of again running payment and
trade deficits to facilitate their recovery?

Mr. Si-noN. No, sir. Our steadfast stand as far as our economic
policy and feelings of stability in the world economy as far as the
fxehalnge rate system is concerned have been well known. We know
what happened back in Bretton Woods when the United States and
Great Britain, the two pre-einwnt countries in the world at the end
of World War II set a par-value system which basically gave a com-
petitive advantageto other countries. The problem increased, and was
magnified during the 19(10's. when we used billioamof dollars to finance
deficits on an overtva ied dollar. Floating rates have taken care of this,
Senator Talmadoc. We have withstood suggestions of the past year-
that the United States reflate mom actively htcatise of the answer to
world recovery and winning the battle of inflation starts first and
foremost with everyone taking the appropriate actions in their own
domestic economies. The United States cannot and will not reembark
on inflationary policies in order to help the exports, if you will, and
provide them with an export recovery.

This is not necessary, and therefore, I believe, we have built the
foundation for a durable and lasting recovery.

Senator TALMAr)GE. Thank you very much, Mr. Secretary.
The CHAMRMAN. Senator Hartke?
Senator HARTKE. I think Senator Ribicoff is next.



$SomtorRmc op.Thankyou very mucli; Sengotl Uartke.. ' :
* Secretary Sinon, my' questiobis ore rather, Iong, thkey are atat
inent and a. question I will tty to read them slowly. : .

You are the.ooordinatorof economic policyfor this- administration
through the Economic Pdlicy. Board. I gather yoxt and: your: 1pr6
sentatives meet at the White Moufe daly. to pull, things together;
Yet, we frequbtitly see: di fferences of opinion,: arid 'even squabbles
erupting, over. international economic -inues in t1id prem'. Your staff
appears to disagree iii pubie. with the' State. D6partrnelbt and the
.Secretary 6f State pm'sonafly. Th Agrieulturs',Depirtmiant- bt
excited in public over tho' role of State in grMiih 1egotiatidlM,.

The Specil Vltade'Representstive's OMe -s4kms to bb'il eottiitui1h
bureaucratic fights, over its jurisdiction and replrolibilitY.' Iti ]he
meantime, baiic issues fall between stoolie. A basic problem inthe steel
trade was not raised in the OECD a month or so'ago, even thiigllthe
olportunit, ay se.

The agriultural questions--and I defer to the. chairman Mtlie
Agricultural Committee here--ar a real mess because there is At fight
between-agencies over whether food stoek negotiatodl in ilndon
should be dealt' with in ooh jinetion *Itfi the* trade ftik irt Geh'va.

Speeches are made in the 1 Tnited Nations, and negotiations carried
out in Paris and in commodity groups in, London without apparent
effort to tie these questions to tie inniustreatn of the ti.a.10d, policy. WhY
does this have to happen?-

Mr. SiroN. Let me comment for a nonnt, and I also Wou1 1ike
Fred Dent to coinment as well, SenAtor libicoff. -

We mwt 'daily, yeq. We have an S :30 ineetiig :at the White 'Hbuse
every morning. wfich is the Executive (',nmittee of the Economic
Policy Board, and the membership is attacled. Sure, there are differ-
ece. We" are dealitig With: complex subjects. we haie "departments
with different wissiouRn if. ou will: and there are, natural" y,-di$ r-
ences of opinions. The fact Jiat sometimes tes differences of opinions
leak in the press--as I have often said. the Ship of State is the onlyship thiat leaks fom the top, and tlmt i§ unforttinate because it' does
give, the, apple o'ance of confusion to the Congress and to. the American
people. .

What"we try to do is handle these (ldifferences of opinion at the
Assistant Secretary level to th' best of our ability, We then escalate it
to the Se&retaxy level to finish it off, if we can. We then bring it to'
PIresident in the form of an opiioij paper. The President makes t1W
ultimate decision, having taken the foreign policy and economic'poicy
into consideration. ' "

Much has be written i 'the ihewspapers about the State Dpat-
nme)t and the T reasur'y D, ar'meut.. 0Itink it's important to Uuder-stand thkV is not only :in thiu ooutit, and nota-only in' this period of
time. The misgiori df the State .Deprtment: and fOreign polio qu zt
9ften conflict with. th misionas of chief fiscal officer and ifna6iqi1tt-eer.s 6;i gi ven ' ruit A, nd,,taking into.oonideration our wcuoaio
p91icie, and, the strength, of our dollar, and our fiscal integrity, w, "eh
I must, obviously thee are, going to b6 different ofopini,.,;

We try to work them out, kut, as I say, s6 ' 'eti we car0t, ad
vle take it to the E'itsdent; h mikes the ultimate decision,.Mi v'g

weighed both.



As far as the agricultural policy is once rned, Secretaries Butz and
Kissinger will be here tomorrow. With theEconomic Policy Board,
the Food, Deputies Group, Commodity Policy Coordinating Commit.tee that the President appointed with Secretary Kissinger and me as
the chairmen to deal with these problems, I think the formulation of
agriculture policy has worked very smoothly.

I guess I pouldbe immodest for a moment and say that I have seern
tha.meoanisms of government in the economic.area, having been.a
consultant.to the Treasury for 9 years.before I came to government
and seeing-the "troika and quadriad," which was the traditional way
of handling the policy function, I think we have an economic policy
group now that covers the Government better; that brings out all the
differences of opinion where they were not brought out in the pastL.
And, certainly, we are going to have differences of opinion.

But these differences in opinion don't mean divisiveness or discord&
among the participants; we are pretty strong-willed men and feel very
strongly about our basic missions. We try to do what's best for the
country as we see it from our own particular vantage point.

Senator Rmicopk. That isn't the answer, there should-be differeoees
of_ opinion: that should be thrashed out, I can understand that. fut
when the diffeifnrces of opinion -make it impossible to zero in, itti-
mately, in a crunch, on what is your policy, or what you do, then you've
got a problem. That's what I laid out-here.

Mr. SIMow. That's the point, I don't believe that our difference$ of
opinion-we do resolve them, and we resolve them very quickly,-I
don't think it has inhibited us from putting our policies forward.

[The following was subsequently supplied for the record.]

AGRICULTURE POLICY COORDINATION

Tjhe CopMlttee has requested information on the. formal procedures estab-
lished in the- Adnfiisttatibhi 'to addre"s.agriultural gnd.food policy issues.

The Cabinet level Economic Policy Board (see attached) reports directly.to
the President and is responsible for the coordination of general economic policy;
inctluding both domestic and international agricultural and food policy. The
Board is chaired by the Secretary of the Treasury and its Executive Director
is the Aslstant to the President for Economic Affairs, Mr. Seidman.

Input to the E4PB in the form of analysis and positions on the issues Is pro-
vided by the Food Deputies Group and a special group on food aid, the OMB;
Senior Review Group. Both of these auxiliary groups are made up of member-
ship at the Assistant Secretary level. The Food Deputies Group is chaired by
the Council of Economic Advisors and the OMB Senior Review Group is chaired
by OMB. Staff work on food aid is furnished to the Senior Review Group by
the Interagency Staff Committee chaired by USDA.

In addition to these more routine functions, certain International agrieulture-
and .food .saves. such as the World Food Conference follow-up and the develop.
ment of the U.S. 'proposal for an International Grain Reserves Agreement have
been highlighted for special emphasis. Responsibility for these areas has been
delegated to the International Food Review Group which reports directly to the-
President. The IFRG is chaired by the Secretary of State; the Vice Chairman
is the Secretary of Agriculture The IFRG receives staff level input. from the
IFRG Working Group.

Also, with the announcement of the U.S.-U.S.S.R. long-term grairi agreement
in October, 1975, the President established the Economic Policy Board/Nationar
Security Council Food Committee to closely monitor the effects of the agreement
and to consider other agricultural and food issues that impact on domestic eco.
noric and national security policy.

The food and agricultural policy organizational structure im currently being:
reviewed.
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Senator RIBICOFF. Just why wasn't the problem of the steel trade
raised in OECD a month ago V In other words, if there was an Amer-
ican policy, why wasn't this raised? I mean, that is certainly some-
thing Senator Hartke is interested in, coming from a steel-pr6ducing
State.

Mr. DsT_-Sentorr the OECD consultation wag to review the status
,of the European steel industry, which had been petitioning the Euro-
pean comn ssion for action. We have already est$ljished within tho
multilateral trade negotiations a Steel sector opulation which is reo
viewing the entire area of tho steel nd'iron industry.

The OECD does not cover all nations who are involved i .the steVI
industry. We feel it is better to get this resolved within thM context 6.f
the MTN, Vather than in an adloc eonsultativo group which was n6t
established, for negotiiting. purposes. We think tje interests of tli
American steel indwtry can better be accommodated on a long-terg
basis within the multilaeral trade negotiations.

[The following was subsequently supplied for the record:]

STEEL TRADE POLICY COORDINATION ;

The Committee has requested further information- on the-maqner in which
'U.S. trade policy for steel is coordinated within the AdministratiOn.

' here are. esselially threq areas in which U.S. steel trade polidy is an "hits
been closely coordinated on n interagqncy basis: (1) the recent consult tons
9n steel within the OECD, (2) the current interagency review ofptbe U.S. Inter-
nationatl Trade Commissioi'si recommendation on import relief for:,the sta 'xiess
*n alloy tool steel industry, and (3) our polloy for pegotiatfs on qtel Wthin
lhe Multilateral Trade Negotiations.
: Within tle OECD, the European Community requested consultatiqns t'ilder
tho Trade Pledge to review los domestic steellindustry problems in the ont xt of
internal pressures for steel Import controls. The consultations were nb designed
*s a negotiation on stee in general, -which is more properly the responsibility
-of the Multilateral Trade Negotiations. The U;S. delegation to t06 OECI xon-
sultations was jointly headed by representatles of: tbe. State Deprtment and
the Office of the.SpewcaL. Trade Representative, with delegation niembers irom
6tiber interested agencies. The U.S. positionn was coordinated in advance among
these agencies. As a result of the consultations and international depression of
°coocetn that unilateral action not be taken to restrain imports in Ibis sensitive
sector, tormal import restraints by the EC were avoided.

The Administratldn's work on the pcialty steel escape -clause ($ase is being
,dope on an interagency basis through the Trade Poley Committee (TPC) frame-
wdrk. Members of the Trade Policy Comnittee are:

(1) the Special Trade Representative, who shall be chairman,
(2) the Secretary of State,
(-). the -eweta-ofy.et etim Treaery,
(4) the Secretary of Defense, -

(5) the Attorney General,
(6) the Secretary of the Ipterior,
(7) the Spcretary of Agriculture,
(8) the Secretary of Cowmerce,
<9) the Secretary of Labor,,
(10) the Assistant to the President for Economc Affars, and
(11) the Ixecutlve 'Director of the Council on international Economie Policy.
In accordance with the Trade Act provisions, the Wrade Policy! Committee

will advise the President on this case. Theinftmation which* the Trade Act re-
'-qures the President to consider iu -maling ia 4eclon in escape clause cases,

-and other necessary information, is being developed for the TPO and the Presi-
dent by an interagency task force which includes representatives from the Office

-of the Special Trade Representative (chairman), the Departments of Agricul-
ture, Commerce, Defense, Justice, Labor, State, and Treasury, the Office of Man.

:agement and Budget, and the Council on International Economic Policy.
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Steel policy for the Multilateral Trade Negotiations is formulated by an Inter-
agency task force chaired by STR. Agencies participating in the iron and steel
group include Commerce, Treasury, State, Labor, CEA, Interior, CIEP, FTC,
and the International Trade Commission. The task force has begun a study of
steel mill products with a iew to developing U.S. negotiating strategy for steel
In the MTN. The task force will, of course, take into account the industry and
labor advisory reports on steel.

Senator RiBIColr. Now, let's take the next step. We have been think-
ing about the conclusion commodity policy, and the fact that business,
labor, and agriculture, as well as the consumer are all affected by your
policies and negotiations. We are increasingly concerned that policy
is made in a vacuum. Negotiations on commodities necessarily affect
the conditions of trade.

So, logically, such negotiations should be dealt with as trade nego-
tiations. Yet, they are handled in some other special and secretive
way. We don't understand this.

Consequently, to help the Senate deal with our constituents, and at
the same time work constructively with the executive branch, to help
your work with the Congress Senator Long and I introduced yes-
terday a Senate concurrent resolution that simply states that agree-
ments that affect conditions of trade in commodities shall be treated
as trade ageements within the meaning of the Trade Act of 1974.

Thus, if you want to talk to other nations about commodities and
the results affect trade in any way, there will be a clear-cut procedure
for working with Congress, with the farmers, industry, and workers.
We should not be surprised, and you should not be embarrassed by
congressional rejection of international agreements if we follow the
proper procedure. We all ought to be able to assist each other in find-
ing the best solutions for out4 Nation; and working separately, we
are bound to have conflicts.

Do you agree with me and Chairman Long that Congress and the
Executive Should work more closely in this area?

MNr. Simoox. I agree fully, Senator Ribicoff, with the need for close
and frequent eonsultation, We fully agree.

Senator RIBICOFF. Ambassador O)ent?
Mr. DENT. Yes, sir. As you know, we are committed to working as

closely as possible with the members of this committee, committee staff,
and the House Ways and Means Committee. In all efforts we try to
keep them posted and have their input as policies, trade policies de-
velop. We will be glad to review this proposed legislation and give you
owr detailed views on it.

Senator RiBICOFF. You agree, then, both you gentlemen, that. agree-
ments affecting supplies, prices, stock, or assurances of purchase or
supply. affecting the conditions of doing business, are these not then
trade a ,'eeinents?

Mr. DENT. There are certain laws, for instance, the Agricultural
Act. under which commodity agreements can be negotiated; in some
instances they are negotiated in treaties. All others, we do believe, fall
under the Trade Act, and we would contemplate consulting on those.
Where other types of commodity agreements are under discussion, we
think you should be advised on those as well.

Senator RmicorT. But, shouldn't they come to the Ways and Means
Committee and to the Finance Committee, which would be acting for
the House and-the Senate; should they not come here?

67-937-76----3
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Mr. DENT. If there is legislation tinder which it is negotiated, for
instance, that is the responsibility of the Agriculture Committee, we
believe that the working out of the relationship between the two corn-
mittees should be handledl by the Senate. As far as we are concerned,
we would be delighted to consult with both, if that is the wish of
the Senate.

Senator RIBiCOFrF. There is no problem that Senator Long and Sen-
ator Talmadge would be able to work out the jurisdictional situa-
tion. Senator Talmadge happens to be deeply involved with trade
matters.

In other words, do I understand from both of you, the careful work
that the Finance Committee put into the Trade Act of 1974 over many
months ought to be put to work in this area as it was intended, rather
than start a whole new wall of words over jurisdiction and assessment
of national interest?

In other words, the chairman, with the support of this committee
very carefully worked out a bill in such a way that there would be
oversight, understanding we would prevent conflicts that would em-
barrass you and any subsequent administration, by coming to the chair-
man and the Finance Committee with things. And yet, our fear is
that you are proceeding to enter into agreements and negotiations on
an executive basis without coming to the U.S. Senate.

I am sure the chairman intended, and the whole committee backed
him up unanimously that trade agreements and negotiations should
come here. And of course, as you say, if you've got agriculture, there
is no question that this would be worked out in conjunction, without
difficultv, between Chairman Long and Chairman Talmadge.

Mr. Sr~fo-N. That's the thing, I get into enough trouble without
monkeying, with the jurisdictional problems in Congress.

The'coffee agreement today, for instance, would come before Ways
and Means and Senate Finance. The tin agreement would -ome before
the Senate Foreign Relations Committee. And these are the problems
thnt have to be straightened out.

The point of the whole matter is, yes, we want to work with the
Congress intimately on every one of these potential commodity ar-
rangements. I have always had a bias toward the Senate Finance
Committee and working on one committe, with these problems rather
than a proliferation of committees. But, again, I don't want to get
into the jurisdictional problems you may have.

The CHAIRMAX. May I just interject that there is a great need of
working together. I thiink this committee, as much as any committee
on this Hill, has been able to work with other committees, including
Labor, Commerce and all the others. We respect their jurisdiction,
and we ask them to respect ours. I'm proud to say that in this group we
are flexibleZ we see the other fellows' points of view.

But, I think that is satisfactory, Mr. Secretary, you want uis to
work that out and do business with whoever we designate up here.

Senator RmrIcoF. Mr. Chairman, the bell rang while you were
commenting. I do have some more questions, and I will come back
on the second round, Mr. Chairman.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Hartke?
Senator HARTRE. Mr. Dent is before us.
The CHAIRMAN. I see him.
Senator HArTrE. I mean officially.
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The CIAIRMAN. Including in the flesh.
Mr. DFNT. Senator, I'm here today, and I will be back tomorrow,

to coordinate the administration's presentation. So, whenever it suits
you*

Senator HARTKE. The question I raise is one which was introduced
by Senator Talmadge, concerning the Canadian Automobile Agree-
ment. I have been a long-time critic of that agreement, as you well
know, for about 11 years.

On July 9 of last year, this committee at my request asked the
Tariff Commission, which is now called the International Trade
Commission, to do a study on that matter. That study was released
today. Have you had a chance to look at itI

AMr. DENT. No, sir, it has not been made available in this country.
We understand the Canadians have a copy, and the Canadian press.

[Laughter.]
Mr. DENT, We look forward, in anticipation, to this study.
Senator HARTKE. Well, let me say to you, this is the first time I

have found our intelligence to be superior rated to yours, Mr. Dent.
I have a copy of it. I have already addressed a letter to the President.
I have a copy which I will be glad to give to you and Secretary
Simon.

I will say,- it vetifles every complaint, and a few that I didn't even
have, about the agreement. Since you don't have a copy of it, there is
not much I can ask you about it at this time, except that it is very
appropriate concerning Secretary Simon's statement on page 4, the
"Principles of U.S. International Economic Policy," and item 2, "To
eliminate or reduce barriers to and distortions of trade on a recipro-
cal basis." I think it is fair to conclude that the report says the Ca-
nadian Automobile -Aveement does not constitute trade on a recip-
rocal basis.

Let me ask you, then, whoever wants to answer it, are we following
deflationary policies in our economic policies today?

Mr. SimoN. I would Say, Senator Hartke, yes, we are. But then I
would hasten to add, we are fighting the twin battle of killing infla-
tion, and the terrible -

Senator HAnmrx. I was not asking for the rationale, but practical
factors.

Mr. SIMON. We are fighting a twin battle, inflation and unemploy-
ment.

Senator HARTKE. Well, let me point out to you, in your statement,
page 4, you make rather severe indictments of the cause of the inter-
national recession. "Simultaneous reflationary measures in 1972 and
1973 led to worldwide inflation. Simultaneous deflationary policies in
1973 and 1974 led to cumulative recession and here you have the very
cause of the international recession being pursued at -the present
time.

Now, let me ask you a 'question. Do you agree with this statement
that "Things are better today than they were yesterday"?

M r. SiMoN. Things are better today than ihey were yesterday ? Yes,
and I will go one step further, they will be better tomorrow than they
are today.

rLaughter.]
Senator HARTKE!. Would you say that conditions are more favorable

for farmers' crops than they have been in the past year?
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Mr. SIuoN. Yes, I do, sir.
Senator HARTKR. Would yoa say that you can see little on the hori-

zon today to give you undue, or great concern? I
Mr. SimoN. Yes. I think there are quite a few things that continue

to give us concern. But then, again, we don't want to get overly pes-
simistic about that because a country, or a world always has problems.
I think one of the important things that we have succeeded in doing
these past couple of years is recognizing international interdependence
of nations.

Senator HArrIM. Can I just go ahead?
M r. SIMoN. I'm sorry.
Senator HARTLE. I mean, I'll be glad to listen to you in a moment,

you can make any statement you want to, but on my time I would
like you to answer my questions.

Mr. SiMON. I'll answer "yes" or "no" if I can. [Laughter.]
Senator HARTHE. Would you agree there is nothing in the present

situation that is either menacing, or warrants pessimism?
Mr. SimoN. Pardon me ?
Senator HLARThZ. Let me repeat it. Would you agree there is nothing

in the present situation that is either menacing, or warrants pes-
sinisinrMr. SIMON. Well, the danger of excessive stimulating through fis-
cal and monetary policies could make me very pessimistic.

Senator HAnrm. Would you say there is nothing in the situation at
the moment to be seriously disturbed about I

Mr. SIxow. I'm disturbed about that.
Senator HAwrxE. About that., all right. Would you say employ-

ment has been slowly increasing ?
Mr. SIx. Yes, sir, it has increased by 1.7 million.
Senator HARTKE. And all the evidence indicates that the worst effects

of the recession have been passed in a relatively short period of time?
Mr. Sim1ox. Well, if you talk about unemployment as the worst effect

that will not be a relatively short period of time. A week is a long
time, as far as the people that are unemployed are concerned; and
unfortunately we are not going to be able to, as our forecasts show,
to bring down unemployment.

Senator HARTKE. Mr. Secretary, let me tell you, I have been read-
ing from a rather noted author's book called Schlesinger, "Crisis of
the Old Order." And the statements that I read to you, the first one
was a statement by Robert Lamont; the second one by Henry Ford,
"Things are better today than they were yesterday"; the third one was
by Chiarles Schwab, president of Bethlehem Steel; the next one by
George E. Roberts, vice president of National City Bank; the next
one b- Secretary Melvin. who at that time was Secretary of the Treas-
ury: and the last one was made by the- then President Herbert Hoover.

Akll I can say to you, as I look at this chart which was put out by
the Finance C)mmittee, on page 2.* I find it very disturbing that we
are being asked to lead the country out of the depression, recession, and
the charge is being made persistently and consistently that the un-
employment rate in the United States is almost triple that of any in-
dustrialized country in the world.

M r. Simox. When you say lead country, you mean lead the "world"
out of a recession?

*See p. V!3 of this hearing.
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Senator HARTKE. Well, that is what this report says. They are look-
ing to the United States to lead us out of the recession.

Mr. SiMoN. Well, I responded to that question when Senator Tal-
madge was in the Chair, and there were requests, Senator Hartke, a
year ago, that the United States must reflate faster, that the other
countries must have an export lead recovery.

One, that would endanger us, reembarLng immediately upon the
old inflationary policies, only to bring about worse miseries later on.
We resisted that, Senator Hartke.

Senator HAiRTiKE. Let me ask you, if this is so good, how come the
rate of unemployment in the United States is, as I said, triple that
of any other industrialized country?

Mr. SImxO. One cannot make a general statement on unemployment
rates nvLd say, if they are all 4 percent, worldwide, that it's relative. For
instance, in the German economy, the first 1 or 2 percent of unemploy-
ment in Germany is exported back to countries which sent migrant
workers to Germany, by the return of those workers to their own coun-
tries. Every economy is different.

Senator HARTKE. Why can't we do that? I mean, why should our
people be sacrificial lambs to the rest of the world?

Mr. SItoN. Our people are not made sacrificial lambs because of
deliberate policy, Senator Hartke; the recession, and the attendant
high unemployment is a result of severe inflation.

Senator HARTKE. In our country?
Mr. SImo.. Yes.
Senator HARTKE. They didn't have high inflation in Japan? I under-

stood theirs was higher than ours.
Mr. SIMoN. Inflation and Japan's relative unemployment is just as

high as ours at the present time.
Senator HAn1R:TI. What do you mean, "relative unemployment"?

Unless this chart is wrong-and I didn't prepare it-but it says here
that at present it is 2.2 percent.

Mr. SizfoN.. Again, I don't have the figure, but we cannot make sim-
plistic relative comparisons of an x percent in the United States
versus Japan, or Germany, or Italy.

Senator HARTKE. The inflation in the United Kingdom has certainly
been higher than in the United States.

Mr. SItoN.. That's correct.
Senator HARTHE. Their unemployment rate today is only 5 per-

cent, and we point to them as a country headed for disaster.
Mr. Sirow. But let's look at the United Kingdom. They adopted

restraint programs last of all the industrial countries in the world.
They are bringing their inflation down, and they are suffering as a
result by higher unemployment, which always occurs.

Senator HARTKE. The unemployment in Italy, which had a very
much higher inflation rate than the United States, even at this late
date is only 3.3 nercent. How do you account for that?

ir. SIMoN. The proportion of unemployment in most countries re-
lates to, obviously, their dependence unon food and fuel, to a mucl
greater degree imports than the U~nited States, as well.

Senator HARKT. But why is the unemployment rate so low in these
countries, on a comparative basis; do you have any explanation at
all?
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fr. SimoN. Again, what I would like to do because one cannot

simplistically answer that, I will supply you for the record, country
by country of the industrial-countries of this world with unemplogy-
inent rates; and also, importantly, methods of, calculations of the
unemployment rate in the United States versus these other countries.

[The Department subsequently supplied the following analysis for
the record. Oral testimony continues on p. 41.]

DIFFERENCES BETrWEEN U.S. UNEMPLOYMENT RATES AND THost oi OTHEa
INDUSTRIAL COUNTRIES

The adjustments made to other countries' unemployment figures to make them
more comparable to U.S. data, are in some cases as large as 30% of the original
figure (Table 2, p. 3). The basis for these adjustments is outlined in the attached
materials provided by the Bureau of Labor Statistics (Tab A) ; a more detailed
article is in preparation. As attached Tables 1 and 2 and the data Senator Hartke
referred to in the Senate Finance Committee Print, show, the recorded U.S. un-
employment rate is still much higher than those of other industrial countries
(with the exception of Canada), after adjustment to a comparable basis is made.
However, several points need to be made if the significance of this fact is to be
properly understood.

Perhaps the basic point is that this is not a new phenomenon-indeed, the re-
lationship between current unemployment rates in the U.S. and Canada, and
the other major industrial countries, has existed for some 15 years. There appear
to be some rather basic institutional and cultural differences between the U.S.
and Canada (or "North America") and the other major industrial countries
which are reflected in the unemployment statistics. The attached Treas Discus-
sion Paper, and reprints of two relevant articles from the Monthly Labor Review,
set these out in some detail.

Among the factors noted are:
The degree of employee mobility and job attachment. While bard data are

scarce, it appears that job turnover rates in the. U.S. and Canada may be as
much as double those in other major industrial countries. In other words, some of
the higher U.S. unemployment may reflect a healthy degree of "frictional" un-
employment-employees between their old Jobs and new, hopefully better ones.

Institutional practices concerning short-time working vs. layoffs. Due to dif-
ferent customs, union rules, unemployment systems, etc., employers in some
countries apparently are more likely to reduce hours worked rather than laying
off staff during a business slump.

For example, in Germany it is possible to draw "unemployment" compensation
in situations involving less than full-time work, without actually being laid-off.
In Japan, large firms seldom if ever lay off their "regular" workers.

Some members of the labor force may become discouraged and stop seeking
work for a time, thus reducing the recorded unemployment figure. It's not known
to what degree this may cause recorded U.S. unemployment to be higher than in
some other countries.

The U.S. civilian labor force increased by 38% between 1960 and 1975. In
contrast, the Japanese labor force grew by less than 20% and in the Western
European countries by less than 15%. It actually declined in several countries
(Table 2). At the same time, labor force participation rates were rising in the
U.S., while falling in virtually every other country. (Table 8)

For both these reasons, the U.S. had to create more jobs than other countries
just to stay even.

The U.S.-foreign comparisons looks quite different if we follow the advice
of Julius Shishkin, Commissioner of Labor Statistics, and look at the-employ-
ment "donut" as well as the unemployment "hole." For example, as the data
in Table 2 show, between 1970 and 1975, employment in the U.S. increased by
nearly 8%. By contrast, employment grew 2%% or less in France and Japan, by
less than 2% in the U.K. and Italy, and may have actually declined in Ger-
many. Over longer periods, a similar pattern emerges. For example, U.S. em-
ployment rose 19% between 1965 and 1975, compared with rises of 11% in
Japan, 8% in France, less than 1% in Italy, and actual declines in Germany and
the U.K. (Table 2, p. 2).
Attachments



TABLE I.-UNEMPLOYMENT RATES INS COUNTRIES, ADJUSTED TO U.S. CONCEPTS, SEASONALLY ADJUSTED, 1970-75

United United
Period States Canada Japan FranceI Germany Italy I Sweden KingdomS

1970 ....................... 4.9 5.9 1.2 2.7 0.5 3.5 1.5 3.0
1971 ....................... 5.9 6.4 1.3 3.0 .7 3.5 2.6 3.8
1972 ....................... 5.6 6.3 1.4 3.0 .9 4.0 2.7 4.2
1973 ....................... 4.9 5.6 1.3 2.9 1.0 3.8 2.5 2.9
1974 ....................... 5.6 5.4 1.4 3.1 2.1 3.1 2.0 2.9

I..................... 5.0 5.4 1.3 3.0 1.6 3.1 2.2 2.8
II.................... 5.1 5.3 1.3 2.8 1.9 2.9 2.1 2.9
Ill .................... 5.6 5.4 1.4 2.9 2.3 3.0 2.0 3.0
IV ..................... 6.7 5.6 1.7 3.5 2.9 3.3 1.7 3.2

1975 ....................... 8.5 7.1 '1.9 44.3 43.9 43.6 '1.7 '4.9

I ..................... 8.1 7.0 1.7 3.9 3.2 3.2 1.5 3.7
II .................... 8.7 7.3 1.8 4.2 4.0 4.0 1.8 4.5
III .................... 8.6 7.2 1.9 4.4 4.6 3.7 1.6 5.8
IV ..................... 8.5 7.1 2.2 4.6 4.5 3.9 1.7 6.0

October .................. 8.6 7.1 2.2 4.6 4.7 3.9 1.7 6.0
November ................ 8.5 7.2 2.2 4.7 4.5 .......... 1.7 6.1
December .................. 8.3 7.0 .......... 4.7 4.3 .................... 6.1

A Revised on the basis of analysis of the annual labor force survey for 1975.
0 Quarterly rates are for ]It month of quarter.
I Great Britain.
I Preliminary.
Note: Quarterly and monthly figures for France, Germany, Italy, and Great Britain are calculated by applying annual

adjustment factors to current published data and therefore, should be viewed as only approximate indicators of unom.
ployment under U.S. concepts. Published data for Canada, Japan, and Sweden require little or no adjustment

Source: U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, February 1976.

TABLE 2.-LABOR FORCE, EMPLOYMENT, AND UNEMPLOYMENT IN SELECTED INDUSTRIAL
COUNTRIES, 1959-75

United United
Year States I Canada I AustraliaI Japan France Germany Italy Sweden Kingdom I

CIVILIAN LABOR
FORCE

(THOUSANDS)

Adjusted to U.S.
congets:

195 ...........
1960 ...........
1961 ...........
1962 ...........

- 1963 ...........
1965 ...........
1965 ...........
1966 ...........
1967 ...........
1968 ...........
1969 ...........
1970 ...........
1971 ........1972 .........
1973 .......
1974 ........

As published 5:
1959 ...........
1960 ...........
1961 ...........
1962 ...........
1963 ...........
1964 ...........
1965 ...........
1966 ...........
1967 ...........
1968 ...........
1969 ...........
1970 ...........
1971 ...........
1972 ...........
1973 .......
1974 .......
1975 ...........

See footnotes at
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78,737 7,919 5,070 50,610 20,176 26,291 19,484 3,822 24465
80,734 8,162 5,213 50,980 20,434 26,535 19,266 3,4 2468
82,715 ,374 5,381 51,530 20,750 26,817 19,302 3,913 24393
84,113 8,631 5,488 51, 780 20, 958 26910 19, 254 3,961 S160
86,542 8,891 5,589 51,820 21,155 26,901 19,028 3,969 24,4488,714 9,279 5,723 52,990 21,388 26,985 19,169 3,977 24,72691,011 9,662 5,869 52,740 21, 655 26,813 19,458 4,043 24,810
92,613 10,015 5,979 52, 780 ' 21,646 426,546 19,650 '4,122 '24987
end of article.
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TABLE 2.-LABOR FORCE, EMPLOYMENT, AND UNEMPLOYMENT IN SELECTED INDUSTRIAL

COUNTRIES, 1959-75--Continued

United United
Year States' Canada' Australia' Japan France Germany Italy Sweden Kingdoma

EMPLOYMENT
(THOUSANDS)

Adjusted to U.S.
concepts:

1959 ...........
1960 ...........
1961 ..........
1962 ..........
1963 ..........
1964 ..........
1965 ..........
1966 ..........
1967 ..........
1968 ..........
1969 ..........
1970 ..........
1971 ..........
1972 .........
1973 ..........
1974- z ........
1975 .........

As published. A
1959 ..........
1960.......
1961 ..........
1962 .......
1963 ..........
1964 ..........
1965 ..........
1966 ..........
1967 ..........
1968 ..........
1969 ..........
1970 ..........
1971 ..........
1972 ..........
1973 ..........
1974 ..........
1975 ..........

UNEMPLOYMENT
RATE (PERCENT)

Adjusted to U.S.
concepts:

1959 ...........
1960 ...........
1961 ...........
1962 ...........
1963 ...........
1964 ...........
1965 ...........
1966 ...........
1967 ...........
1968 ...........
1969 ...........
1970 ...........
1971 ...........
1972 ...........
1973 ...........
1974 ...........
197, ...........
1959 ...........
1960 ...........
1961 ...........
1962 ...........
1963 ...........
1964 ...........
1965 ...........
1966 ...........
1967 ...........
1968 ...........
1969 ...........
1970 ...........
1971 ...........
1972 ...........
1973 ...........
1974 .......
1975.........

See footnotes at

630 5,843
66,778 5,937
65,746 6,026
66,702 6,194
67,762 6,343
69,305 6,574
71,088 6,826
72,895 7,116
74,372 7,337
75,920 7,492
77,902 7,735
78,627 7,829
79,120 8,02881,702 8,279
84,409 8,706
85,936 9,079
84,783 9,253

4,4
4,628
4,761
4,879
4,992
5,133
5,306
5,398
5,464
5,615
5, 736
5,725

42,350 18,720 25,410 19,360 (3) 22,740
43,370 18,770 25,77 19,460 3) 23,130
43,950 18, 780 26,060 19, 520 3,529 23,430
44,450 18,900 26,120 19,520 3,609 23, 570-
44,830 19, 090 26,230 19,230 3,68 23,630
45,500 19,370 26,250 19,150 3,629 23,990
46,200 19,450 26,370 18,670 3,669 24,210
47,200 19,620 26,310 18,330 3,707 24,270
48,180 19,740 25,590 18, 560 3,664 23,950
49,080 19,880 25,400 18,48. 3.718 23,840
49,570 20,180 25,750 18,320 3,743 23,860
50,140 20,460 '26,100 18,430 3,830 23, 730
50,390 20,640 '26, 170 18,350 3,831 23, 300
50,410 420,840 '26,070 18,050 3,832 '23, 490
51,650 '21,090 426160 18, 210 3,854 ' 23,990
51,350 421,290 425,680 18,630 3,933 '24, 080

'51,160 420,990 424,940 418,720 414,021 '23,950

64630 5, 870 (3) 43, 350 18671 25, 797 20 169 () 22 785
65,778 5,965 (3)44,360 18,712 26,247 20,136 (3) 23, 17765, 746 6,055 1 980 18,716 26,591 172 3,582 2 48766,702 6,225 ) 45,560 18,820 26,690 20:018 3,622 23,631
67,762 6,375 4 5,950 19,126 26,744 19,663 3,696 23 698
69,305 6,609 4 46,550 19,422 26,753 19,477 3,652 24,036
71,088 6,862- 4,628 47,300 19,54 26,887 19,003 3,694 24,260
72,895 7, 152 4,761 48,270 19,684 26,801 18, 637 3,733 24,332
74,372 7,379 4,879 49,200 19,753 25,950 18,846 3,695 24, 021
75,920 7,537 4,992 50,020 19,749 25,968 18,800 3,737 2 916
77,902 7,780 5,133 60,400 20,093 26,356 1611 3,768 23, 924
78,627 7,879 5,306 50,940 20,394 26,668 18693 3,854 23,811
79,120 8,079 5,398 51,140 20,521 26,725 18,645 3,860 23,402
81,702 8,329 5,464 51,090 20 663 26,655 18,331 3,862 23,604
84, 409 8,759 5,615 52,320 20,938 26, 712 18, 500 3,879 24, 128
85,936 9,137 5,736 52,010 21, 164 26,231 18,898 3,963 24, 210
84,783 9,308 5,725 4 51,800 20,806 '25,472 18,996 '4,054 '24, 017

5.5 6.0
5.5 7.0
6.7 7.1
5.5 5.9
5.7 5.5
5.2 4.7
4.5 3.9
3.8 3.6
3.8 4.1
3.6 4.8
3.5 4.7
4.9 5.9
5.9 6.4
5.6 6.3
4.9 5.6
5.6 5.4
8.5 7.1
5.5 6.0
5.5 7.0
6.7 7.2
5.5 5.9
5.7 5.5
5.2 4.7
4.5 3.9
3.8 3.6
3.8 4.1
3.6 4.8
3.5 4.7
4.9 5.9
5.9 6.4
5.6 6.3
4.9 5.6
5.6 5.4
8.5 7.1

end of article.

72.1
71.6
73.0
72.4
72.3

1.4
1.3
1.5
1.6
1.5
1.5
1.4
1.6
2.2
1.9
2.3
4.2

72.1
71.6
73.0
72.4
72.3

1.4
1.3
1.5
1.6
1. b
1.5
1.4
1.6
2.2
1.9
2.3
4.2

2.3
1.7
1.5
1.3
1.3
1.2
1.2
1.4
1.3
1.2
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.3
1.4

'1.9
2.2
1.7
1.4
1.3
1.3
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.3
1.2
1.1
1.2
1.2
1.4
1.3
1.4

41.9

2.0
1.8
1.6
1.S
1.3
1.5
1.5
1.8
2.0
2.6
2.4
2.7
3.0

43.0
42.8
'3.1
44. 3

1.3
1.3
1.1
1.2
1.4
1.1
1.4
1.4
1.8
2.1
1.7
1.7
2.1
2.3
2.1
2.4

'3.9

1.7
.8
.5
.4
'5
.3
.3
.3

1.0
1.2
.8

4.5
#.7
4.9

41.0
42.1
03.9

2.6
1.3
.8
.7
.8
.8
.7
.7

2.1
1.5
.9
.7.8

1.1
1.2
2.6

44.7

5.7
4.3
3.7
3.2
2.7
3.0
4.0
4.3
3.8
3.9
3.7
3.5
3.5
4.0
3.8
3.1

43.6
5.2
4.0
3.4
3.0
2.5
2.7
3.6
3.9
3.5
3.5
3.4
3.2
3.2
3.7
3.5
2.9
3.3

1.5
1.7
1.6
1.2
1.6
2.1
2.2
1.9
1.5
2.6
2.7
2.5
2.0

'1.7

1.5
1.7
1.6
1.2
1.6
2.1
2.2
1.9
1.5
2.5
2.7
2.5
2.0

'1.6

2.9
2.2
2.0
2.8
3.4
2.5
2.1
2.3
3.3
3.2
3.0
3.0
3.8

'4.2
'2.9
'2.9
'4.9

2.0
1.5
1.4
1.9
2.3
1.6
1.4
1.4
2.2
2.4
2.4
2.5
3.4
3.8
2.6
2.6

,4.2



TA 8LE 2-LABOR FORCE, EMPLOYMENT, AND UNEMPLOYMENT IN SELECTED INDUSTRIAL
COUNTRiES, 1959-75--Continued

United United
Year States I Canada I Australia I Japan France Germany Italy Sweden Kingdom I

UNEMPLOYMENT
RATE (PERCENT)-
Continued

Adjusted to U.S.
concepts:

1959 ...........
1960 ...........
1961 ...........
1962 ...........
1963 ...........
1964 ...........
1965 ...........
1966 ...........
1967 ...........
1968 ............
1969.......
1970 ...........
1971 .......
1972 ...........
1973 .........
1974.......1975 ........

As published ':
1959 ...........
1960 .......
1961 ...........
1962 ...........
1963 ...........
1964 ...........
1965 ...........
1966 ...........
1967 ...........
1968.......
1969.......
1970 .......
1971 .......
1972 ...........
1973 ...........
1974 ...........1975 ........

3,740
3,852
4,714
3,911
4,070
3,786
3,366
2.875
2,975
2,817
2,8324,08
4,993
4,840
4, 304
5,076
7,830

3,7403.524,714
3,911
4,070
3,786
3,366
2,875
2,975
2,817
2,832
4,088
4993
4,840
4,304
5,076
7,830

371
445
465
390
372
324
279
266
314
380
381
494
551
561
519
523
704

372
446
466
390
374
324
280
267
315
382
382
495
552
562
520
525
707

8 980 380 440 1,110
750 350 200 880
660 310 120 750

8 590 280 100 640
590 250 120 530
540 290 90 590

61 570 300 80 770
72 650 360 70 820
79 630 400 260 730
78 590 540 300 740
80 570 500 220 710
75 590 580 ' 140 660
87 640 630 4180 660

125 730 4650 4240 750
108 670 4620 4260 720133 730 '680 '550 600
254 ' 980 940 41,020 4710

II 980
75066O
590
590540

61 570
72 650
79 630
78 590
80 570
75 590
87 640

125 730
108 670
133 730
254 M980

254 540 1,117
239 271 836
203 181 710
230 154 611
273 186 504
216 169 549
269 147 714
280 161 759
365 459 679
427 323 684
340 179 - 655
356 149 609
446 185 69
492 246 697
450 273 668
501 582. 560

4840 1,074 654

I Published and adjusted data for the United States and Australia are identical. Canadian data are adjusted only to
exclude 14.yr olds.

I Great Britain only.
I Not available.
4 Preliminary estimates based on Incomplete data.
I Including military personnel for Japan, Germany Italy, and Sweden.
6 For the United States, Canada, Australia, Japan, Italy, and Sweden, unemployment as recorded by sample labor force

surveys: for France, annual estimates of unemployment: and for Germany and Great Britain, the registered unemployed.
I The Australian labor force survey was Initlated In 1964. Unemployment rates for 1959-63 are estimates by an Australian

researcher.
I For France, unemployment as a percent of the civilian labor force; for Japan, Italy, and Sweden, unemployment as a

percent of the civilian labor force plus career military personnel; for Germany and Great Britain registered unemployed
as a percent of employed wage and salary workers plus the unemployed. With the exception R France, which does not
publish an unemployment rate, these are the usually published unemployment rates for each country. Published rates
shown for Germany and Great Britain cannot be computed from data contained In this table.

Note: Data for the United States relate to the population 16 yr of age and over. Published data for Canada, France,
Germany, and Italy relate to the population 14 yr of age and over; for Sweden. in the population aged 16 to 74; and for
Australia, Japan and Great Britain, to the population 15 yr of age and over. The adjusted statistics have been adapted,
insofar as possible, to the age at which compulsory schooling ends in each country. Therefore, adjusted statistics for
France and Sweden relate to the population 16 yr of age and over; and for Canada and Germany, to the population 15 r
of age and over. The age limits of adjusted statistics for Japan, Italy, and Great Britain coincide with the age limits of te
published statistics. Statistics for Sweden remain at the lower age limit of 16, but have been adjusted to include persons
5 yr of age and over.
Source: National sources and statistical publications of the international labor office, the organization for economic

cooperation and development, and the statistical office of the Euorpean communities. Some data are based partly on
estimates by U.S. Department of Labor Bureiu of Labor Statistics, Office of Productivity and Technology, DivisiOn of
Foreign Labot Statistics and Trade, January 1976.

670
520
470

54 680
63 840
58 610
44 530
59 560
79 830
85 800
72 740
59 740

101 920
107 '1,040

98 4730
80 4730

468 '1,230

444
346
312
432
521
372
317
331
521
549
544
582
758
844
598
600
969

54
63
58
44
59
79
85
72
59

101
107
98
80
68
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TABLE 3.-LABOR FORCE PARTICIPATION RATES ADJUSTED TO U.S. CONCEPTS, 9 COUNTRIES, 1960-74

United Great
Year States Australia Canada France Germany Britain Italy Japan Sweden

Both sexes:
1960 .........
196 .........
1962 .........
1963 .........
1964 .........
1965 .........
1966 .........
1907 ........
198 .........

1970 .........
1971 .........
1972 .........1973 ...
1974 ...

Male:
1960 .........
1961 .........
1962 .........
1963 .........
1964...._
1965 .........
1966 .........
1967 .........
1968 .........
1969 .........
1970-..
1971 .........
1972 .........
1973 .........
1974 .........

Female:
1960 .........
1961.........
1962 .........
1963 .........
1964 .........
1965 .........
1966 .........
1967 .........
1968 .........
1969 .........
1970 .........
1971 .........
1972 .........
1973 .........
1974 .........

59.4
59.3
58.8
58. 7
58.7
58.9
59. 2
59.6
59.6
60.1
60.4
60.2
60.4
60.8
61.2

83. 3
83.2
82.0
81.4
81.0
80.7
80. 4
80. 4
80.1
79. 8
79.7
79.1
79.0
78.8
78.7

37. 7
38.1
37.9
38.3
38.7
39.3
40.3
41.1
41.6
42.7
43.3
43. 3
43.9
44.7
45.6

55.4 (,4
55.2 '(15
55.2 60.6

587 55.5 '(60.4)
58.3 55.8 59.6
59.5 56.4 1(59.8)
59.8 56.8 58.9
59.9 56.8 58.7
60.3 57.1 58.4
60.9 57.1 58.0
60.7 57.4 57.7
63.8 57.3 57.9
61.2 58.9 857.9
61.3 59.6 '58.0

843

84.0
84.1
84.7
83.4
83.3
83. 2
82.7
82.5
82. 2
81.6

34. 4
35.3
36.3
36.8
37. 3
38.8
39.2
39.4
40.5
41.5

82.7
81.8
81.1
80.5
80.2
79.9
79.8
79.5
78.9
78.5
78.3
78.0
78.1
78. 7
79.2

28.6
29.4
29. 7
30.3
31.2
32.1
33.5
34.6
35.2
3.0
36.3
37.3
38.0
39.6
40.6

3(84.3)
3(837)

83.7
2(82.5)

81.5
1(81.3)

79.8
78.4
77.1
77.0
76.6
76. 3

375.7
875.2

3(43.2)

1(427)
40.9

'(41.6)
40.6

'(41.4)
40.8
41.3

.41.4
41.3
41.0
41.7

342.2
242.7

:Not available.
SLabor force surveys were conducted in October 1960 1962, 1964 and 1966. Since French surveys for other years were

conducted in March data for these 4 years are shown (n parenthesis In order to Indicate that year-to-year comparisons
should be made with caution.

a Preliminary estimate.
Note: Data relate to the civilian labor force of working age as a percent of the civilian population of working age. Workin g

age is defined as 16-year-olds and over In the United States, France, and Sweden; 15-year-olds and over in Australia,
Canada, Germany, Great Britain, and Japan; and 14-year-olds and over In Italy.

Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics.

NOTES ON ADJUSTMENTS OF FozrioN UNEMPLOYMENT RATES TO U.S. CONCEPTS

CANADA

Source of ofofiial statistics: Monthly household survey of the labor force,
seasonally adjusted.

Derivation of unemployment rate: Total unemployed as a percent of the civil-
ian labor force.

Adjustments to U.S. concepts: None required since Canadian concepts nre
closely comparable to U.S.

JAPAN

Source of ofleflal statistics: Monthly household survey of the labor force, sea-
sonally adjusted.

Derivation of unemployment rate: Total unemployed as percent of labor force.
Adjustments to U.S. concepts: Adjustments to exclude unpaid family workers

working less than 15 hours a week and career military personnel.

60.0
60.0
59.6
59.6
59.2
58.9
58.4
57. 3
56.9
57.0
56.9
56. 4
55.9
55. 5
54. 8

82.6
82.9
82.3
82.2
81.7
81.2
80.9
79.8
79.2
79.1
78.7
77.8
76.5
75.8
74.8

41.2
40.9
40.7
40.7
40.3
40.1
39.5
38.5
38.3
38.4
38.4
38.3
38.1
38.0
37.4

61.2
61.4
61.3
61.5
61.4
61.4
61.4
61.0
60.6
60.3
59.9
59.6

S60.1
a60.3
'59.9

86.2
85.8
85.2
85.1
84.3
83.8
83. 3
82.7
81.9
81.1
80.1
79.4

'79.2
878.6 -
377.2

39.3
39.8
40. 1
40.5
40.8
41.3
41.7
41.6
41.5
41.6
"41.7
41.9

'42.9
343.8
344.3

54.8
54.3
53.3
51.9
51.3
50.2
48.8
48.9
48.3
47.8
47.4
47.1
46.1

345.9
'46.3

81.6
80.7
79.5
78.2
77.6
76.6
75.0
75.1
74.0
73.2
72.4
72.0
70.6

269.8
'69.5

30.6
30.6
29.9
28.3
27.4
26.4
25.0
25.1
24.9
24.8
24.7
24.5
23.7

'24.2
'24.6

67.9
67.8
66.9
65.7
64.8
64.4
64.6
64.8
64.9
64.6
64.5
64.2
63. 7
63.9
62.9

83.7
83.8
83. 1
81.9
81.0
80.6
80.6
80.5
81.1
81.0
80.2
81.4
81.2
81.7
81.4

52.7
52. 4
51.3
50.0
49.3
48.8
4. 2
48.4
49.2
48.8
48.7
47.7
46.8
47.3
45.7

62(1
63.5
64.0
62.6
62. 4
62.6
61.7
62.3
61.9
62.5
62.8
62.7
,2.7
63.6

82. 1
81.8
80.2
79.7
79.2
78.2
78.1
76.7
76.4
75.9
75.3
75.0
75.1

45.5
46.9
45.6
45.6
46.6
45.8
46.9
47.6
49.0
50.0
50.5
50.8
52.7
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Effects of adjustments: Usually no effect; occasionally official rate is adjusted
upward by 0.1 percentage point.

FRANCE

Source of offial statistics: Employment office registrations, counted at the
end of each month, seasonally adjusted by INSEE. No monthly unemployment
rate is published.

Supplementary sources: Annual household surveys of labor force conducted by
INSEE but tardily published; annual estimate of labor force issued by EEC.

Derivation of unemployment rate: Annual rate calculated from INSEE esti-
mate of the labor force and job registrant figures raised by INSEE to account
for higher unemployment totals recorded by censuses.

Adjustments to U.S. concepts: Benchmark factors derived from household
surveys (latest available, 1974, in summary form only), applied to registered
series. Until recently, adjustments were based on household surveys for 1907
and prior years.

Effects of adju8tmwnts: The benchmark adjustments raise the French esti-
mated annual rate by about 30 percent, owing mainly to the "marginally unem-
ployed," i.e., students and housewives who are seeking work but not registered
at employment exchanges.

GERMANY

courcc of officidl statistics: Employment office registrations, counted at end of
each month, seasonally adjusted later by Bundesbank; quarterly figures on wage
and salary earners taken from household survey (microcensus).

Supplementary sources: Household survey (microcensus) conducted quarterly
but published for only the second quarter each year.

Derivation of unemployment rate: Registered unemployed as a percent of enk-
ployed wage and salary workers plus the unemployed.

Adjustments to U.S. concepts: Benchmark factors derived from microcensus
(latest, April 1974), applied to registration series; mcrocensus is adjusted to
exclude 14-year olds, career military and unpaid family workers working less
than 15 hours.

BLS obtainsthe unpublished quarterly microcensus figures from the German
Federal Statistical Office. Because of delays Inprocessing these data, BLS has
not as yet received the unpublished quarterly statistics for 1971 and later years.
Therefore, adjusted figures since 1971 have been based on the data for only one
quarter and are subject to revision when the data for the other quarters are
received.

Effects of adjustments: Registrat'.ons overstate unemployed because of inclu-
sion of (a) part-time workers who register to obtain full-time work, and (b)
older persons who are not actively seeking work. After all adjustments to micro-
census, the registrations overstate unemployed by. 15-20 percent.

ITALY

Source of official statistics: Quarterly household survey of the labor force, not
,asonally adjusted.

Derivation of unemploymenf rate: Total unempployed as percent of labor force.
Adjustments to U.S. concepts: Seasonal adjustment ,by" X-11 program; ad-

justed to count those on temporary layoff,,thoso not looking for work because of
temporary illness, and thme. waiting. to start a new Job as unemployed; also
some adjustments to labor force data.

Effects of adjustments: Published Italian rate is raised by about 10 percent.

UIrED INGDOM (OET BUTAIN)

Source of official statistics: Registrations at employment exchanges and youth
employment offices, seasonally adjusted; quarterly labor force data based on
establishment surveys.

Supplementary sources: Decennial censuses; 1966 sample census; household
survey of labor force (available for 1971).

Derivation of unemployment rate: Registered unemployed as percent of em-
ployed wage and salary workers plus the unemployed.

Adjustments to U.S. concepts: Benchmark factors derived from 1971 household
survey, applied to registration series. Until recently, adjustments were based on
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1966 factors. Adjusted figures for 1972 and later years are subject to further
revision when results of later household surveys are published.

Effects of adjustments: Registration data understate unemployment of youth
and women, many of whom choose not to register, and slightly overstate unem-
ployment of men because of "occupational pensioners" who are not actively
seeking work. Net adjustment Increases published rate by 10-15 percent.

INTERNATIONAL COMPARISONS OF UNEMPLOYMENT

Since the early 1960's, the Bureau of Labor Statistics has published unemploy-
ment rates adjusted to US. concepts for seven foreign Industrial countries-
Canada, France, Germany, Great Britain, Italy, Japan, and Sweden. Recently
Australia was added to the program. The basic labor force and unemployment
statistics of these countries, with the exceptions of Canada and Australia, require
adjustments to bring them into closer comparability with U.S. dala. Adjustments
have been made for all known major definitional differences. The adjusted figures
provide a better basis for international unemployment rate comparisons than the
figures regularly published by each country.

Two systems for measuring unemployment are used by the countries studied by
BLS, as follows: (1) Labor force sample surveys, and (2) employment office reg-
istrations. Labor force sample surveys usually yield the best overall statistics
since they include groups of persons who are not covered In the unemployment
statistics obtained by other methods; also, changes In legislation and adminis-
trative regulations do not affect the continuity of the series. These surveys record
the labor force status of a person as of a reference week. Employment office fig-
ures usually relate to the number of persons registered as of one day during a
month.

Labor force sample surveys currently provide the "official" statistics on the
unemployed in the United States and four of the foreign countries studied. Sta-
tistics for Italy are based on quarterly sample surveys; those for Canada, Japan,
and Sweden are based on monthly sample surveys. For Great Britain, Germany.
and France, the regularly published unemployment figures refer to the registered
unemployed. Germany also has a quarterly labor force survey; however, unem-
ployment figures are now published for only one quarter each year. France has
an annual labor force survey, but results are usually published three or more
years after collection. Great Britain recently (1971) Initiated a regular labor
force survey.

A brief country-by-country review of the national systems of unemployment
statistics and the Bureau's method of adjustment to U.S. concepts Is presented
below. The appendix table shows the published and adjusted labor force, unem-
ploment, and unemployment- rates for each country for the 1959-1971 period.
Concepts used In the U.S. labor force survey are discussed first to provide the
basis with which the foreign systems are compared.

UN D STATUS
The United-States data on labor force and unemployment are brsed on a

sample survey of about 50,000 households scientifically selected to represent the
civilian noninstitutional population 16 years of age and over. The inquiry re.
lates to the calendar week which includes the 12th of the month.

Persons are considered as unemployed If they did no work at all during the
survey week, made specific efforts to find a job within the past 4 weeks, and
were available for work during the survey week (except for temporary Illness).
Also Included as unemployed are those not at work, available for work, and
(1) waiting to be called back to a Job from which they had been laid off: or
(2) waiting to report to a new wage or salary Job within 30 days. Excluded
from the unemployed are "Inactive Jobseekers"- I.e., persons who would have
been looking for work except for the belief that no work was available. Under
the new U.S. definitions adopted In 1967, such persons are not In the labor
force If they took no steps to find work In the past 4 weeks.

All those who during the survey week did any work at all are counted as
employed. This Includes persons who worked as paid employees, or In their own
husines. profession, or farm, or who worked 15 hours or more as unpaid helpers
in an enterurise operated by a family member. Also counted as employed are
QII those who were not working but had Jobs or businesses from which they
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were temporarily absent because of illness, bad weather, vacation, labor-man-
agement dispute, or personal reasons, whether or not they were paid by their
employers for the time off, and whether or not they were seeking other jobs

The civilian labor force comprises the total of all civilians classified as em-
ployed or unemployed in accordance with the criteria described above. Theunemployment rate represents the number unemployed as a percent of the
civilian labor force.

. OA1ADA
Canada has a system of unemployment staistics very similar to that of theUnited States. The Canadian labor force survey conducted by the Dominion

Bureau of Statistics, (now Statistics Canada) is based on a sample of 30,000households. Launched as a quarterly survey in 1945, the labor force survey was
converted to a monthly basis in November 192. It covers the noniustitutional
population 14 years of age and over.

Since the concepts and definitions of the Canadian survey are closely com.parable with those of the United States, no adjustment of the data has been
made.

FRANCE

The usually published unemployment figures for France relate to the number
of persons registered as unemployed. France does not publish an unemploymentrate. In addition to the monthly counts of the registered unemployed, the French

-Natitoi-Wial statute of Statistics and Economic Studies (INSVE) makes annual
estimates of the labor force and unemployed which are intended to be comparable
with the results of the French population centlSes; The annual unemployment
estimate Is obtained by Increasing the unemployed job registrant count to com-
pensate for the higher unemployment totals recorded by the censuses.In October 1960, a regular series of annual labor force surveys was Initiated byINSEIF). These surveys indicate that even the annual French unemployment and
labor force estimateS based on the population cesuses need to be Increased to
conform more closely with U.S. concepts. 

The methods and definitions used in the French labor force surveys arebasically quite similar to those used In the United States. The results of these
surveys can be analyzed in order to obtain coefficients of adjustments to apply
to the annual French unemployment and labor force estimates. The French un-employment rate adjusted in this way Is hie than the unemployment rate
obtained from the regularly published French data. For example the preliminary
adjusted unemployment rate for France In 1978 -was 2.8 percent, whereas tile
rate based on the annual French estimates was 2.1 percent.

GBEAT BRITAI I

British unemployment statistics are the result of collection procedures, con-
cepts and definitions that differ substantially from those used in the United
States. The British data are bared entirely on a count of registrants at employ-
ment exchanges and youth employment offices. Separate figures are compiled for
the wholly unemployed and for persons temporarily laid off. The count of regis-
trants Is made on a specific Monday of each month.

The completeness of coverage of the British registered unemployed statistics
Is a function of the extent to which persona looking for work register at the
employment exchanges. -I

Adjustment of British data Is particularly diffcult because, unlike all othercountries covered here, Britain only recently began a regular force survey. Ad.
-Justments for the 1900's must be based on the results of the April 1961 popula-tion census and the April 1966 "sample census" conducted in Great Britain. Inboth of these censuses, questions were asked similar to those of the U.S. labor
force survey. These data give some notion of the extent of undercount of the
British registered series.

Coefficients of adjustment were derived from the 1961 and 1980 census'resultsand applied to the regularly published British statistics on the registered un-
employed. For 1971, adjustment coefficients were derived from the household
survey; ....

Quarterly estimates of the labor force are made in Britain based on a connt
of National Insurance Cards and extrapolations from the population censuses.
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These figures also' require certain adjustments for comparability with U.S.
definitions., Unpaid family worketis-arebat-included, for example; therefore, an
estimate based on information, from the census Is added to the reported labor
force figure.

BLS adjustments result in an increase In the British unemployment rate. In
1971, the published rate of 3.4 percent was raised to a preliminary level of 3.9
percent for comparison with the U.S. rate. Previously published figures, based on
the 1966 relationships, considerably overestimated the comparative British rate.

OGEMARY

The official Unemployment statistics for Germany are administrative statistics
representing unemployed registered at the employment exchanges. The count is
taken on a specified day at the end of each month. Registrationis-not-compulsory,
but it Is an essential condition for receiving- unemployment benefits.

The registratioh series has certain limitations as a- precise measure of inem-
ployment. There are indications that certain unemployed persons, particularly
women and teenagers, choose not to register. Also, unemployed persons who do
not want to work at least 24 hours a week are excluded. On the other hand,
registrations include part-time workers (i.e., working less than 24 hours per
week) who want more work. Under U.S. definitions, such persons would be re-
garded as employed. The fact that the count is made as of a single day instead
of a longer period tends to produce a higher figure than would a count of persons
who had not worked at all the entire week.

Since 1957, the German registered unemployed series has been supplemented by
the Microcensus, a quarterly sample survey of households designed to obtain com-
prehensive labor-force statistics. The Microcensus is quite similar In concepts and
definitions to the U.S. survey and yields a' lQwerrate of uneniploylnent tlgn the
registration system. The Mkcroc nsua foused:s be basis for adjustIng Germanunemployment data to U.S. !orlCepts. In 07*3, the German unemployment rate
based on the registered un employed was 1. percent. The preliminary rate ad-
jusled to-U.S. concepts was 1.0 poreent. . ,

ITALY- f

Prior to 1963, the'registered unemployed series was regarded as the official
Italian unemployment series. Beginning lm 1959, however, the Italian Central
Institute of Statistics (ISTAT) has conducted quarterly labor force surveys
covering some 80,000 households and in 1968 these statistics supplanted the regis-
tration series as the more representative unemployment figures. The results of
the Italian sample survey form the basis of the adjustment of Italian data to
U.S. concepts.

In contrast to U.S. practice, persons temporarily laid off are classified as
employed rather than unemployed In the Italian survey. Also, personnot looking
for work In the survey week because of temporary illness and persons waiting
to start a new job are classified as not In the labor force in Italy. In the United
States, such persons are regarded as Unemployed. BLS has obtained estimates
from ISTAT on the number of persons who are included ti 'the above categories,
and they have been added to the unemployed. count for comparability with U.S.
cconcepts. In addition, adjustments are 'made to the reported labor force to
exclude career military personnel, unpaid family workers who did iot work in
the survey week, and unpaid family workers wh worked less than 15 hours. An
estimate of the number of persons waiting to begin newJoobs to ad to the labor
force. The result of the adjustments to the Italian unemployed labor force counts
Is to raise the Italian Unempolyment rate for comparison with the U.S. rate. In
1973, the published Italian rate was 3.5 percent, and the adjusted rate was 3.8
percent.

JAPAN

The principal system of unemployment Eltatlstlcp in JapaLthe labor force
survey-was patterned after the American system and was Installed with the
aid of American experts. Japanese sttictie6ans have subsequeutly.Introduced ft
number of modifications to adapt tae system better to Japanese needs. The sur-
vey has been conducted monthly since September 1946. The survey has been gon-
ducted monthly Kince Septenber 1940, aid currently comprises a sample of about
26,000 households.
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Japanese unemployment concepts are more restrictive than U.S. concepts. Ex-
cluded from the unemployed count are persons on temporary layoff who were
waiting to return to their jobs and not seeking other work. There is no way of
accurately estimating the number of such persons in Japan; however, the total
number is believed to be very small. The "lifetime employment" system is a
basic pattern of labor-management relations in Japan. The worker is granted
permanence of tenure, and when the activity of the plant is reduced, the em-
ployer retains the worker, either transferring him to another Job or reducing
hours.

Two differences between U.S. and Japanese concepts of the labor force exist.
First, Japan includes and the U.S. excludes unpaid family workers who worked
1 but less than 15 hours in the survey week. Secondly, Japan includes career mil-
itary personnel in the labor force. Adjustments are made for these differences
and the preliminary adjusted unemployment rate In 1973 of 1.8 percent Is the
same as the published Japanese rate. In most years, the published and adjusted
rates are identical for Japan.

SWEDE l

Sweden depended for many years on unemployment statistics maintained by
trade unions. Beginning in 1956, however, the Swedish Labor Market Board has
issued monthly statistics on registrations of the unemployed at local unemploy-
ment offices. Until quite recently, the registered unemployed statistics were re-
garded as the official unemployment series for Sweden. However, a labor force
sample survey, begun experimentally in 1959 and on a regular quarterly basis in
19062, has increasingly gained recognition as an official source for Swedish unem-
ploymnent figures. In 1970, Sweden initiated survay data collection on a monthly
bagis.

Definitions of the Swedish labor force survey are closely comparable with U.S.
definitions. The suryey covers the noninstitutional population aged 16 to 74;
therefore, estimates of 75 year olds and over in the labor force and unemployed
must be added. The labor force is further adjusted to exclude career military
personnel and persons with jobs but temporarily absent from work during the
survey week because of service as military conscripts. The adjustments made
are so small that the adjusted rate for 1973--2.5 percent-is identical to the pub-
lished Swedish unemployment rate.

Senator IlArK Well, I am not willing to accept the assertion that
the staff of the Finance Committee has misled us.

Mr. SIMoN. I don't think they have, it's just a different matter of
computation in each one of the countries. That requires analysis.

Senator HARKz. What I am concerned about is that all these pic-
tures of a rosy future are not justified by the figures. And the fact very
simply is, as lar as this country is concerned, there is no assurance that
we are heading up at all. In fact, some Of the economic indicators
imply that we are heading down.

I understand what you are saying, the last month's economic indi-
cator shows we are going up.

Mr. Simox. No;] don't work on 1 month, that is the mistake a lot
of people make. I think we ought to look over a longer period of time.
The real growth rate over the last three-quarters of last year was close
to 7 percent, increased retail sales, and leading indicators of industrial
production.

You know, we have said, and let's not kid ourselves, we are not
trying to kid anyone; we have made progress after the deepest reces-
sion in a generation. It's not good enough. It is not going to be good
enough until we get unemployment down, but most importantly, get
unemployment down permanently. We don't want to provide people
with temporary jobs, again, only to have the same problem happen
again, and worse.
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Senator HATTRE. The President himself projects an unemployment
rate of 4 percent until 1980. You know, that's a long time for a family
to suffer. Those babies can't live, you know, on that ind of emerigency
treatment all their lives; even the food stamps don't help. You know,
this is-sort of a cold, and callous indifference toward the people that
you are supposed to be representing.

I find it very difficult for us to really feel that we are making sub-
stantial progress when so many people are-living in such substantial
misery.

Mr. SmoN. Yes, and the fact, as I said, that we are trying +a aiopt
policies that will guarantee these people permanent work is the most
important aspect. If we adopt excessively stimulating policies now,
it is going to result in even higher inflation and worse unemployment,
Senator Hartke.

The Cr1ArnMAN. I am going to yield my turn. In the sense of bi-
partisanship, I think we ought to go over to our Republican friends.
I am going to offer my time to one of my colleagues. Senator Hansen?

Senator HANSEN,. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
May I say by way of apology to you, Mr. Secretary, that the Re-

publicans probably sense more keenly than do our friends on the other
side of the aisle the need for some spiritual guidance, and I was a little
late getting back from prayers. --

I was amazed to hear Senator Hartke state that food stamps don't
help. If that is a fact, and I'm not certain that everyone would agree,
than I would suggest that maybe we could agree that is a way to cut
back on the deficit. I think there were some of us who presumed that
they were helpful.

Mr. S13!oN. That $6 billion is going somewhere.
Senator HANsE&N. Yes. I heard all sorts of criticism of that program,

that they were being misused, and I got a bill in, along with others.
to impose a work requirement, or at least a registration that would
make one available for a job, if he were receiving food stamps. Maybe
TI'm taking advantage of a statement my good friend from Indiana
made and he really wouldn't want to hold up as fact. But, if they
don't help, why, I surely join with him in helping to cut out a sub-
stantial part of that $6 billion expense.

Mr. Secretary, let me say that one of the very distressing things
that I know concerns all of us has been this subject of unemployment.
I know on page2 of the pamphlet that I expect may be before you, in
trying to make comparisons between the rates of unemployment in
various industrialized countries of the world, West Germany has an
unemployment rate of 5.4 percent. Our distinguiished chairman has
just informed me that it is his understanding that a person may be
working, let's say, 30 hours a week in West Germany, and still be
eligible for unemployment benefits for the 10 hours that he is not
employed, per week.

Now, I understand further from the chairman that that sort of situ-
ation would result in showing that West German part-time employed
person as working, so as to reduce the percentage of unemployed in
West Germany. I think your point, if I understand it correctly, is that
it is difficult to understand these comparative charts without knowing
the background.
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Is it your understanding, also, that there may be variances as we
try to make comparisons between the unemployment situation in the
United StAtes, Japan, West Germany, France, the United Kingdom,
and Italy, that need to be understood in order to make meanmngfui
comparisons ?

Mr. Si o.N. Absolutely. It is impossible to make simplistic state-
inents-4 percent in one country could equal 8 percent-in the method
of calculation, and other measures in that country. I will provide
this committee with an analyisis on a cmuntry-by-country basis.

Senator HANSEN. I was impressed with one o? your first responses
you made to my good f friend from Indiana when you said that we were
waging a double-barreled fight, or campaign, not only to reduce infla-
tion, but also to reduce unemployment. I thought you might perhaps
want to elaborate just a little bit for me on what the goals of the ad-
ministration are in trying to meet the economic situation that concerns
all of us so much.

Mr. SI.toN.. Senator Hansen, our goals are to implement sound poli-
cies, economic policies, as opposed to stop-go policies of the past 10
years, if we are going to provide durable and lasting prosperity, and
permanent employment, if you will, for those who are willing and
able to work.

We recognize, as most do in this country. that the fundamental en-
emy, and the fundamental battle that has to be won in order to achieve
those objectives is the battle against inflation; and most importantly
against inflationary psychology and expectations that are so deeply
ingrained in our society today.

It disturbs me, Senator, as I look back over the last 10 years at
inflation, unemployment, the recession, high interest rates, each time
we embark on new stimulants; and each time the results are the same,
even higher inflation, higher unemployment, and even worse recession.
We are starting from, again, a new plateau, a higher level.

Here we are, pulling out of the deepest recession in a generation,
with unemployment unfortunately 8.8 percent, and inflation at a 61/2
to 7 percent base rate. It is going to take time.

We are not, as I have said so often, as we are being accused, callous
and inhumane. We are not going to take care of these things of a
decade by a short period of a year's pennance, it is going to take time to
wring this inflation out of our economy.

What is our option V Our option is, once again, just to go and spend
as much as possible, to bring down, falsely, the unemployment rate
because it would do it, in our judgment, on a very temporary basis; and
once again we would be back in the inflationary binges of the past,
resulting, as I said, in even higher unemployment and worse human
misery.

Senator HANSEN. You have spoken out on a number of occasions
about the merit that you believe exists in encouraging businesses to
provide jobs, more jobs for more Americans. We have extended
unemployment compensation benefits, at least partially federally fund-
ed, for as much as 65 weeks in those States wherein the overall rate
of unemployment exceeds a certain level.

The point has been made that a family out of work, where the
breadwinner is out of work, is just as hard up in Wyoming, where our
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unemployment rate is among one of the lowest among the States, as
would be a similar family in the State of Washington, or Connecticut,
or some place else, where a number of people are unemployed.

Do you think that the jobs in the public sector that generally don't
result in the production of either goods or services, may be a good way
to fight unemployment and inflation?

Mr. SItoN. No. It me start out by saying that I think the Govern-
ment has a responsibility to assist those In the country who cannot
help themselves, those who carry a disproportionate burden in our
battle against inflation.

I have not felt, however, that public service employment, which is
two-and-a-half to three times more expensive as employment in the
productive sector and doesn't produce benefits in our real GNP, is a
good way to fight inflation and unemployment.

You brought up at the beginning the problem of savings and in-
vestuents and capital formation in this country. And, you know, it is
such a complex subject. people don't pay attention to what is hap-
pning. Over the past 20 years in this country our productivity has
been declining in the United States, and declining really alarmingly
in the past 10 years.

Now. there are many factors that affect productivity, and one of the
major factors. I think, is, and most economists would" agree, is capital
investment, capital formation. We havo to not only bring this econ-
omy back to full employment, but we have to' provide for 1.6 million
new ]Obs each year and that is significant. We are only going to do
it if we build new plants and expand existing,Qnes, and provide per-
manent employment opportunity and upward mobility for our popu-
lation. That is why this whole subject of capital formation is so criti-
cally important.

You know, we are quick to damn the United States economy and
all its problems. You know, this is a tremendously strong economy.
There are those who use the popular slogans, "trickle down economics",
and all the rest. I guess I could use some slogans, if we wan' to go into
"sloganeering", about what has happened in the last 10 or 15 years in
this country that got us into the mess we are in today. But nobody can
dispute the fact that we created 20 million jobs in the last 20 years.
We cut in half the poverty level, 10 percent of our population. Our
dolmestic assistance programs have grown at a tremendous rate. We
still have & gross national product that is 28 percent of the entire world.
Weve got an extremely efficient agricultural community-a farmer
feeds 50 people. I could go on and on.

But, what we have to do is make sure that we take care of the un-
employed, that we bring this unemployment rate down. But, let's
never forget that we've got 86 million people that are employed today.

Senator HA XSEX. Thank you, Mr. Chairman; my time is up.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Gravel has agreed that Senator Bentsen go

ahead because Senator Bentsen has to go elsewhere.
Mr. Sr.M-o. Mr. Chairman, before you arrived I offered to give Sen-

ator Bentsen-you know, he was supposed to go on first, and he is
welcome.

Senator BENTSEX. Thank you very much. -The CHAIMXMAN. I will call on Senator Bentsen right now.
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Senator BENT nE. Mr. Chairman, I would like just a few minutes
to make some comments on title V of the 1974 Trade Act, particularly
concerning the question of denial of trade preferences to OPEC coun-
tries.

Tle Congress approved that prohibition, but we have to recognize,
as the Secretary said, that the OPEC countries do not form a mono-
lithic bloc. They have been quite successful on agreeing on prices, but
there is a substantial difference among them on the question of supply
and how supplies are allocated and used.

Now, what we have failed to recognize, I believe, is that during the
embargo, there was monolithic reaction by all of the OPEC countries.
A number of them, countries such as Venezuela, Iran, Ecuador, Ni-
geria, and Indonesia, continued to supply oil to the West, particularly
the United States. And that is certainly true of Venezuela. Venezuela
in<-reased its productionby 20 to 22 percent during that time.

I believe that we should demonstrate to those countries that we rec-
ognize their assistance in continuing to supply oil to us. We should
help in giving them some trade preferences. We are really not talking
about a highly significant thing in the way of numbers. The amount of
exports, for example, from Venezuela to this country are really quite
iniinimal. But, as a matter of prestige thing, we had a very serious re-
action by the Latin American countries to this. And I would say that
our relationship with Latin America today is at about as low an ebb
as we have seen in a long time; and iphrt of that is, I think, because of
what we have done on the trade bill.

My amendment would except from the prohibition on preferences
those members of the OPEC countries that did not participate in the
embargo. Now, I know some would say, "Well, now, you really don't
want to help those countries who are increasing the price of oil." Well,
frankly, I'm very concerned about the increase in price of oil. I believe,
finally, that that cartel will come apart. There is a great deal of dif-
ference between an oil cartel and a banana cartel; there is a great deal
more strength to an oil cartel. The only difference, I would say, as the
distinguished Secretary said, is the time.

This is the essence of the amendment introduced, Mr. Secretary and
Mr. Ambassador. I would like to have your comments on it.

Mr. DENT. Senator, I will be glad to comment. We have already
testified on behalf of the administration in favor of the authority be-
ing granted to the President that you have suggested, that non-
embargoing OPEC nations be granted GSP in our national economic
interest.

Senator BENTSEN. Mr. Secretary, do you have anything further?
Mr. Simv.o. No, sir, that is our position, Senator.
Senator IIAirxE. Will the Senator yield ?
Senator BENTsEX. I will be glad to yield.
Senator HAriTKE%. I want to endorse that. I have had a bill on that for

some time.
Senator B F-rE. Let me ask my next question about the Interna-

tional Trade Cd0nmisgion. It was recently recommended to President
Ford that he impose quotas on specialty steel that is coming into this
country that is substantially hurting our domestic production.
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Now, there has been some comment that the President might not
impose those quotas because of opposition by somn- of the exporting
nations, such as Sweden, Germany, France, and Canada, that that
might trigger a trade war. And yet I know how important specialty
steel is to our country in the way of jobs and our national defense.

Now, as one of the President's leading economic advisers, would the
Secretary recommend an imposition of quotas?

Mr. Sirow. Well, I don't want to prejudge the issue at this point.
The administration is now reviewing the ITC case, and the President,
as you well know, has 60 days to make a decision on this matter. So, we
will be making our recommendation to the President in the very near
future, Senator Bentsen.

Senator BENTSEN. Well, I will be looking forward to your recon-
mendation, Mr. Secretary because I think we have a very serious prob-
lem facing us here, and we should have some restrictions imposed.

Now, lMr. Secretary. the President recently vetoed legislation nam-
ing the Secretary of'the Treasury to the National Security Council.
And we have a Secretary of State who at one time bragged about the
fact that he didn't have a background and understanding of econom-
ics. I think some of his actions buttress his earlier statement.

[Laughter.]
Senator BNTSEN. But I believe that more than ever before ques-

tions of economics deeply affect our national security, and that one
of your responsibility and position should be a member of the Na-
tional Security Council. We should see a much greater priority placed
on foreign economic policy within the NSC. Would the Secretary care
to comment?

Mr. SIMon. Only at the expense of my life, Senator.[Lug'hter.]

Mr. SIro. Well, I have studiously ducked this issue--unsuccess.
fully, I might add-since it first came up. I was asked to comment
upon it in testifying before the Senate Foreign Relations Committee.
I think the President's objection is well taken that the Congress should
not remove his flexibility to have whom he pleases on a committee.

I went on to say at great length in my testimony before the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee that I felt the international economic
problems that exist today are not going to go away in the near future,
that foreign policy, or most, I should say, foreign policy judgments
require an economic judgment at the same time, and I "have always
felt that a Secretary of the Treasury should be a statutory member.

But again I start out with my first statement, I think it is probably
wrong that the Congress mandate the membership of any Presidential
committee.

Senator BEMrsEN. Well, I would have to differ with the Secretary
on that.

Mr. Sriow. The Senate already has, I guess.
[Laughter.]
Senator BE.NrsE. Let me further state an observation, Mr. Secre-

tary, that concerns me very much, about the State Department, and
its lack of concern, in my opinion, with the economic strength of this
country, es specially with our having strong industrial production ex-
ports and jobs.
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As I go into embassies in foreign countries and meet with our
economic attaches, I find time and time again people I don't think are
sufficiently qualified to hold those positions.

As I go into embassies of other countries', whether it is the French,
German, Australian, or English, I find that that particular position
is at the top of the pecking order, the top of the totem pole. They are
giving a very high priority to the development of exports from their
countries and are putting men into those positions with great ability
and experience.

But I don't think our State Department people are doing that sort
of thing. I find time and time again among our commercial attaches
men who really have no experience in economics business, and who
are not doing an adequate job of pushing export oi our products. That
is my observation, Mr. Secretary. I will yield back to the Chairman.

The CHAMANX. Senator Gravel?
Senator GmAu*vn. Mr. Secretary, you stated that we were not going

to sign the Cocoa Agreement. I wonder if you could tell me what per-
centage we purchase of that market, and if we are not going to sign
the agreement, what is the projected result?

Mr. SIMoN. We purchase about 15 or 20 percent of the cocoa in the
market; yes, sir.

Senator GRAVEL. Then, by our not signing the agreement, what will
happen in our marketplace? I understand our objection. It is because
we believe that pegging the price so high will be injurious to our con-
sumers. By our not signing, will that essentially void our effectiveness
in the international marketplace, and will we be able to buy cocoa?

Mr. SIxoN. Our not signing the agreement should not alter the effec-
tiveness of the international marketplace. We will be able to purchase
cocoa as usual because the agreement does not contain incentives for
exporters to sell cocoa to member importers at the expense of non-
members. A cocoa agreement has been in effect since 1973, and it has
not affected our ability to import cocoa.

Senator GRAvEI. What I am trying to get at, is whether our action
will be effective and will do violence to the actions of the cartel?

Mr. SiMoN. Only time would tell that. Again, I am not familiar
with how this operation has succeeded, or not succeeded over the last
15 years. But certainly, its incidence of success would be greatly im.
proved if we did join.

Senator GRAM,. I wonder if for the record and my own edification
you could make a judgment on how effective these policy decisions are.

Mr. SiMoN;. Absolutely.
Senator GRAvEL. I would like to know our reasons for not signing,

and what we hope would be the result of our policy.
Mr. SImoN. Absolutely.
[The following was subsequently supplied for the record :]

THE U.S. DEcisioN NOT To JOIN THE INTERNATIONAL COCOA AGBREMENT

The U.S. has announced its decision not to join the recently negotiated Inter-
national Cocoa Agreement. However, we are willing to participate In any new
negotiations which may be undertaken.

The primary U.S. objection to the 1975 draft Agreement is its excessive
rigidity. The draft Agreement would allow little room for the operation of
free market forces. Export quotas are its main feature, with their imposition
and modification meant to stabilize cocoa prices within a pre-determined range.
A buffer stock arrangement acts as a backup to the export quota system. We
believe that the export quota system will restrict and disrupt world trade in
cocoa as its operation runs counter to underlying market forces.
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A second objection to the draft Agreement is its price range 6f 39-55 cents
per pound compared to the 29.5-38.5 cents of the presently operating 1973
Agreement. While the stated minimum price is 39 cents, quotas come into effect
at 47 cents so that price will probably be the effective minimum. Furthermore,
quotas are triggered by an indicator price which is often 10 cents or more below
the spot price at which cocoa is traded.

While the current spot price of cocoa is well above 55 cents (about $.75 per
lb.), a more revelant indication of what it costs to produce cocoa is the price
paid farmers by national marketing boards. The price is well below 47 cents
In some countries.

The Ivory Coast has stated that it will not sign -the draft Agreement. If
they maintain this position and Mexico and the Dominican Republic, not mem-
bers of the present Agreement, also don't sign, then it cannot enter into force.
If this happens it is likely that new negotiations will be called for. The draft
Agreement is scheduled to take effect on October 1. Producers are scheduled to
hold a February 24 meeting in Brazil. Possibly the need for renegotiation will
be decided upon then.

U.S. nonparticipation in the new Agreement will not affect international
cocoa trade, nor will it Jeopardize the Agreement unless at least one other
major consuming country also does not Join. On the producers' side, if the Ivory
Coast maintains its determination not to sign the Agreement and Mexico and
the Dominican Republic (not currently members) also do not sign, the Agree-
menit will not enter definitively into force. If any one of these countries Joins,
the Agreement will come-into force.

Senator Gltv T4 . I understand we are about to sign the Paris Energy
Agreement to peg the price, the floor price of oil at $7, $7.50 a barrel.
Is there any truth in that rumor? '

Mr. Sio.N* I'm-not aware of the fact that they have set a minimum
safeguard price, Senator Gravel, that will be agreed to. I think that
issue is stil somewhat in doubt.,

Senator GRAVEL. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
[The following was subsequently supplied for the record :1

PnOBLEMS or ACCESS TO SUPPLIES OF CRITICAL RAW MATERIALS

In the wake of the oil shortage Induced two years ago by the OPEC, there was
much concern that we were facing a new era of resource scarcities, as other com-
modity producers followed the example get by OPEC. So far these concerns have
proven unfounded. Numerous producer aasto nations have indeed been formed, but
they have been unsuccessfUl in. restricting 'pzQductl0f. It Is ironic, for example,
that U.S. copper producers have cut back production more in response to nparket
signals than members of -the copper exporters association have been able to do.

Moreover, commodity producers are unlikely to be more successful in the future
than they have been in the past. Chromium and platinum group metals would be
the most likely candidates for successful supply restrictions, based on the market
strength of producers, but cartel action is remote. In another case, bauxite pro-
ducer action could impose short term increases, only at the risk, however, of
creating new sources of supply. Consequently, the conclusions of the U.S. Govern-
ment's report on critical imported materials published in December, 1974, by the
Council on International Economic Policy still stands: We are not likely to see
OPEC-style supply restrictions for other commodities.

The fact that we do not now see the United States in a dangerous supply situ-
ation, with respect to imports of raw materials our industry needs, does not mean
that we are complacent. We have, therefore, been going ahead on a number of
fronts with the aim of introducing more order and predictability of supply for
the benefit of both consumers and producers. For examples, supply access is one
of the central issues for discussion at the current Multilateral Trade Negotia-
tions. The U.S. seeks new rules to govern the use of export controls and the need
for effective consultations on supply shortages. The United States has also pro-
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posed the establishment of producer-consumer forums for every key commodity
in an effort to improve the growth, efficiency and stability of markets. Further-
more, the United States supports an expanded program of compensatory finance
to help developing countries over shortfalls In their balance of payments earn-
ings stemming from swings in commodity prices. In addition, the United States
has also proposed an increase of $400 million in the capital of the International
Finance Corporation of the World Bank Group to expad -worldwide investment
In raw materials production.

These efforts will not solve the problems of supply access over night. But over
time such means will allow the marketplace to substantially reduce the problem
of shortages.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Haskell?
Senator HASKELL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Secretary, in your testimony you indicated reliance on the free

market in world trade, and I think that is probably a part of the
.. administration's philosophy generally. But there is one area that I

would like to question you about, and that is the wheat area. As you
know, the President vetoed the farm bill that passed Congress. He
said the farm population should rely on the free marketplace in dis-
posing of their products. My understanding is, and I think it is
roughly correct, that we produce about 2.1 billion bushels of wheat,
while domestic consumption is about 700 million bushels.

Now, just as the wheat farmers in my part of the country are gen-
erally looking forward to a good price, good sales, good sales overseas,
the administration embargoes the derieries to foreign countries. I
don't understand the rationale in that, nor, would I say, do the affected
farmers.

Mr. SIMxox. Senator, there was a great fear at that time, as we look
back, that the Russians were going to come in and do the same thing
that a lot of people saw happen in 1972, which resulted in shortages,
et cetera.

We were awaiting a final farm report at that time. We had an an-
nouncenment from labor that they would not indeed load the ships. We
had been trying for some time, I had, as the Chairman of the Coin-
mission ofthe United States-U.S.S.R., to get commitments from the
U.S.S.R. for our farmers, so that we could have reliable buyers of
our grain in this country.

Admittedly, the embargo was unfortunate from that point of view,
trying to provide this fine balance between the conflicting interests, is
sometimes extremely difficult in this country.

But, what we succeede in doing was getting a 5-year agreement
from the U.S.S.R., whichis-going to guarantee that they a re going to
buy x million bushels of grain each year, and I think that will have a
healthy result.

Senator HASKELL. I'm sure that is your viewpoint. However, I ob-
serve that at tie time the embargo went on, the current estimate was
1.8 billion.

I would hope that, if the administration is going to take this typo
of action, to look more favorably on the agricultural bill, which raises
the trigger point on prices because in my part of the country, anyway,
there is substantial hardship.

Mr. DENT. Senator, I think that the important thing to recognize
here is that-the administration was challenged with the domestic con-
cern of restarting inflation.
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The agreement has preserved for the American farmer a free mar-
ket by better meshing the monolithic purchasing power of a state-
trading operation with our free market, which involves thousands of
small people as well as some big ones. And, for the longer term, the
American farmer now has an assured market for exports between 6
million and 8 million tons per year.

Senator HASKELL. At what price?
Mr. DENT. At the going price, there is no price specified, just

quantity.
Senator HASKELL. Will there be further embargoes if you think they

are buying too much?
Mr. DENT. There is a range, which will operate at a level of 6 million

tons per year, up to 8 million. To buy over 8 million tons in any given
year, they must first consult with the USDA to determine if we have
adequate supplies.

Senator HIASKELL. Is that 8 million, or 8 billion; 8 million tons?
Mr. DENT. Yes.
Senator HASKELL. Russia will only buy 8 million tons?
Mr. DENT. No, that is the annual purchase, and above the maximum

in the agreement, they must check with USDA to determine if addi-
tional supplies can be purchased without detriment to the domestic
consumer's interest, if we have it available.

So, that on the one hand the free market has been preserved, and
on the other band a new market for the American farmer has been
established on a steady basis over this 5-year-period.

Senator HASKELL. Well, Mr. Secretary I don't think the affected
people would agree with your views. I hope you are right, if you are
going to rely on the free market.

Mr. DENT. Senator, there are two things. The farmers did not like
the embargo that was placed.

Senator HASKELL. I don't blame them.
M[r. DENT. But, I think if they can take in isolation from that the

agreement which has assured them a new market access at the world
prices, that. part of it should certainly satisfy their production needs.

Senator HASKELL. Thank you, Mr. Secretary.
Senator RimICOFF. If the'Senator would yield. At that point there

is a concern. I am not a farmer, but there is a concern for a consumer
advocate. Will you yield for a minute?

Senator HASKELL. Certainly.
Senator RiBiCOFF. Wasn't the whole problem, basically, the Russians

came into the market unexpectedly and secretly with enormous re-
quirements at regular intervals, shoving prices way up. And then we
went, into an agreement.

Wouldn't it have been better to solve all the problems, if we re-
quired that the Russians, before entering the market, come to the
United States? Now, you entered into a bilateral agreement for a sin-
gle year, and then you will have all the dislocation in a year.

Wouldn't it be better if you knew, and they knew where they stood
on the market? So, instead of entering into a bilateral agreement an-
nually only, wouldn't the farmer be better off and the consumer be
better off if we did it on a month-to-month basis? I defer to you,
Senator Haskell because that is your field. Wouldn't the farmer and
the consumer both be better off ?
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Mr. SIMon. Senator Ribicoff, we did try, in this agreement that we
finally achieved, we did try to get the annual projections given to us
quarterly, or any other way from the U.S.S.R., and we could not get
those.

Senator RIBICoFF. This is what has always bothered us, and that is
why we put these restrictions into the trade agreement. We have al-
ways resented here that everybody in this Government defers to the
State Department. The Russians needed that wheat desperately, they
still need it.

When the Russians are up against us, they press. We never pressure
the Russians at all. They needed that wheat, and what is wrong to re-
quire the Russians to enter into this agreement, enter into it from
year to year, but on a month-to-month basis they should regularize,
so you know how you stand every month, instead of every year; and
then the farmer and the consumer understand what's happening.

I think everybody would be better off if this were on a month-to-
month basis, instead of annually.

Mr. SIMon-. I agree with you, and that is the result of this agreement.
Senator RuilcoFF. But, on an annual basis, you don't know where

you stand.
Senator HAS E.LL. If the Senator would yield. I think the real prob-

lem is the great fear in the farm community that agricultural prod-
uicts, which are our single largest source of export income, will be
used as a foreign policy negotiating tool. This is the real fear in the
hearts of the farmers, and I share it with them.

If you are going to use them as a negotiating tool, then you'd better
put up the target prices so they can make a living.

Mr. DENT. Might I come in on your monthly purchase suggestion.
W hen a free market has knowledge that the Russians have an agree-
ment to purchase a minimum of 6 million tons a year to a maximum
of 8 million, the market is discounting this over the entire 12-month
crop period. So that, whether they buy 1 week or another, those who
operate in the market know that, as far as their projections of con-
sumption are concerned.

So, I think having this new knowledge is so much better than let-
ting them come into our market at will, without any foreknowledge
to t he American producer and consumer.

Senator RimOFF. Now, here you have a World Food Conference
where we are talking about setting up a world reserve scheme, and the
Russians don't want to come into it. Don't the Russians get a free ride
if they don't share the burden? Where should the Russians be in this
question of reserve, that the United States and Canada, and Germany,
and France, and Australia are going to set up on this problem of
world stock. Why shouldn't the Russians be part of that?

Mr. DERNT. Our Government suggests that the Russians do become
pait of it, that is why the negotiations have been held under the aegis
of the Irrternationa Wheat Conference and the Council in London.
But, at the moment they are resisting.

If a world reserve system is set up, primarily for the benefit of im-
porting nations, and they elect to stay out of it, down the road in years,
they may regret not being part of it when the reserves go to those who
per-haps don't have as great a need, but who are participants in this.
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Senator RIBICOFF. That is why it is important that these type-of
agreements do come back to the Finance. Committee because this be-
comes a very bi-g-issue. And I reaffirm what Senator Bentsen said, and
I will say that to Secretary Kissinger tomorrow; Secretary Kissinger
is a politician, and he is great at it, but basically economic policy is a
pro[)ein of economics and is really what has been the determining
factor in the world today.

And we have a situation, and I agree with Senator Bentsen, where
we are completely deficient in the economic field. And it is so impor-
t-ant to put the Seeretary of the Treasury on the National Security
Council, but it is also important that our representatives in the trade
field and the economic field are top people.

I think this is the chairman's concern, and the concern of this entire
('olmfli't te, that we have a continuing growth. And I would hope that
this administration and you gentlemen would realize the concern of
the chairman and this committee.

I think our attitude may be different from the Foreign Relations
Committee's, and we don't want-to deny them their role. but when you
are dealing with commodities you are dealing with trade, and you are
dealing with economics. We feel very strongly that the Finance Com-
mittee has a continuing role in that process, and I think the Senate
would expect it of us.

Mr. DENT. Senator, the administration agrees with you. We are
ready to cooperate, but we don't want to infringe on senatorial pre-
rogatives. And. if it can be worked out between the committees them-
selves, we will consult with as many as the Senate advises us is
appropriate.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Gravel.
Senator GRAvzL. We did not embargo the Soviets with respect to

wheat, did we? This was a mutual agreement made before the contract
was negotiated; was that not the case?

Mr. DENT. That was an executive action.
The CHAMAN. Senator Brock?
Senator BROOK. May I first say to my colleague, the administration

did not specifically embargo the sale of Russian wheat, they embargoed
the sale of all wheat. They did naturally stop any sales at all until they
could come to a decision on what to do.

I appreciate the fact that we got a firm agreement with Russia, a
sales agreement for 6 to 8 million tons; and I'm sure my farmers will be
delighted about that, too.

Bit I think the administration was dead wrong in doing what it did.
I don't think, after the fact, the agreement changes that judgment in
any sense whatsoever. The administration has made mistakes with
regard to embargoes for the last 3 or 4 years with tragi_ consequences
in soybeans, then later on it hit our beef people, then it hit the grains.
I just think it is the height of something or other for us to think that
you can continually have Government injection into the marketplaces
Which are legitimately designed by our farmers and our business
people, without destroying the fabric of international trade.

I think you would in general agree with that. I appreciate the fact
this is a 5-year sale, but that doesn't change the absence of logic in
terms of the embargo itself. The embargo was wrong.
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We had these people come in one year for more than 14 million metric
tons, and the next year they wouldn't. The uncertainty is there in the
marketplace, and it causes undue market speculation. I feel as strong-
ly, or stronger than you do about export controls.

Senator BROCK. I know you do, that's why I asked the question;:i
tell you something, the farmers of Tennessee, and I think every other
State, will support almost any policy that we determine is in the in-
terest of this country, and in the interest of the extension of freedom,
peace; and if they thought it would help to increase Jewish emigra-
tion from 5,000 to 30,000, they would support that policy. But, you
are talking about human beings, they have to make market decisions,
how much do you plow, how much do you plant, how much do you
fertilize; and they cannot make these rational decisions unless they
have an idea as to whether or not their Government is going to help
them sell that product when they harvest it. That is the situation.

Mr. SixoN.. And the problem is, Senator, I'm not sure I know the
answer to it. Our licies are well and often enunciated, however,
when events occur that are unforeseen, we debate them, and sometimes
we have to make decisions at that time, and therefore we have
problems

Senator BROCK. I understand that. I think the reasons we have
problem's'is because we don't have a policy. This Congress and this
administration have not come to grips with what is the basic deter-
mination, the goals of American foreign policy, there are enormous
disagreements, not just with Angola, because the Congress doesn't
know what the tool of the policy is.

Now, the people in this country have to come to grips, and then
we can make a rational decision in whatever parameters, as a clear
national objective.

Senator HASKE.LL. Will the Senator yield?
I would just like to underline this, Mr. Secretary, we do have a

monitoring system, so now we-know how much we sold-as you know,
Senator Talmadge is the chairman of the Agriculture Committee.

If we are going to rely on the free market, let's not wait until the
last minute. Now, if we are not going to rely on the free market, let's
set an adequate agricultural price. This is a statement, not a question,
but I do feel very strongly about it. Thank you, Senator Brock.

The CIAIRMAN. Mr. Secretary, you said earlier today that during
the last 15 vears we have reduced the percentage of people in poverty
in half. I think that statement is correct. I went down to the White
House and was told by President Nixon, and I believe by President
Ford that that happened. But I'm under the impression that hap-
pened under Lyndon Johnson. Can you tell me whether there was any
reduction of the poverty level under this administration, or the Nixon
administration?

Mr. SIMoN. I don't have a year-to-year breakdown, Mr. Chairman.
on the reduction in poverty, iust the general statement that in the 15
years it has declined from 20-some percent to 10.2 percent of our
families, but I will get it. I would like to know that myself.

The CHAIRMA. I would like for you to provide us the figures and
slow us how you figure it because I would like to cut it in half, again,
but I haven't'had much help from this administration.
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But anyway, 'the point is, where are we going from here. If, and

this was the point Senator Haskell was touching on, if food-is going to
be used as a weapon by the administration in terms of international
policy, then we ought to determine what the "dickens" the policy is,
and I don't think Congress has any knowledge of the defined policy on
the part of the administration, and neither do our farmers. Perhaps
we'd better engage in a little dialog, debate--I detest the word "dia-
log," I'm getting tired of it, good healthy debate--about what this
country is all about; what our mission is, what our purpose is; and
whether or not our farmers are going to be asked to be used in an in-
ternational conflict in some fashion that they are not aware of because
they will need to make adjustments. I agree with Senator Haskell that
we have to make certain assurances to them if that will be the practice
of this country in the future.

They will produce. The~ will produce all you can "say race over",
they are the most productive people in the history of man.But they've
got to know whether or not they've got some place to sell their product.
We either have to give them some assurances in terms of price, or some
assurances in terms of a market if we want the quantity of food pro-
duced that we think we need to not only serve the needs of the people
of this country, but to play a very specific role in international relations.

And finally I would like to suggest that perhaps it would be help-
ful for this Senator at least, if I knew for what purpose this weapon
was going to be used. Is it to trade for oil ? Is it to trade for an in-
creased immigration of Jewish inhabitants of the Soviet Union? Is it
to be used for pressure to get them to withdraw from Angola? What
is the purpose of this weapon, if we want to call it that? I just don't
know, I really and truly am reaching for an answer because unless we
determine where we are going it is going to be very hard for you to
get the support of this committee, or any other committee in Congress
to what may be a perfectly right and proper action. I think we need
to engage in that kind of debate.

If you want to comment, I will be delighted..'
Mr. SImON. I basically agree with your closing statement about

the need for debate and clarification because there is a great deal of
confusion.

We are dedicated to the principle, as you know, Senator Brock, of
the free market. But sometimes there are necessarily going to be con-
tradictions because events dictate a contradiction as we deal with the
conflicting elements in this society of ours, where we have the threat
of export controls, if you will; the threat of an additional rate on our
agricultural commodities; purely and simply an attmpt to work out
a temporary suspension of sales. For clarification, it wasn't really to
the world, it was to just to the U.S.S.R. and Poland, the rest of our
sales continued.

Senator BROcK. We do have a monitoring system, we have to be
notified if it is over a hundred thousand.
* Mr. Siirox. That's right, we have a deputy's group that Paul Me-
Avoy heads. And I wanted to do that before, Senator, to put into the
record the organization on these food issues, which I think will help.

But finally, I was just going to say that this enables us to get the
crop) report. But, more importantly, what we need, what Senator Ribi-
coff and everybody recognized, we had to get the buying intentions.
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I have been making some suggestions up here, and I must say, I
haven't had much luck on the other side in getting the administra-
tion to go along with some things that I think would reduce the pover-
ty level. So, I'm available to cooperate, but so far I haven't had much
]help from the administration. I hope we can work together to reduce
the poverty level.

[The following was subsequently supplied for the record:]

PERSONS BELOW THE LOW-INCOME LEVEL BY FAMILY STATUS, 1959 TO 1974

INumber In thousands

Persons In famliUes Unrelated Individuals

Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent

1959 ................... 39,490 22.4 34, r62 20.8 4,928 46. 1
1960 ................... 39,851 22.2 34,925 20.7 4,926 45.2
1961 ............... 39,628 21.9 34,509 20.3 5,119 45.9
1962 .............. .625 21.0 33,623 19.4 5. 002 45.4
1963 .................. 36 19.5 31,498 17.9 4,938 44.2
1964 ................... 36.055 19.0 30,912 17.4 5,143 42. 7
1965 ................... 33,185 17.3 28.358 15.8 4827 39.8
1966 ................ 28510 14.7 23.8ON 13.1 4,701 38.3
1967 ................... 27,769 14.2 22,771 12.5 4998 38.
1968 ................... 25,389 12.8 20 695 1113 4,694 34.0
1969 ................ 24,147 12.1 19,175 10.4 4,972 34.0
1970 ............... 25,420 12.6 20,330 10.9 5,090 32.9
1971 ............... 25,559 12.5 20,405 10.8 154 31.61972 ................... 240 11.9 19,510.3 4,883 39.0
1973 ................... 22,973 1.1 1s2 9.7 4,674 25.6
1974 ................... 24,260 11.6 19 440 10.2 4,820- 25.5

Source: "Current Population Reports," series P-60, U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census,
various issues.

Note: The low-income (poverty) classification is described as follows In "Count Population Report," P-60
No. 99, p. 3: Families and unrelated Individuals are classified as being above or below the low-Income level
using the poverty Index adopted by a Federal Interagency Committee in 1969. This Index Is based on the
Department of Agriculture's 1961 economy food plan and reflects the different cosumpuon requirements of
families based on their size and composition sex and age of the family head, and ferm-nonfarm residence. It
was determined from the Department of Agricultur's 1955 survey of food consumption that families of 3 or
more persons spend approximately one-third of their Income on food; the poverty level for these families was,
therefore, set at 3 times the cost of the economy food plan. For smaller famille and Persons living alone,
the cost of the economy food plan was multiplied by factors that vwe slightly hither In order to compensate
for the relatively larger fixed expenses of these smaller households. The poverty thresholds are updated every
year to reflect changes In the Consumer Price Index (CPI). Thus, the povery threhld for a nonfarn family of
4 was $5,038 In 1974, about 11 percent higher than the comparable 1973 cutoff of $4.540.

The CHAxAN. There is another subject which bothers me, Mr.
Secretary-I will discuss that further with Mr. Baker when his turn
comes-and that is that, this Nation continues to publish these so-
called Good News Announcements.

It was said on television last night that we had a favorable balance
of $11 billion in trade last year. If that is the truth, then we shouldn't
be doing any of these things we are doing to expand exports, we ought
to try to help the other fellow to ship us something, because we will
soon have all the chips and the other fellow won't be able to play the
game with us. If that situation did prevail, we would give the other
nations all sorts of advantages over us that the facts do not presently
justify.

Now, MUr. Baker testified in his statement that of the $11 billion
rofit that we were supposed to have made in that situation, $1.9 bil-

ion is in the form of aid. By the time we get through it the way we
look at it, and the way the other nations keep their books, that $11
billion profit gets down to about $1.9 billion.
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I hope we can come to terms and work something out in Geneva,
but those people have ambassadors, and good ones, and they pick up
these American "Good News Announcements" and say, "You people
made an $11 billion profit, and you are going to impoverish the rest
of the world, in your insistence on taking enormous profits", but ac-
tually what we had was a small profit of about $1.9 billion, if you
take out the foreign aid program, only taking into account Public
Law 480, and include only what you are being p aid for.

Now, Mr. Secretary, can we expect some lie p from you, try putting
this thing into context so that everybody, including our own people
will know what the score is? --

Mr. SimoN.. I remember some three and-a-half years ago as Deputy
Secretary of the Treasury I was making my courtesy calls, and I
called on you, Mr. Chairman, and you told me about the problem you
had for many years with CIF/FOB and I had not the foggiest notion
what you were talking about.

'We went back and finally succeeded in including CIF into the
FOB statistics, so, we have accomplished that much.

The disagreement, as I understand it, is that U.S. importers pay
U.S. freighters, and therefore it doesn't belong in the BOP statistics
because it just represents two domestic entities and it's not a trans-
action between the U.S. and a foreigner, if you will. That's why it
didn't belong. Isn't that one of the reasons?I The CHAIMIA. Mr. Secretary, the way these trade figures are pre-
sented to the American people is the way I saw it on television last
night or so: "We made $1 billion profit."

It's just like my pilot friend that I helped work his way through
school by teaching people how to fly airplanes. I owned a few dQllars,
and he paid it down on a small airplane. This fellow made a profit
every month in doing business, in one pocket and out the other--every
month he made a profit. And after about 3 years he was broke anA
out of business. The reason was he didn't know about depreciation.
When the plane wore out, he had no money to buy a new plane and
he was out of business.

YLatgter.]he HAIRMAX. So, I feel our trade figures operate the same way.

If we operate on these kinds of trade figures, we will be just like my
friend with the airplane who finally went out of business because he
didn't figure depreciation.

Now, we are working with a bunch of figures that reflect us as
getting rich, when we very well might be going broke. I recall a period
of time when the figures looked as though over a 5-year period we had
made about $15 billion. We hadn't made $15 billion, we had lost $20
billion. And I just hope one of these days we will tell everybody, in-
cluding our own people, the truth about this.

Mr. SIMON. Fred Dent would like to comment on this, Mr. Chairman,
and also, I will be having a new Deputy Secretary come up for con.
firmation, and I will warn him in advance about this.

[Laughter.]
Mr. DNT. Mr. Chairman, I would like to report substantial progress

in that the Government is now reporting on FT 900. the foreign trade
results monthly, and they show both FAS and CIF figures. so that the
CIF figures are available. The press takes them and leads with the
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FAS, or FOB basis, which are the figures to which you referred. So,
we are creeping up slowly this has detailed figures on a CIF basis.

The CHAIRMAN. I once kew a politician, and he abided by his own
code of ethics, and he had a very good code of ethics. One of his prin-
ciples was that a politician would never lie unless it was absolutely
necessary.

[Laughter.]
The CIAIRMAN. I think we should look at how the situation really is.
Now, Mr. Secretary the East-West Trade Board was established

to monitor the flow of U.S. technology to Communist countries. As
Chairman of that Board can you tell us what the major technological
transfers in the last year Lave been? r ,

Mr. SimoN. Let me list for the record what they were. WVe used the
mechanism that was already in place in the Commerce Department
to monitor transfer of technology to the eastern block, and I can list
our decisions for the past year; and also the ones we have turned down.

The CHAIRMAN. Can you provide that for the record?
Mr. SiMon. Yes; I will.
The CHAIRMAN. All right.
Mr. SImoN. They are submitted, on a regular basis, to the Congress.
The CHAIRMAN. I think it would be helpful to have a summary for

the record.
Mr. SIMoN;. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRIAz. I don't want to burden the record, but I would like

to have it.
[The following was subsequently supplied for the record:]

The following lists reflect export licenses granted and denied for the export
of technology to nonmarket economy countries during calendar year 1975,1 as
well as the period December 18,1975-March 1, 1976.

CALE' DAR YEAR 1975

APPROVALS
Bulgaria

Manufacture of card reader mechanisms; production of polypropylene; archi-
tectural plans for a hotel; polypropylene; protein from manure; detergent
alkylate; line printers; polyester yarn; dental equipment; polypropylene; linear
alkyl benzene; Isobutylene; acrylic fiber; Industrial control instruments; heater
for ammonia plant; heat exchangers for benzene plant; removal of carbon
dioxide from gas.
Ozcchoelovakia

Formulation of herbicides; removal of carbon dioxide from ammonia syn-
thesis gas; cyclohexanone; glass tubing end formers for fluorescent lamps;
memory system for minicomputer; manfacture of pumps and motors; isobutane;
equipment for making cigarette filters; high octane gasoline (alkylation process).
German Democratic Republio

Recovery of carbon monoxide gas; removal of magnesium from aluminum;
removal of carbon dioxide from gas; pharmaceuticals.
Hungary

Manufacture-of magnetic recording equipment; manufacture of FM radio and
TV band antennas; production of polypropylene; manufacture of laminated
products for packaging; laundry equipment; anticoagulant drug; memory system
for computer; parts for lipe printers; slidable gates for steel industry; glass
making equipment; materials handling equipment; polyvinyl chloride film and

I In previous years, as high as 70 percent of the technology licensed for export has been
left unshipped.
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sheet; character drum assemblies; auditor oriented computer system; assembly
of integrated circuits; dice for integrated circuits.

People'* RepubUo of China
Anticoagulant drugs; ethyl alcohol; styrene-butadiene rubber; removal of

acidic gases from natural gas; natural gas desulfurIation and dehydration;
natural gas liquefaction; quotation for aircraft engines (8); sulfuric acid.
Polaid

Manufacture of disk recorders; manufacture of security apparatus for storage
containers; manufacture of paper equipment; production of methylamines;
manufacture of paper and pulp equipment; manufacture of rubber V-belts;
manufacture of internal combustion aircraft engines; manufacture of steam
turbines; treatment of tire cord fabric; specifications for turboshaft aircraft
engine; manufacture of circuit breakers; motors for water pumps; glass making
equipment; veterinary medicine; polyester fiber; petroleum refinery project;
penicillins; removal of carbon dioxide from gas; construction and operation
of gasholders; petroleum refining and petrochemical processes; anticoagulant
drug; building materials; hydrogen peroxide; vitamin C; sewing machines;
vinyl chloride; pumps and motors; landing gear for light aircraft; instruments
for measuring radiation; machine tools; residue disposal system; fluorocarbons;
carbon black; aircraft engines; water gel explosives; color TV receivers; rubber
antioxidants; copying machines; chlorine-caustic soda; vegetable protein; air-
craft doors; computer software; antibiotic.
Romania

Sulfur recovery; industrial process Instruments; pharmaceutical for treatment
of ulcers; production of benzene; manufacture of hydraulic -turbine blades;
computer software for a chemical plant; refining stainless steel; tractor trans-
missions and torque converters; polypropylene; acetic acid; petroleum refining
and petrochemical processes; locomotive parts; building materials; polyethy-
lene; linear alkyl benzene; polypropylene; benzene; butadiene; gas storage
facility; manufacture of bearings; gas processing plant.
U.S.S.R.

Transfer handling machines; software for air traffic control systems;
training and support services for air traffic control systems; sili-
conized resin coatings for metals; electrical Insulators; glues and adhesives;
diesel starter drives; production of caffeine; ethylene oxide and glycol; subsonic
wind tunnel; color TV glass funnel/neck assemblies; liquid crystal displays for
wrist watches; production of normal pairaffin hydrocarbons and adsorbents; heat
exchangers for gas compressors; aromatic hydrocarbons; computer software for
control of aircraft spare parts; trimellitic anhy.ride and wire enamel; tereph-
thalic acid; petroleum reforming and separation of eylenes; desulfurization of
fuel oil; acrolein and acrylic acid; polypropylene; drying of whey; silicon thyris-
tors; painting and phosphotizing solutions; hand held electronic calculators; re-
moval of carbon dioxide from gas; semisubmersible drilling vessel; steam con-
densers; superconducing electrical generator; gust probe for aircraft; cutter

manufacturing facility; steam condensers (2) ; structural metal parts by powder
metallurgy; titanium trichloride; aluminum trichloride; nonstick cookware;
sulfur; magnets ; natural gas plants; electro-hydraulic servo valves; copper clad
glass epoxy laminates; plant for making dyestuffs; anticoagulant drugs; desul-
furization of fuel oil; hydrofinishing of lube oils (2); aluminum cans: quartz
flash tubes; quotation for digital computer; alpha olefins; quotation for pro-
graminable terminal systems hardware; lenses for making TV tubes; heaters
for natural gas plant -butadiene; computure software.
Country Group QWY

Heat exchangers and heaters; building materials; printed circuit boards
(Groups W and Y).

DENIALS
('uba

Ammonia plant; removal of carbon dioxide from ammonia synthesis gas;
detergent alkylate; vinyle chloride; polymerization process for making gasoline;
electrolytic tinning line (2).
U.S.S.R.

Video head technology.
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Brilgaria
Heat exchangers; bacillus thuringiensls (used to prepare an Inzectlcide use

for killing Worms that attack vegetble ero) ; manufactUre of filter cigarettes;
quotation to supply heat transfer equipment.
Czeehoulovakia

Quotation to supply heat transfer equipment; additional technical date for
a patent application for a pharmac~uticaL
German Demor#ow o Republio

Miniature tow proeewuihg unit for making cigarette filters; petroleum refintn
processes; petrochemical process; quotation to supply heat trader equipment
IfungarV

Additional technical data for patent applications (2) (relating to progta-
glufdins and saeeharide polydensatlou) ; line printer parts;. quotation to aspply
heat transfer equipment.
Poland

Plant for producing carbon black; mineral fiber acoustical ceilings and mineral
wool; quotation to supply heat transfer equipment.
PRO

Sulfating and sulfonating of organic compounds which are used in detergents;
quotation to supply heat transfer equipment.
Romania

Quotation to supply heat transfer equinwent.
U.S.S.R.

Technical data relating to schematics for five-functional electronic calculator;
proposal for an airplane auxiliary power unit, airconditioning, and pneumatic
system (2) ; acrylic sheet; air cooler to be used in petroleum finery, dyeatuff
facilities, 4 ammonia plants; plant to manuafcture cat'boh bisulfide, electrially-
heated rear automotive glass; hydrogen production plant; chemical refinery
complex; butadiene plant; quotation to supply heat transfer equipment; ethylene
oxide and glycols; production of fungicide; photoflash cubes; two aumonia
plants. DEN IAL8

Variable capacitors; manufature of single crystals of gadolinum gallium

garnet (GGG) and growth of epitaxial magnetic garnet film on GGG.

The CHAoXN. Just to be specific, are U.S. technological export
controls effective I

Mr. SI O1. Yes; we believe they are. We have an extensive reporting
mechanism on the technology, and we think they are extremely
effective.

Why don't you add to that, as the former chairman of that control
board

Mr. DE)NT. Senator, they are effective as far as they go. But we must
recognize that the control of technology, ideas and the rest are ex-

tremely difficult to be 100 percent sure about. We benefited in this
country through the trans er of technology from En land in our
early days through the heads of immigrant& So, it is effective as far
as it can go, butit is not airtight.

The CHAUMAN. I would like to know, Mr. Secretary- with rega'&dto
the countervailing suit filed by United States Steel, did the Treasury
make a negative determination on that suit, or what was the
determination ?'

87-93T-76----5
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Mr. McDOnALD. Yaf the det-rninaton; was a negative one.
The CIAIRMAN. Would You give us some understanding on what

is involved in this, and how it ippeius to you, our principal fiscal
officer of the government I

Mr. SImoN. I would like Dave to explain the investigation. He was
the Assistant Secretary that conducted it and presented the findings
to me, Mr. Chairman. I
. Mr. McDONALD. Well, the question was posed to us by United States
Steel in the form of a complaint, whether the remission of the value
added tax in the European Community constituted a bounty or grant.
This is the remission of an indirect excise tax, very similar to our sales
tax, except that it is not assessed all at the retail level, it is assessed pro-
gressively as it goes through commerce.

The same kind of tax, of course, we have in this country in the
retail sales area, and also in a manufacturer's excise tax for alcohol
and-t1obacco. The Treasury l)epart.ment, for 70 years, has taken the
position that the remission of an indirect tax does not constitute a
bounty or grant.. The overrebate of that tax we do countervail. We
follow that precedent with a qualification that the precedents have
gone in two areas, on a direct tax, if you remit a direct tax we
counttrvail against it; if you remit an indirect tax, we. doyx't counter-
vail against, it.. It. has long been known in Congress that this is'the
law. or the Treasury practice.

There is disagreement as to the economic distinction between the
two, but we felt that at this time to overturn perhaps a. dozen cases
where we had already gone in this direction, unilaterally, was simply
something that we could not legally do, and we don't think the law
really reflected that result.

We would hope. and we have advised the multilateral trade negotia-
tions that we are going to take this matter up for negotiation, and
we have a group working on it now, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. Now, it has been my understanding of the general
picture that by remitting these taxes in one respect or the other, these
governments are able to sell products produced in their nations at
somewhere between 10 and .30 percent of what the price is for that
product sold to their own people, within those nations.

Now, generally speaking-and it seems to me this is an area where
We would negotiate with the other fellow-we shoidld look at this again.
We are doing very, very little of that. Perhaps Secretary Dent ought
to comment.

Mr. DE.NT. Yes. Senator, the UTnited States also remits indirect taxes
on our exports in the form of retail sales, or in the form, as the Sec-
retary has mentioned, of alcohol and tobacco taxes.

Now, when these products come "in-to this country, we levy those
taxes on them. If we are unable to levy ind;reet .taxes, products coming
into Washington, say a shirt from Great Britain, it might not. be able
to bear the domestic retail sales tax, comparable to what, domestic prod-
ucts do. So, that is a very thorny economic problem, We are working
diligently on it. We have begun talks in Geneva bn i Last week I
spoke to the leaders of -he Europtmn Common Market on this subject
in Brussels. So, that 'is on6,of the great, concerns that we must reach
an equitable solution of; that is in our own domestic interest, as" well
as those who sell to us.
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Other countries, in addition to the Common Market, do remit indi-
rect tapes..elsewhere, in the world. So, it's not just a bilateral problem.

6he CIrAMAN. Thank you.
•Well, Tmy time has expired. There is a vote going on, and we will

have to go. oyer and vote in a few minutes. I know.Senator Ribicoff
has sm me ore questipns..-

Senator RiBIciw.. I. have some, but I will save t-hem for- Secretary
Kissinger tomorrow.3Wit, 0e question to Secretary Simon.
. You complained about,lost business with the Soviet Union because
of credits and replaced MFN problems. Now, it seems to me our banks
are doing a lot of business in this field. a-e they not ?

Mr. S~r~ox-. They havd done business, yes, Senator Ribicoff; the
exact dollar amounts I don't have.

Senator RjBxcoFF. This is very interesting. The Chairman And I
took a trip last August in the tradae field and visited several countries.
Wie got to Germany, Senator Long went to Munich, and I went to
Bonn, I had a very interesting discussion with the Vest Germans; and
the West Germans explained to me that under no circumstances do
they give a credit break, or subsidize 'any interest rate or credit to
tle So'iet Union. They. 're very successful in doing business with the
Soviet Union. But the Soviet Union knows right from the start that
IVest Germany will not subsidize any purchases; that West Germany
will not give a break on interest on the governmental level.

This has to be done completely, the West Germans tell me, as far as
they are concerned, between the commercial bank and the seller of the
product.

.Now, they were very frank and said the. Russians hate to pay large
interest rates, they don't like high interest rates, it is against their
.political philosophy. But as a consequence, from a pragmatic point
of view, what the manufacturer does, he jacks up the price to absorb
the high interest rate.

Now, if th. West Germans can do business that, way why does the
American taxpayer have to be'in a position of subsidizing the Soviets
with- low-interest rates, when our interest rates are high?

Mr. SImoN. We have been trying, Senator Ribicoff, for a couple of
years, and we are fortunately now very, very close to what we call a
general agreement on export credits.

Now, there have been concessionary credits given. Our interest rates
by the Exim Bank have been higher than the rest of the world; this
agreement is going to be very beneficial.

The ability to provide these credits-and they are slightly below the
open market rate-enables the European Community In particular to
have done over $10 billion in business by credits We have been pro-
hibited from providing. And we have heard not only from the
U.S.S.R., but also from our business here in the United States that
significant amounts of money in the form of contracts have indeed
been lost.

Senator Runcor. But. I still don't get it, the West Germans can do
business with the Soviet Union' without subsidizing interest, why
can't we I

Mr. SIMoN.. Well. when you say "subsidizing", We are subsidizing
when we compare it to an open market rate, if you will. What they
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might mean, maybe they don't go as low as some other countries in
the world might. But that, again, depends on a case-by-cau bavi.
There are certain areas where West Germany may,be mre competi-
tive than other countries; and there are a lot of areas where the
United States wouldn't have significtant contributionf*and we
shouldn't provide Exim credits at. all, and those are instances whete
we are going to get the business anyway. That has been our policy.

With an interest-rate war, competition going on, I don't think that
benefits anybody; and I think the other countries in the.world finally
recognize this, and now we are going to get agreements that -have a
floor on rates, and cover the terms given, and that is going to behealthy. But it certainly is- nt going to help us until we are going
to be able to fix up the trade . ct as lar as being able to give credits.

Senator Rmiwow. Well, as far as I'm concerned, I see no improve-
ment from either the administration or the Soviet Union to solve
that problem.

Mr. Srrozr. We have seen some improvement. I can't say it is a
trend because it has been too brief, Senator Ribicoff. We have seen
an immigration increase from 1,100 last September to about 1,500 in
October, and down to 1,200-plus in November and 1,200 in December.
Hopefully it is going to continue to increase.

Senator Rmconp. Did I understand you to say that the Russians
are trying to work out a new trade agreement?

Mr. SIMoN. No, sir.
Senator Rmncorr. Didn't I understand you to say that?
Mr. SImo.. No; this is the gentleman's agreement with the Euro-

pean Community and Japan that will end the interest-rate war on
government credits.

Senator RircopO. But the Russians are not talking about the possi-
bility of a trade agreement.

Mr. SioN. No: we deal with the Russians on a case-by-case basis.
We are prohibited, as you know, from any export credits.

The CAIRMAN. Senator Hartke.
Senator HAnTKP,. Thank you very much. There are two questions I

would like to ask. What is the administration going to do on the ques-
tion of specialty steel, where there has been a sharp incream in unem-
ployment due to specialty steel rate on the American market ?

Mr. SiMoN. I am a member of the committee that is studying the
ITC report right now. The President must, by law, Senator Hartke,
come to a decision on that within 60 days. I will be making my recom-
mendations then.

Senator I-L If a quota is imposed, required by law, do you
think there will be any reaction from other countries, and what type?

Mr. Simoi. I think that is hard to tell, it would depend on the
quotas. Every action usually causes a reaction, whether or not it would
be serious, I think, it's too early to tell, Senator Hartke,

Senator HIxriKu. I will submit this to you. This is a report on the
question on how these people are attempting to avoid the steel decision
by entering into bilateral agreements. But, the administration just
has no policy on it.
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Another question I ould like to submit to you is a question con-
cermg the Intwlational Monetary Fund. I it not tre that the
Jamaica agreement really takes us toward it again I

Mr. Smog, It, sun doesot, Senor [o, kWU , I would never have
been a party to it.

S"ntr. Hmaa. I donut have fime,' trove to go vot*. If you could
respond to that for the record.

Mr. =Soq .1 surm will, I will respond to that in great detail. But,
flexibl, .floating exchange.rates have served this country vell, just
tape a look at our position. We 'have .not only leitimized -in the
Jamaiea cementt the existence of float .as a system, but, moro
.inportantly, it takes 85 percent tW go back to a fxed rate Bystem, and
we have a 20-percent blo g veto.

e mator HAUTK. Wel, lt me say to you that I thixk the removal
from fixed rgtes to flexible rates was a cmttibuting factp.r .to -the re-
cession. So, I'm not so sure that you andI are going to agree.

[The following response was subsequeaty received for the record :]
RELATIONSHIP OF THE JAMAICA MONETARY AOREEMENT TO FIXED EXCHANGE

RATtE

Te .Jamaici Agreement does not move away from the float and back toward
fixed exchange rates. The agreed new provisions ,on amendments to 1he IMF
Articles dealing with exchange rate, epmeent-a,sharp contr ast with the Bretton
Woods System of frred excbanae sates, ,which sought stability .by mandating
adherence to a specific exchange sate 'regime--par values. The new provisions
focus on the need lar countries to follow policies designed -to aohteve the under-
lying economic stability that is,a prerequisite to exchange rate stability, rather
than on action to manage or fix the exchange ,rate; they Offectvely legalize cur-
rent exchange rate .practices, including floating, and Vprovide ,wide latltude for
individual countries to adopt specific arrangements of thelr own choosingg In the
future, so long as they Sulfill certain general obligations. inder t'the new pro-
visions, the U.S. will have a controlling voice both in the adoption of any new
general exchange arrangements for the'system as a whole and In the selection of
exchange arrangements to be applied by the U.S. individually, and we do not
.envisage the adoption of fixed rates for the foreseeable future.

Senator H~uxx. The second item is. I find a complete absence from
your statement, or Secretary Dent's, or Mr. Baker's, or anyone else's of
any concern whatsoever about the severe problem that is being pre-
sented by the multinational corporation in trade; and the lack of any
connent about this indicates to rue that we are still dealing with an
about 1901 economic theory.

Mr. SibtoN. You know, what I am trying to do-
Senator HARTKE [continuing]. We should, in the last third of this

20th century start thinkingabout their effect upon international policy
and international trade...

Mr. -Simo. What I tried to do, Senator, was to respond to questions
that Senator Long asked me in the letter, in concert with Ambassador
Dent, Secretarv nmssbinr, B.utz, Jim fler, and everybody else who
will be testify, I think that the subject of multinational cor, pora-
tions, on which we had hearings on in Congress last year, or the year
before, J would like to come up ktnd talk about.

Senator' I-IARTKE. Don't worry, Ill be here.
Mr. Siato. That's a subject in' itself.
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* Senator HuRTm.. I'll be here. I Understand they'are collieting a nice
little fund to beat me:in this election; so, I.will be lookhig forward to
it. T hank y bu. . I . I I. .
' [The prepared statement of Secretary Simon follows ]

STATEMENT OF HIOl . WILXLAM E. SIMON, -SECARY OF THE TREASURY

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee :'I welcome the opportunity to join
tin this review of the administration of the Trade Act of 1974 aid U.S., Interna-
tional trade policy, with special emphasis on the Maltilateral Trade Negotiations.

During this period of cgntinping worldwlqe eonomle difficulty and change,
world trade has taken on eyen greater Importance as a.central ingredient in our
Abcon(mlc relations with foreign countries. Maintaining and improving an open
,trade.environment is crucial to our efforts to prevent widespread restrictive trade
actions that could seriously harm World eeu4mic stability and cooperation.

Before turning to a discussion of- our trade policy, I would like to say a few
words about the world economic outlook, which will play a major role in deter-
mining the world trade climate in the months to come.

]INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC OUTLOOK

The world is now recovering from the most severe economic recession since the
1930's. The recession saw real output in the industrial countries fall sharply and
suddenly, a decline of 5 percent in the first half of last year. It saw the first
reduction of 6 percent in 1975. And it was associated with the most violent inven-
tory adjustment In more than fifty years.

The outlook for recovery from the worldwide recession of 1974-75 is now good.
Solid progress toward recovery has been made particularly here and in Japan
and Germany. The outlook for real growth In the major industries countries is
omt the order of 5 percent during 1976. During 1976, the United States is expected
to experience a rate of real growth in the 6 to 6 percent range, which is above the
average of the last decade. Upturn in the smaller industrial countries, whose
-economies turned down some six months later than the larger countries, will
occur r more slowly.

At the same time that economies have turned around, progress has been made
in curbing inflation. Inflation rates in the industrial countries are forecast to
average about 8 percent during 1976. This is too high-but the trend is welcome.

'nemployment levels at the end of 1975 remain too high. The absolute number
of workers unemployed is at or near post-war record levels in most of the indus-
trtIM. countries. The relatively modest recovery foreseen during 1976 in some
countries will not significantly reduce unemployment rates during 1076-given
normal work force growth-although progress is likely during the latter part of
tile year.

Most LDCs experienced reduced growth rates later than Industrial countries.
niid. while growth rates for non-oil LDCs as a group will probably be lower than
in 1975, their balance of payments position will improve in 1976. For many of
these poor countries economic growth will not keep up with population growth
in 1976.

The pattern of international payments last year was determined by two major
.factnrs-the continued massive surphlses of the oil exporting nations, and the
widespread economic recession. A clear pattern of payments balances among
three major country groups can be distinguished: For the oil exporters, the

-OPEC countries, large surpluses of about $40 billion on current account; for the
.developed world, the OECD countries, approximate bajanco, with roughly offset-
ting surpluses and deficits within the group; and for the rest of the world, large
d-flcits, particularly on the part of the less-developed countries.

The centrally-planned economies of East Europe and Asia also experienced
-deficits.

As a result of the firmly-based recovery now underway in the industrial world,
the pattern of payments imbalances will shift Importantly this year toward more
balance.

The collective current account deficit Of the oil Importing countries should ie
more evenly distributed between developed and developing countries during 1976,
representing a partial reversal of the 1975 patterns of current balances which
were highly skewed against the non-oil developing countries. The dramatic Im-
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provements 'li the" external positions bf major Industrial cbuntriesein 1975 were
to a large extent the result of inventory adjustments and: i'deeon-induced
hduethonb In import demand. With recovery thW exterfslil pod]tons of the-ixddus.
trlal countries will adjust accordingly, and this should:prove to be an important
factor in reducing the external deficits of non-oil LDCs. I

During 19MW, the recession reduced demands for commodity impoits as a result
of both inventory adjustments and lower production levels in the industrial count'
tries. Commodity pfices declined in the presence of slack demand. The non-oil
developing countries faced reductions in both the volume and price of their, pri-
mary product exports during 1975. This process will be reversed during 1976,
with resumption of recovery in the industrial countries. Unfortunately. a sizeable
Portion of this improvement in the non-oil producing developing countries, posi-
tions will be'eroded by the higher crude oil prices announced In October.

The continuation of the current solid recovery will depend on continued sound
economic policies by all countries. For the industrial countries, sound policies
mean policies to assure a continued strong non-inflationay recovery in world
demand; th6y meani the avoidance of measures which would frustrate an adjust-
ment in their payments positions, particularly the avoidance of beggar-thy-
neighbor trade nctions. For the ll)Cs, sound policies mean realistic investment
growth and development programs. For the OPEC, sound policies mean reason-
aile investment policies, without excessive liquidity preference. IncreaBed aid to
Ii)Cs. and restraint in oil pricing.

lnt the industrial countries do bear a special responsibility. Simultaneous
refintionary measures In 1972-73 led to worldwide inflation. Simultaneous dea
fintionary policies in 1973-74 led to cumulative recession. The major countrieS
must become more aware of the cumulative effects of their pollctesl economic
lp)llcy cooperation among them must be improved. Ramboulliet made progress
toward that goal, particularly In the trade area.

The worldwide recovery, the commitment at Rambonillet to sound economic
policies, the comprehensive monetary agreements of Jamaica, all create a posi-
tive environment for the Multilateral Trade Negotiations.

PRINCIPLES OF U.S. INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC POLICY

In approaching the problems of the world economy, the United States has form-
ilated a consistent international economic policy. No nation is more intimately
involved in shaping a cooperative international economic system. The core of our
international economic policy is dedication to certain fundamental principles, the
most important of which Is our commitment to a free and open environment for
world trade and investment. Within this context it is essentail that we seek to
achieve certain basic objectives. We must: Maintain a sound U.S. economy;
eliminate or reduce barriers to and distortions of trade on a reciprocal basis;
establl-h fair trade rules and improve the structure of the General Agreement
on Tariffs and Trade; permit the free flow of capital in order to allow its most
lirodletive use; assist the developing world to grow and become economically
self-sufficient through fair and reasonable access to developed nations' markets ;
and cooperate with other nations in resolving problems and responding to
change in the international economy on a mutually beneficial basis.

COORDINATION OF U.S. POLICY

The policy guidelines and decisions to Implement these principles are coordi-
nated through the Economic Policy Board (EPB) and the Council on Interna-
tional Economic Policy (CIEP).

The President established the Economic Policy Board by Executive Order
in September, 1974. This Board consists of the Secretary of the Treasury, who
ii, Chairman, and twelve other members. The Executive Order provides that the
Economic Policy Board "shall provide advice to the President concerning all
auijects of national and international economic policy, while overseeing the form-
niatlon, coordination and Implementation of all economic policy of the United
States, and all serve as the focal point for economic policy decision making.

The Executive Order also provided that the Assistant to the President for
Economic Affairs should be a member of the Eocnomlc Policy Board and its
Executive Director. The Secretary of the Treasury was designated Chairman
(if the Council on International Economic Policy and the Assistant to the Presi-
(lent for Economic Affairs became a member of the Council and its Deputy
Chairman.
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The membership of tbe, PB -nd .OARP 4tlffr .sqzpwA0. The APA l i !es
the Secretary of the InlWrior, tto. :Jeta ,of Health, Eduta/on .nid We1gare,
the secretary of Eoustag, *ad Urb.n pefvopint: &W the 90001ve e.ctor
of the PLOP. .I DPB dote ,tIzude the ,ienetw of DebMe- who 4.a. weipber
of the CIEP. , I~_

Th.isoreanvinoni strncturo eots iU gly ,080ps. atertw ang of
domestic ,and 1*ternatiowl economic policies which jed.fiurstto the.asprlzntment
of the Cabinet Offmer ost ntimately Cocerned with these tsues, tb*. Secretary
of the Treasury, to chair tbe ,Council and second, tollowiug tho e lUAW t of
tho 2co owic Policy Boad 'led to 4 very elm and intimate ge"reaovhip be-
tWem the EPB andt-he OonacL

This telationahip Is -ofused in the Mxeoutive Committee of. the HP3, ,of -which
the Executive Dixector of OIIP As a iemnber, which was established to et daily
to conider issues relating 'to International aud -domestle economic Woly. The
fact that there Is a Cabinetlevel treating daily consideting theseitSnS s tre-
mendously important. It has given the Executive Branch the Zipitbilty to
respond rapidly to blhanglng conditions, and it has ,prnoviled -an institutional
fofus for deelsionmaking en maatters relating ,to, economic ,policy. ftrtiolption
in the xecutivb Committee has not been limited Just to the designated members.
Other agencies *nd department have .participated on a regular bass In areas
where It Is felt they coald contribute to economic policy decision&

In the International trade area, the Trade Act of 1@74 provides the legislative
framework for the development and Implementation of -policy. Responsibility for
the Mutilateral Trade Negotiations rests with thlt special Trade Representative,
Ambassador Dent, *ho is a member of CIEP, and Io Chairman of the 'abnet-
level Trade Policy Committee (TOP). The Special Trade Representative joins
the deliberations of the EPB on matters of interest to him and Is able to bring
to the EPB matters for attention or decision.

nI addition to these formal mechanisms, Secretary Kisinger and I meet fre-
quently on an Informal basis to discuss economic and foreign policy Issues to
assure coordination in our approach.

PURSUING OUR INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC OBJECTIVES

The principles of Our international trade policy are embodied in the Trade Act
of 1074 and we are actively pursuing them in the Multilateral Trade Negotia-
tions. Our success in these negotiations will In large measure determine the
future of our International trading system. Progress is therefore essentiaL We
are encouraged by the strong impetus which the MTN received from the agree-
ment at Rambouillet in November to accelerate the pace of the negotiations,
with the goal of completing them in 1977. Specifically, the Rambouillet Deelara-
tion affirmed that we "should aim at achieving substantial tariff cuts, even elim-
inating tariffs in some areas, at significantly expanding agricultural trade and
at reducing non-tariff measures" in order to achieve the maximum -possible level
of trade liberalization.

A healthy International economic and financial system Is, of course, an essen-
tial underpinning for trade relations.

Recognizing.ihe close interrelationship -between international trade and eco-
nomic policies, the six participants at Rambouillet agreed to work in the mone-
tary area to create greater stability in the economic and financial conditions
underlying the world economy. They also made the fundamental decision to
reach specific agreements in the IMF relating to exchange rates. This commitment-
was Implemented in the recent agreements achieved at the Interim Committee
meeting in-Jamidca. .Because these understandings are so Important to the-future
of our international monetary system, and, thereby, to the environment in which
international trade will-take place, I would like to comment briefly on the Jamaica
accords.

THE JAMAICA AORE"ENTS

The Jamaica meeting marked the successful conclusion of several years of
negotiations, resulting in the first general revision of our international monetary
arrangements since the basic framework for the post-war economic -.psttm was
established at the 194I4 -Bretton Woods Conference. The paekoge that -has been
developed combines longer-tek m structural reformA with ineaSures. to meet cur-
rent financing needs. They consist of fovr major elements: new 'provisions gov-
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Arnna eezhnge rate praetftes which nations can:.follow- in the future; measues
to phase gold, out of the monetary system; stepa t> intoresae theresources of. the
IMF and to strengthen the N'nd's ability, to meet ttiebajAoe of-4yuents~fnanc-
Ing problems-of member countries; and proposals to amend the IMP Articles, the
"constitutIon" of the monetary asstem, so as to streamline lts operation, ainw to
conform the institution to the different world which has developed since the *0O's
and. which will evolve In the 1970's and beyond- Together, these. agreements lay
a foundation of -impressive strength on, which we- may btse, our efforts- in the
Multilateral Trade Negotiations.

The agreement to reduce the, role of' gold, in the monetary system removes an
Important disruptive, factor from the system. Its private uses conflict with its
monetary uses. Its extremerprice volatility cin be very dtbstabtUling toa monetary
asset. Its relatively fixed supply means' that new output cannot be expaidd
or contracted in line with requirements for 4iore, or less, International liuidity.

Action to update and streamline te IMF Articles, relating to the operations
of the General Aecounit and the $DR account, provides a flexible basis for future
evolution of the rules of the system.

In the third area, steps are being taken to enhance the lMr's capacity to pro-
vide Its members medium term financing for balance of payments ,~ollms wfule
adjustment measures b1ecome-efictive. These actions Include an increase in IMF
quotas, an imnrediite increase in members' potelfttal access to WIP oredft the
establishment of a Trust Fund to assist the poorest cuntreb, and a major liberal.
ization of the IMf's Compenettory Flnance facility to assist, primary producers,
All of these actions demonstrate a commitment to maintaining a payments sys-
tem which supportsthe free flow of trade and! capital.

A final area where agreement was reached involves exchange rate practices.
In sharp contrast to the rigid system of exchange rates established at Bretton
Woods, which sought stability by requiring adherence to a. specific exchange
rate regime-par values-the new provisions focus on achieving the underlying
economic stability that is a prerequisite for exchange rate stability. The provi-
sions legalize the various exchange arrangements presently. applied, by. counties;
provide a flexible framework for future adaptation of the exchange rate system;
and provide wide latitude for.countries to adopt specific exchange arrangements
of their own choosing so long as they fulfill certain general obligations rel~tIng to

--- _the maintenance of internationally appropriate economic policies. Of particular
importance in this respect for the trade negotiations is the obligation to avoid
manipulating exchange rates to gain an unfair competitive advantage.

Those who criticize the present system of semi-floatIng exchange rates state
their case in terms of the volatility of the system and the impact exchange rate
variability has on International merchants. Such arguments are just not support-
able. The floating exchange rate system did not produce exchange rate variability.
The variability that characterized the past several years Ik the result of the
violent financial pressures generated by boom and recession, by the sharp rise
in. inflation rates and by the increase in the price of oil. Central to the agreement
reached in Jamaica was the recognition that instability was not caused by the
exchange rate regime but rather by underlying economic and financial conditions.

The agreed new provisions relating to exchange rates provide for a floating
system and, upon an 85 percent majority vote, a par value system. In either case
case, the exchange rate system is not viewed as producing stability. Rather,
underlying factors, relative rates of economic expansion, congruent rates of price
creasesss are recognized as the true source of stability. This means that the
exchange rate system can facilitate stability but that the basic impetus has
to come from domestic economic and financial policies.

TREASURY RESPONSIBILITY. UNDER THE TR&DE ACT

Let me now turn to the MAultilateral Trade Negotiations, where we are attempt-
lug to implement our important commitment to an open international trading
system under the mandate-of the 1974 Trade Act. I would like to devote particular
attention to two areas where the Treasury Department ba& special responsibili-
ties: the enforcement of our antidumping and countervailing duty legislatioxt
And our trade relations with nonmarket economy countrie. I would, then like to
dikcusa an area of special importance: our commodity policy and our efforts
to actively involve the developing nations In the MTN.
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As you know, the Trhde Act of 1974 made significant changes In both the
Countervailing Duty. and Antidumping statutcs,The Act and the Congre lsonal
hearings which preceded Its passage made. clear that it was the intent of the
Congress that these remnedies be vigonusly but- fairly applied so that inter-
national trade could flourish In a freer but fairer environment. At the time of
my confinition as Secretary of tile-Treasury, I pledged to you that these laws
would be efficiently and effectively administered. In the year since passage of
the Act the Treasury has carried out that pledge.

ATIDUMPING ACT

The Act did not substantially amend the Anfidumping Act, but for the most
part codified various Treasury practices and policies previously established, by
administrative action, During 1975.-25 cases were initiated, preliminary actions
were taken on 13 cases, and final decisions including referrals to the ITC were
made on 12 cases. (I have attached to my statement a summary of all these
actions.) The cases Initiated include the Initiation of an investigatloi of all
imported automobiles from eight foreign countries, the largest Industry in terms
of trade volume ever undertaken by Treasury.

Under new Trade Act procedures, Treasury on three occasions referred Anti-
dumping petitions to the International Trade Commission at the outset of Inves-
tigations when it was determined that there was substantial doubt as to the
existence of injury. The Commission determined in each instance that it was
unable to find "no reasonable Indication of injury," and therefore full investiga-
tions were or are being conducted in these cases.

I believe the Department has continued to demonstrate Its determination to
administer effectively, the Antidumping Act, and this Committee can be assured
that these high standards will be maintained.

COUNTERVAILING DUTY LAW

The Trade Act of 1974 made significant changes in the Countervailing Duty lAw
with the additional of time limits for completion of investigations and the inclu-
sion of a provision for the temporary waiver of countervailing duties to aid the
Multilateral Trade Negotiations. You will recall that Section &31 of the Act au-
thorizes the Secretary of the Treasury to waive the a.csessment of countervailing
duties otherwise assessable until January 3, 1979, if all of the following three con-
ditions hove been met:

(1) Adequate steps have been taken to reduce substantially or eliminate the
adverse effect of the bounty or grant;

(2) There Is a reasonable prospect that successful trade agreements will be en-
tered Into reducing or eliminating distortions of international trade; and,

(3) The Imposition of additional duties would be likely to seriously Jeopardize
those negotiations.

Either house of Congress may override a waiver, and the Secretary may revoke
it at anytime.

There was a dramatic Increase In our countervailing duty cateload during 1975
as a result of our stepped up efforts to resolve all pending and legitimate com-
plaints expeditiously. All the cases outstanding at the time of the passage of the
Trnde Act have now been resolved. The eight cases still pending were all Initiated
in 1975. During the year Treasury Initiated 38 countervailing duty investigations,
a record number. This Included those eases outstanding as of the date of enact-
ment of the Trade Act. Thirteen investigations were terminated at the request of
petitioners, 25 preliminary determinations were reached, and 20 final determina-
tions were made, of which 9 were affirmative and 10 were negative. A temporary
waiver of countervailing duties as provided in the Act was granted in 6 of those
cases. Summaries of those cases are appended to my testimony.

These figures alone do not tell the full story concerning the effectiveness of our
efforts to protect U.S. markets. In several of the eases which resulted In negative
findings, subgstantial "countervailable" programs existed at the time the in-
quiries began. Discussions with Treasury officials during the course of the proceel-
ings or the mere pendency of the actions themselves convinced the responsible
officials of the governments concerned to eliminate the'uIbsidles. Furthermore, in
each of the six cases where duties were waived the exporting country had takell
significant action which In our Judgment eliminated or substantially reduced auy



threat posed bv' the subsidy programs. In four of the six cases this action involved
theelimination -of substantial portions of the subsidies. In the other two cases, we
believed that while potential existed for adversely affecting the domestic industry
concerned, that potential was removed by other price or export policy guarantees
obtained from the exporting countries.

As I have indicated, Treasury exercised its authority to waive the imposition
of countervailing duties in six Instances during 1975. In all cases of substantial
subsidization, Treasury worked closely with interested Members of Congress,
representatives of the concerned domestic industry, and appropriate Executive
Branch agencies, in reaching decisions concerning the exercise of the temporary.
waiver authority. This process led to decisions reflecting the variety of concerns
that must be considered in determining whether the criteria established by the
Trade Act have been met. This provision was not designed to be used loosely or
Indiscriminately, but in limited instances where circumstances warrant it. In my
opinion, we have by our actions thus far, fulfilled the basic purpose for which
the waiver provision was added to the law. We have avoided unnecessary friction
with our trading partners while negotiations continue in Geneva, while at the
same time, protecting the interests of our farms, factories and workers.

Let me now turn to the need for those negotiations to arrive at a new set of
International guidelines to limit the use of subsidies in international trade.

SUBSIDIES AND OOUNTERVAXLING

Section 3-31 of the Trade Act provides a specific mandate to negotiate on sub-
sidies and countervailing:

"It is the sense of Congress that the President, to the extent practicable and
consistent with United States interest, seek through negotiations the estalsiili-
ment. of internationally agreed rules and procedures governing the use of subsidies
(and other export incentives) and the application of countervailing duties."

Mr. Chairman, as you know, the Special Trade Representative is charged with
negotiating a subsidy/countervailing duty code within the Multilateral Trade
Negotlatioiis. I am certain Ambasador Dent will wish to address this issue. Treas-
ury has worked very closely with STR and other agencies in carrying out the man-
date of the Trade Act in this area. As a result, the U.S. Government has proposed
a framework for negotiation of international rules on subsidies and countervail-
ing. We submitted a concepts paper on the elements that should be Included In a
subsidies and countervailing code. Our proposal is-on the negotiating table along
with proposals of other countries. Our proposal would establish three categories
encompassing all subsidies, and would establish treatment for subsidies in each
category. The "prohibited" category would include all blatant export subsidy prac-

-tices including direct export subsidies and domestic subsidies expressly intended
to promote export performance. These would be subject to countervailing without
any conditions. The "conditional" category would generally cover programs. the
intent and effect of which are to accomplish a country's domestic policy objectives,
but which may also affect international trade. These would be subject to counter-
vailing duties only when certain conditions of injury are met. The "permitted"
category would consist of practices agreed to have a minimal impact on interna-
tional trade, such as overseas trade fairs. These would be exempt from counter-
vailing action.

'The Trade Negotiations Committee meeting in December decided that one
of the MTN goals for 1976 would be to reach agreement on an approach to nego-
tiations on subsidies and countervailing.

Effective international rules- are needed In this area both to deal with the
widespread use of subsidies and to cover the application of countervailing duties

0 against subsidies.
Present GATT rules do not now provide adequate controls on the use of

subsidies that distort international trade. The Multilateral Trade Negotiations
provide the opportunity for developing clear and effective controls on subsidies
and linking subsidy controls with rules on countervailing action.

The thrust of the U.S. approach is to obtain, for the first time, a change in
existing international practices which clearly commits both the U.S. and our
trading partners to refrain from the use of export subsidies in international
trade, whether or not injury has or will occur. The framework we have pro-
posed for such an agreement provides the possibility for negotiating separate
protocols for special problems when we find it necessary and desirable to do so.



In view of the fact that smch an, apeememt will be extremely difult to ne"e,
Late, some might ask why we need it. After al1 we can unilaterally offset sub-
-sidles In the U.S. market by countervailing action There are several reasons.

First, we need to prevent subsldhied exports from capturing th thfddcountry
markets for American exports.

SeOndly, subsidized products moving in, International trade cause diversion of
good* produced In third countries, and further, they, distort investment decisios.

Finally', the use of unilateral remedli., Inevitabl7 cause fkt1lo. between trad-
ing partners, and are therefore, stw*Je tw appeals! on political; and other, non-
germane groundS.

Our objective, then, is to gain agreement on the prohibition of subsidies, the
prohibition of subsidies, the intention and effect of which Is to promote exports,
wvhether to the United States or to- thirty contwlew. To gain thls, objective we
must realistically be wiling to accept some limitations on our unilateral us. for
cintervailing duties. What we have proposed is that where the programs
complained of are purely domestic in nature,--that is, where they apply equally
to domestically conmmed products and from the evidence available have neither
the intent nor effect of stimulating erports--ountervallng action by the Im-
portlng country (I.e., the United States) would be' conditioned upon a sllow-
lg that the imports in question are actually of potentially injurious to dmnestie
industry. I would point out that all countries, including our own, maintain an
array of programs for legitimate domestic purposes, which can be Judged to
be boundaries or grants under broadest interpretation of those words. A typical
example Is the Investment Incentive programs maintained by the Individual
States to attract new industries. Some of those Industries Inevitably export
some of their production.

Our experience has been that programs such as these, maintained for legit-
mate domestic purposes, generally have only an incidental effect on trade. We
need to establish better guidelines for determining when the Impact of these
programs on trade is significant enough to warrant offsetting action,.

This area is one which is in great need of a negotiated solution, and we have
accordingly given it high priority in the Geneva negotiations.

I would like to turn now to the second area of special Treasury responsibility
under the Trade Act: the operation of the East-West Foreign Trade Board.

THE EA T-W 8T ro RON TOADS BOARD

In accordance with Section 411 of the Trade Act of 174, President Ford
established the East-West Foreign Trade Board by Executive Order on March 27,
1975. The organization of the Board follows the organization of its predecessor-
the President's Committee on East-West Trade Policy.

•t'he President designated me as Chairman of the Board; the Assistant to the
IPresident for Economic Affairs, William Seidman, was named Vice Chairman.
Otlier members are the Secretaries of State, Agriculture, and Commerce, the Spe-
cial Representative for Trade Negotiations. the Director of the Office of Man-
aiment and Budget, the Executive Director of the Council on International
lEconomic Policy, and the President of the Export-Import Bank. Treasury Assist-
ant Secretary Parsky is Executive Secretary.

In addition, in response to a suggestion by the distinguished Chairman of
this Committee, and recognizing the important role of the Department of De-
Tense in the national security aspects of trade with the Communist countries,
the Board unanimously recommended to the President that the Secretary
of Defense be added to the Board's membership. On January 3rd, President
Ford, by Executive Order, amended the membership of the Board to include
the Secretary of Defense.

Among Its statutory functions, the East-West Foreign Trade Board is directed
in the Trade Act to:

(1) Monitor trade between persons and agencies of the U.S. Government and
nonmarket economy countries to Insure that such trade will be in the national
Interest of the U.S.

(2) Receive reports on the nature and terms of transaction from (a) any
person who exports technology to a nonmarket country which Is vital to the

T..S. national Interest, and (b) any 1.8. Government agency which provides
credits, guarantees or Insurance to a nonmArket country in excess of $5 million
during any calendar year.
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(8') Bubmit 'to Congress quaitely reports In -trade between the U.S. aud non.
market, countries.

,8inoe its establisbraent the Board has functioned as a -policy formulating and
coordinating body. Its Working Oroup, consisting of representatives of tke mem.
ber agencies , usually meet twice monthly 0to coordinate 'the development and
implementation of east-West trade ,policies and to refer Issues to the Board
for decision.

With regard to the Board's reeponslbility to monitor credits, guarantees, and
Insurance provided under government programs, the Working Group IS carrying
out -its responsibilities through oral and written reports from Zlk|lbdnk, the
-Commodity Oredit 'Oerporation, and the Overseas Private Investment Corpora-
tion on sueh extensions to -the nonmarket economy countries. There 'is also co.
ordination between the Working Group and the National AdvisoW Cotuell
(NM)). Data from thee agencies -are summarized In the Board's quarterly
reports,

Control of exports of technology to nonmarket economy countries Is main-
tained by the Commerce 'Department under the authority of the Export Ad-
ministration Act. To fulfll the reguiremeat that persons wlio export I.clumogy
to nonmarket economy countries report to the Board. the Board decided to use
the export control mechanism maintained by the Commerce Departwekt. Notice
was given in the Federal Register of July 14, 1975, that the Board had promul-
gated a regulation concerning the exporting requirements of Section 411 re-
lat~iig to the export of techbology to a nonimArket eeoixowy country. Japorters
of such technology wUl have complied with .those requirements by complyijg
with the applicable provisions of the export control regulations of the Depatt-
ment of Commerce.

The Board decided to use Commerce's well-established administrative mecha-
nis;n, rather than establish a new one, because It did not wish to create yet
another bureaucracy to levy additional requirements on businessmen. In order
to do this, the Board has interpreted Section 411(b) to require that licenses for
export of technical data applied for and granted, be reported to the Board by
the Commerce Department. In addition, the Board and Working Group have
continued the practice of the predecessor Committee by reviewing export li-
cense cases of major policy significance.

To date, the Board has submitted to Congress a Quarterly Report for each of
the first three quarters of 1975. The fourth quarterly report will be submitted
In February, when detailed 1975 statistics are available.

Notwithstanding the importance of the Trade Act in creating the East-West
Foreign Trade Board, this Administration has consistently established Its objec-
tion to the provisions of this Act which adversely affect our trade with the
Soviet Union and other nonmarket economy countries, and which do not berve
our political and humanitarian interest. My contacts with Soviet leaders and
with American businessmen during the past year have firmly convinced me that
it is in our Interest to find a way to unblock these Impediments to increased
trade.

In consultations with Congressional leaders. I have been encouraged by a com-
mon appreciation that we must move ahead. Last sruinier, I met with the mein-
bers of the Senate delegation to the U.S.-U.S.S.R. Parliamentary Conference he-
fore and after their visit to Moscow. The Senators had an extremely frank ex-
change of views with top Soviet officials on the impaot of the Trade Act on
17.s.-Soviet relations. I believe their visit was extremely useful as was the visit
of the House delegation which took place in August.

The normalization and improvement of our commercial relations with the
U.S.S.R. and other nonmarket economy countries Is a necessary element in the
improvement of our overall relations with these countries. We believe strong
economic ties tend to create a foundation of mutual interest which in turn can
improve the environment for progress in the relaxation of political tensions.

A solution to the legislative impasse we now face would materially enhance our
business community's efforts to expand trade with the East. We hove had zn'iny
indications that the lack of official credits from the U.S. Is causing the U.S.S.R.
and some of the Eastern Eitropean countries to direct their purchases elsewhere.
The major European countries and Japan have agreements with the U.S.S.R.
under which $10 billion of government-backed credits will be available to fianwe
export sales to the Soviet Union. This total is in sharp contrast to the $409 mll-
lion in-credits extended by the Eximbank before lending to the U.8.SR. was
suspended in May, 1974.
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At Treasury request the. Commerce Department Is now conducting an Iinquiry
to'determine how much business this country has In fact lost, The Soviets bare
given us their estimate that for Jaiwary through. October: 1975, as much as $1.6
billion in contracts which the S9viets .were-ready to sign with U.S. firms-bave
gone to Western Europe and Japan because of the U.S. restrictions on Eximbank
credits. Many of these contracts are being negotiatedas lart of the Soviet 1976-
1980 plan and therefore represent business opportunities that are not likely to
aplpar again until the ziext five-year plan period.

I expect that much of the competition among Western industrial nations for
exports through government-subsidized credits will soon be constrained.through
the establishment of guidelines on credit terms to be followed by the larger in-
dustrial conutries. However, such arrangements will not mean that other coun-
tries will not continue to provide large amounts of credit to the East, Our firms
will continue to be seriously disadvantaged by not having access to Eximbank
credits in trading with these countries.

THE DEVELOPING COUNTRIES AND U.S. COMMODITY POLICY

I would also like to discuss the related Issues of commodity policy, U.S. rela.
tions with the developing countries, and the MTN. Commf'odity policy is a major
element of our relationships with the non-oil producing LDCs. For the foresee-
able future many of these countries will largely depend upon commodity traue
for their economic well being and for their hard currency earnings. OUr commod-
Ity policy decisions are therefore crucial to the ongoing dialogue with the devel-
oping nations. Moreover, our actions now in setting forth clearly and forcefully
our views will play a pivotal role in the evolution of the world's system of
commodity trade.

As you are well aware, the worldwide economic boom of two years ago created
concern In developed countries about the long-range availability and depend-
ability of supplies of raw materials, particularly those from developing countries.
At the same time, worldwide inflation and high oil prices played havoc with de-
veloping country economies. The success of OPEC led many of these countries
to believe that they could resolve their economic problems by emulating OPEC.
Several producer associations for other commodities were created in an attempt
to raise export prices and export earnings.

Tlwse efforts have not been successful. Responding to market signals, prtcel
for most commodities, particularly minerals, have fallen dramatically from the
1974 highs. Yet many developing country spokesmen still pin their holS for Imi-
proving their econonTic lot on mechanisms which would artificially maintain or
raise the prices of their commodities. This distracts them from Increasing out-
put which could more quickly and surely advance their economies.

Over the next few months the U.S. will be involved in discussions In several
International forums of a variety of such proposals Involving export controls,
widespread commodity agreements, price indexation, and new international 1i-
nancial institutions.

I believe more fruitful approaches are envisioned in the Trade Act of 1974. 1
would argue that both our own economic Interests and those of the developing
countries can best be served, not by putting new controls on the free market for
raw materials and their products, but by working to dismantle those that exist.

The United States has put forth its own set of proposals oil commodity policy
which we believe would constructively and positively come to grips with the
basic economic problems faced by the developing countries within the context of
our fundamental commitments to free markets. I would like to summarize these
proisaLs for you briefly and then discuss more fully those particular proposals
whirlh relate closely to the Trade Act.

Tho United States has important interests In the raw materials field. As an
Importer of raw materials, the U.S. seeks assured supplies at renlsonable prices.
Thi. will require adequate investment In raw materials production, and supply
commitments from exporting countries. As a major exporter of raw materials,
we wish to improve our access to other countries' markets for our exports and
convince other countries that we are a dependable supplier. Excessively volatile
price fluctuations are a matter of concern both to developing and developed
countries. They can distort investment patterns and contribute to Inflationary
pressure. We also recognize tile significant dependence of many developing coll-
.ries on earnings from raw materials exports, and we wish to help increase the
security and stability of those earnings.
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-To accomplish thoe goals, we have put forward specific proposals.-,.
To help assure adequate investment, we have propq" bthat.the W oxld Bank

Group, especially the I FO, take the lead in bringing tQgether pr4yate and pubUc
capital as well as technical, managerial and financial expertise to finaWce newy
iiinerals development.

To :assure our access to supplies at: reasonable, prices, ind to cnvillce athev
countries of our dependability as a supplier of raw materials, we are seeking
supply access commitments in the Multilateral Trade Negotiations.

Because no one approach can apply to aU commodities,- we propose to discuss
new arrangements for individual commodities on a case-by-ce approach. We
have participated actively In -tegotiations for new commodity arrangements in
tin, cocoa and coffee, and will participate in talks on sugar this fall. We will sign
the new Tin Agreement, which will be submitted to the Senate for advice and
cionsent, because it operates with a minimum of market interference aud permits
full latitude for the operation of our own tin stockpile.

However, we do nut propose to sign the new International Cocoa Agreement
in Its present formnbecause it sets rigid price ranges, does not adequately protect
consumers, and relies excessively on export quotas as a central operailonal fea-
ture. We have suggested that the agreement be renegotiated and are awaiting
the reactions of other countries.

We are currently reviewing the new International Coffee Agreement, which
contains substantial improvements. Our review is focusing on the adequacy of
the consumer safeguards and the possible future price impacts of the new
agreement.

To help primary producing countries stabilize earnings from commodity trade,
lite United Statis prolwsedl a substantial improvement in the IMF's compensa-
tory finance facility. The IMF has now agreed that such countries could draw
more freely on the IMIF to offset export earnings shortfalls. Under the new
rules, members can draw up to 75 percent of quota, and up to 50 percent in any
out, year.

We are also supporting an Improvement of the TMF's arrangements for na--
tional financing of buffer stocks, by amending the Articles of Agreement to remove
nny effect of buffer stock drawings on nember-country access to other IMF
resources. We have determined that we will support financing for national con.
tributions to buffer stocks from only one of the international financial institu-
tiolnso-the IMF.

To provide even longer run stability and security of export earnings for the
T,De's.. we have urged that in the MTN particular attention be paid- to the issue
nf tariff escalation. If LDCs are given improved access to developed country'
markets for processed forms of their raw-materials, they will be abe-to diversify
their economies and decrease dependence on exports of raw materials.

As this enumeration of measures demonstrates, there is no single approach to
commodity trade problems. We reject price fixing arrangements that distort the
market, restrict production and woste resources, and we have made clear we
will not Join such agreements. On the other hand. we are prepared to consider
measures that will Improve the functioning of markets and will directly meet
the probims of raw material producers and consumers. In this regard, we
seek the establishment of consumer-producer forums for each key commodity
to pro-mote efficiency. growth and stability of particular markets.

Trwo 6f these issues are particularly related to the Trade Act-supply access
and tariff emcalation.

Section 108 of the Trade Act specifically directs the T.S. negotiators to work
toward agreements which "assure the United States of fair and equitable access
at reasonable prices to supplies." Countries may wish to offer or request specific
supply access commitments in exchange for similar supply commitments or Im-
proved market access for processed products. The feasibility and desirability of
such commitments need to he examined. The idea of a general code of conduct
on export restraints also would seem to hold promise, in which countries might
awree to general principles governing the circumstances and methods under which
export restraints would be justified. Finally, we believe that this field offers one
area in which developing countries might make some commitments in the MTN'
In exchange for the benefits they have requ-sted.

The U.S. has also stated that we wish to examine carefully the issue of tariff
einalation and possible remedies. Most countries. including the U.S., have tariff
systems which favor the imports of raw materials over processed goods. Raw



materials producers argue that-this Is uneconomic and .provides theM with juati.
ficationfor export restrints on their raw materils In,orderto.protect andistliu.
late their -own processing Industries. Thus theri ,is 'clearly ,a i Uk betweene the
issues of supply adeemand.tauiff escalation.

In general, this Administration has consistently argued th -we -believe -all
countries benefit frota .tree trade. We must ,work to decrease the Insecurity
caused by -Unpredictable government -intervention in raw inaterlle narketo, If
countries can be asured that governments will only -limit exports iof .raw mate-
rias under clearly ddned emergency circumstances, and will not attempt -to set
prices arbittarilyL importing cotintries will be dess hesitant to become more de-
pendent on imports of those materials and will -be more likely to -reduce their
oyn barriefstto those product. In turn, 4If importers reduce the ,levels of tariff
escalation so that processing can take place where it is most economical to do
so, ra* mbmerials producer will be able to increase the value added toproducts
in their countries further industrialize their economies, and -enhance their
exMo'earMh1 without'tampering-with raw material prices.

I would thus suggest that -by using the mandate and authority In the Trade
Act of 1974, we can Improve our access to needed raw material imports, in-
crease. other'countries' confidencein us as a supplier of ;raw- materials which we
export, and assist the developing countries ifi their drive to, Improve export
earnings and develop their economies. This can beAt be done by reducing and
restricting government interference In the free market for raw materials and
their products, rather than adding new mechanisms.and controls.

ROD1E TAX ADJUSTMENTS

I would now like to turn to another section of the Trade Act which raises a
subject ,of immediate Interest to the Treasury-tax adjustments made at the
border on imports and exports.

The Trade Act directs the President to revise the present GATT rules on border
tax adjustments. The rules of the GATT provide, generally, for the adjustment
on traded goods of internal Indirect taxes--those bearing on eonsumption, such
as sales taxes and value added taxes. Adjustment means the relief of such taxes
on exports and their assessment on imports. The GATT does not provide for any
such adjustment at the border of direct taxes-those bearing on factor earnings,
such as corporation and personal income taxes.

The Administration is now hard at work on this problem. We are examining
bow the present rules actually affect trade today. Economic opinion on this point

-is divided. Some believe that U.S. exports are hurt by the current rules while
the exports of others obtain an advantage. On the other hand, It is argued that,
taking into account all factors, such as more flexible exchange rates, border tax
rules have little, if any, lasting effect on trade. We are coming to grips with these
separate views and are considering the basic options for Improving the current
rules. Our work Is still in progress but it Is becoming very apparent that there are
no easy answers.

We are very aware of the concern of Congress, U.S. businessmen, and labor
about this issue, which we will address in the Multilateral Trade Negotiations. I
hope the Special Representative for Trade Negotiations will be able to report more
progress on this to you soon.

CONCLUSION

It is my firm belief that progress in negotiating a more open and equitable
world trading environment is essential to a world beset v ith economic difficulty
and unprecedented change. The need for meaningful progress in the Geneva nego-
tiations was clearly recognized by the major industrialized nations at Ramboull.
let. Our agreement there to aim for completion of the MTN during 1977 has won
the support of the Trade Negotiations Committee in Geneva, which has set spe-
cific concrete tasks for the negotiations this year to enable us to meet that
deadline.

In carrying out the mandate of the Trade Act of 1974, our efforts in the Multi-
lateral Trade Negotiations will:

(1) Help move us toward our fundamental goals of freer markets, improved
rules and regulations governing the conduct of trade, and a more efficient allo-
cation of world resources for the benefit of producers and consumers alike;

(2) Provide a positive counter to the threat of a potentially hazardous slide
into world protectionism; and



I(3) Hlnab)e no tobWtter meet theJssthIfable'ieeds of the.developlug countries,
while providing ltht they gradually meuume equivalent responsibilitin -as their
economic situatioP proves.

The negotiations are a Vital'element df~our international eoomlpolic.Upon
the succem df our rttorts iets in laygetmeasure the natxe.of our future world
trading system. I am confient that-if we approach these negotiations with the'aim
of preserving, and broadening the freedom of the private sedtor',to eonduftlinter-
national transactions, with a nixniznum of government Intervention, the future
economic system will b6 one with wh1Ih we can allflive and fromwhich we-will
all benefit The freedom of the :private seetor to ,cmduet .Interiatloual tranaac-
tions, with a minimuraof~gover --- t ptervention. The future oeCnomic system
will;beone with -which we vanall live and from which we will.all'benefit.

ANTIDUMPING AND COUNTERVAILING DUTY ACTIONS 0ALLNOAU YEAR 1973-76

1913 -- 1974 .1975

Aottidu4ng:
Petitions r ved ............................................. 20 25
Noav s ............................. 4
A Mr m&t ive ofdechi ms ons. . .. 25 5 8
Inju Yor likelihood if injury ................................... 13 3 2
Discontinuances ............................................... 5 3 0

Countervaiilwg duty:
Proc dints fltstid .......................................... 1 5 '38
Negative d Ions ............................................ 0 1 1)0

Affim sived ,iskons .......................................... 0 4 l10
TermIhJnt s ................................................. 0 0 115
Waivers ...................................................... NA NA 16

11975 figures Include 1st week 1976.

Senator HARTuE. These hearings are recessed until 1:30.
[Whereupon, at 11:30 a.m. the committee adjourned, to reconvene

at 1:30 p.m. on the same day.]

Ar INOON SESSIONs

The CH n rAN. This hearing will come to order.
We are pleased to have with us Hon. Frederick Dent, Special

Representative for Trade Negotiations and Hon James Baker, Under
Secretary of Comnmerce. I suggest that each of them summarize their
statement, and after that we will have some questions of the panel.

Mr. Secretary, you are sort of ex officio member of this committee
by now. I am happy to see you back with us.

STATEMENT OF HON. FRED'IOK DENT, SPECIAL REPRESENTA.
TIVE FOR TRADE NEGOTIATIONS

Mr. DNT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. It is a great pleasure to be
here, and I certainly appreciate your warm welcome.

I welcome this first congressional inquiry, a year after enactment
of the Trade Act of 1974, into its implementation.

This law has charted a new course for our Nation in the interna-
tional trade field. Its sound composition has enabled us to get through
a most challenging year successfully.

In response to your mandate we have created new advisuiy struc-
tures, reshaped bureaucratic procedures and practices, and success-
fully initiated the Geneva negotiations. I consider it to be a good start
which we will be striving to perfect in the days ahead.

It is critically important that we arrive at sound decisions which
for years to come will affect such vital factors as: The job security,

6T-937-70- 6



earnings, auid econfnmi well-4baing of millions of Americans, and the
4 billion otier people ainuid the globe-;-the competitive position of
the United States 'in rapidly changing international markets; -our
access to supplies of essentialcommodities; and ivklations!ips among
nations in an iricviasingly interdependent world., . I . I

In the Trade Act, the Congress directed that this important gov-
ernmental decisionmaking. process include tho diverse interests which
niake up our economy, and thus be worthy of their support. In sulm,
this mustbe a process by which we can develop a truly national for-
eig-it'rade policy, and a strong, coherent international negotiating
position. These in turn, can gain us substantially equivalent competi-
tive opportunities in a world market, governed by fair rules of trade.

I wish to report that the administration has made substantial
progress this past year in carrying out the intent of Congress ex-
pressed in the Trade Act. I also recognize that we are exploring new
territory, and that we have a long way to go to fully achieve all its
purposes. We are headed in the right direction, and Iintend to share
candidly with you both our progress and our challenges.

First, we have made a good beginning in the effort to broaden and
make more representative our consultation process with the private
sector, the Congress, and the public at large. We have actively func-
tioninlg 46 advisory groups on which 764 individuals serve, represent-
ing all segments of the national economic interest, industry, agricul-
ture, and labor at both the policy and sectoral levels.

We have met many times with our designated congressional ad-
visers, and staff on a regular as well as as-needed basis, both here and
in Geneva, and also with other interested congressional members and
staff. We have tried to keep them fully informed through both oral
briefings and. a sharing of pertinent documents. We are listening to
their views and advice.

We have held extensive public hearings in Washington and
throughout the country on many issues involved in the negotiations,
and will be planning others.

We not only are considering carefully the advice we have received,
but also are developing a system to assure that it will be readily at
hand for use by our negotiate s through the MTN.

Notwithstanding this successful launching of our advisory-consul-
tation program. I am aware that. some of our private sector advisers
think that we are listening without giving any solid response. To
overcome this, I-have taken concrete steps to assure that our-private
advisers will get "feedback" from their advisory committee reports
shortly.

We' nmst also strive to perfect. our communication and liaison with
our congressional advisers and staff. We welcome your suggestions.

Second, we in the Office of the STR have.made a vigorous effort to
strentien interagency trade policy coordination. At the Cabinet,
sub-Cabinet, and senior professional staff levels, we have reorganized
and revitalized interagency groups to balance and blend the views of
interested departments-including the Departments of State. Treas-
ury. Defense., Interior. Agriculture, Commerce and Labor.. We also
work closely with the President's Council on International Economic
Policy and the East-West Foreign Trade Board, the Economic Policy
Board, and the U.S. International Trade Commission.
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Third, we have supported, through our trade policiest the growing
Competitiveness of our industrial as well as agriculturaloutput, ,oth
at home and- abroad. We recognize that the Triade, Act.maintains our
commitment to open markets and expanded trade onthe promise that
tle, international trading system must be made fairer as well as freer.

Our trade policy has been i:eflected in the record of-handling anti-
dumping and countervailing duty investigations, escape claim and
anti dumping injury determinations, investigations of unfair trade
practice claims under section 301 of the act, and worker and firm
atdjustment assistance determinations. We have tried to be even-
handed, restrained but strong, in judging each case on. its merits and
balancing international considerations with our support of appro-
priate redress of justified grievances.

'Wherever possible, we have attempted to negotiatemutually satis-
factory resolution of these problems with our trading partners. A
negotiated removal of the cause of the problem is infinitely preferable
to dispute settlement in more abrasive ways. This approach helps the
aggrieved party, without subjecting other U.S. domestic manufac-
turers to compensatory import concessions, and-U.S. exports to new
retaliatory barriers.

I llieve the United States has been able to exercise fhe kind of
leadership Congress envisioned in our international trade relations.
President Ford, who actively supported passage of the Trade Act
despite his reservations over several provisions, issued a strong Execu-
tive order to put its policies into practice, and has continued to play
a key role, in its implementation.

The President has used Trade Act authority to implement a prac-
tical, safeguarded generalized system of preferences for selected im-
ports from eligible developing countries. This fulfills a pledge made
1 the past, three Administrations to join the 22 other nations which
have previously extended comparable treatment to LDC exports. Its
purpose is to strengthen these nations' participation in the world
trading system so that they may earni their way toward self-support.

At the economic summit, at Rambotillet, President Ford led a reaf-
firmation by six leading industrial nations of their commitment to
resist protectionist pr1essu1res. lie also has raised our trade concerns

-. t.hforeign heads of government in bilateral consultations.
We have been able to dispel widespread foreign suspicions of the

American commitment to trade expansion, by effectively explaining
and justifying to our trading partners the import relief. and unfair
trade practice safeguardns of the Trade Act, and by our fair
application of these provisions to the numerous petitions and cases
wh;eh have been filed under them.

We. also have been able to effectively influence moderation on the
part of other nations. Few new trade restrictions have been imposed
abroad despite the impact of recession, unemployment and energy-
related inflation.

As a result. of these efforts. the trade relationships with our trading
partners are on a sound footing. We have concerns of varying degree
with some of them., but the trade discussions we have with them bilat-
erally as well as multilaterally arc cordial, and marketed by mutual
reset.

Let me turn now to where we are in the multilateral trade nego-
tiations in Geneva.
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We 'have made significant lheadwaV in thetsehnical and analytical
,preparation, for a number df nontaff !barrier iapeements, as well as
tariff reduotiona. Other asues:on thettible are newer or-more conten-
tious and thustmore difficult. therefore, we are jat different stages of
progressin-the resolution'of different issues.

A few key issuesshouldbe highlighted:
'One is the question of how'to biing t1hedeveloping coutries mor.

usefully, productively, and responsibly into the world'trading system.
To do this,.we'must not-abandon GATT and start from-soratch. We do
need to find ways of making it for thefbenefit of developed, as well as
less-developed world trade.

'In the'MT!{, we have been forthcoming in exploring ways and!means
of according the developing countriestreatment consonant with their
development requirements. We are giving priority consideration to.
offers ontropical products ofexport interestto them and intend'to dis-
cuss with them concessions inthe:nature of improvements in their-iii-
port systems. This cooperative action has -led -to a constructive dialogr
because the developing-countries recognizeithat their interests are-bl-
ing given meaningful consideration.

But we have yet to find a way to successfully negotiate a meshiag
of the' aspirations of tthe developing nations With theirtrade responsi-
bilities. This also involves the key issues of access tosupplies as well as
markets--in whichthe Congressexpressed special-interest inthe Trade
Act--but which is new to international negotiation and which we have
not yet fully addressed.

'One of the most important issues in the MTN is that of trade in agri-
cultural products. 'We 'have been able 'to break a procedural impas e
with the European, Community, and have succemsfully established the
work program for the year ahead. Basic differences remain, however.
to be resolved. The Trade Act mandates that agricultural and indu.-
trial trade should be-negotiated "in conjunction" with each other, and
that tariff andnontariff agreement should apply to both, taking into
account the "special characteristics" of agriculture noted in the 1973
Declaration of Tokyo.

The EC. on the other hand, holds that the expansion of agricultural
trade should be negotiated separately.

We have yet to find the negotiating key to a better coordination of
agricultural production and trade policies, worldwide, in the interests
of consumers as well as producers. We are not trying to negotiate
others' domestic policies; only the trade effects of those policies which
unfairly disadvantage our domestic or export sales, or world food se-
curity. This, we recognize, is an evolutionary process.

In'the area of East-West trade, we have yet to find a way to maxi-
mize our commercial opportunities, while at the same time preserving
our humanitarian principles. The existing provisions of the Trade Act
do not accomplish these objectives.

The MTN is at a preliminaryl stage in the consideration of soini
issues. These include, in addition to supply access, the question of tlio
trade effects of indirect tax practices, the role of services in interna-
tional trade, and the need for international rules-to combat effectively
unethical business practices which distort trade. All of these issues ai*c-
of importance to the Congress.
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Last month, the 90-nation plenary session of, the MXTN Trade Ne-
gotiations Committee in Geneva ratified & reasonable.and at-the same,
time expedited program of technical work involving many of our rec-
ommendationa fo the remainder of this yar. The TNP also endorsed,
the target date of 1977 for completion of the negotiation of tariff and,
nontariff barrier agreements, including, a number of proposed codes
for the improvement of the international trading-system.

Some have criticized the negotiations as moving too slowly. Others
have questioned the need for any progress at all during the current
world economic climate, Both of these extreme views are fallacious.
Without faster progress on the. vast amount of -technical work which
must be accomplished before we can get to the tough bargaining deci-
Sions, we would jeopardize the success of the MT Nin. reahingits am-
bitious and worthy objectives. On the other hand, it must be recognized
that we could get these talks underway to a meaningful degree only
last February, immediately following enactment of our trade law. Vet-
4,rans of previous rounds of trade talks have privately expressed to me
their surprise that we have been able to come as far as we have, com-
pa red to the pace of previous rounds.

Much remains to be done. For the rest of this year, we urgethe fol-
lowing goals at the Deceinber TNC meeting:

(1) Agreements on tropical products in which developing countries
have a priority interest; (2) Agreement on a formula for achieving a
substantial reduction in tariffs; (3) A framework for dealing with the
cl'itically important issues of guidelines for the use of export subsidies
and countervailing duties; (4) A draft product standards code to gov-
,n the procedures by which nations ad groups for achieving mean-

ingful liberalization of quantitative import restrictions; (6) Agree-
ment on the basic concepts that should be covered by improved safe-'
guard provisions; (7) A review and selection of sectors where comple-
mnentarv negotiations are feasible and will contribute to the goal of
maximum achievable liberalization; (8) Parallel progress in achiev-
ing special and differential treatment for the developing countries in
the various elements of the negotiations; and (9) Negotiating ap-
1,roaches to a number of issues which have not yet received adequate
attention in our deliberations.

For example: Restraints affecting exports; a Government procure-
ment code, currently being explored in the OECD; dispute settle-
ment procedures, relevant to a number of ne grotiating issues before us;
t reatment of tax practices affectinf trade flows; and development of
a code of conduct to eliminate unethical practices that threaten distor-
t ion of trade.

Many of these suggestions were included in the chairman's summary,
giving'them endorsement in principle as a consensus of the TNG.The U.S. statement before the December TNC meeting closed with a
point which I think is equally pertinent to these hearings:

Our challenge is to show our people that we can Join together in a constructive
and effective manner to deal with both the problems and the opportunities of in-
ternational trade. We must convince our people that their best interests are served
by a renewed liberalization and expansion of trade. When we win that public
support, we also will have won greater productivity, better employment oppor-
tunities, and higher living standards for our people, in a more secure and peaceful
world.

0
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- Thank you, Mr. dhairinaii, I would like to submit for the record a
paper whtch elaborates in more detail on the STR responsibilities and,
activities referred to in my statement. Following Secretary Baker's
statement, .I will be pleased in joining him in responding to your
questions.
* The CITAIJIAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Secretary. I will ask that

the paper be printed in the record.*
Now we will hear from Secretary Baker.

STATEMENT OF HON. 1AMES A. BAKER, UNDER SECRETARY
or COMMERCE

Mr. BAKER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I welcome the opportunity
to provide this statement to the committee in these oversight hearings.
I plan to touch briefly on those aspects of the trade policy and the
Trade Act of 1974 for which the Department of Commerce has special
responsibility.

I might mention parenthetically that this oral statement is a sum-
mary of a more detailed, written statement, which we have submitted.

I think it might be useful at the outset to mention the principal ex-
port and import developments last year. Our tirade position improved
substantially in 1975. Exports continued to increase, whije imports de-
clined in value for the first time in 14 years. As a result -'e achieved a
trade surplus in 1975 of $3.8 billion. based on imports valued CIF, com-
pared to a $10.1 billion deficit in 1974.

Information about our trade performance and the ur derlying con-
ditions which helped us achieve it are presented in more detail in the
written statement which we have submitted.

I would like 'o turn now to those Commerce programs directly re-
lated to the topics being covered by these hearings. Commerce's export
promotion activities are directly linked to our Government's efforts to
obtain the removal or lowering of foreign trade barriers. Experience
has shown that many U.S. firms are not aware of, and therefore do not
take full advantage of new market potentials abroad, unless encour-
aged and assisted to do so. Very often this failure to exploit overseas
market, opportunities stems from a lack of knowledge as to why exl)ort.
business is worth pursuing, how to go about pursuing it, an'd where
the opportunities are.

Commerce's export promotion programs are designed precisely to
overcome these gaps in the exporter's knowledge and performance, and
thereby to help translate export potentials and opportunities into hard
export sales. .

Another' very important, program which the Department of Com-
merce, jointly with the Office of the Special Trade Representative,
carries out is the industry consultations program which was begun in
mid-1973, a year and a half prior to the passage of the Trade Act. A
series of meetings were held at that time with some 600 key business
and industry leaders to discuss with them the. Governments need for
an input into the multilateral trade negotiations.

These meetings led to the establishment of 27 industry sector ad-
visory committees, and one overall industry policy advisory commit-
tee. During 1975, there were around 100 ISAC meetings. In the first

*See p. 90.
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2 months cf this yea tsoihe*30 committee meetings ha-ye been or-will be
held.

SA work program was developed which resulted in the preparation b,
each committee of a comprehensive report for the guidance of U.S.
negotiators. Since receipt of the reports, Commerce and STR have been
studying, evaluating and cataloguing the wealth of information and
advice they contain. Another full round of meetings with thp sector
advisory committees is scheduled for February 1'1 anda23 an'd with
the policy advisory committee on February 25. The purpose of these
meetings is to provide the dommittees with our preliminary reactions
to the information and advice in their reports.

Let me turn now to the new program of trade adjustment assist-
ance, authorized under title II of the Trade, Act. This prograin, of
course, makos it easier than under prior legislation for firms to qual-
ify for financial and technical assistance, and also provides for the
first, time aid to trade-impacted communities.

Since-the liew program became operative in April of last year, re-
sponses have been made to more than 500 inquiries about trade adjust-
ment assistance. Of the 35 petitions filed and accepted, 24 firms have
been certified eligible to apply fer adjustment assistance; one petition
was denied; 5 were withdrawn before final determination; and 5 are
currently under investigation.

The industries represented by petitioning firms include footwear,
a ppa.rel and textiles, mushrooms, electronics, granite and marble, slide
fasteners, leather. chemicals, textile machine parts, cutting dies, hand-
bags, and livestock.

The Department to date has authorized adjustment assistance for
four certified firms totaling $3.5 million. Several trade-impacted com-
Inunities have expressed an interest in the programn, but none have filed
petitions for certification.

Given the increasing importance of our trade with the Socialist
couhtries7a brief discussion of the- make-up and work of the Joint
Commercial Commissions that have been established with these coun-
tries might prove useful to the committee. These bilateral intergov-
ernmental commissions at, the Cabinet/Ministerial level serve as the
primary vehicles for resolution of bilateral trade and economic issues
which require governmental action between the United States and the
U.S.S.R., Poland and Romania. The Secretary of Commerce currently
chairs the commissions with Poland and Ron'anian and the Secretary
of the Treasury chairs the commission with the U.S.S.R.

Currently, the principal unresolved problems in our commercial
relations with U.S.S.R. center around I.S. legislative restrictions

extensionn of MNF treatment and on the availability of Eximbank
facilities. These restrictions prevent bringing the 1972 trade agvree-
ment into force, they adversely affect the rate of growth of U.S.-
U.S.S.R. trade in industrial goods, and hamper the rate of improve-
ment in trade relations with the U.S.S.R. and some Eastern European
countries.

The Department's long-standing responsibilities in the area-of ex-
port controls also warrant mention. As you know, exports of most
commercial goods and technology from the United States to other
countries of the world are regulated by the Department of Commerce
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under the authority of the Export Administration Act, of 1969, as
amended.

The United States-has for many yearsparticipated with our NATO
allies and Japan in an embargo on the export to the Soviet Union ad
other Communist countries of potentikilly strategic material& and
goods, as well as unpublished technical data related to-those commodis
ties. Furthemore, the United States maintains some..unflateral export
controls over other commodities and technical data In the. interest of
meeting the national security objectives of the Export Administration
Act. Exports ame authorized.only if the. Department, has determined
that the proposed export would: nob be dihtritnental to our national
security.

The Department of Commerce! regulrly consudts with, the. Depart-
ment of State, the Department of Defense, the, Energy Research and
Development Administration, and the CIA for information and ad
vice on export control matters. Interagency policy differences that
cannot be resolved by lower-level groups are referred to an Export
Administration Review Board, which the Secretary of Commerce
chairs and which includes the Secretaries of State and Defense.

In filfilling itq legislative mandate, the Department a]1o controls
quantitatively the export of commodities in short supply. Currently,
tfe only commodities under short supply licensing are petroleum and
petroleum energy products. However, we are currently monitoring
exports of nitrogenous and phosphatic fertilizers and. related
chemicals.

The periodic recurrence of worldwide commodity shortages hai
added special significance to our short supply operations. I am con-
fident that we can implement the necessary policies objectively, flex-
ibly, and with the general national interest in mind, which of course
includes our reliability as a stable source of supplies.

Under the Trade Act of 1974, the Department of Commerce plays
on active role in the interagency process by which the U.S. Interna-
tional Trade Commission findings on import relief cases are reviewed
and recommendations to the Presideit are formulated. We are now
involved in two such cases, fresh asparagus and specialty steels. Com-
neiqce has a like role in cases concerned with relief front unfair trade
practices which have been the subject of complaints under section 301
of the act.

Mr. Chairman, I have two brief points, not covered in my Written
submissiorr, that I believe are worth mention.

First: Trade is playing an increasingly important role in the U.S.
economy. As recently as 1972, U.S. exports represented only 4.2 per-
cent of the GNP. In the last 3 years exports as a share of GNP hay!e
grown to 7.1 percent. And when we look more narrowly at our exports
as a share of our production of goods per se, we find that 14.5 percent
of the goods produced in this country were exported; in 1974, the latest
year for which statistics are available. This, of course, translates into
jobs for Americans and production for U.S. companies.

At the same time It is clear that we cannot rest on our laurels. The
figures also show that in recent years U.S. productivity growth has
lagged behind that of most other industrialied countries. If we want
to maintain our favorable trade position, we must intensify and in-
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crewe our research and development efforts ad prod-. and. this
is ementia&, partiularly ,as our economy becomes! ineasngly more
dependent on our need to compete in the international nur k lam.

MY eond point involves our political and 4wonoanir4tions with
developing countries which have reeived quite a bit of prma attention
in recent weeks. Fom the tadpoiut of our tMding r.ations, I find
it intereating to note that $8,9 billion f list year's $1i billion surplus,
on ai FAS bmais, resulted from our tradewith non oil.exporting de-
yelping countries. I don't have the su on that translated into CIF,
Mr. Chairman, but I am sure that it would be proportionally the
same.

While this surplus was offset by an $8.8 billion trde deficit with the
oil-exporting developing countries, our deficit with the latter -coun-
tries was considerably greater, $12.4 billion, the year before.

In tote, our trade with both the oil and non-oiltexporting develop-
ing countries showed a net increase of $7 billion in 1975, over 1974.
These are important markets to the United States now, but their poten-
tial will be even greater in the future. The internal markets of -the
developing countries should increase at a greater rate than those of
the developed countries; this means that they will need capital goods
from the developed countries.

To the extent that the United States can fill this need with American
goods " and services, it again means more "American jobs and more
American production. It is therefore important to assist these coun-
tries' orderly development from an economic, as well as a political,
point of view.

During this morning's session Secretary Simon was asked about.
the procedures for technical data licensing to Eastern European
countries and to the people of the Republic of China. Over the noon
break we compiled a summary of these, and I would like to furnish
this for the record, as was promised this morning.

For the period April 1 through September 80, 1975, the Department
of Commerce approved 100 applications for export of unpublished and
unclassified technical data to Eastern Europe and to the people of the
Republic of China, This compares with 72 approvals in the previous
6-month period, and 82 in the second and third quarters of 1974. No
applications were denied during this reporting period.

In addition, the Department approved seven licenses for the export
of technical data to permit the filing of foreign patent applications,
one for Czechoslovakia, three for ,Hungary, and three for the U.S.S.R.

Mir. Chairman, this concludes my statement, and I will be happy to
answer such questions as the chairman might have.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much. If you will ,acept mv
apologies this is an afternoon session; the Senate is in session; and
we don't have the attendance I wotld like to. have. We will do better
tomorrow morning. As you know, we have several Finance Committee
bills .on the Sente floor at ,the same time as we are oonducting these
hearings,.that makes it diflicuAt for all the members to hear your testi-
mony, but I am sure they will all be made aware of the ,points you
make.

First, let me ask you a question, Mr. Dent. I understand the im-
portant negotiations in Geneva this year will be 'in bilateral meetings
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between the United States and individual countries. Will congress
sional delegates, designated compnittee staff have access to all -thesebilateral meetings?

Mr. DzFT. Mr. Chairman, the regular negotiating sessions are ong
forward, and there will be, a necessary, bilateral discussion, within
the context of'the MTN; there will 'als6 be bilateral discussions not
related to the MTN, but to other trade matters. But, of course, on all
matters'that are dealt with, in the context of the MTN. we intend to
consult with the appropriate staff members, and committee members.I Thoe CHAIRMAN. You know, of course the, Trakde Act, and the legis.
lative history, the commitments by your predecessor, Mr. Eberle,
Made it clear that this oversight, f action will be* honored by the
executive.Airlll. -F X '. e tie craii

Mr. DENT. We are certainly aware of it, and we believe have carried
out ndt only the letter, but. the'spirit of it.. "

The CHAM.N. Mr. Secretary, I want to ,ay1 I appreciate your
willingness to inform m6i and the committee regarding the problems
that are devebping, what has been happening, and 'also what seems
to be in the prospect for the negotiations.I really feel that there has been better communication on this trade
effort than we have ever had-regardlegs of what the outcome .is in
other respects--than in any trade negotiations that have occurred
while I have been a Member of the Senate. looking back for a period
of 28 years. And T think that a lot of that is due, in large measure, to
you personally. Mr. Dent, that you are devoting yourself to the job
and your very dedicated assistants.

Mr. DTv.. Well, Mr. Chairman, I might observe that, the law is
al)undantly clear, what the Senate and the House wish in this area,
and we intend to carry it out.

The CHIAIRMAN-. It seems the law contemplates cooperation, but. it
doesn't always .eem to work out that way.

Now, we. want our trade policy to put American traders on an equal
opportunity basis with foreign" traders; and your office is expected
to do that..I'm not. questioning Seretary Kissinor going before the United
Nations and making speeches committinee this country to specific trade
objectives for foreign policy reasons. Did, and does your office par-
tieipate fully in the formulation of those objectives, and if so. why
did you not check with our committee, and the Committee on Ways
and Means before those statements were made?

Mr. DiE.N-T. Mr. Chairman, we do have an opportunity to consult
on these. The U.N. speech was somewhat unique in that, first of all, it
was moved un because of the religious holidays of s.ome of the. na-
tions. Normally that would hoye been leld late in September. It was
moved up to September 1 rather late. And, of course, we were con-
fronted with the problem of the-August holiday.

I think that the concern that has been expressed has been given
to us by way ofa lemon, and' we intend to be sure that despite these
problems. in'th"- future there is better communication.

The CwTR.MAX. Well; that speech was made by Mr. Mfoyihan.on
behalf of Secretary Kissinger. Senator Ribicoff and I weie in Europe
at that time, talking to some of our trading partners. And we had beeii
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talking to your representative, fr. Walkr and Mr. Walker was in
a very difficult, position. Right, there in Geneva.I was talking to people
charged with setting up these iiegotiations and pursuing them,, and
it was clear to us--and I'm not seekingg to put him on thL spot, I'm
reporting what I know- f rom what; I observed it was clear to us thit
'that speech had not been cleared with iin. And yet, there is a matt
who is one of the key persons to implement these sugge~ions in'thatspeech.

It has been my experience as chairman of this committee, that if I
can make a fellow think something was his idea lie will vote for it, and
if that can be done, we have a lot better chance to move it along.than
if it looks like it is always the chairman's idea. It is my impression it
is very ineffective to say, 'that is all my idea,' and I think the same
thing would apply to anybody else.

If we are going to erect a monument on some of these. ideas in the
negotiations that they are American ideas, or name them after some
Anierica'n statesman, it, generally cost us something.

We need to approach these thins as a team. I, for one, have no
complaint about your doing your jot ) i that direction. Again, I really
think you are giving us a fine example of leadership, cooperation, and
teamwork.

Now, what is the relation between these negotiations and those in
the United Nations, the OECD, and the UNCTAD, and the other
multilateral forums where trade issues are discussed?

Mr. DENT. Our participation in interagency policy development
in the U.N. trade matters is clear. The lead for the delegations, of
vounze, belongs to the State Department, we do participate- in the de-
velopment of decisions.As far as the OECD is concerned, there is a trade subcommittee. Wire
jointly chair that with the State De.partment. When ad hoe commit.
tees are established relating to trade matters, we jointly chair that with
them as well. We developed trade policy matters within our com-
mittee structure, as far as the OECD is concerned. With respect to
TINCTAD, the same as the U.N. applies, we participate in policy de-

-velonpment and the lead is taken by the State Department.
The CAiitRMANX. Now, Mir. Sec retary, I believe that some of the

process that we have made in trade negotiations has been an unquali-
fied success. We have not had many. We starteA with what appeared
to be controversial measures, and I hope we can continue to have that
kind of success, working together, where, we fully understand one
another, and where the Congress supports the executive branch in
achieving something that is good for the world, and also good for
America.

Now, we on the Finance Committee, probably more than others
insist that you look at economics, to determine if something is a good
deal. I am sure you, as a businessman, know how frustrated a busi-
iies-sman can feel when someone reports to them that- politically we
had to do something, but from the economics point of view it wasn't a

.good deal. I am sure you are familiar with their frustration.
Mr. DENT. Very familiar.
The CIAMLt BN. Now, with regard to the slbsid'y code. which the

United'States has proposed in Geneva, is it truethat the DISC would



be a pol ibted subsidy under -our lrposJ, and what -would be the
treatment of te adde4 tax rabateaud reitutin -paymen .ts .

Xr. DENT. Well filxt of a1, what we have sumAitted in Geneva is
.a eonept out of which we Iope, rough copsultations with our trad-
-V9 partners, to develop aspoifi ccode under which certain procedures
woua be prVibiteA, W.hers would be subject to crcumstanoes, and
third, a c orythat would be totlly unresticted.

Now, as far as the remission of taxes are concerned, that is an issue
that we h&ve notified them we wishto discuss. We will try to-determine
under which .of these categories, and the forum in w-hich this issue
should-be resolved.

As far as DISC is concerned, of course we do not intend to give this
away. If we can get in return equal, or perhaps a little more payment
than it is worth to us, we will consult with you about it; but there is
no idea.of eliminating this straight out.

The CaArMxA. I detect a rising sentiment in favor of the DISC
here in Congress. The 'business community is making greater efforts
to infomn legislators, particularly Senators, what the DISC is all
about and boiw it is affecting 'their business. When we frst started,
it was not understood in many cases, even by those who were the
prospective beneficiaries. But I find there is rising support among
business people who put it in operation, and they ind it helps them
to expand trade.

I hope we won't give this advantage away without getting -a quid
pro quo which justifies it.

Now, it surprised nme, to learn how much corpoation income tax
was actually paid by the companies, and how much, iii the last analysis.
is being passed on to the consumer of the product. More than half of
that corporation income tax was being paid by the consumer, by any
standard. Now, everybody I talked to seemed to think at least 50 per-
cent of corporation income tax was being paid by consumers, rather
than by the company; and some thought it ought to be 75 percent.

It seems to me so much of our taxes are being paid without any
remission, we ought to try to find somne way that puts our peoplO on
the same basis as all the others. Wherever they get full credit for the
taxes they are paying, if the other fellow gets a remission of his taxes.I would just hope,Mr. Secretary, that you people would start finding
a way to work for equality in tax treatment among nations; anything
short of that works out to a distortion of the trade pattern, does it not?

Mr. DENT. Yes, and we certainly are working on it. You mention
the DISC being an advantage. I don't know whether it is an advan-
tage, or somewhat of an equalizer. As I indicated, remissions go as
high as 33 percent. The effect of DISC is woefully inadequate when
compared to a reinission of that sort. We have a task foxce.working on

-this diligently, and we have discussed it with our trading partners: and
we are -going to do our very best to get -this straightened out in an
equitable -way.

The CHRMiAAN. Can you give us some idea of wbat kind of an injury
test you are proposing to include in the countervailig d&ity code I

Mr. DFN.r. _We don't have any injury tezt :developed, or put on the
table,.even. W7e would not put ofor ard an injMWy test. That is some-
thing -we would expect our negotiating partners to imst upon because
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that is wily they are currently so antagonistic toward' our Counter-
vailiug duty law. So, we will not Propose, we Will listen and consult
if weihear anything.

The CAmRMAN. Well, we hope yotx will profit by the experience-
sad though it may have been for some of your predoceora- with the
international antidumping code. We sent somebody over to fiud out
what they were doing, and told them f we were golig toiturn it down.
An id then they proceeded to stake this Nation's good faith on deliver-
ing something that t1ie Congress had committed itself oni I kciow
this committee committed itself, to defeating. The result is that we still
have people'complaining that the United States through our Executive
made a commitment that was not fulfilled,

NOw, are they still embarrassing yoti about that, saying they have a
ri gt to expect us to deliver onthe antidiunping code?

M1r. DENT. I think the complaint that I have hoard is that the United
States takes advantage of- the grandfather clause; and when this was
put in they didn't think grandfather would live this long; and they
hope to get it resolved.

Our standard view is as long as subsidies are not used, there is no
need to depend on grandfather. And, if we can resolve both sides of
this issue, that is the equitable way to deal with it.

The CrARMAN. Now, on January 1 the United States granted duty-
free treatment to certain products of less developed countries. What
T.S. trade effects do you expect, and what has ben the reaction of
the less developed countries?

Mr. DENT. As far as the less developed countries are concerned,
in Geneva, at the Trade Negotiating Committee meeting in Decemlr,
there were a number of favorable comments made concerning the (3.S.
progam.

1 nere were, however, at the same time some criticisms leveled on
the basis of it being discriminatory that we did not grant it to OPEC
nations; and that is what they referred to.

As far as the effect on our trade is concerned, the coverage of the
2,134 itens from these developed countries last year totaled $2.6 bil-
lion. In those items of trade, however, there was $25 billion of imports
from all countries. We see increasing export to our country from the
developing countries, which would give them an opportunity to put
themselves on a self-sustaining basis. The last year they suffered about
a $30 billion trade deficit, and in effect, they are going to he on welfare,
or they am going to have to learn to earn their way. This system will
encourage them. I

The CI[ARMAX. Now, in light of the recession of the United States
and other major trading partners, do you believe that the 1977 goals
for interim concrete results in Geneva were realistic?

Mr. DENT. Yes, sir. r think it's not only realistic, but essential, when
yott look at it from two viewpoints. First of all, the world today, no
nation excluded, is under tremendous protectionist pressures dte to
inflation and unemployment. There are grievances being brought to
bear as to our trade complaint system in this country, and one way
to assure these people of equity is to point out that there are negbtia-
tion under way to perfect a system under which we operate, to resolve
their problems;
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On the other hand, from the positive viewpoint, these talks whic
started in 1973 have to come to a fruition within a reasonable time
in order to prove their validity. So, I think that 1977 is realistic. With
the political commitment of all concerned we can come to a successful
negotiation conclusion by the end of that year.

The CHAIRMAN. In light of the administration's opposition to recent
protectionist measures taken by the United Kin gdom and other Euro-.
pean countries, how do you believe the President should act where
the U.S. domestic industry, such as specialty steel, is injured ?

Mr.. DZNT. I think that the Presilent, must review the U.S. law.and
determine how it applies in each one of these cases, and evaulate that
in the light, of our international obligations to see that the two actions
are consonant. And, of course, we have an obligation to consult with
our trading partners so that there is a full understanding of what
we are doing and why.

At Rambouillet hie indicated opposition to protectionist actions
except. in unique and acute situations. I think that is his basic thrust.
But all of these must be evaluated in the light of domestic law and
current. circumstances.

The CHAIRMAN. The Tokyo Declaration called for a sectoral negotia-.
tion as a "complementary negotiating technique". However, the execu--
tive branch's policy seemed to be less favorable to such negotiations.
In vour view. what is the nature of a sector negotiation?

Mr. DENT. The nature of a sector negotiation is to isolate the specific
industrial ectors in nartkiular. to be negotiated separately from a
broad tariff formula. Foreigners look upon it as a way of expandin*r
the liberal approach -in that particular area of trade. We have tried
to initiate and move these forward. and have been successful in -fettiug
coverage for the specific sectors delineated in the Trade Act. W, re are
finding resistenco on the part of trading partners because they wish
to address the broad negotiating approach first, and as we identify
unique opportunities, then to move forward on a sectoral basis in
that area.

The CHAIRMAxN. Now I would like to ask Mkfr. Baker of the Commerce
Department some questions. We are told, one day that we have an
$11.1 billion trade surplus. and then you tell us here in the Finance
Committee it is only $3.8 billion.

As I explained this morning, it is my judgment and I think the
judgment of the others that even that figure is not correct. There is
only a surplus of $1.9 billion if you leave off the foreign aid program
in th6 exports.

Now, the Trade Act calls for use, of the CIF data in these trade.
negotiations. It, took us years to get the Department to even collect
these CIF statistics.

Now. -T woul,1 l re to ask. why does the Department continue to.
emphasize the FOB approach to the public and the trade advisory
body?

Mr. BAKER. Mr.. Chairman. since I have been with the Department,
it has 'been my experience that we have been emphasizing the.CIF.
Let me assure you that we are sold on the CIF approach. As you point
out, we only Iave figures on a CIF basis going back to 1974. On the
other hand, I don't think that the press is sold on the CIF basis, and§
that is why we see FAS figures reported in the press.
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You may be suggesting that we should not report at all on FAS
figures. Our .problem with that is thatt we think we have to have a
period of time to build up a body of data on the CIF before we ca
make the necessary comparisons. We would further, I am told, have to
change the whole basis for our statistical analysis of the balance of
payments data if we totally discarded FAS. But we are, I hope, trying
to highlight the CIF figures.
. The.CH'MA. N What that makes me think of is the difference be-
tween football and baseball. Baseball is about to go broke, while foot-
ball keeps generating -bigger crowds every year .and making more
money I think the principal difference between football .and baseball
isi every year in-footbill :they- change their rules to makea letter game;
and in baseball they say, "Well, if'we change, the rules, we mess up the
record book. We won't have a valid way to compare Babe Ruth!s hit-
ting record to somebody else's record." But they have changed the
rules anyhow, they increased the size of the strike zone, and they have
made only a few changes. Frankly, it's a miracle they haven't gone
broke, making so few changes. Now-a-days professional baseball is
not a game being played for the enjoyment of the, players, it is being.
played as a sacrifice for money, and for the entertainment of the
spectators.
" Now, the analogy here, it- seem. to me, is, we have a whole aystem-
of collecting tariffs--founded upon an obscure part of the constitu-
tional law-that we will not discriminate between ports. If you are
not 'going to discriminate, then you are going to have to have some
way of collecting your tariffs, and the tariff will be the same, regard-
less of what port.

Now, from that, as I understand it., came our system for collecting
our tariffs: andthe easiest way to get the figures is to see how much
was.paid in tariffs, and that is how much these tariffs are worth in"
foreign values.

But, that is not what we paid for. Any businessman knows what you
paid for something includes the freight.

Mr. BAK.ER. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. And if you are a businessman and you are not tak-

ing the freight into consideration in the price of your product, you
are going to go broke just like my friend went out of the airplane
business because he never heard about depreciation.

Now, it seems to me we should not have our Secretary over there-
I call him Secretary because I want to make his job'Secretary of
Trade, rather than Special Representative for Trade Negotiations. I
want to make sure we weren't. demoting him when he moved front!
Secretary of Commerce to be Special Trade Representative.. We gave
him a very important job. And we wouldn't have the former Secretary
of Commerce, and now Special Trade Representative being confronted
by these foreign diplomats with these good news announcements who
think America is making all this money and has a tremendous siorplus
and say,"Why do you people want. a bigcut from us andrefus to
make this concession. If you keep this uip, you.. will -have- a, monopoly
in the world." , "

I just think it's not good for the country to give that misleading
impression of an $11 billion trade surplus. And that' is whatyour
Department is doing, Mr. Baker.
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Nrr. BAlm. That's right.
The CitAmHAw. It seems to me that if you publish statistics in such =

a way, you confusewthing&.
Mr. BAXMI I think we agree generally with you, Mr. Chain nan It's

a question of how quickly we can phase-it in. I certainly agree w'%
regard to Fred Dent's selling job if he has to start with the claim 1
an $11 billion trade surplus.

The CmHAzAN. And you can't blame the other .fellow for using
everything he has available to him, trying to win his- c'se. Aid that
is the dae when he says, "Well, -here is what their United States is tell
ing their own people, don't listen to what they tell you. They we
telling their own people they had an $11 billion trade surplus this
year. I think they can make our life difficult for us

Now, the Commerce Department has the responsibility for issuing
licenses for the export of technology to Communist countries. How iA
that decision to grant a license made, and are the U.S. technology
expert controls effective?

Mr. BAtmF. Yes, sir, we think they are- Decisions to grant licenses
are made according to established policy guidelines, or after inter.
agency consultation. We have a committee at the Assistant Secretary
level. When a particular question is examined by the staff and a dis-
agreement develops, it then comes up to a committee at the Assistant
Secretary level. Represented on that committee are the Departments
of Commerce, Stute, and Defense and other concerned agencies.

If the matter cannot be resolved at that level, then it. is moved up
to the Export Administration Review Board, which is chaired by the
Secretary of Commerce, and on which sit the Secretaries' of State and
Defense. Other concerned agencies are invited 'to participate.

It is our feeling that these procedures are adequate, that they take
into consideration national security. They also take into consideration
our foreign policy objectives, and our short supply obligations under
the Export Administration Act.

The CHArMAN. Now, the United States has shown itself vulnerable
to unilateral oil pricing. Is there a.possibility for a similar occurrence
in a commodity that the U.S. defense relies on heavily; for example, is
it likely the same thing might happen to us on chromium next Y

Mr. BARER. I think it is entirely possible, Mr. Chairman. that it
might happen to us on a commodity like chromium. I can't right off-
hand think of anything else.

The CHArMAN. Well, thank you very much, Mr. Baker.
Secretary Dent, I have some questions here by Senator Dole, and

if I may, I will supply these to'you for the record, you might be able
to answer these questions for us before you leave here today; other-
wise, we would like to have them within the next 24 hours, if you could.

I would like to reserve the' right for Senators that could not be with
us today for the afternoon session to submit questions to you for the
record, and I will ask the record include your answers, as well as the
questions.*

Thank you very muoh.
Mr. DE.r. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

See appendix B.
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Mr. BAKER. Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMA. The meeting is adjourned until 9:30, again, to-

morrow.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Baker and a report submitted by

.fr. Dent follow:]

STATEMENT OF THE UNDER SECRETARY OF COMMERCE, JAMES A. BAKFR III
Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee: I welcome the opportunity to

provide this Statement to the Committee in connection with its oversight hear-
ings on U.S. foreign trade policies, the administration of the Trade Act of 1974,
and the progress of the multilateral trade negotiations in Geneva. My testimony
is limited, for the most part, to those aspects of trade policy and the Trade Act
for which Commerce has special responsibilities. However, before going into those
specific areas. I think it may be useful at the outset of these hearings to sum-
marize for you the principal export and import developments last year which
resulted in a significant turnaround in the U.S. trade account.

U.S. FOREIGN TRADE DEVELOPMENTS IN 19T5

The year 1975 was one of substantial improvement in the U.S. trade position.
Exports continued to increase, while imports declined in value for the first time
in fourteen years. These diverse movements produced a dramatic shift to a large
trade surplus from the deficit recorded in 1974 and earlier years. The trade sur-
plus in 1975 was $3.8 billion, based on imports valued c.i.f., compared to a $10.1
billion deficit in the preceding year. Moreover, it marked the first time since 1967-
that exports exceeded c.i.f. imports by a sizable margin. When Imports like
exports are measured on an f.a.s. basis, last year's surplus amounts to $11.1
billion, the highest positive trade balance in our history.

While exports, excluding military grant-aid, totaled $107.2 billion in 1975, a
9.5% increase over the previous year's level, this expansion represented a consid-
erable slowdown from the 41o average annual growthjjn 1973 and 1974. Included
in these exports were an estimated $1.9 billion in shipments of U.S. merchandise
financed by Agency for International Development and Public Law 480 grants
or concessional loans. Imports, valued c.i.f., fell by 4.2% from their 1974 level
to $103.4 billion. On an f.a.s. value basis, the import total was $96.1 billion.

The slower rate of export growth last year and the decline in imports were
consequences of the severe worldwide recession which began about mid-1974.
The recession depressed foreign demand for U.S. products and sharply curtailed
our purchases from other countries. Because the recession in this country was
more severe than the business downturn in most other major industrial countries,
imports fell more than exports. This reduction in Imports was the principal
reason for the large improvement in the U.S. trade position last year.

The prevailing economic climate abroad generally depressed our exports.
Nevertheless, several positive factors helped produce a continuing growth in
exports.

U.S. exports normally include a high proportion of machinery and other
capital goods. These goods are somewhat less responsive than our major imports
to business cycle fluctuations as they often require a long-lead time between
the placement of orders and actual delivery. Since domestic demand for these
goods was sluggish last year, U.S. manufacturers were able to reduce backlogs
on foreign orders which had built up when economic conditions were more favor-
able abroad.

Sales to the oil-producing countries also climbed steeply. The enormous increase
In these countries' oil revenues has enabled them to step up rapidly their
purchases of U.S. products in connection with expanding programs for economic
and social development. While these countries as a group accounted for only
12% of total U.S. exports last year, they accounted for one-half of the overall
increlise in exports. Finally, exports continue to benefit from the depreciation
since 1071 of the U.S. dollar in relation to most other industrial countries'
currencies. Even though the dollar strengthened gradually throughout 1975,
U.S. goods remained more price competitive in world markets than the& were
prior to the currency shifts.

67-937--7C----7
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The sharp drop in U.S. economic activity in thwfirst hailf of 1075 was reflected
particularly in reduced demand throughout the year for imported consumer
goods and industrial supplies. Imports of many of these products are particularly
sensitive to cyclical declines and inventory decumulation. Since the two types
of goods constitute the major share of our foreign purchases, imports respond
more closely to business downturns than exports. Imports were also held down
to some extent by the higher prices on foreign products which stemmed from
currency appreciations and high rates of inflation abroad.

The effects of the worldwide recession on our foreign trade are more apparent
when exports and imports are measured in constant (1967) dollars. In quantity
tc '1s. exports declined in 1975 compared with 1974 by an estimated 3%, while
the Import drop was 12%. Although prices of both exports and imports continued
to rise last year, the increases were much less steep than in 1974.

All of the U.S. export growth in 1975 stemmed from nonagricultural products,
mainly manufactured goods, which climbed by 12%. Machinery sales were in
the forefront of the expansion despite the unfavorable investment climate abroad.
Deliveries of machinery to the OPEC and other oil-producing countries were
particularly buoyant, with gains noted in oil-drilling, construction, and materials
handling equipment.

Exports of motor vehicles and parts continued to expand last yar. The
gradual improvement in the North American auto market boosted our exports
to U.S. subsidiaries in Canada, and demand remained strong in other countries.
particularly for trucks. Civilian aircraft sales, on the other hand, which had
contributed heavily to the growth of U.S. exports in prior years, showed little
change in 1975.

As a result of the foreign business slump, exports of a number of industrial
materials leveled off or declined. Among these were chemicals, nonferrous metals,
paper, and steel. Coal exports were an exception as the value of these shipments
climbed steeply, primarily because of higher prices.

After expanding strongly since 1971, exports of agricultural products leveled
off last year because of weaker foreign demand for soybeans, olleake, and
cotton. This offset Increases In grain sales.

On the import side, petroleum purchases edged up In value, but all other
broad categories of Imports declined. The increase In petroleum arrivals was
only marginal, however, In contrast to the huge jump in 1974. The slightly higher
value reflected a small Increase In the average price, while the quantity of
petroleum Imports fell for the second consecutive year. Imports of industrial
supplies other than petroleum declined substantially as the slump in economic
activity curtailed U.S. demand for nonferrous metals, steel, textiles, lumber,
and chemicals.

The sluggishness in U.S. consumer spending, particularly for durables, was.
clearly reflected in the sharp drop In consumer goods Imports. Autos received
from Western Europe and Japan, and home electrical products, such as radios
and TV sets, showed the biggest declines. Almost all of the major food import
products also fell in value, particularly meat, fish, and sugar.

I would like to turn now to those Commerce programs directly related to the
topics being covered by these hearings.

EXPORT PROMOTION

Commerce's export promotion efforts are inextricably linked to the removal
or lowering of foreign trade barriers which improve U.S. access to foreign mar-
kets and provide new export opportunities for U.S. producers. Experience has
shown that many U.S. firms are not aware of, and therefore do not exploit, new
market potentials abroad unless encouraged and assisted to do so. This is the
case even when they have competitive products to offer. Very often, this failure
to exploit overseas market opportunities stems from a lack of knowledge about
it, where the opportunities are, and what types of promotional assistance and
services are available for use.

Commerce's export promotion programs are designed precisely to overcome
these gaps in exporter knowledge and performance, and thereby to help translate
export potentials and opportunities Into hard export sales. They do so by:

Stimulating a greater awareness of the benefits of exporting; --
Providing counseling and information on how and where to export;
Alerting U.S. firms to specific trade leads abroad;
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Assisting U.S. firms to identify and contact potential overseas agents, distrib-
tors and buyers and to establish effective representation in, foreign markets;
Providing ad hoc assistance to U.S. firms requesting help in competing for

specific contracts; and
Stimulating foreign awareness of the range of competitive products available

from the United States, and assisting foreign buyers and distributors to Identify
and contact prospective U.S. suppliers.

Continuation of these programs, together with the DISC incentive, adequate
export financing, and the maintenance of a realistic exchange rate for the dollar,
help ensure that new export opportunities resulting from trade negotiations
will be taken advantage of by American firms rather than foreign suppliers.

INDUSTRY ADVISORY COMMITTEE PROGRAM

Another very important program which the Department of Commerce, jointly
with the Office of the Special Trade Representative, carries out is the Industry
Consultations Program which was begun in mid-1973, a year and a half prior to
passage of the Trade Act. A series of meetings were held at that time with some
600 key business and industry leaders to discuss with them the Government's
need for an effective advisory mechanism to obtain industry's input Into the
multilateral trade negotiations. Their views were solicited on how best to struc-
ture a mechanism, what its functions should be, and who should participate.

These meetings led to the establishment of 27 Industry Sector Advisory Com-
mittees (ACs) and one overall Industry Policy Advisory Committee (IPAC).
All but one of these committees was established and chartered in. early 1974.
Their membership totals over 500, averaging about 18 per committee. During
1975, there were around 100 ISAC meetings; each committee met at least 3 times
and some as often as 6 times. The IPAC met three times during this period.
In the first two months of this year, some 30 committee meetings have been or
will be held.

In consultation with the committees a work program was developed which
resulted in the preparation by each committee of a comprehensive report for
the guidance of U.S. negotiators. These reports are intended to provide U.S.
negotiators basic background data relating to each industry, an analysis of their
trade related problems, and detailed advice on how the negotiators should deal
with the various issues being negotiated, such as U.S. and foreign tariff and
nontariff barriers.

Since receipt last summer and fall of the reports, which total about 4500 pages
of material, Commerce and STR have been studying, evaluating and cataloguing
the wealth of information and advice they contain in order to: (1) maximize
their usefulness to the process of formulating U.S. negotiating positions and
strategies, and (2) provide the committees our preliminary reaction to their
reports with a view to obtaining additional information and advice that would
make the reports more useful to U.S. negotiators.

The reports were also reviewed and discussed in October by the Industry
Policy Advisory Committee. A summary of the recommendations of each report
was presented to the Policy Advisory Committee by the Sector Advisory Coin-
mittee Chairmen or their alternates. The presentations and the questions and
answers which followed provided U.S. officials with an overview of industry's
views and objectivea in the negotiations.

The Industry Sector Advisory Committees have been briefed at each meeting
on the progress of negotiations in Geneva. Special meetings have also been con-
vened to discuss specific issues such as draft codes on subsidies and standards,
and sector studies prepared by the GATT Secretariat. This informational flow
to the committee has been supplemented by monthly mailouts of Commerce's
MTN News, and STR's advisory reports, which provide a continuous flow of in-
formation as to what is going on In the Geneva negotiations. Classified reports
on the results of Geneva meetings and other matters such as the texts of draft
codes inder discussion are also available to committee members.

Another full round of meetings with the Sector Advisory Committees is
scheduled for February 17 through 23, 1976, and with the Policy Advisory Com-
mittee on February 25, to provide them, inter alia, our preliminary reaction to
the information and advice In their reports. We intend also at this series of meet-
ings to begin the process of "fine tuning" the reports by asking the committees
to clarify and refine them. Additionally, we will be discussing with them specific
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upcoming issues such as possible tariff-cutting formulas and the tropical products
negotiations. We will also outline our ideas and solicit theirs on how best to factor
their inputs into the 1976 MTN work program.

TRADE ADJUSTMENT ASSISTANOE FOR FIRMS AND COMMUNITIES -.

I would like to turn next to the new program of trade adjustment assistance
authorized under Title II of the Trade Act of 1974 which became effective on
April 3, 1975. As you know, the program makes it easier thari under previous
legislation for firms to qualify for financial and technitcal assistance, and it also
provides aid for the first time to trade-impacted communities. The new program
is now being administered by Commerce's Economic Development Administration.

Since the new program became operative, responses have been made to more
than 500 Inquiries about trade adjustment assistance from individuals interested
either in the firm or community programs. Under the firm program, 50 petitions
have been received, of which 35 were complete enough to be- accepted for Inves-
tigation and processing and 15 were returned with explanations as to the defi-
ciencies which Should be corrected before they could be accepted. Of the 35
petitions filed, and accepted, 24 firms have been certified eligible to apply for
adjustment assistance, one petition was denied, five were withdrawn before
final determination, and five are currently under investigation. The industries
represented by petitioning firms include footwear, apparel and textiles, mush-
rooms, electronics, granite and marble, slide fasteners, leather, chemicals, tex-
tile machine parts, cutting dies, handbags and cattle.

The Delmrtment to date has authorized adjustment assistance for four certified
firms totaling $3.5 million, including $3,050,000 in direct loans and $450,000 in
guaranteed loans. Employment in the four companies whose proposals were ap-
proved currently amounts to approximately 630 persons and is projected to in-
crease by 225 additional jobs when the recovery plans of the firms are fully
implemented. - -

In addition, the Department is reviewing the tentative economic recovery plans
and negotiating the terms for providing adjustment assistance for six additional
firms which had been certified eligible to apply for assistance, including three
footwear firms, a producer of children's sweaters, a maker of men's apparel,
and a producer of consumer electronic products.

For communities, the Trade Act authorizes both financial and technical assist-
--ascaessentially similar to that available under the public works, business devel-

opment and economic adjustment, and technical assistance programs adminis-
tered by the Economic Development Administration pursuant to the Public
Works and Economic Development Act of 1965. as amended. Several trade-
impacted communities expressed an interest in the program authorized by the
Trade Act. but none filed petitions for certification, possibly because the require-
ments for establishing eligibility for assistance are easier under the Public
Works and Economic Development Act.

JOIXT COMERCIAL COMMISSIONS WITTh SOCIALIST COUNTRIES

Given the increasing importance of our trade with the Socialist countries, a
brief discussion of the make-up and work of the Joint Commercial Commissions
that have been established with these countries may be useful to the Committee.
These bilateral Intergovernmental commissions at the Cabinet/Ministerial level
serve as the primary vehicles for resolution of bilateral trade and economic is-
sues which require governmental action between the U.S. and the U.S.S.R.,
Poland and Romania. The commissions with the Soviet Union and Poland were
established during President Nixon's visits to these countries in May and
June 1972 the Romanian during President Ceausescu's visit to the U.S. in
December 1973.

The chairman of the U.S. side for each commission is designated by the Presi-
dent. The Secretary of Commerce currently chairs the commissions with Poland
and Roniania. The Secretary of the T_%reasury currently chairs the Soviet Com-
mission. The Secretary of Commerce is Vice-Chairman. Commerce, State and
Treasury provide the principal staff support for these commissions. All three
commissions have played a useful role in the resolution of bilateral trade and
economic issues and In improving many promotional aspects of trading arrange.
ments.
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The commissions meet annually, alternatively -in Washington a~d the other cap-
itals. Last sessions held ar as follows:

Joint commission Last session Ne-xt session

Joint United State.U.S.S.R ...... Apr. 10-11, 1975 5 sess Moscow- 1976 (sp rin) 6th sess., Washington.
Joint American-Romanian Economic Nov. 3-4, 1975, 2d sess., Moscow .... 1976 t(spring'summer) 3d sess.,

Commission. Bucharest. -
Joint American-Polish Trade Commission. - Oct. 6-8, 1975, 51h sess., Warsaw.. .. 1976 (summer-fall) 6th sess.,Washinglton.

Specific dates for the next sessions of these Commissions have not-yet been set.
Working groups have met between commission sessions as neceigary to con-

sider particular problems, such as business facilitation or dumping problems.
Currently, the principal unresolved problems In our comnercial relations writh

the U.S.S.R. center around U.S. legislative restrictions on extension of MFN treat-
nient and on the availability of Eximbank facilities. These restrictions prevent
bringing the 1972 Trade Agreement into force, adversely affect the rate of U.S.-
U.S.S.R. trade growth in Industrial goods, and hamper the rate of Improvement
in trade relations with the U.S.S.R. and some Eastern European countries. Joint
ventures and continuing efforts on business facilitation are prime topics for
further exploration with Poland and Romania. With tch of these countries
there is the need for constant oversight of trading developments and implenmenta-
tion of past agreements as well as resolution of new Issues as they arise.

-- EXPORT CONTROL

Finally, the Department's long standing. responsibilities in the area of eXport
controls warrant mention. As you know. exports of most commercial goods and
technology from the U.S. to--other countries of the world are regulated by the
Department of Commerce under the authority of the Export Administration Act
of 1969, as amended. The act authorizes the imposition of restrictions on ex-
ports to the extent necessary to carry out three basic purposes:

a. the protection of the domestic economy from the excessive drain of scarce
materials and the reduction of the serious inflationary impact of foreign demand;

b. the furtherance of U.S. foreign policy;
c. the exercise of the necessary vigilance over exports from the standpoint of

their significanceto the national security of the United States.
In accordance with this mandate, the Department, through its Office of Export

Administration, administers a set of regulations that provide for control over
goods and unpublished technical data and the use of U.S.-origin parts and com-
ponents in the production of foreign end )roducts intended for export. to the so-
cialist countries. The regulations specify licensing requirements for the com-
modities under the jurisdiction of the Department according to the various coun-
tries of destination.

The United States has for many years participated with our NATO allies and
Japan in an embargo on the export to the, Soviet Union and other Communist
countries of potentially strategic materials and good.s, as well as'unpublished
technical data related to those commodities. Furthermore, the P.M. nmintnins
some unilateral export controls over other commodities and technical data in the
interest of meeting the national security objectives of the Export Administration
Act. Exports are authorized only if the Department has determined that the
proosel export would not be detrimental to our national security. The Deptrt-
mient Is obliged by the Export Administration Act to consult broadly on Stch
matters and also specifically to give the Secretary of Defense an opportunity to
review any proposed export of goods or technology to the Soviet Union and other
Communist countries. He is specifically charged with determining whether such
exlorts will significantly Increase the military capability of the country In ques-
tion. If his determination Is affirmative, he is obliged to recommend to the Presi-
dent that such export be disapproved.

In addition to these cenkliltations with the Department of Defense, the Depart-
ment of Commerce regularly consults with the Department of state, the Energy
Research and Development Administration, and the CIA for information and
advice on export control matters. Interagency policy differences that cannot be
resolved by lower level groups are referred to an Export Administration Review



Board, which the SeCretary of Commerce chairs and which includes the Secre-
taries of State and Defense- Other cabinet members may be included in the de-
liberations as-appropriate.

SHORT SUPPLY CONTROLS

In fulfilling its legislative mandate, the Department also controls quantitatively
the export of commodities in short supply. These controls generally apply to all
countries, including Canada, and the quantity available for export is distributed
as equitably as possble among exporters and countries of destination, primarily
according to their participation during a specified past period of normal trade.
Under a recent amendment to the Act, a portion of each quota is reserved for
exporters without a past history. Currently, the only commodities under short
supply licensing are petroleum and petroleum energy products. However, we
are currently monitoring exports of nitrogenous and phosphatic fertilizers and
related chemicals.

We also review export trend and price developments for a number of other
commodities in relatively tight supply to determine whether the volume of exports
in relation to domestic supply i. such as to contribute to a potential shortage or
price increase.

The continuing development of worldwide commodity shortages has added
special significance to our short supply operations. I am confident that we can
implement the necessary policies objectively, flexibly and with the general na-
tional interest as our principal guideline.

Mr. Chairman, this concludes my prepared statement. If you or any member
of the Committee would like additional information on these or other matters
relating to these hearings, I will be happy to provide it for the record.

REPORT ON STR STEWARDSHIP OF RESPONSIBILITIES AND AcTIVITIES UNDER TIlE

TRADE ACT o 1974

INTRODUCTION

STR has been assigned a key role in the implementation of the Trade Act of
1974, a major concern of the Senate Finance Committee in its 'trade oversight
hearings. January 29-February 6, 1976. STR's responsibilities are spelled out both
in the Act, (Section 141 and elsewhere), and in Executive Order #11840, of
March 27, 1975.

This report was prepared for the Finance Committee hearings. It is not in-
tended to duplicate or substitute for the several regular Congressional reporting
requirements of STR under the Act, the Executive Order or other undertakings
by STR to keep designated Congressional advisers to the Multilateral Trade
Negotiations (MTN) fully informed.

PUBLIC, PRIVATE AND CONGRESSIONAL ADVICE, COMMUNICATION AND LIAISON

One of STR's key responsibilities under the Act Is the initiation and manage-
ment of a broad program designed-to involve the private sectors and the Con-
gresq directly and meaningfully into the process of developing trade policy, trade
decisions and actions, and trade negotiating positions.

Apart from USITC hearings, an interagency panel, the Trade Policy Staff Com-
mittee (TPSC) chaired by STR, held public hearings from June 3 through Au-
gust 8, 1975, on all matters relevant to the MTN, including tariff and non-tariff
barrier concessions the U.S. should seek as well as those it might offer, and also
on the Generalized System of Preferences (GSP).

Public hearings were held in Washington by the TPSC on September 16 and
17; 1975, on export subsidies and countervailing duties; quotas and import li-
censing schemes; standards; and customs matters.

Further public hearings on these and other issues are contemplated, as re-
quired under SectioF133 of the Act and as otherwise found necessary or desirable.

Finally, the President's Advisory Committee on Trade Negotiations, (ACTN),
established under Section 135 of the Act, Is the part of the private sector advisory
process aimed at developing a broad policy overview in the overall national
interest. Its 45 members are representative of the totality of American interests
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which make up the "public interest"-for example, producers, consumers, work-
ers, retailers, service industries and academicians.

Forty-three of the ACTN members have been appointed by the President and
at an initial meeting on January 8, 1976, Vice-President Rockefeller administered
their oath of office and President Ford met with tbetn to outline hi6 views of the
group's critical task.

At the next meeting scheduled for March 3, the ACITN will be getting into such
substantive MTN Issues as a tariff reduction formula, tropical product negotia-
tions, trade effects of border taxes, and special treatment for developing countries.

In addition to public hearins and the ACTN, STR maintains an "open door"
policy of responsiveness to the views and concerns of any citizen with an Interest
In the MTN or the management of domestic regulation of foreign trade. The
STR's Office publishes press releases, notices of actions, and responds to a very
large volume ot mail, telephone and personal inquiries from interested parties.

Jointly with the Secretary of Commerce, STR began the organization of indus-
trY consultations in mid-1973. An overall Industry Policy Advisory Committee
IjPAC), and 27 Industry Sector Advisory Committees (ISACs) were set up. All
it one (Retail ISAC) of these committees were established and chartered in

early 1974. Their membership totals more than 500, averaging about 18 per
panel. During 1975, the ISACs met 76 times; each committee at least three times.
and some as frequently as six. The IPAC met three times during this period. It
the first two months of this year, 30 committee meetings have been held or are
scheduled.

In consultation with the committees, a work program was developed which
resulted in the preparation by each committee of a comprehensive report for the
guidance of U.S. negotiators. These reports are intended to provide basic back-
ground data relating to each industry sector, an analysis of trade-related prob-
lems and detailed advice on how to deal with the various Issues being negotiated,
Including both U.S. and foreign tariff and non-tariff barriers.

Since receipt last summer and fall of these reports, which total about 4,500
pages of material and charts. STR and the Commerce Department have been
studying, evaluating and cataloging the Information and advice, they contain
in order to: (1) maximize their usefulness in the formulation of U.S. negotiating
positions and strategies; and (2) provide the committees with preliminary
reactions to their reports. with a view toward developing additional Information
and advice which would increase the usefulness of the reports to the U.S.
negotiators.

The reports were also reviewed and discussed in October by the IPAC, which
provided U.S. officials with an overview of industry's objectives In the MTN.

In addition to preparation of these reports, at each meeting the panels have
been briefed on the progress of the MTN. Special meetings also have been con-
vened to discuss specific negotiating issues. such as draft-proposals for codes on
product standards and export subsidies, and sector studies prepared by the GATT
secretariat. This informational flow to the committees has been supplemented by
monthly mailings of STR's Advisory Reports, and Commerce's MTN News, which
provide information on the MTN and related developments. Classified reports
on the Geneva meetings of the MTN are also available to advisory committee
members.

Another round of meetings with the ISACs is scheduled for February 17
through 23, and the IPAC on February 25, to provide preliminary reactions to
their information and advice, to clarify and refine it for use by U.S. negotiators,
and to discuss specific upcoming Issues such as tariff-cutting formulae and
trnical product negotiations.

The establishment of the Agricultural Policy Advisory Committee (APAC)
and Agricultural Technical Advisory Committees (ATACs) for cotton, dairy,
fruits and vegetables, grain and feed, livestock and livestock products, oilseeds
nnd products, poultry and eggs, and tobacco, were announced jointly by the STR
iind the Secretary of Agriculture on April 8. 1975. Approximately 150 members
serve on these panels. The 25-member APAC met four times during 1975. and
will meet again on February 24. Each ATAC met at least twice, some as many as
fonr times last year. All eight submitted reports and recommendations on MTN
offprs and requests In their commodity areas laqt fall.

.Membership on these committees represents a broad spectrum of agricultural
prod iwers. processor.q and traders. In recommending members, USDA attempted
to seek wide representation from national and commodity organizations. The
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APAC has advised on a broad range of issue, including subsidies and counter-
vailing duties, standards, problems of supply access and export restraints, quotas,
safeguards, and Import documentation. The work program will continue this
year with briefings and discussions on tariff reduction formulae and tropical
product negotiations. scheduled for a meeting in the latter part of February.

The ATACS were asked to provide specific recommendations as to what offers
the U.S. might make in their commodity areas and what requests for concessions
for particular products from individual countries would be beneficial to U.S.
exports. They forwarded their recommendations on requests and offers to STR
and the Agriculture Department by the end of September, 1975, and presented
their positions orally to the APAC on October 2.

Their work will continue this year to provide detailed technical advice otid
information regarding trade issues which affect both domestic and foreign pro-
duction and trade in their respective commodities.

A Labor Policy Advisory Committee (LPAC) and six Labor Sector Advisory
Committees (LSACs) were announced-by the STR and the Secretary of Labor.
The policy committee rs composed of 57 union presidents from AFL-CIO affiliates,
the United Auto Workers, United Mine Workers. Teamsters. Lon.gshoremen. tite
National Federation of Independent Unions and representatives of the AFL-CIO
staff. In addition, all of the above unions are represented on at least one LSAC.

Unions on the sector committees represent workers employed over the full
range of U.S. industrial activity, including agricultural and service industries.
Some unions participate on more than one L4SAC because they represent workers
employed in different industrial sectors.

Since May, 1975, union representatives have been consulting regularly with
Labor Department officials and U.S. MTN negotiators on trade issues and devel-
opments, both in Washington and Geneva.

Negotiating issues. including tariffs and non-tariff measures, on which the
U.S. Government will require advice, were outlined at a June 18 combined meet-
Ing of the policy and sector advisory groups. Individual union submissions were
consolidated into draft reports by the Labor Department and reviewed at LSAC
meetings during September.

A second combined meeting of the LPAC and LSACs; were held on September 19,
to discuss proposals for international codes on product standards and subsidies
and countervailing duties.

A day-long seminar was held on December 18, to discuss tariff reductioil
formulae, border taxes and safeguards.

The labor advisory groups are expected to provide advice on all aspects of the
MTN. The first LSAC reports, which deal with possible U.S. foreign tariff con.
cessions, were transmitted to STR in mid-December. Some unions also submitted
advice on proposed codes covering standards and subsidies/countervailing
duties.

Thp Trade Act outlines a new cooperative relationship between the Execuitive
Branch and the Congress. in the formulation of foreign trade policy and the
negotiation of international trade agreements.

The post of STR, created in the Trade Expansion Act of 1962 was raised to
Cabinet status by the 1974 law, and required to report directly to both the
President and the Congress.

The new act swts out procedures for Congressional participation in, as well aq
oversight of. trade negotiations conducted by STR. Five members each represent-
ing the House Ways and Means and Senate Finance Committees, are appointed
at the beginning of each session of Congress by the Speaker of the House and the
President of the Senate as official advisers to the U.S. Delegation to the Multi-
lateral Trade Negotiations (MTN). Each committee has established a Trade
Subcommittee and designated staff advisers.

Further, the Act requires Congressional approval for all trade agreements
dealing with the reduction or elimination of non-tariff barriers to tradp. and
spells out social procedures under which such agreements are to be considered
on an expedited legislative "fast track" which bars amendments and parliamen-
tary delays.

During 1975, a number of Congressional advisers and staff attended and
participated in sessions of the 90-nation Trade Negotiations Committee (TNC) in
(V-Pneva. Among these were the Chairmen and ranking minority members of the
Ways and Means and Finance Committees and Trade Subcommittees.

The STR, deputy STRs. and other senior STR officials met regularly with thp
designated staffs, committees and subcommittees, and with other interested



committees, members and staffs as well, to keep them informed of the progress
of the .negotiations and to receive, consider and act upon their advice and
counsel.

The STR also issues monthly reportsto the Congressional advisers on the status
of the negotiations and related trade developments,

This process of Congesslonal liaison has proved useful and productive.

INTERAGENOY COORDINATION OF TRADE POLICY AND TRADE ACTION DECISeNs

One of STR's most important assignments under the Trade Act and Execu-
tive Order #11846 is the coordination of Interagency positions and recommenda-
tions with respect to U.S. foreign trade policy and trade policy decisions and
actions, as well as negotiation of multilateral and bilateral trade agreements.

The STR Is chairman of the Cabinet-level Trade Policy Committee (TPC).
Under this structure, a sub-Cabinet Trade Policy Review Group (TPRG) is
chaired by a Deputy STR. An Assistant STR heads the interagency Trade Policy
Staff Committee (TPSC), which is made up of representaives of the Depart-
inenta of State. Treasury, Defense, Interior, Agriculture, Commerce, Labor, the
White House Council on International Economic Policy (CIEP); and the U.S.
International Trade Commission.

In addition, STR Is an active working member of fhe CIEP and the East-West
Foreign Trade Board, both chaired by the Secretary of the Treasury. and works
closely with the President's Economic Policy Board (EPB), and Assistant to the
President for Economic Affairs I- William Seidman.

This role has proved an effective and useful one. Through it, the Inputs of all
interested and concerned elements of the Executive Branch are channeled, via
the STR, directly to the President.

This mechanism has been used on numerous occasions, including in the develop-
ment of Executive Branch action with respect to GSP. It will shortly be used again
to consolidate advice to tht President on action on the USITC findings and
recommendations with respect to imports of specialty steel products and
t.sparagus. This procedure has proved its worth, and will be used Increasingly in
the future.

PROGRESS AND STATUS OF THE MULTILATERAL TRADE NFIOTIATIONS (MTN)

At the Trade Negotiations Committee (TNC) meeting last December 9-1, it
was agreed that delegations should strive to conclude the Multilateral Trade
Negotiations (MTN) in 1977. Following substantial preparatory and technical
progress In 1975 on a wide range of issues, the pace of the work must now be
accelerated in 1976. This will require major negotiating efforts on a number of
subjects. some of which remain contentious.

In particular, the issue of agriculture and how it is to be dealt with in the
MTN remains difficult. Fortunately, the United States and the European Com-
miunity (EC) were able to reach a procedural compromise In December regarding
the next step to be taken on agricultural products other than meat, grains, or
dairy, which are being treated in separate working subgroupq. This agreement
sets the stage for a series of bilateral and plurilateral notifications and con-
sultations on the products in question. It does not resolve the s,"stantive dispute
between the United States and the EC as to which negotiating group has ultimate
responsibility for the final decisions to be made on agricultural In the MTN.

As noted above, there are Individual subgroups to handle the work being done
on mont. dairy, and grains. Each of these subgroups established a work program
in 1975. The meat and dairy subgroups devoted their )975 meetings to a thorough
analysis of the structure and characteristics of world trade In these, products.
including the measures countries use that affect international trade in these
Items. This year they will engage in discussions on appropriate multilateral solu-
tions for tradp nrohlems encountered in these areas. The grains subgroup focused
It,4 work in 1975 on bow beqt to achieve stah-i9,ation. liberaliYation. and special
tre itment for T DCs in world grains trade. The EC emphasized the need to nego-
tinte a omrnodtty agreement for grains, and tabled a proposal for such an agree-
ment. The United States. on the othbr hand. stressed the need to seek irreeter
ithrali7ation in grains trade and tabled a propisnl calling for countries having

definite negotiating interests in grains to notify their trading interests, problems
they encounter, and proposed solutions to those problems.

Negotiations on non-tariff measures have thus far Included discussions on sub-
sidies and countervailing duties, standards, quantitative restrictions, and cus-
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toms matters. The work on subsidies and countervailing duties has proceeded to
the point where a number of written proposals are now on the table in Geneva.
The U.S. "concepts paper" sets forth a negotiating framework that deals with
the probleiifs of subsidies in international trade and how to respond to them.
The EC proposal focuses exclusively on the use of countervailing duties. Other
proposals, notably those of Japan, Canada, Brazil, and India, also stress the
need for countries to find injury before imposing countervailing duties but, un-
like the E4 proposal, address the subsidies issue. A number of fundamental differ-
ences exist in this area but efforts will be made to reach an agreed approach to
negotiating solutions for subsidies and countervailing duties in 1976.

A product standards code continues to be the most likely candidate for early
conclusion in the MTN field. If substantive negotiating work on this code can
le completed in 1976, efforts may then be focused on the best manner to Implement
the code in the United States in order to ensure maximUm benefits from it.

Bilateral consultations on quantitative restrictions continue, and should be
completed before the subgroup's next meeting in March. At that time the sub-
group, with the results of these bilateral consultations in hand, will be better
able to determine how to proceed.

With respect tl customs matters, an area being given more priory by other
delegations than by the United States, the subgroup is now concentrating Its
work on customs valuation.

Various countries have proposed that other MTNs also be negotiated in some
context in the MT'. These MTNs include government procurement, antidumping
practices, variable levies and iniluinum import prices, and prior import deposits.

Regarding possible sector negotiations, the United States continues to main-
tain that work In the sectors group should run parallel to the work in other
groups and subgroups. Therefore, the United States proposed at the last sectors
meeting that the GATT Secretariat undertake studies for the chemicals, elee-
tronics, and heavy electrical machinery sectors (an Initial study had already
been made on the metals sector). Other countries contend that work on general
solutions in tariffs and MTNs should be well advanced before detailed work is
done on sectors. As a compromise, the group decided at the last meeting that the
GATT Secretariat should begin collecting readily available data for sectors not
covered by the metals study. In addition, the metals study will be improved and
updated.

Work on safeguards in 1975 focused on the deficiencies of the present multila-
teral safeguard system and the need for new rules. Future work will be devoted
to the elements that should be included in a new system. In this regard. the
United States intends to table a proposal sometime later this year. At the group's
next meeting in April, studies being prepared by the Secretariat on multilateral
surveillance systems and approaches to dispute settlement will be discussed,
along with various delegations' expected submissions.

Concerning tariffs, it is expected that agreement on a basic tariff-cutting for-
mula can be reached by the early fall. The United States intends to table Its
preference for a formula at the upcoming March meeting of the Tariffs group. In-
tensive work is being done within the U.S. Government and consultations planned
with the private sector and the Congress to determine the tariff-cuting formula
that would be most advantageous to U.S. interests.

In tropical products. the United Rtntes has been engaged in extenslv bilAteral
onsultations with many LDCs which have madts tariff requests of the lynited

States on tropical products. After private sector and Congressional consultations,
the United States Intends to table its Initial offers on tropical products by March 1,
1976 in accordance with an agreement reached In the Tropical Products group last
October.

Finally. it is important to recognize that some issues (e.gr.. supply aeceq., d-
eloi1, n-making, safeguards. subsidies, dispute settlement . revision of the GATT.
etc.) are intimately related to the ongoing work of mnany of the negotiating groups
already established: others are being addressed in related fnra (e.g.. govern-
ment procurement, balance of payments. Improved consultative nroeednres): nnd
still others hive been highlighted In T.S. statements both at the MTN and el qp-
where, as requiring further consideration in the MTN (e.g.. border taxes, fair
labor standards. unethical business practices).

As partially noted above in this report on the progress and statust of the MTN.
bilateral as well as multilateral discnsslons are freuuently involved. There Iq a
general consensus among many of the M.TITN participating nations thaf theqe two-



way and three-or-more-way discussions among key developed and developing
country delegations must be increased, not only in Geneva, but in 'the various cap-itals, 1

A good example of this development is the consultation' just held by the STR
and the Geneva Deputy with top officials of the EC in Brussels, to discuss the
managenwnt of the work program for the MTN in the years ahead.

Similar discussions are being worked out between STR and representatives of
the governments of the UK, France, Canada, Japan, Mexico, Brazil and others.

The purpose of such informal meetings is to expedite the work and consensus
of the 90-nation TNC and its six working groups and seven sub-groups.

In addition, there are meetings of a group of 14 developed and developing
countries in Geneva (the so-called "Seven Plus Seven Committee"), and of tile
new 18-member GATT Consultative Group ("G-18").

STS PARTICIPATION IN MTN-BELATED ACTIVITIES

While STh's principal preoccupation during the MTN currently in progress is
with the discharge of its responsibilities as chief trade agreement negotiator for
the United States Government, this does not mean that the Office and the STR do
not participate actively In a variety of MTN-related trade matters.

For example, STR is leading U.S. participation in t-he OBCD Trade Committee
Working Party on Government Procurement. In the GATT. STR is engaged in
negotiation involving EC-EFTA "rules of origin" affecting imports. In the inter-
national Customs Cooperation Council, STR is working on customs valuation and
nomenclature.

Perhaps the best example is the role STR played in developing the trade poli-
cy recommendations and staffing the trade aspects of President Ford's recent
economic summit meeting with heads of government at Rambouillet, France.
The Joint Declaration issued following that meeting had a strong positive intli'-
ence on the December meeting of the TNC in Geneva.

One of the most important functions STR performs is to advise foreign coun-
tries well in advance of U.S. concerns regarding trade actions which they may
take, and discussing with them possible U.S. responses. An example of this is the
recent case of British import restrictions.

Also through similar discussions with our trading partners. we were able to
defuse much misunderstanding and hostility abroad surrounding the-pending
automobile dumping case, the countervailing duty case on steel, and pending
escape clause actions, such as one on footwear. This eleminated confusion and
mistaken impressions, and limited their concerns. We were able in large mensuire
to explain that the U.S. is not undergoing a wave of protectionism, but is respond-
ing In a legitimate manner to domestic complaints against unfair trade practices
abroad. We assured our trading partners that these complaints are being in-
vestigated in a fair and equitable manner, and that any actions taken in response
would be Justified and consonant with our trade policy and international
obligations.

STR has been directly involved for the past seven months in the U.S. textile
import program. In June. 1975, President Ford reconstituted a previous Special
Working Grouip on Textiles under CIEP as a new Textile Trade Policy Orroup,
chaired by the STR. This group has since met to consider several major hinter-
rational textile trade developments and issues, and will meet again early in
February. Tn Auigust. 1975. the STR appointed a new chief textile negotiator,
reporting directly to him, who was confirmed with the rank nf Minister by the
Senate last month, upon the unanimous recommendation of this Committee.

Last September and October the existing U.S.-.Japanese bilateral textile agree-
ment was renegotiated to more accurately reflect current textile trends. In
October and November we successfully negotiated bilateral agreements with
Thailand and Haiti, thus essentially completions our bilateral arrangements uin-
der the international Multifiher Arrangement (MFA). All told in IR mroths we
have negotiated 25 new bilateral textile agreements inder the MFA. ('.nsultn-
tionez havr been held on textile trade matters with Korea. Taiwan. Hong Kong
and El Salvador, and an imporant new understanding has been reached with
India.

In December informal cons ultations were begun with other textile trading na-
tirns on the renewal of time MFA. which we intend to pursue through 1076. Th.
MFA remains thie essential element In our textile import program. We hauve made
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clear that we do not Intend for it, and bilateral agreements under it, to be sub-
Ject to negotiation In the MTN.

STR participated centrally in Interagency preparalon of the draft of a new
"U.S.-Romanian Trade Agreement, and took an active role in its negotiation In
Bucharest In January, 1975. 8TR took part In consultations with the Finance and
Ways and Means Committees at various stages during the drafting, negotiation
and submission of the Agreement. The STR was the lead A dminiStiation witness
at Finance and Ways and Means consideration of the Agreement.

On December 24, 197N the Japanese Government announced that electronic
computers and perlphereals have been removed from that-nation's import quota
list. This action fulfilled a previous commitment made as a result of intensive
discussions with tile Japanese, which STR led.

As a result of a series of bilateral consultations involving STR, State and
USDA. the Canadian Government removed Its quotas on the importation of U.S.
live cattle in August, 1975, simultaneously with the removal of U.S. Import quotas
on Canadian live cattle and hogs, and pork. Both governments followed up by re-
moving quotas on fresh and frozen beef and veal on January 1 of this year, thus
restoring an open border in the trade of these items.

Another key STR function is the management of Section 301 of the Trade Act.
dealing with illegal and unfair foreign trade practices. During 1975, six cases
were Instituted under this provision. The status and progress of these has been
reported to the Congress.

STR's management of the implementation of the U.S. Generalized System of
Preferences (GSP) Is well known to the Congress and to this Committee.

This program opens a $25 billion segment of the U.S. market-some 2,700
items-to developing countries duty-free up to competitive need limitations. It
is one element in a coordinated and concerted effort by the world's industrialized
trading nations to bring developing countries more fully into the International
trading system. Along with 22 other developed countries. U.S. policy is to en;
courage developing countries to diversify their production and exports, in order
to earn their own way more competitively in world trade, thus decreasing their
need for external assistance over the long run.

Thi s should contribute to expanded market opportunities for all nations. In-
cluding the United States and help to assure U.S. access to vital supplies. Gen-
eralized tariff preferences are one way of implementing that policy. Other ways
are heing sought In the MTN.

Beginning early last year, in preparation for the initial Presidential Executive
Order designating eligible beneficiary countries, STR has consulted closely with
designated. Congressional advisers and staff. Extensive public hearings were
conducted throughout the country by the STH-chaired TPSC, as well as the
USITC. last summer to develop information and views on eligible products. The
timing of the implementation of this program also has been the subject of close
coordination and cooperation between STR and the Congress. Just this month,
STR hns published regulations governing petitions for review and changes in
the eligible product lt. Currently, we are conferring with Congressional staff on
procedures under which Executive Branch reviews are conducted regarding bene-
ficiary country eligibility status.

CONCLUSION

This report, submitted as a supplement to testimony by the STH, Amlmssador
Frederick B. Dent, at the Senate Finance Committee trade oversight hearings. Is
intended to outline and highlight the areas and functions of STR's responsibilities
in the implementation of the Trade Act of 1974.

These responsibilities Include, but are not necessarily limited to, the topics
coveretl by It-i.e., communication and liaison with Congress. the private sector
and the public: Interagency coordination of trade policy and trade action deci-
sions: the conduct of the MTN; and substantial participation in MTN-related and
other trade-related negotiations and policy development and Inllementation.

Under Section 141 of the Trade Act, and Its Implementing Presidential Execu-
tive Order (No. 1184), STR's role and functions have been significantly
expanded.

As defined in the Executive Order, the trade agreements program with which
STR Is cliqrged includes:

nll activities cour.lsting of, or related to. the negotiation or administration
of trade agreements which prinmarily concern trade'and are concluded pursuant
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to the authority vested in the President by the Constitution, Section 350 of the
Tariff Act of 1930, as amended, the Trade Expansion Act of 1962, as amended, or
the (Trade Act of 1974)."

The Executive Order also expressly provides that the STR is responsible as
chief U.S. representative in all negotiations under the trade agreements program,
and chairman of the Cabinet-level Trade Policy Committee responsible for co-
ordinating interagency trade policy views and advising the President on basic
policy issues arising under the trade agreements program.

As noted in this report, the system is working.
There -re, however areas in which STR believes improvements can be made.
In Ambassador Dent's oral statement at these hearings, he pointed out that

some private sector advisers have expressed a concern that the Government has
listened but not yet reacted to some of their advice and counsel. The STR has
taken steps to expedite "feedback" to the advisory groups, and will continue to
seek to improve the reverse flow of information and official reaction.

Also as noted in STR testimony, there is a real need in the MTN to pursue
agreements which will better rationalize world production and trade in agri-
culture, so that surplusses and shortages can be leveled off to the benefit of both
growers and consumers, worldwide.

Trade between industrialized and developing countries must be improved on
a number of fronts. We must try through the MTN to find a way of enabling
the LDCs to better earn their way in world trade, increasing their participating
in both the benefits and responsibilities of an improved trading system. Still un-
resolved is the issue of extending the benefits of GSP to members of OPEC who
did not embargo oil supplies.

The Trade Act calls for services as well as goods in world trade to be included
in the MTN. We must find appropriate mechanisms and strategies to accomplish
this objective.

We are looking to a more thorough and meaningful public discussion on the
question of extending non-discriminatory tariff treatment to trade with com-
munist countries. This should involve a re-examination of Title IV of the Act on
its merits, revealing the need for changes which will permit an expansion of
mutually beneficial East-West trade while at the same time not compromising our
humanitarian objectives. This reconsideration also should take note of the fact
that emigration from the Soviet Union, contrary to the intent of Title IV, is
decreasing.

Finally, the MTN must deal with the fact that government involvement in
private trade (and investment) has increased markedly around the world. Govern-
ment trade controls and regulation should be held to a necessary minimum.

As Ambassador Dent stated in his testimony, there i8 much work yet to be done
to improve the world trading system and U.S. trade policy mechanism in accord-
ance with the intent of Congress in the Trade Act.

We believe a good start has been made, and that we are on the right track.
The closer new relationship between Executive Branch trade policy makers and
the Congresq, the private sector and the American public should provide effective
guidance along that path. We all must continue our best efforts to make it work.

[Whereupon, at 2:45 p.m. the committee adjourned, to reconvene at
9:30 a.m., Friday, January 30, 1976.]





OVERSIGHT HEARINGS ON U.S. FOREIGN TRADE
POLICY

FRIDAY, JANUARY 30, 1976

U.S. SENATE,
CoMmiTrE ox FINANCE,

WaehingtoN D.C.
The committee met at 9:45 a.m., pursuant to recess, in room 2221,

Dirksen Senate Gftize Building, Senator Russell B. Long (chairman
of the commitee) presiding,

Present: Senators Long, Talmadge, Riblicoff, Byrd, Jr., of Vir-
ginia, Hartke, Fannin, Hansen, and Packwood.

The CHAIRMAN. The committee will come to order.
This morning, we will hear the statements of Hon. Henry Kissin-

ger, Secretary of State; Hon. Frederick B. Dent, Secretary of Com-
merce; and Hton. Richard E. Bell, Assistant Secretary for Interna-
tional Affairs and Commodity Programs, Department of Agriculture.

Mr. Secretary, we want to extend you a warm welcome. We don't
see you very often, except on television. But we want you to know that
we follow your exploits closely, wherever they may be.

Your testimony today will cover a range of international economic
issues w which affect the lives and pocketbooks of millions of Ameri-
cans, as well as our foreign policy. No democratic nation can conduct
a vigorous foreign policy with a sick domestic economy-the people
will not support it.

If we drive a hard bargain on trade and other economic issues and
achieve equity and reciprocity for our industrial and agricultural
sectors, we will be building a base of support for an open world econ-
omy. But if we trade away American jobs and farmers' incomes for
some vague concept of a "new international order," the American peo-
ple will demand from their elected representatives a new order of their
own, which puts their jobs, their security, and their incomes above the
priorities of those who dealt them a bad deal.

Senator Fannin, would you like to make some opening remarksI
Senator FANNIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I would just like to

welcome the Secretary to the meeting this morning. We are honored
to have you with us.

STATEMENT OF HON. HENRY A. KISSINGER, SECRETARY OF STATE;
ACCOMPANIED BY HON. FRED RICK B. DENT, SECRETARY OF
COMMERCE, AND HON. RICHARD E. BELL, ASSISTANT SECRETARY
FOR INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS AND COMMODITY PROGRAMS,
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

Secretary KISSINOrm. Mr. Chairman, I have submitted a statement
to the committee. With your permission, I will read parts of it, but
I will stand by the whole statement. I would like to make sure that
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the press understands that my not reading a paragraph does not mean
that I don't attach importance to it. It is done for the convenience of
the committee, if that is agreeable with you, Mr. Chairman.

The CHIRMMAN. Without objection it is so orered.-
Secretary Kxissi0tt. I welcome tkhi.'op'portitnity- to testify before

this distinguished committee whidhiplfiys such a critical role in a wide
range of international issues.

Continuing exchange between thiS" coinmittee and the State Depart-
ment is essential if our policy is to reflect tl,.tqtality of our national
interest.

I hope my testimony today will signal the beginning of a process of
more active collaboration.

Our foreign economic policies affect vitally every American: The
farmer, the workingman, the entrepreneur, and the consumer. They
affect our economic prosperity and our security as a nation.

Our economic policies are a critical element in the construction of
a stable world order. The maintenance of peace, historically a function
of our military strength, is increasingly dependent as well on our eco-
nomic strength. I

The 20th century revolution in technology, transportation, com-
munication, and world economic development has multiplied the pres-
sure points among nations and the potential for'conflict.

It has stirred a groundswell of demands from those nations and peo-
ples that have not shared fully in the world's economic progress.

It has inspired growing concern about access to the world's natural
resources and disputes over the distribution of the economic benefits
that come from these resources. Oujr economies, institutions, and daily
lives are vulnerable to the economic policies of others.

At the same time, the United States is the world's most powerful
economy. Together with" our allies among the industrial democracies,
we are the engine of global prosperity, technological innovation, and
the best hope for widening economic opportunity to millions around
the globe.

We could withstand an era of international: economic welfare bet-
ter than any. But the heritage and our aspirations demand more of us
than the mere search for survival in a world of resentment and despair.

Indeed, such a world could not but ultimately undermine the sta-
bility and peace upon which all else we seek to do in the world is based.
The prospect of our children's well.being' and for the future of the
values we cherish will be, dim unless we take the lead in seeking a new
era of international economic cooperation.

Foreign economic policy is thus a critical element in our overall
foreign policy and in the pursuit of our broadest, national objectives.

At the present time we face a series of economic challenges that must
be met if we are to have a stable world order:

One. Inflation and recession have spread throughout the world.
threatening the world's trading and financial system and the health
of our social institutions. Recovery is now underway in much of the
industrial world.

Two. The stunning increase in the price of oil has transferred mas-
sive wealth to a small group of producer countries. It has intensified
world recession, exacerbated world inflation, and created serious prob-
lems of debt, financing, and balance-of-payments adjustment.



Three. Tlepremises of the postwar economic; system are being clal-
lenged by the nations of the third world in a variety of international
bodies. Their rhetoric is often bitter and accusatory, their tactics con-
froptational, .

We must respond to these challenges firmly and constructively. The
United States must play a leading role if our basic national interests
are to be protected. If we fail to take the lead, our destiny may be de-
texmined more by the drift of events than by conscious design.

Along with pursuit of our broadest foreign policy goals, we have
very important economic interests of individual Americans to protect:

One. Our international energy policies determine whether Ainer-
icans will have regular supplies and stable prices for energy resources
so vital for our continued 'economic prosperity.

Two. Our relations abroad can provide the American farmer with
stable and growing export markets and the American consumer with
more stability in food prices.

Three. Our commodity policy can assure us of a regular supply and
reasonable prices for the critical raw, materials that we import, and
stable and expanding- markets for those that we export.

Pour. Our foreign policies in money, trade, and investment can
give growing opportunities for Americans whose livelihood depends
on expanding export markets for manufactured and technology-inten-
sive items.

Our policies can provide the American consumer a wide range of
goods and services from which to choose and protection against high
prices and the monopolistic practices of special-interest groups.

There may be occasions, however, when specific economic interests
are, in op position to our larger foreign policy goals and economic dis-
l)utcS with a particular country are in conflict with our larger foreign
pid icy interests in that particular country.

This points up tihe need for effective coordination within our Gov-
ernnment of our specific and larger policy goals.

It is not surprising that the positions of departments and agencies
may clash. Indeed, it would be strange if they did not.

Each department looks at issues from the perspective of its interests
and goals. What is necessary is to bring these conflicts to a resolution.

We have various "formal and informal mechanisms for resolution of
differences. The formal mechanisms include the Council on Interna-
tional Economic Policy, the Economic Policy Board, the National
Security Council, and the Trade Policy Committee.

In fact, interagency consultation takes place on a continuing basis
and -at all levels. The agencies try to reach agreement without burden-
ing the President needlessly. But when serious conflicts cannot be re-
solved, the President makes the decision. He does so on the basis of our
total national interest and objectives.

It has been my experience that the coordination of foreign economic
policy in this administration has been outstanding, and it is a mis-
reading of the situation to believe that occasional differences mean
disarray.

Differences lead to compromise and decision. The end result of the
process is a coherent foreign economic policy.

Our approach to foreign economic policy has three basic elements:
One. The building of stronger economic ties with our industrial

allies;
67-937O-76-8



Two. The construction of a stable and mutually beneficial economic
relationship with the Communist nations; and -

Three. Providing opportunities for the less develope4A. n4ions tq
share in both the benefits and the responsibilities of the world' 6 06nie
system. --

The meeting of the leaders of six major industrialized demnqaeies
in Rambouillet, France, last November was a significant foreign p6l1
icy event. They agreed to coordinate their economic policies prore
closely to assure a stable and durable recovery.

They confirmed their commitment to the OECD trade pledge, and
they concurred in the basic elements of an agreement on monetary re-
form that was accepted by the IMF Interim Committee in Jamaci
on January 9.

Our relations with the Communist nations can be stabilized and more
pi)ident behavior on the part of the Soviet Union and its allies can be
encouraged by closer economic -ties.

The grain agreement that we negotiated with the Soviet Union was
a major step in building a better relationship. It provides an assured
export market for our farmers. Yet, by putting our grain trade With
the Soviet Union on a more regular basis, it protects our consumers
from the wild swings in grain prices oaused by large and erratic Soviet
purchases. I

It puts the Soviet Union on notice that the economic benefits of )ur
relationship require an atmosphere of accommodation and Uinderstand-
ing between East and West"

Unfortunately, the ability of this country to use the process of nor-
malizing trade with the Communist countries as a flexible and con-
structive element in East-West relationships is reduced by the provi-
sions of title IV of the Trade Act.

These provisions, in establishng a single issue in East-West relaL
tions as the governMng condition for normalizing trade, close the door
on the use of the trade relationship over a wider range of. issues and
interests.

The relations of the industrialized with the developing world is a
problem of particular concern at the moment and our policy deserves a
fuller elaboration to this committee.

Over the last few years the industrial countries have been the object
of mounting criticism by much of the developing world, which believes
that the international economic system and the policies of the indus-
trial nations have denied them opportunities for advancement.

The hostility of some third world spokesmen and bloc voting have
made constructive discussion in U.N. forums between the industrial
and developing worlds almost impossible.

The developing countries are not a natural bloc. They comprise
more than 100 countries which differ widely in income, economic
sitruetit, and level of development.

In recent, years they have not pursued their real and varied interests
- in U.N. forums. They have combined instead to confront and accuse

the developed world of exploiting them.
The radicalization of the third world and its consolidation into an

antagonistic bloc is neither in our political nor our economic interest.
A world of hostile blocs is a world of tension and disorder. Develop-

ing countries can play a spoiler's role in the world economy, attempt-
ing to restrict the supply of critical materials, subjecting foreign
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investment to harassment and confiscation, thwarting our efforts to
restructure the world trade and monetary system. -

Clearly, it is in our national interest, and in the world interest, that
economic relations between the developed and developing nations be
conducted in a cooperative way, and that each have a realistic appre-
ciation of what can be done -to advance their mutual interests.

In addressing this problem, our objectives have -been fourfold: To
change the atmosphere in which discussions between the developed
and developing countries are held from confrontation to cooperation;
to change the substance of the discussions from ideology to considera-
tion of practical actions; to encouragethe developing countries to pur-
sue their real and varied interests .in a realistic way; and to shift the
locus of discussions and actions insofar as possible to forums in which
participants can be expected to act responsibly.

At the U.N. Special Session, we set an agenda for future discussions
l)etween the rich and the poor countries with a broad range of practical
proposals that serve the mutual interests -of both.

Our proposals were developed in consultation with 11embers of
Congress who met with me during the summer months preceding the
special session.

But I would like to take this occasion to point out that while mem-
bers of this committee were invited on a number of occasions to meet-
ings at the Department of State, of interdepartmental groups, we
neglected, partly because the Congress was in recess, to consult with the
committee as a group. I consider this a mistake which will not happen
again.

I am aware of your concern, Mr. Chairman, that we did not at that
time 4,onsult directly .with your committee, and I regret that we did
not (10 so.

Our initiatives were addressed to five areas: (1) To moderate the in-
stability in the world economy that impedes the development of the
poor countries; (2) to accelerate their economic growth by providing
improved access to capital and technology, and improvement in the
conditions of private foreign investment; (3) to make the world trad-
ing system better serve the needs of development; (4) to improve the
conditions of trade and investment in key commodities; (5) to address
the special needs of the poorest countries.

In each of these areas, we offered concrete solutions to developing
country problems that are consistent with our own economic philos-
ophy and our own economic interests.

W e tried to make the developing countries aware that the existing
economic system can further their welfare and that they have a stake
in its effectiveness.

We were, I believe, constructive and forthcoming as is fitting for a
great nation and as is necessary if we are to encourage the develop-
ing countries to look to the real, not the rhetorical world. In my
view, we achieved our objectives at the U.N. Special Session. -

The special session was an important event in the slow process of
encouraging the developing countries to pursue their varied interests
in a realistic way, but it was only a-beginning.

We need to move ahead to give effect to our initiatives, and we need
to maintain a continuing dialog with the developing world. We have
begun a new dialog with these countries- and with the oil exporting
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counfries in the Conferenco on International Economic Cooperation
which met in Paris last December.".Welok to the Conferenpe, with its four commissions on enorv, raw
materials, development, and related financial ismes, to consider Seri-
otislv manv of our 'U.N. iromosals that have -ot 'vet been imnlemented.

Unlike the broad IT.N. forums in which developing nations vastly
outnuinber the industrial democracies and vie With each other to
escalate their demands, the commissions will be small-15 members in
each-and focused on specific issues.

We think the discussions will be more balanced as a result. The
CIEC and its commissions are a 1-year experiment. The success of the
experiment will depend on the willingness of member governments to
use the commissions for discussions of practical solutions to concrete
problems, solutions that take due account of the interests of all the
countries. concerned.

We are, pursuing our special session initiatiVes and dialog in many
other apropriate forums--amona them the International Monetary
Fund, the Multilateral Trade Negotiations, the World Bank, and
producer/eons, mer commodity groups--with some success.

Thus. ti IMF. with the support of its developing as well as in-
dustrialized members. has already acted favorably on several of our
key initiatives, notably: (1) The establishment of a trust fund to
provide confessional balance of payments assistance to the poorest
countries; (2) the substantial liberalization of arrangempnts to stabi-
lize the. expmrt earnings of developing countries: and (3) increased
access to IYMF credit, from 100 to 145 percent of quota.

I would like to put some of our other initiatives, especiallv those
in the trade. commodity, investment, and energy areas, in proper con-
text by outlining the general policies that guide us in these areas.

Trade" The. -iKultilateral trade negotiations represent, a major for-
eian policy initiative. Their results will affect our relations with all
our trading partners. They will affect our domestic and intentional
prosperity.

My colleaRnies have already discussed problems and progress in
these negotiations. I would like to talk about the developing countries.
The developing countries have been playing an increasingly important
role in our trade, a fact which I believe we tend to overlok.

They now account for about one-third of our total trade and, more
importantly, for 90 percent of our total trade surpluses in recent. years.
While recession has been depressing our export of manufactures to
developed countries, our exports of these itenn to developing coun-
trieq have been increasing, supporting employment and income. in the
Upitef! States.

Central to the development objective-; of the developing countries is
expandincr markets for their exports. Without these opportunities to
earn foreieu exchange, they will not be able to continue taking an
increase ng share of our exports.

Trade, therefore, forms a vital and two-way link in our relations
with these countries. The committee, T believe, fully appreciates this
point and adopted section 106 of the Trade Act to stress the interest
we have in mutually beneficial trade agreements with developing
countriesq.

To make this a reality, however, we must also recognize that the
needs of the developing countries are different, requiring transitional
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special and differential treatment which accords with their individual
development status.
I This is the principle underlyiiig the Congress' action in extending
temporary generalized tariff pe ferences to these countries.

It is the principle I stated in the U.N. Special Session. In both
cases, account is taken of the fact that our goal is the development of
these countries to the point where they can participate more fully in
the world trading system, sharing 1'oth its rights and obligations.

Some are already nearer this point than others. The different levels
of development among these countries were taken into account by
Congress in our generalized system of preferences. In that system,
developing countries cease to enjoy preferential treatment for prod-
iicts they can sell in our market in substantial volume, as defined in
the competitive need provisions of the Trade Act, indicating that they
have become competitive as exporters of these products.

We intend to see that. similar provisions are made in other forms of
special and differential treatment which may be agreed to.

1'ith regard to our system of generalized preferences, we continue
to support amendatory *legislation, such as that which has been intro-
duced by Senator Bentsen, which would waive the OPEC exclusion
provision of title V of the Trade Act for those OPEC members that
did not participate in the 1973 oil embargo.

'ie blanket exclusion of OPEC countries has had a noticeable ad-
verse effect on our relations with important countries such as Indo-
nesia, Venezuela, and Ecuador--countries that did not participate in
the 1973 embargo, and has diminflished the overall favorable impact of
GSP on our relations with developing countries.

The GSP denial has become a major issue between the United
States and practically all of Latin America. and is by all odds the most
divisive factor in the hemisphere in the trade field; it has also affected
U.S. relations with members of ASEAN.

Furthermore, it casts a shadow on the North-South dialog that
is just beginning in the Conference on International Economic
-Cooperation.

The present provision has led to support and sympathy among other
LDC's for the OPEC countries. Amendment of the OPEC exclusion
provision is the U.S. national interest, commodities.

The United States has assumed the leadership role in the ara of
international commodity policy. The reason is clear: We are the worlFs
largest producer, consumer, and trader of commodities.

We are impoitirg an increasing amount of our raw material con-
sumption each year. It is thus in our interest to insure that commodity
markets function efficiently, that they offer incentives to plan and
invest for the future and not result in shortages and inflationary prices
tomorrow.

We have several specific concerns for which we are continuing to
develop policies.

First, as a major consumer we are concerned with security of supply
at reasonable prices. While we are not generally concerned with the
po,.sibility of successful OPEC-type action in raw materials, we can-
not ignore the possibility that unilateral attempts to leverage indus-
trial consumers are a posibility and could, in a few cases, be eco-
nomically disruptive.
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We intend to address this issue through supply access negotiations
in the MTN, as the Congress has clearly legislated.

Second, we are concerned that an uncertain investment climate in
the developing world, as well as the increasing cost of. mineral ex-
ploration and exploitation will undermine adequate private invest-
ment flows for mineral development.

Our response has been on two levels. We have expressed a willing-
,.eQs to improve the investment climate in the developing world by
discussing guidelines for the behavior of both multinationals and gov-
ernments, by calling for a multilateral investment insurance agency.
and by using what leverage we have to settle investment disputes
by third-party arbitration.We have also proposed that the World Bank-both the IBRD and
the IFC-become more involved in mineral financing in the LDC's.
These institutions would mobilize private resources, acting where nec-
essary as the middleman between foreign countries and U.S. companies.

Third, we must direct attention to those commodities whose prices
fluctuate excessively, with severe inflationary effects on our economy.

We are prepared to give consideration to means of moderating fluc-
tuations, ranging from a better exchange of information between
producers and consumers to formal arrangements in specific com-
modities where appropriate.

Fourth, we recognize that for many commodities the dominant
problem may not be volatile prices but competition from synthetics,
declining or sluggish secular demand, or overproduction as new sup-
pliers come on the market.

The remedies in such cases would be measures such as diversifica-
tion. improved productivity, or better marketing practices, each com-
modity has its particular characteristics and problems peculiar to
it and must be considered individually.

We have, therefore, proposed that there be a producer-consumer
forum for each key commodity to consider what can be done to pro-
mote the efficiency, growth, and stability of its market.

Negotiations have been completed on a new coffee agreement which
contains substantial improvements from both consumer and pro-
ducer viewpoints. We will submit this shortly to the President for
decision.

The new cocoa agreement contains insufficient protection for con-
sumers and its price provisions are too rigid. We are asking for rene-
protiation. We will shortly submit the tin agreement, which is a treaty,
for advice and consent by the Senate.

We now turn to international investment.
Transnational enterprises have been important instruments for

growth in both the industrial and developing countries.
They contribute not only scarce capital but also scarce technology,

management. and marketing skills. In recognition of these benefits,
the industrial countries, incluiding the United States, have maintained
an open policy on international investment.

The developing countries are ambivalent about private foreign
investment. They want it for the benefits it brings. but they are uneasy
about it, and in particular about the transnat'ional company which
is the major instrument for international investment, because of its
power and global outlook.
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Many of the most successful developing countries have taken ad-vantage of 'foreign private investment. In general the results have
been more rapid modernization and a strengthened private sector.

Wre remain convinced that developing countries would be well
served by offering-a secure climate for foreign investment but the
choice remains theirs, as do the costs of foregoing investment.

The benefits deriving from transnational enterprises make it impor-
tant that governments deal with legitimate concerns about these
companies.

One major concern is that these enterprises may deviate from proper
standards of business behavior. There have also been instances of
apparent disregard for national law with respect in particular to
illicit payments.

I am aware of the keen interest of members of this committee on
this issue as reflected in Senate Resolution 265.

The United States has taken the lead in dealing with these con-
ceris because of our commitment to an open international system for
investment and trade.

We are active in efforts within the OECD to work out guidelines
defining reasonable standards of business practices for transnational
enterprises.

Our delegation to the multilateral trade negotiations has also raised
this issue in that forum. Such guidelines can provide the basis for
better understanding between governments and enterprises and thus-
assist in preserving a favorable climate for international investment.
In my address to the U.N. Special Session, I said that the United
States is willing to pursue discussion of international guidelines for
transnational enterprises within the United Nations. We are willing
to address the concerns of developing countries, in particular that
transnational enterprises contribute to the development process.

At the same time, we believe that any U.N. guidelines should be
balanced. In particular they should include not only the obligations
of enterprises, but also those of governments to treat the enterprises
equitably and in accordance with international law; they should apply
equally to domestic and international enterprises, and to private and
public firms, wherever appropriate; they should stress the obligation
of all parties to carry through on undertakings freely entered upon.

ENROT

Two years have passed since the oil exporting countries sent shock
waves through the world economy -by the abrupt and enormous increase
in the price of oil. In those 2 years, we have: 1. Created the Interna-
tional Energy Agency, a potentially dynamic center for energy coop-
e 'ition; 2. Established a comprehensive emergency program to in-
crease the ability of IEA members to withstand the economic impact
of another embargo: S. Negotiated a financial support fund to meet
problems posed by the huge financial accumnulitions of the oil pro-
ducing countries; 4. Established the long-term .IEA program to accel-
erate the shift, in supply and demand-for world energy that will
eventually end our vulnerability, to arbitrary OPEC control over
world prices.

The 18 countries of the International Energy Agency are meeting
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todav in Paris on the establishment of a program for long-term coop-
cratfon in the field of energy.

This long-term program will tie together and reinforce our respec-
tive national efforts to reduce our excessive dependence on imported
oil.

The adoption of this lbng-term program will complete the basic
design for consumer country cooperation in energy, which is a central
1)ilhai of U.S. international energy policy.

Having completed this framework for cooperation among the indus-
trial democracies, we are now ready to begin a dialog with the oil
producers and the nonoil producing developing countries.

On February 11, the Energy Commission of the Conference on
International Economic Cooperation will meet in Paris under the
cochairmanship of Saudi Arabia and the United States. We approach
this dialog in a spirit of constructive cooperation, aware of our
own vital interests, but convinced that our interests and those of the
oil producers can be harmonized.

The attainment of 6ir objective of substituting cooperation for
North/South confrontation will depend importantly on the ability of
the administration and the Congress. working together, to translate
our )roposals into concrete policies and action.

We will need authority from the Congress to replenish the resources
of the regional lending institutions and to subscribe new capital to
the International Finance Corporation.

In the commodity area, we will be seeking the advice and consent
of the Senate to U.S. membership in the International Tin Agreement
and in other international commodity agreements that we determine.
are consistent with our interests.

We will be coming to this committee for implementing legislation
where such legislation is required.

In the trade area we are acting in full compliance with the letter
and spirit of the Trade Act of 1974 and our proposals will come to
the Congress in accordance with the terms of that. legislation. We will
be consulting with the Congress-and this committee on a continuing
basis.

Clearly, the success of our efforts in North/South diplomacy de-
pends on partnership between the administration and the Congress.
The role of this important committee is critical.

The success of our efforts in North/South diplomacy depends also
on more systematic efforts by us to insure that each developing country
understands that our bilateral relations with it include that countrvs
behavior toward us in international meetings, and in particular, its
votes there on issues of highest importance to us.

I have asked each of our embassies overseas to make clear to its
host government that one of the factors by which we will measure the
value which the gTovernment attnches-to %its relations with us will be
its statements aid votes on fhat fairly limited number of issues which
we indicate ore of importance to us in'international forums.

In view of the growing importance to us of certain issues, 'of both
economic and political significance, now dealt with increasingly in
multilateral forums, it muist be. expected that the United States will
be wvei,,,hina this factor more heavily in making new commitments
within bilateral relationships.
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Mr. Chairman, we have major economic interests abroad to promote,
interested on which many American jobs and American prosperity
depend.

Generally speaking, those interests are best promoted by encourag-
ing among countries the same freedom of economic exchange we have
within this country.

Because we have by far the greatest economy, only we can take
the lead in moving the international economy in this direction. We
must not fail to exercise that responsibility.

But our leadership role must not and does not prevent us from
using our. economic power to make sure that American traders and
investors get a fair opportunity.

The developing countries are a special case. If we want them to join
the open economic system of which the United States is the center, we
have to make it more accessible to them.

This is the key to the proposals I made at the Seventh Special
Session: To use new trading, investment and commodity measures
rather than large-scale new aid to accelerate their development.

These policies can bring important benefits to us: New trading and
investment opportunities for Americans and better protection against
inflation.

To developing countries the impact of these policies can be crucial,
but if it is right for us to adopt these policies, the developing countries
must realize that they are not unconditional.

They too much accept obligations as members of the international
system that grow as their economies grow.

By this approach I am hopeful that we can create between develop-
ing and industrial countries a new relationship of confidence and
equality, in which expanding investment and two-way trade will
accelerate growth in both the North and the South.

Thank you.
The CHArMAN. Senator Talmadge.
Senator TAL3fADOE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.Mr. Secretary. yesterday the Under Secretary of Commerce testified

that. we could be as vulnerable to an embargo on chromium as we were
on oil.

Why do N e support an embargo on chromium in Rhodesia when
we wind up being 100 percent dependent on the Soviet Union?

Secretary KISSINGER. The support for the embargo in Rhodesia is
based primarily upon the consideration of the impact of any I.S.
polfcv on the claims of independence by the Federal Rhodesian
authorities in the African context, and it, is not based on economic
considerations.

Senator TALMADGE. It is purely political and not economic ?
Senator KisSiNoER. It is a position that had been taken on essen-

tially foreign policy grounds, yes.
Senator TAL M ADoE. Three days ago Under Secretary of State

Charles Robinson and AsqistantSecretarv of the Treasury Parsky
told one of our subcommittees that. the OPEC rate increased accounted
directly for about one-half of the inflation in developed countries
between 1973 and 1974 and the indirect effects may even be greater.

Can you sunnlv us with the basis of these estimates?
Secretary KIssixoir. I would have to submit to you the statistics
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separately. They are based on OECD studies, and they reflect the four-
fold increase in the price of oil, which produced an increase in the price
of other products, and, therefore, had a multiplier effect.

I don't have the statistics on which they are based.
Senator TALMADGE. You think those statements are accurate; do you

not?
Secretary KISSINGER. I think they are substantially accurate; yes.
[The following material was subsequently submitted by the State

Department :]
DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

Washington, D.C., February 10, 1976.
Hon. RVSSELL B. LoNe,
Chairman, Committee on Finance,
U.S. Senate

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: During his testimony before the Committee on Finance
January 30, Secretary Kissinger indicated that the Department would provide
the Committee with additional information concerning the contribution of oil
price increases to inflation In the industrialized countries.

As Under Secretary Robinson testified before the Subcommittee on Inter-
national Finance and Resources January 26, the full impact of the oil price
increase on inflation is impossible to measure with accuracy. He referred to a
figure of 3% percent as one expert estimate of the direct impact of the increases
in the price of imported oil and the associated increases in domestically produced
energy on the consumer price level in the member countries of the Organization
for Economic Cooperation and Development. This estimate, made by the OECD
Secretariat, accounts for roughly half of the acceleratio# of the rate of increase
In consumer prices in the OECI) area between 1073 and 1974., However, the full
Impact of the oil price increase is certainly much greater-perhaps twice as
great-when the indirect effects operating through the impetus given to the
wage-price spiral and inflationary expectations are taken into account.

I hope this Information Is of use to the Committee.
Sincerely,

ROBEBT J.* MOCLOSKEY,
Assistant Secretary for Congreesional Relations.

Senator TALMADGE. When you took the initiative to establish a dialog
between the oil producers and the oil consumers, the oil producers ap-
parently insisted that the dialog take place in a broader forum, repre-
senting all developing countries, so that what started out to be a dialog
on oil became a North/South dialog between developing and developed
countries.

My questions are: What were and are your objectives with regard
to the world price of oil?

Secretary KISSINGER. Well, let me first answer the second part of
your question.

Our objectives with respect to the world price of oil are to bring about
a substantial reduction in the price of oil. However, this cannot operate
effectively until we create the objective conditions that produce the
incentives to reduce the price of oil.

This is why we have put so much emphasis behind the IEA, behind
consumer cooperation, and behind conservation in the industrialized
countries.

With respect to the conference of producers and consumers, we faced
the problem that some of these issues were necessary to be discussed in
some respects. We thought it was in our interest to move them out of a
large forum, such as the United Nations. where the bloc voting and
ideological rhetoric would be dominant, into a forum in which they
could be addressed at a more technical level.
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Second: While the original proposals, and especially those of the
radical countries of the developing world, were to have one grand
conference in which all these issues would be discussed simultaneously,
we have insisted there be separate negotiations in separate forums, so
energy has its own forum and other issues are discussed in separate
commissions with a composition that gives us a much better oppor-
tunity to bring to bear technical and substantive considerations that
would not be so dominant in the previous forum in which these discus-
sions took place.

With respect to energy, we considered the price of energy too. high.
Senator TALMADOE. Don't you believe a reduction in the price of

energy" can be achieved by a North/South dialog?
Secretary KISSIN-GER. I don't believe the price of energy can be re-

duced by a dialog until the objective conditions are created that will
produce incentives for the..eduction of the price.

Dialog by itself, either in economics or in any other field, can achieve
nothing without objective conditions.

Senator TATANIADG.. Do you think the OPEC nations in the foresee-
able future will reduce their price of oil ?

Secretary KissrNoER. It depends on what we do, not simply on the
basis of conversations.

Senator TALMADOE. What do you mean by "What we do"I
Secretary KissI-.ER. If the consuming countries ean develop ade-

quate or suibstantial programs of conservation, if they can develop
substantial new sources of energy, if they can reduce their dependence
on imposed oil, then the marke.t. conditions will shift. As the market
conditions shift. it. may be possible to negotiate either a lower price
with all of the OPEC nations, or a lower price with particular OPEC
natiol.s which are under greater pressure than some of the others.

Senator TALMADGE. That would essentially bring into play the law
of supply and demand, I take it?

Secretary KISSINGERM. That is tfie strategy.
Senator TALMADGE. W1 hat is our current dependence on imported

oil? If it. grows to 50 percent, is there any limit on how high the inter-
national price can go?

Secretary KissxoEr,. 1 think right now it is about. one-third, but it
is increasing. As our dependence increases, one has to say that our
bargaining position declines.

Senator TALMAIXE. It will get up to 50 percent by 1980, will it not,
or thereabouts?

Secretary KissiNG ERG. That is the direction, yes.
Senator TALUADGE. Unless we do more toward conserving energy

and developing alternative resources?
0 Secretary KISSNGER. That is correct. As our dependence increases,

Senator, I would agree with you, unless somebody else's dependence
(lecluwld markedly. As our deipendlence increases, our ability to affect
the price of oil decreases as well.

Senator TALMADGE. The special negotiations are taking place in
Geneva, now, and so we see the President's Special Trade Representa-
ti%-o here today, and we are happy to have him with us.

Secretary Kissix'on1l. Keep an eye on him.
Senator TAL UAME. They' are negotiating with the lesser developed

countries in Paris. and the Treasury is negotiating on monetary affairs
in Jamaica and so on.
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I am a little confused about all this. Who in the administration
decides what subjects will be discussed, in what forum, and how all
these pieces, are drawn together to make a coherent international
economic policy for the United States.

Secretary KIssiMoR. I think one has to say in candor that the
negotiating responsibilities of various agencies developed as a result
of tradition, and sometimes in part. as a result of congressional desires
to create particular instruments with specific legislative functions.

So, it is true that various departments are negotiating in the
economic field with a general division that those in which foreign
policy considerations have a greater role are negotiated, perhaps, by
the State Department, while others in which, for example, Treasury
has had. a traditional role, such as in international finance, would be
negotiated by the Treasury Department. The trade area is subsan-
tially under STR.

In terms of coordination, I would like to repeat what I have said
earlier. Despite the fact 'that the formal machinery is less elaborate
than it is in the national security field, I would say it would work
perhaps somewhat better, maybe because of that.

On every major issue that' we have had, say, in prepara:tion of the
Rambouillet Conference-and I would say even in preparation for
these hearings-all of the economic agencies get together and have
extensive discussions as to the major influence of'the policy we should
be pursuing. Who is technically in charge of one or the other is really
le.s decisive than the fact that the exchange on an "informal" basis
among the agencies with an interest in the foreign economic field-
especially in the last 2 yeais-has been extraordinarily easy, both on
the human level and on the practical level.

This doesn't mean there aren't occasional disagreements. It, does
mean that everyone has a chance at presenting his point of view, and
that the few disagreements that survive this process are taken to the
Prvident. and resolved by him.

Senator TALMADG..-YOU think we do have adequate -bordination,
then, between the various agencies?

Secretary KissixoF.Et. I really do.
Senator TALMADOE. One final question: Would you please sum-

marize the principal objectives as you conceive them to be of U.S,
foreign economic policy toward the developing world.

)o we seek assured access to supplies?
Ts it vour purpose to transfer resources to poor countries?
Js political stability your primary goal
Would you give us your relative priorities that you attach to these

matters?
Secretary KIssixoER. We have many considerations, some economic

and some of a foreign policy nature. n the economic field assured
access to supplies, especially of raw materials for the United States,
is going to be of increasing importance in the decades ahead.

At the same time, we are also interested in an international en-
vironment in which issues are handled by means other than constant
confrontation. We are trying to discourage the organization of blocs
which determine both the economic and the .foreign policy decisions
of a large area of the world.
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We have, therefore, tried to avoid the abstract debate on whether
we are creating a, new economic order.

As far as the United States is concerned, we, -of course, stand for
the free market system. What we have attempted to do is create a series
ofconcrete economic issues which will put an emphasis on technical
competence and on the substance related to these issues rather than on
political bloc organization.

WVe supportedthis approach toward commodity discussions, rather
than a general commodity negotiation.

Political stability in othvr countries is an interest of ours, but it is
not the overvhelnming interest.

As for the transfer of resources, we believe that the transfer of
resources through AID must play and will play a diminishing role
in the process of development. We would prefer to see development
occur through the encouragement of a growing world economy in
which the developing countries participate.Senator 'AL 4~.~x~i. Thank you, Mr. Secretary.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Hansen?
Senator IHANsEN. Dr. Kissinger, on behalf of Senator Curtis of

Nebraska. who is unable to be here today, I have some questions that
he has asked me to submit tW you.

Do you regard the grain produced in the United States as Govern-
nient property, or is it property belonging to private citizens?

Secretary K'ssixonn. I was going to say it proves that man cannot
escape his destiny. [Laughter.] I believe'that grain produced in the
United States is, of course, private property. But I also believe--since
I know where these questions are headed [laughter]-thnt the
(economic resources of the United States are a reality, and an asset in
the contemporary conduct of foreign -elations. We have to take them
into accoult.

I (to not challenge that tly are the private property of those who
have produced it.

Senator HANSEN. If action is taken on the basis of authority in the
Constitution. isn't the Executive bound to exercise that authority in
accord with duly enacted statutes?

Secretarv Kissi.NGi. Undoubtedly.
Senator'1LANsEN. Is not the export of grain foreign commerce?
Secretary KIssINoEn. I would assume so.
Senator IIA.NSEN. Does not article I of the Constitution give to the

Congress the power to regulate foreign commerce?
Secretary KIsINGER. I am no expert on constitutional theory.

Though I would not. wish to be involved in a constitutional argument,
all of this sounds reasonable to me. rLaughter.]

Senator -ANISEN. When the flow of grain to Russia and Poland was
interrupted, under what authority did. the U.S. Government take
action?

Secretary KissI GmE". SomebQdy just handed me. a note telling me the
legal author ty. But, let me tell you the considerations that were in the
President's mind. I may say, if I don't get a reaction from my friend
to the left here, that it was our impression that-.we were working
with the agreement and the closest cooperation of the Dep)artment of
Agriculture.

Now, let me explain what our considerations were.
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We confronted in the early part of December the prospect of mas-
sive and potentially disruptive purchases of grain by the Soviet Union
of a nature that would affect the interests of our consumers, and
could affect the interest of countries that have been traditional and
constant purchasers not only in years of emergency. It would have a
potential, therefore, of considerable economic dislocation.

AXt the point when it was our judgment that supplies in the rest of
the world remained only marginal, so that we were not interrupting
purchases from the United States, we attempted to see whether through
voluntary restraints we could achieve some stability for our consumers.
Above all we attempted to use this situation to obtain a long-term
agreement which would, over the period of its life, give much greater
stability to our program by requiring the Soviet Union to purchase
grain not just in years of shortage, with massive disruptive effect, but
on a long-term basis.

Therefore, we discussed a program of voluntary restraint, as a re-
sult of which we obtained an agreement for 5 years. We believe it will
be of much greater long-term benefit without, "in our judgment., affect-
ing the sales of the current crop, simply postponing it. Because of our
analysis of the market conditions, this was the theory which we were
following.

It was not legislated. It was a program of voluntary restraint.
Senator HANSIEN. Certainly I -n't speak for Senator Curtis, but it

seems to me mybe you have given the rationale for your actions rather
than to cite the authority under the law-

Secretary KiSSINMER. The Export Administration Act provides au-
thority to limit exports, but we didn't invoke it. We did it on the basis
of voluntary restraint.

Senator HANSEN. Where did Russia buy grain during the weeks that
the U.S. citizens were stopped from shipping grain?

Secretary KissiNGER. We believe that the grain that Russia pur-
chased during the weeks that American citizens did not sell grain would
have been purchased by the Soviet Union in any event.

Since the ending of the voluntary restraint, the Soviet Union has
placed orders for something like 3 million tons, and a few hundred
thousand tons in recent days. So according to our analysis this pro-
gram of voluntary restraints to help consumers, to help our treditional
customers, and to induce a long-terni agreement which would be of
great benefit to our farms, has not reduced sales and for that matter
has not reduced prices.

Senator HANSEN. Was there any time during 1975 that there was an
actual shortage of any grain in the United States for domestic pur-
poses ?

Secretary KISSINGFR. To the best of my knowledge, no. You would
know this.

Mr'. BELL. No.
Senator HANSEN\. Did the Secretary of Agriculture approve in writ-

ing the interruption of the export of'grain any time in 19715?
Secretary KISSINGFR. The only issue on which the Secretary of

Agriculture disagreed during 1975 was on voluntary restraint of sales
to Poland. which were only about 2 or 3 weeks, and which, in any
event, resulted in the sale otthe amount that was under negotiation.

This was simply a part of the Soviet negotiations, and any of you
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who know the Secretary of Agriculture will agree that his opposition
does. not take the most. restrained and silent forms. [Laughter.]

SQ, the President was well aware of the view of the agricultural
community when he made his decision.

Senator HAwsEN. You probably anticipated my last question: Who
made the announcement of the stoppage of grain shipments to Poland?

Secretary KISSINGER. I am not sure any formal announcement was
ever made. If my recollection is correct, it was a matter of only, at
most, 3 weeks. There was no announcement.

Senator HANSEN. It was stopped ?
Senator KISSIYoNER. Well, it was discouraged. [Laughter.]
Senator HANSEN. Was the Secretary of Agriculture informed of this

before it was announced?
I think you said-
Secretary KISSIvoNER. It was never announced. I was present at the

meeting where the President made that decision, and the Secretary
of Agriculture, believe me, was heard.

Senator HANSEN.. The first round has ended, Mr. Secretary.
[Laughter.]

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Ribicoff.
)enator RIBICOFF. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Secretary, in connection with Arab boycott of American
firms-

Secretary KissINGER. Sir, I didn't hear you.
Senator RmiicoFF. In connection with the Arab boycott of American

firms, the President made a strong statement committing his admninis-
tration to opposing the boycott last November.

Recently, the Justice Department filed suit against the Bechtel
Corp. for alleged antitrust violations stemming from possible com-
pliance with the boycott,

Do you think Bechtel is being singled out, or do you think other firms
should be prosecuted as well?

Secretary KISSINGER. Well, I simply do not know enough about the
legal situation to make a judgment. I would assume that the law that
applied to Bechtel should apply to all corporations, and I would as-
sume that the Justice Department, in bringing the suit against Bechtel,
is trying to establish a precedent which it then can apply in other
similar circumstances. But I am not familiar with the legal aspects
of the matter.

Senator RICOFF. Can you, then, explain why the State and Com-
merce Departments, testifying before the House International Rela-
tions Subcommittee on Trade and Finance last March and again this
past December, stated that action against a secondary boycott should
only be taken in the context of an overall political settlement in the
Middle East.

Weren't these officials from your Department really saving that the
United States should live with the Arab boycott, which has had a
direct impact on our commerce and our international trade?

Secretary KISSINGER. Of course, with respect to boycotts in general,
its use is a method not totally unknown to American democracy. It is
one that we have applied in a number of instances.

The-case which you mention deals, however, with secondary rather
than primary boycott.
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There is no question that from th6 point oi view of foreign policy-
and I am not making a legal point here-our relations with Saudi
Arabia and other oil-producing countries are of considerable impor-
tance and, therefore, when the Department of State is asked about its
opinion with respect to the foreign policy of nations and certain ac-
tions, it must state candidly that the impact on our relations with Saudi
Arabia can be unfortunate and probably will be unfortunate in some of
these cases.

That does not, however, mean that foreign policy considerations
should override provisions of our law, and, as I understand it, the
Justice Department is proceeding with these cases in pursuance of its
conception of the requirements of the law.

Senator RinicorF. Am I correct that after the Justice Department
filed suit in the Bechtel case the State Department tried to have the
suit. delayed for foreign policy reasons?

You have stated the foreign policy objectives. Do you now support
the President and the Attorney General in feeling that the Bechtel
case should proceed as fast as possible?

Secretary Kissixonm. First of all, with respect to the suit, I am asked
by the Attorney General, prior to the filing of the suit, about the foreign
l)olicy implications, and with respect to timing and other matters.

I had to give my candid opinion that while I had no jurisdiction
over the filing of suits, I had to state that the impact on foreign policy
would not be helpful.

However, I did not couple this with any particular request. I pointed
out that Assistant Secretary Atherton was going to Saudi Arabia with-
in a 2-week period and that it would be helpful from a foreign policy
point of view if he could explain the considerations that led to the
formal filing of the suit.

After Assistant Secretary Atherton returned, I told the Attorney
General that we had no legal standing in relation to the suit, and told
him about our U.S. foreign policy implications. We did not request
that the suit not be filed.

Of course. I support the Attorney General's determination of what
the law requires.

Senator Rnicorr. Mr. Secretary, I understand that the discussions
between the United States, the Soviet Union on an oil agreement
began this week in Washington.

Is t hat correct? -

Secetary KISSNGER. That is correct.
Senator RirIcorF. If a United States-Russian oil agreement is

reached, do you not agree that it will affect all trade between the
United States and the Soviet Union?

Secretary KIssiN.GER. Certainly.
Senator RIBIcoFF. Won't such an agreement be a trade agreement?
Se-cretary KissINGER. Well, there is another school of thought that

would hold it to be an energy agreement, and yet another school of
thought that would hold it to be a commodity agreement.

Senator Rmicorr. But if it is energy or commodities, it is certainly
involved in trade, whatever you call it'; whether it is an energy agree-
ment or a commodity agreement, it is still a trade agreement.

Your whole testimony here today involved commodities and energy.
Wouldn't it be a trade bill?
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Senator RIBICOFF. All right. "Under those circumstances, shouldn't

this agreement, if an agreement is'reache!, be submitted t# Congress
under ti expedited procedures ii' the Trade Act f

'Secretary'K IsbsoER. Well, it: willnot involve tariffs and those mat-
ters that have been generally considered part of trade agreements, but
I frankly haven't thiou git through' this particular question.

Senator RIBICOFF. Well, yoit have a tolh problem, because I think
one of the problems you Will have, Mr. Secretary, with the Finance
Conimittee--and I: at-not speaking for the chairman-is that there
has been a complete: neglect on the part of theState Delartment of
the implications of the Trade Act, andl the State Department has a
low degree of acceptability in this committee, which is indicated time
and time again all-through the Trade Act, and it was ironical to read
Your statement,j'Continuing change between th s committee and the
State DPaitmeht is eszentia4 if our policy is to reflect totality of our
national -interest."

You, yourself, I think, canceled out somie sik appearances before
this committee. In writing the Trade Act, we refply nailed into it the
requirement that you come b-fore this committee, the CongTess, and
the Ways and Means Commitee, wihen you have trade matters.

If you enter a deal with the Soviet Union on oil and you say you
don't have to come before us for approval of. commodity agreements,
-then how do you expect to come before Congress asking us to appro-
priate money and implementing legislation to carry them out?

'I think this is matter that should be given very careful considera-
tion by the State Department.

Secretary KIssINGER. Senator, I have already expressed my regret
about the difficulties that arose on those occasions, which were partly
due to the fact that the Senate was not in session as we were preparing
for the Special Session.

We did invite, membersl-this-eommittee, but not the committee as
an institu on, to several of the preparatory meetings-of the delegation.

During October when this committee was most seized with this
issue, I was testifying every day before other congressional commit-
tees on the Sinai Agreement, and the reason for these repeated can-
cellations was not lack of respect for this committee but because the
hearings on the Sinai Agreement were much more protracted than

. anybody foresaw at the time we launched into them.
Therefore, they took practically all of my time.
I take your point that there should be closer cooperation. It is our

responsibility-to take that step, and we will consider the points which
you have made

Senator RIBC0FF. Your own statements have often referred to the
seamless web of international relations and no issue can be looked at
in isolation in negotiating with another nation.

In this connection, how do you go about l ing issues. Do you try
to use leverage in one area to gain concessions in another?

The reason I ask this, is that the impression we have is that you deal
with economics on an ad hoc basis without a grand strategy that you
always seem to apply to geopolitics.

The negotiations on safeguards for nuclear technology exports have
happened in one place while economics take place all over the map,

67-937-70- 9
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and the consuner-prodgcer dialog in Paris, in the GeneraJ Assmbly,
in Unctad, in Geneva, in London, and bilaterals.

Everyone seems to be, going in different dir.ctio en. iise thi5, t0o,
when you go abroad and you talk to ambassadors or men involved ii
economics in special agencies, that no one seems to know What anyone,
else is doing in related fields.

Maybe this is your intention. H4ow would you explain your grand
strategy when it comes to economic problems?

Secretary, KissixGFa . I think, Senator. you should distinguish .be-
tween the execution of policy,,whichi is often fragmented in the politi
cal as well as the economic field, and has to be fragmented in the nature
of things to specific individuals or agencies that hiav a special respon-
sibility, from the overall economic or from the overall strategy.

What we generally do on every issue of major importance, in the
political as wvell as in the economic field, is to constitute a group as so1
as we begin to address the issue, as, for example, in the case of energy.

When we prepared for' the Washington Energy Conference 2 years.
ago-which I think has had outstanding successes; I consider the
cooperation achieved at the lEA one ofthe major t'hings-we got
together the Treasury and practically all of the economic departments.
Over a period of 6 weeks, we worked out an overll strategy, and-in
the whole we are still following it, sometimes adjusted to particular
conditions.

In preparation for the Rambouillet meeting-to take a more recent
example-we organized a Cabinet-level steering group where we an

Treasury were represented, backed, up by a working group that met all
day. We produced all the papers that were going, to be presented at
that conference.

The specific execution of these decisions was left to individual de-
partments §6 that, for example, at Rambouillet, Secretary Simon took
the lead role in the negotiation on financial matters.

Other agencies took the lead role in negotiation of other matters,
but the fact was that every position we had at Rambouillet was a Joint
product of a working group and of a Cabinet-level group, and was
examined by the President in great detail.

Therefore, I am not so bothered by the fact that one-negotiation may
o conducted by one agency and another may be conducted by a differ-

ent one. because basically we are trying to develop an overall policy
in tle closest, coordination between all of the economic agencies.

Senator RIBICOFF. Thank you very much. I think my time is up.
I would like to have the privilege of submitting other questions in

writing.
Thi Ch.IM. Without objection, it is so ordered.
Senator RimcoiFF [presiding]. Senator Packwood?
Senator P.wKiWooD. fr. Secretary, when we passed the Trade Act,

there was complaint from Americai- businessmen about the lacc of
consultation and a feeling that they were given short shrift for diplo-
matic lpurposes.

We fried to write into the act some strong provisions that trade
associations would be consulted by the special trade representatives
and others, and I will say to Mr. Dent's credit that we have heard
nothing but good reports about the consultations you had, and th6
communities seem pleased.
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Mr. Secretary, do you share that view in terms of multilateral and
bilateral trade agreements?,

Secretary KissiNoER. I share it strongly. On the one hand, we are
constantly being told we should use the economic strength of this
Nation in achievng national objectives.
. On the other hand, when you do that, it is obvious that you can do
it only by putting some restraints on the unrestricted exercise of. that
economic power, because otherwise it no longer is a tool Qf policy.

You will have seen recently that, on the one hand, we are told that
we are not conducting an adequate policy with respect to Angola,
because we are not cutting off wheat siles.

But, on the other hand, we get the line of questioning that Senator
Hansen conducted on behalf of Senator Curtis, when, in order to
achieve an outcome which we thought was primarily beneficial to the
farmers by giving them long-term stability in a market, and we have
a temporary voluntary restraint, we are then accused of not taking
into consideration or interfering with the free market. '

I am not complaining, but I am pointing out the various considera-
tions. I agree that Various economic interests should have an oppor-
tunity to be heard.

S nator PACKwooD. Good.
Can you tell me specifically which trade association groups were

involved in the long-term grain agreement with Russia?
Secretary KISSINGER. That Would not be handled by my Department.

.Ma'..be Mr. Bell would discuss this.
Mr. BFiiL. There was no consultation, Senator-
Senator PACKWOOD. That is what I thought.
Mr. BELL [continuing]. Because of the nature it unfolded in.
Senator PACKWOOD. There was no consultation with any grain trade

association in this country, was there?
Mfr. BELL. No, sir,
Senator PACKWOOD. So, when the committee and this Congress

passes an act that gives them a chance to be heard, they are not con-
sitted. That. is what I thought.

Can we go back to the 1972 Russian grain purchase? The reper-
cussions didn't really hit on that until 1973 when we discovered that
we sold a lot of grain and then the inflationary impact hit us in 1973,
and I think at that time when we imposed, the soybean export it
added-to the detriment of Japan and not Russia, which didn't do
much to help our relations with Japan, I think-tremendous con'
sumer reaction to high beef prices and feed grain prices.,

Now, with that background, the 1972 grain sale to Russia and the
political consequences of that, the 1973 soybean embargo, we put into
the Export Control Act in 1974, the following language:

The authority conferred by this section shall not be exercised with respect to
any agricultural commodity without the approval of the Secretary of Agriculture.

The Secretary of Agriculture shall not approve the exercise of such authority
with respect to any such commodity In any period for which the supply of such
commodity is determined by him to be in excess of the requirements of the
domestic economy.

Last year, we grew about 2.1 billion bushels of wheat and used
750,000 or 800,000 bushels domestically. You indicated we had no
shortage.

Mr. Secretary, when you were faced with this situation, Where you
looked for a temporary limitation on the export of wheat, the Con-
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gress indicated that they did nt, want to have t linitatiowunlss there
was a domestic sho supply, and you had-to findaw.y, of getting
around the cngresmonal'intent.

Secretary Kisso-Noim It wasn't a question, of getting around the
congressional intent; it was, a question of the Preident having con-
cluded that a, certain course was in the national. interest, and talking
to American citizens to convince them of the wisdom of this course.

If they had refused, he had no authority to compel them;
Senator PACEXWOOD. Is that 'what yoM maean by voluntary restraints?
Secretary Kssmcopn. That is correct'
Senator PACKWOOD. Tley vohntarily aged not to export the grain I
Secretary Kissxo ta. The farmers achieved; in our- judgment, all

the sales they wet-e going to achieve anyway, and the. restraint, the
voluntary restraint, was not carried out.-

It was not intended to be implemented until a judgment had been
made as to overall market conditions, in which'it was the conviction
of the Secretary of Agriculture, who knows the subject, that it would
not hurt the sale of Amfterikan agricultural products.

Senator PACKWOOD. In conclusion, what you are saying is tlis, that
there was no embargo, that farmers voluntarily restrminedA themselves
from exporting

Secretary KlSSINER. T am saying that in working with the grain
companies, we achieved a voluntary restraint.

Senator PACKWOOD. The grain companies?
Secretary KissiNOER. That is correct.
Senator PACKWOOD. You made reference to the opening of the In-

ternational Energy Agency meeting today.
Secretary KiSSI oR. Yes.
Senator PACKWOOD. Would the American position at that meeting

be an effort to achieve a minimum floor?
Secretary KISSiNGER. The American position has been to negotiate

a minimum sale contract price on oil, yes.
Senator PACKWOOD. Does Secretary Simon know about it?
Secretary KssiNGEm. To the best of my knowledge. He has repre-

sentatives on all of the groups that have worked this out, and I think
he is aware of it.

Senator PACKWOOD. As far as these specific meetings are concerned,
he did not know there would be an effort made again to try to achieve
a minimum floor ?

Secretary KIsxGER. It is reassuring to know that the Treasury
bureaucracy slips up sometimes.

Senator PACKWOOD. Let me ask you this: Assuming you achieve
the minimum floor of $6 or $8, or wherever you .put it, and then the
world price slips below that, what is going to be the authority of the
executive that you enforce a $7 floor, or whatever the minimum may
be?

Secretary KsIINGER. Of course, you realize that a $7 price. when we
reach that point, will put us in a happier world than we are in today.

Senator PACKWOOD. I don't mean $7 specifically. I am curious where
the authority comes from to enforce any floor.

Secretarv KissixGEr. This will be an overall program, of coarse.
and will then have to be ratified by the constitutional processes of each
country. Therefore, each country that does not have the authority to



lmplhneut it wilL htve to get tlherf &tority, it req rs frm wlatev:r
constitutionW- :proeeas -it: has,r aid wIint v ,I ent it unti legal
authorityI6 rpatd;

Senator PACKWOOD. In your estimatiQn -will p minimum floor requireea cofirnnmtouby this Coage :I ,..., ; ,'.- ,,.S oretary. XwizoM ,Qe; in order to bnup,emnd i would, yes.

Senator PAciwooD. Thank you. I have no other questions.
Senator Rimw?. Senator Byrd. ,
Senator HAmRY F. BYRD Jr. Thank you, N Oqh. ..rman.
The trade bill and the EXport-lmport Bonkbill both provide.tor a

ceiling of $800 million on Export-Import Bank loans to Russia.'
Do you or the State Department have an intention of seeking any

change in that ceiling?
Secretary KissiNGER. We have opposed the ceiling in the past,
Senator HARRY F. ByRi, Jr. I didn't understand you.
Secretary KissINGER. We did not favor the ceiling in the past and

we think it has deprived us of important leverage in our relationships.
We have in general been in favor of modifying the various restric-

tions that have been'tied to emigration questions.
Senator -LRRY F. ByRD, Jr. This is aside from it'---
Secretary KissixGim. It is aside from it, but it was conceptually

related to it.
At the same time, we had originally intended to move more actively

to consult with the Congress to see whether the modifications of either
the credit issue or the trade issue, or at. least one or the other, might be
possible.

I think in view of the situation in Angola, this is not an appropriate
moment to come before the Congress with such a request.

Senator HARRY F. BiiRD, Jr. So. it is not your intention, then, to
seek a change in the $300 million ceilingI

Secretary KISSIOF.R. Not in the immediate future, not unless the
political environment changes.

Senator HARRY F. Bmn, Jr. If you change your mind, would you
let the Senator from Virginia know, because I have-an interest in this
matter being the sponsor of both amendments.

Secretary KISSINGER. From my knowledge of the Senator from
Virginia, it would be extremely difficult- to keep it from him.
[Laughter.]

Senator HARRY F. BYRD, Jr. Mr. Secretary. given the huge sales of
teclmological products and skills to Communist, countries. do you
feel there is a growing risk of transfer of technology with implicatiois-
for national defense?

Secretary KissiNomG I keep reading these comments in the press,
and I have asked for a study so that I can get a clearer understand-
ing of just what it encompasses.

My impression is that as far as the United States is concerned, our
contribution to the transfer of technology to the Soviet Union is a
relatively small part of the overall picture.

The largest trade of the Soviet Union now is with Western Europe
and Japan. The credit from those areas, while we are limited to $300
million, approaches $10 billion. Where our credits have always been
tied to specific projects so that we could control, by decision, the
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transfer of technology and .the nature- of the enterprise, the credits of
others are open ended and can -be used much more flelibly. .:

So, I thi k we do not face primarily a United States problem.S onato r R A RY F . B Y R , J r. -f ee., . - , .. : . -

Secretary .KXiixo!. But we will 'hawv-better information 'about
thatin a few weeks, and I will then:be;able'o give you Mo- accurate
answersm

Senator HARRYF. BYRD, Jr. I suppose, then, by -follow-up questions
would need to wait for those 2 weeks,.:

Mr. Secretary, the defense-budget, which has just been submitted,
assumes a SALT' Agreement. The budget is ba upon tlit assmp.
tion I - 1 .1 -:. -

Secretary KssoEn. Yes.
Senator HARRY F. BYRD, Jr. To me that suggests an agreement al-

ready has been reached, or that our negotiators are determined to
make concessions to achieve an agreement.

Would you comment on thatI
Secreta- KIssrGER. I think both of these assulmptions are incor-

rect, sir.
An agreement has not been reached. Our negotiators are not deter-

mined to make concessions that are against our interests or to reach
an agreement.

W have a clear idea of the limits beyond which we will not. go. and
if we cannot get an agreement within these limits, then there will not
be an agreement. Under those conditions we would have to come back
to the Congress and ask for supplemental funds for the strategic
budget.The worst situation would be to have a military budget basd on one
set of assumptions, and no SALT Agreement. so that any gaps that
exist will widen, and we will have to face the fact that in the absence
of the SALT Agreement we will have to ask for additional resources
for our strategic forces.

Senator HARRY F. BYRD, Jr. I must say .it seems to me strange to
base our defense budget on an assumed agreement with a potential
enemy without whom it wouldn't be necessary to have such a heavy
defense budget.

Secretary KiSSnOFR. Well, we have a sutlplementarv budget which
we are prepared to put forward. We have the figures of what would be
required in the judgment of the President and his principal advisers
should it become apparent later on this year that an agreement is not
achievable.

Senator HARRY F. ByRD, Jr. Isn't it correct that the budget is based
on the assumption that there will be an agreement?

Secretary KiS8rWOi.R. It is based on the assumption that there will
be an agreement partly because the issues have been narrowed signifi-
cantly and one can imagine the direction in which an agreement would
be sought.

Senator A.nRY F. ByRD. Jr. You have been saving that the Russians
made "all the concessions" in the SALT IT. That seems to me
astonishing.

Secretary KCssI,,-oEn. That is also not a correct. statement. I said the
Soviets over the past year have made some significant concessions.

For example, the agreement not to count forward-based systems; the
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agreement on a' ceiling for strategic'forces which is below that of the
Soviets, of the total that the SwViets now havq, but above that which
we ham, so that this will require reduoions by the Soviet' Union of
several hundred units to reach the 'agred ceilings , the acceptance by
the Soviet Union of the counting rules that we have asked for in
relation to the counting of MIRV's.These are significant concessions.

Also, I would be the first to say that even with these concessions wo
cannot settle on the present position, and that further considerations
tid negotiations will be necessary.

Senator HAxinn F. BYRD, J' A'16t of Americans are asking what the
United States is getting out of detente. Ve feed Russia; Russia sup-
ports OPEC; Russia intervenes in Portugal and Ango1a; Russia
builds up its first strike capacity, and I am wondering if you could
give us some concrete examples of how detente is working for the
American citizen.

Secretary KISSxx-GEn. First of all, Senator, the question is: What is
meant by dtente ?

This is the first issue that has to be addressed.
What we understand by the condition which has been described as

detente, is a constant realization of the fact which cannot be avoided
by American policy-that the Soviet Union, as a result of technologi-
cal and industrial growth, has emerged for the first time in the 1970's
to the level of super power status.

In the 1950's and 1960"s the superiority of American strategic forces
was so overwhelming that the Soviet U'nion was not really in a posi-
tion of equality. If you combine the destructivenesss of nuclear weap.-
ons with the growth of technology, then an upper limit is reached above
which military superiority loses a great deaf of its traditional mean-
ing. This means the regulation of our relationships with the Soviet
Union is a different matter than it was in the 1950's and 1960's.

This is a fact that no American administration will be able to avoid.
Second, the United States seeks to do two things concurrently: On

the one hand, we are cognizant of the fact that in the past, wherever
another superpower emerged, the relationship between it and the es-
tablished countries was invariably settled by war, either by the es-
tablished countries trying to reduce the eniergency of the superpower
or by the superpower trying to seize something from the established
countries.

Under the present conditions, where nuclear war will mean casual-
ties probably involving hundreds of millions on both sides, any na-
tional leader must do everything lie can to avoid recourse to that con-
tingency. We have an obligation to try to build a new international
relationship which overcomes some of the traditional patterns.

On the other hand. while building this new international relation-
ship, we cannot permit, and we are etermined to resist, the expansion
of the Soviet sphere by military power. Therefore, where the Soviet
I union has attempted to expand.'such as in Angola, or where the Soviet
Union has launched political offensives, such as in Portugal, the
United States has resisted and has resisted with great determination.
and if I can be candid, not all of this with the support of the Congress.

So, we face a dual problem, as I have pointed out.
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* Now, when you conceive 4tente in the wr I lay odescribed it, it
is not a favor ,we do the oyief n V i. neoLest Of co1niporary
international poiics. am t siprsea tht SoviO p.ower continuets
to grow, partly as a result ot their ideology, partly as a )reslt of the
evolution of industry and technology. We Ca1nnOt prevent the gowth
of Soviet power. What we can prevent is tle usesto Which ths power
is put, and that requires that we keep our strength up and that When
there is a utilization of this power, directly or indirectly, we rwjist as
a united people.

Now, we don't look at the Soviet rain deal as a question of feeding
Russia. We have discussed what happened in 1972 in. this committee
before. I am talking now about the reason 1ehindit. Some of tlw ques-
tions that we were asked in this committee ii~dicated the pressures that
exist on the administration.

We have attempted to strike a balance between lhe concerns of onr
farmers and the long-term requirements of American policy, by pre-
venting disruptive Soviet incursions into our market s, and by putting
an upper limit, beyond which the Soviet purchases cannot take place
without additional discussions with our Government.

So, what we have gotten out of this relationship is a method, for
regullating a condition, on which the survival of civilization could well
depend, by methods less catastrophic than nuclear war, while retain-
ing the option which is essential to resist the expansion of Soviet
power, provided we can get enough concessions to do it.

Senator HARRY F. BYRD, Jr. Thank you, Mr. Secretary. MIy time has
expired.

Senator RiBicopr. Senator Fannin?
Senator FANXIN. Thank you.
Mr. Secretary, I commenid you for an excellent statement. I am e~s-

pecially pleased with your conclusion when you say we lave major
economic interests abroad, on which American jobs depend,

You say these interests are best promoted by encQuraging among
these countries the same freedom of economic exchange that we have
in this country. and you bring out the fact that. we can only take the
lead and not fail in the exercise of this responsibility.

What impresses me is that you say our leadership role does not and
must not prevent us from using our economic power to make sure
American traders get a fair deal.

I bring out that the developing countries are a special case, but you
point out that they must accept obligations as a part of the interha-
tional system as their economies grow.

I am impressed with what you say i this regard, because it brings
out the fact that we have to challenge these countries to do their part.

Now, a spokesman for the Treasury Department testified that theio
was no basic conflict between the Treasury and State Departments re-
garding commodity agreements.

Further, the offer to examine commodities on a case-by-case basis
was in fact a rejection of the demand for keeping new commodity price
Siq)vorts by LDC's.

Could you tell the. committee the merits of the ease-by-case approach
as distinguished from comnimodity price supports?

Secretary KISSINGoR. We were confronted last year with a demand
by LDC's. They proposed one grand negotiation on commodities. with
indexing and many other features that we found objectionable, and in
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which the various commnodity producers would lhik thenmelves to-
gether into a sort of super network and use the supplies of raw mR-
terials to extort additional concessions from tie industrialized
countries.

We thought that the best method to counteract it wias not to reject
any discussion on commodities, which would have had th.piatica]
effect of consolidating this, but rather to create a forum in which legiti-
mate grievances could be determined, under examination on economic
grounds, and on a case-by-case basis so that we would not have a con-
dition in which various producers could trade oft their strengths to
produce a confrontation with the developed countries.

We think this approach has worked because it allows us to deal
with the commodities of greatest interest to us, and to group those
countries with which it is possible to reach an agreement. It gives us
the right to refuse to go along, as for example in the cocoa agreement,
without having to have an immediate or dramatic effect on interna-
tional relationships.

Senator FANNIN. Mr. Secretary, one of the justifications for coin-
modity cartels is the allegation that raw material prices have been
laging behind the prices of manufactured goods.

11 a study by the United Nations it was shown that in the last 25
years raw material prices have outstripped those of manufactured
items.

Does this mean the gap is narrowing?
Secretary KISSINGER. The overall gap between rich and poor does

not seem to be narrowing. except if you throw the oil-producing na-
tions into the statistics. Quite the contrary, the special problems of
many of the developing countries have not yet been fundamentally
solved.

Senator FANNIN. Mr. Secretary from what you said then, I assume
that you agree with what Secretary Simon testified to, that both our
own economic interests and those of other countries can best be served
by not putting more controls on the free market, and on raw materials,
but by working to dismantle those that now exist. You are in agreement
with that?

Secretary KISSIN'GER. I am in agreement with this, yes.Senator F~ANNIN. What steps are you taking to help dismantle price.

fixing arrangements? OPEC, of course, is the greatest problem.
Secretary KiSSINGER. We would lave to discuss this on a cas-by-case

basis. On the whole our approach is by public stocks rathe.i than
price-fixing arrangements, because that would use the market forces to
help even out some of the swings, without, however, leading to price
fixing. So our approach to commodity negotiations is through the
buffer stock system rather than through price fixing.

Sefiator FANNIN. Some have observed that petroleum is an excep-
tion, and that no other group of less-developed countries possess the
attributes to regulate a major raw material.

I know you have commented before that cartels were possible in
other commodities, but I would assume that your desire is to discour-
age every possible commodity agreement."Secretary KISSINGER. Our desire is to discourage insofar as possible
the emergence of these cartels. I would say that I am perhaps less
impressed by the economic arguments of the difficulty of doing this.
because the decisions could well be taken on foreign policy grounds
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by countries to tr, to create cartels, and they right be able to achieve,
a greater Chesmon thani 'a purely economic analysis would i dicate.
This is something we are attempting 'to the best four abilitycounterect."' •

Senator FANIN. There has been a great deal of comment in receit
weeks about the OECD statements Which the 24 countries have given
which indicate that they are just about holding their own, or not.
lagging behind as they wei in the lastf'couple ,of years. Do you feel
that those .countries do re recentt a cross section? Naturally they do
not represent the last-developed countries, but do you 'feel tfley V'pre-
sent a cross sedion of the industrialized countries I

Secretary Kissixon. The 24, the OECD Countries?
Senator F IN. Yes. I
Secretary KMssxoR. I think they represent a good cross section of

the developed countries.
Senator FANNXIX. The problems reflected in their reports would indi-

cate that they are making-that those countries are making progressnow, and that--I don't sa~y they are overly optimistic, but-at least, they
do feel that they are headed in the direction of recovery.

Secretary KIsSINGER. The developed countries, we believe, are be-
ginning their process of recovery. and so we agree -with that statement.

Senator FA NXIN. Ve have talked about the oil prices, and I think
you have commented on it before, regarding what, could be done as far
as the executive authority for the IDA establishment of the minimum
oil price of $7, and $7, as I understand it, is not necessarily a fixed
figure.

.- Secretary KISSINGE:R. It hasn't been fixed. I think it will be fixed
today or tomorrow, but it will be in the range of $7.

Senator FA NNIN. Now, the original Soviet gas deal worked out by
Tenneco, we are talking about what is happening around the world.
and just going back to that particular contract--not a contract neces-
sarily, but the negotiations going on. It would be involving about $7
billion of financing pipelines and equipment and tankers.

The Exim Bank would put up a billion dollars, the American biisi
ness $1 billion, the Soviets $650 million, and the rest U.S. banks. The
Soviets agreed to sell us gas over a 25-year period at $1.25 per thousand
cubic feet. That sounds high today with the average about 52 cents a
thousand, but at the same time the projection for the future would not
put that price out of line.

Wlat do you think should be done to encourage this, or would-you
be in favor of going forward with a program of that nature?Secretary KisSINGER. Well, when this program was first developed,
the concept was that as the economic relations between us and tho
Soviet Union developed, it would provide incentives for political
restraint.-.1 am still not sure that this was not a correct theory.

Many of the political actions of the Soviet Union to which we have
objected, such as Angola, occurred within about 3 months, or began
within about 3 months of the inability to implement the trade
agreement.

Now. in assessing whether to go ahead with energy projects with the
Soviet Union, one has to weigh, on the one hand, the greater supply
and dependence on the Soviet supply it necessitates versus the greater
independence from other foreign sources. Then one has to weigh the



relationship -and. the political prewures that callxt be ught by us in
one. Ar & and the 'oitical costs ioRne area as agaW4s the other,
* One h,.,to., con ider Iaso th; inipact oil t4 oversafli relationship
between is and the Soviet Unon Wlile this project is being developed,
whickivill be a erid of afy 10 years.

So', must, say that i4 1973 When it first came up I generally favored
the concept without. having examined all the details, Since then, and
for a.variety of reasons, some of which we-may well regret as timq
goes on, political conditions have.reached a point ,where right now
would not be the most opportunemonoeut to produce, or to come for-
ward with projects Qr large-scale economic cooperation, because that
has to be baed on greatet foreign policy effects than have existed in
the recent m months. . . ..

Senator HARRY F. BYR=, Jr. [presiding]. Mr. Hansen?
Senator HANSEW. Mr. Secretary, it has been my impression, and

maybe you wouldn't agree, that for a number of years the United
States and, as a matter of fact, I would say since shortly after the end
of World War II, the United States has pursued a. policy of encour-
aging the formation of new countries, and we responded with approval
to the efforts of people that wanted it. to set up their own countries,
and as a consequence there has been a proliferation of countries
worldwide.

I now note that these countries don't necessarily see things our way.
I note that Ambassador Moynihan seems to find reason to disapprove
of the acts of some of these developing countries and recently he has
been critical of the State Department.

How would you comment upon his.criticismn of lack of State Depart-
nient suppo t? Is that a fair criticism?

Secretary KISSINGER. Well, first of all, the same cable which was--
Senator H-Axs E. I didn't hear you, si1'.
-Secretary KissixoEn. The cable printed in the New York Times

spoke of full support by the President and the Secretary of State, but
some. lack of enthusiasm for some of the ideas by some lower levels of
the State Department. I think an ambassador would be concerned with
whether he has the support of the Secretary of State, and not whether
every secretary in the State Department supports him. As I could have
told'him from m own, personal experience, not every official of the
State Department supports me. In fact, they have been known to come
up here on the Hill and lobby against some policies that I Ileferred.

So I would think that in any large bureaucracy. it is ne" -. ary to
have different points of view. I encourage the. Foreign Service. officers
to express their views freely, and it is necessary to have their views
represented. Once a decision is made, then they must get behind it
and support it.

I believe that Ambassador Mo nihan has done an outstanding job.
I recommended him to the Presient on the basis of an article he had
written in Commentary magazine, in which he precise ly outlined the
policies-that he. thought we should pursue, and we would'scarcely have
put him there if we had wanted different policies.

On the other hand, the senior officials, responsible office s in the
Department of State, must, be free to express their views even if they
don't necessarily agree with those of either Ambassador Moynihun
or myself.

I believe that Ambassador Moynihan has the full support, of the
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Secretary. Tlmt is the support he needs, and in the formulation of thatpolicy it is quite proper for different roiits of viewv to,, be expressed.
Seator HANUX" In~ your prepared remarks, and I won't try't

quote them to you precisely, but I think essentialy you called atten-
tLion to your awareness of the need for this country's polio to e4cour,age developing nations in their economic and social as iratns, Under-
lying the needs for credit and access to raw materials and that sortOf thing. •.

As you look at the world today, would it be your feeling that because
of the new nations that have come into existence, say in the last twp
decades, we have imposed an increasing and perhaps extremely difficult
burden for this country to shoulder in providing the financial and
economic assistance necessary to continue these new nations as viable
entities in the modern world?

Secretary KIssi.XoER. The emergence of so many new nations has
gone far beyond what anybody envisaged when the United Nations
was first formed. When tlie united Nations was first formed there
were, I think, 50 nations or less in the world. Today there are 140.,
These new nations are of a size that in any previous period would not
have been considered capable of self-sustaining national identity.

Therefore, the problem of achieving a coherent economic develop-
memut policy of nations with such a character is extremely difficult. At
the same time, we carry, in any event, a very heavy burden of world
leadership, which results from our size, the strength of our economy,
the fact that, we are domestically a nation that is capable of pursuing a
coherent, policy and the fact that there is no alternative.

We are attempting to avoid a situation in which the development of
these new nations becomes primarily a matter of American govern-
mental responsibility. The whole thrust of my speech to the U.N.
Seventh Special Session was to say that whatever we do in the field
of formal foreign aid is going to be vastly insufficient in relation to
the overall needs. We have, therefore, to look for mechanisms by which
the operation of the world economy, the operation of the market, can
help these countries achieve development rather than formal govern-
mental aid as it has been conceived in the past.

Senator HANSEN. Appreciating the need, and the good reason for
posture on the part of this country that would proclaim by act as well
as words our good intentions, and our concern for peoples everywhere,
isn't it realistic to anticipate that within the coming year, within a
relatively short span of years, a lot of these nations, one way or the
other, would have passed out of existence?

Secretary KIssrrc n. Well, they may not pass out of existence
Senator hIANWsN. I mean they will be incorporated into other, more

powerful countries. Larger neighbors would take them over.
Secretary KIssixoER. It doesn't seem to be the trend, but what wor-

ries us, partly as a result of the events of the past year, that the use of
force to settle disputes seems to be on the rise, and if this develops on an
unrestricted basis, then I could well see the absorption of several coun-
tries by stronger neighbors. That also would create such an amount of
instability in the international order that it might tempt superpowers
to enter ihat game, and then we would-have a very difficult situation,

But many of these nations that emerged from fragments of empires
have their primary historic origin in the fact that they were colonized
by a certain country.
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Senator- IIN8EN, r am awari of that, and I ppy ci ato the good jn-
tento6 that 1ve'entailed &s todo lnan of the t wngs We huive done,
but it sees tome we may be' unrealistic in our presetit posture n pre-
suming that we can't pursue a global policy that Will achieve e objectives
to which, wehad earlier commitd Se l yes i light of present-day

trends.
Secret ry KIssINoGR. We cannot achieve a global policy equally rele-

vant to every country in the world, and we cannot promote the eco-
nomic development of. every country in'the world by direct American
action.

What we can do is create an international environment in which
those countries that are willing to make efforts on their own behalf
should be able to thrive. We can pay special attention to certain high-
priority areas, high priority in terms of American interest, without di-
rect intervention-dlrect support.

Senator HAMSEN. Might I ask one more question? I do apologize.
Senator HARRY F. BYRD, Jr. Certainly.
Senator HANSF.N. Let me say this, that it seems to me that the de-

mands that have been placed upon us, the positions that we have taken
that have resulted either in an alienation in the support of other coun-
tries, or absence in supporting us, and there are some of the recent
votes in the U.N. that certainly carry this clear impression to me, and I
just wonder if more and more we are not getting down into a position
where, despite our earnest endeavor to have the support of powerful
and influential nations around the world, we seem oftentimes to be all
by ourselves.

Secretary KISSINGER. The trends you describe are due more to polit-
ical and ideological factors than they are to economic factors. It is
true that many of the new nations are beginning to be attracted by
ideologies that give them an opportunity for, among other things,
maintaining essentially one-mian government, or one-party govern-
ment. It is true that they are forming blocs,-often against our interests.
It is also in part caused by the inability of the United States to act. on
the foreign policy side, and I am not talking economically, in ways that
are relevant or impressive, but it is not a situation that we cannot
manage. .. . . •

We will not have the overwhelming support that we enjoyed in the
postwar period, but we must not forget that we are still the strongest
nation in the world, and progress and security anywhere still depends
on us. If we use our resources and our power and our values cpm-
potently, we can still be the most important factor in intern'atio"al
pol icy. !But that depends importantly on us.

Senator HANSoN. Thank you, Mr. Secretary.
Senator HARRY F. BRD, Jr. Senator Packwood?Senator PACKWOOD. M. r. Secretary, n your statement there is refer-

ence made to title IV, in regard to the Trade Act, and I know that
argument continued all during the Trade, Act consideration before
this committee.

Why, in your estimation. after we have granted the most-favored-na-
tion status to Romania and, other benefits, has thKe immigration dropped
so drastically.

Secretary KissixoR. Vrom Romania f
Senator 'PAcxw~o, From RQinania. We gave them the benefits they

allegedly wanted, and we didn't put the restrictions on them as we
did others in title IV.
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Secretary KtsnO. I have t6!tell you candidly, even b if t under-

ines _Your confidence,' that I didn't w ifimigratflon had dropped
from Romani. "
-Seiatdr PACKW60oD. Lt's go badk to tie grain' pgi' nnt. Was this
from the'Department of Agrculture, ot What, the oni with Rusip4 .?

Secretary KissiNGER. The technical head of the delegation, was'tndet
Secretary Robinson. Mr.'Bell was'a mehibr of the doegation, and all
the negotiations were worked out With the closest cb6peration between
State and Agriculture. I' am not aware of any disa reements in the
course of these negotiations that were not resolved. One can say that
the -d6ns-that were adopted werQeomm6n positions and not im-
posed by one or the other.

.MKr. BELLt That is'true,..
Senator PA6KW0OD. Mr. Bell, 'did you use your Agricultuie Policy

Advisory--Committee or the Agriculturen Teclmical Advisbry, Com-
mittee, and Feed and Grain Committee?'

Mr. BELL. No, we did not. ,' '
Senator PACKWOOD. Wh ; ot? .
'Mr. B)LL. Because of the nature of the way, th' e tiations* un-

folded and'the neeIto wrap h!lmnu 5 as quicklvfas possible. There was
no0 oppOrtunity for coisultations.'They certainly were briefed ahd ad-
Visedlassoon as welihd an opportunity.

Senator PACIcWOKD.K It is fair tosay that the wricipal growers and
exporters in this country are not wil'l about this'agr ema¢!t' are they?

Mr. BE3r,. I have'this impression, sir.
Senator PACKWOOD. This was hasty, and you had it tied up almost in

2 weeks or so. I realize it extended over a longer perod of tie.
The haste flies in the face of the Trade Act. These groups' were not

even consulted: I hope tlis is not going to be a harbinger.
I will say this to Ambassador Dent, that he has been very good, but

I hope this isn't a harbinger that we will see in other nonagriculturo
areas. You were almost in a position of concluding this quickly, that
the farmers are going to be up in arms, and'we never will be able to
do it.

Mr. BELL. We were, of course, in the Agxiculture Department anx-
ious to conclude the agreement as soon as possible. We were in the early
days of October, the harvests were about to be completed in some crops,
and we thought it would be important to complete it as soon as pos-
sible so we could resume sales. Sales were resumed almost immediately
after the completion of the agreement.

The concept of the agreement and its form was not decided in haste.
There were general ideas on'the thinking of it some'weeks in advance,
but once the decision was made that we were going, to have an agree-
ment, we in Agriculture wanted to wrap it up as quickly as possible.

-Sonator PACKWOOD. I think it was a grievous mistae in not involv-
ingthe grain associatiOns: I think you could hare had many of them
on your side. I think you underestimated what they can produce if
they are really asked to produce, and that your limit of 8 million tons
would turn out to be-

Mr. BELL. I don't understand that figure to be a lim'.As Secretary
Kissinger says-we in the Department have great leaders ii consulta-
tion, and we do have consultations, and we Wl Iexpbt to1n the future.

[Mr. Bell, subsequently suppl1d the follwng chart] ,.
-- ~~7 ., hart"" :"
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Senator PAcKWOOD. I have no further questions, Mr. Chairman.
Senator HAPmY F. BYRD, Jr. Mr. Secretary, in regard to the United

States-Russian negotiations on oil, I assume that whatever agreement
can be mode, that not a large amount of oil will be involved.

Secretary KissI1oEIu That is correct.
Senato- HARRY F. BYRD, Jr. In 'other words, it is a minimal thing,

and----
Secretory KISSINGER. But it will be somewhat relevant. It will not

however, be a large amount; that is cori'ect.
Senator HARRY F. BYRD, Jr. It will be in relation to U.S. need-it

will be very, very little I
Secretary KISwxioF.lR. Les than 5 percent of our total imports.
Senator HARRY F. BYR), Jr. Substantially less than 5 percent, is it

not?
Secretary KIssINGER. In the area of 3 percent.
Senator HARRY F. BYRD, Jr. Mr. Secretary, my belief is that Russia

does not want nuclear war any more than does the United States.
Would you concur in that?

Secretary KissiNoF.R. I agree with that.
Senator HARRY F. BYRD, Jr. And in reply to my previous question

with regard to detente and also in our own discussions, you seem to
feel that, if I understand you correctly, that it is detente that has pre-
vented a nuclear war?

Secretary KissiNGER. I am saying that we are operating at two levels.
One is the level of traditional foreign policy in which you prevent
war and prevent expansion and maintain your interests by the tradi-
tional methods of pressure and counterpressure, where you rely on
the mutual self-interests of countries concerned to prevent war.

At the same time, we are also trying to build a new international
environment which is somewhat less risky. We are not saying that
that has been achieved, because if you look at the traditional policies
of pressures and counterpressures, you must be struck by the fact that
they have almost invariably, sooner or later, led to war.

Look at the diplomacy, for example, that led to the outbreak of
World War I. I think it is safe to say that no leader actually wanted
war at that time. I think it is safe to say that any leader at that
time-had he been told 4 weeks before they started that, within a
mo1th, they would be involved in a war killing millions of people in 4
years-would have recoiled from horror at that prospect.

Yet it Iappened.
We want to create an environment in which that sort of contingency

is removed, not on the basis of unilateral American activity, but on the
basis of strict reciprocity.

Senator HARRY F. BYiD, Jr. What date do you put as the starting
point of dltente?

Secretary KISSINGER. I would say that the concept started as soon
as the Soviets developed a significant nuclear capability. As early as
1954, President Eisenhower said, "There is no alternative to peace."
Since then every American President, no matter how different their
personalities, and no matter how different their original conceptions,
has attempted to grapple with the problem.
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Now, the. prewnt.pe iod of .ttempt-ing to do this I would put around
1970, 1971-more likely 1971.

Senator Hmmnr F. 3yiv,. Jr. I think almost everyone would agree
that thero is no alternative to peace, bt you would put it around
1970 or 1971?

Secretary- KissLuEn. I am talking about a particular phase, aid
about the recognition of the necessity of it. I would put that in 1954
when Eisenhower and John Foster I)ulles were conducting foreign
policy.

Senator LRY F. BYRD, Jr. You don't put the period 1954 to 1970
as a period of d4tente, do you?

Secretary KissnIwNR. I am not sayhig that the attempt to achieve
detente is always realized in any one period, but if you look at the pe-
riod 1954 to 1970, we have had periods of ups anddowns. You have
had the period of the so-called "Spirit of Geneva" and then in 1955
when Khrushchev came over here. Then you had another period in
the 1960's. This recent period has been perhaps the most systematic
and sustained one of that 20-year period.

Senator HARRY F. BYRD, Jr. That is the period also where the con-
cessions were made?

Secretary KISSINGER. I don't know what concessions. Frankly, Sen-
ator, I think this is one of the myths that is being perpetrated right
now. What concessions have been made ?

Senator HARRY F. BYRD, Jr. You, in regard to my earlier question
in regard to SALT II, when I asked the accuracy of the quotation
in the press, attributed to you, saying that in SALT II the Russians
had made all the concessions, your reply was that that was not an
accurate statement.

Secretary KISSINGER. I think the Soviet Union in SALT has made
significant concessions, but it should not be a criticism of policy, that
the Soviets have made concessions.

Senator HARRY F. BYRD, Jr. Mr. Secretary, have you been able to
make any headway with the Russians in regard to Professor McClel-
]an? You and I have talked about this several times.

Secretary KISSINGER. Senator, I have always held the view that on
these cases of human hardship, the method of nonpublic confronta-
tion is the better method of achieving one's objective.

Senator"IARRY F. BYRD, Jr. Oh, yes, I am not-
Secretary KIssINGER. I can only say it is a matter I am dealing with,

and I would like to brief you about it personal] I think it will be
better for the case involved l tnl

Senator HARRY F. BYRn. Jr. Yes.
Secretary KIssiNGER. If I do not go into a public discussion of It.
Senator HARRY F. BYRD,, Jr. That is fine. I fully understand that,

and I think you are quite-riglit. I have just one more question.
I am a member of the Armed Services Subcommittee on Arms Con.

trol, and the committee has been seeking since last March to have you
appear and testify on SALT issues. I am wondering whether you
mirlht indicate a convenient date.

Secretary KISMINGER. I am prepared to appear on SALT issues. The
invitation was expressed in rather a curious way, in which all the

07-937-76----10
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conclusions to bo reached by tlie committee .Weii ala'dpy dxroodee .n
the letter of invitation.

The second pzblii has- been that I havy no substantial 'disagree-
ment with the testimony that Was mille by Secretary S&hlesitier and
Director Colby. I hope we can have a procedure so that the, chairman
doesn't report every 20,minutes to the television cameras what Was
said in executive session. I would prefer to com6 before the 'cmm1ttee
with representatives from Defense,, the Joint -5hidft and- tho CIA-to
put together the issues in a definitive way, once and for all, so that we
avoid this impression that there is fundamental disagreement on
SALT. We can have everybodygathered in the same room at ,one and
the same time to explain and defend the 'positions -weIhave jointly
taken. On this basis; I am prepared to, work out a. mutually. agreeable
day with the committee. . . .

Senator HARRY F. Byiw. Jr. It seems to me, Mr, Secretary, that it
i8 really mot important for you to be willing to come before the
committee .

Secretary Kissr.ER. I said I am prepared to do it, and at a (ate
that we will arrive at. - • ,

Senator HARRY F. BYRD, Jr. I say this particularly because the
present Defense budget is based on an agreement 9n SLT..

Secretary KXIsx aE,. But the President has made very' clear that
if there is no agreement on SkLT, 'we wili have to put in :a supple-
mental.

Senator -ARR F. BYRD, J.r. I understand that, and that is a cause
for concern, too. must say I was sorry tIo note tlat our Defense
budget Would be based and is based on an assumed agreement with
the Soviet Union.

Secretary KSsINGER. But. Senator, if there were ho agreement with
the Soviet Union, since the leadtime on all these items is very long, and
since that will not in itself produce an immediate crisis, there will be
plenty of opportunity to ask for the funds that will be necessary under
conditions of no SALT agreement. You can be certain these funds will
be asked for, and the ideas for that have already been put before
the President. So that if there is no agreement, we are not putting
ourselves at any disadvantage, because the first thing that can be done
is to accelerate those proreams that already being planned. There
is complete agreement between the Defense Department, the Joint
Chiefs. and the State Department as to how to proceed in the ab-
.enee of a SALT agreement, as there was complete agreement on the
Defense budget. Thp. idea to submit; a Defense budget of this kind
was not the idea of thr neqrtiators. This wns something that was
agreed to between the President and the Defense Department, and
not, something that. was put forward bv the negotiators.

Senator IThRRY F. B-YRD..r. WhAn T expressed a view yesterday to
one of the ablest AMemberq, of the House nf Representatives that. thev
were struggling tn base this on an asslimed aprepment. lie said he didn't
rerrard it as stalling, but he refrarded it Ps frightening.

I think that is an additional reason. and if you and the eornmittep
chairman can work it out. and ynf eo ld arrange to come before,-

Secrotary KIT.RR.NO. First of all. this is not. a position I originated.
From tei, point of view of negotiating, one is better off t6 go the other
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Ay , but * ioifi th& poiit o6f "iew -of- Natlohal security, 1 think tk4e
decisioA 'that the Presidehit made In stUAtaol vtfi wit the Sdcitary
of Defense %nl the6 Chairmantu of the -Jbine Chiefs 6f StAff giv no
re sori to be frightened. W0 have Atdequate strltemi4 !&res -today,
and. we will -hav'dadequate, strategic forces for thie ellstin40fYiure.

If there is no SALT adieeme t, we C 1196, exist n p ir _hams,
and we- can'bring in new progranis' bythe time this kPcelejation has
run its course, and certainly meet our needs in National 'dkhse.

Our problem is not in strategic force s'wich we'can rhanage, but our
problem is in 'the shortaged of cohventionial forces for reasonable de-
fense. The reason it. is important to bring the strategic .foie.5iunder
control is .so we d6n't put our: military resources into the, plitically
and strategically lease-useful. category.

Senator HARAIY F. 1Yrd, Jr. The' other aspect, too; is :that It is a
weapon that cati'be u ed against Conigrem by saying, "Yoli either take
whatever agreement 'our negotiators Work out on SALT, or' if you
don't do that.,'yOu are" going to have to come up wvth a lot of "eitra

Soey'' I)
I don't use the' word "frightbning--it was my colliku' in the

House of Representatives that used that. I do think'it is Startling.'
Secretary KissItozE. It is a fact that if there is no agredneht, three

will have to ben'ore money. There is'no possible way We ,cn say- that
in the absence of an agreement, under d6nditions of unfestraihied armhs,
that we don't heed more money. We cin't have it both ways. It has to'
be- one or the other, and this is not a form of blackmail. It is e reality.

Besides, we don't have an agreement to put before yot at tliis point.,
and when we do, my quick impression is that it will be dissected with
loving care.

Senator HARRY F. BYRD, Jr. If we don't have an agreement, I don't
know how we can work up a budget based on an agreement.,

Senator Hansen?
Senator HANSEN. Mr. Secretary, I think it is appropriate that a

Republican should put this question that I am about to ask of you.
There is growing concern among some of us on the minority side

that perhaps in an effort earlier,, during the Nixon administration at
least,-to reach agreements with Russia, furthering d6tente and SALT
agreements, that undue haste may have characterized our actions, and
that we really didn' t consider all the ramifications and details to the
extent that now would seem indicated.

Is that a view you share?
Secretary Kis xIao Sertor Hansen, under the conditions in which

tensions have, to some extent, been reduced, and the constant fear of
war has been reduced, it is very safe to make grandiloquent statements
that were never made at the time,.

Let me take the case of the first S.ALT agreement. There is a myth
existing, which is now widespread, that the United States negotiated
this hastily at the time of President Nixon's visit to Moscow. That is
total nonsense. The entire SALT agreement wus negotiated by the U.S.
delegation in Helsinki. Every !ine of that agreement was drafted in
Helsinki. Not ono line was drafted in Moscow.

On this delegation were representatives of the .Toint Chiefs of Staff,
the Defense Dep artment, the Arms Control and' Disarmament Agency,
and the State Department. In fact, in Moscow there were only three
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issues discussed at all., One had to do with the baseline from which
reductions of Soviet forces had to be aie tigteethe&!20 Sovini' siles

What as a result Of SALT I arm being dismantled, the size of the missile
silos in which we and Moscow Attmpted to improve what te delega-
tion had approved in Helsinki vnd failed, and tierefPre we went buck
to what the Helsinki delegation h negotiated already and the third
is an esoteric problem not widely discused today abouthow to handle
the missiles on a G class basis.

.The Soviet Union was building something like a hundred land-
based missiles a year. It was building eight missile-carrying subma-
rines a year. It was building heavy missiles of a throw weight far
beyond anything that the United States was building, by unilateral
American decisions. not as a result of SALT.

As a result of SALT we stopped the Soviet heavy missiles program.
We stopped the Soviet submarine program. We stopped the Soviet
land-based missile program. We gave up not one American program
that we either had planned, had funded, or could possibly have imple-
mented, and many people, some of whom Senator Byrd will hear about
later this year, who are very vocal today, at that time were urging us
to go ahead with these programs.

We cannot look at marginal things that occurred under the pro-
gram, under the agreement, every one of which would have occurred
more strongly without the agreement. I consider SALT an achieve-
ment for American foreign policy, and a necessity for the United
States. As soon as some balance returns to our domestic debate, I am
convinced that it will be seen as a significant foreign policy decision
that was not pressed fqr electoral reasons, because it was the common
view at the time that the public didn't understand enough about these
technical issues to have a view one way or another.

It is an issue that has been distorted in the public debate, and it is
not correct that it was not handled with care., that it was handled
hastily. I am sure the chief negotiator. Gerald Smith, who was at
Helsinki doing the negotiating and drafting, would agree with me,

Senator HANSENw. Do you look for a return to more rational debate
on this issue before November of this year?

Secretary, KIssINGO R. Not from all aspirants to office.
Senator HAN SN. Turning to another issue, Drk Kissinger, I gather

from what I read and what I hear that the cost of energy, its widening
u1se, is a serious concern not only to-the developed countries, but also
to the developing nations as well.

Included in the developing nations are a number of countries that
are significant oil producers, as well as nonoil producers. We have
extremes of opulence on the one hand, or relative opulence as far as
the national treasuries of some of these developing countries go, com-
pared to a very miserable condition on the part of others.

1What is the weakness or the failure or what might we do to bring
tip the solidarity of the so-called developing countries on many issues
that seem so perplexing at the present moment? .

Secretary Kissxix.oNE. Woel, Senator, of course, the countries that
are hardest hit by the oil price ar the non-oil-producing developing
countries. Their gains are wiped out almost entirely by every icrease
in oil prices, and* whatever they get i id very often, too, as a result.
of the increase in oil prices, On the other hand, they become enor-
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mously dependent on the oil.producing 'countries who give them con-
cessional aid azid to. ease some, but not all, (f te imp et.ol the oil
prices. , I I

We are attempting to bring horne to the countries concerned that they
can deal with '- that if they deal With us on the bastis of concrete
issues, we will respond with compassonate understadlng. If they
confront us on the basis of bloes we will resist them.

This is the great contribution Ambassador Moynihan is making at
the Unit(*d Nations, emphasizing thadanger of. bloc confrontation. At
the same time w6 are trying to show. them a rational alerlitive.

Senator Mlw '~r. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator HAmUr F. B'mw, Jr. Just one question, Mr. Secretary.
What restrictions, if any, do we have on trade with South Africa?
Secretary KxsxSAOEi W ell, there is an embargo ou arms that was

established in the 1960's, and I believe theipe has been an embargo on
some other military-related items.

Senator HARiRY F. BYnRD, Jr. You mean therz- are no restrictions on
trade with South Africa except an embargo on arms ?

Secretary KatsINGER. That is correct.

SenatorHARRY F. Byra, Jr. Would you favor restrictions on trade
to South Africa,?

Secretary KIsSNGE R. No.
Senator itARnY F. BYRD, Jr. Thank you, Mr. Secretary.
I think-have you presented your paper?
Mr. BELI. I would like to submit it, Mr. Chairman, for the record,

that is all.
Senator IhAnRY F. BYRD, Jr. Would you like to have the statement

summarized 9,
Senator Hansen?
Senator HAtsEN. No. If I might be so bold as to suggest it, Mr.

Chairman, possibly there might be a question or two that could be,
submitted in writing to our distinguished witnesses to which they
might respond,meietary KISSINGER. I would be delighted.

Senator HANsz. I didn't quite get to all of Senator Curtis7 ques-
tions, but I think Senator Packwood picked up where I left off, so
probably Senator Curtis would agree.

Secretary KISSINGER. We will be delighted to respond.
Senator HAimy F. BYnD, Jr. The committee will resume this hear-

ing at 9:30 a.m. on February 4.
Thank you, gentlemen.
[The prepared statements of Secretary Kissinger and Mr. Bell

follow:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF IHow'. IEraY A. KissiNoEI, SECRETARY OF STATE

I welcome this opportunity to testify before this distinguished Committee which
plays such a critical role in a wide range of international economic issues. Con-
tinuing exchange between this Committee and the State Department is essential
if our policy is to reflect the totality of our national interest. I hope my testi-
mnny today will signal the beginning of a process of more active collaboration.

Our foreign economic policies affect vitally every American: The farmer, the
working man, the entrepreneur, ald the consumer. They affect our economic pros.
parity and our security as a Nation.

Our economic policies are a critical element in the construction of a stable
world order. The maintenance of peace, historically a function of our military
strength, is increasingly dependent as well on our economic strength.
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tion, and *orld economic deteloprIlrt Me s multiplied th prpsitir# oIntd iaion
nation and fthepotentlhl for ebnfifet. It has stirred d gtodnd*weli'of demands'
from those nations and peoples that have not shared fully in the world's eco- -
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At the same time, the United States is the world's most powerful ecohomy.:To,
gather With our allies along the industrial democracies, W4 ae t e engine of
global prosqprity, technological innovation, and the best hope for, widening eco-
nomic opportunity to millions around 'the globe. We" c6uld'w'thst nd an era of
international economic warfare better 1han any.:But ou ieritfage q~nd otir aspira',
tions demand more of us than the zuere search for Survival' iA , world of resent-
ment and despair. Indeed, such a. world could not but Ultimately uhdermine the
stability and peace upon which all else we seek to do in the world Is based. The
prospect for our children's well being and for the future of the values we cherish
will be dim unless we take the lead in seeking a new era of*international eco-
nomic cooperation.

Foreign economic policy is thus a critical element -in our overall foreign policy
and in the pursuit of our broadest national objectives.

At the present time we face a series of economic challenges that must be met
if we are to have a stable world order:

-Inflation and recession have spread throughout the world, threatening the
world's trading and financial system and the health of our social institutions.
Recovery is now underway in much of the industrial world.

-The stunning increase in the price of oil has transferred massive wealth to
a small group of producer countries. It has Intensified world recession, exacer-
bated world inflation, and created serious problems of debt, financing, and bal-
ance of payments adjustment.

-The premises of the post-war economic system are being challenged by the
nntio, s of the Third World in a variety of international bodies. Their rhetoric is
often bitter and accusatory, their tactics confrontational.

We must respond to these challenges firmly and constructively. The United
States must play a leading role if our basic national interests are to be protected.
If we fail to take the lead, our destiny may be determined more by the drift of
events than by conscious design.

Along with pursuit of our broadest foreign policy goals, we have very im-
portant economic interests of individual Americans to protect :

-- Our international energy policies determine whether Americans will have
regular supplies and stable prices for energy resources so vital for our continued
economic prosperity.

-- Our relations abroad can provide the American farmer with stable and grow-
Ing export markets and the American consumer with more 'stability in food
prices.

-Our commodity policy can assure us of a regular supply and reasonable prices
for the critical raw materials that we import, and stable and expanding markets
for those that we export.

-- Our foreign policies in money, trade and investment can give growing oppor,
tunities for Americans whose livelihood depends on expanding export:markets
for manufactured and technology-intensive items. Our policies can provide the
American consumer a wide- range of goods and services from which to choose
and protection against high prices and the monopolistic practices of special
interest groups.

There may be occasions, however, when specific economic interests are in op-
position to our larger foreign policy goals and economic disputes with a particu-
lar country are in conflict with our larger foreign policy interests in that
particular country. This points up the need for effective coordination within our
government of our specific and larger policy goals. It is not surprising that the
positions of departments andi agencies may clash. Indeed, it would be strange if
they did not. Each department looks at issues from the perspective of Its inter-
ests and goals. What is necessary is to bring these conflicts to a resolution.

We have various formal and informal mechanisms for resolution of differences.
The normal mechanisms include the Council on International Economic Policy,
the Economic Policy Board, the National Security Council, and the Trade Policy
Committee. In fact, interagency consultation takes place on a continuing basis
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Our qpprovh to foreign eqononmy policy has three basic elements:
-he building of-stronger economic ties with our Induatrial a1lie4,
--The con'struction'of a stable and mutually beneficial economic relationship

with the-Communist nations; and
-:Providing opportunities for the les developed nations to share in both

the benefits and the responsibilities of the world economic system.
The meeting. f the leaders of six. major industrialized democracies in Ram-

bouillett, France, last Noveniber was a significant foreign policy event. They
agreed tocoOrdliate their economic policies more closely to assure a stable and
durable recovery. They confirmed their commitment to the OECD trade pledge.
And they concurred In the basic elements of an agreement on monetary reform
that was accepted by the IMF Interim Committee in Jamaica on January 9.

Our relations with the Communist nations can be stabilized and more prudent
behavior on the part of the Soviet Union and its allies can be encouraged
by closer economic ties.

The grain agreement that we negotiated with the Soviet Union-was a major
step in building a b-tter relationship. It provides an assured export market
for our farmers. Yet by putting our grain trade with the Soviet Union on a
more regular basis, it protects our consumers from the wild swings in grain
prices caused by large and erratic Soviet purchases. And it puts the Soviet
Union on notice that the economic benefits of our relationship require an atmo-
sphere of accommodation and understanding between East and West.

Unfortunately, the ability of this country to use the process of normalizing
trade with the Communist countries as a flexible and constructive element In
East-West relationships is reduced by the provisions of Title IV of the Trade
Act. These provisions, in establishing a single issue In East-West relations as
the governing condition for normalizing trade, close the door on the use of the
trade relationship over a wider range of issues and interests.

The relations of the industrialized with the developing world is a l)roblem
of particular concern at the moment and our policy deserves a fuller elaboration
to this Committee.

RELATIONS WITIh DEVELOPING COUNTIES

Over the last few years the Indust rial countrqR have been the object of
mounting criticism by much of the developing world, which believes that the

lInternational economic system and the policies of the Industrial nations have
denied them 6portunitles for advancement. The hostility of some Third World
spokesmen and bioc voting have made constructive discussion in UN forums
between the Inustrial and developing worlds almost impossible.

The developirwg countries are not a natural bloc. They compromise more than
100 countries which differ widely in income, economic structure, and level of
development. In recent years they have not pursued their real and varied intere4s
in UN forums. They have combined instead to confront and accuse the de-
veloped world of exploiting them.

The radicalization of the Third World and its consolidation into an antagonig-
tic bloc is neither in our political nor our economic interest. A world of hostile
blocs Is' a world of tension 'and disorders. Developing countries can play a
spoiler's rose in the world economy, attempting to restrict the supply of critical
materials, subjecting foreign investment to harassment and confiscation, thwart-
ing our efforts to restructure the world trade and monetary system. Clearly,
it is in our national interest-and in the world interest-that economic relations
between the developed and developing nations he conducted in a cooperative
way, and that each have a realistic appreciation of what can be done to ad-
vance their mutual interests.

In addressifig this problem, our objectives have been foni-fold: to change the
atmosphere in which discussions between the developed and developing countries
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are held from cOifrotation to coopettloin; to change the substance'of the dis-
cussions from ideology to eonsiddAtlon 6f ptactiftl actions; td '4eo'rage the
developing countries to pursue their real and varied interesth In a te aIflti way;
and to fhift toe locus of discussions and actions insofar a posl~bl o fo~nmm
In which partlcipailts can be expected to act 2o810..y.

At the UN Special Session, we set ati agenda for future diTn* tweet
the rich and the poor countries With: a broad Age 6t practiftl pr6pbMls that
serve the Inutbal interests of both. Our prposals *eeb deveIC4i i cotuiotatlon
with members of Congress who met with me during the summer month* preceding
the Special Session. I am aware of your cot cern, Mzf. Chairttab, that we did not
at that time consult directly with your Committee, and X regret that we did not
do so. - - t

Our initiatives were addressed to five areas-:-
-To moderate the instability in the Wottld econbilly that ipedes the devel-

opment of the poor countries;
-To accelerate their economic growth by providing improved aeces to capital

and technology, and improvement in the conditions of private foreign Investment;
-To make the world trading system better serve the needs of development;
-To improve the conditions of trade and investment In key colimodities
-To address the special needs of the poorest countries.
In each of these areas we offered concrete solutions to developing country

problems that are consistent with our own economic philoophy and our own
economic interests. We tried to make the developing countries aware that the
existing economic system can further their welfare and that they have a stake
In. its effectiveness. We were, I believe, constructive and forthcoming as is fitting
for a great nation and as is necessary if we are to encourage the developing
countries to look to the real, not the rhetorical, world. In my view, we achieved
our objectives at the UN Special Session.

The Special Session was an important event In the slow process of encouraging
the developing countries to pursue their varied interests in a realistic Way. but
it was only a beginning. We need to move ahead to give effect to our initiatives,
ani we need to maintain a continuing dialogue with the developing world. We
have begun a new dialogue with these countries and with the oil exporting coun-
tries in the Conference on International Economic Cooperation which met in
Paris last December. We look to the Conference, with its four Commissions on
energy, raw materials, development, and related financial issues, to consider
seriously many of our UN proposals that have not yet been implemented. Unlike
the broad UN forums in which developing nations vastly outnumber the indus-
trial democracies and vie with each other to escalate their demands, the Com-
missions will be small-15 members in each-and focussed on specific Issues. We
think the discussions will be more balanced as a result. The CIEC and its Com-
missions are a one-year experiment. The success of the experiment will depend
on the willingness of member governments to use the Commipsions for discus-
sions of practical solutions to concrete problems, solutions that cake du6 account
of the interests of all the countries concerned.

We are pursuing our Special Session initiatives and dialogue hit many other
appropriate forums--amoug them, the International M1onethry Fuid, the Mdlti-
lateral Trade Negotiations, the World Bank, and producer/consumer commodity
groups-with some success. Thus, the IMF, with the support of Its developing
as well as Industrialized members, has already acted favorably on several of
our key initiatives, notably:

-The establishment of a Trust Fund to provide concessional balance of pay-
ments assistance to the poorest countries;

-The substantial liberalization of arrangements to stabilize the export earn-
ings of developing countries: and

-Increased access to IMF credit (from 100 to 145 percent of quota).
I would like to put some of our other Initiatives, especially those in the trade.

commodity, investment, and energy areas, in proper context by outlining the
general policies that guide us In these areas.

TBADE

The multilateral trade negotiations represent a major foreign policy initia-
tive. Their results will affect our relations with all our trading partners. They
will affect our domestic-and international-prosperity. My colleagues have al-
ready discussed problems and progress In these negotiations. I would like to
talk about the developing countries.
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to ern foro|gn exchange they Will not, p Able to continue taking an Increasing
share of oit exports,

Trade, therefore, forms a vital. and twoway link In our rel~ton wit thesecuntrles. The Comxnttee, I bel eve Mly appreciates th poit and adopted
sectlouAO *of the TtrldQ Act to 4rese the interest we have In mutual) beneficial
trade agreements with developing couiztiev. To make this a reality, however, we
must also recognize that the nee4 of the developing couptiles are 4d kt, re-
quiriTng transtUolal special kind'd.ffexential treatment whieh accord with their
individual development status,

This i thi principle underlying the Congress' action in ezteiidlng temporary
generailed tariff preferences to these countries. It Is the principle I stated In
the UN Special Session. Ia botb case account is taken of the fact that our goal
is the development of these countries to the ]point where they can participate
more fully in the world trading system, sharing both its rights and obligations.
Some 4rea~eady nearer this point than others. The different levels of develop-
ment among these countries were taken Into account by Congress i our general-
ized system of preferences. In that system, developing countries cease to enjoy
preferential treatment for products they can sell In our market In substantial
volume, as defined in the competitive need provisions of the Trade Act, indicating
that they have become competitive as exporters of these products. We intend to
see that similar provisions are made in other forms of special and differential
treatment which may be agreed to.

With regard to our system of generalized preferences, we continue to support
nmendatory legislation, such as that which has been Introduced by Senator
Bentsen, which would waive the OPEC exclusion provision of Title V of the
Trade Act for those OPEC members that did not participate in the 1973 oil
embargo.The blanket exclusion of OPEC countries has had a noticeable adverse effect
on our relations with important countries such as Indonesia, Venezuela and
Ecuador---countries that did not participate in the 1973 embargo, and has
diminished the overall favorable Impact of GS1P on our relations with developing
countries. The GSP denial has become a major issue betwen the U.S. and prac-
tically all of.Latin America,_ and is by all odds the most divisive factor In the
hemisphere in the trade field; it has also affected U.S. relations with members
of ASBAN. Furthermore, It casts a shadow on the North-South dialogue that is
just beginning in the Conference on International Ronomie Cooperation. The
present provision has led to support and sympathy among other LD x for the
OPEC countries. Amendment of the OPFC exclusion provision is in the U.S.
national Interest,

COMMODITIES,

The U.. has a sgumje the leadership role In the area of International com-
mfklity policy. The reason is clear: We are the world's largest producer, con.
sumer, and trader of commodities. We are importing an Increasing amount of
our raw material consumption each year, It Is thus in. our interest to InsUre
that commodity markets function efficiently, that they offer Incentives to plan
and invest for the future and not result In shortages and inflationary prices
tomorrow.

We have several specific concerns for which we are continuing to develop
policies.

First, as a major consumer we are concerned with security of supply at rea-
sonable prices. While we are not generally concerned with the possibility of
successful OPEC-type action in raw materials, we cannot Ignore the possibility
that unilateral attempts to leverage industrial consumers are a possibility and
could, in a few, cases, be economically dlsruptive,-We intend to address this issue

-thiugh supply access negotiations In the MTN, as the Congress has clearly
legislated.

Second, we are concerned that an uncertain investment climate In the devel-
oping world, as well as the increasing cost of mineral exploration and exploita-
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tion, MiAl tinermine, adequate p4v~te investment flowi .fdr mnerki develop-
ment. Our response 'las beeh onvtw o levels, We hie expressed gk wlllingneee to
improve the Investment climate in the dt(veloplng w*ld by lsett~ing gtldelines
for the behavior of both multinationa4l and goveriments, by -calng .got* multi-
lateral investment 1nsranee agencY, and by isiIe what' leverge 1we hae to
settle investment' dipdt0s by third party arbltrak0n; We have a JWopor0 ed that
the World Bank--both the IBRD arid the'I O become more intolvenmIera
financing In the LDCS. These institutions would mobilize prlfate rsouices,
acting where necessary as the ilddlenlan between foreign countrisand 'U.8.
com pait es. fl fl uctu, '

Third, we must direct attentIob:tothqse eoinvioditie* whose p rC" luctute
excessively, wlih severe -inflationary effects on our, own economy. We are pre-
pared to give 'onsideration to means of moderating fluctuation, r oajlfng "frbm
a better exchange of informatlon between producers and consumers'to .formal
arrangements ln'seifice omnmoditles where appropriate. " ' 'IFourth, we keognize that for' many commodities the dominant'problem' may
not be volatile prices but competition from synthetiCe, decllhing or tluggi" see-
ular demand, or overproduction as new suppliers come on the market. The reme-
dies in such cases would be measures iueh as diversification, Improved produc-
tivity, or better marketing' practices. Each commoditY has its, particular char-
acteristics and problems peculiar to It and must be considered Individually. We
have, therefore, proposed -that there be a producer-consumernforum for each key
commodity to consider What can be done to promote the efficiency, growth
and stability of its market.

Negotiations have been completed on a new coffee agreement which contains
substantial improvements from both consumer and producer viewpoints. We
w-ill submit this shortly to the President for decision. The new cocoa agreement
contains Insufficient protection for consumers and its price provisions are too
rigid. We are asking for renegotiation. We will shortly submit the tin agreement,
which is a treaty, for advice and consent by the Senate.

INTERNATIONAL INVESTMENT

Transnational enterprises have been important instruments for growth in both
the industrial ad developing countries. They contribute not only scarce capital
but also scarce technology, management, and marketing skills. In recognition of
these benefits, the indu-strial countries, 'including the United States, have main-
tained an open policy on international Investment.

The developing countries are ambivalent about private foreign investment
They want it for the benefits it brings, but they are uneasy about- It---and In
particular about the transitional company which: is, the major Instrumeut for
international investment-because of its power and global outlook. ,

Many of the niost successful developing countries have taken advantage of
foreign private Investment. In general the results have been more rapid mod.
ernization and a strengthened private sector. We remain convtnced that devel-
oping countries would be well served by offering a secure climate for 'foreign
investment but the choice remains theirs, as do the costs of foregoing investment.

The benefits deriving from transnational enterprises make it important thaL
governments deal with legitimate concerns about these companies. One major
concern is that these enterprises may deviate from proper standards of buslue.s
behavior. There have also been serious instances of apparent disregard 'for
national law with respect In particular to illicit payments. I' am 'aworo of the
keen interest of members bf this Committee on this issuie as reflected In Senate
Resolution 265.

The U.S. has taken the lead in dealing with these concerns because of our
commitment to an open international system for Investment and trade. We are
native in efforts within the OEOD to work out guidelines defining'reasonable
standards of business practices for transnational enterprises. Our delegation
to the multilateral trade negotiations has also raised this Issue In that forum.
8nch guidelines can provide the basis for better understanding between govern-
ments and enterprises and thus assist in preserving a favorable climate for
international investment.

In my address to the UNX Special Sess pn. I said that the U.S. is willing to
nursu discussion of International guidelines for transuational enterprises within

the UN. We are willing to address the concerns of developing countries, in par-
tienlar that transnatonal enterprises contribute to the development process. At
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tM 1"me tlmie wo believe that' anyU dein shold b a-ticulai' they eliSiuld Include not 'only tie" oblgaions of +enter:~ but also+

those of governments t6 treat the enterprise equitably tnd In -co mane with
International law; they should apPly 0q4dill. to domestic and international en-
terp'lae and to rp yate aqd pblle fl-r, wherever appropriate they should
sfh t I e i""OoW r d,1ePs t&a ai't; aroh on.u in f'eoy
entered~pi

Two' years have passed, since the oil exporting countries sent shock waves
through the world economy by the abrupt and enormous increase In the price of
oil. In those two years we have:
+.++--Created the International Energy Agency, a potentially.dynamic center for

energy cooperation;
-Established a comprehensive emergency program to increase the ability of

IlA mewbets to withstand the economic impact of another embargo;,- ' --... 1'.
-Negotiated a -financial support fund to meet problems posed by the huge

financial abcumulations of the(vil producing countries; .
-Established the-long-term IDA program to accelerate the shift in supply and

demand for world energy that will eventually end our vulnerability to -arbitrary
OPEC control over worldprcese. 1 1 '

The eighteen countries of the International Energy Agency are meeting today
In Paris on the establishment of a program for long-term cooperation In the field
of energy. This long-term program will tie together and reinforce our respective
national efforts to reduce our excessive--dependence on imported oil, -

'The adoption of this long-term program wilt complete the basic design for con-
sumer country cooperation in energy which is a central pillar of US. interna-
tional energy policy; Having completed this framework for cooperation among
the industrial democracies, we are now ready to begin a dialogue with the oil
producers and the non-oil producing developing countries.

On February 11, the Energy Comtnission of the Conference on International
Economic Cooperation will meet in Paris under the co-chairmanship of Saudi
Arabia and the United States. We approach this dialogue in a spirit of construc-
tive cooperation, aware of our own vital interests, but convinced that our in-
terests and those of the oil-producers can be harmonized. -

NEXT BTEPS,,

The Attainment of our obJective'-of substituting cooperation for, North/South
confrontation will depend Importantly on the ability of tle. Administration and
the Congress, working together, to tranviate our proposals into concrete policies
and action. a o fe

We will need authority froip the C<ngress to'replenish the rewures of the
regional lending institutions and to subscribe new capital to the International

.Finance (orporation.
In the commodity area, we will be seeking the adicee "ad e0 nt of the

Senate to U,S. membership in the International, Tin Agreement and in other In-
ternational commodity agreements that we determine are consistent with our
Interests. We will be coming to this Coinmittee for Implementig legltoii Yhere
such legislation is required. Coffee is an, example.

In the trade area we are acting In full Compliance with the letter .andsplrit of
the Trade Act of 1974 and our proposals will come to the (Congress 'in accord-
nnce with the terms of that legislation. We will be consulting with the Congress
and this Committee on a continuing basis.

Clearly, the success of our efforts in North/South diplomacy depends on part.
nership between the Administration and the Congress, The role of :this lipor-
tant Committee is critical.

The success of our efforts In North/South diplomacy depends also on more
.systematic efforts by u$ to ensure that each developing country understands
that our bilateral relations with it include that country's behavior toward us
in international meetings and. in particular, Its votes there on issue. (f highest
importance to us. I have asked each of our Embassies overseas to make clear to
its host government that one of the factors y which we will measure the value
which that government attaches to Its relations with us will'be It~j statements
and votes on that fairly limited number of Issues which we indicate are of
Importance to us In International forums. In view of the growing importAne
to us of certain issues, of both economic and political significance, now dealt
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Generally speaking, those interests p-'e best promoted by encouti 1g anwnn
countries the same freedom of economic exchange we have within this country.
Becausewe have by far the greatest economy, only; we can Wtace the lead In
moving the International economy An tht.lbq relo .. We mtuatI ,ot 411 t exer
else that responsibility. - , " -t u - I. I dp tw

. But our, leadorsh0ip tote must not Aml- does Tiot prevent -us frgip -Ualg ou r
economic power to make sure that American traders and Il4VeetPrs get At fair
Opportwlwlty.

The developing countries aro a special case. If we want them to.Joint the open
economic system of which the United States is the center, we have to Wake it
more accessible to them. This is the key to the proposal I made pt the $eventhi
Special Session: to use new trading, hnveotment and commodity imss'e rather
than large scale new aid to accelerate their development, These policies cat bring
important benefits to us: new trading and investment opportonitles for Amerl-
cans and better protection against inflation.. To developing countries the impact
of these policies can be crucial. But it It is right for us to adopt these policies,
the developing countries must realize that they are not unconditional. They
too much accept obligations as members of the internatlonal system that grow as
their economies grow.

By this approach I am hopeful that we can create between developing and
industrial countries a new relationship of confidence and equality, in which
expanding investment and two-way trade will accelerate growth in both the
North and the South.

PRXPAUD 8TATEMVNT OF RICuARD E. BELL, ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF AGRICULTURE
FOR INTERNATIONAL ArFAiRs AND COMMODITY PROGRAMS

Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the opportunity to appear before this Committee,

and to discuss the Trade Act of 1974, the need for further trade expansion, and
the crucial importance of trade to American agriculture in 1976.

A few days ago., the Department of Agriculture issued its first report of
farmers' planting intentions in 1976. This report indicates that farmers )low
intend to plant 2.8 million more 4cres to major field crops than they planted in
1975. However, due to drought, somewhat more wheat acreage is being aba-
doned thanwits the~case a year go, We therefore are projecting overpliharvested
acreage this year at about the same as last year. In 1975, we harv.ested the largest
acreage since 1956 and produced the largest total crop output in history.

Farmers are responding to. the opportunity to produce for the tnarket. We
announced last summer that there would be no set-aside on grains and cotton
In 1976..This mesns that, outside 9f tobacco, rice and peanuts, farmers have
complete free4m to plant with no government limitations or disincentives.
This will be true for the third consecutive year.

This pqicy.. of. full production does not wean that farmers should. necessarily
plant from fence row to fence row,. It does. mean they are free to use. their
resources to.pro4d-ee eclentty what'they think the market wil accept at prices
profitable to producers.

-We-have-assured farmers that they will have freedom to market. Including
the opportunity to export. In support of this, we have had a Uumb-of conver-
sations with customer nations in order to assess their future needs. In the case
of the Soviet Union, we have negotiated a supply agreement, in order to even
out that country's purchases and assure our farmers of a market there.

A full production policy is dependent on the freedom to market overseas as well
as at home. If the American farmer 1mi to expand production, as he is doing, he
must be able to depend on growth In exports as well as in domestic use. The
world market is a production Incentive-encouraging abundance and efficiency
of roductlon in the interest of all Americans and all consumers world-wide.

Farm product exports in fiscal 1976. which is roughly equivalent to the market-
Ing period for 1975 crops, will exceed $20 billion for the third straight year. As for
voluine, we will ship more tonnage of bulk products than ever before, exceeding
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In. line with'these need%, we have sought .better assessment .of Import. needs
of traditional customers and. emerging new markets, particularly thoB" of cen.-
trally-planned economies in order to Improve thb ability of US. farmers to plan
produotlon for those needs ,.

We have carried on discussions and in some cases arrived at specific under.
standings. with euwtomer nations, giving. an indication of, what- to expect, iti.the
way 6f future purchases.trom the United States. These understandiags provide
for exchange of Information on supply demand and trade Intentions, a'id they
give our trading partners the best possible asuratces- that. within, the framework
of- the market -system- and. subject to avallabilitiest supplies will. be. forthcoming
tomeettbeirned5. - . " -

,Japan) the U.. farmer's-largest 'overseas customer, Indicated, a desire for such
an understAnding last summer, 'Tho Japaneser-have indicated that _for each. of
the next three years, they would like to purchase about, 14'Milliorr metritcons of
grains and soybeans from the United States. For our part, we have indicated
our willingness to supply. Japan's requirements within the framework of our
market system. It appears that the 14-million tons can be achieved in the current
m rketing year.
* Israel also sought U.S. cooperatforin n meethig its a gricultnurai in ort equtire
Ments. That government has indicated a desire 'to purchase about 1.7 million
tons of U.S..farm products--wheat, feedgrAins, azid sorvbeans--in each of the
hext three years. We have expressed our appreClation for Israel's clear expres-
sion of Intention to remain a valued U.S4. customer, and have pledged ou' coop-
eration in fiaking U;. farmers aware of the importance of thatmitrket.. In a similar vein, Poland, a growing' market for U.S. agricultural products, has
indicated its intention to make regular purchases here. In each of the next five
years, Poland plans to purchase about 2.5 nitIlloi metric tons of grain, and has
further expressed its desire to nmeet with U.S. officials each year to: pecfvY its
exact levels of purchases. I 1 ' "

Each of these nations has sought U.S. cooperation in meeting its goal of it
better national diet. These countries reCognize that the U.S. farmer produces for
a market, and that the best way to assure themselves of a place it that market-
is to give a clear indication of their needs.

The agreement with the Soviet Union differs from these-general understand-
ings. The U.S.-USSR agreement was specifically negotiated as a unique solu-
tion to a unique problem. As a large centrally-planned economy, the Soviet Union
was able to enter the world market without first sending out signals of the role
it intended t6 play as a customer. Because of production problemsin the USSR,
its purchases from world niarkets had been erratic-and the world's producers
were unable to count on regular purchases. The agreement with the Soviets
commits them to buy 6 million tons oft U.S. corl and wheat each year for five
years-and permits 8 million after consultations. This will go far toward elimi-
nating disruption In the market as a result of Soviet purchaes. This Is an
obvious advantage to our produCers, and also Is beneficial to the Soviet Union,
which Is now able to take'its place ag a dependable customer for U.s. agriculture.

JX"YSRNAT'IONAL FOOD 5FOftVIC8 ""

Since the World Food Conference in November 1974. the U.S. has worked to
bring into existence an international grain reserve network to help promote
world food security. Our basic concept Is a, system that would ensure that world
grain stocks are adequate to .offset crop failures that might occur., At the same
times the system should not interfere with base market forces which must o10
erate if there is to be a worldwide expansion In eflicient grain production and
trade to meet growing needs.
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The focip of discusslonq, on grain rervep hs ben t a bep W group of
the International Wheat Council in London. Progress has been so0 . Some count
tries have wanted to expand. the reserve concept Iqtco an'ovl Ilene to stab-
ilize world grain prices apr manage world trade. The'US. IMa .orwy , opposed
this approach Which would, In our ,view, Perpetuate Inemecent food pwoduc 1wo
patterns. The last discussion of countries! proposals wahs eld In London Jan-
uary 19-21. We are now evaluating what our next steps should be,.

While discussions In London have proceeded, 'individual countries have takenL
some steps to assure future supplies and markets. The ne*. five -year grains
agreement with the -Soviet Union will also encourage iici'eased stbck holding
In the USSR In years of good harvests. We have reason to believe that the Soviet,
government plans to-increase grain storage capacity by 40 million tons, in years
ahead. The Japanese government has also been discussing means of increasing',

-J-apan's grain storage capacity. India,. which had an extraordinarily good, harvest
this year, Is nonetheless Importing U.S. wheat and building grain stocks for the
future.

While these are signs of future progress on the part of important individual
countries, the fact remains that world grain stocks (rice excluded) will decline
again this year to the lowest point in about a quarter century. U.A carryout
stocks, however, will increase this year by about 40 percent as a result of the
production response of U.S. farmers, limits on the import capacity of the Soviet
Union due to transportation bottlenecks, and grain import restrictions by major
countries to shield their farmers from foreign competition. There continues to,
be a need for market-oriented reserves and for progress In liberalizing grain
trade barriers in the MIN,

THE MULTILATERAL TRADE NEGOTIATIONS.

American farmers have a real and direct stake in the multilateral trade ne'
gotiations--aud their support of the.Trade Act of 1974 and the negotiations them-
selves bears this out It is important to maintain our effQrts to assure that ag-
riculture's interests will be truly served.

We believe the major negotiating thrust is directed at nontarLff barriers-a.
form of restriction to ivtch agricultural products are especially Vulnerable.
These include variable levies, import quotas, export subsidies, packaging and
labeling standards, government procurement practices, customs valuation meth-
ods, and import licensing requirements.

We believe that these barriers can be eliminated or reduced only If agricul-
ture and industrial matters are negotiated together, not separately as they were
In the Kennedy Round. One-fifth of total U.S. exports are agricultural: Two-
thirds (by value) of our agricultural exports are subject to one kind or another
of foreign trade restrictions. We believe that this general round of trade ne-
gotiations offers our agriculture an opportunity to negotiate away some of these
barriers.

If we are required to negotiate In an "agriculture only" forum, there Is little
that we can accomplish. The reason is -that the United,'tates--while not without
its own agricultural trade restrictions--does In fact maintain a relatively low
level of protection against farm product imports. I I
,In fiscal year 1975, U.S. farm product exports of $21.0 billion Included about

$15 billion facing foreign trade restrictions of some sort. Meantime, our agri-
cultural Imports of $9.6 billion Included only $3 billion that faced U.S. restric-
tions. This means we would be trying, to obtain concessions on $15, billion In
trade restrictions with only $8 billion that could be offered as viable concessions.
such a one-sided negotiation could not succeed.

We recognize that basic differences between our agricultural system and that
of the European Community wil continue to be a problem. In many ways, these
systems are Incompatible. However, there are ways in which we can work to-
gether with the Europeans, and it is important that we keep the' avenues of,
communication open which we are doing.

For example, we met with' the Europeans once again earlier this month. We
have told them that, while our systems are -in sharp contrast, we should each re-
spect the other's rights to think differently and 1to operate his own system.'Our
Job in the negotiations is to seek -and find ways in which trade can be on a
mutually beneficial basis. We must fAnd -ways to assure that our respective ago-
cultural systems do not distort or Interfere with world trade. •
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T119 AORXOULTUAI ADVOYT COMMIITI BS
As you will recall, Mr. Chairmn, Americanfarmers and their orinitzati ni

were supporters of the Trade Act of 19T4"-as they have historically adovate!
liberal trade. They continue to.provide iajor pupport and coUnsel with, respect
to the negotiations going on in Geneva.

The Trade Act Includes a provision (Section 135) establishing a frmalve-
hicle to insure liaison between the government and the private sector in the
conduct of trade negotiations. That vehicle is the Advisory Committee system.

President Ford in Executive Order NO. 11846 of March 27, 1975 delegated this
authority to the Special Trade Representative jointly with the Secretaries of
Commerce, Agriculture, 'and Labor as appropriate. The establishment of the' Ag.
ricultural Policy Advisory Committee and Agricultural Technical Advisory CorA.
mittees for Cotton, Dairy, Fruits and Vegetables, Graid and Feed, Livestock and
Livestock Products, Oilseeds and Products, Poultry and Eggs, and Tob4&o was
announced Jointly by the Department and STR on April 8,1975.

There are approximately 150 people on the Committees we have established
representing U.P. agriculture. The Agricultural Policy Advisory Committee,. con-
slating of approximately 25 members, met four times during 1975. It will meet
again on February 24. 'There are approximately 125 members of the eight Agri-
cultural Technical Advisory Committees. Individual Committee memberships
vary depending upon the particular commodity coverage. For example, the Fruits
and Vegetables Advisory Committee, which covers an extremely broad and diverse
commodity range, has approximately 20 members. On. the other hand, the
Tobacco Advisory Committee, representing a more compact industry, has ap-
proximately 10 members. Each of these Committees met at least twice and some asmany as four times during 1975. All eight Technical Advisory Committees sub-
mitted reports and recommendations in their community areas to Ambassador
Dent and to Secretary Butz last fall.

Membership on the Agricultural Advisory Committees represents a broad spec-
trum of agricultural producers, processors, and traders. In selecting members,
the Department provided recognition for a diversity of agricultural interests
while at the same time keping each Committee to a practical size. While we have
attempted to provide the widest possible representation from national agricul-
tural and commodity organizations, it has not been possible to provide mem-
bership for every organization and individual.

AGRICULTURE AD TRZ rRAbE Ae Or 114

The Trade Act of 1974 has strengthened the authority of the President to ne-
gotiate lower levels of trade restrictions. Whatever success the United States
achieves in the multilateral trade negotiations can be credited in substantial
part to the wisdom of Congres in enacting the Trade Act. Meanwhile, various
provisions of the Act are helping to facilitate trade.

For example, we know from our first year's experience under the Act that
the revised countervailing duty statute is working.

One provision has however served to limit the U.X. farmer's trade opportuni-
ties. The restrictions in Section 402 place the American producer at a disadvan-
tage in reaching the growing East European market.

Our Inability to extend most-favored-nation tariff treatment to most East
European countries tends to Jeopardize our trade position relative to. other sup-
pliers. MFN, which simply provides to one nation the same tariff treatment
granted any other trading partner, is denfbd to the non-market economies except
for Poland, Romania, and Yugoslavia. We have a considerable positive trade
balance with the Communist countries. They must be allowed to compete In the
West If they are to buy in the West.

Also denied to those countries is access to one of. our most Important market,
development tools-U.S. government. credit. Without exception, the leaders Secre?
tary Butz talked with last November during a trip to Eastern Europe brought
up the Commodity Credit Corporation (CCC) export credit program---either in
terms of access to CCCOcredit or a desire for, larger credits under the program.

Under Title IV of the Trade Act of 1974, all nonmarket economy countries
except for Poland, Romania and Yugoslavia are now ineligible to receive CCO.
credits, In the case of Poland, a traditional CCC credit customer, we have been
able to use credits to develop a large, long-term market for our agricultural prod.
ucts. The CCC credit program has been put to work in our trade with Romania
since 1970, and has assisted in the sale of $120 million worth of agricultural
products.
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OVERSIGHT HEARINGS ON U.S. FOREIGN TRADE
POLICY

WEDNESDAY, PE3BUARY 4, 1976

• U.S. SENATE,
COMMITrE ON FixANCz,

Washington, D.C.
The committee met at 9:36 a.m., pursuant to recess, in room 2221)

Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Bob Packwood, presiding.
Present: Senators Long, Byrd Jr., of Virginia, Haskell, Curtis,

Packwood, and Roth, Jr.
Senator PACKWOOD. Let's get started. Senatr Long will be along

shortly. There is no point in holding up your statements until he
arrives. So, why don't you go ahead.

Who is going to testify first?

STATEMENT OF R. HEATH LARRY, VICE CHAIRMAN, UNITED
STATES STEEL, CHAIRMAN, TRADE COMMITTEE, AMERICAN IRON
AND STEEL INSTITUTE, ACCOMPANIED BY RICHARD P. SIMMONS,--
PRESIDENT OF ALLEGHENY LUDLUM STEEL CORP., AND DOM
KING, COUNSEL

Mfr. LARRY. I guess I am it, Senator.
I would like to add that I am speaking in behalf of United States

Steel and I would like to indicate I am also appearing in behalf of
American Iron and Steel Institute since I am the chairman of their
trade committee.

I have with me Mr. Dick Simmons who is going to present some
remarks on specialty steel problems, and we are pleased to have him
here and also Mr. Dom King, our counsel who has had a great deal of
experience in trade matters.

I want to start, Senator, by expressing our appreciation to your
committee and to you for the opportunity to have participated in these
oversight hearings.

I think they are immensely timely, it is a very important thing that
we have them at this point.

I know some will have read our statement, the long statement which
we have filed a few days ago in accordance with your rules and, con-
cluded that it might seem just a bit salty. If so, I want to say that it
is done in all sincerity an in all desire to be constructive. It is done
on the basis of the facts as we know them, and we may not know all
the facts which are involved in these negotiations.

On the other hand, it is possible that some of our criticism is well
merited and that, our negotiators really are not pursuing a course quite
in line with what this committee and the Congress and the lawmakers

15567-937-76-.-11
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might have intended. So, I think it is highly pertinent at this point in
time that we have a kind of a review as to how things are going and
where they are going and what the feeling of the lawmakers was as
well as the feeling of the State Department and Treasury Department
and t e STR.

Now, I have, of course, 6 rather lengthy statement and I don't-have
any opportunity or desire to Wread It all through. T am hoping that
there will be those who have read it. I hope you will permit me, there-
fore, to draw attention to just a few of the highlights and if it is in
front of you, perhaps I might cal attention first to the material
which begins on page 7. It isentitled U.S. Negotiating Attitudes

I am concerned really about what I see and hear and feel, at times,
represents the U.S. negotiating attitude, one still reflective of the
belief that we are a kind of a supereconomic power, that we can all
afford to turn the other cheek, that we can look to the international
concerns first even at the expense of our own national concerns.

In all frankness, I um of the belief now that we have come to that
point in time that whatever agreement is reached, it is going to have
to be one which looks after the interests of theUnited States.

I am a little concerned that some past history might cause our repre-
sentatives to, if you will, "reach" for agreement just to be able to say
they have made an agreement.

I want to say one thing: Mr. Abel is going to testify here right after
Mr. Simmons and I have finished, and if he has taught me one thing,
it was that from my standpoint "reaching" for an agreement is a most
perilous approach in bargaining and I am suggesting that it may be
also for the United States.

Ve'tend to rather lose out a little bit when we reach too far.
I think we have to remember how markedly the world has changed

since the early days of classical free market economics when trade
might really have been deemed an end in itself.

But look at what's happened since the days of Smith and Ricardo
when they rather assumed open markets internally and externally.
Today we have a mixture of market and nonmarket economies. We
have a great ownership by government, at least with respect to steel
operations in many economies.

We have strong populist pressure upon governments to manage
their own economies and frankly that, coupled with the fact that we
now have manifold and quite often comparable industrial centers
throughout the world capable of making the identical products in the
same way, and virtually at the same cost, I think, makes a marked
difference in how we assume that the end of trade negotiations is to en-
courage the expansion of trade. I think we have come to that point in
time where it may be worthwhile to sit back and take a very careful
look because if we do proceed on the basis that trade is an end in it-
self, we will risk reaching for an agreement, and I think we would be
better advised waiting until we see one possible in the framework
which accords with our own interests and that's going to be difficult.

One of the reasons it is going to be difficult is something I point out
in the first few pages.

If you would look on page 3, there is a section entitled "The Japan-
EEC Steel Arrangement." F rankly, I have Won somewhat astonished
to learn that there are places vithian both the legislative arm and the
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executive-administrative arms of Government these days who are not
aware of the fact that an agreement' has, in fact, been worked out.

We detail it there in some considerable number of lines with quotes
from the Japan Economic Journal. We ,have quotes from their local
papers and their official journals if you would like to have them.

The point is that the whole thing is illustrative of ' double stand-
ard. Here the Europeans and the Japanese have come to work out this,
kind of an accord, creating a cartel, limiting the amount of steel to be
shipped into the European market. This is a bilateral agreementreached during a period of denials by the parties involved, violating

1g Article 19 of the GATT and the 9FN provisions and our officias
learned about it only after it was done, and we are not sure they have
officially protested about it, even yet.

Now, meanwhile, rightly or wrongly, we rather sense that our trade,
representatives are somewhat embarrassed by the action of U.S. Steel
in filing for countervailing duties against the export subsidies reflected
in the European value-added tax remission scheme. - ?

One senses the same kind of embarrassment, frankly, with respect W
the action of the specialty steel industry in having achieved what I
think is, at best, a very minimal reaction from the ITC and incidentally
Mr. Simmons, who represents the specialty steel producers, can explain
to you, and he will do so, just exactly how minimal it'is.

Good morning, sir.
The Chairman' [presiding]. Good morning.
Mr. LARRY. Particularly in light of the apfan-EEC agreement, we

can't seem to see the problem involving sector negotiations in steel, a'
theme we begin to discuss on page 10 of our longer statement. There is
much in there reciting that it was the sense of this committee that there-
be sector negotiations amongst a number of industries, steel specifically
enumerated. I do not see why, incidentally, and particularly in light of
what we have seen elsewhere, the discussions which have taken place-
between the Japanese community and the European community, why
there should be any difficulty in moving toward these negotiations and
why it might be that anyone would suggest that we ought to cash
any chips, frankly, in order to get them underway.

Now, let me say a word about the subsidy question, and counter-
vailing duties andthen I think I ought to withhold further comment
awaiting the direction of your questions.

Now, we are aware that in the early days of GATT, and I say "we"
here--whoever was involved on the part of the United States-might
have compromised ourselves somewhat and have encouraged a credi-
bility in the spurious differentiation 'between direct and indirect taxes
with the result that some people would say that we have encouraged
the EurQpeans to proceed in the direction they have. But that, to my
mind, does not excuse the fact that a prime result of that system is to
raise a shield in their home market against imports from us, and to en-
courage the making of exports to our market.

I don't think there can be any doubt that that is the economic con-
sequence, with the combination of the border tax imposition and the
value-added tax remission, that simply represents a distortion of trade
which cries'out for treatment.

We point out in our paper that we are not asking th Europeans to
abandonAtheir system. It is not necessary they do that., We. ae it
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meddling in their internal tax structure. All they have to do, frankly,
is to do the same thing in trade with us, that they have agreed to do
with respect to their trading partners within the Common Market,
that is, not to use the border tax adjustment process inl trade back and
forth. In other words, don't use it. Use it, as a tax-revenue device
within their economy, but not use it as a trade distorting device in
shipments into and out of their respective economies.

What worries me, frankly, is that the United States may be on the
way to possibly losing the point about this countervailing duty even
before the point is made. We hear rumors that the Europeans are
wiilling to talk about the subject of value-added tax remission only
if there has been a precommitment to an injury test.

Senator TIASKELL. A precommitment to what, sir?
Mr. L RRY. To an injury test sir.
Now, there really is no problem about the value-added tax remission

unless it does, in fact, constitute an export subsidy.
Gentlemen, this is a fact which is capable of resolution as an eco-

Oomic fact. I don't think it ought to be resolved in terms of negotia-
tions. If there is a determination that it is, in fact, an export subsidy,
then I think there is a lot of agreement around the world that export
subsidies should be prohibited and that subsidies, which should be
prohibited, don't need an injury test, because if you allow for that
process to take place before remedy occurs, all you do is encourage
violation. And I refer in my statement to a very scholarly commentary
4)11 this point at page 77-78 of the policy papers of the At antic Council
entitled "GATT Plus."

Now, the remaining sections of our paper relate to the effective
enforcement of fair trade statutes and to antidumping regulations on
page 19 which tre by nature somewhat technical and either I or Mr.
King can discuss or respond to your inquiring about these things at
a later point at your convenience. But just one more brief comment,
and then let me suggest that Mr. Simmons might make a comment. This
has to do with the market disruption and safeguards section.'.Mr.
Simnons will talk about this because he has been deeply involved in
it recently. But some of you may know that we have offered or pro-
posed or discussed with the Trade Representative's Office an approach
to negotiation both about disruption safeguards and escape clause
avenues, but particularly in relation to the steel industry.

I have to say that I sincerely hope that it may be deemed by the
;Special Trade Representative that what we have suggested could'be an
approach which would enable him to move forward with diligence
putting, if you will, safeguard discussions in a place of high priority
in the course of steel sector negotiations.

I think they can be taken up very well as an illustrative case, in the
Course of steel sector negotiations, and this is what we have been press-
ing for, this is for what we would like to continue to press; and we
thank you, Mr. Chairman, and other distinguished gentlemen, for this
opportunity to file this paper and to make this brief commentary.

Perhaps, if you are willing now, I would like to call on Mr. Simmons.
Mr. SIMMONs. Thank you, Heath.
Senators, I, certainly appreciate the opportunity to make a brief

statement with respect to the specialty steel case.
I am Dick Simmons, president of Allegheny Ludlum Steel Corp.

and chairman of the advisory committee, Tool and Stainless Steel
Committee of the Specialty Steel Industry.
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The International Trade Commission, in what must be viewed as a
precedent decision, found recently that the specialty steel industry of
the United States and the United Steel Workers of the United States
indeed had been injured under the terms of the 1974 Trade Act.

Their findings, the first such findings of injury since the act was
passed by the Congress, came after 6 months of intensive examination
by the .Commission and its staff. They found, and we quote, "On the
basis of its investigation that bars; wire rods; and 'plte, sheets and
strip * * *; all of the foregoing of stainless steel or alloy tool steel
• * * are bein. imported into the United States in such increased
quantities as tobe a substantial cause of serious injury to the domestic
industry.",

The International Trade Commission carefully considered the argu-
ments presented by both the domestic companies and the foreign pro-
ducers to establish that the conditions of the act had been met. They
found, as stated in their report to the President, that the condition of
increased imports had been met either in actual terms or relative to
domestic production. The Commission also found that the require-
ment of serious injury or threat of serious injury had also been met as
measured by the idling of productive capacity, significant unemploy-
ment or underemployment and the inability of a significant number
of firms to operate at a reasonable level of profit. Finally, the Com-
mission having studied the requirements of "serious injury," concluded
that imports are an important cause of injury and not less in impor-
tance than the recession.

The Commission concluded, and we quote, "Therefore, the statutory
criteria having been met, in our opinion an affirmative determination
is required."

The lengthy investigation and the public hearings open to all inter-
ested parties resulted in the findings which I have reviewed briefly.
The findings and recommendations of the Commission must now be
considered, as you know, by the President.

Based on the initial reaction of some of our foreign competitors, it
appears that they are attempting to accomplish through political
means wbat they had full opportunity to accomplish-and could not-
during the investigation and the hearings conducted by the Commis-
sion under the law.

The specialty steel companies, although highly gratified by the find-
ing of the International Trade Commission, would point out that the
Commission, in its recommendations to the President did not go as
far as the specialty steel companies had recommended during the
hearings. Nevertheless, the specialty steel companies, in recognition
of the extensive investigation conducted by the Commission, totally,
unanimously and without reservation, support the Conui.,,ion's rec-
ommendation to the President, and urge the President to approve and
implement the remedy proposed by the Commission without delay
or change.

The remedy proposed would not exclude foreign producers from
American markets. On the contrary, for 1976 the Conmission's rec-
ommendations to the President would reduce overall specialty steel
imports for these products covered by the decision by only 4 percent
as compared to 1975. In fact, stainless steel tonnages permitted under
the Commission's recommendations for 1976 would exceed or equal
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imports in every year but one prior to 1975. It is difficult to equate this
fact with some of the public statements which have been made regard-
ing the Commission's findings.

In subsequent years through 1980, imports of these products would
be permitted specific market shares of the Aniorican market. This
would permit foreign producers to increase their shipments into our
markets es American markets grow. It would also force them to curtail
their shipments during periods of sharp recession such as 1975, pre-
venting them from exporting their own unemployment during such
periods. -

We have attached a chart which is a duplicate of the one which you
see before you which summarizes the findings in complete detail.-Let
me stress again, the total and unqualified support for the Commission's
recommendations by the specialty steel industry. Our assessment of
the Commission's recommendations leads us to conclude that the find-
ings are reasonable and moderate and not at all radical, as statements
by foreign producers and their governments would have the American
public believe. In fact, the pro posedlimits for stainless steel sheet and
strip are significantly higher or 1976 than the actual levels for 1975.

It is ironic, as Mr. Larry 'has mentioned, that our Common Market
competitors and their governments which have been so outspokenly
critical of the Com'fission's-finidings and recommendations have, as
mentioned recently, concluded an arrangement with Japanese com-
panies to limit Japanese exports of steel to the Common Market for
the year 1976.

These hearings, held at this time, I think, are particularly appro-
priate as we move from the factual consideration of the specialty
steel case under the 1974 Trade Act to the President for his review.

Will the President accept the recommendations of the Commission,
which were reached, as we have pointed out, after 6 months of study,
hearings, :r4l deliberation, or will other considerations prevail t

The specialty steel industry and indeed the entire steel industry of
the United States welcome the findings of the International Trade
Commission, We believe that the President's decision concerning this
case will establish clearly whether the intent of Congress and the in-
tent of the legislation is to be carried out.

Thank you.
Mr. LAR nY, That concludes our original presentation, Mr. Chairman,

so we will meet your questions if that be your pleasure.
The CHAMRMAN. Mly information tells me that Senator Packwood

was here first. Under. the early bird rule, Senator Packwood is first.
You may ask your questions, Senator.

Senator PACKWOOD. I have a couple questions, Mr. Chairman.
I ask this question out of ignorance. Wat is violative of the GATT

reonirements on the EEC-Japanese Steel Agreement I
Mr. LARRY. I think it is a bilateral agreement which tends to limit

markets. It certainly is going to have a spillover effect on markets
other than those parties involved in it. I think it is very simple, We
can show you some recent indications in the Japanese press which
address the problem, both the Japanese press, incidentally, and the
European press, and their concern about the volume which is possibly
going to occur under their arrangement.
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If you put a cork in the spout of a teakettle that's sitting on the
stoye and it is boiling, the pressure is going to spill out somewhere.
It is going to spill out and probably in the open market of the world,
which is ours. We have seen it happen time and time again.

In other words, they adopted an agement which is going to affect
our market; they do it themselves they don't go through the proce-
dures of article 19 as I am informed they apply.

Senator PAcKwooD. What you are saying is the bilateral agreement
violates this, the Japanese and European community cannot make
this type of agreement.

Mr. -Lmmy. They cannot do it without following the procedures of
article 19.

Mr. KING. And the -most-favored-nation treatment, Senator, is the
cornerstone of the General Agreement on Tariff and Trade which
requires that signatory countries may not enter into bilateral arrange-
ments in derogation of the arrangements under GATT and any rela-
tionship that restricts the trade is a violation of article 19. They have
undertaken this agreement, and they have done it then not through
the aegis of the GATT nor by the safeguard procedures permitted
under GATT under article 19, and there are other procedures under
GATT which they can use to make application to other members for
relief. They have not done this. They did it in a secretive fashion out-
side of the confines of the GATT structure so that in our judgment
they have violated their basic commitment under that agreement.

Senator PACKWOOD. Yes.
Mr. KixG. Well, Senator, in there, I think there is possibly a prob-

lem that I want to get into with the textile people, and I don't know
the basis of the negotiations that went on in the cotton-textile agree-
ment, but all of the countries in GATT, as I understood it., under the
textile agreement that were going- to be adversely affected by the ar-
rangement were parties and signatories to the agreement.• In other words, all of the member nations of GATT who could pos-
sibly have been adversely affected were, in factj invited into the nego-,
tiations and were participants in it which is quite different when the
Europeans and Japanese enter into a steel arrangement and exclude
from the consideration of impact one of the important steel countries
of the world, namely, our own Nation.

Senator PACUWOOD. And the GATT agreement does preclude these
bilateral agreements which apparently is an agreement in tho law.
But all Japan has done is voluntarily agreed to refrain from export-
ing above a certain level to the European communities ?

Mr. KizG. That is correct.
Senator PACKWOOD. On the steel imports, I am looking at the totals

here, and in terms of the average, if -ou look at it over the years, 1975
was slightly higher than previous years, but not higher than 1971,
not higher than 1974. Was the real adverse effect in 1975 because of
the recession in this country, and the dropping of our own domestic
market?

Mr. Simmows. The Commission in examining this and in their find-
ings considered the fact that imports had risen on a trend basis since
1964, and as they examined it it is my understanding that they con-
sidered that the years 1970, 1971, and 1972 were an aberration because
of the recession that had occurred at that point.
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With specific reference to your question, obviously the imports of
1975 which did iiot decline to any degree-they were virtually the
same as 1974-were aggravatingthe situation in the United States

because of the 45 percent decline 'that had occurred in domestic ship-
ments.

Senator PACKVwOD. Domestic shipments to where?
Mr. SIMuoNs. To t6e American market.
Senator PACKWOOD. By decline of the American market, you mean.

then I
Mr. SrIM oNs. That is right.
Senator PACIWOOD. Absent that, lookihg at 1970--these are in 'net

tons--143,000; 1971, 158,000, then it drops off in 1972 and 1973;- then
back up to 151,000. Would this have been a severe problem but for the
recession ?

Mr. SrMMois. Yes. We feel so. We feel when you look at the trend
over the period that goes back to 1964, and I have those numbers in
front of me here, the total imports of products at that time repre-
sented less than 1 percent of our market.

Senator PACKWOOD. When?
Mr. SIxMoNs. In 1960. This trend increased-
Senator PACKWOOD. How many tons in 1960?
Mr. SrmMors. In 1960, the total tons of imports were 4,500 tons-
Mr. PACKWOOD. It went from 143.000 10 years later.
Mr. SIMMows. That is correct. The point we make in our presenta-

tion, before the presentation, and that the Commission apparently
considered significant was the fact that it is true that imports had
reached an extremely high level in the years 1970-71, but that was
also a period of injury and had the law been in effect during that
period it would have constituted injury under the law.

Senator PACKWOOD. So., it was only the 1974 act that gave you the
leverage that you needed

Mr. S ows. Well, for a couple of products. In some products, such
as tool steel, actually, the shipments in 1975 really exceeded even the
levels of 1970 and 1971.

Senator PACKWOOD. Now, let me ask a question about the suit in
countervailing duties on the value-added tax. The theory, of this is
that whatever distinction might 'have existed at one time between'
direct and indirect taxes is no longer a valid distinction, because the,
taxes are getting so high as to constitute a significant tax and they
are not counted as a tax in terms of border adjustments that operate
at a tremendous discrimination, is that cofrect?

Mr. LARRy. I would like to ask Mr. King to answer that because he
prepared our complaints and is proceeding with our lawsuit.

Mr. KINo. Senator, we have felt that the distinction between direct
and indirect tax dichotomy that found its way into the GATT is cor-
rectly summed up in this committee's staff report that is very good,
February 26, 1974, dealing with the Trade Act. I believe that they
point out that this was put into the GATT and it was not at all clear
that there was"such a distinction between GATT and-between the
direct and indirect tax, and it took subsequent interpractice notes
within the GATT to do this, and our country, Senator, stood by nud
permitted this to occur when-we were not concerned about it. We
had a huge trade surplus, the Marshall plan was intact, and, frankly,
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we didn't perceive the danger and the risks in the fact that what we
were doing was setting a foot a mishievous idea that has no economic
basis. I think it is qae to say today there is not' an economic, any-
vhere in the world that believes the basic concepts under the direct/

indirect: narnely, there is full forward shifting of the indirect tax
and full backward shifting of the direct tax. Where is just no basis
tt all that direct taxes are fully sifted backward and indirect taxes
Kre fully shifted forward. We became deeply concerned, Senator,
that in the last 10 years the United States has protested in the OECD,
they have protested in the GATT provision. There have been work-
ing parties set up to deal with this issue, the State Department, the
Treasury Department, the Commerce Department, two former Presi-
dents, former members of the Special Trade Representatives, and
one of the distinguished members of the Kennedy round who now
is associated with your work in this committee have spoken-out-against
it, and we have tried to negotiate with the Europeans for 10 years
with a notable lack of success. They absolutely refuse to accee on
this.

It was with this point in mind that I think Mr. Larry has pointed
out quite accurately in his statement that we, therefore, determined
that the. countervailing. duty statute should be pursued as a means
of getting at this very issue, and I would want to point out that we
are not really asking the Europeans to change their tax system, we
are merely asking they should go to the country of origin principle
which they have agreed to do within trade in the community.
and to eliminate these border tax adjustments both on remission of
the tax on the outgo and imposition of it on the imports coming in
there, because we believe it is trade distorting and we believe, that,
hopefully, we can win this points in customs court, which is where
wye are headed.

Senator PACKWOOD. If nothing else works and you lose your suit
and the bottom falls out of everything, would you recommend that
this country reduce its corporate direct tax and go to the value-added
tax?

Mr. TjARRY. No, sir, there has been u lot of discussion about the
value-added tax as an available concept for the United States for a
long time. Apparently, the very difficult thing, from all I have heard
from those in the Treasuiy, is to refashion our tax in that way, but I
am not at all sure it would be imposible to first do two other things:
(1) Of course, is recognize the right to countervail on the way in,
and (2) if you will, provide an equivalent reduction in our taxes when
we are exporting to a market which has that kind of a tax system.

I don't particularly like the idea of doing it. I think it would be
much better if we didn't have to worry about the problem and if,
as Mr. King has suggested, that the European community were to
extend to our market the same kind of concept as they apparently
are going to extend within theirs.

Senator PACKWOOD. Thank you ve ry much.
Mr. KING. Senator. there is one, if I may I would like to make one

( tier comment that I hate to see any country have to try to structure
its tax system based upon trying to attain parity in international
trade. It seems to me that the easier way is for other countries to
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eliminate the border tax adjustment so each nation may determine
how it best wantA to handle its own tax-raising fiscal policies.

Senator PACKWOD. I have another reason or wanting to go that
direction. I would rather lower the corporate tax and have more
money available for taxes and pass it along for consumption.

Senator-HARRY F. ByRD, Jn. We will have to suspend for the
vote in the Senate.

The CHAIRMAN. We will be back in a moment.
One quick question though: What capacity is the steel industry

operating at the present time?
Mr. LARRY. Very low.
[Laughter.]
Mr. LARnRY. We are about ready to get some numbers out indica't-

ing capacity again, but we have not had official numbers in that direc-
tion for a long time, but I will tell you, we are on the low edge, believe
me, and there are an awful lot of people unemployed.

Senator HARRY F. Bi-nD, JR. To save time, Mr. Best of the com-
mittee will ask a few questions on behalf of the committee, and I will
ask Mr. Best if he will put the questions to you now while the Sena-
tors are voting.

Mr. LARRY. I think, Mr. Best, if you want a ballpark number, we
could say something like 60-65 percent recognizing the Viagaries of
capacity.

Mr. ]BzTr. The chairman had a question or two on the' Japanese-
European agreement.

The first one is-
Mr. LARRY. Is your mike on, Mr. Best? I can't quite hear you.
Mr. BEST. The chairman had a question or-two on the Japanese-

European voluntary-agreement. I think you indicated this was done
outside of the framework of the GATT in bilateral agements.

Mr. LARRY. Well, it must have been. There is no official proceed-
ings about it that I know of.

Mr. BxsT. Could you supply the committee with details with regard
to the nature of the voluntary agreement and its effects on the United
States?

Mr. LARRY. I think we have got some detail, obviously, in the ref-
erences to the Japan-Economic European Community in our state-
ment. Now, we do have supplemental reports. We do not have an
-actual copy of their agreement. We do not have an actual copy of
their cartel arrangement.

We find references in both the European press and Japanese press
to the- -each thinking they have done maybe, something which they
shouldn't have done, that is that they could have done a little better
from their own standpoint.

We will be happy to furnish you additional detail. We do have it
available in our files. __

Mr. BEST. Do you feel that the ultimate solution to the steel indus-
try's trade problems lies in a multilateral agreement along the lines
of the textile agreement; or in simply enforcing our unfair trade
practice statutes ?

Mr." LARRY. Well. I suppose we have not yet seen enough of tli6
latter to be able to form a judgment as to how we feel if that were to
happen.

We certainly, however, in light of the current circumstances, felt
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justified in putting forth to the STR some concepts as to an approach,
for sectoral negotiations on a multination basis. We have had a. feel-
ing rightly or wrongly, that steel is a rather unique situation, that
the development of other countries with government ownership of,
a significant portion of their industry, the basic nature of it to supply
the fundamental, if you will, employment and basic product of the*
economy, have all made it such an element of concern for .various
governments throughout the world that we are-inclined to believe
that the forms of involvement are such they almost have to be tackled
by looking at the steel industry as such, rather than, say, look at
codes for one kind of unfair practice or another,

The variations, I think, are infinite when you begin to get into the
economy, Government ownership, nonopen market concept which is
so prevalent in many economies in terms of- steel. That is the reason
we felt it would be so important as a kind of a trial balloon, if you
will, to tackle our industry, and we saw so much evidence of a similar
concern both in what we called an aborted meeting last fall, and now
once again after what has happened between the European and Japa-
nese communities, we are concerned that there is a great peril to the
capital formation needs of this industry because of the current down-
turn and because of what governments might cause industries to do in
light of it.

So, we think there are opportunities to pursue that approach. We
don't see why anyone wishes to feel that anyone from &-road ought
to feel entitled, and that we should cash a chip in order to get it under-
way. We would just like to see us get on with it.

Mr. BEsT. Just one followup question on that; Do you feel that the
negotiators in Geneva are carrying out the will of the Congress in sec-
torial negotiations as to steel?

Mr. LAiRy. Well, I would have to say that from what I can see, I do
not have a basis for encouragement that they are.

Now, there may be things going on of which I am not aware. I would
be rather happy if that were so.

Mr. BEST. Are you part of the advisory systenfI
Mr. LARRY. I am not personally, no, but we have representatives on

that ISAC setup and I have to say that those who are involved in it
feel a little bit frustrated by it.

Senator HAsK L. Just a couple of self-educating questions, if Imay.

Was your proceeding in front of the Tariff Commission based solely
on the Japan-EEC agreement, or did it attack the remission of the
value-added tax head on ?

Mr. TARtY. I think we are mixing a couple of things.
Senator HASK=L. All right, will you please explain it to me?
Mr. LARRY. We have a proceeding before the Tariff Commission in

terms of the specialty industry, and we have a proceeding before the
- Treasury on the value-added. They are two different things, Senator,

Senator HASxzLL. Thank you. Please continue.
Mr., LARRY. Well, we have one on either side of me who participated

in starting each. So, let's start over here.
Mr. KINo. Senator, on the countervailing duty complaint that was

pending before Treasury and it is now on its- appellate procedure in
Customs Court, it had nothing to do with the Jgpanese-EEC arrange-
ment. Indeed, that arrangement really would not have a relevancy or
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materiality to the issue that we have raised as to rebate of the value-
added tax.

Senator HAsKE L. Let's confine ourselves to the remission of the
value-added tax.

Mr. KING. That is what our countervailing duty case is about. We
have claimed that under the statute the border tax adjustment inherent
in the rebate of the VAT on exports leaving the community constitutes
an export subsidy and the imposition of that tax on imports that we
try to send into the community constitute a subsidy on the manufacture
of or production which is permitted under our statute because it is
trade inhibiting. It inhibits our ability to export to those countries.
So that issue is an independent one that-

Senator HASKELL. That is the issue I am particularly interested in.
Tell me a little bit about it. What did the Treasury do, did they turn
you down?

Mr. Ki . Yes; they turned us down, Senator, and I might add that
we are somewhat disappointed that this Congress in the 1974 Trade
Act provided for the first time specific judicial review for an American
manufacturer.who has a negative decision. In fact, there is a whole new
section 516(d) to the 1930 Tariff Act, as amended, this 1974-Trade
Act provided that.

When we were turned down by them, they issued an order, in effect,
saying that on the basis of our complaint and the brief that we gave
in support of it, that they could not find that there was a granting of
botunt being made under the remissions and then in a press confer-
ence that they held in conjunction with the issuance of this decision,
they pointed out that they were sympathetic with our economic posi-
tion and, indeed, they accepted really our basis that there is not a
valid distinction between the direct and indirect. However, they
said the Treasury practice had consistently recognized.that difference
and they had never countervailed against remission of indirect taxes,
and they also recognized that in our brief there were Supreme Court
decisions that supported us, but they said those were old decisions
and they felt a court looking at this anew would not go the same way.

Senator HASKPLL. Now you are in the Customs. Court, is that
correct?

Mr. KING. That is where we will take the appeal. But I was leading
up to that in a.rather circular fashion, Senator.

Under your new Trade Act, we are required to file a notice of pro-
test with the Treasury that we protest the decision that they made.
This we did. We had to do that within 30 days after their decision.
They are then required forthwith to publish our notice of protest in
the Federal Register, then we must perfect our appeal in the Customs
Court within 30 days after the appearance of this- in the Federal
Register.

Treasury has, within the last few weeks, published our notice of
protest which was filed with them back in November of last year, and
apparently there was a debate that ranged within the Treasury whether
they would even publish our notice of protest, and we were faced with
the prospect of having to bring a mandamus proceeding against the
Secretary to have him publish it. This was on the theory of some in the
General Counsel's Office in Treasury, apparently, who were suggest-
ing that the decision of the Treasury was a nondecision and that the
only way we can take an appeal to the Customs Court is by protesting
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.an entry that is actually coming in and which we go under the old
516(c) and say, "You are not assessing the correct duty on this; you
ought to be assessing a bounty or grant.

Then they would put us through this whole convoluted, circular
fashion that would not permit a direct appeal as to the correctness of
the Treasury decision which I believe that Congress intended when
they passed 516(d).

Senator HAsx.. I would think that Congress intended for you to
have speedy access to a court. But, if you are correct, it seems to be a
clear subsidy for an export. I may not understand the issue thoroughly,
but-

Mr. KING. I think you understand it very well, Senator, I agree with
you completely.

Senator HASKILL. I am sure you agree with me, but Imay be wrong.
From what I know about it, it seems rather clear.

If it is a subsidy in the case of steel, it must be a subsidy in the case
of shoes or chickens or what have you.

The CHAIRMAN. Could I interrupt here ?
Senator HASKEII,. Sure.
The CHZAIMAN. One of the questions I asked of the Secretary of the

Treasury when he was before this committee a few days ago was
whether that was a negative decision, and he said it was. I think now
that the Secretary of the Treasury -has testified before the Finance
Committee that that was a negative decision that, that solves that
problem.

Senator HASKELL. So, does this mean that these gentlemen are in
court.

Mr. LARRY. We' hope o.
The CHAIRMAN. Iam confident it does, but if it doesn't, then we

ought to amend that law so that they have a right to file a petition in
the court seeking an order mandating Treasury to make the decision
one way or the other.

Mr. Ki . Thank you, Senator.
Senator HASKELTJ If I may, let me follow up.
To get some relief now, is it necessary that you show anything other

than an export subsidy?
Mr. KiNa. That is all that is required, Senator.
Senator HASKELL. Well, that is all that should be required. That

probably colhpletes my questions. I understand the Japan-EEC
situation.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CAMINUN. Let me just raise a thought that occurs to me about

all this, and you can respond to it or think about it if you want to.
It seems to me that it is completely unfair for our people to have

agreed that the excise taxes, which is the principal source of revenues
of these-European countries, could be rebated and that that would not
be regarded as an export subsidy, although the income tax which is our
principal source of revenue could not be rebated on the same basis.

Our trade negotiator, apparently, is still going along with that type
of thinking in these negotiations. It occurs to me it might be well for
us to adopt an approach of simply saying that we will -let a business
compute what its taxation cost Js on a unit basis and then proceed to
.levy an excise tax on a unit basis and let a company elect to paythe
excise tax, and then if they d9that, givecredit, or excuse them from
paying the income tax.
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Ve could use that device then to say that we are not rebating an in-
tome tax, we are rebating an excise tax, the same kind of tax that they
are rebating. We would be doing the same thing they are doing.

We might use that approach in order to put our people on the same
basis with theirs.

Mr. LARRY. Mr. Chairman, what you describe-I am not sure that
I fully appreciate what you have said, but to the extent that I think
I do, it contains the seeds of considerable ingenuity. I think it is some-
thing that is worthy of a good deal of thought and consideration be-
cause as you say, what you need is really something that neutralizes
this thing and your thought maybe a good one.

We would like to give that a little more thought and come back to
sou.

The CHAIRMAN. All through the tax eode we have elections. Tax-
payers make the election which gives the best advantage. It occurs to
me that we could levy a tax and give the taxpayer the election to elect
vhich tax he wan to pay .vhich would be approximately the same
amount.

Then having made that election, he could-one in the exporting busi-
ness could elect to pay the excise tax and by having done that, he would
be in a position to ask that it be rebated.

Mr. IARRY. Yes.
Mr. Simmons would like to make an observation.
Mr. SiM oNs. If I may, Senator, we are totally in support of the

concept that Mr. Larry has attempted to articulate with respect to the
-countervailing tax and rebate of the value-added taxes, and possibly
your solution.

But I would like to point out that the problem is not just value-
added tax rebates or other such direct or indirect subsidies.

It really touches in our opinion on a much broader issue. I think
that we persented that issue before the International Trade Commis-
sion when we filed against our foreign competitors, all of them, not
just the Japanese, for injurin the American specialty steel industry.
the very quick point I would fike to make is that we belive we demon-
strated very closely in the testimony that there is a whole myriad of
advantages, subsidies and government ownership of the steel industry
throughout the world, so that addressing ourselves to only that point
which we would agree and support is a very important one, but it may
-ot deal with what we consider to be the broader issue.

The real broader issue is simply how does any investor-owned
privately owned corporation in the United States compete as we are
forced to do at the moment, with Government-owned, subsidized, or
directed companies.

The CHAmmrAw. I don't misunderstand you. In fact, I have been
impressed by some of the testimony before this committee that indi-
cates that when you are competing with the Japanese, you are compet-
ing with the Japanese Government, and even if you are General Motors
Corp., if you are competing with the Japanese Government which
is in a position, if need be, to use the taxpayers' money, General Motors
Corp. couldn't compete.

I read somewhere where that the Japanese were going to go into
,competition, in a particular industry.

My reaction to that was if the Japanese Government is going to
compete with an American company, the company doesn't have a
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prayer. They might as well sell their company now, because there is
no private corporation which has to pay taxes to a government and a
very substantial tax it is, too, which can compete with a government
which is collecting taxes from the people. If we are going to permit
a government to compete against aprivate company, it doesn't take a
very big government to defeat one of our American corporations.

Now, that gets me to the next point. We hear about these voluntary
agreements. Have you agreed to one of these so-called voluntary
agreementsI

Mr. LARRY. Nobody has asked us.
The CHAIRMAN. It swell to understand that they are talking about

voluntary agreement, that means that somebody over in Japan or some-
body in Europe who is in the process of taking your market away
from you agrees to restrain himself in what he is doing to run Amen-
cans out of business, but he is not agreeing with you, e is making an
agreement within an American official who is declining to do his duty
under law to save you.

Mr. LARRY. Right. Correct, air.
The CHLAMAN. And do 1--can I understand correctly that in many

instances what we are talking about here is that these agreements are
oftentimes something that your people don't think will save you for
a moment?

Mr. Lk.mt. That is exactly right, sir.
The CHAImAzr. He is saying, look, I will continue to leave Ameri-

can industry at the mercy of this foreign nation provided that you
people will be a little more delicate about how you go about liquidat-
ing this American concern.

ILaughter.]
Mr. LARRY. Not a bad way to put it.
The CHAwmIN. That is the kind of thing we have to think about.
Well, thank you very much, gentlemen-
Senator HASKELL. Mr. Chairman, let me ask another question.
Back to the narrow issue of the remission of value-added tax the

chairman has given a -possible solution to that. I have thought oi one
that may be too simplistic, but I would like to get your views either
now or later on.

It seems to me that if the Common Market countries remit their
value-added tax to the people that export, it wouldn't be too inequitable
for the United States to impose a tariff on imports of their product
equal to the value-added tax remitted.

Mr. LARRY. This is really what we tried to achieve by countervailing
against that amount.

Senator HASKFSL. Unless I completely miss the mark-I don't see
how you can say that a remission of the value-added tax is anything
but a subsidy. And a rather simple approach would be the one that
I sug at least it seems simple to me--is that your position? _

M'r. LmmY. We agree. We hope we documented in great detail in
our brief to the Treasury the justification for the economic conclusion
that it is an export subsidy and, therefore, we would-we are advo-
cating the view which you just now expressed with all fervor and all
diligence before the a peals court.

Senator HASKELjL Thank you, sir.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CyrAnmAx. Thank you, gentlemen.
Mr. LARRY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, very much. -
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[The prepared statements of MessrS. Larry and Simmons follow.
A supplementary statement submitted by Mr. Sirnnions appears dt
page 87 of this volume. Oral testimony continues on p. 198.]
PWAM.a Ta LerozY or I. HEATI LAMY, VICX CHIAIMAN UNITED STATES STEEL

004P.

Mr. Chairman, I am R. Heath lArry, Vice Chairman of the United States Steel
Corporation, and I have been invited to testify on behalf of my company. As
Chairman of the Committee on International Trade of the America n Iron and
Steel Institute, I am also testifying today on behalf of the domestic steel lhuustry.
With me is Richard Simmons, President 6f Allegheny LUdjum Steel Cotlioration,
a'prodUcer of specialty steels. We'endoreb the judgment and timing Of the Senate
Finance Committee in deciding to hold oversight hearings to review U.S. foreign
trade policies. We appreciate the opportunity to provide views on this iwportant
subject.

N%'hen the 'Trade Act of 1974 was enacted, into law, we were optimistic. Ai we
saw it, the act achieved two basic purposes. PFtret, it provided a sensible oppronclh
for United States participation in the multilateral trade negotiations undor the
auspices of the GATT to seek equivalent competitive trade opportuqities.,Jrecosid,
the Trade Act of 1974 remedies a number of deficiencies which had seriously
impaired the effective implementation of U.S. trade laws designed to cope with
unfair foreign competition and those laws designed to provide relief to industries
and workers adversely affected by imports.

In short, we had felt that Congress, after a great deal of thought and effort,
had put together what could be regarded as a commendaible trade program Incor-
porating imagination, foresight, and a greater sense of fair play in international
trade relations. We endorsed the views expressed by members of this Committee,
whose report on the bill stated:

"In short, the Trade Reform Act, as modified by the Committee, is designed to
avoid the pitfalls of past trade agreement programs and to give'US. negotiators
the authority needed to deal with a world of proliferating trade blocs, cartels,
and disruptive influences."

Since the passage of the act, a number of trade-related developments have taken
place, and particularly over the past year, which affect the steel Industry.
Frankly, we are disappointed with what we see taking place. It is becoming more
evident that the approaches and mistakes embodied in past trade agreements may
be repeated. It ar ears to us that negotiating opportunities are being missed.
Resort to statutory remedies against unfair trade practices seems to be regarded
as "protectionism." Sensitive trade issues, such as subsidies and border tax ad-
justments, are not being met forthrightly. There appears a dangerous probability
that we may weaken even our existing laws in order to placate the complaints
of other nations, however Ill founded.

These developments do not inspire confidence within the American steel indus-
try, or for that matter, within many other industry sectors.

Some within government respond by pointing to the depressed economic condi-
tions throughout the world in 1975, asserting that these conditions have not been
conductive to concluding constructive trade negotiations. Perhaps so. But in our
judgment, the conditions of 1975 cried out for more dialogue ona trade than was
sought. This was certainly the case in steel an4 may well have applied to other
Industrial sectors as well.

Today, we hope at least to outline for you some of the sources of our disillu-
slonment, including specific instances where we feel the intent of Congress Is
either being ignored or flagrantly violated. By doing so, we do not intend to single
out for criticism any one official or government agency. We simply wish to re-
spond to what we deem an invitation by the Committee for a candid appraisal of
what is happening in the trade policy area. It is, after all, in the national Interest
to see that the trade negotiating program is improved. We do not wish it to
falter for lack of steel or other industry support.

Our statement covers the following issues:
The EEC-Japan Steel Arrangement.
The Apparent U.S. Negotiating Attitude.
Sector Negotiations.
GATT Revisions and the Subsidy Question.
Effective Enforcement of the Fair Trade LAws.
Market Disruption, Safeguard and Escape Clause.
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THE JAPAN-EEG STEEL AERANGEMENT

For the steel industry, the deficiencies and inequities of the present interna-
tional trade system emerged into full aed dramatic view during the closing days
of 1975. In an effort to obtain relief for its recession-plagued steel industries,
the European Economic CommUnity developed a multi-faceted approach involving
both Internal and external measures. One external measure was aimed at securing
a commitment by Japan to restrain its steel exports to the Community. The effort
succeeded. Japanese steelmakers obtained Japanese government approval for
the formation of an export cartel to regulate shipments to tho European Eco-
nomlc Community during calendar year 1976. To be more specific, the Japan
zonomOo Jourdiul on December 30, 1976, reported the following:

T6' Ministry of International Trade and Industry has approved formation of
4a cart.e1 proposed by six major steelmakers for voluntarily reguflating their ex-

potts to-the Europehn Economic Community.
By creating such a cartel on the basis of the Export and Import Transaction

Law, the steelmakers Intend to set the ceiling of their exports to EEC nations
in calendar 1976 at 1,220,000 tons.

The six companies are Nippon Steel Corporation, Nippon Kokan K.K., Kawa-
saki'Steel Corp6, Sumitomo Metal Industries, Ltd., Kobe Steel, Ltd., and Nisshin
Steel Co. Their steel exports to EEC at present account for about 90 per cent of
the nation's total steel sales to the area.

In the three-year period ended 1974, they had been holding down their ship-
ments to EEC within the same framework of 1,200,000 tons a year.

In actuality, their exports to EEC ran to 1,516OQO tons in 1972 and 1,278,000
tons In 1973. Such a self-control was abrogated in 1075 since the quantity in 1974
dropped far below the target figure remaining at only 1,090,000 tons.

In 1975, however, Japan's steel exports to EEC turned upward again. Shipments
to the area In entire 1975 are estimated at around 1,600,000 tons, up about 47
per cent from the performance in the preceding year.

This commitment, a 23.8% reduction from the 1975 level of Japanese steel
shipments to the EEC In effect constitutes a bilateral arrangement, based on a
cartel. It clearly discriminates against the United States. No attempt was made
by the EEC or Japan to process the arrangement through the Article XIX safe-
guard procedures of the GATT. It Is violative of the most-favored-nation pro-
visions of the GATT, which purports to be the cornerstone of the post-war inter-
national trade system. Our belief Is that U.S. trade officials were advised of the
arrangement only after the fact.

Equally distressing to us is the hypocrisy surrounding the arrangement. In
testimony on July 23, 1975, before the Trade Policy Staff Committee of the Office
of the Special Representative, we asserted our belief that Japan and the EEC
had worked out an arrangement designed to restrain exports for the remainder
of 1975, and urged U.S. trade officials to deal with it. European and Japanese
government officials then denied the existence of such an arrangement. As far as
we know, American government officials lodged no official protest.

Now, despite these former European and Japanese denials, the 1976 arrange-
ment has surfaced and has been reported In the Japanese press. Again, as far as
we know, there still has been no protest from U.S. trade negotiation officials
against the discriminatory character of the arrangement, against Its violation-of
GATT principles, and against the lack of multilateral consultations.

At the very time that the European Community was engaged In negotiations
with Japan to restrict exports to the Community, and while the Community was
engaged In discussions exploring the establishment of minimum steel prices In
Europe, our European trading partners were piously protesting the action of
U.S. Steel In filing a countervailing duty complaint challenging the subsidy effect
of the border tax adjustments used by those nations in the administration of
their value-added tax systems.

The European concept of fairness surely emerged as peculiar, to say the least.
How the Community can denounce our countervailingN duty complaint as "pro-
tectionist" and. disruptive of International relations In light of Its own recent
pattern of conduct (including setting in place absolute quotas on steel exports
from Japan) Is unbelievable.

It should be pointed out that our complaint did not seek to Interfere with the
Internal tax structure of any other sovereign government. It does not challenge
their use of a value-added tax concept. It was simply a use of legal remedies
and procedures prescribed by the Congress of the United States to challenge the

67-937--76------12
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subsidy reflected by their remission of such taxes to their manufacturers when
shipping into our market.If this remission of value-added taxes and Imposition of border taxes tend to
disturb the flow of trade, as it clearly does, if indeed there results the equiva-
lent of an export subsidy, as we believe we can prove, there Is nothing "protec-
tionist" about calling their hand through the legal procedures of the 1974 Trade
Law made available to u"a. We don't ask them to change their internal tax system
(they like to obfuscate by accusing us of internal meddling) ; we just don't

want them to use it to the detriment of American producers.
We appreciate the fact that Congress clarified our attempt to test the cor-

rectness of our belief In court.
We are concerned, however, that even before a decision by the courts, our

position may be compromised through the negotiations now underway in Geneva.
I will return to this later.

At this point, I want to call attention to one more aspect of hypocrisy; I am
referring to the European reaction to the recent decision by the International
Trade Commission under the escape clause provisions of the Trade Act, in which
the ITC found that imports were a substantial cause of injury to the specialty
steel Indumtry. The ambivalence between the European reaction to the decision
and Its own, self interest response to its problems is most Interesting. The follow-
Ing illustrates the point:

EE charges
1. The current steel industry crisis is of

a short-term cyclical nature and that
the market will make its own ad-
Justment if left alone.

Reepo"Oe
1. The EEC in 1975 took a number of

actions aimed at adjusting the
market to alleviate the plight of
its steel industries;

(a) OECD consultations were
convened In November of
1975 at which time the

EEC announced its intent
to hold bilateral consulta-
tions with the countries
importing low-cost steel
into the EEC.

(b) EEC pressure on ,apan re-
sulted in formation of the
Japanese export cartel to
restrain shipments Into
the EEC for 1976.

(c) The ECSC Consultative
Committee on January 19,
1976, approved a proposal-
to introduce a system of
minimum prices for steel
products within the Com-
munity.

(d) The ECSC Consultative
Committee on January 19,
1976, also approved a res-
olution requesting that a
number of -steps be taken
as a matter of urgency.
including allocation of
"available funds for the
restructuring and for the
short-term improvement of
the financial situation of
steel firms, so as to con-
tribute.., to solving em-
ployment problems."
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EE( charges
2. The ITO decision is a protectionist

measure which could set off a "snow-
ball effect of unilateral trade pro-
tectionism."

3. The ITO action on specialty steel might
have the effect of undoing the work
of OATT in creating multilateral
trade agreements, may severely com-
promise the U.S. GATT position, and
may violate the OEOD trade pledges,
pritncipally an American initiative.

Ree poisa
2. Unlike the. Japan-EEC steel ar-

rangement which was worked
out secretly, the specialty steel
case was .pursued through au-
thorized statutory channels in
public hearing&

The escape clause has been
an established feature of
American trade law since
1942 and in fact became the
basis of the GATT escape
clause In Article XIX.

3. The ITC discussion was based upon
Congressionally mandated stand-
ards. Moreover, the OEOD trade
pledge was not intended to apply
to statutory escape clause situa-
tions but to ward off balance of
payments actions arising out of
the energy crisis.

From all of the above it can be seen that the U.9. has open legal proce-
dtres. In contrast, the Europeans have a system which virtually excludes
any participation by any adversely affected nations. Our escape clause procedure
takes upwards of eight months before a definitive conclusion Is reached. Their
system can operate rather peremptorily, with lit t le or no public participation.

U.S. NE4MrTATING ATITUDES

What disturbs us greatly and should disturb the Congress is the completely
defensive attitude which the U.S. government adopts in response to the exercise
of U.S. statutory procedures. No other country In the world is so apologetic
for legitimately pursued trade actions as we are. No other country in the world
bargains away Its self-interest as we do. Think back to the OECD steel consulta-
tions held this past November.

From all we can learn, It would seem that our government officials at the
OECD steel consultations failed to take advantage of an ideal opportunity to
open up for examination the issue of how countries handle problems of market
disruption in the wake of cyclical downturns In steel demand. The EEC steel
industries were having problems. But so were we. Notwithstanding, the United
States position at the OECD talks was innocuous-simply hear out the Euro-
peans, refer to conditions In the American steel industry, and express opposition
to actions that would result in trade diversion to the United States. This was not
so much an affirmative trade policy as it was a reaction syndrome, and a very
minor one at that. The unprecedented opportunity to assert Initiative to expand
the EEC request by recommending a long-term study addressed to market dis-
ruption was lost. Perhaps this was In part because of apparent confusion as
to whether the State Department or the STR was In charge.

The OECD development appears to have evidenced three points:
(1) It confirmed the lack of full commitment by the U.S. policy officials to

deal with the problems of the domestic steel Industry;
(2) --It indicated their willingness to understand and lend support to the

EEC steel industry problems; and
(3) It casts serious doubt on the ability of our officials to seize an opportunity

and use it to the advantage of American interests.
Other countries seem to look to their own national interests and only then

do they seek reconciliation of these interests with International commitments.
In trade policy, the United States seems to act in reverse. We seem to start
first with the international interest--even to the detriment of enforcing our
national laws--in order to mollify and pacify foreign complainants. We seek
to avoid controversy-at the expense of our industries and Jobs--if such contro-
versy upsets our trading partners.

IN -
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If there is a single recommendation to be made in terms of negotiating at-
titudes, it is as follows: -

"Congress should make clear its intent that if U.S. negotiation officials make
a bona fide effort at pursuing the objectives of the Trade Act of 1974, but fail
to reach an agreement, or become deadlocked, Congress will not construe this
as a failure on the part of the U.S. negotiafng team. In fact, it should be
made manifest that this nation is dedicated to hard bargaining, which may result
in no agreements whatever being reached. We simply must not give away our
economic interest just *to reach some international agreement. Similarly, Con-
gress should indicate its intent to reject any trade agreement package brought
back'to the Congress for retification if it does not offer full fairness, equity,
and reciprocity for the US;"

Such a clarification of Congressional intent would, we feel, go to a long way
tQ reassure U.S. officials and to. buttress their position in these difficult negotia-
tions. .Otherwise, we see ourselves repeating the Kennedy-Round mistake of
mollifying our trade partners with unreciprocated concessioW for the sole purpose
of having reached "agreement."We 'submit that this nation must have the resolve to stand up for proper
legal and economic principles that are-designed to assure fair trade. We must
not- in an excess of caution, out of trying to make everyone happy, disadvantage
our naflbh's business capability by permitting unfair trade practices to continue
in international trade. It Is our belief -that no law of Congress can effectively
deal with these unfair trade practices if the officials charged with enforcement
are impaled upon some overriding principle about the United -States acting
as the "good guys," no matter how outrageous the trade insult received. We
must remember we are no longer, a super invulnerable economy; if we do not
take care of ourselves, we've seen enough to know that no one else is going to
do it for us. Being fair to others does not require ignoring a kick in the shins!

SEOTOR NEGOTIATIoNS

In its report on-,Section 104 of the Trade Act of 1974, the. senate Finance
Committee stated:

"With respect to the principal negotiating objectives described in Section 104
of Title I, the Committee firmly believes that there are a number tof sectors
which lend themselves to a sectorial negotiation. These include sectors in which
there is a considerable-degree of direct government intervention in the market
and others in which industrial countries and trade blocs maintain protective
tariff and nontariff barriers.. ,. The Committee feels that appropriate product sec-
tors would include, among others, such industries as steel, aluminum, electronics,
chemicals and electrical machinery, all of which should lend themselves to a
sector negotiating technique. The Committee intends, therefore, that the phrase
'appropriate product sectors' include, among others, steel, aluminum, electronics,
chemicals and electrical machinery. . ...

Tackling trade issues according to certain industries merely defines a negotiat-
ing approach. It does not define an outcome. Accordingly, we fail to understand
why the sector issue. becomes a negotiating chip and why it instills such a
defensive attitude on the part of U.S. negotiating officials.

To date, attempts at so-called sectorial negotiations have been disheartening.
What we see underway in the GATIT working group on sectors is merely a data
analysis of steel trade flows that seems destined to continue to be indefinitely
bogged down in statistical minutia. We are under the impression that some U.S.
trade officials do not really want steel sector negotiations, in spite of the clear
expression of Congressional intent (as the above quote demonstrates) that
steel was- to be a special sector negotiation. Even those officials who acknowledge
the ultimate propriety of steel sector- negotiations seem to take the position
that such negotiations should take place in earnest only towards the end of the
total negotiation, i.e., only after major progress has taken place on tariffs and
various nontariff measures. To us, this is a misconception of Section 104 and
would, defeat its purposes.

Rather than mere statistical analysis or simply an examination of the effects
of tariff and other across-the-board formulae on a particul4r sector, we had
hoped that the sector technique might have been regarded asp way to examine
in depth those trade and economic problems which are common to steel producers
throughout the world. As a first stage, we anticipated that there might at least
be sector "discussions" (if not full-blown negotiations) whereby GATT partici-
pants could have laid on the table their concerns in raising adequate capital,
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assuring access to supplies, avoiding restrictive trade actions and examining the
impact of steel trade flows on capital formation in the years ahead.

Certainly raising sufficient captial to provide the facilities necessary to meet
-demand in future years is a problem common to all the steel industries of the
free world. We believe one of the major reasons the EEO and the Japanese
steel producers sought accommodation was to keep the liquidation of steel sur-
pluses during cyclical downturns from being used in a fashion which would be so
intensely harmful even to existing investment as to put needed future expansion
in serious jeopardy. But why only a bilateral approach to this issue? The U.S.
industry also faces the problem of how to prevent surges of marginally priced
and often subsidized imports from upsetting sensible investment plans. And
as the Chairman of General Motors said in a recent speech I "Domestic steel
is no less important to the welfare of the United States than is domestic oil--
and I would underscore that priority." We must be concerned for the domestic
future of an industry so basic to the economy as steel even as we must be con-
cerned for the future of steel making Jobs In this country.

It seems to us that certain priorities and objectives for trade cjscussions could
be set out for the steel sector, given its special status in many developed coun-
tries. Having thus set the stage, negotiations could begin in earnest to realize
those objectives, objectives which hopefully would be specifically responsive
to steel's trade problems rather than just relying on general formulae in terms
of expanding world trade over the long run. Recent history suggests that one of
the real problems for any economy is that its trade negotiators may occasionally
become convinced that trade expansion is an end in itself, no matter how done
and at what cost. 'The world has changed over the last several centuries and it
may be appropriate now to question just what economic good it serves for
major industrial economies to be shipping, for example, the same steel products
back and forth between their respective markets. There would be little sense
in trying to stop it, either totally or artificially; there are occasions when there
is a genuine need to resort to off-shore sources. But surely such trade is not
such an important end in itself as to deserve special encouragement.

If presented in the above context, we feel that there would be support for
such a steel sector approach by other GATT members. Press reports indicate
that steel leaders in France, the United Kingdom, and other countries look
favorably on a sectoral conference involving steel trade. This should come as
no surprise. Other industries like our own are striving to increase production,
to obtain capital- for expansion, and to meet environmental standards. Each
country' differences lie in the means of achieving these objectives; and herein,
in our view, lies the essence of negotiations.

If sector negotiations are not appropriate for steel, for what sector is an
in-depth approach appropriate? There is no reason for steel to be lumped with
other metals--of which we have heard .rumors; nor is there any reason for its
Interests to be traded off against, for example, the farming industry--of which
there are also occasional rumors. Steel can and should he dealt with on its own
bottom; there' may no other way to resolve the manifold problems-arising from
the fact that in some economies there is much government ownership--wiile in
ours it Is all private-as well as those problems arising between market-and
non-market economies.

The present course of action Indicates that future sector groups could turn out
to be nothing more than rubber stamp operations to validate what the general
working groups on tariffs and other issues will haveworked out acros*'the board.
The steel industry cannot endorse such a result as the meaningful sector negotia-
tion Congress envisioned under the Trade Act. Congress should make clear its
intent that the United States should not be obliged to pay a price for engaging
in sectorial talks and that American industries singled out for sectorial talks
should not have to offer concessions simply to have sector negotiations under-
taken as Congress had intended in the Trade Act.

oGAr nIEVIsIO.s, AND THE SUBSIDY QUESTION

Section 121 of the Trade Act directed the President to take "such action as
may be necessary to bring trade agreements heretofore entered into, and the
application thereof, into conformity with principles promoting the development
of an open, nondiscriminatory, and fair world economic system." In particular,

Thomas A. Murphy at the AMM Seminar of Pittsburgh, January 16, 19T6.
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CongresS directed the President to seek "revision of Gntt articles with respect to
the treatment of border wdjustmext$ for Internal taxes to redress the disadvan-
tage to comtries relying primarily on direct rather than Indirect tales for
revenue needs.

We are concerned by reports that this directive is not being diligently pursued
or perhaps Is misunderstood by the government's representatives. In the first
"Concepts Paper"' on subsidies prepared by the STR's office, the rebate of
so-called "direct" taxes was Included as an example of prohibited eaeport sub.
*idlej--vhlch may be countervailed against without proof of injury. The rebate
of "indirect" taxes was not comprehended by the STR's proposal. Under the rules
of legal interpretation, the inclusion of one category can rtean the exclw-i, of
all others. We must object strenuously to any such omision--or to any sub , re-
less classification of "Indirect taxes"-at least pending conclusion of our counter.
ailing litigation.

We are advised that the STR tabled a revised Concepts Paper In Geneva in
mid-October. This proposal was ostensibly the same as the one in the first Con-
cepts Paper but with the illustrations removed and with an additional proviso
stating that special rules should be worked out for measures that are complex,
in widespread use and have broad, soclo-economic impact. Indications are that
at least some Europaens interpreted this as meaning the border tae adjustments
would be in the permitted category of subsidie*-or at least reserved for future
policy determinpton. Such a position gives much ground to the Europeans who
quite naturally would be opposed to any meaningful discussions on the issue of
border tax adjustments. They think they have a good thing. The fact that we may
have let ourselves get taken at the original GATT negotiations is no reason to
let a mistake become permanent.

For more than a decade now the topic has been debated under the auspices of
GATT with absolutely no progress. During this period, the value-added tax,
together with the border adjustments, has become the universal system within
the Common Market. Many of the member nations have actually icraezsed the
effective subsidy by increasing the rate of tax. Even now, -Luxembourg, the
Netherlands, and West Germany are contemplating further increases.

Since we could observe no discernible progress toward negotiating an end to
this trade-distorting practice, U.S. Steel elected to press the issue by pursuit of
its legal remedies under the countervailing duty statute. Although our complaint
was initially filed In 1968, no action was taken by the Treasury Department until
1975 when, pursuant to the new Trade Act, It published the required proceeding
notice. In April U.S. Steel withdrew its complaint, which it revised and refiled
In September to reflect changes in European law.

Although we were disappointed when Treasury thereafter ruled peremptorily
against our petition, we were heartened by the Department's public acknowledg.
mett (as reported In the press) that the thrust of our argument was correct, i.e.,
that there is no valid economic distinction between direct and indirect taxes
which would warrant the rebate of one but not the other.'

It is immensely important that no action be taken by the STR which might
at this point "legitimize" the trade-distorting practices which were the basis
of our complaints.

2 Press briefing by David R. Macdonald Assistant Secretary for Enforeement-Operations
and Tariff Affairs, held on October 20 1W75. We must register our dinappointmebt at the
efforts of Treasury to circumvent the .udieai review provisions that Congress provided in
the 1974 Trada Act. Congress passed an entirely new provision (designated as Section
510(d) of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended), which permitted an American manufac-
turer to take a direct appeal to the Customs Court from a determination by the Treasury
that a bounty or grant was not being paid or bestowed. On October 20, 1975 the Treasury
found after full review of U.S. Steel's petitions that they had :eoneited that the corn-
plaints-do not "describe a bounty or grant." Treasury determination was based on its being
wedded to the direct-indirect tax diheotomy. In the press brieing Treasury further elabo
ratpd as follows:

"The fact that we have not found the remission of value-added taxes to be a bounty or
grant within the meaning of our law, does not mean that the United States Government Is
wild about other taxes of this sort."

Despite this final negative determination which spelled the end of any administrative
relief for U.S. Steel, the Treasury has intentionally taken the JurIsdictional notice of pro-
test that U.S. Steel filed with Treasury contesting such Treasury determination that our
complaint did not "describe a bounty or grant" and has Instead ublished In the Federal
Re ster a misstatement of the U.S. lteel protest in an effort by Treasury to convert the
516(d) appeal Into the more protracted and Indirect appellate procedure under 610(e)
dealing with protests against steel Imports entering Into the United States. This is sit
outright effort by Treasury to try to delay a direct Judicial review of its decision by some-
how positing that its negative decision was not a final determination at all. We believe that
this s an improper effort by Treatury to undermine the Intent of Congress which was to
provide for speedy Judicial review of such Treasury decisions.
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Report reaching us on the negotiating posture on subsid is and. countervailing
duties suggest that our trade i"hgotlitors may be ,Oerouslyconsidering demands
of the I9uropean Oommunity th t an injury test by placed in, the countervailing
duty statute even with respect tO an out-Ond-out export subsidywhieh enables
selling at a lower. price in export markets than at home. Testimony of- Secretary
Simon l~st week appears to refute these reports. But it was not helpful in dis-
p14ying our government'd official positln as t9 whether remission of indirect
taxes could be recognized as a direct export subsidy. Atuch a position ought to be
resolvable in terms of eco6noinc fact (which out litigation s'eks to bring about);
it should not be forfeited through the vagaries of political negotiation.

In any event, we are pleased to see increasing recognition of the fact that there
is nio place for an injury test once the question of prohibited export subsidy Is
established.

A(utomaticl-countervailing, without the need to demonstrate injury, is neces-
sary to Insure observance of such prohibitions.'

Furthermore, anyone familiar with the unpredictable and fluctuating policy
changes within the International Trade Commission in dealing with the concept
of injury must recognize that such a test has the almost certain potential to
significantly thwart, if not entirely blunt, the effective enforcement of a counter-
vailing duty statute. The procedure makes it possible for an unfair trade practice
to continue without remedy for a significant period of time. The injury test
would thus be counterproductive to our statute's effectiveness In dealing with-,
subsidies.

If indeed the International community is generally interested in eliminating
subsidies, then prompt and effective enforcement of countervailing duties without
an injury criteria ia. probably the surest means of accomplishing that objective.

EFFECTIVE ENFORCEME!NT OFFAIR TRADE STATUTES

In his testimony before this Committee last week, Secretary Simon acknowl-
edged that "in several of the cases which resulted in negative findings, sub-
stantial 4 ountervailable' programs existed at the time the inquiries began. Dis-
cussions with Treasury officials during the course of the proceedings or the mere
pendency of the actions themselves convinced the responsible officials of the
governments concerned to eliminate the subsidies."

Nye believe that In Instances where negative determinations are entered follow-
ing €orrective action by foreign governments, Treasury's published decisions
should set forth the steps taken that have eliminated the subsidies. Failure to
disclose these vital facts may mislead other countries Into concluding that the
contested practices are permissible under U.S. law.

My company filed q, countervailing duty complaint on subsidized steel plate
from Mexico. This complaint was filed with Treasury in August, 1972, dealing
Smith the Mexican practice of rebating on export a melange of federal taxes
spanning the entire spectrum of so-celled "direct" and "indic'et' taxes and the
allowaisbe for a-Mexican exporter to obtain a fiat 10%1& tax refund even if he could
not prove the payment of any such federal taxes.

The U.S. Customs Service advised us that in the summer of 1972 the Mexican
steel producer, Altos Hornos. was on the verge of applying for the tax refund.
Following the filing 6f U.S. Steel's complaint, however, Altos Hornos decided not
to utilize the 10% option which does not require proof of payment of taxes. The.
Customs Oervice acknowledged that the 10% device was clearly an export
subsidy."

Altos Homes then claimed it had actually paid taxes amounting to 5% of the
value of its exports and that tle refund of this money by itv government was
permissible under the GATT provision allowing border adjustments of so-called
"Indirect" taxes. The U.S. Treasury did not accept Altos ]9ornoW' claim for 5%
because the Mexican concern could not prove It had in fact paid this entire
amount. The Customs Service advised-us thathad a decisioll' been rendered in
1972 or the first half of 1978, i.e., within the time limits now imposed by the Trade
Act of 19'74, cOuntervaillng duties would have been assessed.

Subsequently, the Mexican government altered its tax laws to try to bring all
of the taxes under the shelter of the artificial "indirect tax" concept, which
largely obviated the question whether the litany of taxes cited in U.S. Steel's
petition were direct or indirect. It is unfortunate that Treasury chose to mention
neither the 10% .tax refund procedure nor the change ii the Mexican tax struc-

See pp. 77-78-Policy Papers of The Atlantic C.incll "OATT Plus." -
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ture in its final decision published early this year, Indeed, the only discussion
on the entire tax rebate issue was a terse comment " that the 5% ad lorem
rebate given to exporters of steel Plate was determined to have constituted the
rebateof indirect-taxes which are directly related to the product and therefore
not counteravallable."

U.S. Steel thereafter requested Treasury to correct the misunderstanding by
disclosing the true circumstances of its final determination. Unfortunatelky-the
Department chose not to do so. We believe that within the spirit of the 0nigres.
slonal intent manifested in the Trade Act, Congress deemed it desirable for Treas.
ury to fully articulate the reasons for any decision, whether negative or

_--affirmative.
If Treasury does not fully disclose the reasons for a negative determination on

the discontinuance of a proceeding, the credibility of the petitioner may be un.
justly Impugned by those who tend to cite a negative decision as evidence of a
spurious complaint and a protectionist attitude. In our Mexican case, the Trieas-
ury's tentative negative determination last year prompted the staff of a federal
agency to'comment that our complaint lacked any merit and evidenced a "potec-
tionist attitude." A statement by Treasury accurately stating that the complaint
had been mooted by remedial action taken by Mexico would have avoided these
unfortunate misunderstandings.

ANTIDUMPING REGULATIONS

In July of 1975, Treasury published proposed amendments to its Antidumping
Regulations. These proposals were intended to reflect changes to the anttdump-
ing statute contained in the Trade Act of 1974. In general, Treasury did a credi-
ble Job In drafting the administrative rules needed to implement the hew law.
There Is one area, however, 14 which we feel the proposals are inadequate and
contradict the Congressional intent for firm, fair'enforcement.

The statute, as amended, contains no time limit to tlxe life of an antidumping
finding. The Treasury Department's proposal would, In effect, legislate a two-
year limit. We can appreciate the Department's desire to terminate "stale" find-
ings. Two years may even be an appropriate time to conslo'er revocation under
certain circumstances. Under the proposal, however, revocation would be virtual-
ly automatic if two conditions are satisfied (1) no sales at lesi'tha" ftair value
(LTFV) for two years and (2) assurances from the foreign manufatc *er or
importer, that no such sales will occur in the future. The first condi o i lge-
ly window-dressing, i.e., the foreign producer or Importer has absolutely nothing
to gain from LTFV sales while a finding Is in forco. Any cpetitive edge he

might otherwise obtain by selling at less than fair value will be negate bjy the as-
sessment of antidumping duties; and hence, the absence of such sales is ii10. way
indicative of how he will behave after the finding is lifted. The second vqndition
is of little more consequence. Unlike Treasury's rules relating to assurances in
the context of a discontinuauce, no provision is made for monitoring ,onplifance
with the assurances. Neither are the consequences of breaching. such asrancee
specified.

--- If the Treasury proposal is adopted in its present form, it may..so wea cen+ the
Antidumping Act as to make it ineffectual. Few, If any, domeotlc concerns can
Justify the considerable time, effort, and expense required to prosecute a case
through two proceedings--before the Treasury Department fand the I.T.C.--on
the chance it may be granted relief of such short duration.

We have suggested to the Treasury that In terminating stale- claims that It
accept assurances after two years of no -dumping but that It provide a mecha-
nism for monitoring sales of that offending party for a period of five additioal
years with the understanding that Treasury can reopen the old proceeding if
there are dumping violations during the period of monitoring,

MARKET DISRUPTION, SAFRGUARD, AND ESCAPE OLAU5Z

As in the case of sector negotiations, Congress 1n Section 107 of the Trade Act
set out another princlal negotiating objective, namely, to obtain internationally
agreed upon rules and procedures which permit the use of temporary measures
to ease adjustment to changes occurting in competitive conditions in omestic
markets of the parties to an agreement.

As a Principal negotiating objective for steel, it would seeing that ths issue
would be In the forefront of negotiations, particularly since the EEC and J1apan
have already negotiated a steel safeguard arrangement outside of existing GATT
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- covenants. Instead, it appears that, ev&iy effort is being made to withhold active

consideration of safeguards until late In the negotiations after tariff and other
issues i~ve beet ully developed. This would be a mistake, We urge slimul-
taneou, co0htrtioh on both tariff and *nontariff iss uei ,'if i balanced tride
agement"I t result. Setion 107 f otir Trade Act provides that opportunity,
asoe iectloh- 121(a) (2), which instruct the President, As soon as practicable,
to sek,revsion of article XIX of thlto GATT into a truly international safe-
guardp'rOtedure which takes into accodntall forms of import restraints coun-
tries use- in response to injurious competition or threat Of such competitibu."

At' pjseiit there is no recognized international means of heading off steel
market disruption problems before they reach the stage of becoming international
confrontations. As mentioned earlier, there 'is a wide difference between the
American system of handling market disruption and the systems of other

4 countries. :
- - In response to the plight of the European steel Industries, the EEC this past

November requested an OECD consultation on steel. During the course of these
consultations other -countries, ncluding the United States, were put on notice
as to what the EEC might do especially to rectify the problems of low-priced
Imports. One result was the conclusion of the EEC-Japan arrangement men-
tioned earlier whereby Japanese steelmakers have agreed to limit their exports
into theEEC duringcalendariear 1976.---

Contrast this situation with our own. The U.S. producers of specialty steel filed
. .- an escape clause petition on July 16, 1975, requesting import relief on the basis

that imports are a substantial cause of serious injury, or threat thereof. Six
months -later on January 16, 1976, the International Trade Commission Issued a
positive finding and recommended the imposition of modest quotas. The President
now has two months during which to render his finding. Hopefully, he will con-
firm the ITO finding and implement its recommendations in full.
" Unlike the European approach to their steel problems, our approach is open

to public view and invites testimony by any affected parties as an input Into the
decision-making process. Our approach is slow, taking at least eight months, by
which time considerable damage may have been Inflicted upon the domestic
industry. Our approach by its nature pits thepetitioner against protagonists of
"free trade" and thereby escalates the issue: beyond its economic merits, to one
of free trade versus protectionism.

,There simply has tO be a better solution for handling steel problems as they
arise in the future. As long as other governments can act bilaterally on behalf
of their steel industries and thereby avoid invoking the multilateral procedures

__ . of the GATT and other international forums, there is no incentive for them to
seek development of an improved international procedure.

The concept of market distribution is not unique. It dates back to at least
1948, where it became an Important concept of the General Agreement on Tariffs
and Trade. Since then, dozens of GATT consultations have been held by other
nations. Basic to this concept is the idea that imports at a high volume, or at
ruinous ricee, or shipments inundating a local geographic region can cause
the normal free market structure to go awry. Whenever this happens, It is un-
necessary to look for injury. Action is taken to cope with the disruptive market
situation. The concept is as old as OATT. Numerous working parties have been
set up under GATT. The international idea is already in place. All we are sug-
gesting Is the modification of a uniform approach that is currently on an ad hoc
basis., • _ _.aIn response to repeated requests from the Executive Branch, the American

Iron and Steel Institute over a period of many months, carefully developed a
detailed proposal aimed at establishing better international procedures for han-
dling steel market disruption problems. It Is aimed at encouraging international
consultation rather than confrontation. It seeks prompt action rather than long,

-- drawn-out deliberations. It urges relief tailored only to the degree and duration
of the disruption. It rejects permanent Import quotas and thereby Is totally dif-
ferent from existing international commodity safeguards; Finally, it is a pro-
posal which we feel other steel industries and their governments can accept as a
basis for further discussion and negotjItion.

Our prJoposal recognizes that privately owned steel Industries, such as ours,
represent a declining world minority, as a public ownership outside the U. S. of
stel becomes more dominant. Public ownership exacerbates the prQblem of defin-
Ing whit is or is not an unfair trade practice. What is needed Is an international
code or mechanism whereby market disruption, whether caused by so-called fair
or unfair competition, can be handled promptly and fairly.
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The American steel inutyi ~ ng or new an mgnative approaches
to multilateral trade negotiations. We have presented to the ExfecutIve Banch a
detailed proposal covering relevant Issues the negotations..We shall iontthue
to avail ourselves of the statutory remedies made available by Congres t6 redress
unfair trade practices and pre's for the development of effective multilateral
procedures. We believe that when the Congress enacted the Lade Act0f 1974
It fully intended this result, namely, that the domestic r"Imemez souldopoe ate"
in tandem with our international commitments. Hopefully,. this hearing will
contribute to that end.

SIFrom the JaWn Me l BulltIn, Oct. 7, 19751

Crude steel Finished stl

October- July- Cut rate October- uJuly- Ct rate
Steelmaker December September (percent) Dcmber September (percent)

Nippon Steel ........... 8,050 8,530 5.6 6,390 6,820 6.3
Nippon Kokn .......... 3.570 3,910 9.0 3,020 3,310 9.0
Kawasaki .............. 3, 240 3,485 7.1 2.658 2 952 10.9
Su mitomo .............. 3,240 3,497 7.3 2,325 2,475 6.
Kobe Steel ............. 1,920 2,017 4.8 1,293 1,35 4.9
Nisshln................ 675 688 1.9 HA 567 .5
Osaka ................. 127 132 3.8 102 93 +9.6
Nlakayama ............. 255 196 +30. I 249 244 +2.0

Total ............ 21,077 22,455 6.6 16,606 17,821 - 6.8

For domestic shipment tor export

Plus or . Plus or
October- July- minus October- July-, - mjnus

December September (percent) December September percent )

Nippon Steel ........... 4,530 4,960 -&. 1, SW + 1,870 -0.6
Nippon Kokmn ........... 2,039 2,299 -11.0 872. 895 , .- 3.0
Kawasaki .............. 1,708 2,026 -15.8 950 925 2.6
Sumitomo .............. .1,567 1,645 -4.8 758 831 -8.8
Kobe Steel.. 944 984 -4.1 349 375 -'6.9
Nisshn ................ . 548 551 -. 5 16 i ... 0
Osaka ................. 70 63 -11.1 32' 30 6.7
Nakayra. ............. 229 296 -3.0 20 .8 150.0

Total ............ 11,635 12764 -8.8, 4,57 4,950 .-1

Note: Based on finished steel. , . ,.

STEEL. EXPORTS TO EC WILL BE T 1974.LrEVU

Leaders of steel industries in Japan and 9 EC countries have reached an, agree-
ment that the Japanese steel exports to 9 EO countries in 1976 will be limited to
1,250,000 tons, the same as for 1974, it was disclosed by a spokesman for Nippon
Steel Corp.

The agreement was reached at the conference of steelmakers from"Japan and
EC countries. held In Toronto on 18-19 September.

Japan's steel. exports to EC had been voluntarily restricted till the end of
1974-1,250,000 tons for 1974. But at the end of 1974, the voluntary restriction
was lifted, and the export shipments of steel products to EC countries reached
1.120,000 tons in the first 6 months period of this year. Since then the Japanese
Government (MITI) has been requesting Japan steelmakers to restrict their
steel exports to. EC countries. MITI now believes their steel shipments to EC
will be limited to a total of 1,400,000 tons &t most for this year.

[From the Japan Economic Journal, Oct. 21, 1976)

GOV'T WILL URGE STEELMAKERS To REsTuicTcr ExPORTS TO E1

The Ministry of International Trade & Industry will shortly recommend-fto the
steel industry holding down exports to EEC nations to 120,000-130,000 tons
monthly for the time being.
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The framework set by MITI Is down about 80 per cent from the performances
In May and June.

The MITI advice to the steel, industry will be giveh in line with the request of
the European Coal & Steel Community calling on Japan voluntarily to restrict
steel exports.

The Ministry will cite to steelmakers that the recent swelling of Japanese steel
exports to EEB has been producing serious effects on European steel industries
now suffering from an acute demand slump.

Six ECSC member countries, at a regular conference with Japan held recently,
called for Japanese cooperation in helping European steel industries recover from
the recession and also preventing their product prices from declining further.

Japan's steel shipments to EEC in January-August, 1975 aggregated 1,850,000
tons on a customs clearance basis, up 80 per cent from the amount In entire 1974.

[From the Japan Metal Bulletin, Oct. 28, 10761

IRON & ST.EL

BIG FIVE WILL CUT 80% EXPORTS TO Eo

Five major steelmakers have agreed with EC steelmakers to curtail their steel
exports to the EC countries by 30 percent from 1,220,000 tons, their actual ship-
ments to them last year, according to the industry sources.

The agreement was reached at a lobby negotiation in Mexico City, Mexico
when they recently gathered there for the annual conference of IISI. They have
also agreed to limit their steel shipments to EC for the first half year period of
next year to 400,000 tons.

Leaders of steel industries in Japan and EC countries held meetings in Toronto,
Canada on September 18-1) and have agreed to restrict the Japanese steel ex-
ports to E0 next year to a total of 1,240000 tons, the same as for 1974. Now,
however, the 5 major Japanese steelmakers have decided to cutback export
shipments of their. owi products to 400,000 tons for the first 6 months period of
next year. At the same time they have also.agreed with the EC steelmukers to
set their export prices at the levels not less than the real prices. of the counter-
parts on.the EC markets. I . .

As for the second half-period of next year, negotiations will be held. between
the two parties in early months of the next.year.

(From the Metal Bulletin, Nov. 18, 19751

"ON THE BuiNK°"."

Last week saw a lot more talking about the European steel crisis -- on Wednes-
day at the routine- meeting of the European Commission and on Thursday and
Friday at- the OFOD, forum initiated by the Commission (see pagd 8)-and
there would have been more on Friday had not widespread log prevented a
meeting of the EEC consultative committee from taking place. Because this
event did ndc occur, and because steelmakers In the community are still not fully
agreed on what action should be taken, it is very doubtful whether the Com-
mission will In fact grasp the crisis nettle at tomorrow's meeting, but it is pretty
certain that the Commlshon is nearer to taking action than at any time since
the bottom fell out of European steelmakers' order books just over a year ago.

This action, when taken, seems most likely to be within theprovisions of Article
61 (b) of the Treaty of Paris, which allow for the fixing of minimum prices where
It is found "that a manifest crisis exists or is imminent." The Germans, however,
While agreeing increasingly with other DEC members that measures are required,
are particularly hesitant about positive moves by the Commission.

The first reason is that all central Intervention is* seen as possible encouraging
an increased Intervention by the German government, elements of -which are
keen for greater control over the steel Industry. The second reason is two-fold
and is based on the premise that In order for minimum-prices to have any effect
there would have to be a ban on alignment on offers from third countries. This,
say the doubters, could again have political repercussions (because it could be
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interpretedas a blow against the freer relationships under the pilcy of 0stpolitik)
and from a commercial viewpoint, could be dangerous because. it might encourage
consumers to turn to outside sources of steel to an even greater efteut.

'The advocates of th invoking of Article 61 and a ban oft third country align-
ments maintain, however, that these commercial fears are-exagge'ated. They
point Wt -that action taken against certain "peripheral" problems-Japanese
expot to Europe and Spanish dumping--could relieve siome, 6f the pressure
(although the limitation agreement of the Japanese ha yet' to be "Mltified"
and the UK antidumping move against Spain' has yet'to be concluded success-
fully). They go. on to suggest that the dangers from thO other, sources could be
overestimated; and anyway continued aligpinent on low East European offers
must, in 'a period of hyperinflation and 1tW production sooner or later, and
n6st probably 'sooner, lead to financial suicide for many 9Eurol.en works, which
are almost without exception losing money rapidly.

Although there have been stray gleams of hope on the European steel market
recently, the general feeling is that these have largely been generated by artificial
means and cannot yet be regarded in any way as substantial. If this is a correct
analysis, then only a market miracle will save many steel companies from
collapse unless there are positive and early Community measures. The Com-
mission must surely move soon.

(From the Japan Metal Bulletin, Dec. 11, 1975]

IRON & STEEL

STEEL OUTPUT IN JAN.-MAU. WILL BE 22 MIIL. TONS
Production of ordinary rfteel in the January-March quarter of next year will

be limited to 22 million tons in terms of crude steel, according to the industry
source.

This prediction was made basing upon their production programs which are
10 percent less than the programs for the October-December quarter. The pro-
grams for the October-December quarter were revised downward by 10 percent
in mid-November." Therefore their real production for the quarter was a whole
will be 5 percent less than the original programs. Now, their production in the
January-March quarter will drop 10 percent from their original programs for
the OctWer-December quarter, and surely decline 5 percent from their revised
programs for October-December.

With this production cutback, their shipments of steel products will be cut-
back. Reduction or suspension of salads t0-t-e casual customers will be continued,
so that the reversed position of the market price will be remedied bv the end
of February. They now expedt their steel inventories at the end of March will
decline to 4,800,000 tons from 8,800,000 tons at the end of September.

STEELMAKERS TO ORGANIZE EXPORT CARTEL FOR EO

Nippon Steel Corp. and 5 other major steelmakers are preparing applications
for the Government approvals of a steel export cartel for the 9 EC countries
for The next year. Most probably they will submit the applications in a few days
so that the export cartel be permitted to function early next year.

The "export cartel for EC countries elms at limiting the export shipments by
the big 6 steelmakers to a total of 1,220,000 tons for calendar 1976. The term
of the cartel will be one year of 1976. -

Export restriction of steel products to the EC countries has been studied by
the major steelmakers as the exports this year sharply raised from the 1,090.000
tons of last year. The steel shipments to EC in 1972 totale1 1.516.000 tons which
declined to 1,278,000 tons in 1978 and again declined to 1.090,000 tons In 1974.
Since the early months of this year, however, the steel shipments to EC have
rapidly increased and have totaled 1,408,000 tons by the end of October. Facing
ivith some criticism from the steelmakers in the EC countries, the Japanese
steelmakers bave decided to organize once again an export cartel for the EC
countries as they have in the years from 1972 thrmigh 1974.

The export quantity of steel products set at 1,220,000 tons for 1976 for the
EC countries is the same as in 1974.
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[From the Financial Times, Dec. 23, 1975)

EEC CusS o.% JAPANESE STEEL IMPORTS NEXT YEAs

(By Charles Smith)_.
Steel exports from Japan to the EEC are expected to be restricted to 1.22m.

tons next year when the formation of a cartel by the Japanese steel Industry
is approved this week by the Ministry of International Trade and Industry.

This follows severe pressure from the EEC Commission for reintroducing
Japanese volmtary restraints on steel shipments to Europe which lapsed at the
end of last year.

Japan first started restricting sales to the EEC in 1972 -when a ceiling of 1.25m.
tons was placed on the year's shipments. The ceiling was raised to 1.45m. tons
In 1973 and to 1.65m. tons in 1974, but in both years actual shipments fell below
the stipulated maximum.

The world 4teel shortage during 1974 made European consumers and steel
makers disinclined to ask for a continuation of Japanese restrains in 1075.

But conditions in the world steel market changed rapidly during the first half
of 'this year and by June the EEC was asking Japan for a reintroduction of price
or quantity controls.

Japan's steel shipments to the EEC rose spectactilarly In the early part'of this
year as the Industry's export markets elsewhere began to contract. Monthly ship,
ments were between 150,000 tons and 295,000 tons a month from February to
July.

Japanese list prices in Europe were closely comparable with European steel
prices during this period, but sale prices were alleged to be 40 or 50 per cent
lower than list prices.

Japan was asked to help bring the steel situation under control at a meeting
in Tokyo in June between representatives of the EEC Commission and the
Ministry of International Trade and Industry.

The Ministry later conducted "hearings" with steel manufacturers and trad-
ing companies responsible for European exports, after which shipments to Eu-
rope declined sharply. Exports in August were 89,588 tons (compared with the
July figure of 185,405 tons) and there was a further fall In September to
77,900 tons.

For the first nine months this year, however, steel exports to Europe still
amounted to 1.47m. tons or more than the total for the whole of the previous
year.

The setting of a 1.22m. tons ceiling for Japanese steel exports to Europe next
year means that shipments to the enlarged EEC will be back to the level set
for the Six in 1972.

A possible escape route could be China, which has proved a good customer
this year and could Increase its purchases in 1976 if it has enough foreign
exchange. Japanese imports of Chinese oil, which way well rise substantially
next year, could be the key factor in enabling China to buy more Japanese
steel.

Terry Dodsworth writes: Japanese car manufacturers yesterday denied that
they had made a firm commitment to any level of sales In the U.K. In the first
three months of next year.

The denial follows the meeting In London last week of the Japanese Automobile
Manufacturers Association and the Society of Motor Manufacturers and Traders
who, In a Joint statement, said that the level of Japanese saleas"achleved in the
U.K. during the latter part of this year will be continued for at least the first
three months of next year."

The JAMA Parts office last night said that "latter part" was never defined as
a specific number of months. Therefore, there was no commitment to hold sales
to 17,000-as was suggested In several British newspapers.

- I ,
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[Prom the Financlal Times, Dec. 23, 1975]

EEC CU'RB ON JAPANESE STEEL IMPORTS NEXT YEAR

(By Charlea SmIth)

Steel exports from Japan to the EE are expected to be restrlcted'.to 1.22m,
tons next year when the formation of a cartel by the Japanese steel industry is
approvWed this week by' the Ministry of International Trade and industry.
' This follows',severe pressure from' the' EEC Commission for reintroducing
Japanese Voluntary restraints on steel shipments to Europe which lapsed at the
end of last year.

Japan first started restricting sales to the EEC in 1972 when a ceiling of
1.25m. tons was placed on the year's shipments. The Miling was raised to 1.45m,.
tons in 1978 afid to 1.65m. tons in 1974, but in both years actual shipments fell
below the stipulated maximum.

The world steel.sbortage during 1974 made European consumers and steel
makers disinclined to ask for a continuation of Japanese restraint in 1975.

But conditto'ns inthe world steel market changed rapidly during the first
half of this year and by June the EEC was asking Japan for a reintrodipction
of price or quantity controls.

Japan's steel Ehipments to the EEC rose spectacularly in the early part of this
year as the. indstry's.export markets elswhere began to contract. Monthly shili-
ments were between 150,000 tons and 295,000 tons a month from February to
July, or at a rate of between 1.Sm. and 3.5m. tons per year.

Japanese lfst .rilces in Europe were closely comparable with European steel
prices during this period, but sale prices were alleged to be 40 or 50 pvr cent,
lower than list .prices.

Japan was asked to help bring-the steel situation under control at a meeting
In Tokyo in June between representatives of the EEO Commission and the
Ministry of International Trade and Industry.

The*Ministry later conducted "hearings" with steel manufacturers and trad-
ing companies reponsible for European exports, after which shipments to Eu-
rope declined sharply. Exports in August were 89,588 tons (compared with the
July figure of 185.405 tons) and there was a further fall in September to
77,900 tons..

For the first One months this year, however, steel exports to Europe still
amounted to 1.47m,. tons or more than the total for the whole of the previous year.
Steel was raised again when a senior EEC official visited Tokyo for the formal
opening of the EEO representative office in Japan in October and at the routine
EEC-Japan talks in Brussels early this month.

The setting of. a 1.22m. tons ceiling for Japanese steel exports to Europe next
year means that" shipments to the enlarged EEC will be back to the level set for
the Six in 1972.

This could have the effect of increasing pressure on Japanese steel makers to
export to other major world mfirkets, but there is no sign as yet that restraints in
Europe will affect the market situation in the U.S., where Japanese steel exports
tnils year have been running at relatively low levels.

A possible escape route could be China, which has proved a good customer this
year and could increase its purchases in 1976 if it has enough foreign exchange.
Japanese imports of Chinese oil, which may well rise substantially next year,
could be the key factor in enabling China to buy more Japanese steel.

[From the Japan Economic Journal, Dec. 30, 1975)

STEELMAKERS OBTAIN APPROVAL TO ORGANIZE CARTL FOR EEO

The Ministry of International Trade & Industry has approved formation of a
cartel proposed by six major steelmakers for voluntarily regulating their exports
to the European Economic Community.

By creatingtsuch a cartel on the basis of the Export & Import Transaction Law,
the steelmakers intend to set the ceiling of their exports to EEC nations in
calendar 1976 at 1,220,000 tons.

The six companies are Nippon Steel Corp., Nippon Kokan K.K., Kawasaki
Steel Corp., Sumitomo Metal Industries, Ltd., Kobe Steel, Ltd. and Nisshin Steel
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Co. Their stkel exports to EEC at present account for about 90 per cent of the
nation's total steel sales to the area.

In the thiee-year period ended 1974, they had been holding down their ship-
ments to E80O within the same framework of 1,220,000 tons a year.

In adtuallty, their exports to 1EO rdn to I,516,00) tons In 1972 and 1,278,000
tons in 1918. SUch a self-control was abrogated-in 1975 since the quantity In 1974
dropped far below the target figure, remaining at only 1,090,000 tons. ,

In 1975, however, Japan's steel exports to EEC turned upward again. Ship-
ments to the area in entire 1975 are estimated at around 1,600,000 tons, up about
47 per cent from the perfoirance in the preceding year.

[From the Metal Bulletin, Feb. 10, 10761

AsA-ElC-JAPAx EXPoRT AREM ENT

FROM OUR JAPANESE CORRESPONDENT

It was agreed -at the beginning of the year that Japanese steel exports to the
EEC would be limited to 1.22m. tons this year (MB, Jan. 2) but the actual amount
to be exported during any one quarter is being discussed at regular meetings. It
was agreed earlier that Jan.-Mar. exports should be limited to 210,000 tons, tak-.
ing account of EEC production cuts, and a total of 250,000 tons for Apr.-June
shipments has now been fixed; the Japanese argued that there were now clear
signs of a recovery in the market for steel and EEC representatives agreed that
production cuts were unlikely to be so severe during the second quarter.

Prices were also discussed at the recent conference held in Rome and the
Japanese agreed to raise export prices of steel destined for third countries as
well as that bound for the EEC. EEC steelmakers will be raising third country ex-
port prices by an average $20 a ton for second quarter shipments and have
asked Japanese steelmakers to take similar action; since the Japanese are now
refusing to export except at a profit, their agreement seems likely.

Meanwhile, overseas interest in linepipe appears to be hotting up and prices
have already climbed $20 a ton from their mid-December low. Besides the 500,000
tons being sought by the USSR (MB, Jan. 27), Iran recently booked 70,000 tons
and considerable tonnages have also been booked by Iraq and Saudi Arabia.
China's recent order of 1.Sm-1.7m. tons of steel (MB, Jan. 27) is intended for oil
development projects and 220,000 tons of it will consist of seamless pipes; a
Chinese mission will visit Japan this month to discuss further exports.

'The big four pipemakers-Sumitomo, Nippon Steel Corp., NKK and Kawasaki-
have jointly booked an order from Pakistan for 20,000 tons of welded pipes for a
double pipeline project; one pipeline will carry crude oil from Karachi port to
the refinery and the other will carry refined oil. An additional 10,000 tons required
for the project will come from Italy.

Among smaller export orders obtained recently, Ataka & Co. was awarded a
contract to supply 6,0007,000 tons of pipes, sheet-pilings and heavy plates needed
for tunnel construction. Yamaguchi Steel Industry Is to supply Saudi Arabia with
6,000 tons of plain and deformed round bars, for Feb.-Apr. shipment at $150 a
ton fob, while Yamato Steel Works has booked on order from Thailand for 4,000
tons of channels, tO be shipped in Feb.-Mar. at $177 a ton fob.

STATE99bNT BY RICHARD P. SIMMONS, PRESIDENT o AULEGuENY LUDLUM STW.
CORPORATION, AND CHAIRMAN OF THE ADVISORY COMMIl TOOL AND STAINLESS
STEEL COMMn-rr

TH SPECIALTY SrTEI CASE

The International Trade Commission In what must be viewed as a precedent
decision found recently that the Specialty Steel Industry of the United States
has indeed been Injured under the terms of the 1074 Trade Act Their findings,
the first such findings of injury since the Act was passed by the Congrefs., came
after six months of intensive examination by the Commission and its staff. They
found and we quote, "On the basis of its Investigation that. bars; wire rods; and
plates, sheets and strip.. .; all of the foregoing of stainless steel or alloy tool
steel... are being imported into the United States in such Increased quantities
as to be a substantial cause of serious Injury to the domestic industry."



The International Trade Commission carefully considered the argument pre-
sented by both the domestic companies and the foreign producers to establish
that the conditions of the Act had been met, They fouhd, as 4ated in their re-
port to the President, that the condition of increased imports had Oen met either
in actual terms or relative to domestic production. The Commission also found
that the requirement of serious injury or threat of serious injury had also been
met as measured by the idling of productive capacity, significant unemployment
or underemployment and the inability of a significant number of Orms to oper-
ate at a reasonable level of profit. Finally, the Commission having studied the
requirement of "serious injury," concluded that lmp4*ts are an important cause
of injury and not less in importance than the recession.

The Commission concluded and we quote, 'Therefore, the statutory criteria
having been met, in our opinion an affirmative determination is required."

The lengthy investigation and the public hearings open to all interested parties
( resulted In the findings which I have reviewed briefly. The findings and recom-

niendations of the Commission must now be considered, as you know, by the
President.

'Based on the initial reaction of some of our foreign competitors, it appears
that they are attempting to accomplish through political means what they had
full opportunity to accomplish-and could not--duing the investigation and
hearings conducted by the Commission.

The Specialty Steel Companies, although highly gratified by the finding of the
Internatiorml Trade Commission, would point out that the Commission, in its
recommendations to the President, did not go as far as the Specialty Steel Com-
panies had recommended during the hearings. Nevertheless, the Specialty Steel
Companies, in recognition of the extensive investigation conducted by the Com-
mission, totally, unanimously and without reservation, support the Commission's
recommendation to the President, and urge the President to approve and imple-
ment the remedy proposed by the Commission without change or undue delay.

The remedy proposed would not exclude foreign producers from American
markets. On the contrary, for 1976 the Commission's recommendation to the
President would reduce overall Specialty Steel Imports for those products cov-
ered by the decision by only four percent as compared to 1975. In fact, stainless
steel tonnages permitted under the Commission's recommendations for 1970
would exceed or equal imports in every year but one prior to 1975. It is diffi-
cult to equate this fact with some of the public statements which have been
made regarding the Commission's decision.

In subsequent years through 1980, imports of these products would be per-
mitted specific market shares of the American market. This would permit for-
eign producers to increase their shipments into our markets as American mar-
kets grow. It would also force them to curtail their shipments during periods
of sharp recession such as 1975, preventing them from exporting their own unem-
ployment during such periods.

'We have attached a chart which summarizes the Commission's findings in more
detail. Let me stress again, the total and unqualified support for the Commis-
sion's recommendations by the Specialty Steel Industry. Our assessment of
the Commission's recommendations leads us to conclude that the findings are
reasonable and moderate and not at all "radical," as statements by foreign pro-
ducers and their governments would have the American public believe. In fact,
the proposed limits for stainless steel sheet and strip are significantly higher for
1976 than the actual levels for 1975.

It is ironic that our Common Market competitors and their governments which
have been so outspokenly critical of the Commission's findings and recommenda-
tions have, as mentioned recently, concluded an arrangement with Japanese
companies to limit Japanese exports of steel to the Common Market for the
year 1976.

These hearings, held at this time, are particularly appropriate as we move
from the factual consideration of the Specialty Steel case under the 1974 Trade
Act to the President for his review.

Will the President accept the recommendations of the Commission, which were
reached, as we have pointed out, after six months of study, hearings, and delibera-
tion, or will other considerations prevail? -"

The Specialty Steel Industry and indeed the entire steel industry of the United
States welcomed the findings of the International Trade Commission. We believe
that the President's decision concerning this case will establish clearly whether
the Intent of Congress and the Intent of the legislation Is to bcarried out.
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,XMPLEMENTATION OF THE TRADE ACT OF 1974 AS VIEWED BY THE SPECIALTY STEEL
.. INDUSTRY OF THE UNITED STATES

The action taken by the U.S. International Trade Commission In recommend-
ing that the President limit imports of, certain specialty steels is evidence of the

-growing recognition of the manifold problems created for American -industry and
workers by -the increasing incursions 0f subidize4 foreign products into our

-domestic market.
Although the year Just past brought, the largest tjade surplus in U.S. history,

!.some of our country's most vital Industries continued" to feel the painful impact
of Imports. Indeed, the trade deficit in steel for 1975 was some $2.2 Billion.

Uemploymeni in Specialty Steel
The specialty steel industry, a small but nonetheless very critical 'cog in the na-

tion's complex economic machinery, was harder hit than many industries. In-
-deed, unemployment in this industry climbed as high as 4096' in 1975 while

67-937T-------13



many facilities operated well. eow, profitabl@g.evelo'.f, Aapaety. Some segments
of the industry.were even more adversely affected by the combined Impact of the
imports and the recession. The ITC report to the President noted, for exaMple,
that .. , the level 6f employment In the domestic Industry producing stainless
sheet and strip In 1975 was 57 percent lower than in 1974 and below the 1970
emPlOVment,ievek."1 Oployment in mills piroducit stainless bars and wire rods
fell percent la.st yea- A4 the tPQ1 steel industry, operating at levels greatly

iflderl"capaclty foursome years, saw unemployment increase sharply in 1975.

0oinmfs#6Findings
, The International Trad* Comiklon found after extensive hearings andiln-
*0t0tion, imports were si "substantial cause of serious injury" not only in 1975
btt'l prior years as we l .

Specifically, the Commission determined that tainless steel -bars, -wire rods,
plate, sheetand strip iod'alloy tool steels "are being imported into the United
Stat es in such increased'iqiantities as to be a substantial cause of serious injury,
of threat thereof . . to the domestic industry ... "

It should be noted that the Commission held that this finding does not apply
to wire, tubing, and unfinished or semi-finished products such as ingots, blooms,
billets, slabs, and sheet bars of stainless steel.

The Specialty Steel Industry of the United States comprised of 19 companies.
and the United Steelworkers of America, AFL-CIO, contended in their joint
petition filed with the ITC last July that these products are adversely affected
by imports too. Both the industry and the union still maintain there is evidence.
df'inJury in these product Lines. However, it is not our purpose here to debate
the Commission's findings In detail, but, rather to present our view of the admin-
istration of the Trade Act of 19T4 as it pertained to our industry during the Act's
maiden year.
Process Takes Mapiy Months
I We want to emphasize at the outset. that the industry is appreciative of the

thoroughness and care with which the Commission and its staff investigated our
petition. The ITC took the full six months permitted by the law to look into this
matter and weigh the case of the industry and United Steelworkers against the
arguments of the Importers and foreign producers of specialty steels.

Six months may not seem an Inordinate span of time for such a penetrating in-
vestigation and we, are confident the Commission and its staff did everything
within their power to process the petition as expeditiously as possible. However,
these six months must be added to the six-to-nine months In late 1974 and the
first half of 1975 when the rising tide of imports were forcing production curtail-
ment and widespread furloughs of workers in our industry. t

Thus, our workers and shareholders have suffered through a period of sharply
reduced income and revenues that now' extendS for more than a .ye. In, fact,
many of our employees and a number of our companies have been severely affected
by imports for a number of years,-as the Trade Commission recognized in-its
finding. Conimissioners Catherine Bedell and George Moore stated in their joint
remarks appended to the ITO recommendation to the President that "employ-
ment was depressed throughout most of the 1970's." They added that "the domes-
tic industry has been unable to sustain a reasonable level of profits" throughout
most of that period."

Nor is this period of anxiety and enforced idleness for so. many of our em-
ployees yet at an end. The President has until March 16 in which to reject or,
accept the Commission's' recommendations, and under the law he could have
delayed this decision for two additional weeks by referring the findings back
to. the ITO for additional information. If .the President should reject the ITO
recommendatioh, which we naturally hope he' will not, the industry and the
union would be forced to appeaA! to the Oongress. Under the Trade Act the Con-
gress has another 90 working days in which to reverse a presidential rejection.
In sum. the relief process can extend for more than a year after a petition is
filed and, in reality, for several years 'After serious Injury to an industry is
sustained.

U.S. International Trade Commission, Publication No, 756, January 1976, Page 20.
2Thb'r, Pae 30.
6 fild., Page 3.
4 hId.



We realize that the members of the Senate and House whio drafted this Iegis-
1atiop, 4 ,eIr yery Oeot to structure a 0ound, workable procedure. However,
wew~4rsp~~ t that a ptoes that takes this long an cause real
W54, .W0. t1O]la~~mA~O thei pop|e w ,ithet are forced out of work or 'nto a
sharpl cP,, o. #.i. .a Wt.. y ,hl r wait for all the procedures to s,4., ou,'

oroyers A p t# in-eto wust like, specialty steel, which .equi rel.
lively large investment lb ting tid stay-cmpetitivo, cannot &",cd

extended periods of finncia distress. The larger, more diversified companies
c in_ ,o;.e caes iborb for a pblouged period. But most specialty steel
companies are relativelypinatl firms wib lited and highly speciallsed product
ines that, are parti. larly'v ln.dible to undetrcting-by importA and It- i con-

ceivble' that som e d 'i4 be. t ed ift -6f btshiefs elirely while a pe-

tition'ior reUetls boAng adjluiAte4 y'ue*i the pfeeiftt Trade; Act.,
Indeed, ,sojpe.O 41 comllo. 'am0 l thon'e 19- .htchJoied with the United

Steelworkers In submitting the titii Wobld t6day be in very serious trouble if

It had not been for the outstanding anagebnent bf their mills the cooperaion and

understanding of the unions, and our advanced technology and evar.iqlproving
productlvity.-These, coupled with th worldwide surge In demand for our prod,
ucts in:1978 and.1974, hve kept the industry viable In recent years.
t O 2 ,o'te# ,T.¢c,&,logicai LeaderekMP.''

This is borne out by the Cid Investigation which noted the technological leader-
ship of American producers and f6und thit 4 declne in eosts experienced by the

domestic, -industry from.1970 through the ettrly'monthSi of, 1914 were due to
',inceases In €felency resuming from larger proouetion'runs of individual prod-

th ceato whichapou§I enable U.S.
uctsa e whhin product for al product o
producersto spread their flxed c6sts over more wilts of production.

Convrsely,.the ITOfound that the "dominant factor" in the increase in aver-
age unit costs in 1975 "was the large decline in production, which caused fixed
costs to be spread over. fewer units. of productionl."

8opeclalty steel mills must o,rate at. ahigh rate of capacity In order to be
proltable, Unfortunately, in 1975 many 4onebtlc 'mills were corapelled to operate
atPlower levels Of productivity, in some cases well undef 50% of capacity. This
was partly due to the recession, but,' as the ITO acknowledged, Imports played
a major, role in holding the domestic InIustry donft to such unprofitable levels of
production. Nor was this the first year the U.S. industry was so seriously
altced.. The ITO report points out . "In' general,' U.S. producers' gross profit
margins were low or nonex isteat In the 1970-78 Peiod, rose considerably n 1974
and. through June 197M, then dropped, pe~cipltously to or below the 1970-78
levels,"! '' .

Imports Ourtait-apaon
There is another aspect of this sustained period of low profitability which

should be emphasized. The ITO took. cognizatnce of It when It stated that "capital
expenditures in recent years l)ave been limited" and went on to note that "very
recently, planned expenditures have been 6ut back by several producers."

At a time of high unemployment, our economy should be generating new jobs.
BUt the specialty steel industry, In common with other Industries, has been forced
to curtail or cut back'expansion because of the disruptions and uncertainties
caused by the impact of Imports upon our domestic markets. It is difficult to
determine precisely how many jobs have ,been lost to American specialty steel
workers by' :imports, but we believe it must be at least 10,000. In short, our
relatively small, but nonetheless vital, Industry would today have an estimated

75,000 'jbe instead of the 65,000 we can offer when We are operating at near
peak capacity.

In our total national economy this may not seem like very much. But jobs lost
to imports, both In terms of new jobs that have not materialized and those
eliminated by market encroachment, make a very big difference to the communi-
ties where.speclalty steel mills are locited. In many lnstanL'es, these mills are
the major employers in these communities "Aid prolonged unemployment In the
mills can and has turned whole communities into depressed areas.

-* Ibid., page A-41.
.Ibid. page A-42.
Ibid.



Rd D. OutRaok
Yet another facet of the Impact of Imports upon ehiploymeO in the speeialty°

steel Industry is the adverse effect upon research and development, which the
Trade Commission reported,1  As noted earlier, it has been th6 technological
leadership of the domestic industry, coupled with tile efficient produetivity of
our workers and management, that has enabled the industry to survive the recent
difficult years. I

However, as imports have cut deeper into sates of our bread'and-butter.
products, some companies have been compelled to redUce their expenditures for
research and development. Not only h've jobs been lost in this Orucial R&D
area, but the long-range effect upon the industry's competitive position and
upon the number of production jobs for the future can hot be calculated. It is
our hope that the ITC recommendation, if implemented, will give the industry
an opportunity to maintain research and development at levels needed to retain
our acknowledged leadership In technology and productivity.

sscnt(a4 Indu8try
The specialty steel industry is one of' the most esential industries In the

United States. Virtually every other Important producing industry rellpea on
specialty steels. These include the energy industries--electric power, oil, natural
gas, coal mining, plus aerospace, transportation, communications, metalworking,
fond processing, chemicals, and environmental controls. Thus, it is not Justtlhe
jobs of the 65,000 people employed by our industry that are at stake. The jobs
of millions of other Americans in these other vital Industries have been increase.
ingly at the mercy of foreign specialty steel producers as imports have captured
ever larger portions of our domestic markets and forced American producers out
of one product line after another.

Moreover, specialty steels are essential to our national defense, as the gub-
committee on General Legislation, Armed Services Committee of the United
States Senate, found after an investigation and hearings conducted In 1972.
The official report of the Subcommittee was submitted by the Chairman, Senator
Harry F. Byrd. Jr., to Senator John C., Stennis, Chairman of the Armed Servicea
Committee, on May 25,1972. This Senate Report stated:

"The testimony adduced from industry and -overnment witnesses makes it
abundantly clear that specialty steels are essential, today more than ever, in the
fabrication of the major portion of, our defense weapons and critical weapons
systems. Moreover, these specialty steels are necessary for the proper functioning
of related essential components and weapons reliability. The Department of
l)efense witnesses emphasized that '. .' no aircraft in use today or planned
for production in the future could be considered safe without such critical
high strength components... . u II The essentiality of the specialty- steel industry to a nation's economy and to
its defense is readily apparent in the actions of more than a score of countries
that have rushed to build or to expand their own specialty steel industries in
recent years, often at the expense of vitally needed social programs. By so.doinlg
the-se countries are clearly giving recognition to the fact that any nation that
wishes. to establish or maintain a position of influence in today's technological
world must have ready access to high technology metals.
Instruments of National Pohiry

In some countries the specialty steel industries have assumed yet another role,
one that has already had serious repercussions for our domestic industry. In-
creasingly, these industries are being used as instruments of national policy by
foreign governments. Evidence of this is seen in the experience of the recent
world recession when a number of these governments used their specialty steel
industries to export their unemployment to the United States, build up th ir
dollar reserves, and otherwise strengthen their international economic position
at the expense of American workers and American industry.

The ITC report to the Presideit Stated: "There is ample evidence of a large
Amount of unused capacity in foreign stainless steel mills as well as large invest.
ments underway In new production capacity for stainless steel, including stain-
less steel plate. These facts, plus the growing dependence of foreign mills on

M" 1bid.. Page A-14.
i Ronort on Es.ventiailty of Specialty Stoels Indiistry to NationAl Seurlty. -Subeommlt-

tP, nn General Legislation of the Committee on Armed Services, United States Senate, 1972;
Page 1.



• exports in ,qrder to sustain production... are strong indicators of the increased
imports and resultant threat of injury to the domestic industry."
ShouId U.S. Jobs Be F6rfeitedt

. .(rmat Britain provides a classic case in point. In 1975, It is estimated that the
Bith steel Industry lost mitre than $NO0 million. Yet the British are embarked
on a $2.5 billn capital expansion for steel The British steel industry is, of course,
almost entirely owned'by theBiritish government and thus the British taxpayer
I's foofng the bill for steel's expansion.

Onb might say that, this is Britain's business and it should not concern us.
tnfrtnateiy, it doed eonerl. us because it is obvious that Great Britain is
tooling up for a major steel export campaign and the United States is certain
to be, a prime 'target of tlat campaign.: The Congress must ask if it is fair to
inake American workers surrender their JbS in order to sustain British steel
eniplbyment at artifielally high levels.

Further, it should be asked-how American companies, operating under the
free enterprise system, can be expected to match the discounts of up to 50 percent
that foreigniULness steel and tool steel producers offer our customers In the U.S.
market. These American companies have discovered that n6 matter how much
thqy may lower their prices, foreign producers will lower theirs even more.
WA Prioes Of Imports Are Low

Most "of these foreign specialty steel producers do not, of course, have to concern
tlieniselves with profits. Today, more than 70 percent of the world's steel capacity
is either government-owned or heavily subsidized. It is for this reason that the
foreign producers can afford to sell steel in our country with little or no regard
fQr prie.

The ITC report noted that "currently there are anti-dumping findings in effect
oA Stainless steel wire rod from France and stainless steel plate from
IS.4eden....." The French can afford to dump their steel here because their pro-

. ducers receive government aid to, as they-put it, "carry them through the present
difficult period." In Sweden- specialty steel producers also -receive government
loais and grants to carry excessive inventories and keep exports at high levels.
SWedish producers are not permitted to lay-off workers when demand falls, so
they export their problems to the U.S. and force the layoffs of American workers
instead.

.Tapanese specialty steel producers nearly all operated at substantial losses in
1975. Their government bailed them out by providing "impact loans" through the
Japanese National Bank so they could continue selling In the U.S. market at
prices far below American producers. In addition, Japanese firms are encouraged
to form "recession cartels"' to control production and price, as well as cartels
to control pricing of imported raw materials--practices that would be. patently
illegal under our law&-Indeed, It. should be pointed out that American producers
ate forced to compete against a number of companies in various foreign countries
that freely indulge in practices that would be against the law here.. In sum, specialty steel companies In the United States must compete against
foreign national governments and as long as this situation -prevails we will need
the counter-measures, provided by the Congress in the Trade Act. Indeed, wore
stringent measures may soon be required if we hope to overcome the present high
rate of unemployment and get American workers back on their jobs.
Other Industries Hurt

* It is not Just the specialty steel industry that in confronted with this gro:lng
problem of competition from foreign governments. Many other American indus-
tries are being attacked in the same manner. U.S. flag airlines fight desperately
to remain viable against goveniment-owned foreign airlines. The Japanese con-
puter Industry- is being heavily subsidized by its government so that it may com-
pete more effectively worldwide. Many foreign auto producers have their govern-
ments as significant partners-in terms-of-ownership and, even more important,
in! terms of-economic objectives.' Throughout most of the world there is a pervasive attitude of cooperation be-
tween government and Industrips-except, regretfully, In the UnitedStates. The
Trade Act of 1974 took a tentative step toward correcting this situation but we

q9 I. I nt rnational Trade Commission, Pub'. No. 756; op. cit., 'Pages 29-30.
I lI61d., Page A-82. 'I



:still have a long way to go if we hope to provide jobs for our citizens as our
population grows in this last quarter of the 20th Century.
Much Energy Wasted,'

Much has been said, and written in recent years about the world's dwindling
natural resources, particularly those that provide basic energy to fuel industry-
oil, natural gas and coal, or the conversion of any of these three into electric
power. Yet hardly any mention has been made of the horrendous waste inherent
in the conditions that, for example, encouraging the burning of millions o.f tons
of fuel to ship iron ore, coal and other. ingredients from theUnited States across
thousands of miles of ocean to Japan where they are transformed Into*0, steel and
shipped back to this country for sale in our markets to deprive our industry of
revenues and our workers of their Jobs. As the Congress considers future legisla-
tion concerned with the nation's energy resources It should investigate the rami-
fications of wasteful trade practices such as these.
Double Standard Applied

The Congress should take notice of the double standard that foreign govern.
ments apply in formulating their own trade policies. The recommendations of
the U.S. International Trade Commission for limitations on specialty steel, tin.
ports had'hardly been published when a number of countries began to exert pres-
sure on the President of the United States to reverse the ITO ruling., This in
spite of the fact that the Commission had emphasized that the Trade Act of
1974 required an, affirmative determination In those products singled out by the
ITO for relief.1 '

The New York Tines reported on January 20, only a few days after the ITO
made Its decision known, that European Common Market officials "intended to
make representations to the United States" regarding the Commission's findings.
Tw Times said "European commercial officials in Brussels, Paris and Geneva
expressed alarm" over the ITC action.1

A few days later The Wall Street Journal carried a story with a clearly implied
threat aimed at this country. This story said the European Community warned
that President Ford "could provoke a protectionist backlash In Europe unless he
rejects a proposed quota on Imports of specialty steel." 1

On that same day the Japan Metal Daily reported that "Toshthiko Yano,
director general of the Basic Industries Bureau, Ministry of International Trade
and Industry, said yesterday the (Japanese) government would negotiate with
the U.S. Administration for a withdrawal or revision of the U.S. International
Trade Committee's (sic) recommendation... ."" Moreover, there was another
implied threat from Tokyo. "The Japanese side," this story said, "intends to study
countermeasures... after receiving and analyzing a detailed report on the ITO
recommendation." I-.

The irony of these threats Is that both the Europeans and the Japanese freely
indulge In "protectionist" practices. Indeed, the Europeans only recently forced
the Japanese to limit steel exports to their countries. The Japan Metal Bulletin
reports that the Japanese government "approved of organizing the Steel Export
Cartel for EC (European Community) applied by Nippon Steel Corp. and five
other major steelmakers. The term of the Cartel Is 12 months of calendar 1978,
and the export quantity is limited to 1,220,000 tons of all steel items excluding
pig iron and ferroalloys." 2 Nor was this the first time the Europeans had placed
what are in effect quotas upon Japanese steel imports. A similar "Export Cartel"
had been organized by the Japanese from 1972 through 1974 at the "request" of
the European Community."
How the American Consumer Loses

Much was made during the ITO hearings and elsewhere about the theoretical
cost to American consumers of limitations on specialty steel Imports. In practice,
however, these theories fall to hold water.

First. and foremost there is the loss of income to American workers caused by
what The Economists of London correctly terms "cut-throat prices" of specialty

14 Thid., e. -7
'a The Net' York Time*. .nnimrv 20. 17A.
36 The Wall Rtreet Journal. January 23. 1976.
27 ,avan Metal Daily, January 23, 1976.
Is Ibid.
'Japan Metal Bulletin, January 8, 1976.
w Ibid.
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steel imports into the United States.'t It is obvious that these workers are con-
sumers too, and the millions of dollars in wages they lost in 1975 alone would
very probably outweigh any theoretical savings to the total population.,

Secondly, during the years 1973-74 when world demand for specialty steel
reached new highs, the Japanese and European producers increased their prices
astronomically in this country. American fabricators, and manufacturers who
needed these vital metals to keep their plants operating had no choice except
to pay the premium prices the foreign *pro ueers fmanqed; Many of the
needed products were no longer made in the Vnited States because they had
been knocked out of production here by the guerilla warfare waged against our
domestic industry by foreign producers and importers,

Thus, once they had the- American customers at their mercy, the foreign
specialty steel producers did not hesitate t6 increase their prices as much as
100 percent and more. It has been estimated that all the possible savings to
American consumers due to imports over the prior decade were wiped out by
foreign suppliers of specialty steel in less than two years of outrageous price
gouging.
Free Trade Must Be Fair

The experience of the specialty steel industry over the past decade should
give all of us reason to reflect on the efficacy of free trade, a doctrine many
of us have always accepted as one of our free system's great articles of faith.
Our industry will continue to support free trade and we are prepared to let the
principle of comparative advantage determine who wins and who loses in the

•conttlt Tot markets. But we'lisist that free trade cannot exist without generally
equal rules, With all-partles competing on the basis of costs, technology, and
productivity. If It is to work to the advantage of all peoples, free trade must
first be fair.

The traditionally superior technology of America still gives many of our do.
mestic industries an edge over foreign competition. However, as we continue to
export our technology to the rest of the world, this advantage is no longer as
telling as It once was, and it will become less so in the years ahead. Meanwhile,
foreign specialty steel producers gain a sharp advantage over U.S. producers
because of lower wages, greater capital availability in the form of low interest
loans or outright subsidies, substantial tax breaks, favorable depreciation al-
lowances, and profitable export Incentives-all granted by their governments.

These government-sponsored advantages enabled the Japanese to increase
their stainless steel production 400 percent in less than 10 years. France, Italy
and West Germany more than doubled their stainless output in the same period.
,But 4merican producers could afford to expand their stainless capacity only 40
percent In "the past decade, primarily because of the uncertainty created by
imports. Our industry does not want subsidies from our government. But we
would like the government to act as a fair and impartial umpire.

First, however, a firm set of ground rules must be established, rules that both
foreign and domestic industries should be required to honor. The Congress took a
healthy step In that direction with passage of the Trade Act of 1974, which was
designed to provide American companies and American workers with relief if
they can prove imports are a substantial cause of serious Injury.

The Specialty Steel Industry of the United States and the United Steel-
workers of America proved Iniury from imports in four critical product areas
to the satisfaction of the U.S. International Trade Commission and we are
hopeful that the President will approve the ITO recommendations so that
the vitally needed relief will be forthcoming soon.

The CHAIrN. I am going to recess this committee for 5 minutes
so we ran go and vote on that rollcall over'on the Senate floor.

At the end of recess I would call Mr. I. W. Abel, president of the
.United Steelworkers, to testify.

rShort recess.]
Senator HARRY F. BYRD, Jr. (presiding). The committee will come

to nrder.
The committee is pleased to have today Mr. T. W. Abel. president,

United Steelworkers Union, accompanied by Paul Jennings, presi-

m The Economiet, January 24, 1970.
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dent, Xnternational Union of Electtical, Radio, & Machine Workers,
.and Mr.' Floyd. Smith, prosidont, of the International Association of
.Machiists.&Agrospace Workemr .

WelcOme t6 the committee ;gentlemen.
Mr. Abel, you may. proceed-as yqu wish.

STATEME 'OF I. W. ABEL, 'PRESIDENT, ITED S WTEEWO1ERS
,OP AXERIC4, AND (AIRMAN O TUE 4FL-C!0 toNOMIC POLICY

COMMITTEE, ACCOMPANIED BY, GEORGE COLLINS, ON BEHALF OF
SRAUL JEN141 (*S, EI T, INTERNATIONAL UNION O 1110a,

TRIAL, RADIO & MACHINE WORKERS; BEN SHARMAN, ON
SBEHAL O O"D 4. SMITH, PRESIDENT, INTERNATIONAL ASSO

CIATION OF MACHINISTS & AEROSPACE WORKERS; AN) NAT
GOLDFINGER, RESEARCH DIRECTOR, AFL-CIO

Mr. AB . Thank you, Mr. Chairman. My name is I. V. Abel, presi-
dent.of the Urited Steelworkers of America and chairman of the
Lab6r Policy Advisory Committee for Trade Negotiations.

Joining me this morning, Mr. Chairman, and substituting for Mr.
Smith is Mr. Ben Sharman of the Machinists Union, and substituting
for Paul Jennings is Mr.'George Collins for the United- Electrical
Radio, & Machine Workers Union.

On my right is the -research director for the AFL-CIO, Mr. Nat
Godfinger.

Senator BYmn. Welcome to all of you.
Mr. AriEL. Mr. Chairman, I have submitted for the committee a

lengthy statement on our views and position with regard to this mat-
ter. But I want to just present here this morning a summary of that
statement.

Mr. Chairman, we appreciate this opportunity to participate in
the review of U.S..foreign trade policy and the administration of the
1974 Trade Act.

As the committee knows, organized labor did -not support the 1974
Trade Act because we felt that, in its form a nd in its administration,
the trade problems that face America. would not -be resolved.

Ve take no satisfaction from the tact, in our view, that we have
been proven correct. We believe tliat the law is laden with shortcom-
ings and fails to deal With major economic problems. We believe'also
that the administration has not carried out the spirit or the letter of
the law in its implementation.

Organized labor deeply, fears that the erosion of our Nation's in-
'dustrial base and the lowering of this Nation's standard of living has
not been halted or,'reversed sije'. en'nrtment of the Trade Act. On
'the contrary,is a consequence of the Trade Act, the erosion is likely
to become more acute.

About 29 percent of our Nation's industrial eapaoity is idle. In 1975'
apnroximatelv I out of 10 workers were unemployed.

This Nation is suffering the highest unemployment of any major
industrial nation..



The. American economy is suffering damage. from, imports--atu,
and threatened-as other nations seek to expor theesso ehr
and erect barriers at home to protect their, ecoaomes

U.S. firms are continuing to export their teclinoloy na operations
abroad to serve their. foreign markets and,,i4 many instan c.S, to pro-
duce for this market. This committee's concern is expressed by, the con-
vening of these hearings, but we find the Administration, U.S'. multi-
national corporations, and the Nation's media showing little alarm
about these problems. '... I

Instead, great solace is taken from reports that America's trade
balance in 1975 ,had improved, that exports were higher than imports.
However, the important export-import figure missing from these
reports is the net gain or loss in jobs for the United States in it trade
transactions.

U.S. export data showed considerable income from grain shipments
and raw materials, both areas with few jobs and few, well-paying
positions.

American exports also showed shipments of production machinery
and the newest industrial technology to every corner of the globe,
producing one-shot export jobs but. exporting U.S. long-range jobs
as these manufacturing facilities are set in place and overwhelm or
displace U.S. products.

Dollar trade statistics in themselves tell little about jobs. The num-
lers of workers seeking adjustment assistance from import injury
reached 377, 308 between April and December last year.

The statement of purposes of the 1974 Trade Act called for full
employment, economic growth, fair trade, help for those injured by
imports, and new rules of international trade. -

The provisions Congress wrote into the law to carry out those pur-
poses were intended, we were told, to meet the problems of the "new
ball game" in international economics and politics. But we see neither
any evidence of fair play nor a "new ball game."

Organized labor is concerned about the massive prenegotiations con-
cessions made by the administration in reducing tariffs to zero on im-
ports of 2,700 products which went into effect January 1.

These are imports from more than 100 nations and territories in-
cluding such countries as Romania and Brazil, Mexico and Chile. Mul-
tinational corporation producers abroad will now intensify their
exports to the United States from the lowest wage areas to wipe out
more I.S. producers and American jobs.

The Trade Act permits these so-called preferences or zero tariffs,
but the law also requires thePresident to have "due regard" for their
impact, on the United States and to receive assurances from benefit.
cia ry countries that they would give ip certain spetial'trading arrange-
n1Pts with other countries.1By its massive opening of U.R. markets to duty-free products, the
administration has ignored the afts stated purpose: of "fair And reason-
,lble access to nroducts of less-developeed countries in the'TT.S. market."
Government, figures show that imports of manufactured goods from
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developed countries had already reached about 20 percent of such
imports in 1974.

It is obvious that a good deal of the imported manufactured prod-
ucts which will enter the United States duty free were once American-
made products that previously provided jobs here.

At a time when this country is trying to get-up from the deepest
recession since the 1930's, a new barrage of duty-free imported manu-
factured goods could have devastating consequences.

The act's section which permits this--title V-should be, in our
judgment, repealed. Organized labor is concerned over the adminis-
tration or provisions to relieve unfair import injury. Under title II,
"swift and certain" retaliation against unfair trade practices is au-
thorized. But the record of action to meet un fair dumping of foreign
products or actions to meet unfair subsidies of foreign nations has
been, to say the least, disappointing.

While American workers continue to lose jobs, foreign steel, autos,
and products as diverse as knitting machines and tires, cement and
bricks, consumer electronics and castor oil, glass and screws, con-
tinue to be dumped or subsidized into the U.S. market, while legal
technicalities are used more to avoid rather than to assure action by
the United States. That does not help the injured.

Under the act's provisions for so-called fair competition, title IIIgave power to the International Trade Commission to decide whether
industries were injured by imports, and if so, to recommend relief.

In 1975 no findings of injury to any industry was made, while Amer-
ican producers and workers were forced out of business or out of jobs.

Let me comment at this point that the Steelworkers are pleased in-
deed that the Commission finally, on January 19, 1976, recognized
the injury in the specialty steel industry .

The Commission recommended stabilization of imports and 5-year
quotas to assure that theUnited States will be able to produce specialty
steel.

In making this finding the Commission has recognized the problems
which most producing industries and millions of American workers
have been confronted by for some years. The Commission's landmark
decision in the specialty steel case hopefully indicates that similar
relief will soon be available to promptly rectify the widespread eco-
nomic damage inflicted on other American workers and industries
because of imports.

Our trading partners, owned, directed, and subsidized by their gov-ernments, stand secure behind their high trade barriers. Their protests
of concern about the International Trade Commission decision ring
with hypocrisy but we agree on one point: This is a test case.

Serious injury to American workers and the specialty steel industry
is fully documented in the ITC study. It is hard to believe that tho
President will not endorse the Commission's recommendations. Tn this
first major test. we must make the Trade Act work.

The real question. however, is much larger than the specialty steel
industry. Virtually every manufacturing industry in the United'States
is in jeopardy. Other trading nations in the past year have piled up
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barriers to trad.-quotas in Sweden, in Australia, in Britain, to name.
a few.

The economic community, the Common Market, and Japan have
agreed on limitations of Japanese steel exports.

The Trade Act promised adjustment assistance for American work-
era if theywere injured or threatened by injury from imports.

Obviously, workers would prefer their jobs, but even this aid has
not been forthcoming for most workers who petitioned for assistance.
TechnTicalities and inconsistent interpretations avoid helping the
injured.

Negotiations are proceeding in a similar fashion. In the fact of all
the injury suffered ty American industry, the Secretary of Agricul-
ture told the National Farmer's Union in London, England on No-
vember 25,1975, the United States must, "offer concessions in the U.S.
industrial market for concessions in the foreign agricultural markets."

High protected U.S. agriculture is exporting more to other coun-
tries than ever before in the Nation's history, but even before the de-
tailed bargaining begins, the administration spokesmen offer to lower
barriers even further to U.S. markets for manufactured products as
the quid pro quo for still more agricultural exports.

We see nothing in the Trade Act of 1974 that authorizes this. The
law specifically directs the negotiators to include agriculture in bar-
gaining. Certainly, the United States should have strong farm exports
and such negotiations are in order.

Agricultural trade is highly protected everywhere in the world, but
tariff and nontariff barriers exist in other countries.

This committee also emphasized sector negotiations in its report on
the bill. Section 104 directs the negotiators to try to get a balance of
economic opportunities for U.S. exports by sectors.

It seeks equivalent competitive opportunities abroad to those the
United States gives to other nations in our market. In making this a
"principal negotiating objective," the committee report states that this
section was not a "directive for cross-sectorial tradeoffs between agri-
culture and industry."

But the negotiators have virtually ignored the objective of sector
negotiations despite the language of the law. No progress has been
made in defining these sectors for such industries as "steel, aluminum,
electronics, chemicals, and electrical machinery," as the committee
intended.

Bargaining on nontariff barriers was sought and given by Congress
so that the U.S. exports could have a fair chance in other markets.

Instead, the limited information available to us slows that the U.S.
negotiators are fearful that others will withdraw from the bargaining
table, and we are accepting each of their demands--offering first to
remove barriers in the United States.

In short, the United States is offering more and more carrots, while
other countries are sharpening their sticks.

Title I of the act also sets up a series of advisory committees from
the private sector, including labor, on which I serve.

We believe the executive branch has tried to follow tls part of the
law, but labor is not a major concern of the trade specialists who have
been pursuing negotiated agreements in Geneva for many years. The



impact of trade on service employment has beentOtally ign6iM by th
executive branch.

The meetings of the advisory colnmite s hav6 been larger "6i-
cational," more designed teach a tbi technilties of trade .ndt"
give us the views b0ftht adninistritibn, #ther than to get t On
the implictions ofthis enormous tradenebtiatis for the we11-wbig•
of the working people of the United States.

For-example, after the unions povided advice, they-learned that the
administration has already acted in Geneva on both a proposed ifter-
national standards code and on a proposed international subsidies
code.

Reports on What tho proposals mean are vague and not reassuring to
our representatives. After our experience with the establishment of
duty-free imports from numerous low-wage countries, effective last
January, many labor representatives believe that the burden of proof
of potential problems has been placed on the public, or on those least
able to know what the negotiated arrangements might be.

The Office of the Special Representative for Trade Negotiations has
no labor representatives, or, in fact, any top-level personnel with any
knowledge of labor.'

The State Department has not published a study by two Cornell
University professors, Robert H. -Frank and Richard T. Freeman,
which conservatively estimates that the U.S. multinationals exported
more than a million U.S. jobs between 1966 and 1973.

The Labor Department Itself has not completed any serious investi-
gation of the immediate and long-range impact of imports and exports
on Ameiican jobs.

Only recently, Studies have been commissioned to outsiders to deter-
mine what effect lower trade barriers would-have on some specific
industries.

In short, Mr. Chairman, the administration appears to be urging
the public to do the Governiments work, but it has not done its own
homework-on the impact of international trade on labor, either be-
fore, during or potentially after the negotiations.

There are many other aspects of the enormously complex trade law
Which call for comment. But these examples show why we do not
believe that the administration of the Trade Act has carried out the
pul)oses or the language of the law as the Congress intended.

'[hank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CirAMA yr. Mr. Packwood?
Senator PACKWOOD. Are we going to question the witnesses one at a

iThe CIJAT.IIAN. Well, you have four of them before you. Why d'n't
you go at all of them ? I think we i-ill limit ourselves to the 10-minute
rule.

Senator PAcKwOOD. I won't take that long, Mr. Abel.I share most
of what you said and I find some of these frustrations among manih-
ficturers in my State.

Let me limit myself to two areas. Youmade reference to highly
protected U.S. agriculture. Yet, in my experience in the past 6 orf7.
years, the protection has been going down and down.

The bulk of it is that'agriculture is hot'protected any' longer and 6ifr''
feed grains, while they have a minimum price, have been so far above
it that the Government has been paying a subsidy.



What do you ofean by protected ag.iculture?
Mr. AMEL. Crtainly, we haye had, since the Great b)pression_ all

types of assistance programs and protective' programs instituted to
* assist the farmers and keep good farm industry going, so to Speak,
and we have done A'tremenous jobof it..
* At the pres ent time there is, as ;you are aware, am sure, the great

concern on the part of the administration to be. constantly exporting
our grains for mott ally cause, you' might say, even to the providing of
low interest-rate loans to Russia to buy grain much lower than we
would give many people of our own country to build housing or any-thing e@se. I •

In addition, we have the attitude. of the administration that it, is
much more important to our economy to be exporting more and more
grains, soybeans as an example, than it is to provide and protect the
jobs of the American workers.

We don't think agricultural products should be used as a trade off
for the import of foreign-made goods by industry-industry that
should be within the. United States.

Senator PACKWOOD. By and large, on agriculture products those
things exported are not subsidized, yet we subsidize only a few crops
left now.

What I am saying is that we import ver- little wheat and soybeans.
Should the farmers be allowed to export as much as they want of feed
grains or other agricultural products?

Mr. ABE.i,. We are all for export of our grains, certainly, or agricul-
tural products. We say that, but we don't think that that should he
the whole attitude of Government or that our balance of trade should
be looked at only in terms of what we receive from the export of grains
or the export of munitions, so to speak.

Senator PACKWOOD. I-low do we solve this problem ? Farming is
the one thing we can do better than anybody in the world. The Jap-
anese make excellent cameras, the Germans make good cars, but we
have a very, verT fertile country in terms of agricultural production.

We can beat the Japanese; we can beat the Germans. Now, we are
exporting $22 billion worth of agricultural products last year. In
exchange, what do we do to make sure that if these foreign countries
are going to buy our grains that they sell things here that they can
earn dollars with?

Every time we point to any product. each industry says, "You don't
mean us; I mean, gee. fine, let them sell cameras but not in competi-
tion with us; let them sell something else instead."

How do you solve that problems?
Mr. ABEL. 'Well, of course, that is one of the assignments and re-

quirements of our trade negotiators.
I am sure there are many ways that this can be treated. No. I. the

export of American dollars throueh the multinational corporations
which take their technology and their know-how and their plants to
other countries, low-wage areas particularly, to manufacture goods
that then are brought back here and sold in our high-priced ma,'kets:
certainly, there can be something done-there to curb the export of
capital.

Senator PACKWOOD. Assiimiiag we never let them go overseas. ket
them here, put up a barrier to Americali capital being invested over-

(AN
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seas, how would we rationalize the problem of industrial, ifhpbrts
versus agricultural exports if agricultural exportsare thet'hing we
are best at?

Germany says they want to have Volkswagens over there; the Japa-
nese want to send new cameras. These are not American companies
that floated overseas, but foreign companies. What is your answer
to that?

Mr. ABEL. I think maybe the best answer is that--and again we
touch on it--te law provides and directs our negotiators to negotiate
on a sector basis so that we not trade off steel for agricultural exports,
but that we set up our trade basis on a sector kind of an approach.

This, of course, has not been done. There hasn't been an effort, to
do it.

Senator PACKWOOD. Well, the law says to the maximum extent
feasible the harmonization, reduction or elimination of international
trade barriers will be taken in conjunction with the harmonization,
reduction and elimination of industrial trade barriers.

Remember when we had the sector-by-sector argument? If you go
on that basis, and you say you cannot say to certain countries that
we will allow some industrial imports in exchange for agricultural
exports, if it has to be sector by sector, how do you get to bargaining
when we have this tremendous agricultural surplus and you can t
bargain against the agricultural export for industrial import?

Mr. ABEL. Well, I think you have to take all these things into con-
sideration and maybe at some stage-I don't know, I am not that
familiar with it-you don't export as much of this.

Certainly, there comes a point beyond which you cannot go to de-
stroy the industrial basis, so to speak, of this country.

You know those people that talk about America becoming a serv-
ice nation just don't understand the economics, in my judgmient.

Senator PACKWOOP. I agree.
MNr. ABEL. Because we can't live as a service nation. I think we have

some examples around the world of what happens when we delib-
crately destroy our own industries in the name of trade, so to speak.

I think maybe at some juncture our negotiators have to recognize
that maybe we export a few less soybeans, or a few less tons of wheat-
or corn in order to look after the other important sector of our coun-
try. notably the workers in American industry.

I would assume, Senator-and again I am not up with all of it or
an expert in the field-that our energy crisis is a good example. The
tremendous import of oil would be another area in which we work
out the balance of our trade arrangements.

Senator PACKWOOD. Let me ask you a philosophical question. In
1962 organized labor supported the Trade Act; in 1974, they opposed
it. If we in theory could work out the elimination of trade barriers
and the discriminatory non-tariff barriers, would the philosophical
position of labor today be toward freer and freer trade, or would
there be a reluctance to move in that direction because of tremendous
wage differentials?

Mr. ABEL. We are for free trade, Senator. We always have been.
It is just in recent years-the last 8 to 10 years-that we have recog-
nized that there has to be something more than free trade; there has
to be a measure of fair trade.
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T,-hAt is why we have had to be in opposition to a lot of things tha t
have been, taking place. As Ifor me; I was one bf the first Iia the labor
movement to oppose some of this free trade, so-called ;rrangemqnt.

You see, here is the great American basic Steel'industry that saved
the free world from Hilter 40 years ago, which is being dismantled
because of unfair competition.

Senator PACKWOOD. I think you are right and I ar with you,
but if the trade is genuinely free, can it be unfair, and f so, howv I

Mr. ABFJiL. Senator, if we had fair trade, Americanx industry can
compete with any industry in the world. We don't have that.

We can still outproduce any other steel country; we can outproduce
in the automobile manufacturing, electrical appliances field, any of
those.

Senator PACKWOOD. What we need is to have negotiators -who are
willing to look at the 1974 Trade Act as to what I think it says and
what you think it says and get for American industry a fair shake.

Mr. ABEL. That is correct.
Senator PACKWOOD. You will compete with the Japanese in Brazil

or any place else.
Mr. ABEL. That is correct. We are not asking the Government to

subsidize our industry or subsidize our workers. We have a token sub-
sidy, you might say, under this act for workers who are injured and,
frankly, some of my members are the only ones receiving that
consideration.

We prefer not to have that. We want jobs.
Senator PACKWOOD. Thank you very much.
I have no other questions, Mr. Chairman.
Senator HARRY F. BYRD, JR Mr. Abel, your statement impresses

me as an excellent one. Without endorsing every detail, I find myself
in agreement-with the general thrust of it.

Your comment a moment ago about free trade phrases the dilemma
that I have found myself in. Through the years I, too, have favored
free trade.

But we have a high standard of living in this country and we want
to keep that high standard of living. So you have to temper, it seems
to me, what we call free trade so that we don't disadvantage our own
people.

Now, your comment that the United States is offering more and
more carrots while other countries are sharpening their sticks, that
appeals to me a. great deal.

As a matter of fact, not just in trade are we doing that., but as I
visualize it, our foreign policy, if we have a foreign policy, is doing
just that.

My comments now will go back to your more detailed statement
rather than the one which you read, and you say that as the commit-
tee well knows organized labor did not support the 1974 Trade Act
because you felt that in its form and in its administration the trade
problems that face America would not be resolved.

I found difficulty in reaching a decision as to how to vote on that
piece of legislation. George Meany made a very effective presentation
before this committee, I thought. What concerned me about the trade
legislation was not so much the form of the legislation, because
I think the Senate committee improved it considerably. But at the



time of the vote ft,d now, i had grave questions as td how it' Would
be administered.-

think that ii your address today yop point to the fact, also.
Now, you say that about 29 percent of "our Nation's industrial

capacity is idle.
Mr. ABEL. Correct.
Senator I-IALmy F. Brna, JR. Would you indicate which industry is

most in that category .
Mr. ABia. We 1, think it is a pretty general figure. As for steel,

the overall basic steel industry is operating at about 70 percent. The
specialty steel industry, represented by Mr. Simmons here this moni-
ing and, of course, the ITC, which hfai given us a favorable recommen-
dation, is down to about 60 percent of operation.

Last year at times it was down much lower than that. There were
times it operated at about 40 percent.

The automobile industry is up and down. They were in bad straits a
year ago. They have improved some but still are far below and I am
sure by colleagues here will be able to give the committee a much moi'
accurate figure on that, for their industry than I can.

Roughly overall, Mr. Goldfinger's research Indicates that about 30
percent of American industry has been idle.

Senator IARRY F. BYRD, .TR. All right.
Mr. ABT,. Along with that, Senator, about 8 to 10 million American

workers, their skill and muscle has been wasted all this period of time,
too, as a result of this.

Senator HARRY F. BnRn, J. IT.S. firms are continuing to export
their technology and operations abroad. I think that is a cause for a
great deal of this and a point for consideration by this committee.

In your detailed statement you say an important export-import fig-
ure missing from these reports is tle net gain or loss in jobs for the
United States in its trade transactions.

Now, to me, that is a very key point, and. as you say, so far as I know
thnt has not been developed bv way of a figure.

Mr. AnEL. We raised that, Senator, and you might, well be interested
that during the course of some of our meetings with the labor sector
of the trade negotiations-you know, we were always hearing what
exports do for us, so we raised the question, because we hare been
unable to find the figures: What is the reverse? What damage is done
to industry and workersbv imnorts?

We found that the Labor Department, the Commerce Department
no one compiled ficures on the impact on American workers or
American industry stemming from trade.

Now. hopefully, we are on the road to getting something done. See-
retar.y Dunlop an d Ambassador Dent. both registered quite some con-
cern when this was brought to their attention.

We do have a committee now, I think, set up. You serve on it. don't
yo,?

fr. GOYJDFTNOrR. Tt. is n techn;eal committee.'
Mr. ABFT,. A technical committee to look into it to see if we can't now

come up with tle real f, cts related to trade and its impact on jobs in
American industry and the ecohomv in general.

Sen-tor TTtRny F. l3vRD..Tin. T'think that ic very important. Not
only should the administration be aware of that, but the Congress



should have that information in trying to develop a fair and ade-
quate piece of legislation. • I , 1 .For 5 years [-served .4,ebair nf Virginua s induafrial &velop-
1nmt,,P rAandniykeen intereA.sin that wa to try to bring"indls-
try toVirguia to .e eajA jobs forourpeople. 1 . 1

I took the view that we cold not keep the youmg high school gradu-
ates in our State unlewstherewexe adequate job opprtuit"e..

So, I think jobs shQuld be a key to much 6f the legislation that V-e
enact here and by "jobs" I mean in theprivate sector.

I 01 not very keen on building up the public payroll. I would like
to see it done in the private sector.

On page 7 of your report, you say, "After our experience with the
establishment of tax-free imports from.numerous low-wage countries,
effective last January," and so forth-would you indicate which coun-
tries give you the greater concern in that regard?

Mr. ABJmL. We do mention in there, Senator, Brazil and Mexico as
two of the countries, and we have had quite a problem for a number of
years now, border problems with assembly of parts there, and then,
of course, the sale of the finished product in our high-priced American
markets.

Mr. Goldfinger tells me there are a number of other countries. S3 ria,
as an example, is one on the list. Over 100, I am told, on this list.

Senator HARRY F. BYiD, JR. Over 100 on the list?
Mr. Gowmrnoxa. Yes.
The list, Senator, includes countries like Syria and Egypt. As you

know there are political problems aside from economic problems. 'In.
eluded among the areas of economic problems, Senator, would be the
countries that Mr. Abel mentioned 1 Brazil and Mexico, which have
a considerable degree of industrialization and a considerable degree of
exports of industrial products.

They are also highly protected countries with very high barriers
to imports.

Senator HARRY F. BYRD, JR. Is there any clear definition of just
what is a developing country?

Mr. GOLDFNoER-No, there isn't any. If those countries were to be
listed as developing countries, I think we are in sad shape. I could see
some of the countries that are listed as "developing" countries, which
are truly underdeveloped-you know, truly underdeveloped.

But, to include countries like Mexico and Brazil, is rather far-
fetched and unjustifiable in terms of giving them special concessions
of zero tariffs on imports of manufactured and semimanufactured
goods.

Senator HARRY F. BYRD, JR. Thank you, sir. My time has expired.
Senator HASKDTJ. I really don't have any questions, so if you would

like to go ahead, fine.
I would like to (omment, though, Mr. Abel, that I really appreciate

your response to Senator Packwood where yon said in your view what
we need is free trade and also fair trade.

Before you and Mr. Larry and Mr. Simmons were talking about
the European situation and it seems to me to be an excellent example
where we don't have fair trade.

So, I appreciate your expressed viewpoint here very much.

67-937-76- 14
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" Senator -Byrd, you go0ahead aud take. my4ime because ILdon't have
any detailed questions.

Senafor IRRY F. B nD, Jt. Thankyou, sir.
Mr. Abel, in your statement, you express concern about the export

of technology, and I will read just a couple of sentences here
You say, for example:
The Polish Foreign Trade Agency, in its 1975 economic survey, announced

agreements between U.S.-based firns and the Polish Government to combine
American technology and Polish labor.

America supplies technology; Poland supplies the labor. The agency an-
nounced that Singer, Clark Equipment, and International Harvester have made
agreements to transfer U.S. technology and production facilities to Poland, where
state-run labor will produce goods for sale in Western European markets.

Thus, the U.S. worker and the U.S. economy will lose heavily, as these products
begin to flow from Poland for the benefit of that Communist nPition's economy
and the short-term profits of the U.S. corporations involved.

I think export of technology to Communist countries and in partic-
ular to the Soviet Union should be a matter of concern.

Mr. ABEL. Mr. Chairman, Nat would like to make a comment on that
very thing.

r. GOLDFiNOr.R. As you know, Senator. we in the AFL,-CIO have
been extremely concerned about this problem. We have brought this
issue to this committee on numerous occasions in the past and I recall
a colloquy between you and President George Meany on this very
issue.

Senator HARRY F. BYRD, JR. Yes.
Mr. GOLDFINGER. Ve have been following this. We. would like to sub-

mit for the record the Polish Government's English translation of its
article in a 1975 issue of Polish Economic Survey put out by the
Polish Foreign Trade Agencv, an article called, "Industrial Coopera-
tion Between Poland and the U.S.A."

That article spells- this out in some detail, sir.
Senator HARRY F. BYRD, JR. Without objection, that will be incor-

porated in the record at this point.
[The article referred to by Mr. Goldfinger follows:]

[From the Polish Economic Survey (1975) Foreign Trade Agency]

INDUSTRIAL COOPERATION BETWEEN POLAND AND THE U.S.A.
(By Tomasz Hermanowski)

As a result of many political and economic measures initiated by the visit
paid to the United States by the 1st Secretary of the Polish United Workers'
Party Central Committee. Mr. Edward Gierek. conditions advantageous for a
successful development of Polish-American trade and industrial cooperation were
created. Of major importance was also a recent settling of a prevailing part of
controversial financial problems including the matter of Polish bonds issued in
the United States prior to the Second World War.

The good atmosphere and high interest In the development of mutually ad-
vantageous cooperation already renders concrete effects. Within a relatively
short time the American firms have become one of the three leading cooperation
partners of the Polish industry In the group of Tndustrialized countries. Worthstressing is the fact that, unlike the Italian or West German firms, Americans
have just recently "discovered" the capabilities of the Polish industry and
learned that we are able to produce for export modern, complex machines and
equipment, the production of which requires highly qualified staff with good
technological training. And thus, in spite of that late beginning from a very low
level the American firms have within 2-3 years by far outdistanced their com-
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A tItors who for 'a-6ug titie have had tvvery ." kptJ' aon the olshsmiket
an42 ranked among Poland's oldest partners in cooperation. This fact proves the
existence of h huge potential enabling further dynamic development of coopera-

-tion contacts.
However, thts' development has to be considered *not only -in the aspect of the

Amei'lean market, but also in connection with branch offices.of the American
firnik abroad, chiefly in Western Europe. For the specific trade of Polish-Amperi.
can cooperatoft is, that the prevailing part of trade is handled by the. European
agencies of the American companies. The majority of the contracts signed so far
have therefore, a three-sided character embracing Poland, the United Stateswand
"Western Eurbpe. This strategy enables the best utilization of all elements of
each of th6 partner's economic situation.

The exceptional attractiveness of the three-sided cooperation agreements (the
United States-Poland-Western Europe)--results from various factors. In the
first place, these agreements take into account the tensions and deficits in thebalance of payments, In this respect, both the United States and Poland, are in
a similar situation looking for means tO maintain long-term stability of that
balance in trade with the West European countries. None of the parties is able, atthe present moment, to increase substantially exports of its commodities to
West-Europe, although each from a different reason: in the United States labour
is too expensive, and Poland-in many instances-suffers from shortage ofmodern technologies. The result is a high degree of complementariness of the two
countries as regards availability of the basic development factors. Therefore, the
Jointly produced goods--combining high quality labour with modern technol-
ogy-would have a very strong position on West European markets which have
a relatively backward technology and expensive labour.

Such a solution would be beneficial for all three parties. For we have to realize
that West European countries are by no means interested in the Increase of active
balance of trade with the United States and Eastern Europe, as this produces
more currency troubles on the international scale, deeper inflation on the home
market and, finally, a slower increase in trade with two industrially most power-
ful EEC partners.

The first agreements of this type, in which Polish industry Is, or will be one
of the partners, have already been signed. These are: the lately signed contracts
with American multi-national corporations-Singer Co. (sewing machines),
Clark Equipment Co. (excavators) and International Harvester (heavy earth.
moving equipment).

The production-commercial agreement signed between "Predom" Precision In-
dustry Union ("Luczink"-Gen. Walter Metallurgic Works, Radom), and Singer
Co., New York Is specially noteworthy for many typical features showing the
advantages resulting from such cooperation. The "Lucznik" Works has been
producing so far about 300,000 good and modern sewing machines annually, while
really profitable production begins with 400,000 machines. Further development
of production under the technology applied was hard to reach. Cooperation with
Singer Co. enables the use of an up-to-date, more effective technology. The extent
of technological progress is best illustrated by the fact that, at the expected 40
per cent production increase, labour is to drop by about 50 per cent.In the production of 4 types of multi-purpose and functional sewing machines
fitted out with such devices as, for instance, pneumatic needle threading, Poland
is going to cooperate with one of Singer's European branches. The agreement will
yield substantial profits for both partners. The American party, with its annual
production of about 3 million sewing machines, is unable to manufacture about
200,000-300,000 machines more to meet the annual demand. The agreement oncooperation with Poland enables not only to produce these machines without any
new investments, but also to increase cash profits by the payments received for
the supplied technological documentation and designs. Using the new technology
for modernization of the existing plants, the Polish.party can reduce inputs to a
minimum (the cost of machines and equipment accounts for 90 per cent of
expenses, the remaining 10 per cent being construction and assembly costs). At
the same time, the Polish plant can start highly profitable exports of one-third
of its production to West-European markets through the intermediary of Singer's
commercial agents. Moreover, the American party will currently supply thePolish factory with further improvement of both the design and production
technology.

Cooperation agreements signed by the Stalowa Wola Steelworks, with the Clark
->Equlpment C., International Harvester Co. and Koehring (its West-German

branch Menck, Hamburg Included) are based on a similar pattern.
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Under these : Agreements Poland gains access to technologies applied by the
American firins, -and of; crucial importance fol the A-merican paxt, js the fct

-that, instead of building. at their own: expense, a, factory In gne .of t(he Wet
European countries, it sells its technologies and-partially-also maehines, ob-
taining a reliable source of supplies not threatened by industrial conflicts and
prospects for license fees and royalties. Of additional advantage fop th American
party at the signing of agreement with a Polish enterprise is an almost automatic
streengthening of its rank on the CMEA- market. In this way it gains a source t
sparelparts in Poland and A unifortn machinepark within MEA.

Two Other cooperation contracts have been signed of late on sim ila' principles"
by "Metalexport" with the Oxy Metal Finishing International, and by "A.
Warskiego" Shipyard with McMullen. Under the "IMetalexport"' contract, the
Polish party shall receive, the newest technologies and machines and equipment
for production of a whole family of most up-to-date electroplating automations
for the domestic market and for export to Western Europe.

The McMullen contract provides for Joint production of stabilizers for "Electro-
fin"-type ships. The demand for the McMullen stabilizing system Is so high that
this company, unable to carry out all orders, signed a contract on joint production
with the "A. Warskiego" Shipyard. The mechanisms and fins will be produced
In Szczecln, while the American partner will supply the hydraulic and automatic-
equipment.

Following are the characteristic features of the above mentioned contracts:
1. The technical level of production taken up by the Polish industry will not

only meet the average West European standards but even surpass it;
2. The transfer of production to Poland means for the American firms a very

substantial reduction of costs and coming up with prices competitive on West
European markets;

3. The range of the signed contracts is Incomparably higher while their
number Is by far lower than the case of contracts with, for instance, West Ger-
man or Swedish companies.

All these contracts include all stages of cooperation, from transfer of
newest technologies to production and sales. At the same time their range and
volume enables modernization and advantageous export specialization of en-
tire plants or branches of the Polish Industry. Thus. from the economic point of
view. this trend In the cooperation contracts signed by the Polish industry with
developed capitalist countries is most advantageous.

Senator IARRY F. BYRD, ,JR. Thank you.
You also comment on the provisions that allow IT.S. firms operat-

ing abroad to credit taxes they pay to foreign governments, dollar for
dollar, against their U.S. income tax.

You feel that that should be changed to a deduction. I am very much
inclined to agree with that view. T recognize, and I am sure you do..
that it is somewhat comnlex, but I think vou raise a good point. and
as of today, without making a firm commitment for the future, I am
inclined to feel that that should be changed from a credit to a do-
duction.

Do ylu have additional comments?
Mr. GoimFOTxroR. Yes.
Well, we believe that. this is a very serious problem because this

has provided several billion dollars worth of incentives and encourage-
ment each year for the location of American corporate subsidiaries
abroad and the expansion of those subsidiaries abroad, which not only
mean the location of foreign subsidiary operations but the use of
American technology and equipment abroad.

These subsidiaries then produce goods for sale all over the world, in-
eluding back to the United States. It is estimated, sir. that the sales
of manufacturing subsidiaries of American corporations in recent
wears are, something like two to three times as great as the total value
of American exports of manufactured goods, and we think a key as-
pect of that problem is located in this special incentives-the tax
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credit. It should'be elimiifted and, as Mr. Abels statement said, it
should .be replaced by a deduction so that, the .tpxes paid to foreign.
government would be treated on th6 same basis as the .axpayments
of a yorporation madeto i State; that~is, to a State within the. United
:States.-

Senator HARRY F. BYRD, JR. It would be deducted, as business ex-
pense but would not be credited dollar for dollar against the tax ?

.r. GOrNGER. Yes.
Senator HARRY F. BYRD, JR. Another reason for that change would,

be,, it seems to me, that in some cases, take, oil, for example; what
is a royalty, where does the royalty begin and the tax end, and vice

Mr. GowrING R. That is a crucial problem. I think you know far
better than I do that some time back in 1951 or the early 1950's the
Treasury Department ruled to consider royalty payments or what
most of us would consider royalty payments of the oil companies
that were paid to foreign governments as income tax payments which
can be credited dollar for dollar.

All of this has encouraged the outflow of American capital, Amer-
ican technology, and the development abroad of American subsidiaries
and it seems to us that particularly when American business is talking
and the Treasury Department is talking about capital shortages de-
veloping at some point in the future, we have to pay much closer at-
tention to our own needs at home.

If we need capital and if there is indeed any degree of capital short-
MyPe, let's concentrate more on keeping some capital at home and ex-
panding the capital base here at home and the research and develop-
ment base and technology leadership that we once had and which we
hore been-losing.

Senator HARRY F. BYRD, JR. Thank you, sir.
Senator Packwood ?
Senator PAxcwooD. Let me be sure I understand Mr. Goldfinger's

credit argument.
You would change the tax credit to a tax deduction?
Mr. GoLnDITNGER. Yes.
Senator P.\cRwoo). In essence, that is going to make it taxwise

almost economically impossible for these companies to go overseas;
is it not?

M\r. GoT IWT.Ort. It would be a deterrent, sir, and, franlcv. we think
there should be a deterrent. Un to now there has been a deliberate en-
couragement of the outflow of capital and an encouragement of the
development of foreign subsidiary operations.

Senator, it is true that if we do it the way we have sufrfested. for
many of the subsidiaries it would depend upon the tax rate in each
country, but you could get effective tax rates of 60 percent or somewhat
hi~her.* Senator PAcKwooD. T am not saving that American business should

be discriminated against or not be allowed to go overseas.
.Mr. GornJD.TOER. I am not saving that, no.
Senator PAciKwo. But without the.tax credit that is in essence

wbt is qoina to hapnen: isnt it?
Mr. GO , NwoER.. No, no. T don't think so, you see, because they hav,6

a whole list ofgodies. Now, how long, Senator, 'ani this country c6d-
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tinue to encourage U.S. foreign operations, and the outflows of Ameri-
can technology and capital to foreign countries ?

We are convinced that this is the root cause of England's trouble
today, that the British back in the days before World War I were ex-
porting about 80 to 90 percent of their total amount of investments'
in foreign countries and they neglected their home base.

Senator PACKWO0D. But the question-
Mr. GOLDnNGER. In recent years, Senator, the United States had

about 20 percent or more of its investment in manufacturing facilities
overseas and in addition to that there have been the technology out.
flows through .paterxt agreements and license agreements. We are con-
vinced that we have been moving headlong, unfortunately, in the di-
rection that the British headed and we are much concerned about
the erosion of our industrial base.

Senator PACKWOOD. As a matter of morality why shouldn't a com-
pany be allowed to go overseas and invest and get into the German or
Austrian market or not?

Mr. GomFINER. We have to decide are we a country or are we
not a country. Countries :act to protect themselves. I think our first
duty is to protect and advance the national interest, the interests of the
United States, and the American people, and American workers.

Senator PAOKWOOD. That means you are not going to let American
citizens invest overseas?

Mr. GOLDFINGER. No: that-is not true at, all.
Senator PACKWOOD. That is what is necessary under that-
Mr. GOLDFINGER. We are saying eliminate the incentives. There is

no sense whatsoever in our judgment for keeping all of these goodies.
Why do we provide $6 to $9 billion a year in tax incentives to these

corporations to move their operations abroad and maintain them
abroad.
. Senator PACKWOOD. Caterpillar Tractor, they have no manufactur-
ing or employees in Oregon. so I have no particular interest in pro-
tecting them, but if-their foreign tax rate were reduced to being a
deduction, their effective tax in the following countries would be at
these percentages: Australia, 76; Belgium, 78; Brazil, 73; Canada,
78: and so on.

If that is going to be the effective combined foreign tax rate,
naturally, they will come back to the United States and do their
investing where the effective tax will be around 40 percent.

What you are saying is almost compelling them to come back here
by changing the tax structure.

Mr. GOLIWTNGER. I wouldn't be terribly concerned about that..
Furthermore, I would like to look at the Caterpillar figures to see to
what degree they are accurate.

Caterpillar, to my knowledge, has not provided us with those figures,
but we are not concerned, I want to emphasize, about the fact that there
is a deterrent involved in our proposal.

We have had now about a quarter of a century of this kind of global
operation where we have provided some of our life's blood, the tech-
nologr. in terms of economic lifeblood for the rest of the world, and
I think it is high time that we begin to pay some attention to our
own weeds and ounrown resources and our owp development.

We have been losing our technology leadership in the world. We
have been losing our productivity leadership in the world. We have
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encouraged, through the, Government, the erosion of the American
industrial base.

We have lost industry after industry in this country, or sections of
industry.

Senator PACKW0OD. I have no other questions, Mr. Chairman.
Senator HARRY F. Bmn, JR. On this same question, if you change

it from a tax credit to a tax deduction, there won't be the same ad-
vantage, of course, but I see that a company would still be permitted
to deduct whatever its expenses are.

Mr. GOFINGER. Right.
Senator HARRvY F.BrD, JR. Taxes are a part of the expenses, so it

would be deducted as an expense.
Now, whether the Caterpillar Tractor figures took that into con-

sideration, Senator Packwood may know. I don't know whether they
did or not.

In any case, as I visualize the change that is being proposed, it would-
not eliminate deductions - it would permit the deductions but eliminate
the dollar-for-dollar credit.

Mr. GOLDFINGER. Right. It would simply put the foreign tax pay-
ment on the same basis as the payment that Caterpillar Tractor makes
to a State -thin the United States-as a cost of doing business.

Senator HARRY F. BYRD, JR. If there are no further questions, thank
you, gentlemen, very much.

Mr. ABEL. These gentlemen, I think, have statements, Mr. Chair-
man.

Senator HARRY F. B-rm, JR. Oh, yes. Excuse me.
Mr. SIIARMAN. I am Ben Sharman, international affairs representa-

tive of the Machinists Union, and I have a short version of the testi-
mony that I handed in on behalf of President Smith.

Senator HARRY F. Bi-RD, JR. The complete text will be published in
the record.

Mr. SIHARMAN. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I
welcome the opportunity to bring to your attention some of the reasons
why our members are so deeply concerned with the deteriorating trade
situation in the industries where they work, due to the inadequate
implementation of safeguard provisions of the Trade Act of 1974.

Also, to express concern that our members' interests are not being
adequately considered in the multilateral trade negotiations that are
presently taking place in Geneva.

The majority of the members represented by the International
Association of Machinists and Aerospace Workers, IAM, are employed
in aerospace, metalworking machinery, electrical machinery, and
fabricated metal products.

Most of these industries have a much higher rate of unemploy-
ment than the national average and have been adversely affected by

Pmnfact, total imports of machinery rose from $4.6 billion in 1969 to

$12.1 billion in 1974. Imports of machinery and transport equipment.
from developing countries alone rose from $409 million to $3.1 billion
and imports of machinery from developing countries in east and
south Asia rose from $275 million to $1.8 billion during the same
period.

Recent figures show that a rise in the level of imports of machinery,
except consumer type, between the first 10 months of 1974 and the
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first 10 months of 1975 increased from $7.6 billion :to $A'billion. This
was during a period of severe economic slump when overall U.S. pro-
duct'on was low and overall imports of manufactured goods'declined.
Imports of capital goods, except automotive increased from.$8.1 bit-
lion to $8.4 bilioi in the Same period.

The December issue of'the BLS publication. "Employment and
Earnings" shows that in November 1975 unemployment in aerospace
was l01 percent; metalworking machinery, 8.4 percent; electrical
machinery, 10 percent and fabricated metal products, 9.3 percent.

These figures have ieen given little consideration when relief has
been sought from injury caused by import competition and unfair
trade practices or when articles have been- included on the preference
list.

In fact, the only relief we have received has been from- adjustment
assistance which, under the Trade Act of 1974, has had a dismal record
of providing relief in only 50 percent of the cases filed.

Only a few adjustment assistance cases involving our members have
been ruled on to date, although several more petitions have been
filed and are being processed.In one of the cases, a real weakness was exposed when workers were
denied relief because the product they made was not considered to be
directly affected by increased imports.

This case was filed by our laid-off members from Western Supplies
Co. in Missouri, a manufacturer of shoecutting dies. It was ruled that
even though imports of shoecutting dies had risen slightly during a
period when the production of shoes ih fle United States was de-
creasing that the decline in shoe production was the reason for the loss
of iobs.

Unemployment, it was claimed, had therefore not been due to in-
creased imports of the product manufactured by workers who had lost
their jobs.

Another case, involving our members formerly employed at the Rohr
Aircraft Corp. in Chula Vista, Calif., shows the inad'ecuacies in the
administration of the adjustment assistance program. In this case it
was determined that adiustment. assistance be granted to those workers
who had been employed in the manufacture of certain aircraft parts.

Over 500 members have received assistance to date, but becfluse of
technicalities 3107 members hove been denied relief and have gone
through the anDpeals process before the administrative law judge of the
Stote of California.

The ruling was made that, in order to qualify for assistance a worker
had to work for a period of 26 weeks, on products for which assistance
was. granted, without changing classification or department. Time
spent on vacations or sick leave was not credited to the 26 weeks.

The main problem was, however, that the union-management agtree-
ment has a bumping clause. which allows an emrPloyee who is lowv in
classification' or denlartmentnl isenioritv to take, as. an alternative to
lanff, work in another ca.qsifieation or department.

Tf a'worker is low on the plantwide seniority list ana moie Tavoffs
fnllow* he is then laid off in a sitfitin ovei which lie has -io control.
Bumniria dUrinV'timeR; 6f lvoff i.q a common practice at Rohr -Air-
craft Crp. which has. over 200 different. job .cassifications in 10 dif-
ferent departments.
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This unfair administration of the act, therefore, jeopardizes and'dis-
criminates against people who are willing and anxious to work.

Another situation. has come to our, attention -involving keypunch
operators at Rohr Aircraft Co. who, are salaried personnel but not

* IAM members. In this case they were denied- adjustment assistance and
12 of them are in theprocess of appealing the decision.

The work-of the keypunch operators was.,being transferred across
the border to Mexico and because it is part of a service industry, and
no actual product was involved, relief has beeix denied.

The adjustment assistance example mentioned, which I understand
are not isolated cases, show why most. of our. inejmbers are disillu-
sioned with the program and believe that tecdM calities. are deiised in
order to deny benefits for workers who lose their jobs due to imports
and trade policies, .

Even those who are receiving assistance, often find it impossible to
find comparable jobs and as a. risult are thoroughly disenchanted with
the program. ,: .I .. . .

•Recently, at the time of escape clause hearings on the fastener
industry, the .AM conducted a survey which showed that 13 percent
of our members who had Worked in the 'industry were unemployed.
We, therefore, requested, together- with the United Autoworkers and
the United Steelworkers of America, to be.copetitioners with repre-
sentatives of the industry asking for relief
"In testimony given by the industry on March 31, 1975, it was stated

t h a t : I.
"The world demand for industrial fasteners will continue to Increase as pro-

dtiction increases in automobile, consumer durable hard goods, rail and aircraft
equipment, mining and construction industries.

Clearly, if the U.S. manufacturers are to participate in these markets at home
and'abroad the trend of imports must be reversed or further jobs will be lost and
new capital will not be invested.

Further clouding the future outlook of the U.S. fastener industry is the fact
that domestic production has grown at the rate of 0.6 percent over the last
10-y'ear period based on tons produced, while U.S. fastener consumption has grown
over 6 percent with imports absorbing practically all of the growth.

U4S. Comjintes have been" fOrced to specialize in'high grade materials and
products to survive the heavy import pressures.
I Qf major consequence to the U.S. defense posture is.tbe fact that several
important products are now almost exclusively made outside the United States,,
including: machine screw nuts, 1/ inch and under; wood screws; machine screws,
24 inch and undei; stainless steel fasteners, 'including liex nuts,.machine screws-
and tapping screws.
i Representative of industry also claimed during their testimony that
4f major industrial nations, with the 'exception' of Canada, do not
reduce their fastener barriers to U.S. levels the U.S. manufacturers
'will .ha' nb export' potential' Above the lover 'amouihfs' that 'already
exist." - " . '

,'When considering the information from the testimony ahd the pro-
Vrision in titleV of'the Tifade'Act, which states that, "In takifig' any
such action, the President shall have due regard for the antipated
'iinpoict of 4116h' action, on-United',States producers of like or difictly
competibive..products," it seem"'inionceivable that fastefier should be-
eligible items on the list of preferences.... ".."..
. It does indicate'that' adeqfiate research was fi6t carried out 'before
'iticluding thbm bn the list. ' " . . I . 1 " . ' " •

The IAM represents workers in a large segment of the handtool



industry where two dumping cases against Japan have been processed
recently and relief denied.Once again, the industry at Trade Commisson hearings went to
great lengths to show how it was being adversely affected by imports.

Data provided at the hearings on specific items manufactured by
the industry should have been sufficient to keep such products off the
preference list in accordance with provisions under title V, section 501
,of the Trade Act.

lAM members who were laid off from the Crescent Tool Co. in
Jamestown, N.Y., have filed an adjustment assistance petition con-
-tending that a large part of the work has been transferred to a plant
in South Carolina because of difficulty in competing with imports.

Whon considering that all this information is readily available it
indicates that safegiiards under the act, as referred to in title V. sec-
tion 503, have not been implemented and there has been no considera-
tion given to the impact that decisions have on the loss of jobs or the
undermining of our industrial base in the United States.

We in the TAM are especially concerned as over 300 products that
have been manufactured by our members in industries, where high
unemployment is prevalent, are included on the preference list.

One trade problem that is affecting a large number of o6ir members
in the aerospace industry, which we believe is not being given serious
consideration in trade negotiations, is the local content clause.

A typical example of this is General Dynamics F-16 sales agreement
with a consortium of NATO countries which was predicted to provide

-jobs for tens of thousands of our unemployed members and provide
over $2 billion in sales.

A report by the Senate Apnropriations Defense Committee indi-
cates that Belgium, Denmark. Norway and The Netherlands, not only
bought an advanced fighter with superior avionics and weapons capa-
ility, but also bought a free flow of technology relating to the F-16,
that would considerably upgrade European aerospace manufacturingcapability.

Tn an attempt to land anorder for 76 T)C-10's from'British Airways,
M.cDonnell Doug].quss recently offered the British a guarantee that at
'least 30 percent of the work on those aircraft would be done by British
:aerospace workers.

Many other examples of local content agreements and pending airee-
ments in aerospace products are available with all our major aerospace
firms particinating. The corporations are in most instances, already
multinational and in a position to profit Irom any transfer of pro-
.duntion.

The loss of jobs and technology and the future impact that transfers
of technology and production will have on the industry should, how-
-ever, convince our trade negotiators that any local content Provision
.of sale should be treated as a nontariff barrier and dealt with
aceordingrly.

We have seen no evidence that this major cause of job losse in the
'aerospace industry has beefi recognized by our trade negotiators.

Trade nolices in the United States have not been nentiated. on it
recinrocal basis in the past and. therefore. the TTnited States has a
'weak bargaining position. Preferences given to developing countries
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have not been included as a part of the trade negotiations which has
further weakened the United States' position.

In the implementation of the Tra deAct of 1974 little consideration
has been given to the present or future employment impact. We in the
trade union movement believe that employment policies practiced by
other countries and the long-term ecohiomic welfare of the United
States must be given more consideration when developing our trade
posture.
4The trade policy of the United States, during the multilateral trade
negotiations should reflect the concerns and interests of workers as
they are the ones who will suffer the most if unwise decisions are made.

In the implementation of theTrade Act of 1974 safeguards should
be fully utilized to protect job opportunities and industrial capability,
especially during this period of severe economic recession and high
unemployment.

Senator BYRD. Thank you, sir.
Mr. Collins, in view of the time problem, would you want to sum-

marize your statement and have the full statement put in the record?
Mr. CoI.Ns. Thank you, Senator, I will take that suggestion. You

have my document and it has,been circulated. I would like to just take
2 or 3 pages here that sort of focuses the impact of my statement on
the electronics industry as we have it.

Senator BYRD. Very good. Thank you.
Mr. COLLINS. The U.S. Department of Commerce has come up with

a report on some of the factors that influenced the rise and decline of
the U.S. position in the consumer electronics market in the last two
decades.

Called the U.S. consumer electronics industry, the report brings
together information and observations in a useful way.

The document reviews the steps that led from U.S. dominance of
its own market-by far the largest in the world-to the 1974 situation
in which imports were fast gaining a 50-percent hold.

First, American firms started using Japanese production and ex-
porting tecluiology to Japan. With the aid of protectionist measures,
the Japanese developed their industry till it a chieved a competitive
edge, after vhich the U.S. manufacturers built plants in Taiwan,
Mexico and other low-wage countries.

Now, after $2 devaluations helped lower prices on domestic goods,
Japanese and other foreign firms have started acquiring American
production facilities.

The report notes that tariff schedules 806 and 807, which provide
duty-free entry for United States-made content of items assembled
or finished overseas, was used by U.S. companies to seek the advantage
of lost-cost foreign labor.

This added incentive, when combined with the long-term effect of
exporting technology, employment and production know-how, con-
tributed to the deterioration of the United- States electronics produc-
tioh'base.

During this period the U.S. consumer electronics industry took no
effective legislative action to counter the import influx or to join theelectronics unions in a joint course of action to protect the domestic
base of the industry and the jobs of the industry's workers.

The electronics producers, instead, viewed their interest as tech-
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nology vendors and as importers of the production from their low
wage foreign plants as a more profitable posture.

During this period i number of large-scale producers dropped out
of domestic consumer electronics production, either totally or to a
near total degree.

Such major producers as Westinghouse and Emerson-DuMont sus-
pended all consumer electronic production. Teledyne and Muntz TV
phased out their production. RCA closed down a major color TV
plant in Memphis, Tenn., and has now announced its decision to dis-
continue production of all consumer electronics except color TV. Moto-
rola's TV plants were sold to Matsushita of Japan. Ford-Philco, a
pioneer in the field, sold its television operations to Sylvania and
transferred other production to Asia and Brazil.
. Admiral was sold to Rockwell International and Magnavox was

sold to Philips of the Netherlands. More recently, Sanyo of Japan has
been reported to be in the process of buying Whirlpool,Sears Warwick
TV plants.

U.S. Government agencies have presided over the dispersal of the
consumer electronics industry as a matter of high policy.

Basic positions of U.S' foreign policy were attendant to the shift 6f
production to such countries as Taiwan and South Korea and the tol-
erant attitude to Japanese penetration of the U.S. market from its
Government-subsidized base.

Policies administered by the State Department, Treasury and Com-
merce and the International Trade Commission have encouraged the
multinational companies tO set up shop in Mexico, South America
and Asia.

Programs for electronics production in South Vietnam were in the
planning stage before events overtook the program.

Complaints brought by the unions of import dumping and illegal
subsidizing of UI.S.-bound exports were met by the electronics in-
dustry's foot draging or open hostility.

Legislative efforts for a quota formula to control the flood of im-
ports were opposed by the multinational companies as a threat to
their access to the U.S. market from their foreign plants.

If there is to be a viable electronics industry, there will lave to be
fundamental revision to the Trade Act and a more responsive admin-
istration of the terms of a more realistic statute by all Government
agenciNs involved in its performance.

Thank you.
The CTAIRANA. Any further questions, gentlemen?
rNo rsponse.J
The CrATnMAN. Thank you verve much, gentlemen.
[The prepared statements of fessrs. Abel, Jeniiing, and, smith

follow:]"
TFSTIMONY OF. I. W. ABEL, CHARMA N OF TUIE LABOR POLICY ADVISORY COMMITTEE.

FOR TRADE NEGOTIATIONS. CHAIRMfAN OF TYrE AFT.--TO Ecoiqoyic PoLIcY Coif-
MITTEE AND PRESIDENT OF THE UNITEr) STEELWORKERS-bF AMERICA

We anrreclate the opportuniltv to participate in this review of U.S. foreign
trade pollcv and the administration-of the.1974 Trade Act.

As the Committee know. organized labor did not.support the 1074 Trade Act
because we felt that In Its form and In Its administraton. the trade problems fhnt
face America would not be resolved. We take no satisfaction from the fact, in
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our view, that we have been proven correct. We believe'that the law is laden
with shortcomings and fails to deal with major economic problems. Moreover,
xV believe also that the Administration has not carried out the spirit or the
letter of the law in its implementation.

Organized labor deeply fears that the erosion of our nation's industrial base
and the lowering of this nation's standard of, living has not been halted or
reversed since enactment of the Trade Act. As a consequence of the Trade Act,
this erosion is likely to become mQre acute.

About 29. percent of our nation's industrial capacity is idle. In 1975, approxi-
mately one out of ten Americans was unemployed. This nation is. suffering the
highest unemployment of any major industrial nation.

The American economy is suffering damage from imports--actual and threat-
ened--41 other nations seek to export their recessions here and erect barriers
tt home to protect their economies. U.S. firms are continuing to export their
technology and operations abroad to serve their foreign markets and, in many
instances, to produce for this, market. I

Apart from this Committee's concern as expressed by the convening of these
hearings, we find the Administration, U.S.' multinational corporations and the
nation's media showing little alarm about these problems. Instead, great solace
is taken from reports that America's trade balance in 1975 had improved, that
exports were greater than imports. However, the important export-import figure
missing from these reports is the net gain or loss in jobs for the United States in
its trade transactions.

U.S. export data showed considerable income from grain shipments and raw
materials, both areas with few jobs and few well-paying positions. American
exports also showed shipments of production machinery and the newest indus-
trial technology to every corner of the globe, producing one-shot export jobs but
exporting. U.S. long-range jobs as foreign manufacturing facilities are set in
place and overwhelm or displace U.S. products,

Dollar trade statistics In themselves tell little about jobs. The numbers of
workers seeking adjustment assistance from import Injury reached 887,308 from
April through December last year. Moreover, the President's Economic Report
tells us that last year's export-surplus is expected to decline all through 1976.

The statement of purposes of the 1974 Trade Act called for full employment,
economic growth, fair trade, help for those injured by imports and new rules
of international trade. The prmfisions Congress wrote into the law to carry out
those purposes were aimed. we were told, in meeting the problems of the "new
ball game" in international economics and politics. But, we see very little, If
any, evidence of fair play or a new "ball game."

Organized labor is concerned about the massive prenegotiations concessions
made by the Administration in reducing tariffs to zero on imports of 2,700
products which went into effect January 1. These are imports from more than
100 nations and territories including such comtries as Romania and Brazil,
Mexico and Chile. Multinational corporation producers abroad will not inten-
sify their exports to the U.S. from the lowest wage areas to wipe out more U.S.
producers and American jobs. These losses will be felt by Americans at every
skill and income level, every race, creed Fnd color.

The Trade Act permits these so-called "preferences" or zero tariffs, but the
law also requires the President to have "due regard" for their impact on the
United States and to'receive assurances from beneficiary countries that they
would give up certain special trading arrangements with other countries. By its
massive opening of U.S. markets to duty-free products, the Administration has
Ignored the Act's stated purpose of "fair and reasonable access to products of
less-developed countries in the United States market." Government figures show
that, imports of manufactured goods from developing countries had already
reached about 20% of such imports in 1974. It is obvious that a good deal of the
imported manufactured products which will enter the U.S. duty-free were once
American-made products that previously provided Jobs here. At a time when this
country is trying to get up from the deepest recession since the 1980s, a new bar-
rage of duty-free imported manufactured goods could have devastating conse-
quences.

The Act's section which permits this action-Title V-should be repeaed.
Organized labor is concerned over the administration of provisions to relieve

unfair import injury. Under Title II, "swift and certain" retaliation against
unfair trade practices is authorized. But the record of action to meet unfair
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dumping of foreign products or action to meet unfair subsidies of foreign nations
has been disappointing.

The Treasury Department reports that only 2 out bf 21 cases, finally decided
last year, resulted in the application of countervailing duties by the United'
States to counter unfair foreign subsidies. Treasury statistics do not include the
many petitions, such as on steel subsidized by the European Economic Commun-
ity, where the Treasury Department has decided not to investigate. One thing
is clear-unfair foreign trade subsidies are not receiving enough action. But as
delay goes on, thousands of Americans lose their jobs In industries as diverse
as glass and castor oil, screws and consumer electronics.

Treasury reports on dumping cases show similar results. Five of six cases
reached the end of the legal road, with no action taken by the United States In
1975. Many more cases are pending: Foreign steel, autos and products as diverse
as knitting machines and tires, cement, and bricks, continue to be dumped or
subsidized into the United States market, while legal technicalities are used'
more to avoid, rather than to assure action by the United States. That does not
help the injured.

Under the Act's provisions for so-called "fair" competition, Title III gave power
to the International Trade Commission to decide whether industries were injured'
by imports, and, if so, to recommend relief. In 1975, no findings of injury to any
Industry was made, while American producers and workers were forced out of'
business or out of jobs.

- Let me comment at this point that the Steelworkers are pleased that the Gom-
mission finally, on January 19, 1976, recognized the injury in the specialty steel
industry. The Commission recommended stabilization of imports and five-year-
quotas to assure that the United States will be able to produce specialty steel.
In making this finding the Commission has recognized the problems with which,
most producing industries and millions of American workers havo been con-
fronted for some years. The Commission's landmark decision in the specialty-
steel case hopefully indicates that similar relief will soon be available to.
promptly rectify the widespread economic damage inflicted on other American,
workers and industries because of imports.

Our trading partners--owned, directed and subsidized by their governments--
stand secure behind their high trade barriers. Their protests of concern about
the International Trade Commission decision ring with hypocrisy but we agree on,
one point: This is a test case.

"Serious injury" to American workers and the specialty steel industry iF fully
documented in the ITC study. It's hard to believe that the President will not
endorse the Commission's recommendations. In this first major test, we must
make the Trade Act work.

The real question, however, is much larger than the specialty steel industry.
Virtually every manufacturing Industry In the United States is in jeopardy.
Other trading nations in the past year have piled up barriers to trade--quotas-
In Sweden, in Australia, in Britain, to name a few. The Common Market and'
Japan have agreed on imitations of Japanese steel exports.

The Trade Act promised "adjustment assistance" for American workers if'
they were injured or threatened by injury from imports. Obviously workers
would prefer their jobs. but even this aid has not been forthcoming for most
workers who petitioned for assistance.

From April through December 1975, petitions covering 837,308 workers were.
sent to the Labor Department. Reports of positive findings of injury to groups-
of workers have been issued covering an estimated 56,887. Some of those 56,887
have collected adjustment assistance.

But more than the 837,808 workers who petitioned had their jobs displaced by
iinport injury last year. And less than a tenth of the total number reported has.
collected anything at all up to this time. Legal technicalities, inconsistent rulings,
and varying interpretations of the law have held up certifications in some cases.

Even after certification,* the state employment services, already besieged by
other unemployed workers, are required to make additional determinations be,
fore one dollar can be paid to U.S. workers whose Jobs are lost as a result of'
import-injury. The belief that 56,887 certified workers have received adjustment
assistance is therefore not correct. The law seems to mean what the Administra-
tion decides it should.

Negotiations are proceeding in a similar fashion. In the face of all the injury
suffered by American industry, the Secretary of Agriculture told the National'
Farmer's Union in London, England, on November 25, 1975, the United States
must "offer concessions in the U.S. industrial market for concessions in the-
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foreign agricultural markets." Highly protected U.S. agriculture Is exporting more
to other countries than ever before in the nation's, history, but Administration.
spokesmen offer to lower barriers even further to U.S. markets for manufactured
products even before the detailed bargaining begins, as the quid pro quo for still
more agricultural exports.

We see nothing in the Trade Act of 1974 that authorizes such a vIew.
The law specifically directs the negotiators to include agriculture in bargain

bng. Certainly, the TJ.S. should have strong farm exports and such negotiations
are In order. Agricultural trade Is highly protected everywhere In the world.
Both tariff and non-tariff barriers exist in other countries.

But this Committee also emphasized sector negotiations in its report on the
bill. Section 104 directs the negotiators to try to get a balance of economic op-
portunities for U.. exports by. sectors. It seeks equivalent competitive opprtuni-
ties abroad to those the U.S. gives to other nations in this market. In making
this a "principal negotiating objective," the Committee report state that this
section was not "a directive for cross-sectorial tradeoffs between agriculture
and industry."

But the negotiators have virtually ignored the objective of sector negotiations
despite the language of the law. No progress has been made in defining these
sectors for such industries as steeli aluminum, electronics, chemicals and elec-
trical machinery," as the Committee intended.

As negotiators and as bargainers, trade union leaders know well that It is
Impossible to fulfill every desire of those who set up the case in advance. II
international trade negotiations, we are aware, there are many considerations
which are not clear to outsiders. We make these critical points only because they
seem to us important to the well-being of the United States, before, during and
after negotiations. If the law Is to be interpreted only in terms of what other
nations want, there. will not be any changes in., outdated rules that are unfair
to the U.S. "Hard bargaining" does not mean giving up, before anyone gets to
the nitty gritty,.

-Bargaining on non-tariff barriers was sought and givert by the Congress so that
United States exports could have a fair chance in other markets. Instead, the
limited information available to us shows that the U.S. negotiators are fearful
that others will withdraw from the bargaining table, and we are accepting each,
of their demands-offering first to remove barriers In the United States. In
short, the United States is offering more and more carrots, whIle other countries
are sharpening their sticks.

The law did not set up this approach. Title I specifically authorizes the raising
of U.S. tariff barriers in negotiations and the harmonizing of non-tariff barriers,
as tools to give this country a fair chance at the bargaining table. Instead, the
progress to date shows a willful determination to offer: only lower barriers to
other nations on top of unilateral,, nonnegotiated reductions, while the rest of'
the world has been adding new barriers on top of old ones.

Title I also states that non-tariff barriers and tariff barriers should be nego-
tiated together, because other nations have often lowered tariffs while raising
non-tariffs barriers. We do not see that such negotiations have gone forward.

Title I of the Act also sets up a series of advisory committees from the private
sector, including labor. We believe the Executive Branch has tried to follow this
part of the law, but labor is not a major concern of the trade specialists who.
have been pursuing negotiated agreements in Geneva for many years. The
Impact of trade on service employment, for example, has been totally Ignored by
the Executive Branch.,

The meetings of the committees have been largely "educt, tional," more designed
to teach us the technicalities of trade and to give us the views of the Administra-
tion rather than to get advice on the implications of this enormous trade negotia-
tion for the well-being of the working people of the United States. For example,
after the unions provided advice, they learned that the Administration has al-
ready acted in Geneva on both a proposed international standards code and on a
proposed international subsidies code.

Some of these preliminary discussions In Geneva, which-are always described
as far from actual agreement, seem to be far advanced. In the field of standards.
of subsidies codes and a variety of other problems of importance to American
labor, virtually no consideration of the impact on the Jobs of working people'
in the United States seems to have been given. Reports on what the proposals
mean are vacme and not reassuring to our representatives. After our experience
with the establishment of duty-free imports from numerous low-wage countries,
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effective last January, many labor representatives believe that the burden Of proof
of potential problems has been placed;t on t4e ptiblic--on those least able to know
what the negotiated arrangement might be.

The Office of the Special Representative for Trade Negotiations has no labor
representatives, or, infact, any top-level.personnel with any knowledgO of lab r.

The State Department has not published a study by two Cornell Univerlity
professors, Robert H. Frank and Richard T. Freeman, which estimates that U.S.
multinationals exported more than a million U.S. jobs between 19U6 and 1973.

The Labor Department itself has not completed any serious investigation of
the immediate and long-term impact of* imports and exports on American Jos.
Only recently, studies have been commissloned to outsiders to determine what
effect lower trade barriers would have on some specific industries.

In short, the Administration appears to be urging the public-to do the govern-
ment's work, butlt has-not done its own homework on the Impacttof international
trade on labor, either before, during or potentially after the negotiations.

There are many other aspects of the enormously- complex trade law which call
for comment. But these explanations show why we do not believe that the admili-
istration-of the Trade Act has carried out the purposes or the language of the law
as the Congress intended.

The Committee has asked for comments today on other aspects of trade policy.
Organized labor is also concerned because so many international negotiations are
completed withbut any reference to the impact on American Jobs or the Trade
Act. Reports from Brussels, from Moscow, from Rambquillet and from the UN in
New York refer to government liromises that affect trade, jobs and the U.S.
economy.

Co-production agreements are being approved by the U.S. government-agree-
ments which provide for jobs and production abroad to produce much of the final
U.S. salel" to that country. Increasingly, U.S.-based multinationals make co.
production agreemetits, with Comitiunist, countries. For example, the Polish For'
eign Trade Agency in its 1975 Economic Survey announced agreements between '
U.S.-based firms and .the Polish government to combine American technology and
Polish labor. America supplies technology, Poland supplies the labor. The Agenc7-
announced that Singer, Clark Equipment and International Harvester have made
agreements to transfer U.S. technology and production facilities to Poland, where
state-run labor will produce goods for sale in Western European markets. Thus,
the U.S. worker and the U.S. economy will lose heavily, as these products begin
to flow from Poland for the benefit of that Communist nation's economy and the
short-term profits of the U.S. corporations involved.

I am not aware of any statement of concern from our government about these
arrangements, but our government will bear eventual costs in higher Jobless pay-
ments, loss of corporate and individual taxes and a further diminishing of our
industrial base. I am not aware of any statement by the East-West Trade Board
established by the Trade Act that shows concern about the impact of these
agreements.

As this Committee knows, organized labor would like the Trade Act of 1974
rewritten, but we are realistic enough to know that a wholesale rewriting of ths4
Act is unlikely in the immediate future. A first-step repeal of the preference provi-
sion would at least slow down the import assault on the already hard-hit U.S.
economy. It would discourage U.S. firms from expanding production abroad and
from moving out more and more production units.

New legislation that does not affect the Trade Act itself can provide great help
to cure some of these problems. A direct Job-creating opportunity is possible
through tax legislation. The tax code can be revised so that U.S.-based inulti-.
nationals would pay their-fair share of U.S. taxes. For example, the provisions
that allow U.S. firms to defer paying U.S. taxes on their foreign earnings until
the income is repatriated should be repealed. The provisions that allow U.S. firms
operating abroad to credit the taxes they pay to foreign governments dollar-for-
dollar against their U.S. income tax should be changed to a deduction, similar to
the treatment of the firms' taxes to state governments. If these two changes were
made, capital would be encouraged to expand in the United States, rather than
abroad, and needed plant expansion would take place in this country.

In seeking solutions to these massive problems, we know that the Congresm can
vve help to injured American workers and industries. The U.S. multinational
firms cannot be expected to provide policy suggestions for America's well-being
at home. Neither can U.S. international law firms working in the interests of
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other nations be expected to provide help for the United States. Foreign govern-
ments which operate here through various "councils" and "associations" should
not be expected to help us. We believe, therefore, that we must seek -help from
the Congress and that these hearings will represent the beginning of a critical
re-examination of U.S. trade policies and the administration of the 1974 Trade
Act.

STATEMENT OF PAUL JENNINGS, PRESIDENT OF THE IUE-AF1-CIO

The Senate Finance Committee's oversight hearings on trade policy and the
administration of the Trade Act-of 1974 are welcomed by the International Uniomi
of Electrical, Radio and Machine Workers (IUj-AFL-CIO) as an opportunity
to review the trade-related problems of the workers of the electrical-electronic
and machinery manufacturing industries.

We support the views of President I. W. Abel in the testimony that he presents
here today as responsive in our behalf to the Committee's request for comment
on items 1, 2, 8 and 4, detailed in the "notice of hearing" issued on January 19,
1976. Our contribution to the proceedings will be devoted to item # 5: "Are the
statutes which provide relief from inJfry caused by import competition and
from unfair trade practices being administered in accordance with the intent
of Congress?" Quite naturally we emphasize adt an important part of the intent
of Congress that part of the purpose of the Act which stresses the need "to pro-
mote the economic growth of, and full employment in, the United States."

The workers in our industries have suffered for a long time from the inadequacy
of the import safeguards in U.S. laws and regulations. During the period of the
Trade Expansion Act of 1962 while foreign imports captured greater and greater
share of our markets and thousands of our members were thrown into unemploy-
ment, relief that should have been forthcoming was practically non-existence or
unavailable.

Our appeals for remedial action under anti-dumping, countervailing duty or
"escape clause" provisions were in vain. The employers of the electrical-electronic
industry, abdicating their responsibility to the workers of the industry, aban-
doned American communities and ran away to every low wage corner of the
world. Few examples can be recounted of where the employers of our industries
effectively Joined the unions in presenting a common front seeking remedy under
the existing statutes. On the contrary, the electro-industry employers of the
United States revealed their true multinational character through opposition to
the ions' efforts to gain relief.

Not only have our carporations opened plnts overseas hut they have exported
the technology that could assure an expanding domestic industry. Patent licensing
and technology transfers incur an obligation on the licensor to guarantee the,
licensee the freest and most untrammeled access of the resulting product to a ri eh
market. U.S. electronics multinationals, engaged in a worldwide technology -1i.
censing effort, have been the strongest lobbyist for low duty or duty free entry
-of the foreign produced electronic goods that have captured the American market
and caused the loss of our jobs.

Our_ rlce with import adjustment assistance under the TEA of 1062'
was one of chagrin and frustration. With benefits meager and mostly Inacces-
sible, this program was fundamentally wrongheaded in concept since it planted
illusions of a "solution" width was and is no solution whatever.

But for the heavy volume of imported electronics products of every descrip-
tion, U.S. production of such items would have been capable of supporting a suh-
stantial workforce and thlis-ector would bave been able to ride out the 1974-75
economic storm. Instead, consumer and other electronics plants were wiped out
by layoffs, euphemistically called "Inventory shutdowns", and thousands of em-
ployees were laid off, probably never to return.

IUE and other electrical-electronic unions have made every effort to utilize
the adjustment assistance sections of the Trade Act of 1974.

Despite our frustrating experience with adjustment, assistance under the
TEA of 1962, we have filed fifty or more petitions for the supplemental unem-
ployment benefits under the Trade Act of 1974. We have petitioned for these
benefits for laid off workers formerly producing television sets and parts; semi-
conductor devices, electronic resistors and capacitors; wire and cable harnesseq;
electric motors; automotive accessories; lamps, tubes and bulbs and other illumi-
nation items: wire and cable; musical instruments; turbines, transformers and
switchgear; printing presses; knitting machines; fuel injection systems, and fire
arms.

(37--937-76---15
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Many of these workers were denied entitlement to supplemental benefits while
others were made eligible. Either way, our many petitions in a period of less than
a year point up that thousands of our members have lost their jobs in industries
where import totals have been climbing even in a period of economic recession.

The combination of increased imports and recission at year-end 1974 knocked
out the jobs of workers making television sets, semi-conductor devices and other
electronic parts. In these cases, the U.S. manufactures closed down domestic op-
erations and increased production in their plants in Asia, South America and
Mexico. These workers, though certified for import adjustment benefits, will
probably never return to the industry because imports are capturing even larger
shares of the U.S. market.

The zero tariffs of the Generalized System of Preferences under Title V of
the Trade Act are already causing hardship and layoffs among our members.
Hundreds of metal and electrical products from more than 100 countries and ter-
ritories are now eligible to enter the U.S. duty free. Experience warns us that
the multinational companies will rush to these areas to gain the combined ad-
vantage of low wages plus duty free entry into the United States. IUJM Local 287
members of Bridgeport, Connecticuti employed at Bridgeport Metal Goods Com-
pany, are being laid off now as a result of the importation of flashlights and
band lanterns from Hong Kong at zero tariffs.

The rate of duty on TSUS 68370, flashlights and parts, stood at 35 percent ad
valorem. The rate of duty on TSUS 68380, portable lanterns and parts, had been
13.75 percent ad valorem.

This process should be halted before additional thousands of Jobs are wiped
out in this period of heavy unemployment. We Join in the call for the repeal of
Title V.

Many sections of the Act have yet to be invoked to protect the Jobs of electrical
and electronic workers. Title III substantially revised Executive authority under
prior laws to respond to foreign unfair trade practices. Authority is also con-
ferred to recommend relief for Industries injured by imports. In the Act's first
full year no findings of import injury have been made for any electrical or elec-
tronic products.

A long delayed action, however, did recently take place. The Treasury Depart-
ment closed down its six year long probe of the charge of illegal government sub-
sidies of Japanese consumer electronics products with a negative finding. Recent
transfers of additional television set production from this country to other Asian
countries by U.S. producers can be related to the competitive situation surround-
ing this decision.

Many sections of the Trade Act and other U.S. laws and regulations are in-
adequate in concept and administration to protect the jobs of American electrical
and electronic workers.

We have pointed out on other occasions that the trade policies of the United
States operate to reduce domestic job opportunities in our industry. We are now
in a period when we can say that these policies are also causing the loss of job
opportunities in new products. The newest technology for such dynamic con-
sumer products an home video recording systems, video games, electronic wrist-
watches, citizen band broadcast and receiving equipment, calculators, micro-
wave ovens, electronic ignition for automotives and other products still in the
laboratory will go the way of radios, tape recorders and black and white TV
sets.

To sum up, Congress' intention that the Trade Act should promote domestic
economic growth and full employment is not being fulfilled. Corrective legis-
lative action is urgently needed.

STATEMENT OF FLOYD E, SMITH, INTERNATIONAL PRESIDENT, INTERNATIONAL

ASSOCrIATION OF MAOIIINISTS AND AEROSPACE WORKERs, AFL-CIO

INTRODUCTION

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee: I welcome the opportunity to
bring to your attention today some of the reasons why our members are so deeply
concerned with the deteriorating trade situation in the industries where they
work. due to the inadequate implementation of safeguard provisions of the
"Trade Act of 1974." Also, to ex-press concern that our members' interests are not
being adequately considered in the multilateral trade negotiations that are pres-
ently taking place in Geneva.
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The majority of the members represented by the International Association
of Machinists and Aerospace Workers (IAM) are employed in aerospace, metal-
working machinery, electrical machinery and fabricated metal products Most
of these industries have a much higher rate of unemployment than the national
average and have been adversely affected by imports. In fact, total imports of
machinery rose from $4.0 billion in 1969 to $12.1 billion in 1974. Imports of ma-
chinery and transport equipment from developing countries alone rose from $409
million to $3.1 billion and imports of machinery from developing countries in
East and South Asia rose from $275 million to $1.8 billion during the same period.
Recent figures show that a rise in the level of imports of machinery (except con-
sumer type) between the first 10 months of 1974 and the first 10 months of 1975
increased from $7.6 billion to $8 billion. This was during a period of a severe
economic slump when overall U.S. production was low and overall imports of
manufactured goods declined. Imports of capital goods, except automotive in-
creased from $8.1 billion to $8.4 billion in the same period.

The December issue of the BLS publication "Employment and Earnings" -
shows that in November, 1975 unemployment in aerospace was 10.1%, metal-
working machinery 8.4%, electrical machinery 10.0% and fabricated metal prod-
ucts 9.3%. These figures have been given little consideration when relief has been
sought from injury caused by Import competition and unfair trade practices or
when articles have been included on the preference list. In fact, the only relief
we have received has been from adjustment assistance which under the "Trade
Act of 1974" has had a dismal record of providifig relief in only 50% of the cases
filed. Some of our members have been denied adjustment assistance on techni-
calities and on the basis of confidential information supplied to the Trade Com-
mission by their employers. Many of those who have received assistance are still
unemployed or have been forced to take lower wages in new jobs, which confirms
our opinion that the program will never serve as a substitute for employment.

Jobs have been lost by our members who were producing typewriters, pianos,
calculators, phonographs, vacuum cleaners and many other products. We are
concerned that job losses due to preferences and trade negotiations will con-
tinue to increase as corporations take advantage of trade concessions by trans-
ferring their operations overseas. We are also fearful that further concessions
will be made on manufactured products in exchange for concessions on agricul-
tural products. This would undermine our manufacturing ability in this country
and throw more of our people out of work.

In the area of non-tariff barriers, we feel that the interests of our aerospace
workers are not being adequately considered and that nothing is being done to
counteract sales contracts with local content requirements. These sales contracts
with foreign governments and with foreign airlines, fully or partially owned by
governments, require as a condition of sale that a large part of the production be
done overseas. This practice, not only adds to the unemployment problem in the
industry, but also places other countries in a strong competitive situation by
providing them with valuable technology which until now has given United
States industry its comparative advantage.

ADJUSTMENT ASSISTANCE

Only a few adjustment assistance cases involving our members have been
ruled on to date although several more petitions have been filed and are being
processed.

In one of the cases, a real weakness was exposed when workers were denied
relief because the product they made was not considered to be directly affected
by Increased imports. This case was filed by our laid off members from Western
Supplies Company in Missouri, a manufacturer of shoecutting dies. It was ruled
that even though imports of shoe cutting dies had risen slightly during a period
when the production of shoes in the United States was decreasing, that the de-
cline in shoe production was the reason for the loss of jobs. Unemployment, it
was claimed had, therefore, not been due to increased Imports of the product
manufactured by the workers who had lost their jobs.

Another case, involving our members formerly employed at the Rohr Aircraft
Corporation in Chula Vista, California, shows the Inadequacies In the adminis.
tratlon of the Adjustment Assistance Program. In thts case. it was determined
that adjustment assistance be granted to those workers who had been employed
in the manufacture of certain aircraft parts. Over 500 members have received
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assistance to date, but because of technicalities 807 members have been denied
relief and have gone through the appeals process before the Administrative Law
Judge of the State of California. The ruling was made that in order to qualify
for assistance a worker had to work for a period of 26 weeks, on products for
which assistance was granted, without changing classification or department.
Time spent on vacation or sick leave was not credited to the 20 weeks. The main
problein-was, however, that the union-management agreement has a bumping,
clause which allows an employee who is low in classification or departmental
seniority to take, as an alternative to layoff, work in another clessification or
department. If a worker is low on the plantwide seniority list and more layoffs
follow lie is then laid off in a situation over which he has no control. Bumping
during times of layoff is a common practice at Rohr Aircraft Corporation which
has over 200 different job classifications in 10 different departments.

This unfair administration of the act, therefore, Jeopardizes and discriminates'
against people who are willitig and anxious to work.

Another situation has come to our attention involving Key Punch Operators at
Rohr Aircraft Company who are salaried personnel, and not 1AM members. In
this case, they were denied adjustment assistance and 12 of them are in the proc-
ess of appealing the decision. The work of the Key Punch Operators was being
transferred across the border to Mexico and because it is part of a service
industry, and no actual product was involved, relief has been denied.

The adjustment assistance examples mentioned, which I understand are not
isolated cases, show why most of our members are disillusioned wvith the program
and believe that technicalities are devised in order to deny benefits for workers
who lose their jobs due to imports and trade policies. Even those who are receiv-
ing assistance often find it impossible to find comparable jobs and as a result
are thoroughly disenchanted with the program.

Recently, at the time of Escape Clause Hearings on the fastener industry, the
IAM conducted a survey which showed that 18% of our members who had worked
in the industry were unemployed. We, therefore, requested, together with the
United Autoworkers and the United Steelworkers of America, to be co-petitioners
with representatives of the industry asking for relief.

In testimony given by the Industry on March 31, 1975, it was stated that: "The
world demand for industrial fasteners will continue to Increase as production
increases in automobile, consumer durable hard goods, rail and aircraft equip.
nient, mining and construction industries. Clearly, if the U.S. manufacturers are
to participate in these markets at home and abroad the trend of imports must be
reversed or further jobs will be lost and new capital will not be invested. Further
clouding the future outlook of the U.S. fastener industry is the fact that domestic
production has grown at the rate of 0.6% over the last ten year period based on
tons produced, while U.S. fastener consumption has grown over 6% with imports
absorbing practically all of the growth. U.S. companies have been forced to
specialize in high grade materials and products to survive the heavy import
pressures.

Of major consequence to the U.S. defense posture is the fact that several impor-
tant products are now almost exclusively made outside the U.S., including:
1. Machine screw nuts (14" and under); 2. wood screws; 3. machine screws
( '/" and under) ; 4. stainless steel fasteners, including hex nuts, machine screws
and tapping screws."

Representatives of industry also claimed during their testimony that if major
indlistrial nations, with the exception of Canada, do not reduce their fastener
barriers to U.S. levels, the U.S. manufacturers will have no export potential
nbove the lower amounts that already exist. When considering the information
from the testimony and the provision in "Title V of the Trade Act" which states
that "In taking any such action, the President shall have due regard for the
anticipated impact of such action on United States producers of like or directly
competitive products," it seems inconceivable that fasteners should be eligible
items on the Hst of preferences. It does indicate that adequate research was not
carried out before Including them on the list.

DUMMILO

The 1AM represents workers in a large segment of the hand tool industry where
two dumping cases against Japan have been processed recently and relief denied.
Once again, the industry at Trade Commission hearings went to great lengths to
show how it was being adversely affected by imports. Data provided at the
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hearings on specific items manufactured by the industry should have been suffi-
cient to keep such products off the preference list In accordance with provisions
under "Title V, section 501 of the Trade Act."

IAM members who were laid off from the Crescent Tool Company in James-
town, New York, have filed an adjustment assistance petition contending that a
large part of the work has been transferred to a plant in South Carolina because
of difficulty in competing with imports.

When considering that all this information is readily available it indicates that
safeguards under the act as referred to in "Title V, Section 503" have not been
implemented and there has been no consideration given to the impact that deci-
sions have on the loss of jobs or the undermining of our industrial base in the
United States.

PREFERENCE$

We in the IAM are especially concerned as over 300 products that have been
manufactured by our members in industries, where high unemployment is prev-
alent, are included on the preference list.

0ne trade probleln that is affecting a large number of our members in the aero-
space industry, which we believe is not being given serious consideration in trade
negotiations, is the local content clause.

A. typical example of this is General Dynamics F16 sales agreement with a
consortium of NATO countries which was predicted to provide Jobs for tens of
thousands of our unemployed members and provide over $2 billion in sales.

A relK)rt by the Senate'Appropriations Defense Committee indicates that
Belglum. Demunark, Norway and The Netherlands, not only bought an advanced
fighter with superior avionics and weapons capability, but also bought a free flow
of technology relating to the F16, that would considerably upgrade European
aerospace manufacturing capability.

lit an attempt to land an order for 76 DC10s from British Airways, McDonnell
Douglas recently offered the British a guarantee that at least 30% of the work
on those aircraft would be done by British aerospace workers.

Many other examples of local content agreements and pending agreements In
aerospace products are available with all our major aerospace firms partieijxiting.
The corporations are in most Instances, already multinational and in a position
to profit from any transfer of production. The loss of jobs and technology and the
future Impact that transfers of technology and production will have on the
industry should, however, convince our trade negotiators that any local content
provision of sale should be treated as a non-tariff barrier and dealt with aceord-
ingly. We have seen no evidence that this major cause of job losses in the aero-
space industry has been recognized by our trade negotiators.

CONCLUSION

Trade polqles in the U.S. have not been negotiated on a reciprocal basis In
the past fnd, therefore, the United States has a weak bargaining position. Pref-
erences given to developing countries have not been Included as part of the trade
negotiations which has further weakened the U.S. position.

In the implementation of the "Trade Act of 1974" little consideration has been
given to the present or future employment impact. We in the trade union move-
ment believe that employment policies practiced by other countries and the long
term economic welfare of the United States must be given more consideration
wlen developing our trade posture.

The trade policy of the United -States during the multilateral trade negotiations
should reflect the &oncerns and interests of workers as they are the ones who
will suffer the mast, if unwise decisions are made. In the implementation of the
'Trade Act of 1974" safeguards should he fully utilized to protect job opportu-
nitles and industrial caability, especially (luring this period of severe econmnile
recession and high unemployment.

Tho ChtAIRM TAN. The next, witness will be 'Mr. IV. B. Eberle. pres'-
dent. of the Motor Vehiele. MN.ufacturers Association, and former
special rel)rosntatixye to the trade negotiations.

Senator JLTnny F. BYRD, .Jr. Mr. Chairman, may I say that Mr'.
Eherle is almost a colleague on this committee as he spent so much
time hero during the trade hearings and in the development of the
trade bill.
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"'he CHAIRMAN. Yes, that he has.
Senator hIARRy F. BYRiD, Jr. To my observation, he has the confi-

dence of the committee to an unusual degree.
Senator PACKWOOD. Could I ask a few things ? Is there a conference

on child care this afternoon?
The ChAIRMAN. I understand it has been called off. It has been post-

poned to tomorrow.
Senator PACKWOOD. What is your plan in terms of hearing witnesses

in view of the vote we have? Are you going to go on straight through
now?

The CHi,tm-A. Well, I know we have a quorum call now, but I sug_-.
gest we hear Mr. Eberle and decide whether to come back later.

Senator PACKWOOD. Thank you.

STATEMENT OF W. D. EBERLE, PRESIDENT AND CHIEF EXECUTIVE
OFFICER, MOTOR VEHICLE MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION OF
THE UNITED STATES, INC., AND FORMER SPECIAL TRADE
REPRESENTATIVE

Mr. EBnR,,. Mr. Chairman, I am. pleased to 1e. with you this morn-
ing. I hope that if I may I can just file my full statement for the rec-
ord and then try to quickly cover some of the main points, if it is all
right with you.

llr. Chairman, I appear here as a former international businessman
and former Special Representative for Trade Negotiations. I do, how-
ever, intend to comment in my present incarnation as president of
MVMLA on the United States-Canada Automotive Trade Agreement
and the new ITC report because I think they are important.

I will answer any other questions, but I do want to start with the
Trade Act and close with the United States-Canada Automotive
Agreement.

Mr. Chairman, I think it is probably too early to make as conclusive
an assessment, of the Trade Act of 1974 as has been suggested here by
many of the witnesses today. For example, the question of whether the
scope and authority are adequate is yet to be determined by the out-
coms1 of negotiations. And we require more experience with counter-
vailinr duty and adiustment aisistanci programs. T cnn only s-av there
have been more cases filed and more decisions made than under prior
lesrislation.

What I think is important for your committee hearings today in this
oversight review is to look at what is going on under this new act.
Most of the criticisms voiced this morning really took place prior to
December 31 of 1974.

The reason it is important. I think, to have an oversight hearinlf of
this kind is because it, focuses the attention of the administration,
Congress. industry, and labor, on the adequacy of the existing proce-
(hlres and the policies themselves.

Mfv theme tfoay is that we need cood management. in developing
and implementing the U.S. trade policy. Let me quickly cover the main
points.

The national debate over trade policy obviously did not end with
the passing of the Trade Act of 1974. Critics claim there isn't enough
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to do in the trade negotiations. That interdependence causes a loss of
autonomy, and that Government involvement in and ownership of
business abroad undermines the premise of free trade. All these reasons
are cited for not proceeding with the trade negotiations.

I don't think protectionism orfreer trade are adequate descriptions
of what has to be focused on in a fundamental assessment of our trade
policy. I think if we have to talk about something here, it is an open
and fair trading program for the United States and the world.

The Trade Act of 1974 did not try to set our policy for all time. What
it did was to create an appropriate framework, I believe, for the crea-
tion and the. execution of a coherent trade policy.

Our trade grew from $37 billion in 1962 to almost $200 billion in
1974. It grew from 8 percent to 15 percent of our production over that
same period. It is now a major part of our production and cannot, be
ignored as simply an adjunct, something we can back away from.

The CHAIRMNAN. Now, do you mean that exports are 15 percent of
our production, Mr. Eberle?

Mr. EBERLE. That is correct.
The ChAIRMAN. I see.
Mr. EBERLE. I think also that it is too often assumed that the na-

tional interest in trade policy is related solely to exports. It is really
exports and imports because it takes both. Access to supply is often
forgotten.

Realizations such as these., I think, led to the development of the
Trade Act. I simply wanted to put that into perspective. There are
still a lot of trade barriers in the world that need to be reduced, in-
eluding some of ours, and there is a need for trade reform both in the
international arena and domestically, I think this act provided the
basis for achieving these.

.The act itself only provides the foundation and cannot solve our
l)problems. The problems will be solved by the development of sound
policy through a continuing cooperative process among the executive,
Congress, and the public. I think these hearings will serve that process
and the American people well in the development of a coherent trade
policy.

Ti e first challenge we confront is one of management. I think that
properly managed, an open and fair trade policy will be, self-justify-
ing and self-sustaining. It will require leadership by the United States.
And I don't mean leadership in the sense that we must pretend that
everything is our idea. I think we should acknowledge good ideas
around the world and then work with our trading partners to develop
them.

Let me start first of all with the executive branch's challenge. The
first thing that his to be done is to create an interchange of informa-
tion between industry, labor, the public, and the executive branch.

As Ambassador Dent indicated, this requirement has not been fully
met. Because progress has been slow in the negotiations, concerns such
as those expressed this morning have been voiced over what has or has
not happened. There are two areas of concern.

First of all, the U.S. negotiators should indicate to the advisory
committees whether the advice they are getting is sound and how it
fits in with what the U.S. Government thinks. That has not been done.
Second, there has not been sufficient feedback from the negotiations so
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that industry and labor can restructure their own ideas. These loops
must be completed. I think The intent is there, but the process must
be accelerated.

-There is a related area, too, and that derives from the fact that
negotiations are not only taking p lace in Geneva. There are negotia-
tions in London in the Wheat Council, in Paris in the OECD; in
Geneva and New York in the United Nations, there are the new multi-
lateral commodity conferences as well as the various bilateral trade
talks. These have an impact on what goes on in the MTN in Geneva
and that same interchange of information I just discussed must apply
here as well. There is room for a major step forward here and I think
Congress intended it be taken. It should result in better policy.

Another task of the executive branch is to coordinate policy de-
velopment within the Government and policy execution in the field.
Ambassador Dent and Secretaries Simon and Kissinger testified that
the interaction process is working today in developing policy. The
other side is equally important-do we' have the'same kind of co-
ordinated process in the field because there are different agencies
heading up different negotiations. As an example, you-have food re-
serves being talked about in the Wheat Council which have a direct
impact on what goes on in both commodity agreement in Paris and
in the grain talks in the MTN in Geneva. All of them are handled by
different people with different interpretations.

If we are to maximize our bargaining leverage, we must see that
all of-these various negotiations are based on a uniform perspective
and are executed in a way that brings about a consolidated, coherent
result.

Another example of the need to tighten up our coordination in the
field is in negotiation of the OECD code of conduct for multinational
corporations. This is perceived as an investment, issue. And yet United
States access to foreign raw materials is almost exclusively handled
by multinational corporations. In addition, one key portion of this
code deals with restrictive business practices which" take trade prac-
tices into account.

Then to complicate the whole matter, in another area, the Inited
Nations, we are discussing a code of behavior for these corporations
vis-a-vis the host country. Simply as a matter of tactics in negotiation,
you cannot negotiate a code for Industrialized countries and then turn
around and, having already given up everything, start talking about
what the third world will accept. They will want to improve it. Ani-
we will have no leverage because they know already what we are pre-
pared to give, Meanwhile. they have given nothing and said nothing
about how they are going to treat these companies in order to give
us ficcess to supply.

I simply say this kind of negotiation must be tightened up. It should
be pulled& together rather quickly.

Let me now comment on the congressional side. The fact thnt the
Congress itself is not organized to effectively manage its responsibility
can also inhibit development of a coherent policy. I would only sug-
gest that the Congress must take a look at establishing clearer lines
of committee authority or provide some joint oversight because what
is happening is that the executive reports to one committee, thinks it
has reported to all committees, and you are having things fall between
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the cracks. I think it is an area that must be looked at rather quickly.
Then there are some areas for joint concern between Congress, the

Executive, and advisory groups. The first deals with keeping lip
public interest in the trade negotiations. By that, I don't mean we
should be making decisions in ways just to keep the other people at
the. bargaining table. What I do think is important, though, is that
we are now going through a very painstaking process of prenegotia-
tions. This prenegotiation process will, in fact, take another year or
maybe 18 months. But by determining what is included, what the
parameters are, and what ways the issues will be approached, it will
determine the shape and content of the final agreements.

The outcome of these negotiations will, in fact, be determined by
much of what is going on now. I think the committees of Congress,
your committee, and the Executive must place a much higher priority
on what is going on over there and communicate it now. This is the
time these negotiations are being shaped. I am concerned that we
don't have the kind of interaction among Congress, the Executive, and
thr' advisory committees at this time to see that that gets done.

There is another point that I want to comment on that was addressed
by steel industry witnesses, both management and labor, the specialty
steel safeguard case. It points up the interaction between the IT,
the executive branch, and Congress. Let me point out briefly that the
ITC's charge is to look at the domestic situation of a particular
product and sector. That is its charter.

The executive branch (the President's charge when he looks at it)
must take into account the total national economic interest including
effects on all of industry on consumers and on our foreign obligations.

If the President rejects the ITC recommendation, then it comes
to Congress. Congress must decide whether the President's action
was consistent or inconsistent with its intent and sustain or override
the President's decision.

If the ITC and the President differ, Congress must fully understand
the case before. it approves or overrides the President's decision. Only
such an approach will lead to the development of sound trade policy.

There is another challenge I want to talk about and that is managing
our day-to-day trade problems to facilitate long-term solutions to the
basic issues they reflect.

I call your attention to an article that I wrote for the New York
Times (attached to my written statement). The essence of it is that
there are really three'basic concerns here. The first is that we must
maintain our commitments to our trading partners for access to
supply and access to markets. The second is that we must provide our
domestic industries and workers with relief from unfair tactics. The
third is that, we must sustain the interest of our trading partners to
work out these longer term problems. We have to balance these three
concerns.

The interesting thing is, I know of no short-range problem that
isn't directly tied in its solution to a longer term problem that is a
part of some negotiations going on around the world. Mr. Chairman, on
page 15 of my statement is a list of the kind of things I am talking
about.

The U.S. relief criteria on the short-term side is tied directly to
a multilateral safeguard on the long-term side. The DISC, the VAT,
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government involvement in business--these are all tied to a long-term
treatment of subsidies.

As an example take the specialty steel case. Because we are in the
middle of negotiations, this must be handled carefully. Is there
some way that we can have either temporary relief under our safe-
guard with a time limit and instructions to (leal with this in negoti-
ations; or do we simply impose quotas for a 5-year period and pre-
clude the opportunity to deal with the basic problem in the negotia-
tions. Mr. Chairman, we must face up to and make decisions-on the
day-to-day issues. I don't think we should be worried about other
peoplee walking away from the bargaining table. I don't think they

will walk away from the table if we all keep in mind where we want
to go in the long run. Let's carry out our day-to-day decision, but
lets make them consistent with where we want to go in the long run
so that negotiations can, in fact, go forward.

Those are the essential kinds of things that this act, must carry out,
and why your committee, in oversight, can see that it does get carried
out properly.

If I may, Mr. Chairman, I would like to turn to the TTnited States-
Canada Automotive Agreement because the ITC report has just been
released by the committee.

Mr. Chairman, the concept of the Automotive Product Trade
Agreement between Canada and the United States, our industry
feels, is basically sound. We believe both Canada and the United
States have benefited from its operation.

I would call to your attention, however, that in 1965, when the
agreement was brought, before you here, a number of industry wit-
nesses testified that while, the U.S. industry had not requested iiegoti-
ation of the agreement and did not believe'it was perfect, the industry
considered the Agreement a workable plan and an important step in
the establishment of freer trade relations between the United States
and Canada.

Now. consistent with the objectives of that agreement, the industry
has, in fact, rationalized and integrated its operations between Canada
and the United States. Product planning and investment decisions
bave all been consistent with the requirements of that agreement. The
U.S. motor vehicle industry continues to believe that the agreement
represented a better response to the problems of the automobile in-
dustry and automotive t rpd between the ITnited States and Canada
than the alternatives available at the time the agreement was nego-
tiated. Our industry supports continuation of that agreement.

There are a couple of additional comments I want to make. The
first concern what the ITC did not say. That was. when the agree-
ment was proposed, there was a threat of n bilateral conflict between
the United States and Canada because of Canada's unilateral plan to
stimulate the growth of its automobile industry. The agreement de-
fused that threat and retained the opnemss of that market.

Second, Mr. Chairman. the Commission also (lid not comment upon
the extent, to which the objectives set out in the agreement have-been
achieved. The first two objectives of the agreement were the creation
of a broader market for automotive. products within which the full
benefits of specialization and large-scale moduction could he achieved
and liberalization pf thme automotive trade with respect to tariff bar-
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riers and other factors tending to impede it with a view to enablin
the industry of both countries to participate in the expanding total
market of the two countries.

The facts, I think, presented in the Commission's report with respect
to the integration and rationalization of production and the tre-
mendous growth in bilateral trade, clearly demonstrate progress has
been made on the first two objectives.

The third objective was to develop conditions -in which market
forces could operate effectively to attain the most economic pattern
of investment and production and trade. Progress toward this objec-
tive has not been as satisfactory. I think that there has been some
progress, but today market forces obviously do not effectively operate
between Canada and the United States. This raises a question be-
cause there seems to be concern that this was supposed to be a free
trade agreement. I can only point out that the testimony of the industry
in 1965 stated that it wou d not bring about completely free auto-
motive trade. Since then it has inadvisably been labeled a free trade
agreement. Rather, it was a framework within which more trade
could be created, but not totally free trade.

The transmittal letter from the Commission majority to you, Mr.
Chairman, states that Canada has not fully complied with the agree-
ment by failing to phase out t he restrictions.

Mr. Chairman. I cannot find substantiation for this in the Com-
mission report itself. T believe it reflects an unfortunate but long-
standing misunderstanding between the Governments of the Inited
States and Canada. The report of the Commission states quite clearly,
and I quote from that report, Mr. Chairman, "These restrictions in
the agreement itself are not transitional." That is at page 26 of the
report. And "The letters of undertaking are still bin(ling according
to the terms of the letters themselves." Page 27 of the report, Mr.
Chairman.

Mr. Chairman, the U.S. Government considers these restrictions to
be-transitional and anticipated that they would be )hased out. The
Canadian Government (lid not. The industry is caught in the middle.
Given the differing perspectives of the United States and Canadian
Governments, the automotive industry is doing its best to comply.

Mr. Chairman, our member companies have recommended changes
in this agreement as have I in prior testimony. While this may not
be the opportune moment to undertake negotiations with Canada, the
issues should be addressed. In recent testimony Deputy Assistant
Secretary of State Vine indicated the United States and Canada had
formed a committee to look at. this agreement and study it.

Mr. Chairman, I think this problem presents the kinl of situation
that we face everywhere and that is that by ducking the hard issues,
we don't solve problems. This is a problem that needs to be solved,
but it is the kind of problem we Ja live with. I believe._that the
agreement should be continued, but I believe it should be amended
as we have indicated in the past unless such efforts jeopardize the
agreement itself.

Now, speaking for myself and not the industry. I have to say to
you that I believe this is only one, part of a problem with Canada.
Our former Ambassador. Bill Porter, did this country a service by
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pointing out the whole range of economic problems between Canada
and the ITnited States of which this is one. I am sorry that the
Canadian Government reacted so strongly because it. points out a lack
of sensitivity toward their relationship with the United States.

I suggest that one way to approach the problem of the auto pact is
to put it in a broader context-we ought to strive toward greater inte-
gration between Canada and the United States. I must say that as I
hear many of my good friends in Canada speaking about their concern
of living with tfat big elephant south of the border, that everytime we
sneeze they get thrown out of bed, I can't help but think of similar
situations. I would point out to you, Mr. Chairman, that there are
many small countries. Norway, Austria, Switzerland, with special re-
lationships with the European Community. which is a large elephant.
Integration has ben highly beneficial to them. I think this is some-
thing that our Government and the Canadian Government ought to
consider-over a period of 15 or 20 years. I can tell you there is great
support for this among the business communities of Canada and the
United States.

Mr. Chairman, that finishes my oral statement. I will try to answer
your questions.The CHAIRMAN. I just want to ask you about one thing, Mr. Eberle.
Tt seems to me that when we approved that Canadian Automotive
Parts Agreement the understanding was that this was going to lead to
a common market in automobiles between the. United States and
Canada. Isn't that correct?

Mr. EBERLE,. I think this has been a serious misunderstanding all
along. There wAs testimony, as I went back and looked at tl'e record.
which indicategihat it was not intended to be a totally free market, but
it was to be a limited free market. What I would comment on though,
Mr. Chairman, is that there were three objectives set., one of which was
to have a freer market.

The (TIATHMAN. Well, I don't represent an automobile-producing
State. Woe produce a few batteries that somebody could une in an auto-
mobile, and that's about. all there is to it, and a few tires, Tq uess. but-
and not even much of that. But my thought about all of this is that we
ought, to say to Canada: Well, bv now you ou'vht to be in position to
compete on even terms with us in the automobile business and we are
willing to have-a, common market with you, but you have not done what
we thought you were supposed to do under the automobile agreement,
and from our point of view it was a lousy deal. As far as we are con-
corned. if you w-ait a common market, we will have a common market,
otherwise the deal's off.

Now, that is what I think we ought to do. I was the manager of that
bill when it passed the Senate, so it seems to me that we ought to say,
either fish or cut bait. If you don't want to trade evenly on automobiles.
that's fine. You just, have your automobile industry and we will have
oil l.

Mr. EBEnRLE. Mr. Chairman, I think that the potential is there for
negotiating the reduction of the restrictions, and I think that. should
be our objective. I think how long it takes us to get there is a different
problem.
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The CHAIRMAN. Well, so far our Canadian friends just drag their
feet and as long as they drag their feet, we get the worst of it.

I just think that as one who supported, debated for it, asked the
Senate to vote for it, that we have been victimized long enough on that
deal. We ought to say that now it ought to be 50-50, it ought to be even
Steven or we ought to j ust forget about it.

I cani recall one time we had two fellows with a tie vote running
for class president, so we agreed to make them copresidents. One fellow
took all the bows, got all the benefit of the job, and the other fellow
got left out so he got another election, and said, vote me in or out I As
far asi am concerned, I thought this was going to be 50-50 and it is
not, so either kick me out, or kick the other side out, but I refuse to have
anything more to do with this because I am getting the worse end
of this.

Mr. EJnmaxt. Mr. Chairman, there are benefits on both sides. There
are improvements that ought to be made to get closer to what you
are talking about. But I don't want to leave the impression that there
are not some benefits for both sides. I think it gives the basis to have a
broader integration and to achieve what you want to do, and I think
we should with that proceed with the clear understanding that it has
to be brought closer to what your thinking is.

The C11AIRMATN. Thank you very much, Mr. Eberle.
I have to leave. Senator Roth can preside.
One reason so many Senators left during the course of this hearing

is that we have been having rollcall votes. We had one on the nomi-
nation of the Secretary of lAbor while you were testifying and I would
like the record to show, even though I didn't make it, that I would
have voted to confirm him as Secretary.

[Laughter.]
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Senator RoT (presiding). I have no questions. Thank you. It

is good to see you again.
Mr. EBF.RL.. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Eberle follows:]

TESTIMONY OF W. 1). EBERLE

Mr. Chairman, members of the Finance Committee, my name is W. D. Eberle.
It is a pleasure for me to be able to discuss with you a subject that is of great
personal and professional interest to me, our nation's trade policy. I appreciate
the opportunity to share my thoughts with you on several aspects of trade
policy, based on my experience as the President's Special Representative for
Trade Negotiations and as an international businessman.

It is of course too early to make a conclusive assessment of the adequacy of
the Trade Act of 1974 as the legislative foundation for our nation's trade policy.
For example, a judgment as to the sufficiency of the scope and authority of
our negotiating mandate is not yet possible because the negotiations are still
in a very preliminary stage. It is also clear that we will require more experience
with the amendments Congress made to our "safeguard" provisions, our coun-
tervailing duty statute, and our adjustment assistance program in order to
judge whether these changes were adequate and equitable.

I am not suggesting, however, that this review by your committee is prema-
ture. To be clear, I believe just the opposite. Your committee's continuing exer-
cise of its oversight responsibilities is essential if our government Is to develop
and execute a coherent trade policy which serves our national interests. I
believe that the mere occasion of these hearings has had a beneficial effect upon
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the administration of our trade policy by requiring the executive branch, mem-
bers of Congress and interested private groups to focus on the adequacy of-both
existing procedures for developing and executing policy and the policies
themselves.

The theme for my remarks today is the need for good management in devel-
oping and implementing U.S. trade policy. I intend to touch on trade issues of
concern to this committee, whether or not they fall within the purview of the
Trade Act of 1974.

THE CONTENT OF U.S. TRADE POLICY

The basic assumptions underlying our trade policy have been challenged
increasingly in recent years. The debate that raged over the Trade Act was
not silenced by its passage.

Some critics argue that liberalization has progressed to the point where
the economic gains from removing remaining trade barriers will be small-too
small to justify the costs of domestic adjustments (social dislocation and
political conflict) required by further liberalization. The possible loss of auton-
omy in domestic economic policy making compels other critics to recommend
that the process of interdependence which trade liberalization encourages be
checked. Still others maintain that growing government involvement in business
abroad has undermined the basic assumption upon which the benefits of freer
trade are predicated: that market forces will operate to determine the most
efficient utilization of the world's resources.

The point of these challenges, Mr. Chairman, is that the traditional dichotomy
of trade policy, "freer trade" vs. "protectionism," is no longer an adequate
description of the choices we face or a reliable guide to the policy decisions we
must make. These critics force us to undertake a more profound assessment of
the assumptions behind, and the objectives of, our trade policy. An essential
part of this process is hearings such as this one.

Both Congress and the Administration recognized the challenges I described
In drafting the Trade Act of 1974. The Act did not try to answer them for all
time, but an overwhelming majority in Congress believed, and I still do, that
the Trade Act of 1974 created an appropriate framework for the creation and
execution of a coherent trade policy.

.et me take a few moments to review the ideas upon which the consensus
that motivated the Trade Act was founded.

The realization that trade had assumed a much greater significance for our
economy since the last major overhaul of our nation's trade policy in J962
was instrumental in stimulating the Trade Act of 1974. The value of U.S.
exports and imports grew from $37.5 billion in 1962 to almost $200 billion
in 1974. In that same period, the ratio of U.S. exports to total production of
good% rose from 8 to almost 15 percent. Thus, the significance of trade for
domestic employment, income, and inflation-in short, our prosperity-grew.

Trade policy practitioners-and Congressmen-have a tendency to identify
nur national interest in a liberal trsde policy with the interests of U.S. exporters.
because exports generate income from abroad and create jobs at home. This
1-.4 only part of the story. Our trade policy is based upon the conviction that our
total national interest is advanced by the reduction of trade distortions. We
now recognize the need for access to foreign sources of supply as well as mar-
kets. In addition, the lowering of U.S. barriers also yields benefits: both indi-
vihual consumers of final goods and industrial consumers of raw materials and
Intermediary products gain from the price restraining effect of foreign
cnmPetition.

These facts led to the conclusion that despite six prior rounds of multilateral
negotiations to lower trade barriers, real and substantial benefits would still
be gained from reducing trade distortions, especially nontariff measures. At
the qame time, there was a need for a sustained commitment to our open
world economy in the recession, to prevent governments from succumbing to
pressures to raise barriers, thus jeopardizing the system of trade cooperation
that is fundamental to economic prosperity and political order.

The second basic conclusion that led to the consensus behind the Trade Act
was that the increased importance of trade required a reform of both our
domestic trade-related law and the rules governing international trade. The
Trade Act itself accomplished domestic reform by revising the safeguard, the
adjustment assistance program, and statutes which cope with unfair foreign
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trade practices to make these aspects of our domestic law more responsive to
the needs of our people. The Act also provided the President with the authority
and the mandate to achieve international reform.

There were two additional motivations, which I would be remiss in not at
least mentioning. The first was the desire to fulfill our longstanding com-
mitment to the developing countries to give them preferential access to our
market. And the second was our desire to expand our economic relations with
non-market economy countries.

Cynics are wont to describe treaties, institutions, and legislation as instruments
to solve the problems of the past. The policies embodied in the Trade Act were
most assuredly born out of the experience of the past, but they were forged
in a clear vision of the problems the nation would face in the future. However,
the Act itself provides only a foundation for policy formulation and that alone
is not sufficient to solve the problems which the nation confront. These problems
must be attacked diligently and imaginatively by our elected officials and their
representatives. How they use the Act is the critical issue. That must evolve from
a continuing, cooperative process of policy development and execution involving
the-exculve, Congress, and the public. It is a process that Is well served by
hearings such as this.

THE PRINCIPAL CHALLENGE OF TRADE POLICY TODAY

Perhaps because of my business community background, I see the principal
challege of trade policy today as one of management. I believe that a properly
managed, open trade policy will be self-justifying and self-sustaining. The bene-
fits accruing to the nation as a whole from the pursuit of such a policy will be
clear. The burdens of domestic adjustment will be equitably shared and will not
undermine public support for the policy.

I also believe the successful management of that policy, in its several dimen-
sions which I will discuss today, is the key to maintaining U.S. leadership in
the international economic arena. By leadership, I do not mean a pretended mono-
poly of all the innovative ideas in international economic relations or worse, a
bid to dominate the evolution of the global economy. Rather, I mean a role in
creating the environment and conditions in which the world economy can grow
and all its citizens prosper-a role appropriate for the world's largest and most
dynamic economy.

THE FIRST MANAGEMENT CHALLENGE

The first management challenge is the development and coordinated execution
of a coherent trade policy. Both the executive and Congress have roles to play
in this process.

Executive Branch.-One obligation of the executive branch is to listen to, take
into account, and respond to, the views (which I admit often conflict) voiced
by interested sectors of our economy.

The Trade Act,,_f course has established an elaborate and formal advisory
committee mechanism to facilitate this process for the 'Multilateral Trade Nego-
tiations. I serve on the President's Advisory Committee for Trade Negotiations
and am familiar with the industry policy (IPAC) and sector (ISAC) commit-
tees. To date, I believe the system is working as Congress intended. Our gov-
ernment now has access to more, betted quality data and information than ever
before. However, its obligations under the advisory program have not yet been
fully met, as noted by Ambassador Dent. First, U.S. negotiators owe the advisory
committees an assessment of the advice these committees have given and at least
a preliminary indication of the extent to which our negotiators believe the ad-
vice being offered is-consistentvith their own conception of our national inter-
est In the negotiations. Second, sufficient feedback from "he negotiations is nec-
e ary At--enable advisors to restructure their advice or Leorder their priorities.
Meeting these two obligations will be the critical test of the advisory com-
mittee structure. Making the structure work will require patience on the part
of advisors and diligence-on the part of negotiators.

Trade policy issues are negotiated in many forums besides the MTN in Geneva,
however. They Include: The OECD; the London Wheat Council; the United Na-
tions (especially UNCTAD) ; the new North-South "Commissions" in Paris;
multilateral commodity conferences (tin, coffee, cocoa, etc.); bilateral commod-
ity negotiations (wheat with Russia):
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All of these issues are interrelated and affect one another to varying de-
grees. Public views must be heard on these issues as well.

Another task of the executive is the coordination of policy development and
execution among the several government departments, agencies, and offices that
have responsibilities in the trade area. Conflicting or inconsistent positions taken
by U.S. officials in different forums are a source of confusion to our trading
partners and frustrate the achievement of U.S. objectives. The existence of a
structure of interagency committees, however elaborate, proves only that the
battleground for policy debate in the government has been established and not
that conflicting viewpoints have been resolved in the culmination of a coherent
policy. Ambassador Dent and Secretaries Simon and Kissinger have testified that
the process is working.

Once agreement in Washington is achieved, unambiguous statements of U.S.
goals, objectives, and priorities must be communicated to U.S. negotiators "in tile
field." There must also be a clear decision on which issues will be negotiated in
which forums in order to maximize U.S. bargaining leverage. In addition, it is
equally important that in executing policy, the various agencies and departments
coordinate and inform one another of progress in their individual areas of
responsibility. Our chief negotiator in Geneva must be kept abreast of develop-
ments in the producer-consumer conferences in Paris, in the London Wheat
Council, in the OECD, and in UNCTAD just as our representatives to those nego-
tiations must be aware of developments in Geneva. Because these issues are inter-
related, the management of trade policy must insure its execution in a coordinated
manner.

An interesting example of an Issue on which U.S. policy development and execu-
tion could be better managed today is the work on the OECI) code of conduct
for multinational corporations. This issue is not even perceived as a trade issue
because it falls into the "investment" category. Nevertheless, it has important
trade implications. U.S. access to foreign raw material supplies is almost ex-
clusively obtained through multinational corporations. In addition, one key por-
tion of the code deals with restrictive business practices in which trade actions
are taken into account. These are both trade issues.

One aspect of the handling of this issue which particularly disturbs me is the
fact that we are developing this code-planning to pledge (voluntarily) to agree
to behave in certain ways-in the OECD, which is composed of industrialized
countries, when we ought to be negotiating reciprocal commitments to behave
in agreed ways with the developing countries (LDC's). Instead, we are conceding
bargaining leverage before the real negotiation even begins. There seems to be
no connection between what's going on in the OECD in Paris and the forums In
which we engaged the LDC's on such issues.

Congres.-Insuring coordination of development and execution of a coherent
trade policy is one role Congress can and must play as part of its oversight re-
sponsibilities. While Congress, through the exercise of its oversight function, can
facilitate the development of a coherent trade policy, Congress also has the poten-
tial for making the achievement of a coherent trade policy more difficult rather
than less. I am referring to the great number of Congressional committees and
subcommittees, each seeking a "piece of the action," each with a jurisdiction
potentially overlapping others, and each calling upon various elements of the
executive branch to be responsible to it. Congress has the Constitutional author-
ity to regulate trade policy; it, therefore, must organize itself in a manner to
enable it to effectively exercise that responsibility. Congress must establish
clearer lines of committee authority or provide for joint oversight to minimize
conflicts and sharpen the focus of executive accountability. This is an essential
step to insure that the nation will have a coherent trade policy.

Areas of Peepon.ibility.-There are some areas where coordination between
Congress and the executive is particularly important.

The first is sustaining public interest in, and support of, the multilateral trade
negotiations in Geneva.

On the basis of our experience in past negotiations, we should not be sur-
prised that there have been no agreements returned to Congress for approval
to date. This is the nature of the negotiation process: substantial preparatory
analysis and the resolution of procedural issues must take place before nego-
tiators can begin to hammer out final agreements.

This process will not be a quick one. The goals established for the trade nego-
tiations at the Rambouillet economic summit are certainly ambitious. I hope
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hindsight proves they were realistic as well. However, the issues being nego-
tiated in Geneva will not be resolved easily and the fact that they have sur-
vived previous negotiations gives testimony to their intractability. Arbitrary
scheduling cannot assume higher priority than the careful, painstaking hammer-
ing out of agreements on the basis of which expanding, equitable trade can take
place.

This process of "pre-negotiation" is now the focus of work in Geneva, and
will be for at least the year to come. It will have an influence on the shape of
the final agreements by determining what issues are included and how they are
approached. For thatreason, it is essential that public interest and participation
in the negotiations be sustained. Advisory committee meetings and hearings
such as this are useful tools to achieve that goal.

The second area where coordination is particularly important is the execu.
( tion of the safeguard provision of the Trade Act. Here, an independent govern-

ment agency, the International Trade Commission (ITC), Is involved in addi-
tion to the Congress and the executive.

Once a domestic industry petitions the government for relief from injury
from imports (remember, under this provision of our law, no foreign unfair
trade practice Is implied) the ITC must judge the case within the criteria
established by the Trade Act, considering only the domestic situation on the
Industry sector in question.

If the ITC finds injury, the President must accept, modify, or reject the recom-
mendation of the ITC. The President's responsibility is to take the total national
economic Interest into account, including, among other factors, the Impact of
his decision on consumers, on other industries, on overall U.S. efforts to promote
our long-term international economic interests.

Should the President reject the advice of the Commission, Congress may
override him. This role is appropriate for Congress in view of its Constitutional
charge to set the nation's trade policy. However, the Act does not spell out the
considerations which must guide Congress in its decision. Let me try.

This decision by Congress is as important an aspect of the evolution of a
coherent, well-coordinated trade policy as any I have discussed today. The safe-
guard has a legitimate and needed function in trade policy, yet it must be
exercised judiciously and with restraint. Before reviewing a President's decision
to reject the advice of the ITC, Congress may want to convene hearings to fully
consider the issue. Congress cannot artificially separate its power to override
the President from Its responsibilities to oversee the development and execu-
tion of a coherent trade policy.

The importance of this will become more clear as I discuss the second of the
two management challenges confronting us. Let me turn to that now.

THE SECOND MANAGEMENT CHALLENGE

The second challenge is managing our day-to-day conflicts in such a way as
to improve, rather than to preclude, opportunities to resolve the basic long-
term problems which these conflicts reflect.

Mr. Chairman, earlier this winter, I wrote an article for the New York Times
on this very theme. It expresses my views more fully than time permits me to
elaborate them here today. I am attaching the article, entitled "U.S. Trade
Policy: Appearances and Reality" to my statement.

Briefly, three elements are involved. The first is the maintenance of our coin-
mitments to our trading partners through- international agreements, the. integ-
rity of which U.S. exporters depend upon for access to foreign markets. The
second is the obligation of the government to provide domestic industries and
workers relief from injury due to unfair foreign trade practices as well as to
provide admittedly less competitive industries a respite to adjust to the pres-
sures of international competition. The third is the necessity to sustain the
interest of our trading partners in working with us in the various international
forums such as the MTN, to solve longer term problems to reform the trading
system, to promote Increased trade, and to Improve resource allocation.

The underlying dynamic of the Trade Act is the Interplay of these three
elements, which should enable diligent and Imaginative trade policy prac-
titioners to manage our day-to-day conflicts and still progress toward resolving
basic long-term problems. These objectives can be made to be complementary.

67-987-76-----16
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The list below, relating day-to.day conflicts with long-term issues, illustrates
my point.

Day-to-day conflicts
1. DISC, VAT rebate in EC, export finance

credits, and government in business.

2. U.S. import relief criteria and prolifer-
ating voluntary export restraint de-
mands.

S. EC common agricultural policy; U.S.-
Canada automotive agreement.

4. Chicken war ------------------------

5. Arab oil embargo (producer cartels)
and U.S. soybean embargo (export re-
strictions).

6. United States, EC, Japan exchange ac-
cusations regarding use of industrial
standards to block imports.

Basic long-term issues 
1. The treatment of subsidies in in-

ternational trade and the need
for injury determinations prior
to countervail.

2. Multilateral safeguard.

3. Regional or sector intergration
versus global liberalization.

4. Need for mecbanism for dispute
settlement other than retalia-
tion.

5. Access to supplies.

6. Product standards code.

I could discuss several instances where the Trade Act will compel policy de-
cisions in the U.S. government and thus facilitate the international negotiation
of both newly emerging issues and old issues that have never been faced head-
on and as a result, bring trade policy under attack. Let me briefly elaborate on
one such issue from my list.

The subsidies issue is one in which the interplay between day-to-day conflicts
and attempts to resolve long-term issues is complementary. Subsidies were found
by the U.S. Treasury Department to have len paid upon the production or
export of European dairy products and canned hams, the remedy for which is
the application of countervailing duties. A Treasury Department determination
in each case was required as a result of changes the Trade Act made in our
countervailing duty statute. However, due to a special provision in the Trade
Act, the Secretary of the Treasury waived the application of the countervailing
duty for the period of the trade negotiations.

Hopefully, problems relating to a much wider range of products than canned
hams and dairy products will be-resolved by the negotiation of an international
code on subsidies in the MTN. And since the Treasury determination was not
based on a finding of injury to the U.S. industries concerned, our trading part-
ners will want to couple any resolution of the subsidies issue to the resolution
of another long-standing issue between us, the absence of an injury test in the
U.S. countervailing duty law.

This is a good example of the successful management of short-term conflicts by
using them to build a consensus for the resolution of long-term issues. Parties to
the negotiation will be spurred on by the threat of the ultimate application of
countervailing duties but aided in coming to agreement by the demonstration of
U.S. good will in the granting of the waiver.

Mr. Chairman, the Trade Act is responsible for bringing many of these issues
to a head and thereby complicating the task of managing our day-to-day policy.
Yet in forcing us to acknowledge the seriousness of these conflicts, it also gives
us an incentive to seek solutions to the basic issues from which these conflicts
arise. The Multilateral Trade Negotiations in Geneva are the ideal forum for
dealing with the basic issues. Meanwhile, our work is cut out for us at home. 1
am confident that we have the managerial resources and talent to meet this dual
challenge.

(From the New York Times, Dec. 7, 19751

U.S. TRADE POLICY-APPEARANCE AND REALITY

(By W. D. Eberle)
A number of people have argued this year that United States trade policy is

turning increasingly protectionist and that the Trade Act of 1974, the new
legislative foundation for our trade policy, carries the potential for implementing
that protectionism.
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Commentators have based this conclusion on the rash of complaints-which
they suggest have been encouraged by the Trade Act-filed in recent months
against import competition by American industries and labor. This alleged pro.
tectionism has led some of our trading partners most notably in Europe, to come
to question the utility of the multilateral trade negotiations, which will resume
Tuesday in Geneva. As a firm believer in a more open and equitable trading sys-
tem, and as one of the architects of the Trade Act, I nope-that these fears can be
dispelled placing recent developments in perspective.

The Trade Act of 1974 pursued two fundamental goals among its several objec-
tives. First, the act gave the President a mandate to enter into negotiations with
other countries to lower trade barriers and to reform the rules of the international
trading system. Second, the act reformed domestic trade-related law so our Gov-
ernment could better respond to the dislocations in domestic industry and labor
that expanding trade can sometimes cause, and to unfair, illegal or unjustifiable
trade practices in which other countries may engage.

A major objective in the minds of all participants in the current trade nego-
tiations is the necessity for establishing new parameters for acceptable govern-
meat and business behavior in international commerce by revising the rules
governing trade. Enactment of the Trade Act assured United States participation
in this effort.

The Government recognized that a policy of expanding international commerce
depended upon broad domestic support for that policy. That support had eroded to
some extent in the 1960's. Important segments of organized labor and the business
community had reached the conclusions that temporary relief from injurious im-
port competition was virtually inaccessible and that grievances over allegedly
unfair import competition would not be given full or timely consideration in
Washington.

The Trade Act amended United States law to create effective grievance proce-
dures, including time limits within which Government decisions must be made.
The functioning of this mechanism will not only help restore domestic support
for our liberal trade policy but also will encourage our trading partners to be
more responsive to proposals for establishing new guidelines for international
trade during the negotiations.

The Trade Act, in fact, embodies two traditions basic to the American system of
government: separation of governmental powers and an arm's length (and often
adversary) relationship between business and government.

The Congressional mandate allowing the President to enter into trade negotia-
tions and the grievance procedure Congress wrote into the new law are fully
consistent with the responsibilities of Congress under the Constitution. It is,
after all, Congress, not the executive branch, to whom authority to "regulate
commerce with foreign Nations" is delegated. Thus, one of the basic tenets of our
Republic prevents the President from exercising the administrative flexibility
in implementing trade policy which other governments enjoy.

Likewise, our tradition of business-government relations inhibits the quiet
development of a consensus among business and Government leaders on how to
treat allegedly unfair Imports that is the normal practice in other countries. Our
system forces the resolution of such questions into open, quasi-judicial adminis-
trative proceedings in which the Government hears and weighs the arguments of
contending interests and reaches decisions based upon the application of specific
criteria laid down in the law. It is not infrequent that the judicial branch of
government is ultimately required to settle such disputes.

These traditions, laws and administrative procedures to which they have
given rise pertain only to the United States among the world's major trading
nations. They have been one cause of many of the misunderstandings between
America and its trading partners over United States trade objectives.

Another cause of these misunderstandings and the allegations of a protec-
tionist shift in United States trade policy has, of course, been the recession. When
iintional economies prosper and international economic transactions grow, Indus-
tries and governments can be pleased with the improvement in their net position
and show less concern for the relative distribution of the benefits of this prosperity
among nations. Even in good times, however, conflicts can, and do, occur.

The number and Intensity of these conflicts increases, however, In periods of
economic decline when countries' net positions'are improving at a slower rate or
actually declining. As the rate of world trade precipitously declined in the past
18 months, the issue of the relative distribution of the gains from trade became
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more salient to governments, producers and workers in many countries. Govern-
ments came under pressure to curb imports and expand exports. Incipient con-
flicts that had been smoothed over by growth erupted.

It is alleged that the response to the recession in the United States has been
excessively dramatic. Since the enactment of the Trade Act with its revised
procedures and criteria for coping with imports, more than 50 complaints
involving over $13 billion worth of United States imports--that's more than 12
percent of our total imports and 20 percent of our imports from the European
Economic Community last year-have been under investigation by Federal
Government agencies.

Foreign officials have worn a path to the State Department in recent weeks
carrying protests, both official and unofficial. Two cases in particular have gen-
erated vigorous complaints from our trading partners.,

These were an antidumping proceeding 4rought by the United Auto Workers
and Representative John H. Dent, Democrat of Pennsylvania, against foreign

-automobiles and a countervailing duty case brought by the United States Steel
Corporation over the rebate of value-added taxes on European steel exports to
the United States.

Such investigations draw little attention when they are triggered in small
-eountries, but when the world's largest and most open market appears to be
preparing to close its doors to imports, a crisis of major proportions results.

So far, despite the large volume of complaints, few restrictive actions have been
taken by Washington. As of last month, 15 of the more than 50 cases being in-
vestigated had been concluded. Of these, only one finding, covering some $5
million worth of Polish golf carts, has been decided against foreign interests.

This experience compares favorably with our Government's traditional record
in considering such complaints and hardly makes a case for protectionism. From
the end of World War II to the passage of the Trade Act of 1974, there were 169
petitions for relief from import competition under the so-called escape clause
and only 21 decisions to grant relief. In that same period there were 595 com-
plaints of dumping and only 07 findings of dumping. -

This result is not due to any policy on the part of the Administration to le
either more or less protectionist; the Trade Act does not permit that kind of
discretion. Rather, it is the routine exercise of administrative responsibility to
determine whether there is evidence of unfair foreign practices. The lessons to be
learned from this are that grievances from business now bring prompt Govern-
ment decisions and that such complaints do not indicate changes in the Govern-
ment's trade policy.

We must recognize both the difficulties our trading partners encounter in trying
to understand our system and the protectionist pressures to which the recession
has given rise in all countries. Despite these obstacles, we must work together to
manage the international economy. We can succeed, but success requires the
creation of mutual confidence and a will to cooperate that is ill-served by ex-
cessive complaints and escalating rhetoric.

The -rhetoric in which governments engage serves a useful function as a
reminder of the pressures that everyone faces in a recession. Beyond a certain
point, however-and we have most assuredly passed it-such rhetoric becomes
counterproductive. The place to focus our attention is not on an exchange of
accusations, thus artificially inflating the importance of strains In trading rela-
tions and complicating their resolution, -but on solutions to the basic causes of the
strains.

The day-to-day problems must be understood and managed but it is important
that we do not let the business of coping with these immediate problems dorninate
our thinking and distract us from dealing with the larger, systemic issues -that
negotiators confront in the multilaterial trade negotiations, in the International
-Energy Agency, in the International Monetary Fund, and in the United Nations.

If we examine the daily complaints about trade, we can see they are rooted
not only in the worldwide recession but also in a number of basic issues being
addressed in the main negotiations:

The United States import-relief law may be too permissive, yet negotiation on
reform of the International escape clause remains stalled.

Subsidies and countervailing actions are a constant source of accusations and
recriminations, yet an International code on subsidies is still wishful thinking.

Access to supply is a needed adjunct to access to markets, yet no dialogue to
start remedying this problem has begun.
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Many nations complain of Third World attempts to raise prices unilaterally
while the result of these complaints Is to forestall discussion on the availability
of Third World commodities and on improved access by less-developed countries to
the markets of the industrialized world.

The rules of the monetary system are inadequate to service the trade system,
yet progress Is held up here as well.

The point must be clear: The solutions to these broader issues carry with
them many of the remedies for the immediate problems we confront. Many short-
term is.ues could be managed better if there were a real political will among all
nations to progress in the trade negotiations. The people of the world need to see
their leaden at work on issues that are leading to overall improvements in the
system, and in particular, to the solution of long-standing problems. Further
delays in solving the basic international economic issues-trade, monetary. and
others-will not only stir up more short-term problems but will create more
world tension.

Managing the day-to-day strains while negotiating simultaneously to improve
the trade system will enable us to build a mutually reinforcing confidence that
we need to manage the international economy and that this will mean a better
world. Concrete results in providing more open access to supplies and markets
will help keep economies operating efficiently and with less inflation. Moreover
expanded trade will create more Jobs and a more open and balanced trading
system will spread the benefits of world trade more fairly.

A better world is within our reach. The Administration understands'-these
ismiUps. hut its takes more than one nation to implement them. I believe simul-
tane us negotiation Is the direction In which world leaders should be moving with
ill possible speed.

W. D. Eberle served as the President's Special Trade Representative in, the
Nixon and Ford Admnt-trations and as executive director of the Couinoil for
International Economic Policy. He is now president of the Motor Vehicle Manu-
fart uirer. Association.

The CHAIRMAN [presiding]. We will call then Mr. David Dawson.
Senator ROTh. It is a great pleasure to have you here today, Mr.

Dawson, as adviser to the U.S. chemical industry.
Mr. Dawson is an old friend of mine and has been a leader of the

chemical industry for many years in the State of Delaware.
As you know, you are invited to either read your statement in its

entirety or summarize it if you care to.

STATEMENT OF DAVID H. DAWSON, DIRECTOR, Du PONT CO.

M r. DAWsoN. Thank you, Senator Roth. I will make every effort in
view of the hour to not waste your time.

As you know, and I guess the public knows, that in testifying on
the Trade Reform Act, we and others urged more effective utiliza-
tion of industrial expertise.

Your committee responded to that by providing that this be done.
Now you are having these overview hearings in large part to esti-

mate the success with which that has been accomplished. I would like
to address myself principally to my own reaction to what has been
done to date.

There is no doubt at all in our minds the advisory committee struc-
ture. which has been devised, is a large and important advance over
previous practices.

The opportunity afforded to industry to make inputs to the execu-
tive branch regarding individual industry positions on trade policy
and objectives-to be sought in the multiflateral trade negotiations is
reasonably close to meeting the intent of the Congress.

One should, perhaps, be loath to criticize. But like any new proce-
dural device, there are almost inevitably flaws which mitigate against
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its full usefulness. I believe that some of these should be mentioned:
1. A high degree of secrecy has been required. Although some of the

restrictions are due to the need to prevent disclosure to foreign nations,
others have been provided due to domestic law and rigid, we believe,
interpretations thereof.

Some of us-in industry protested the restrictive regulations in the
early stage of the committee organizations, and some useful modifica-
tions resulted. Nonetheless, the rigidity of the requirements continues
to be restrictive and we believe to limit the usefulness of these
procedures.

2. The task of determining the scope of each of the 27 ISAC's which
have been created was obviously extremely difficult, and probably no
completely satisfactory solution could have been devised.

However, one of the consequences is that some of the grouping s are
so heterogeneous that a clear analysis of critical matters such as "im-
poit sensiivity" becomes extremely difficult.

At the other hand, we have the large and complex chemical indus-
try represented in four separate groups, three of them associated with
other distinctly different industries.

Since the committees themselves are not permitted to make cross
comparisons and are not privileged to know the conclusions of other
committees, some confusion is inevitable.

3. Selection of the personnel of these committees was also difficult.
Although I would applaud as effective most of the work of the Com-
merce people, it was made more difficult by emphasis on developing
the best balanced committees rather than le most knowledgeable and
effective committees.

When compounded with Government insistence on recording all
industry inputs, without liropllY weighting the knowledgeability of
their source, clarity and accuracy frequently were sacrificed.

4. Finally, as a consequence of the complexity of the structure
devised, the attempt to obtain and record all information available,
some reports are so large and detailed that their usefulness to any
negotiator must be extremely limited.

Nevertheless, I repeat, great progress has been made in devising
and implementing the scheme for obtaining from industry useful
inputs on trade policy and objectives to be sought in the Geneva
negotiations.

Probably more important to the success of negotiations will be the
input supplied to industry by government and industry's reactions
back to government, which Mr. Eberle just referred to.

These are already important in the planning stage and they will
become increasingly critical as negotiations proceed. It is still too early
to estimate the success of the existent committee structure in these
efforts.

It is noteworthy that it is in this area that our foreign competitors
have been, in the past, most successful. We believe that they are con-tinuing similar procedures, which they used in the past and will again
have more effective industry inputs thanour negotiators, I have been
informed that our Government has been utilizing similar devices to
those of foreign governments in our negotiations on commodity
agreements.
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Particularly in the final stages of the Geneva negotiations, this type
of consultation will be critically important in determining the suc-
cess of our negotiations.

At this early stage it is improper to conclude that our negotiators
will not find means to employ industrial knowledge and advice as
fully as our negotiating opponents.

I must, however, express concern that the existent committee struc-
ture will prove to be too unwieldy to be as fully useful as I believe the
Congress wished.

For example, meetings of many of these committees may involve
some 15 to 40 committee members and 15 to 20 Government officials_

Some meetings have been held with several hundred committee rep-
resentatives present. The Government position papers are almost per-
force, presented only in summary form and the opportunity for devel-
oping a clearly defined industry point of view is obviously flmited.

How our negotiators will obtain through these mechanisms clear
understanding of industry's viewpoint on-questions of what to give
for what received, which is obviously at the heart of the negotiations,
is still unclear to me.

I am convinced that Ambassador Dent and his staff are cognizant
of these problems, and of the need to be fully responsive to the wishes
of the Congress. To accomplish this may, however, require different
procedures than those which have thus far been provided.

I should like to speak more briefly to severalaspects of our foreign
trade policies with particular reference to their administration as the
Geneva negotiations get underway.

Let me qualify my position in these matters by emphasizing that
the private sector is privy to little of the planning, and to almost none
of the negotiations now underway. But ie feel, nonetheless, con-
strained to urge your investigation and consideration of several areas
which cause us concern.

First is the matter of thesteps to be taken toward GATT revision,
as provided in section 121. The act did not require that the revisions
suggested be negotiated before other authorized negotiations.

It simply said that such action should be taken "as soon as practi-
eal." But it seems obvious to us that in view of the limitations which
GATT rules place on our freedom to negotiate, as clearly portrayed
in the items listed in section 121, we should be seeking, and perhaps
insisting, on negotiating such revisions before, and not after, conclu-
sion of the negotiations now underway.

Two instances might be cited to emphasize the impolance of this
tactic. Both of them have been referred to earlier today.

Any negotiation of subsidies undertaken under "rules that place
"value added taxes" out of bounds seems to us to be almost futile, an
assumption we think is borne out by the inclusion of item (a)5 in
your section 121.

The other instance is the question of the extent of tariff concessions
which our country is entitled to in return for the expansion of the
Common Market.

Our industry, and many others, felt that the concessions granted
us in the negotiations following the entry of the United Kingdom,
Denmark, and Ireland into the EEC were grossly inadequate.
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We were informed, however, that GATT miles made impossible the
obtaining of greater concessions. Similarly, the trade agreements with
nonmembers-Austria, Finland, Iceland, Norway, Portugal, Sweden,
and Switzerland-with the EEC will importantly decrease our rela-
tive freedom of access to these markets compare to our competitors
in the EEC; yet compensatory concessions may not be obtainable
under the GATT rules.

If one were permitted a cynical appraisal, one could opine that the
GATT rules are all too often peculiarly permissive to the expansion
of the in-house protectionism of the Common Market.

Our second concern is how our negotiations can-pursue the overall
negotiating objective, as defined in section 103, in view of practices
and techniques firmly established in past negotiations and GATT
tradition.

These have required that a fair exchange be determined by equiv-
alence of concession from the trade status quo at that time

Section 103 of the act provides that the negotiating objectives shall
be "to obtain more open and equitable market access." We read this
to mean that our negotiators seek to end with "equitable market
access" or as close thereto as possible.

Thus, if there is not now "equitable market access" between two
competing countries, major concessions must be made by that party-
with the greater access to foreign markets open to them.

How, then, equivalence of concession can be obtained is unclear to
us unless concessions in nontrade areas become involved in the trade
negotiations.

A third concern relates to our ability to incorporate into the Geneva
negotiations, and perhaps into the GATT rules, the concept of, and
progress in obtaining freedom of access to raw materials and supplies,
as well as to markets, as provided in section 108 of the act.

I need not remind you of the great disturbance created in the chem-
ical industries throughout the world by the oil embargoes.

We have similar exposure almost as serious from the foreign con-
trol of certain other raw materials. We are confident that the Gov-
ernment is equally concerned and is pursuing the objective of section
108. We fear that their success to date has been limited and we feel
perhaps this area deserves a higher priority than it seems to have
been accorded.

The fourth, looming problem which we would like to call to your
attention is that of conforming to section 104, "sector negotiating
objective". Public information indicates that our trading partners are
rigid in their opposition to our Government's proposals for industrial
sectors as specified on pages 78 and 79 of your committee's report,
93-1298, on the Trade Reform Act.

We are concerned also with the reports in the press of statements
of our Government officials, intimating a willingness to make impor-
tant industrial concessions in exchange for an easing of the EEC's
rigidity on its agricultural policy.

We are reassured in large part by the provisions of section 104(d)
of the act requiring the President to'submit to the Congress an analysis
of the results of the negotiations by product sectors.

We hope that the Congress will share in the President's determi-
nation as to whether competitive opportiu-ities in each product sector
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will be significantly affected, and that both the President and the
Congress will seek, and heed, the advice of the affected industry in
making such a determination.

Finally, I would like to turn to the generalized system of prefer-
ences, which was also referred to earlier, title V, and the problems
which have arisen.

I must regTetfully admit that we, and most other industries, did
not foresee these, and consequently, failed to comment regarding
title V when this committee was considering the bill.
- It was only after plans for its administration were formulated that

we perceived! some of the consequences and became aware of the
extent to which it weakened American industry relative to other in-
dustrialized nations.

This has basically arisen, we believe, from the rigidity provided
in the law or in its interpretation whereby all qualified developing
countries are treated the same as far as tariff-free admission is con-
cerned, and are treated identically in the eligible commodities avail-
able to them.

Although, certainly, the many designated developing countries are
all "developing", it i's clear that they also vary greatly in the extent
of their development, and in the degree of "development within a
single country in various industries.

It, therefore, seems basically wrong not to allow for the inherent
differences between, for instance, Mexico and Nepal, or Israel and
Upper Volta.

Let me assure you that we are in full agreement with the objectives
of title V, and the need for us, as well as for all other industrialized
nations to lend assistance in accelerating developments of those poorer
nations.
- Clearly, our relations with the Third World aiid the developing
nations are exceedingly complex, and trade policy must be only a part
of broader policies.

At the same time, I believe we must look at the procedures which
have been devised by our competitors in Europe and the Far East.
We believe that the EEC's equivalent device has been devised to piro-
tect their economies from harmful effects from their GSP, and. pre-
sumnably. without loss of development and the consequent goodwill of
the Third World.

IVe would urge. therefore, that this committee examine the admin-
istration of title V in light of such comments, and that, when and if
further legislation on trade matters is considered, careful and ex-
tended study f--te present and alternative GSP devices be
faken.

Thank you.
Senator ROTh. Thank you, Mr. Dawson.
If I understand one of the principal thrusts of your testimony is

that it appears that the Europeans are doing a better job of negotiat-
ing their interests than we are our interests.

Mr. ]),wsoN. We don't know that, of course, Senator, but, we do
believe that they have mechanisms which are basically sup-ior to ours.

Senator ROTH. That is right, they put themselves in a position
where they are better able to protect their interests.
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One question I would like to ask you: In the first section, you discuss,
in the first subsection, secrecy.

Do I correctly understand you to say that the secrecy requirements
of our country are interfering with the efficiency of these committees ?

Mfr. DAwsoN. I believe that it is.
Senator RoTH. It is just too cumbersome?
Mr. D,%wso. I believe that it is.
The fact is that a. committee representing an industry of $80 billion,

such as the chemical industry, had 25 representative on that ISAC,
makes it impossible that they have all the necessary information and
yet, they are severely 1;mited in their ability to discuss with other
people the problems which are coming before them and to seek other
information and advice.

They must work on the basqis of their own knowledge and inputs
and this is to me, a very severe limitation.

Please don't ask me what T would do about it. I don't know enough
about the laws that restrict them. but nonetheless they act in sveh a
way that again the negotiators for the other countries have a built-in
advantage.

Senator PoTty. Well, this concerns me from a number of standpoints,
,s one who felt very strongly that, we shnld have direct input not only
from industry but also from labor and a9erieulthir in these ne'otia-
tions. It. sounds to me as though we have developed a very complicated
procedure. time-coneuming, cumbersome. and which doesn't really sup-
ply the exchange of information and input that is needed when you
renll v fet, down to the. hard negotiations.

Mr. D.xwso-,r. Senator Roth, there is no question that it is cumber-
setuP to my mind and I think that the STR people would aoee. It will
he difficult. I don't think thev are convinced that it will be adequate
in Troviding them information.

I think most people in industry, at least, feel on the basis of experi-
ence to date that it probably will not be adequate.

Senator RoTr. Let me ask you, if I may. your understanding of this.
When we. get to the hard negotiations, and in the closing stages when
I suppose some of the tough compromises are going to he made. it is
niv understanding that the Europeans have right on the scene their
advisers from the various interested groups.

Yet, if T understand your testimony we have these large commit-
tees. but will they have any representation right on the scene?

Mr. DAWSO-N. I don't know, and I am not sure that our planning has
gotten far enough along to determine how it is going to be answered.

If they must work along the lines of the present mechanism you
will be consiultinfr for the chemical industry, for example, 4 committees
of 10 to 25 people each.

I don't see how you could possibly, under stresses of time particl-
larlk in the ne'otiatinr period. ho able to achieve the essential input
by that sort of a committee consultation.

Senator ROTM. Am T not correct. wa it not that lack of information
that caused some of the compromises in the Kennedy Round negotia-
tions that turned out to affect industry so adversely?

Mfr. DAwson. That is my understanding. yes."
Senator ROTir. I think you raise a valid point that it is worth further

investigation. I can only speak for one Senator but at least it was my
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intent that our chief negotiators have full and adequate information
from all the interested parties on the spot when we came to that critical
stage in the negotiations.

Perhaps it cannot be done this way but I think you raise a very valid
point.

I must say that as far as GATT is concerned, it has always been my
hope that we would negotiate those changes first.

Mr. DAWSON. I am not unaware of the difficulties that that would
resent, Senator Roth, but I must say I am a little puzzled why this
aQs not been our negotiating ploy.
Senator ROTH. Yes, I agree with that.
Well, because of the lateness of the hour, I won't ask you any further

questions.
It may 1e that at a subsequent time as we get into consideration of

these hearings we will want to come back to-your group.
Mr. DAWSON. We would be delight&Idto come back any time.
Senator ROTH. I appreciate your waiting until the mid-day time here

to testify, but you know how Congress functions as well as do I.
Thank you, Mr. Dawson.
Mr. DAWSON. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Dawson follows:]

STATEMENT BY DAVID H. DAWSON, CHEMICAL INDUSTRY TRADE ADVISOR

My name is David H. Dawson. I am a Director of the du Pont Company, and
slnce retirement two and one-half years ago as a Senior Vice President of that
company, I have acted as advisory to the Chemical industry on trade matters.

My efforts are on behalf of five chemical trade associations. These are the
Manufacturing Chemists Association, the Synthetic Organic Chemical Manufac-
turers Association, The Society of the Plastics Industry, the Dry Color Manu-
facturers Association and The Fertilizer Institute.

In testifying before this Committee during its consideration of the Trade Re-
form Act, I emphasized the importance attached by the chemical industry to
effective utilization of industry advice and consultation. I should like to repeat
the statement I made at that time:

"We urge that provisions be included which will insure full employment of
industry advice and consultation and full consideration of industry recommenda-
tions during the negotiations. We continue to feel, as we have In the past, that
the more effective industrial consultations provided other negotiating govern-
ments, particularly Japan and the Common Market countries, have been of
inestimable value to their negotiators and as a consequence, to their industries."

Your Committee, in drafting the Trade Reform Act gave proper consideration
to this and similar requests from industry and required that mechanisms for
consultation with the private sector be provided. Subsequently, the Executive
Branch devised elaborate committee structures in an effort to meet these require-
ments of the Act.

Today, I wish to address myself principally to these efforts and the apparent
results to date, Obviously, I can speak only to the industry segments, since I
have no knowledge of the results in the Agriculture and Labor sectors.

There can be no doubt that the Advisory Committee structure devised is a large
and important advance over previous practices. The opportunity afforded to
industry to make inputs to the Executive Branch regarding Individual Industry
positions on trade policy and objectives to be sought in the Multilateral Trade
Negotiations is reasonably close to meeting the Intent of the Congress.

One should, perhaps, be loath to criticize. But like any new procedural device,
there are almost inevitably flaws which mitigate against its full usefulness. I
believe that the more important of these are the following:

1. A high degree of secrecy has been required. Although some of the restrictions
are due to the need to prevent disclosure to foreign nations, others have been
provided due to domestic law and rigid interpretations thereof. Some of us in
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industry protested* the restrictive regulations in the early stage of the committee
organizations, and some useful modifications resulted. Nonetheless, the rigidity
of the requirements continues to be restrictive and to limit the usefulness of the
procedures.

2. The task of determining the scope of each Of the twenty-seven ISAC's which
hare been created was obviously extremely difficult, and probably no completely
satisfactory solution could have been devised. However, one of th.e consequences
Is that some of the groupings are so heterogeneous that clear analysis of critical
matters such as "import sensitivity" becomes extremely difficult. At the other
end, we have the large and complex chemical industry represented in four sep-
arate groups, three of them associated with other distinctly different industries.
Since the committees themselves are not permitted to make cross comparisons
and are not privileged to know the conclusions of other committees, some con-
fusion has been inevitable.

3. Selection of the personnel of these committees was likewise difficult. Al-
though I would applaud as effective most of the work of the Department of
Commerce people, it was made more difficult by emphasis on developing the best
balanced committees rather than the most knowledgeable and effective commit-
tees. When compounded with government insistence on recording all industry
inputs, without properly weighting the knowledgeability of their source, clarity,
and frequently accuracy, were sacrificed.

4. Finally, as a consequence of the complexity of the structure the attempt
to obtain and record all information available, some reports are so large and
detailed that their usefulness to any negotiator must be limited.

Nevertheless, I repeat, great progress has been made in devising and imple-
menting the scheme for obtaining from industry useful inputs on trade policy
and objectives to be sought in the Geneva negotiations. Additionally, there is
developing increased use by STR personnel of available industry experts through
informal contacts.

Probably more Important to the success of negotiations will be the Input.4 sup-
plied to industry by government and Industry's reactions back to government.
These are already important in the planning stage, and will become increasingly
critical as negotiations proceed. It is still too early to estimate the success of
the existent committee structure in these efforts. It is noteworthy that-it is In
this area that our foreign competitors have been, in the past, most successful.
We believe that they are continuing similar procedures, and will again have
more effective industry inputs than our negotiators. I have been informed that
our government has been utilizing similar devices in our negotiations on con-
mnodity agreements. Particularly in the final stages of the Geneva negotiations,
this type of consultation will be critically important.

At this early stage it is improper to conclude that our negotiators will not find
means to employ industrial knowledge and advice as fully as our negotiating
opponents. I must, however, express concern that the existent committee strut-
ture will prove to be too unwieldy to be as fully useful as I believe the Congress
wished. For example, meetings of many of these committees may involve some 15
to 40 committee members and 15 to 20 government 0ffcials. Some meetings have
been held with several hundred committee representatives present. The govern-
ment position papers are almost, perforce, presented only in summary form ana
the opportunity for developing a clearly defined industry point of view is ob-
viously limited. How our negotiators will obtain through these mechanisms clear
understanding of Industry's viewpoint on questions of "what to give for what
received"-the heart of any negotiation-is still unclear.

I am convinced that Ambassador'Dent and his' staff are cognizant of these
problems, and of the need to be fully responsive to the wishes of the Congress.
To accomplish this may; however, require different procedures than those now
provided.

I should like to speak more briefly to several aspects of our foreign trade
policies with particular reference to their administration as the Geneva negotia-
tions get underway. Let me qualify my position in those matters by emphasizing
that the private sector is privy to little of the plannin, and to almost none of
the negotiations now underway. But, we feel. nonetheless, constrained to urge
your investigation and consideration of several areas which cause us concern.

First iq the matter of the steps to be taken toward GATT revision, as provided
In sec. 121. The Act did not require that the revisions suggested be negotiated
before other authorized negotiations-simlply that such action be taken "as soon
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as practical." But it seems obvious to us that in view of the limitations which
GAfT rules place on our freedom to negotiate, as clearly portrayed in the items
listed in see. 121, we should be seeking, and perhaps insisting, on negotiating
such revisions before, and not after conclusion of the negotiations now under-
way. 4,

Two instances might be cited to emphasize the importance of this tactic.. Any
--negotiation of subsidies undertaken under rules that place "value added taxes'

out of bounds seems to-es to be almost futile,-an assumption we think is borne
out by the inclusion of item (a)5 in see. 121.

The other instance is the question of the extent of tariff concescions to which
our country is entitled in return for the expansion of the Common Market. Our
Industry, and many others, felt that the concessions granted us in the negotia-
tions following the entry of the U.K., Denmark and Ireland into the EEO were
grossly inadequate. We were informed, however, that GATT rules made im-
possible the obtaining of any greater concessions. Similarly, the trade agree-
ments of non-members (Austia, Finland, Iceland, Norway, Portugal, Sweden,
and Switzerland) with the EEC will importantly decrease our relative freedom,
of access to these markets compared to our competitors In the EEC; yet comr
pensatory concessions may not be obtainable under the GAT'P rules. If one were
permitted a cynical appraisal, one could opine that the GATT rules arew all too
often peculiarly permissive to the expansion of the "in-house" protectionism of
the EEC.

Our second concern Is how our negotiators can pursue the "Overall Negotiating
Objective" as defined In see. 103, In view of practices and techniquek firmly
established in past negotiations and GATT tradition. These have required that
a fair exchange be determined by "equivalence of concession" from the trade
status quo. Sec. 103 of the Act provides that the negotiating objective shaU be
"to obtain more open and equitable market access." We read this to mean that
our negotiators seek to end with "equitable market access"--or as close thereto
as possible. Titus, if there is not now "equitable market access" between two
competing countries, major concessions must be made by that party with the
greater access to foreign markets open to them. How, then. "equivalence of
concession" can be obtained is unclear to us unless concessions in non-trade
areas become involved.

A third concern relates to our ability to incorpov'tte into the Geneva negotia-
tions. and perhaps into the GATT rules, the concept of, and progress In obtain-
Ing freedom of access to raw materials and supplies, as well as t, markets, as
provided In see. 108 of the Act. I need not remind you of the great disturbance
created in the chemical industries throughout the world by the oil embargoes.
We have similar exposure from the foreign control of certain other raw mate-
rials. We are confident that the government is equally concerned and is pursuing
the objective of see. 108. We fear that their success to date has been limited.
Perhaps this area deserves a higher priority than It seems to have been accorded.

The fourth looming problem which we would like to call to your attention is
that of conforming to sec. 104, "Sector Negotiating Objective." Public Information
indicates that our trading partners are rigid in their opposition to our govern-
ment's proposals for industrial sectors as specified on pp. 78 and 79 of your
Committee's report (No. 03-1298) on the Trade Reform Act.

We are concerned also with the reports in the press of statements of our
government officials, intimating a willingness to make important industrial con-
cessions in exchange for an easing of the EEC's rigidity on its agricultural policy.
We are reassured in large part by the provisions of 104(d) of the Act requiring
the- President to submit to the Congress an analysis of the results of the negotia-
tions by product sectors. We hope that the Congress will share In the President's
determination whether competitive opportunities in each product sector will be
significantly affected, and that both the President and the Congress will seek,
and heed, the advice of the affected industry in making such a determination.

Finally, I would like to turn to the Generalized System of-Preferences (title
V) and the problems which have arisen. I must regretfully admit that we, and
most other industries, did not foresee these, and consequently, failed to comment
regarding title V when this committee was considering the bill. It was only after
plans for its admInistration. were formulated that we perceived some of the con-
sequences and became aware of the extent to which it weakened American
Industry relative to other industrialized nations. This has basically arisen from
the rigidity provided in the law (or in its interpretation) whereby all qualified
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"developing countries" are treated the atnne as far as tariff free admission is
Concerned, and are treated identically in the eligible commodities available to
them.

Although, certainly, the many designated developing countries are all "de-
veloping", it is clear that they also vary greatly In the extent of their develop-
ment, and in the degree of development within a single county in various indus-
tries. It, therefore, seems basically wrong not to allow for the inherent differences
between, for instance, Mexico and Nepal, or Israel and Upper Volta.

Let me assure you that we are In full agreement with the objectives of title V,
and the need for us, as well as all other industrialized nations to lend assistance
in accelerating these developments.

Clearly, our relations with, the Third World and the developing nations are
exceedingly complex, and trade policy must be only a part of broader policies.
At the same time, we must look at the procedures which have been devised by
our competitors in Europe. We believe that the EEC's equivalent device has been
devised to protect their economies from harmful effects from their OSP,--and,
presumably, without loss 'of development and the consequent goodwill of the
Third World.

We would urge, therefore, that this Committee examine the administration of
title V In light of such comments, and that, when and if further legislation on
trade matters Is considered, careful and extended study of the present and alter-
native GSP devices beundertaken.

Senator ROTH. The committee will adjourn and resume these hear-
ings at 9:30 tomorrow morning.

[Whereupon, at 12:51 p.m., the committee recessed to reonvene at
9:30 a.m., Thursday, February 5,1976.]



OVERSIGHT HEARINGS ON U.S. FOREIGN TRADE
POLICY

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 5, 1976
\ U.S. SENATE,

Courmr.E ON FINANCE,
Wa8ohngton, D.C.

The committee met at 9:55 a.m., pursuant to recess, in room 2221,
Dirkson Senate Office Building, Senator Carl T. Curtis presiding.

Present: Senators Long, Gravel, Curtis, Fannin, and Packwood.
Senator Cuwris. The committee will come to order.
We are delighted to have as our first witness today Mr. Lee Morgan,

president of the Caterpillar Tractor Co.
Mr. Morgan, we welcome you to the witness chair. The United States

has an ever-increasing involvement in foreign aid. It is important that
we have all the facts and legislation just as wisely as possible with
reference thereto. We know you can make a contribution.

W1e are delighted to have you here. Please proceed in your own way.

STATEMENT OF LEE L. MORGAN, PRESIDENT, CATERPILLAR
TRACTOR CO.

Mr. MORGAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
With your permission I would request that my full statement be

placed in the record and that I be allowed to summarize the contents
of that presentation.

Mr. CuRTis. Without objection it is so ordered.
Mr. MORGAN. Thank you for that. Mr. Chairman, and thank you for

extending me this opportunity to discuss Caterpillar Tractor's views
on general U.S. trade policy and the multilateral trade negotiations
of GATT.

As you may know, Caterpillar and its subsidiaries are engaged in
the manufacture and sale of earthmoving, construction, and materials-
handling machinery and equipment around the world. Other products
include diesel and natural gas engines.

We manufacture at 14 facilities in the United States and at 13 facili-
ties in other countries. During 1975 our consolidated sales were $4.96
billion of which $2.83, or 57 percent, occurred outside the United
States. Of tie foreign sales $1. billion were exports from the United
States.

Based on these export figures, we believe that over 29,000 Caterpillar
employees in the United States are dependent upon exports for their
jobs.
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Our contribution to a favorable balance of payments in 1975-con-
sisting of both payments for exports as well as remittances for earn-
ings abroad-was $1.7 billion. In the last decade, the company has
contributed a total of $8.4 billion to a favorable U.S. balance of

"-- payments.
'The company and its employees have a very substantial stake in

continued progress toward the worldwide freer flow of commerce. The
reciprocal lowering of trade barriers *ill benefit our facilities around
the world, certainly including those inthis country.

In discussing the trade negotiations and other issues of interna-
tional economic policy, I would like to address the following subjects:

1. What we believe to be the main goals of the GATT negotiations;
2. Problems of sectoral negotiations;
3. Current issues in the East-West trade; and
4. Tax Reform.

MAIN GOALS OF TIE NEGOTIATIONS

Based on an exporting experience that, goes back to the start of this
century-and besed on a rising amount of foreign investment, begin-
ning in 1950--Caterpillar strongly supports U.S. efforts aimed at con-
tinuing long-term progress toward freer trade. This progress has been
a major factor in postwar prosperity among GATT member states.

We recommend that, as this committee conducts hearings and au-
thors legislation, it aims at achievement of three interrelated goals,
which express the philosophy of the Trade Act. Those goals are:

1. The elimination or reduction of tariff and nontariff barriers (with
the provision of reasonable and controlled safeguards against market
disruption).

. The guaranteeing of free access to supplies as well as to markets.
3. Recognition of the special needs of developing countries, con-

troversy over which has, in many cases, harmed relations between
countries which are industrialized, and those which are not.

REDUCTION OF TARIFF AND NONTARWF BARRIERS

Concerning tariff reductions, we estimated in 1975 that such reduc-,
tions would increase our exports from this country by $83 million
annually. This is a conservative estimate. It is based only on products
and sales opportunities for which we could reasonably'quantify thei
favorable impact of Substantial duty reductions,

Nontariff barriers have increased in relative significance as tariff
rates have declined. Further, there has been an increasing tendency
to use NTB's because they are beyond adequate control of GATT
regulations.

We estimated in 1975 that elimination of NTB's could add an addi-
tional $57 million to'our company's annual exports.

FREE ACCESS TO SUPPLIES AND MARKETS

Regarding the second goal of guaranteeina free access to supplies
as well as to markets, Caterpillar'commends this committee for its ini-
tiative in directing U.S. negotiators to undertake to seek an agreement
on access to vital supplies.

Recent headline events on the oil embargo, grain, and soybean
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Cooperation on a system of access tosupplies is a healthy first step
in reaching a creative solution to-this monumental.problem.

An, area of rising concern in relationships with less developed coun-
tries is the conduct of multinational corporations. Suchconcern ought
to be expected. After all, multinational corporations aroleogaged-in
over one-quarter of the world's production of goods and serv-ices.:;,,::

Too often, though, the discussion has focused on the evils of cor-
porate practices,,even though there are some very real examples to
which critics can point. But the discussion has largely ignored obliga-
tions of national states. For this reason, Caterpillar commends the
committee for introduction and passage of Senate Resolution 265. A
code of conduct should not, in our opinion, be a one-way. street. Rights
and obligations pertain not only to multinational business, but also
to the nations which exert sovereignty over these corporations at any
point in their activity.

Senate Resolution 265 has the value of encouraging recognition of
this joint obligation. We believe it to be desirable and useful for multi-
national corporationsto develop their own internal guidelines to busi-
ness operations and ethics. Our effort to this end, our "Code of World-
wide Business Conduct," published in October 1974, is included with
our written statement.

SECTORAL NEGOTIATIONS

Another issue directly pertinent to the Trade Act merits brief
mention. Section 104 of. the act mandates negotiations on a 'sectoral
basis to the maximum extent feasible. Caterpillar doubts this approach
is either desirable or, in many cases, possible. Trade liberalization
carries with it the connotation of emphasizing relative efficiencies
of production. For this reason, broad cross-sectoral negotiations aimed
at achieving benefits of these efficiencies would appear to be the more
appropriate target.

In our industry we doubt that direct sectoral negotiations can ac-
complish the Trade Act objectives of obtaining more open and
equitable market acss, for export of American-madeproductq. The
reason for this is that the industrialized states, with thr expeption of
Japan, generally have substantially higher duty rates than the United
States on products made by Caterpillar-an average of approxi-

67-937-70-----17
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mately 9 percent compared to 8 percent. There is little .centive for
.k1rD1joitrad*,paitner teeter into twiPt04ro l9 redufifn oi
ouch. pi uate when t*_y already enjey! e-!eroet 4iforential, and
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Xq .wud *.-oSKT WA8rsVA9o thG issues, of
tra., with he. yv Uniga .md oeAi. othw state Title'IV of
the Trade Act, in effect, applies discriminatory tariff treatment to
certain s t". tb y. the right of mirgtion (either directly
or tlroughh imposition of unreasonable taxes or fees).

AteriUa supports the Idea that the exist*ice of human rights
everywhere ahould be o concern to this Overnnient and to its citizens.
Duminess, govenmenit-indeed human existence itself-b4ome almost
reanigles if we don't have certain rpmiimum standards to serve as
sidelines for behavior. However, I believe it is now clear that title
IRVof the Trade Act has -been unm6cessful, ad in kr counterproduc-
tive. Newspaper reports, for. example indicate the level of Jewish

migration from the Soviet Union has fallen to about one-third of
levels existing prior to passage of tho act.',

It seems logical, therefor , that the Cqngresa which, out of com-
mendable goals, formulated title IV' of t1o Trade Act, now has a
responsibility to address this issue since the goals clearly aren't being
achieved.

TAX RFWORM

I would like now to turn to Caterpiller's views on another issue
currently before you--one which also has a major impact on inter-
national trAde. I am referring to the. tax reform bill which you will
take up soon. Two items, of critical interest to us, invite comments.
The credit for taxes paid abroad, and the deferral of U.S. taxes on
foreign earned income prior to repatriation of that income are likely
to be considered during your deliberations.

If the foreign tax credit were to be eliminated, Caterpillar's ability
to compete with non-U.S. manufacturers would be seriously hampered.
Such action would result in unfair double taxation. It Caterpillar
could not offset the taxes it pays on income earned in other countries
against its U.S. tax bill, the effective tax rate on pretax earnings of
Caterpillar would be exorbitant-about 75 percent in the United
Kingdom, for example.

Taxation of non-U.S. earntn'gs at rates this high could indeed
make an investment overseas economically unattractive. But instead
of driving that investment back into the United States, A's theorized
by those oppoe d to foreign investment, the effect very likely would
be t1bat the investment would not be made at all. In tbis Mvent the
sunnlemental effect on U.S. exports and U.S. jobs would be lost.

The other issue of concern over forehmn source income is that of thA
"deferral" aspects of taxation of foreign source income. We do not
h-li.ve toxntion of a foreign subsidiary's earnings prior to distribu-
tio" is justified for a number of reasons.

First. we know of no enuntrv that taxes foiign income of its
overseas incorporated subsidipriq Qn a current basis to the extent the
0.. 1re dy does.



Second, Caterpillar's investments in mani-faturiig faeilties
broad were not mad* for the p= 91. of avoidAig t4zes. TAey were

madeso, the company ,ould e tivety ,Pete m forg.k a&rke
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mum dividend to the Tnitd States:. ,Fr' eV a pn,- thee o09" Cater-
pillar's non-U.S1 mmufacturine subsidiaries are remiftitg nearly all
of their current earnings as dividends, and have been for several years.

Needless to say, them remittances have not only been a healthy part
of our contribution to the Nation's balance of payments, but aso have
played a sigfi8.ant part in the company's large investment program
in this country. Therefore, we urge that congress not impose any addi-
tional tax burden on earnings of our non-U.S. subsidiaries, particularly
at a time when other major industrial countries have adopted policies
designed to encourage exports.,

We believe basic changes in the tax credit and deferral provisions
Would be harniful to the U.S. economy and to U.S. workers. American
profits and jobs will suffer, as will job-generating exports.

SUMMARY

In summary, Caterpillar's experience in doing business on a global
scale supports the notion that there is benefit to the world-and to
this Nation-in continuing to lower the barriers to freer movement of
goods and capital.

SAgain we thank you for the opportunity, Mr. Curtis.
Senator Curms. Mr. Morgan, thank you for a very fine paper. I.

have a few questions as a matter of clarification for the record.
What do you mean by "sectoral negotiations" I
Mr. MORGAN. As I am sure you know, Senator Curtis, the arrange-

ment tht is being used by GATT is to negotiate, through the GATT
process, on an industry-by-industry basis. In our particular business,

for example, this would mean taking the general construction
machinery, material-handling industry and negotiating the duties
and tariffs abroad vis-a-vis those same tariffs in the United States,
and to negotiate on that basis rather than broadly.

Senator Cur s. And you feel to negotiate across the board would
be to the advantage of both parties, particularly the United States t

Mr. MORGAN. Yes. To amplify just a little bit on the situation that
is present in our industry, for example, let me point out that while
we have an average duty in this country of about 8 p recent, we face an
average duty on our type of product in other countries of about 9 per-
cent. We feel that there is frankly little opportunity for our negotiators
to use a quid. pro quo in terms of negotiating those duties downward.

Senator CURTiS I certainly agree with you. That is one of the points
that was discussed at considerable length here in the committee when
the recent Trade Act was written. Many segments of American
industry were strongly for it across the board, including Americin
agriculture.
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Mr. MQWA. Yes.
Senator Q Uis. What nontariff barrilpdo you run intoI Givean

exaniple 0f -anontariff barrier that you run into quite a
business. ' itque ..t... o

Mr. MOROA.. We certainly can give you that. As ,a matter f fct,
entor Curtis, though th p Ce of the ISAC committee that

have been established by the Office of the Special Trade Representa.
tive, we have submitted some of our-experiences in this regard. I have
an extract of that material in front of me. '

Semator CURTrS. ,Would'you like to insert it in the record?
Mr.* MORGAN.. We could. We would be glad to.
[The following was subsequently supplied by Mr. Morgan:]

NONTAXIF BusiaEs BY COUNTRY

The following are specific nan-tariff barriers encountered by Caterpillar in
cpuntrIes representing significant sales opportunities for U.S. products.

EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY

1. Uplifts are applied to the normal duty value for all products in the following
EEC countries: Frane (1.0%), Germany (1.0%), Italy (5.0%), and United
Kingdom (6.0%).

2. Discrepancies in duty classifications are incurred within the EEC on bare
track-type tractors. Most countries use BTN 87.01 instead of BTN 84.23, which
is believed to be the appropriate classification.

For diesel engines and related products, the following discrepancies are
incurred:

Correct Rate Rate
Country Product Classification (percent) Applied classification percent )

Belgium ....... Marne generator set-.... 85:01 All --- 5 84:06 Clio Marine prop. 9
unit.

Germany ....... Marine prop. unit ------.. 84:06118 ......... 9 84.06 CIIb2 Ind. engine.... 13
Italy ------- Marine gear ............ 84:63 .640 9

Natural gas engine - 84 06 Clb2. T1 84:06 ................. 1Do 5 84.06" ............engin.... 13
Do-...Generator...:........... 8:01 All ------ 5 8463-----------------

8. Most EEC countries rebate TVA on exports. Also, Italian Law 639 provides
a direct export subsidy of approximately 2 percent on earthmoving equipment
and 3 percent on replacement parts when such products are sold outside the
EEC.

4. The EEC and EFTA negotiated bilateralDreferential trade agreements to
the exclusion of the United States which will eventually eliminate duties on
mutually traded industrial products.

It is estimated that removal of the above NTB's would increase Caterpillar
U.S. exports to the EEC by approximately $4 million annually.

5. French noise suppression standards (operator and spectator) are more
stringent than U.S. standards. Effect of this NTB cannot be quantified.'

BRAI

1. Import tax of 15.5 percent is imposed on the following products:
a. Track-type tractors below 120 horsepower and 10,000 kg,
). Track loaders below 120 horsepower and 10,000 kg.

e. Wheel loaders below 170 horsepower and 9750 lbs. capacity.
d. Wheel tractor scrapers below 398 horsepower and 30 yrds. heaped capacity.
e. All motor graders.
f. All conipactors.
g. All diesel engines.
h. All excavators,
i. All off-highway trucks.



these taxes (called ICM) have been classified as "import taxes" since they are
discriminately applied only to products with indigenously manufactured equiv.
alents We believe these are punitiVe taxes since they are applied only to im-
ported product for which there is a locally manufacture equivalent product
For this reason they cannot be considered as TVA taxes -

2. An import tax of 165 percent is also asseid on all imported replacement
parts.

& Import duty is assessed on the manufacturer's, suggested consumer's price
rather than on the manufacturer's invoice price to its dealer. For Caterpillar,
this is the equivalent of a 25 percent uplift in dutiable value.

4. The Brazilian Government Is often slow in issuing import licenses for prod-
ucts with domestically manufactured equivalents, resulting i4 delays and addi-
tional interest carrying costs.

5. A special governmental finance plan (FINAME) provides more liberal
credit terms for the purchase of locally manufactured earthmoving equipment
than is available for imported products.

6. In Brazil, a preferential duty rate of one-half the normal duty rate is used
as an Incentive to attract engine manufacturers and to encourage them to export
from Brazil. Manufacturers are granted preferential treatment on imports of
other models equal in value to one-third of the value of their Brazilian exports.

t is estimated that the elimination of the above NTB's would increase the
Caterpillar U.S. exports to Brazil by approximately $4.5 million annually.

MEXICO

1. Importation of the following products Is prohibited In order to protect
indigenous manufacturers:

a. Motor graders.
b. Wheel loaders below the Caterpillar Model 980.
c. Excavators.
It Is estimated that removal of this NTB would increase Caterpillar U.S,

exports to Mexico by approximately $25 million annually.

ARGENTINA

1. Importation of the following products is prohibited In order to protect
indigenous manufacturers.

a. Motor graders.
b. Caterpillar D4 Track-Type Tractors.
c. Wheel loaders of the Caterpillar 966 size class and smaller.
2. An uplift of 5.6 percent applies to the manufacturer's invoice price for

assessing duty on all products.
It is estimated that the removal of the above NTB's would increase Caterpillar

U.S. exports to Argentina by approximately $20 million annuktlly.

SPAIN

1 Quotas protect locally manufactured off-highway trucks.
2. An uplift of 17.65 percent applies to the manufacturer's invoice price for

assessing duty on all products.
3. An import tax of 12-18 percent Is imposed on all products.
It is estimated that removal of theabOve NTB's would increase Caterpillar

U.S. exports to Spain by approximately $4 million annually.

JAPAN

1. An uplift of 2 percent applies to the manufacturer's invoice price for as-
sessing duty on Caterpillar products.

The estimated adverse effect on Caterpillar U.S. exports to Japan is only
$200,000 annually.

2. The Japanese Government Test (JGTest) is a significant barrier, to the Im-
portation of marine diesel engines. The crankshaft, turbocharger and camshaft
of the first unit of each engine model to be imported must be tensile tested (a
destruction test). This test must be repeated every six months. Every marine
diesel engine Imported must undergo an 8 hour dynamometer test and be coin.
pletely disassembled for inspection. The estimated costs of these tests amount
to approximately 85% of the manufacturer's invoice price.
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1. othe ar4 which aply, uplftas to W6 .marficture inVoicepice fe c
eawang duty on CaterpiUurproduoa are Qreece,.(0 peIcent), Cobgo (5 per.

cent), Gabon (5 percent), Twaebd (A pere t ),, Kebya ,(S.-ment)4 'Lybl (10
percent), Chil* ( 0 pernt ), Peru (0 pef nt), and Irdl (10 percent, '

2. Other areas affected by improper duty classifications for track-tractors are
Finland, Iceiaml, Portuval, Oypru, Moroeeo, TunisiAT[rksy, and nany African
kiationm..In. all of these cases, the effectiof the rewultlng additional duty on
Caterpillar's competitive position is whlmindi simS: there are no Indigenous
manufacturers and itliizmporit ftoe the same bartiers,

Senator CURTIS. Tell us about one of those.
Mr. MoRGAx. Just citing briefly the uplifts that are applied to nor'

real duty value, for example, e have a number of countries which
apply a duty uplift, just an arbitrary increase in the value against
which h the dity is calculated. This is, we think, a good example of a
nontariff barrier. There am a numbe of countries, as I am sure you
know, with import quotas and embargoes which simply make it im-
possible to import products for almost all companies.

There are rebates to exporters used by other countries, which makd
it difficult for competition to apply.

The net effect of those, as I believe my statement suggests and as
the oral statement cited, was $53 million worth of additional exports
from our company alone during 1975 if we could resolve those non-
tariff barriers.

Senator Cun'nrs. These barriers are erected rather suddenly and
without consistency, isn't that true?

Mr. MORGAN. That is sometimes true. In some instances however
many of those are well-established nontariff barriers.

Senator CunrTs. In reference to countries which have resources but
haven't developed any manufacturing or job-producing activities, do
you think it would be worthwhile to pursue an effort to work out
agTeements, either by the countries or by -the multinational involved,
whether by for the right to buy resources you exchange raw products
from a un'it, that a job-producing business be established in that par-
ticular country who is selling us raw materials. Do you think that has'
possibilities? I have stated it rather crudely.

Mr. MORGAw. The genera-lized system of preferences which became
effectivc&January 1 of this year is, as you know, aimed at helping the
less-developed countries of the world compete more effectively for the
products whieh they are most eflcient at producing. This is a conces-
sion which is made to them. Quite frankly, we are very mueh in accord
and in agreement with that iartcukur concept.

Tt seems to me that many, of those countries do need the help and
the assistance which your question implies in order to market the
products which they build or which they produce most effectively.

So it seems from our standpoint tlt this system is a very appro-
priate way for them to participate in the whole process of foreiffn ,om-
ftwree and. .by that Theans, puvchase the items which they currently do
not have the ability to produce, particularly the more ophisficated
products in commerce.

Senator Crims. What would be the effect on American employment
and balanir of Paymetuts werA policies fo b* donted that would dis-
cbuaiie or discontinue American-based multinational corporations?



Too. ,q 9)arity0 tUe queain, that would P"Vent multi*,
naional cooper iting| i itat,

Senator Cuors. es.
Mr. MORGA. As Ve, indicated about opo-quiret' of the. world's

commerce is produced by all multinational carporatious throw gbOU
the world. What percentage of that is done by U.B. multinational I;
am not too sure.

Let me talk to the general end-result ol such a process. I am quite
convinced that 14 oir particular case most f the 2,0O00 export-
dependent jobs of Caterpillar.employees in the United States wouldg disappear*difiink that probably the general oing away with multinationalls

would suggest that we Would1probely wnd up with export controls
and hnpocrt controls. 'to that extent. think there is no doubt but that
the range of products; that is available to be purchased in the United
States would be diminished.

Obviously the cost of many thing that am, usd by business and
many of thethings that are consumed by the individual would increase.

Because of the supplemental effect, which investment abroad has
upon exports from this country, our balance of payments, in my view,
would suffer inordinately. Quite frankly, Senator 1burtis, I just can't
conceive of the United States pertornxing the total mission in the pres-
ervation of. our standard of living and o our way of life without this
very effective mechanism which Iias been called a multinational cor-
poration.

SenatorCu rs. In how many countries does Caterpillar or your
subsidiary or maiden organization manufacture I I

Mr. MbOAN. We have 13 locations abroad. Those are in about 10
different countries.

Senator Cuirris. If those were discontinue4t would ali that manu-
facturing be- transferred and performed in the United States V

Mr. OROAN. I would say almost none of it would, because the pri-,
mar reason that we are there now. and the reason we went there in
the irst place, was simply, because.tpre was no other way of reaching
those markets due to tariff/tiontariff barriers, high cost of transporta-
tion, and reasons o that kind, , I

Senator Cumris. In other words, those countries had V policy that
if American corporations do not, establish the industry there, it will
be established by a corporation from some other country?

Mr. MORGAN. I' missed the fist p~rt of your statement,.
Senator CuwRis. The countries where these lctores arelocated have

the policy or p police which would lead to some, pther country estab.
lis14ng those. factories if an American corporation did, rt; is that,

*r, PoAx. Yes. I think We get back to the very importance of,

th. GATT negotiations and also of the underlying need , r the trade.bill, which was paased and which was signed into January 3, 1975
Because these ,developeA countries particularly huVe .& tendency",

again in our industry experience, of building tariff and nonta.rif bar-
riers as a way of protecting fheirown indigenous industry,"hence the
rationale for American companiess hgving ip invest in those areas if
tley, want to do business if th0se markets. ,
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By and large, it is the industrialized countries of ,the world where
the' greatest sales opportunities, for our type of prodyct have existed.

Senator Cumrl. I will be brief, beeaUie we have quite a list of
witnesses.

You made good points in reference to'the credit, the foreigntax afd
deferral. What about the exemption of $25,000 of income e~r~ed by
U.S. citizens abroad? Do you have aiy comment on that? '

Mr. MoRoAN;. I don't, think I have any meaningful comment, $eM-
ator Curtis. I would be glad to supplement your question.

The CHAXmAN. May I just put a note ti at that point because
something has been troubling me about this. It seems to me that i
we will make it possible for companies like I. Ray McDermott, Brown
& Root and various others to go overseas and operate in Saudi Arabia,
Iraq, Iran and less-developed nations all over the world, and th6y go
over there trying to develop oil' and find oil and help the world meet
its energy n6 ds and do all sorts of other things-:building plants,
build ports, build all these things-if they go, they will use American
equipment. They will use Caterpillar tractor. They will use enter.
natiorial Harvester engines. They will use steel wire made by American
companies. They will fabricate parts and materials over here and they
will put them in place over there.

On the other hand, if we don't do that, the Japanese are going to
put out every incentive that it takes to get theit people in there and
the Germans, the Italians and the British will do that and all those
people will usetheir contractors.

What American labor has failed to understand here is that every
time you send American labor over there, he provides about five jobs
for A. mericans back home for fabricating and manufacturing the
equipmexit that will be used over there. Doesn't it stand to reason that
if -that is a Japanese contractor going in there, he is going to use
Japanese equipment if he can?

Mr. MOPG9A. Yes; it certainly does, Mr. Chairman. Also in terms
of the very practical realities of a man living abroad and needing an
incentive to live in a new culture, to uproot his family and take them
abroad and to go through the process of separation from perhaps par-
ents and people of this kind who are left in this country, most com-
panies do recognize that there needs to be a financial incentive in
order to go through that whole process.

Certainly from that standpoint, to the extent that this is an incen-
tive to move abroad, it meets that test and it provides the economic
benefits to the United States which you have described..

The CHA m . Those_ wages'may be high to pay somebody to live
out there on those hot desert sands for a year or tw6, but the com-
panies aren't paying those high wages just beclauhe they want to donate
their money. they are paying those 'high wages because they don't get
the technicians to go over there without paying them. If we are going
to put a big iacome tax on that money, then the only way they can get
those people is by paying them perhaps 50 percent more and then they
are no longer competitive to the Germans and the Japanese.

Mr. MoRGaN. Yes. There is a big difference 'between visiting abroad
and living abroad. Many people, I am sure, tend to underestimate the
real hardships that- are evolved in living abroad.

The Cnin . Furthermore, I am not aware of any discrimination
in the quality. It is my impression, as far as these companies who go



ovorseks and do busi_6 wich, in efft, povidei ia t di o6f jobs
to Amerlcan'a bisk -here, thee ae a &lot' -f bfkoi t o*h il
be out of work even within this cOuntry. In other wor&, here is a
fellow who needs a job. Whe e goe. overseas,.he vateS Whatever
he is dong' here for somebody else, Vtd if it is a skilled job, it is' ome-
thing thsZ someone else can have.

He over and provides jobs for American workers here by using
their equipment over there.

I am not aware of any company discriminating against anybody if
they are looking for the best- qualified people the can get and some-
times it is hard to get good p to go to placeslike that.

Mr. MOROAN. Right. To follow that point, Mr. Chairman, I am not
aware of any abuses of this practice because, in the first place, most
multinational corporations, certainly our own, have a ve'y firm policy
and a good track record, we believe in replacing Americans who are
needed to go abroad with qualified foreign nationals.

As a matter of fact, our first area of investment was in the United
Kingdom in the early 1950's. We have three large plants in Great
Britain now. It is interesting to note that all three of the plant man-
agers of those operations areBritish nationals.

There is no incentive or no abuse of that tax.
The CHAm A.r. But look what that means to others. Insofar as an

American company can do it, even though it is a Britisher who is in
command and doing the job, and there is no American doing that job,
you are still using a lot of American equipment that purely a British
company would never have used.

Mr. Mooi&w. That's right. As a -matter of fact, let me develop that
point with just one bit of dota that I have in' front of me.

The year that Caterpillar made its fist investment in Great Britain,
the amount of our exports was.$2.3 millioi..In 1976, after the establish-
ment of th-'ee .arge factoriesin Great Britain, our exports from the
United States to Britain were $60.2 million, an increase of almost
30-fold.

May I say, Mr. Chairman, that in every single country in the world
where Caterpillar has made a manufacturing investment, our exports
from the Ufiited States to those countries have increased. The detail
of that, incidentally, is furnished on exhibit 4, which is a part of our
written statement.

The CH-x 4N. I would like to ask that both the charts and .the
exhibits, as Well as the statement, be in the record. I think it is a very
fine presentation. It 'has some information that I would like to have.

Mr. MORGAN. Thank you, sir.
Senator CunRis. r. Chairman, I turn the gavel back to you..
The CITAMMAN [presiding]. Senator Gravel.
Senator GRAVIE. Mr, Chairman, I am cuainted with Mr. Morgan.

I think the committee is particularly privileges to have him here. The
record that he has just enunciated certainly speaks to an unbelievable
degree of benefits that accrue to us an intelligent policy and intelligent
and sophisticated action by our industries,

I would like to ask one or two questions. We have heard a great
deal about the code of conduct. I notice that you have submitted ypurs
as an enclosure. I have had occasion to go over this, having received
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to arrive aft born~hi4,9 wealmg f wor- cornet Ln~st em-
brace the concept of reciprity, along wt sevefr Ie vgry j-
portant polic i~s, Suh as n. tio~a eatmen for foreg .o~nues
as compared to tle treatneto* lofal csmpae.

Senator GRAVEL..re you aall familiar with the baill'f pariu1*s
put fortl) by the International La ir erisp',ngert . .,etn, the
President of West Gera nys' lal group )) h' soflce are h s
Are you at a)l familiar with that •'

Mr. MoROAN. Jut vagueI.Senator GRAVEL. Maybe I: Wil purse that at another time. ' Would
like to get spme evaluation of the pad, li ars.

Mr. MORoAN. I suspect we h~,ve 4 view on this by som6 o out, iff
people , which I wouh b6 Vry p e4od to ma!i.e iquixy bout when
get backfto my office, and furnish to ou.

Senator~ P4K/6.M~Mrati rgu; p~mA yt4day
that many multinational corporatiozs have taken tx dvntagq. Do
you qualify f0r t~tis, for tax advantages ' iow age a Yftagt -h aye
you c'Mosen any Ct pillar . .vantage tl4 couzry and inoved the
manufacturing capacity overseas fOr those reasons.

Mr. MORGA . W have Obsoltely not.
Senator-PACKW'oO. Do you export to this country from O'vseas

manufacturing facilities in any significant quantity of Caterpillar
equipment or products?

Mr. MoROAio Practically none, the only exceptloft to that beipg
line of mall vehicles which we designed and begaj to bld about 3
or 4 years ago. Thaparticular line, which wou d represent sub-stantially less than 1 percent of our total production 5i s'UIcj d .fr
the whole world from Jpan, the rationale of tat ATing that, first of
all, Japan represt, the largest single market fori that prodnet md,
secQnd, in the economy-of-scale advantages suggested, we could only
produce that line in one place in the world.

So we think, quite logically-we sourced that.one rather minuscule
part of our total business 4ittside th United States for that reason.

Senator PACKWOOD. So you can say, aimod, unequivocally, the reasonfor you going oversas was to compete in business Overseas and not
IT any Way to compete with your own factories in this country for
domestic business in this country I

Mr. MORGAN. Absolutely. To emphasize, in your words, we have
not doe this for wage reasons or for tax reasons. , 1

Senator PACKWOOD. Thank you very much. I had a chance to read
your testimony. I apol6gize for coming late. I was at another meeting.

I have no other questions.
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Senator GRAVEL. [presiding]. Thank you'very much, Mr. Morgan.
Ve appreciate your appearance.

[The prepared stdt6meht and attachment Of _Mr. Morgan follow:3
STAtMZXT o r-'Lz L., MI RGAN, PEn Z5DT, CATEUPMIA TicTO Co.

Mr. Chairman and Members, of the Committee: I appreciate the opportunity
to state Caterpillar's views on U.S. international economic policy, aild specifically
on the current trade negotiations taking plaice under GATT auspices.

(aterpillar Tractor Co. and its subsidiaries are primarily engaged in the
manufacture and sale of earthmovlng, construction, and materials handling ma-
chinery and equipment, and diesel and natural gus engines. Consolidated sales
-in 1975 were $4.90 billion, of which $2.88 billion occurred, outside the United
States. Of the sales outside the United 'States, $1.9 billion conSisted of U.S.
exports. This $1.9 billion represents approximately 47% of our U.S. productloft.

Worldwide employment exceeded 78,000 at the end of !.5. Over 61,000 of
these people were at work in the U.S. In January of this year, about 29,000 of
the Caterpillar employees in this country depended on our export business for
their Jobs.

•Besides 14 plants in -the U.S., manufacturing activities are carried on In three
plauts In the United Kingdom, two in France, and one each in Australia, BelgiUm,
Brazil. Canada and Mexico. The -company is also a 50%, owner of affiliates
located in Japan and India. A'E the end of 1075, Caterpillar had a net investment
abroad of about $772 million.

Our contribuTion to ttm U.S. balance of payments in 1075 alone.., consisting
of both maynient.s for exports as well as remittances for profits earned aboard

was $1.7 billion. In the last decade, the company has contributed a total of
$8.4 billion to the balance of payments.

Caterpillar is presently engaged in the most ambitious expansion program
in Its history. Plans for the three years 1975-1977 call for expenditures totaling
$1.6 billion. The great .majority of this amount will be spent within this country.
-As a multinational corporation, we are proud of our American base, as well as
our operations outside'this country.

The company and its employees have a very substantial stake In continued
progress toward the worldwide freer flow of commerce. The reciprocal lowering
of trade barriers will benefit our facilities around the world, certainly including
those in this country.

Caterpillar agrees this is a most appropriate time for you to be considering
the general question of international trade policy. Despite the apparent recovery
In the U.S. economy, the strains of the recession-unemployment and inflation-
remain vivid memories for most and cruel realities for many. And the U.S.
continues to be more dependent than ever on foreign sources for energy needs.

Pressures In this country for solutions to the problems of unemployment, In-
- fiation and the energy shortage have frequently resulted In calls for import

.... citations, restraints on U.S. investment abroiti, and export controls. I believe
such measures would have harmful effects on this country and the world, They
would result In retaliation by our trading partners and economic stagnation,

Looking toward the next round of multilateral trade negddations, the world
waited for legislation here that would enable the U.S. to come to the bargaining
table. Thus passage of the Trade Act of 1974 gave momentum to the worldwide
movement toward liberalized trade.

But despite this progress, smne sources continued to theorize about the value
of exports . . . as though exports had an existence independent of any other
factor. We must remember that, among other things, exports generate the means
to pay for imports that are vital to our national well-being. Furthermore, we
must remember that we cannot wholly depend on recurring currency devalua-
tions for adjustments in U.S. trade patterns.

Quite obviously, the post-war system of fixed exchange rates needed change.
Efforts to establish a system of floating rates are to be lauded. But exchange
rate adjustments must go hand-in-hand with efforts-to reduce other trade barriers,
wherever they exist.

In discussing the trade negotiations and other issues of international economic
policy. I would like to address 'the following subjects:

1. What we believe to be the mauRI goals of the negotiations.
2. Ptoblems of sectoral netiations.
8. Current issues in tast-West trade.
4. Tax Reform.
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MAIN GOALS OF THE NEGOTIATIONS

Let us turn to the current trade negotiations. Based on an exporting experience
that goes back to the start of this century-and based on a rising amoiMt of
foreign investment, beginning in 1960--Caterplllar strongly supports" U.S. efforts
aimed at continuing long-term progress toward freer trade. This progress has
been a major factor in post-war prosperity among GATT member states.

We therefore recommend that as this Committee conducts hearings and authors
legislation, it aims at achievement of three interrelated goals, which express the
philosophy of the Trade Act: -(

1. The elimination or reduction of tariff and nontariff barriers (w~th the
provision of reasonable and controlled safeguards against market disruption).

2. The guaranteeing of free access 'to supplies as well ah to markets.
8. Recognition of the special needs of developing countries, controversy over

which has in many cases harmed relations between countries which are indus-
trialized, and those which are not.
Reduction of Tariff and Nontariff Barriers

Caterpillar's representative on the appropriate Industry-Sector Advisory Com-
mittee has asked for efforts to achieve tariff reductions for our company's prod-
ucts. We estimated in 1975 that tariff reductions would Increase our exports from
this country by $83 million annually. This is a conservative estimate. It is based
only on products and-ales opportunities for which we could reasonably quantify
thfavorable lmpactof substantial duty reduction&

The following nontariff barriers have a cumulative impact of real consequence:
(a) Uplifting the import value for duty purposes.
(b) Improperly classifying products In a tariff schedule.
(c) Imposing quotas and embargoes.
(d) Rebating value-added taxes.
(e) Extending preferential duty rates.
Nontariff barriers have increased in relative significance as tariff rates have

declined. Further, there has been an increasing tendency to use NTBs because
they are beyond adequate control of GATI regulations.

-Caterpillar recommends three negotiating objectives in the nontariff barrier
area:

1. Remove uplifts . . . by agreeing on a uniform base for the assessing of
duty.

2. Eliminate Improper product classification . . . by harmonizing the tariff
classification system.

3. Revise the GATT rules to also permit tax rebates, on exports by countries
usinWga direct taxation system.

We have furnished ISAC with recommendations for the elimination of NTBs.
We estimated In 1976 that elimination of 1NTBs could add an additional $57
million to our company's annual exports.
Free Access to guppUea and Markets

Section 108 of the Act reaffirms the need to recognize a worldwide- mutual
obligation regarding access to supplies. That we are living in a glass house
nationally on this issue is obvious. I note that later today you will be discussing
the use of export controls as applied to American grain shipments. And indeed
this is an appropriate topic at a time when there is much talk of "using the food
weapon." The U.S. must not lose sight of the fact that, while this country is a
major world producer of food . . . it is a major consumer of a host of raw
materials vital to our industrial society.

Reoent-headline events: the oil embargo, grain and soybean "shortages" . . .
unprecedented foreign purchases of scrap iron and timber .. are symptomatic
of a broad resource problem. Unreasonable export controls by this country may
result In retaliatory controls by others. Careless use of Import controls could
result in the more rapid consumption of domestic sources while depriving other
nations of dollars to buy American-made goods. ,

In this connection, we are concerned about legislation (S. 1744), currently
pending before another committee, that would authorize the administrator of the
Environmental Protection Agency to prohibit exports when such exports will
"... directly or indirectly result in an unreasonably reduction of domestic
energy or virgin materials identified by the President to be critical- for the
national. welfare and in actual or potential short supply." Caterpillar believes
this proposal reflects a lack of awareness of this country's critical dependence
upon others for materials vital to the national welfare. The legislation also inter-
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jets an .4 gCe with no tracdi bperence into risdicto'n over th free trade
area, and under rat4r amb us gidelnes. " 3

Tfih only rational choice is one of international cooperation-rather than one
of confrontation regarding access to supplies and markets. We commend the
Committee for its initiative in recognizing the access to supplies is Inextricably
to world trade and development.
Recopmltion f01 Special Needs of Developing Coun tre8

Much of the current world concern over the trade negotiations involves ai
equitable sharing of wealth with developing countries. Thus the Issue deserves

An atmosphere of confrontation, unfortunately, has characterized recent rela.
tionships between industrialized nations on the one -hand and less developed'
oountrh s on the other. The-developing countries see the gap between themselves
and the technological societies steadily widening. These states-frequently
dependent upon extractive industries for any hope of economic advancement-
legitimately fear they will become a mere resource auxiliary for developed
nations.

Cooperation on a system of access to supplies is a healthy first step in reaching
a creative solution to this monumental problem. This cooperation Implies that
we may have to guarantee access to certain commodities which we produce in
abundance-in return for the right to a guaranteed source of vital items which
must be Imported.

,An affirmative action In this direction was implementation, effective January 1,
of the United States' Generalized System of Preferences.

Caterpillar endorses the concept of enhancing the ability of less developed
states to.increase foreign exchtinge by giving them limited duty' prefe'ea.
However, we believe that granting preferences to a country would best serve that
country's interests if the preferences were limited to the commodities. and
products for which the exporting country has a natural competitive advantage.

An area of raising concern in relationship with less developed countries
over the last few yeqrs is the conduct of multinational corporations. Numerous
questions and propoals have been raised over regulation of that conduct. Such
discussion-admittedly generally critical-ought to be expected. After all, multi-
national corporations are engaged in over one-quarter of the world's production
of goods and services. It Is understandable then, that the MNC as an instltution,
has come under the criticism of developing countries who are seeking to satisfy
their very real needs and aspirations.

Too often, though, the discussion has focused on the evils of corporate prac-
tices (and we cannot deny there are some very real examples to which critics
can point). But the discussion has largely Ignored obligations of nation states.
For this reason, we at Caterpillar commend Ohairman Long, Senator PRbicoff,
and the rest of the Committee for Introduction and passage of Senate Resolution
265. We agree with the basic rationale contained In that resolution: that a
business climate conducive to fair and impartial trade and the most efficient allo-
cation of resources requires mutual commitment. A code of conduct should not be
a one-way street Rights and obligations pertain not only to multinational busi-
ness but also to the nations which exert sovereignty over their corporations at
any point in their activity.'

Senate Resolution 26 has the value of encouraging recognition of this joint
obligation. We are also optimistic that a favorable procedural Impact may
result-as fragmented policies affecting MNC operations may be centralized.
In the interim, we believe It to be desirable and useful for miitinationalcorpo-
rations to develop their own internal guidelines to business operations and ethics.
Our effort to this end-our "Code of Worldwide Business Conduct"--published
in October, 1974, is attached for your perusal

SEMToRAL NEGOTIATIONS

Another issue directly pertinent to the Trade Act merits discussion. Section
104 of the Act mandates negotiations on a sectoral basis to the maximum extent
feasible. Caterpillar doubts this approach Is either desirable-or, in many cases,
possible.- Trade liberalization carries with It the connotation of emphaaing rela-
tive efficieneies of production. For this reason, broad cross.sectoral negotiations
aimed at achieving benefits of these efficiencies youtd appear to be the more
appropriate target.
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,.Iq our qa we doubt that. irect sctoral qe~otlatlopsinQur Iudustry can.

acofplsh Trade Ac dbJege Of 0bilq more openind equitable mar-
ket access for export of America,-made products. We have t"0' Orc 4'fot tis
blef.U lirSt1 Witthe exceptioft of Japan, the ind4ttrallae states generally-,
have substantialj higher duty rates than does the U.S. 64" prodiacts made by
Caterpillar... an average of approxlniately 9% compared to8. There s ii [le
incentive for our major trading partners to enter Int reciprocal txi iff reduc-
tions on such products, when they already enjoy a,6% differential, and -essentially
a free market.for their products. through low U.S. tariff rates.

As to the developing nations, moot of them lack indigenous manufacturers
of products which would compete with ours In large volume. They too, there-
fore, have little incentive to trade-off concessions in this sector. NVO recommend
that the Committee, In both Its oversight -and participative roles, seek conces
sions.for industries such as ours which have dpmonstrated an ability to compete
effectively in the world marketplace,

EAST-WEST TRADS

N Now, I would ilke to turn to the issue of trade with -the Soviet -Union and,
Lcrtain Other qtates.Title IVof the Trade ActIn effect applies discriminatory
tariff, treatment to certain states which deny the right of. emigration (either
directly or through Imposition of unreasonable taxes or fees).

We recognize that Title VI is well intentioned and consistent with traditional
American concern for human rights everywhere. However, we believe this
effort must now be regarded as a failure based upon the following:

1. The U.S.SR. has cancelled the 1972 trade accords... thereby clouding the
lpromising framework for trade set out In those accords.

2. The media has reported a much-reduced rate of Jewish emigration from
tho Soviet Union since passage of the Act.

Statistics for U.S. exports to the Soviet Unioo showed an, increase in 11M5.
Reportedly, exports are likely to continue toincrease as orders for capital equip-
iheut placed in 1973 are filled, But there can be little doubt that American firms
Lihve lost other business that Might have been, and that these losses will be
reflected i future trade flgues.

For over 10 years, Caterpillar has publicly supported initiatives-by a sue-
cession of U.$. Presidents-aimed at attracting the centrally-planned economies
ipto fuller ecoomic exchange with the rest ot the world. But the crux of all
trade is its Wnltllateral, reciprocal basis. Unless the U.S. is willing fully to
pursue this principle and lower the barriers that presently stand in the way of a
growing .U.S.-U.S.S.A. economic relationship, I believe the U.S. will miss one
of Its best opportunities for further stabilizing potential relations and lesening
lt0 rnattonal tension, Accordingly,, (aterpillar urges the Conunittee to favorably
consider separating the MVN issue froni emigration. A policy which so obviously
has failed to nenourage either the free .movement of peoples or of goods. shouldd.
not be aUowed to continue to bamper efforts to attain these laudable ends.

- TAX. MFQ2M

Now I would like to turn to Caterpillar's views on another Issue currently
before you-one which also. has a major Impact on international trade. I .am
referring 'to thbe tax reform bill which I understand you Intend to take up soon.
Two items of critical interest to us, while not Immediately affected by the House-
pageed version of the bill, invite comments. These two 1ssues--te credit for
taxes paid abroad, and the deferral of U.S. taxes nfiforeign earned income prior
to repatra-tion of that income--arp of course likely to be considered during
your deliberations.

If the foreign tax credit were to be eliminated, Citerpillar's ability to compete -
with non-U.S. manufacturers would be seriously hampered. Such action would
result in unfair double taxation. If CAterpillar could not offset the taxes It pays
(on income earned in other countries against its U.S,., a2 bill, the effective tax
rate on pro-tax earnln*s of CaterpilAr subsidiaries ovetsas would be exorbitant.4,m exsnple, ,the effective tax ;ate, 6U. 4earln "vt Cqter 's UK sub.'

Maryl wi Ud be. 75, assuming fUll taxatlor by de , a uming the
to Xid in the .K. would only M'allowed al s, deducti9r (and not as a credit)f0tU.8. t'i purposes. .Thks hgh iiate would place (aterp1~la rat a serious dis
adiantage because its competitors In Other countries would be paYin a ua
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vary likely would be that the 0vetmea tlonid not bide at al.
This would be true in our case became Aue1 of our overseas investments have

not been made to obtain low-cost labor or to avoid taxes... but because we could
not compete by. hiJpi*g from tbe U.S,--4ueto artilelal-tVade barriewi and othet
reasonsi:-

In every as. wheMe Caterpilar has bl¢ x plant 1im aao4he, ,ouutry, ts. U.O4
exports to thit country have dramatically increased (see Exhibit 2). Repeal of
the foreign tax credit could set foreesinimotion that;would seriously encumber
Caterpillar's investment overseas. Instead of producing benefit for the U.S., re-
pevl -could, In the, lon .run, lower U.S. tax reveuej reduce. U.19, emlop 'enm b.
adversely affect the, U.S. balipce of payments, and In general be harmful to the
domestic economy.

Turning: to "deferral" aspects of taxation of foreign source income: Caterpillar
oppOsed 'enaCtment of the Subpart F provisions in 1962 and is still opposed to
tlei. \e do not believe taxation of a foreign subsidiary's earnings ptM, to dis-
tribution is Justified for a number of reasons.

First, we believe foreign source income should not be treated thb a'e as
domestic income, because non-U.S. investments do not receive the same de*tOfe of
services, protection, and support from the U.S. government that domeistW 61ea-
tions receive.

Second, we know of no country that taxes foreign Income Of its &etA1'in-
corporated subsidiaries on a current basis to the extent the U.S. hlre.adY' des.
(Some countries never tax it; some tax it at preferential rates when reMIttl.)
A move by the U.S. to further extend this practice would be detrimental td -t..
blsinesses and beneficial to competing non-U.S. manufacturers. "' ".

Olhird, Caterpillar's investments In manufacturing facilities abroad Weie'not
tuhde for the purpose of avoiding taxes. They were made so the company coUld
effectively compete in foreign markets. The beneficial results of such investments
for the U.S. were indicated earlier.

Finally, the apparent logic behind props*els for current taxation is that the
present system favors foreign investment over U.S. Investment. However, pro-
ponents of current taxation apparently overlook the fact that the long-run ob-
Jective of most investments outside the U.S. is to earn a reasonable profit and
ultimately to return the maximum dividend to the U.S. For example, three of
Caterpillar's non-U.S. manufacturing subsidiaries are remitting nearly- oI of
their current earnings as dividends and have been for several years. Needless
to say, these remittances have not only been a healthy part of our contribution
to the nation's balance of payments, but also have played a significant part in the
company's large investment program in this country.

Current taxation of foreign earnings would also make it more difficult for us
to raise sufficient funds internally for more industrial development. This would
occur, for example, if one of Caterpillar's subsidiaries needed its earnings over-
seas for necessary growth... yet the parent company had to pay U.S. income
tax on the subsidiary's unremitted..earnings. This would increase borroWilgs
in the United States to pay the tax, placing more pressure on short U.S. capital
soures.

Historically, the concept of paying taxes on earnings only when remitted as
dividends is well established. For example, individual shareholders in U.S,'lor-
i'ordtions are not taxed on the earnings of such corporations until they receive
a dividend. We believe this principle should be consistently applied to the non-
U.S. earnings of foreign subsidiaries of U.S. companies. :I-;

Reeognizing that Subpart F has been with us for nearly 13 years, and that
the minimum distribution relief provisions were just recently repealed, it is
unrealstic to believe that the law will be restored to its pre-1962 status. In
Caterpillar's opinion, current provisions of Subpart F and Section 482 (dealing
with reallocations of income, deductions, etc., between related companies) ade.
qtiately deal with whatever abuses there might have been In the past.

Therefore, we urge that Congress not impose anyi additional tax burded:on
earnings of our non-U.S. subsidiaries, particularly at the time when other major
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baki& Thib W~uld atsO ! ani iundeslrable i~eault frof a' tS. vte~~It at a
time when e~xports.are neqdl ! to earn forelgui excb1tngQ te ,9P~t.y he dif|1er
energy axid raw mitt~ ais bili !t WOUld seemthat a. ilq IOal 9utonl i whether

the U.8. Cont wi!l penallse frein earniii, to the o where pmsage of
theh Trde A t of174b"me" a uiless gesture.

'in summary, Caterpillarts eXperleice in doing buslnese oti a global -@caletsup.
ports the notion that there Is benefit to the world-and to this nation-In ton"
tifibing to'lower the barriers to free* movement of goods and capital.

Exirnn l.--Oaterpliar Tracor Co.

COMBINED "UNITr STATES AND FOREIGN TAX RATE I F FOREIN TAXC RE , WzE
REPEALED AND FORVEGN TAlXS WER ALLOWED AS A DWELCTXON

Combined U.S.an4 foreign t"
For earnings in: percent ) rote

Australia ----------------------------------- ----------- 76
Belgium -------------------------------------------------- 78
Brazil ------------------------------------------------- -- 73
Canada -------------------------------------------------- 78
France --------------------------------------------------- 78
United Kingdom -------------------------------------------- 75
Hong Kong ..- ----------------------- 56

Ini-----------------------------------------8India 83"

Japan 76
Mexico --------------------------------------------------- 69
Singapore ------------------------------------------------ 60
South Africa. --------------------------------------------- 74
Switzerland ----------------------------------------------- 58

EXHIBIT II

(In millions of dollars]

CATERPILLAR-XXPORTS TO COUNTRIES WHERE MANUFACTURING FACILITY ESTABLISED"

Australia:
1964 ----------------------------------------------------- $10.0
1975 ------ --------------------------------------------- 75. 9

Belgium:
1965 ..... 2.... \ 3.2
1975 -------------- -------------------- 36.6

Brazil:
1954-: --------------------------------------------- 10.0
1975 ---------------------------------- ------- 152; 4

Britain:
1950 ---------------------------------------------------- 2.8
1975 --------------------------------------------------- 60.2

Canada: 1
1964------------------- ----------------------------------- - 84.6
1975....- ---------- --------------------- - -------- 280.2

France:
1960 ---------------------------------------------------- 7.6
1975 --------------------------------------------------- 54; 8

Japan:., , . ,
- --------------------------------- ---- 1.9

1975 ------------------------------------------------ 85. 1
Mexico:

1964 --------------------------------------------------- 10.6
17&- ---- -- -------- ------ -- 50:I
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*A Cows .,r- WoRLDWoz, Dual"'fw qOZXDUCTCTPXLA&,TPACTQ CO0.
To Cateiplllar Managers. I'

As you know, large business cor OratiOMseverywhere in the world.Are being
given increasing public scrutny. ,1

This Ie understandable. A sizable economic enterprise Is a matter of justifiableFublie lItterest-sometimes concern-in the dommnuntty and country in which It Is
located. And when substantial amoUnts of goods, servi6esand capital flow across

-national boundaries, the-public's interest is, logically, even greater.
No., rsi ngly. then, the growt hf tuitg#.o4 U x. has lp mo

oterthfnip-; tb lnreasItng-mblic ref fdr StadtdarIsfule, atkl c6des ttobtitt
for erch firms..

It seems unlikely the world Will any time soon agre4 on l "code" or single set
of rules pertaining to all facts of international business. But, nevertheless, we
conclude it Is timely for Caterpillar to set forth its own belief#, based on ethical
convictions and international business experiences that date back to the turn 6f
the century. - .. - I . .. "A T -•

This "Code of Worldwide Business Conduct" Is therefore offered under the
several headings that follow. Its purpose is to guide us, in a broad and ethical
sense, inall aspects of our worldwide business activities.

Of course, this code Is not an attempt to prescribe actions for every business
encounter. It U an attempt to capture the basic, general principles to be observed
by Caterpillar people everywhere.

To the extent our actions match these high standards, such can be a source of
prlIe. To the extent they don't (and I'm by no mears ready to claim perfection),
th'estazidard should be a challenge to each'of us.

I can think of no document bearing my signature which I consider more Impor.
tant than this one. So I trust my successors will cause it to be updated as events
may merit And I also trust yjou will give these principles your strong support in
the way you carry out your daily responsibilties as Caterpillar managers.

W. H. FwRNKUN,
Ohaitnnr of the Board.

OWNERSHIP AND INVESTMENT

In the case of business investment in any country, the principle of mutual
benefit to the investor and the country should prevail.

-We iaffirm-. that'Caterpillar investment musb be -compatible .with. socl ,and
economic priorities df host countries, and with local customs, tradition aid
sovereignty. We Intend to conduct our business in a way that will earn acceptance
and respect for Caterpillar, and allay concerns-by host country governments--
about 'foreign" ownership,

In turn, ne are entitled to ask that such countries give careful consideration
to our need '*r stability, business success and growth; that they avoid discrimi.
nation agair.t "foreign" ownership; and that they honor their agreements,
including those relating to rights and properties of citizens of other nations.

We recognize the existence of arguments favoring Joint ventures and other
forms of local sharing in the ownership of a business enterprise.

Good arguments also exist for full ownership of operations by the parent
company: the high degree of control necessary to maintain product uniformity
and protect patents and trademarks, and the fact that a single facility's profit.
ability may not be as Important (or as attractive to local Investors) as its long.
ter slgnifiic .ce, to. tAeintegrated, corporate whole.

Caterpillar's expefience Inclines toward the latter view-ftll ownership-but
with the goal of worldwide ownership of the total enterprise being encouraged
through listing of parent company stock on many of the world's major stock
exchanges.

Since defensible arguments exist on both sides of the Issue, we believe there
should be freedom and flexibility-for negotiating whatever investment arrange.
ments and corporate forms best suit the long-term interests of the host country
and the investing business, in each case.

CORPORATE FACILITY,p ntsuwnrso, pro nu rou donstration
Caterpillar plants, parts, warehouses prying groudpdutdiotrtot

areas and offices are to be located wherever In-the workit lS most economically
advantageous to do so, from a loqX-term standpoint.Decisions as to location of facilities will, of course, consider such conventional
factors as nearness to sources of supply and markets, possibilities for volume
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producttoii W~d* "Asnti& ebizea dsaatd -AAIa*Ibittt _ o fIni or
trainable work force. Also considered will be political and .l gtbllty,, demon '

ttmted, goeeemwenk Ot Oa. ot~er^Otqms normafly iwAudod in aengi
the local investment or business "mate." -- "

.W9 4o nowseek: speoqlAl t in the 5e Q e* oT.d~uai lnvestient
lncetives, ,,au rAces, that opet tlon from .Rw. manceturers In the samenmrket.wfl be 1.U ted,. Qr pr~tCtloD Npatnat 1tplpQ CQ1p(4IUt*Q. However, .where
incentives have 4'ern q ered to -P~ke local, vqatment vhible, thsy hoild, be
applied as offered 1p a mel.y,,e t le.ipapper.We .4sire: t ,ui4. fu4c~mnl,. safe, ttr 4 t 1v 6 aetor!e to the saq high
standard worldwide, but with whatever mod!fieations are appropriate to make,
them harpoalogA Wit# nalonal, -des. Facilltgpe are to.beloeatedl so: as -to
complefet,-public: planning ano bp, qqUopttible with local guiyromeutAl

FacU$ty Oprations ahioqlkb planned with thq lqns-term view Jp ;'1d, in, o!r4,
to minimize impact of sudden change on the local work force and economy. Qther
things being q~,ual,, fadlit4ea will give preferevWe ,to local, aourcts of sOapply, amd
to local candidates for employment and promotop

.SELATJ0N8II8 WTHE ELOY :. '
'We asir to a Single, Worlisids 9tkuIdird of fAtfr fr'e~tren't of IdOe .

Specifically, we.intend:
1. T[o Selot a &d ace en. loyees on th' basis o''teier qiuh, 01'rtln £o, tie

work t6 ' i'erfornt&-Without disclildnaltok fi teri$'df ;ace;- rdifgi, atitil
origin c9lor or sex.: 'T pt~ct tlt 'heath~ and' Ui+sa of emnptbyees by creating g a' Clea rf ekfe Wd~'

1. To'inikintaln unf6rm,l' iasonable 6'ork sfa1idgrds, W(rldIfds, Itd St-91e to
provide Nvo~l that chaTledge. the'ihlivldual-bS that h or she mTy feel a s4nse
of satlsfactlo& restilhg from it.

4. 'To attehipt to provide continuous employment and avoid capricious hiring
practices. Employment stabilization is a major factor in corporate decisions.

5. To compensate people fairly, accbirildg to tbei contribution to the Company,
within the framework of prevailing practices. . ... - ,, ,.

6. 1b" prom6ti 'sef-development, slid asgsst. e~mtloyees In improving-,,and
broadening job skills.,

T. T6 eicourafge exprbsson by individuals abbuit their worlkncludinI id*s
for imprOvingthe work result.

"8. To inforffi enipIo6ees jbout company matter affectlfg them.
9. To accept withOUt prejuidce the decision of fmployees'on iiMtteir pertlhtIng

to uniop membership and union representation; and where a° group df empl9yes
Is'liwuliy represented b a union, to build it Company-union relhtlonhIp baed
upo l muitilal respect and trust. , I . I I

10. To refrain fr6m employl dg persons closely related to' Members of the bbrd
of directors; ad lhiistraitVe Officers' Add deVartmebt heads-An tb bl&ef tbat
nepotism Is either fair tb present employees, nor' in the long-term Irterdsts Of
the business. ' " UC.. .. .. .'r• .: '" o .VCT QV " MTr

Wherever In, the world Caterpillar, pOtducts' are manufactured, they Will be
of uniform design and qUmllty6. Wlireo ,r posiblei parts. and comdponlents ai to
be Identical. When such isn't practicable, they will be manufactured to-the same
hikh'quality standard, with matilbmUmnterchangeability. .....

We strive to assure' WodWildo uMr" of after*ghle parts and service"Avail-
ability at fair prlees; Wherever possible, -such product support IS to'be offers by
locally based, financially strong, lndependenty owned dealers. 'We back: the,
avIldbllltty' of pa ts' from dislers with a worldwide Aetworkl of cor"rate parts
facilities.

We acknowledge that- the pursuit of product quality - tiot onW a niatteir"Of,
providing the best value In terms of cost, but als6 of Orovlding.iroducts resofi-
sive to the public's desire for lower equipment noise levels, compliance with
reasonable emission standards, and ,safe operstngoh daracteristics. We shall con-
tnualy monitor the imppct of Caterpillar products on thp environimet-
st~l~ini to hxln ny IMtentWalt htallX tilf gieefr '"1fd t dm iixnhg their _.
stntid cakabilt' fbr benibeal otti'tbUois I,
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We intenfd to take .a wor dwW v . ,qft 'te9p1o. We locate eugine1ng
facilities In accorai Wtbed, without refvriceJoto countiov ,1 ow -
tionalities l.!olveV d, ex$i. . diai nd Apccation. data from fact to'.
fiefti y on ( wo~tdi' 4f ,,a w recognSfl . txc IW¢ IIrOt U that ma iP t.

We desire to raise the . echznc capqcItF o epptosee. An suptpuer iA, all
Co1ntTleS in which COdljij facil ties are located. And we provide access, as
appropriate, to technical competence )v q4 we have elsewhere in the
organization. I -IAZIE-

The" principal purpose of money is to facilitate trade, 'ny company ,luvelvd
li. International trade , tterefoivj .unvoidably, involved lu dealing in- suweIl
of te world's cUrrouctes, aud lo ejclanges. qf curreee oUthe bais teM,.
Telati values.

Our policy is to conduct such currenqy daltiag. oWy, to the tent they My
be 0 ees aryto operateithe bUsdhess and protect our Intemsts.

We buy abd sell currencies only in amoqpts, large epzough1 .to cover, rqure-
ments' for the business, rind to protect our, fu~aciai plsitions In those memales
whose relative valueS, may change in foreign exchange market& We manage
currencies the way we manage materials. inventorles-.attemptlng to1ave, on
lialRd the right amountS of the various kinds and, specifications used in tb* bi-
neis. We don'tbuv. unneeded materials or currencies for the purpose of holding
tfiem for speculative resale.

INTERCOMPANY PRICING

'With respect to pricing of gobds and.aervlc~s transferred within th9 bator-
pillar organization, typically from one country to another: ouch pricstng .to 5Q
based on- ethical business principles consfltently applied, throughout the enter-.
prise. It Is to reflect cost and a reasofttble assessment of the value df the ood
or service transferred. Prices are not to be influenced by superficial differences
in taxation between countries.

,* ' DITfYRINO BVINESS PReCI'Oi",

While there are business differences from country to country that rerit 're-
servation, there ore others, which are sources of continuing dispute .and.which
teid to distort and Inhibit-rather thait jromote-competition. Such differences
deserve more discussion and resolution. Among these are varying views regard.!
itik "anti-competitive practices, international mergers, accounting procedures,
tax systems, transfer' pricing, product labeling, labor standards, repatriAtion of
profit and securitLes transactions. We favor multilateral. action aim at hA1Q0
nizing or resolving differences of this nature. t it

COMPEiTIVE OO DCMT
Fair. competition is fundamental to continuation of the free enterprise sys;

ten. We support laws of all countries which prohibit restraints of. trale, unfair
practices, or abuse of economic power. And we-'avoid such practlcf in, areas of
tie world where laws do not prohibit them. I . %

We recognize that in large companies like Caterpillar, psrtitlar. care unst be"
exercised-to avoid practices which seek to increase sales by any other basis than
quality, price and product support. ' " '

In relationships with competitors, dealers, suppliers and uses, Caterplll.r
employees are 'directed to avoid 'arraxgenieiits which restrict oui ability to
compete with oth.ers--or the ability of any other business organizatlow o
compete freely with us, and with 6tet.s.

Relatlonships with dealers 4re established i". the Caterpillar' dealersip ajkee-
ments. These embody out commitment to fair comPitltive practices, an4 reflect
the etstoms and laws of the variousec0Untries In *hfeh Caterpua; prdUcts ar
sold. The dealership agreements are, t6be ocrmpul0usly observed .

Ifi" relations with competitors, caterpilar personnd sho' avo4 a maprrange-,
m1ntf, or understandings Which affect iioi ielet policies, term .iu iion whcb.
we sell Four products, and the nutnber and type of prodets mat ffVtured'16,
soldier which might be construed as ditdIn* cutomer or,'9l0ea tenVtores
with a competitor. '

Su'pliers'are ndt required to fo eg t"a6d e*itlh ok cupeUtors In orqt.
m*rI Caterpillar's purchases. Suppliers are free t ew pxodutt.n competito,,
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with Caterpillar, except in a situation where the product involved is one In.
which we have a substantial proprietary interest.-l7taupe of an important
contribution to the concept, design, or mwfiiufacturing proee*.

-No supplier shall be asked to buy Caterpillar products lii prder to, continue as
supplier. The purchase of supplies sball not be influenced because the supplier
is a user of Caterpillair products-unless evaluations of quality, price and service
provide no substantial basis for choosing a different supplier.

OBSERVANCE OF LOCAL LAWS

A basic, requirement levied against any business enterprise is that it, know
and: obey the law. This is demanded by those who govern; and it is widely
acknowledged by business managers.

However, a corporation, operating on a global scale will inevitably encounter
laws from country to country that are incompatible, and which may even conflict
with each other.

For example, laws in some countries may encourage or require business prac-
tices which-based on experience elsewhere in the world-we believe to be
wasteful or unfair. Under such conditions it scarcely seems sufficient for a busi-
ness manager to merely say: we obey the law, whatever it may be !

We are guided by the belief that the law is not an end but a means to an end-
the end presumably being order, Justice, and, not infrequently, strengthening,
of the governmental unit involved. If it is to achieve these ends in changing
times and circumstances, law itself cannot be insusceptible to change or free
of criticism. The law can benefit from both.
. Therefore, in a world increasingly characterized Oy a multiplicity-of divergent

laws at national, state and local levels, Caterpillar's intentions fall in three
parts: (1) to obey the law; (2) to neither obstruct nor defy the law; and (3)
to offer, where appropriate, constructive ideas for change in the law-based on
our worldwide experience with the advancement of the wisest, fairest usuage
of humau and natural resources.

BUSINESS ETHICS

The law is a floor. Ethical business conduct should normally exist at a level
well above the minimum required by law.

One of a company's most valuable assets is a reputation for integrity. If thatbe tanished,, customers, investors and desirable employees will seek aO liatio.
with other, more attractive companies. We intend to hold to a single standard
of integrity everywhere. We will keep our word. We will not promise more than-
we can reasonably hope to deliver, nor will we make commitments we do not
intend to keep.

In our advertising and other public communications, we will avoid not only
untruths, but also exaggeration, overstatement and boastfulness.

Caterpillar employees shall not accept costly entertainment or gifts (excepting
mementos and novelties of nominal value) from dealers, suppliers, and others
with whom we do business. And we will not tolerate circumstances that produce,
or reasonably appear to produce, conflict between the personal interests of an
employee and the interests of the Company.

We seek long lasting relationships--based on integrity-with employees, deal-
ers, suppliers and all whose activities touch upon our own.

PUBLIC RESPONSIBILITY

We believe there are three basic categories of possible social impact by
business:

1. Airst is the straightforward pursuit of daily business affairs. This involves
the conventional, but often misunderstood, dynamics of private enterprise:
developing desired goods and services, providing jobs and training, investing in,
manufacturing and technical facilities,_dealing with suppliers, paying taxes,.
attracting and holding customers, earning a profit.

2. The second category has to do with conducting business affairs in a tvay.
tha is socially responsible. It isn't enough to design, manufacture and sell useful
products. A business enterprise should, for example, employ people, without
discrimination, see to their Job safety and the safety of its products, help protect
the quality of the environment, and conserve energy and other valuable resources,

8. The third category relates to iitlatives beyond our operations, such as
helping solve community problems. To the extent our resources permit-and if &
hbst country or community wishes-we will participate selectively In sucl
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=attqrs, especially where, our faeilitles are 19cated. Each corporate facility is an
integral part of th community in which It operates. Like individuals, it benefits
from character building, health, welfare, educational and cultural activities.
And like Individuals, it also has citizen responsibilities to stipport and develop
such activities.

All Caterpillar employees are ecouraged to participate in public matters of
their individual choice. Further, it is recognized that employee participation in

.political processes or in organizations that may be termed "controversial" can

.be public service of a high order.-
But clearly, partisan political activity is a matter for individual effort. The

.Company will not attempt to influence such activity In any city, state or
-nation. Caterpillar will not contribute money, goods or services to political parties
and candidates, or support them in any way.

Where its worldwide experience can be helpful, the Company will offer recom.
mendations to governments concerning legislation and regulation being con-
•sidered. Further, it will selectively analyze and take public positions on 48uea
that have a relationship to operations, when Caterpillar's experience can add
-to the understanding of such issues.

Finally, we affirm that the basic reason for the existence of any company Is to
serve the needs of people. The public is, therefore, entitled to a reasonable

*explanation of operations of a business, especially as those operations bear on
the public interest. Larger economic size begets an increased responsibility for
.such pubic communications.

INUMNATIONAL USUINSS

We believe the pursuit of business excellence and profit-In a climate of fair,
free competition---is the best means yet found for efficient development and
distribution of goods and services. And we believe the International exchange
of goods and Ideas promotes human understanding, and thus harmony and
peace.

These are not unproven theories. The enormous rise in post-World War II
gross national product and living standards in countries participating signif.
cantly in international commerce has demonstrated the benefits to such countries.
And it has also shown their ability to mutually develop and live by common
rules, among them the gradual dismantling of trade barriers.

As a company that manufactures and distributes on a global scale, Caterpillar
recognizes the world as an admixture of differing races, religions, cultures, eus-
-toms, languages, economic resources and geography, We respect these differences.
Huinqn pluralism can be a strength, not a weakness; no nation has a monopoly
on wisdom,

It is not our aim to attempt to remake the world in the Image of any one
country. Rather, we would hope to help improve the quality of life, wherever we
do business, by serving as a means of transmission and application of knowledge
that has been found useful elsewhere. We intend to learn and benefit from
human diversity.

We ask all governments to permit us to compete on equal terms with our
competitors. This applies not Just to the government of a particular country;
it also applies to the substantial way such a government-can control or Impact
on the business of a company in other lands.

We aim to compete successfully in terms of design, manufacture and sale
of our products, not in terms of artificial barriers and Incentives.

Senator GRAVEL. Our next witness is a panel made up of Don Wood-
ward, president of the National Association of Wheat Growers. He is
accompanied by William Prichard, vice president of the Americai
Soybean Association; F. E. Guthrie, president of the. American Rice
Growers Association; A. W. Anthony, president of Texas GrainSorgo
hum Producers Association; and Thurman Gaskill, president of Iowa
Corn Growers Association.

Gentlemen, if yon please. -
Senator Cutris. Coixid I say a word here ?
I want to welcome these representatives of agriculture to this panel.

When 1 made the suggestion and request that these oversight hearings
be held in reference to our trade program, I had in mind primarily agi
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'.cu ture I. was ditlrbed abet the interference with the free flow of
UP"giicltueeps Vfro 51S. eb~ty e p itne(~ J144 1#11. t_ T[ an de~ighYed tha you mnD ,s ).e.e. We my beinterested at a
later time in pursuing some of the questions that I prepared. for asking-
Secretary Kissinger and his replies. I sm very glad you are hee.

Senator GRAftL. If yo a culd proceed to rd yoUr statements or
summarize your statements, whichever you feel moat comfortable in
doing, then we will treat you as a panel and question you as a panel.

A PANEL CONSISTING OF: DON A., WOODWARD, PRESIDENT, NA-
TXINAL &AWOCILTION OF WHEAT GRGWEkS;. WILLIAM M,
PRIOHARD, VIOE PRESIDENT, AMERICAN 8OBEAN ASSOCIATION;
110F. 061 WIlu"4A, -ASSTAJT SEORETARy, AMERICAN RICE

,ROWERS COOPERATIVE ASSOCIATION; A., W.' AWONY, ? I-
:OENT, TEZAS i 6R69 30GkUM PRODUCERS ASSOCIATION; AND
TUtXAN GIASKILL, PRESIDENTIOWA CORII11 GROWERS ASSOCI-
ATION

Mr. WOODWARD. Mr. Chairman. and members of the committee, I
certgji4ly repogr izeen1itpr Curtis', attitude toward. agriculture. He
hAs be a frwiid of agriculture in all the dealings I have known about.
Being on the Agricu tre Committee, -we have come close together
many times.'-

Thak you for this ploskwie of meeting with you today to present
the views of the National Association of Wheat Growers and of my
colleagues on the U.S. foreign trade policy and the administration of
the Trade Act of -9T'4.

I am Don Woodward, president of the National Association of
Wheat, Growers Since 1938, I have actually engaged in farming, in
the Helix area of eastern Oregon, near Pendleton. In that area, I
opfatte a typical Oregoni wheat ranch. - I

With me to assist in-this testimony are William Alf. Prichard. vice
President, American Soybean Association; Jim Wil iams, American
Rice Growers Cooperative Association; A. W. Anthony, president,
Texas Grain Sorghum Produce's Association; and Thurmaij Gaskill,
president, Iowa Corn Growers.

We appreciate the opportunity to appear before your. committee
today on'behalf of producers of wheat, soybeans, rice, grai sorghurn,
and corn, Ay statement is brief. Following my statement, each of my
colleagues Will comment. ,

We believe fliat a high level of exports of agricultural commodities
is in the best interests of agriculture, the national economy, and the
neop 10 of the importing countries of the world. The achievement of a
high level of exports can be best f1wilitated through free movement
of market forces. Any action to restrict international trade or to,
retard the adjustment of such trade to clanging conditions of supply
and demand is detrimental to the welfare of agriculture and the
economy of this Nation.

Mr. Chairman. grain producers were very disturbed, and still are,
about last year's Government-impo.cd restrictions on exports of wheat.
and feed grains and the manner in which trade negotiations were
conducted. I refer specifically to the various recent actions taken by
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rtade X{e e10iat0onp io inadeq~t ~e ~&e Jt1e tl~e
grai agreement. .. .. " .. .ordThere was absolutely no peed for an eibro i the ,
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aia~ within tism mrket year w,;re p~ragmatically n ,mamly becanusoof the limited capacity of Russian p ert, t' rdite rain. The

effect of the embargO wis to .c~use iusalt4 t .ri to other ,coulitries
for her immediate needs. Tis depressed prices to ouxr farm's and
will increase our more than adequate c~r-ryovet' at teend of th yea".

Thle National Associ~Aon of Wheat Growe r last autumn tained
a legal firm, Arent, F.bX; Kintner, Iplotkin & 1,(_hn. W,¥r~~hjng~tqn,.'C.,

*to make a comprehensive analysis of the re$rgt eff0rtSby th 7 U.$. Gov-
ernment to restrict sales of gain tp thq.1Y.S.S.IR'. and ctjier countries.
I am sibmitti ng to you as an exhnbit to tis *eetiflQ y a surnial' of
their report. l~owever, I woifld like to briefly review their findings
as follows:
* We have been advised, that substantial lega! grounds exist for ;ehaengflngtime1alt of the Octother 19"/ soviet grin agreeXet as u. .as certain qtons

ariingoutof the noratorlunm on gralji sae to the Soviet Unlon, whleb wasarranged by the executive bune i In' aTy ,. ' .'
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summer and, fall'd Qf 975 we ini insistent~ Withi Specific provisionS of
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the part of f~rnners and Overnrent, and wout hae flvehin the
ieonmk6 daxr1a'e 0" c W 114 f 61 h9A ben pro'uWe byt toV I u -
Pn sales and conclusion o fthe U.S.-tT.S.S.R. grai agreeineit'

During te ent inoth; experience iii export mnrkir i ffortz,
including Eileie to the Soviet lUion, have brought in6 focus several
conflicting goals:1.. Grairt ari .rs and expo0!rs are con'ined that .a Jini ex-
ports of ag cultural commodities, such as wheat, corn, Mobans, rce
and ain 9sorghum through a free market approich ben tS nlot*on6l
the warmer, but all of the 215 million Aiericn people.; ur Ythe

present fiscal year, July 1975 to June 197,. aqricultiral expo
are expected tor each about $23 billion while aicuAUralt imprts wiol
be around $10 billion. This means a favorable balance of agricultural,'
trade of almost $13 billion.

Last year, fiscal 1975, farm exports had a net plus of $12 billion. It-
more than offset the $10 billion deficit, in the international trade Of
nonfarm commodities, including the imports such as oil, foreign cars,
TV sets, et cetera. The farm exports pushed the U.S. foreign trade
balance into the black by more than $2 billion.

Farm exports helWp to promote full employment in thecUtifd;Sttes..
The USDA has estimated that every $1 billion of farm exports means
another 50,000 jobs for Americans. Thus, the $23 billion of farm ext
ports means more'than I million jobs for the people of this country-
largely labor in our factories, railroads, the shipping industry, sea-
ports, and many other places.

2. Some domestic consumer interests have objected to increases in
food costs and have favored export limitations as a way of countering
increased foreign demand. Actually the price of wheat to our farmers
has very little impact on retail prices of food products. In January
1975 the price of bread averaged 37.2 cents a loaf and the sread'was
29,3 cents with farmer receiving 7.9 cent. In Dwember 19,5.a Ipo0uud -

loaf of bread retailed for an average of 35.3 dent& Farmers received
6.3 cents of this amount. Roth farm and nonfarm segments of the breadindustry have reduced their returns, with lower priced bread. How-
ever, farmers' returns have been reduced by 20 percent, whereas the
nonfarm returns have been reduced by only about 1 percent.

3. Some people favor agricultural export restraints as a political
weapon, that-wok enable the United States to use its food export
availability to obtain political concessions from other countries Such
people favor the use of grain to extract.political concessions from the
Soviet Union. This prop sition is fallacious for several reasons.

First, if the United States refuses to sell grain to the Soviet Union,
they can buy from other large exporters, such as Canada and Australia.
Second, if Russia's needs cannot be met directly by tlhe normal export-
ing countries, purchases of United States gram could be made indi-
rectly through a third country. Third, history indicates that Russia's
political decisions are not bad upon the contingency of grain imports.

4. Labor groups, during the past year, took action to use UhS: grain
export conitniments as a bargaining level to achievee economic con-
cessions for their groups. The ihortsight edn of those groups sh uld
be plainly evident from the above facts which show that the cost to
labor through increased unemployment brought about by reduced
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exploits of grain, phs the costs to labor of a less favorable balance of
- trid& and rtafti&ou61i o ur notionalf e0foiomy, far oUtveigh anat

locaized benefitS to labor u' ons,
5. A representative of a large labor 4nion ha indicated favorin~

gyenment-to-government sales of gr&an. Under this idea th6 existln
priv e marketing system would be replaced with a Governmeiit ex-
port agency with responsibility to determine at what prices it'-ould
buy from farmers and sell to overseas customers.T/'he economic impact of such a dual pricing Structure and change in
th ssem of martin on Ameica' cultural productivity and
the national economy could be catastrophic. As evidence of this likely
impact, I refer to past policies and productivity of Argentina.'

A report on the.history of the Argentine !Rpblic,iy eAlejandro
Carlos, shows that from the 1930's until th early 1970Ms Argentina
invoked a series of taxes and restrictions to channel revenue 'from
agriculture to other areas of the economy..The'resulting low prices to
agriculture did much to stifle innovation and investment. Agricultural
production actually declined in that country for both wheat and corn,
vhile during the same period in the United States wheat and corn
production more than doubled. During the same period marketing of
beef and veal in Argentina increased roughly 25 percent, while in the
TUied States such marketings more than trebled4

Thus, we conclude that any attempt to insulate food prices in the
United States from world demand will result in sharply lower prwv-.
duction of food supplies, increased migration of agricultural worx-es-
to seek nonfarm jobs, lower returns to farmers, and substantial w-ak-
ening of our natiofial economy. I P .

In conclusion, it is the strong feeling of the NAWG that the execu-
tive branch did not act in accordance with export control statutes in
carrying out its sales moratorium and other restraints on export grain
sales, and that the President lacked authority toIenter into the 5-year
grain agreement with th. Soviet Union. In addition, the'NAWG and
farmers generally feel that their interests were bypaied in the course
of recent U.S. foreign agricultural policy developments, and that they
hie ha4 no 'input into the commitments made with respect to the
commodities they own and produce.

Agriculture must have a significant role in the development of U.S.
foreign trade policy, and its views must not be ignored or overridden
by policymakers lacking an understanding of agriculture. We urge the
counittee to clarify the congressional intent of existing legs ationdealing With exports, and we-urge consideration factions which
would assure agriculture a voice in policymaking decisions.

Now I will call on my colleagues to make k few remarks at this
time. First we will have William M. Prichard, Vice 'President of the
American Soybean Association.

Mr. PRFiCARD. Thank YoU, sir.
* Mr. Chairman, I am a farmer from Georgia. I have a written report

wihih I would like to have inserted in the record.
Mr, PRIOHAsn. I would lik~to deviate a little bit this morning andgive the filings of farmpeople about the determination of arul-

tiral policy, both domestic &nd foreign, 'ud what we think sEiout it.
Observation of the American scene clearly shows thpt more and



more sect oi r 44 50. ,ety use m litan in &t.,tNc, in lieV-.
ing their wants an desires. Farmers have no I r6iW ,
mean and rO Iant except, a a kwt-reo$f h bq1na te.te4! )
by our puN ;c nations. It. eLt 8(CO)Oobehf.ni t 4
States contribute checkoff tunds for market development .i "iI.n
countries.

We believe in self-help lor 'out orodion. It Woappe. tsmmii
for us to continue such efforts to Ielp ourselves ana d the nitfiOal 0n"
only when obstales such as. export ontr01s,.iens3"g moni''ring, ahd
rnorat-riuw-l are thrown i our path each yea afer f eng encoaigi d '
to produce from fence row to fence row with .. race b Govrn-
menit oofo iriterference in marketing of our p r0duetW.b

Yes; the national economy nIe agracuihral exports in ord.r to
have a favorable balance of a ments. There is no other sector of .U.S,
industry that can accomplish this. Only agriculture has the eiecy,
productivity, and competitiveness to insure our continued ability to
pay for the imports necessary for our standard of living.

We in agriculture have no desire to become the American peasantry
dictated to by unions, consumer groups and departments of Goveri-
met which have no understanding of 'our problenig.

It is high time that the Anereican people wake up to the fact th eir
survival, dependson he Ameriean faiiier. If the farmers of this
Nation go bank'irpt, there will be , rude awakening as the colsurner
groups, labor jaders,. politicians, and bureaucrats berate themselves
in dividi:a% ,p anPeopty fd pat.

The mnerxd of the American father is one of fruttratlon and des-
perat ion. Faith and hopel' former bulwarks of the farner, are not
enough anymore. He wants fair treatment in the marketpl ce and
some appreciation from the Nation for his efforts in supplying the1
highest priorit of huinai' needs.

Agriculturapolicy calmo be determined by the "insta t experts"
who have little or no kriowledke of the problems of pitoductioa and
marketing of farmopducts. Wee think that agriculture policy shoonld
be turned back to USDA, and theCongesa A profitable ,grlcultoro
almost surely guarant&%' our staivIvql As a nation, A cieap fota
policy may serve the short-term pihc ierest, but will utimately
destroY our most basib industr &nd our free society.

Thank yoi, MrCh .r.an.
Or'~nV* Tank you._

i', WVOODwVAw. I Would like'to call on Mr. *ames C. Williams with
the American Wce Growers Cooperative Association.

Mr. ,WI4L*aMs. Thank y tc e
Mr. C nirmth' arid 1n3. f the committee:
My name is'1James C. Williams. I am assistant secehaly of the

American Rice Growers Cooperative Assocition, which: has a mem-
bqrship of some 2,500 rice producers in ouisian& ind. Texas. I am
also assistant sexretory of Amerieaii Rice Growere Exenatige, a fed-
crated farm supply cooperative; and auistgnt secretary of Amer hak
Grain AssociAtion, a ry~an marketing cobperativ. Otur hend irters
are lo4ted, in Lake Charles, ITA., and w. serve the farmers ,o Texas
aid LOtil~iana, '" -

I app'eiate the opportunity to speak before y a and tr. to present
our farmers' views on a certain matter inherent to our survival, U.S.
agricultural export policies.



Our c er ,ti rii bbtk tiB'vitally iet ingrilii~ 1'A
rr' tltAnn *Ud lTexai producel ,er 600.

million .hundrt A. tr ikii 1975, which it 40 Vereeht of the U.S.
production. The !rt&i Stt0 itU'dui. 127.6 million hundredweight:
of rlce tis 4 hStre , ir etithdi dioie~ti consumption will amoat to
apptloximateol 9 m9fllon hi tidxed.Weigt., which leaves '98.6" million
lhndredweight ,.va I16e forpti ov g ilow l

The USDA ea:Oi. egtlt nt thit'70' million hundredweight would
be exported. however, I tthiiik*they ire *iady to revise their figures.
Therefore, wo in the rice industry, could be lookingat a carryover of
30 to 35 milMion hund edweiglit of rie unless additional export mar-
kets -re developed, or Americansd ict , lly change their eating h bits.

A nornml crry~ver ,f 10 to 12 million hundredweight -is a livable
condition. As you can see with 77 percent of our production available
for the export market, assuming no carryover, the American rice
farmers are entitled to it voice in the U.S. export policy.

We could not be more concerned than at the present time, which
finds us facing an extremely depresed nrirket with rice prices below
production costs in many areas.This is a situation caused by, a record
U.S. crop as well vs record world crop, und the lck of foreign market
development which the present administration has been assuring us
would develop.

There is 90.9 million hundredweight of the 1975 rice crop still on,
hand, which is 82 percent higher tian at the sAme time la.t ear, and
74 percent above the January 1 1974 stocks. Neither the Public tAW:
480 foreign markets nor cash' foreign markets have materialized, as'
the USDA said, thus resulting in this huge stock and low price of rice.
Our present economic plight shows what affect the lack 6 our voice
in agqicultumI export pMlicy can -have on the products we produce. .

As mentioned earlier I ilsb am assistant secretary of Ameriean
Grain Association, a soybean marketing cooperative, and assistant
secretary of American Rice Growers Echfi[ge, a federated farm super'
ply cooperative.. Farmers who placed tleir -CanA in the association's
pool last fiscal yeai- rpCOived a total of $6.50 per bushel. This year they
will do well td get $4.50. This dra*ie drop in soybean prices wa
caused by a number of'things stich as: Th6'secWdlargest soyben Pcr0p
in U.S. history ,a large etrryover of 186 hilli0n bt.hels from the 4974
crop and an expected record carrybvet' of 365 mi'lion bushels this
year; the large Brozilian crop; the competition from othei oil-
produci g commodities; 'and tho grain embargo inipbsod by t he
'administration. ' ' ' -The grain embait, p Obably haMdidt graWst d'ireet effect doni the
reduction in grain prices for th6IO7l crop; Maikets'werve 6st to other,
nations and to stbstitute prodfiqts "

The U.S. pro lucd 1.521 -million hVihels of sioybai'ii 975 1 ntl
idimesti, consumption is placed .Ct 86 ml lion bushels, whieh le0ve4

'654 ilfflion ava able for exrpot,, It is estimated tht we will enport
475 million bushels. thus adding 179 million to our carryover.

Again we are looking at an a crieultural'ihiist" Whi&h-nu# exin3rt
-a"ery lrge.shs're-43 percent in 19T5-of. its p'rodudi6n or ept bakl
-nroduction to inefficieht levels. All, of the camofl n o t #%4
indeton i for all.tort nroluetion kthef*' thnn cutb~n0. We do not .ag,,'e
with this, particularl' in the 'Pice ivhtry, and see that it' can only:
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have io ad t ..,Io farmers if the demand and i arkets, are there.
-We favor agricultUral. exports and realize that the, United State&

has a definite competitive advanto, in our farm products. Itis f.
that .S. farmersm are the most efficient producers in the world. Agri-
cultural exports re, also critical .to our balane-Qf-paymuents poaiton
and its effect on. the value of the dollar. -In. 1974 our f.arm export
amounted to $24 billion and almost wiped out the $25 billion that were
required, to purchase foreign oil.. Agricultural exports are also im por-
tant in maintaining. our capacity for the benefit of the American
consumer.

Since we realize that agricultural exports are essential for the sur-
vival of our present farm structure, we as producers and representa-
tives of farmer associtions think that we deserve a voice in the U.S.
agricultural export policies.

I have: yet to see outsiders involved in collective bargaining with
labor unions when their contracts are negotiated. Yet the compensa-
tion demanded by such large organizations doesaffect every American
citizen since labor costs, in some instances, comprise the largest share
of production costs for many products. Therefore, we as farmers were
upset and are still conernea over George Meany's interference in our
farm exports and the resulting relinquishment by the administration.

Possibly some good did -result. We doubt it and I should say that
it cost us farmers plenty this year. We think that the approach to the.
United States-Soviet agre nt was wrong and fear that a very dan-
gerous precedent may have been activated. The embargo affected alr
grains, The agreement reached with the Soviet Union involved only
corn and wheat.'

Agricultural people should be involved in such agreements not just
agricultural economists who adhere to the economic textbooks or State
Department officials. It appears that our State Department is having
more say-so in ngrieultural export policies than anyone. We do not
agree with this since the State Department's interest doesn't or, I
should say, seldomly parallels those of farmers.

In closing we admit that farmers are not well organized in compari-
son to labor or private compares, so we need the help and understand-
ing of Congress and would also like that of the administration. But it
seems that the administration is married to the idea of getting Govern-.
ment out of agriculture or,, in the Secretary's words, having a "free.
market."

We contend thatthe so-called "free. market" does not exist outside
of the academic textbooks. Just look at the Government's regulations
in any and every type of American business. Farmers cannot be steady
producers without a profit, and exports are essential for this profit.
Therefore, to protect our interest we ask that agricultural export
policies involve us.

Mr. VOODWARw. I now would like to call on Mr. A. W. Anthony,
Jr. He is president of the National Grain Sorghum Producers Asso-
ciation.

Mr. ATR o iY. Thank you.
I would like my entire statement to be entered into the record, but 1

would like to summarize it.
Mr. WnIjaMs. We feel that the Government embargo and restric-

tions have lhurt our market prices by at least $1 per hundred points
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or 56 cents a' bushel. This i: a; tot'lf * $431 million in 'th 1975grain' sorghum crop alone. This is not olya loss. t ur faimet tiltgriothhnt eU.Seonom .-' ot oy!i..a ... -":

The Grain Sorghum Producers A&6daiati6rz"dox0 ends&Vo'u. k
having thesheariig§. We trust 'thulf yOu will take at.i: t b et1at
the Governxent pi-ce record iactitn vill not' happeii ai1n 4 that
the farmers and our foreign custbmets can 'regaini some of tb6ir, 1n-
fidence in the leaders of our' Nation.,

Senator GRAmv. Thank''ou .
Mt. WOODWARD. I ndW oilI ik to call 0n'Mr." Thurmaii Gai kill,

presidentbf the Iofa Corn Gro*k1s'ssociatioit.
Mr. GAsxiLL. I would also like to have my statement eAtered into

the record. I _will just' summari6 It very briefly and hdpelfuly We, an
Use the time for questions and answers.

My name is E. Thurman Gaskill. I am a corn grower from Cor
with, Iowa, and president of the Iowa. Corn Growes Association.

My basic concern at this point in time of agriculture 'and Govern-
ment is with the President's Economic Policy Board/National
Security Council Food C6mmittee, which is made up of the Secretitries
of State, Treasury, Agriculture, Labor', and Commerce, the Chairman
of thb Council of Economic Advisers, the Director of the Office of Man-
agement and Budget, the Assistant to the President for Economic Af-
fairs, and Assistant Director of ihe Council of International Policy,
the Assistant to the President for National Secrilty Affairs.

My concern is that these people are making.the decisions of our
country. I would hope at some place along where these decisions are
being made that the farmer would have an opportunity to express
himself and his concerns.

I will conclude my statement with that and open it up for some
questions and answers.

Senator GRAVEL. Thank you very much, gentlemen.
With respect to the action that was taken by the Executive, we

heard comment on that before. I am wondering if you would have a
contribution to make or an opinion to give us as to how the consumer
in some respects could be protected. I can appreciate the desires you
have on the side of price, but what happens if you get a monolithic
economic force like the Soviet Union which would come in here
and purchase at will quantities that could be absolutely horrendous
and cause a great shortage, a great shortage which would, either deny
our consumers the right to enjoy the fruits of our efficient farm com-
munity or would obviously drive up prices.

How do you reconcile this problem?
.Mr. WOODWARD. In the first place, you are speaking of the Soviet

Union. It would be impossible for them to ship from this country
enough wheat to short our -market under normal* or even less than
normal production in the United States.

As far ag the price to the consumer is concerned, it is mostly psycho.
logical. This is a point, I think, that has to be taken into consideration.

We feel that there are so many more benefits to the consumer fiom
a free and open market where our balance -of trade is improved, pro-
duction, instead of being stifled, would be expanded. Therp would
be more employment. I think the whole overall picture would suggest



of havina.free ad open markets. I think tbe consm ter would reeiyqbeit* Ikom~t W ,x, ..
Senator GRAVELx. Do we'ha've parity When Wp 4yO g overt Qnt ioi)bW

14 .PT WAI- Tobacco .and Pewt ius partieulr and rie, .
enator GRPAVE. I talic iC htth ln a tl'h ~a noroM rthat thxU i'iowA bMl.$vjtVno

cottldcniably purchase..quantities.thatlwold .ba uriou" to, ur
maketPIaceseoter than 14 relation to ychologica. impct. Therewas a perception of a s~hrtap and thiat 41povi tc pe up. Is thi's &
fair otemalt?

,Mr, P Ar"j%, At the time 61t year w he the moratOrium wa de-cdared, ther was a surplus in about h" - o 63 earsold and tbere has never been a, time . .W "t yer t
been plenty of food, They might not have had the money to buy itbut it vas there even during ,he depredsbi days. I know that w a
.,S senator aAvL, I thipk I agreewith yowithi respect to the United

States as far as tha sUpply problem. 3uItI am concerned with. whatdid happen in the market ,lace so that the price was driven up at atime--and I am not speaking of last. fall-when the 1ussians firstcame in with their purchases. They caused all kinds of reaction lu-this committee and across the country. Tht drove the prices right up
on the shelf.

We get a, reaction from the consumer when we let the Russians comein and buy at will. The reaction of th, administration was to go outand negotiate long-term contracts. I don't know if there is any validityto it, but you people are telling me you don't need any long-term con-tract since there is nothing they could do in buying that could causeany difficlty to the consumer. That is the message I am getting from
YOU.,

Mr. Wr IAMES. I think it is fine to try to protect the consumer, butf you will look at the price of rice, a, couple of years ago it wastriple what it is now. If you still buy it in the supermarket, you will
be paying approximately the same price.

So sometimes there is not A direct relationship between what theconsumer pays for it and what the farmer receives. So possibly theconsumers price should be looked at in a little different respect.
Senator GnAVZL. That may well be the case. I joted the other dayfor opening up the market situation with respect to rice. I feel very

strongly about an open market.
Cold d I pose ono quick question? Our ability to export and produceat the levels that we can bring great benefits not only to the farmcommunity, but to the Nation. We have in the world today about a biblion people who go hungry, who literally live on the edge of starvation.

Our ascribes to the theory that we would not try to limit productionin any capacity. This has some tones of immorality when we have thecapacity to produce and&when we limit our production, and there
are hungry people in the world, ...

The p problem is a mechanistic one.
it is how to get the food that we produce to these poor people. Hasthere been any thought given by the agrcultural. -community as to



how we cold figure out ways of transfering capitals money, to thee
pewpe to bu our toqd? W you have ay ro0m4 m ai90 t9 make

%-ha, hunr prop]e. Wbh -theblit t*rouie, W ea selland it will ad4 5yu rs.ly. a gvl n~htg
y otw roeey giveml any thought

as to how we et e mopey intthe dts n hme hungr people to
buy food whlich.weo wProqeV..

vlMr. OAsEn.L. Lhad- the., epjotmity tb eah id ol
fere~ce. Qn my way through Toko, speaking a the MAisa Food VA*-
ference and fiom there into India and SQuteast.?indla, on the. edge
of Bangledesh i witessed 100,000 eple stArvin The women were
devourmg the limbs of the children-After the ha beeOw die .

Perhaps I would have to mentally. prepare yself to go hae into
that area and then proceed on to the World -00Nfi~ce i Rome.

I would like to say I have given that k conidetable amOutif of
thought. ased on th moqt economic secti 6f this o0ntry, a16oul-
turel goi to have to be a longteri progrm oto the r-
ciple of the culture, the region, the politics in cev~loping nations of
the world.

In the case of India, which just §pent $200 million to develop an
atomic bomb at that time, if you observe through the country what
1 did, you hope that perhaps we cant provide tehnology of some
kind. so that they can b4n to help themselves build their economy to
the point where their economy is strong enough to purchase products
from this country.

Of course, then we start into the oyclel*-perhaps wea have some crit-
icism about it-of developing competition for ourselves. Inv that case
then we have to look at the world as a whole and decide what sector
of the world can do the most efficient 'oh, and let them do it.

Pehaps I am too much of an idealist to approach such a large
problem that we have.

Senator G.AvzL. In the last decade we have decreased the amount
of help to anybod in the world to provide that self-help. So I share
your views. But the trend has been going the opposite way. I want
to underscore the, fact that that trend also operates against potential
prosperity of your own areas, the domestic areas in this country. -

Mr. WooDwARP. I would like to add to and emphasize what Mr.
Gask'll had to say. I agree with him completely, it is a long-terni
proposition.

I have participated in the marketing branch of the National Asso-
ciation of Wheat Growers organization and have seen Japan-benefit
from marketing, and help from the Foreign Agricultural Service. It
has been built up, first the Public Law 480 type of gift program, and
it-worked into the sale of cash wheat. Japan at one time became the
largest cash buyer of wheapt-in the world.

India has a1su gone through this procedure and at one time was
the largest cash buyer of wheat from the United States. These things
happen. Really, the way to do it is to increase their economies. Their
economies increase when you begin to bring things in to them.

It seems to instill a spirit in them. Then they aren't satisfied with
livng so low gn the hog, you might say.

We are talking about a long-term proee As you just mentioned,
Mr. Chairman, we are kind of reducing our food aid type of program,



helped build have benefited greatly th e P,. 4S prog*M.TW*

tarily, maybe some of. that should be. us.e. na Food ]or Peac pre-gran an t i ,allie ,in this, area. ] thinkit' er is a tremendous
appro Lh~in this ditrect~onu ,,":.i, ,.:
SSenatorG , wm. I may have a p 0opopd. later in the year that I w~llbe tak~g toyour doorstep for suppt.,

Senator Cuz We must got back to the trade matter..X mi ght sayin passing t hoPublic.Law 480 program does exactly what the
chairman istan about

14Mr. Wo. e - in,
Senator .O T . It enakies people to get food without having eash

to get it. That was an agriculturally developed program. It his gone
on .for y ears.' It has ,done S lot of goo for a lot of hungry peoplearound the country. It is not perfect. It is not M a c ompeanswer, but
agra.cultut again has come up with the only answer that anybody in
our economy has. .In reference to price to farmers and pric, to consumers, would you
agree, Mr, Woodward, with the statement that during the last couple
of years or so, bread h gone up_11 cents, but only 1' cents of that
can be traced to th e p rie of wheat?

Mr. assin. Wo hatp. That is. approximately corr 'et.
Senator Cuis,. I think it has to be considered absolutely morally

wrong to seize somebody else's property when they talk about using
the force of government to force down farm pricesThat belongs back
ion some previous century of seizure by government and slave labor,
and so on.ThehGovernment of the United States does not have authority under
our system at all to us e power of government to beat down people's
incomes. They don't do it with reference to anybody else, butthat is
what these embargoes do.

I would like to ask this question and whoever wishes on the panel
can respond to it. Whatimpact did themoratorium ongrain shipments
to the Soviet Union and Poland have on our traditional customers,such as Japan?

Menar. GAs r. I am sorry, sir. I did not hear the question.

Sntor Cuwri. What effect did the moratorium on the Soviet
Union and Poland have upon our traditional customers like Japan?Mr. GASeILL I should probably let Mr. Prichard answer this in
behalf of the soybean people. ThseJapanese who purchase, I believe
around 90 percent of their food outside o the country, turned to
Brazil. 'Mr. Prchard, do you have the figures on the volume that
they purchased in that period of time?

Mr. PCHARt. They originally purchased about 27 million bushels
of soybeans a year. Most of them have been coming from the' Ameri-
can market, but our percent has been going down, Mr. Chairman,
in the last 8 or 4 years. _

Senator CuRTs. In other words, it gives us an image Of an unreliable
Supplier, isn't that right?
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Mr. PRICHARD. Yes, sir, everywhere I have been in the world where
we have had American development programs, the first thing that
hits you when you get there talking to these trade people is "You are
not a reliable supplier. We are going to look for a reliable supplier."

Of course, that is costing us some of Our markets. That is one of the
reasons, of course, during the moratorium that soybeans fell from a
price of about $6.05 through the local points to a low of about $4.15.
That happened in the course of about 75 days.

Senator CuRns. These people who advocate curtailing exports of
agricultural products for their own selfish aim will be surprised that
it doesn't lower the price of groceries to consumers.

Mr. PRICHARD. Right.
Senator CURTIS. Also they are speaking directly in opposition to the

general good of the country because it has been established that for
every $1 billion worth of farm exports there are 50,000 jobs in this
country.Mur. PRICHARD. That is correct.

Senator CURTIS. Our farm exports amounted to $23 billion in 1975.
Mr. PRxCHARD. Mr. Chairman, could I add to that?
Senator CURTIS. Yes.
Mr. PRICHARD. It has always been of some concern to me and to

others in agriculture that people engaged in farming in the United
States are 50-plus years old at the present time. Young people need to
be attracted into the agriculture game to provide a food supply ade-
quate for our future population, say, 15 to 20 years from now.

The only way this is going to be done is through an incentive
system. 0

Senator CvrTys. Through prices.
Mr. P ,ICIIAR. That's right. If it is not there, the youngsters are not

going to do it. They are not going to mortgage their souls for 40 or 50
years to provide cheap food to anybody. You can put it in your hat
and smoke it, but that is what is going to happen.

Senator CuRTis. We don't need to worry about any shortage in this
country. Some people get alarmed about a the dairy farms going out
of business. If there is enough profit in it, they will come back.

If you know. or would prefer to submit your answerfor the record if
you don't, as to the price of a particular commodity you represent.
What was the price 6 mohths before the moratorium and what was it
6 months following?

Mr. PRICTiARD. I just gave you the figures on the September prices
in our particular area at local markets of $6.05 for soybeans. In 75 to
80 days they had dropped from $6.05 to ,U.15 per bushel. Now they
are running around $4 or 45 to 50 cents cash at country buying points.

Senator CURTIS. Mr. Woodward, whnt was the experience with
wheat?

Mr. WOODWARID. It was approximately $4.50 and has dropped to ap-
proximately $3,50 now.

Senator CuRTIs. What is it now?
Mr. WOODWARD. About $1 or a little more drop. It is about $3.50.
Senator CUris. What was the situation with reference to corn?
Mr. GASKILL. In central Iowa we ran about $2.69to about $2.75.

Presently we are at about $2.25 to $2.30.

67-937-6- 19
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Senator CUbRTI. Did ally of the rest of you have any experience
Mr" Az ON'oY. For grain'sorghum dropped to $3.7'0.
Senator Ctvis. Rice is a different situation.
Mr. WmLUIAMS. I might add that We also have a soybean market 0-

operative. Last year the members who placed their beans in our season-
al p0ol received $6.50 per bushel. This year they will do well 'to get
$4.50."

Senator CuRTIs. Vere there any shortages of these crops at the time
of the moratorium ?

Mr. PRICHARD. No, sir, really, we had a surplus.
Mr. WOODWARD. Also the fact, I feel, that the price of wheat, with-

out interference, would have gone up another dollar.
Senator CuRTIs. Our experience with the U.S.S.R. may indicate a

trend toward market sharing. Do you think this runs contrary to the
U.S. foreign trade objectives?

Mr. GASKILL. I didn't understand that, Senator. I am sorry.
Senator CuRTIS. It might indicate a trend toward market sharing.

Do you thizik that that is contrary to the U.S. trade objectives?
Mr. GASKILL. I am not that familiar with it. I feel that our trade ob-

jective, of course, is to try and operate at full production capacity in
this country. The feeling of the administration is that We have the mar-
ket potential around the world to be able to buy this full production
capacity without depressing the prices to American agriculture.

In our own case the price of corn now in central Iowa-I haven't
heard the last 3 days since I left-was about $2.25 or $2.30. The USDA
cost of producing corn in 1970, the most recent figures I have, is $2.64.

Senator CUtTIs. Shippers will receive $16 a ton under the U.S.-
Soviet maritime agreement, nearly twice the going market rate. Do you

.think this excessive shipping rate will inhibit Russian sales once our
world supply becomes more ample?

Mr. GAsKrLT. As you well know, the Russians are good businessmen
and they are going to go shopping wherever they can buy the cheapest.
That additional sYipping rate will be added onto the cost and ultimate--
ly we are concerned of shippers pricing our product over and above
some of our competitors.

Senator Gravel [presiding]. Senator Packwood?
Senator PACKWOOD. Good morning.
Let me ask you a specific question. Let me also read you something.

I think Agriculture was doublecrossed in the treaty negotiations with
Russia. I think they were sold down the river for an exchange of grain.
I am not on the other side of it. I wish I knew what we got.

I don't see any benefit to Angola or de.tente or arms or anything
else we were supposed to get for the doublecross. Anyway, I will read
you a couple of things that, you can have for your records.

In 1974 when we passed the Trade Act, we specifically wrote into
the section that economic interest groups would be cultivated, that
associations would be informed and businessmen and agriculture and
everybody was to be involved in discussions that affected their sector.

We even pinpointed sector-by-sector bargaining so that no one would
have to be moidsctrapped and have something concluded without their
at least knowing they were being done in. That was very specifically
written into the law.
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I will read you a couple questions and answers. This is'a question I
asked of Dr. K issinger. After Dr. Kissinger said he agreed with this,
I ag d that various economic interests should have an opportunity to
be heard:"

I asked him this question:
Can you tell me specifically which trade association groups Were Involved in

the long-term grain agreement with Russia?
Secretary KISSINGER. That would not be handled by my Department. Maybe

Mr. Bell could discuss this.
Mr. BEL.L. There was no consultation, Senator-
Senator PACKWOOD. That is what I thought.
Mr. BELL [continuing]. Because of the nature it unfolded in.
Senator PACKWOOD. There was no consultation with any grain trade association

in this country, was there?
Mr. BELL. No, sir.
Later on I asked him another question:

Senator PAcKcwvooD. Mr. Bell, did you use your Agriculture Policy Advisory
Committee or the Agriculture Technical Advisory Committee, and Feed and
Grain Committee?

Mr. Bf&LL. No, we did not.

Nobody knew about this in the entire farming community, no as-
sociation, nothing. I can only conclude that this agreement was sprung
on this country for some reason that we don't know yet, I don't know
what the trade offer was. But you were the goats.

When it comes to expoit, forget limitations. This was a stronger
violation of what Congrefs intended because the act that we passed,
the 1974 Export Control Act says:

The authority conferred by this section shall not be exercised with respect
to any agricultural commodity without the approval of the Secretary of Agricul-
ture. The Secretary of Agriculture shall not approve the exercise of such author-
ity with repsect to any such commodity in any period for which the supply of
such commodity is determined by him to be in excess of the requirements of the
domestic economy.

That was passed after the Russian gain agrvenent in 1972 and
after the soybean export embargo in 1973. Congress knew full well
what it was doing when it passed that.

Now we come up to last year. There is no doubt we had so much
surplus last year in all commodities that this country couldn't have
eaten it, fed it to animals, or burned all the surplus we had last year.

I asked Secretary Kissinger:
Mr. Secretary, when you were faced with this situation, where you looked for

a temporary limitation on the export of wheat, the Congress indicated that they
did not want to have a limitation unless there was a domestic short supply, and
you had to find a way of getting around the congressional intent.

Secretary KissINuo It wasn't a question of getting around the congressional
intent; it was a question of the President having concluded that a certain course
was in the national interest, and talking to American citizens to convince them of
the wisdom of this course.

If they had refused, he had no authority to cOmpel them.
He was talking about use, not farmers. He had been talking about

voluntary restraints.
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Then we find further:
Senator PACKWOOD. Is that what you mean by voluntary restraints?
Secretary KiSSiNoEi. That is correct.
Senator PACKWOOD. They voluntarily agreed not to export the grain?
Secretary KiSSINGER. The farmers achieved, in our Judgment, all the sales

they were going to achieve anyway, and the restraint, the voluntary restraint,
was not carried out.

I want you to answer, have you achieved ali the sales you were going
to achieve, and the embargo makes no difference V

Mr. WOODWARD. We hadn't even finished producing some crops so
obviously we achieve all the sales we were going to achieve. There
were very few sales compared to the overall picture at that time.

Senator PACKWOOD. Are you convinced'you could have made sub-
stantially more sales except for this potentially threatened embargo?

Mr. WOODWARD. Very conceivably.
Senator PACKWOOD. And countries waiting around wondering if they

can buy from the United States, they had to find supplies someplace.
Mr. PRICTrARD. During that moratorium, Senator Packwood, we had

to carry over 180 million bushels of soybeans with crop of 1.5 billion
coming off at that particular time. What happened was that the Rus-
sians, under this moratorium, bought 1.5 million metric tons of beans
from Brazil, which we could have sold. 1We know for a fact, that we
could have had that sale.

Senator P.AKWOOD. I think Secretary Kissinger decided he shouldn't
pursue further the argument that the farmers voluntarily restrain
themselves in exporting. The theory he was trying to propound was
that. it didn't violate the act.

He then shifted gears slightly. I asked this question:
Senator PACKWOOD. In conclusion, what yon are saying is this. that there was

no embargo, that farmers voluntarily restrained themselves from exporting?
Secretary KISSINGER. I am saying that in working with the grain companies,

we achieved a voluntary restraint.
I am rather curious about your statement. According to page 2 you

say:
Conduct engaged in by grain trading companies and executive branch officials

to implement the 1975 m6ratorlum on sales may have violated the antitrust laws
of the United States.
* What kind of conspiracy or collusion was there when the. executive
branch and the grain trading companies achieved this so-called volun-
tary restraint?

Mr. WOODWARD. Being an Oregon wheat farmer and not a lawyer,
I would like to refer that question to my lawyer. Would you like to
hear his answer?

Senator PACKWOOD. I would love to hear the answer.
Mr. WOODWARD. Mr. Steve Gibson of Arent, Fox, Kintner, Plotkin &

Kahn.
Mr. GmsoN.. We conducted the legal analysis that Mr. Woodward

referred to looking at the whole range of actions that were taken, the
question of legality, the President's authority to enter into an execu-
tive agreement regulating trade and the way the moratorium was
imposed.

Our conclusions agree very much with the view you have expressed
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this morning, that moratorium was inconsistent with the Export
Administration Act.

On the question of an antitrust violation or the possibility of an
antitrust violation, it seemed to us that no single company would have
withheld sales acting alone if his competitors were going to go forward
with sales. So there is at least circumstantial evidence of joint action
among the companies who were holding sales..

We found nothing in the law or in the judicial precedence that-indi-
cates that the President or the executive branch can say it is OK to
act jointly in restraint of trade. Ile doesn't have authority to immunize
conduct that otherwise would violate the antitrust laws.

Senator PACKWOOD. Let me ask you further. There is no reason that
the grain trading companies would want to stop exports except for
some coercion from the executive branch, is thereI

Mr. GIBso-. We are outside looking in. We don't really know what
is going on, although the heads of Cook and Continental testified be-
fore a congressional committee about the 1974 contracts which we were
asked to cancel.

One can only speculate, and I am reluctant to do that, about their
motives for acting. We do know that the executive branch announced
a moratorium and the moratorium was effective.

Senator PACKWOOD. I am convinced that, if not legally, at least
morally the executive branch violated the antitrust laws for 1974, that
clearly agricultural products are not embargoed short of a domestic
supply. I haven't heard a farmer say he wanted to sell America down
the river. If we are short, I'm sure they are going to feed America
first.

Mr. GIBSON. I would like to make one clarification. We don't have
a lawsuit. We have rendered legal advice to the association and that is
where it stands.

Senator CURTIS. Would you yield there?
We have a pattern of biuving and selling grain in this country. It

isn't for the good of agriculture, but it was developed during all the
years of surplus under a plan of commodity loans and huge storages
and surplus, the grain was always there. Oftentimes the Government
owned it.

Consequently processors and other purchasers of grain and other
farm products in this country didn't have to buy for the future. They
didn't have to invest any money in inventory because it was always
there. Fortunately that situation is gone.

There, is nothing in the law or any reason why processors and other
users of farm commodities can't go in a month ahead of tineoand
buy. It would be to their advantage. It would be to everybody else's
advantage. They can buy cheaperr sometimes and if they buy ahead
of the commodity, 'iey wi, oftentimes make a good deal for them-
selves as well as pick ;; a ,rg" market.

There could be no circumstance where, if American business is
a lert-and they always are-that they wouldn't have first chance of
everything that is produced.

Senator PACKWOOD. It bothers me that somehow the administration
first violates the Control Act and then violates our intent on con-
sultation when they concluded the Ru.ssian grain agreement. Yet
there is something to come to the fore that wa, allegedly off. I don't-
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know what it was, but. the farmer got dealt out in exchange for some-
thing that I have yet to find a reason for.

1 thank you very much for the testimony. I have" n more q ippi.
Mr.. GASKULL, Senator Packwood, I would like to comment on one

statement you made about the farmer having a voice in decisions, aking
which was the. basis for my testimony to-be placed in the recordtoday.

Under Secretary of State Charles Robinson, Who headed'the U.S.
team that negotiated the grain. agreement with the Russians, explained
our food policy before the Senate Agriculture Committee hearings on
January 22, I belive. He said:

Balanced decisionmaking is necessarv to serve the national Interests. We have
carefully designed coordinated mechanisms which apply to the key responsible
officials to consult and solve problems. tlat involve more than one agency. The
major unit is the Economic Policy Board/National Security Co1uell Fooxl
Committee.

I have mentioned earlier who these people are from the Govern-
mont. This unit gave daily instructions to U.S. negotiator's in Moscow
during'the grain negotiations last, year and is continuing to monitor
closely all aspects of U.S. agricultural production and sales.

The food deputies group is made up of other high-ranking officials
of the same agencies, with the addition of a representative from the
Central Intelligence Agency. Much of the day-to-day work of formu-
lating food policy is made by this group.

Senator PACKWOOD. But there are no farmers on that group.
Mr. GASKILL. My concern is that the farmer deserves to be consulted.

The NSC Food Committee should provide the opportunity for farm
input on a regularly scheduled ongoin" basis. The committee can hold
.public hearings around the country. They can report their decisions
in the Federal Register, answer to Congress on a scheduled basis.

In summary, the Food Committee must be held accountable is my
feeling, Senator. and accountability should start with the farmer. It
is his livelihood. It is his future.

The administration has called balanced decisionmaking an essen-
tial goal in the formulation of food nolicv. Balanced decisionmaking
in this area is impossible without the input from the American farmer,
-where it all begins.

Senator PACKWOOD. What you mean is we have bargaining units
and we have industrial foundries bargaining units. Everybody isn't
haPpy with the outcome, but they have been consulted and they have
a hand in the outcome. This w as not true in the Russian grain agree-
ment. It was deliberately held secret from the farmers for reasons I
don't know.

senator GRAVEL. It was kent secret. also from the Congress.
Thank you very much. gentlemen.

hf r. WVooDw,%nn. Thank you.
TThe prepared statements of Messrs. Prichard, Anthony, Gaskill,

-and Lawson follow :]
SITATEM ENT OF WTLLTAM PRICIARD. VicE. PRFSIDENT IN CHARGE OF GOVEINM3NrT

RELATIONS, AfEriC.,,.NS 0YBEAN" ASSOCIATION
There hnve been three attempts by the government to control azrieultural

exports. All of these attempts were suppose dly rnqrle on behalf of the cnn-
sumer-to keep the price of food from increasing. History now proves that tho
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desired result was nt achieved. In every case, the farmer,wq pro4ces the food
was not consulted. These dedsion were made- on the bpsIs Qf pQ9aiWilCexpedi-
ency. Must I remind you that desions based on the future of the qUtlcian
seldom, if ever, achieve results favorable to tbe'people. The conotltupnts. Way,- at
the momept, be led to believe ih i the actiqn will result In ower food costs or
produce some otber favorable result; however, neither .hq, ijolit!iaps nor. the
constituent have looked far enough down the road to deterjpinethe ultlat
i'esult-the one that makes the mopt difference.

To properly set the stage 'alloW me to detail action by the "government that
were suPposedly made on behalf of U.o. qonsumers but havo, actually rsu ted
in less production in this country of a commodity inf the foo4 Chaii that is
absolutely necessary for efficient production of meat, the, prlnay source of
protein for most U.S. citizens, That commodity is soybeans and It is essential
in food production In this nation: #nd around the world.,tin countries such as
Japan, soybeans are both ,the p Irmary "ud sqopdary source pf pp9tein. Ap-
proximately 27 mftlli bushels of soybeans purchased from t~e U.S, anntlly.are
used' as a dirct' source 6of protein by the Japanese .people.,.During the soybean
embargo of 1973, they kept asking the question, "1how cai 'you be so inhumane
that you deny our children food because you want to feed It to your livestock?"

The economic impact of the embargo is still being felt not only by soybean
farmers but by consumers. It effects farmers in that those nations that had tradi-
tionally depended on the United States as their source for protep and oil, started
looking at Brazil for soybeans and to 11alaysia for palm oil. Soybean production
in Brazil has more than doubled since that time because people in other nations
think they can no longer depend on the U.S. soybean farmer. But I hasten -to re-
mind you that soybean farmers were not consulted on the embargo decision.
Malaysia has also increased it's palm,,oil production tremendously since 1973.
We cannot blame the soybean producers in Brazil for expanding their produc-
tion to fill the gap we left open. We cannot blame the people in Malaysia for
planting more palm trees, but the fact remains that politically inspired action
by our government has resulted in economic losses to U.S. soybean farmers and a
reduction in acres devoted to soybean production this year. While the embargo
was the first of such actions, others have followed it serving only to add another
straw to the camel's back.

On October 7, 1974, our government imposed a monitoring action on the export
market for soybeans and other agricultural products. This action continued until
March 0, 1975. During that time and primarily because of that government action,
the price of soybeans fell from $8.50 per bushel on October 7, 1974, to $4.72 on
March 0, 1975. That's a loss of $8.78, or 44 percent of the farmers' potential gross
income from soybeans.

This past year, a moratorium on shipments of soybeans and grains to Russia
and Poland was used as a political weapon in trade negotiations. While the ef-
fort was not entirely successful because the U.S. failed to get concessions on
shipments of Soviet petroleum products, farmers were again the economic victims.
,oybeanS were priced at $5.73 when the moratorium started on July 24 and had
fallen to $4.91 when the misguided effort was abandoned on October 20.

There was absolutely no reason for soybeans to have been included in the mora-
torium because farmers had a 1.5 billion bushel crop in the field and 185 mil-
lion bushels left over from the 1974 crop. Although soybean sales were included
in the moratorium, they were not included in the negotiated agreement. Again,
soybean farmers lost 82 cents per bushel, or a total of $1.2,5 billion, on the crop
they were harvesting at the moment.

To add insult to injury, Russia bought 55 million bushels of soybeans from
Brazil. The U.S. could have supplied that amount and still had 300 million
bushels left over. That blunder cost the U.S. economy in general, and soybean
farmers in particular, about $200 million.

When you consider that the 600,000 soybean farmers In the nation average
90 acres of soybeans each, then -government interference in the marketplace has
coqt each farmer an average of $11,178 in the last tWo years.

Who is willing to make up the difference to the farmer? Are consumers willing
to pay each soybean farmer the more than $11,000 he has lost? Would the ad-
ministrative branch be willing to make that $11,178 lump sum payment to soy-
bean farmers? After all, they are people who made the decisions that caused
the decline in prices. I don't think the administration is willing to take that
risk, because the taxpayers would hand them their heads wrapped in an election
billbt.
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So who has to shoulder the load? The farmers. That money will come straight
from the farmer's pocket-the big farmer, the little farmer and the middle-
sized farmer. Actually, It'sthe little farmer who gets hurt the most.

Think with me for a moment. The government asked farmers to plant from
fencerow to fencerow last spring and the year before. Farmers responded because
they understood that the world needed their food. But both times the government
has stepped in to limit or actually prohibit sales of the commodities produced.

This happened after the farmer had his crops planted and they were almost
ready to harvest. In other words, he had already invested his money, labor and
land. Farmers have been the victims of a crime of such immense proportions that
it remains hidden from the eyes of its perpetrators. The bureacratic officials
cannot see the trees for the forest.

American soybean fArmers demand that agricultural policy of the United
States be determined by administrative officials who understand the problems
of agricultural production and marketing. The understAnding of production
problems- and their solutions 'iS sometimes more eluaive than the under-
standing of marketing problekns; but the two must go hand in hand. When agri-
cultural marketing policy is determined by officials from the Department of
Labor, Department of State or Department of Commerce, those decisions do not
reflect the policies necessary for production of food in the future.

Farmers must export or go bankrupt. If the farmer goes bankrupt so does the
country, and when all this happens the politicians, the labor leaders and the
extreme consumer protest groups should have a field day dividing up nothing.

It has been proven time and time, again that government control of agricul-
ture is, in bureaucratic terms, "counterproductive"; in farmer language, that
means It doesn't work. It should also be clear to everyone that government med-
dling in the marketplace does not work. A case in point is the latest USDA plant-
ing intentions report, which shows that farmers intend to reduce soybean prod-
uction by at least 7 percent this year. That reduction is necessary because.soy-

-bean price are now at or below the break-even point for most farmers. Prices
are that low because we will have about 350 million bushels of soybeans left over
at the end of this marketing year. We will have that many surplus soybeans be-
cause misguided and misinformed bureaucrats (lid not allow us to have free entry
into the world market. Therefore, the end result is that there will be less soybeans
next year to help feed a hungry world. It Is not only the farmers who are hurt;
the consumers suffer also.

STATEMENT OF GRAIN SORGHUM PRODUCERS ASSOCIATION

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee: I am A. W. Anthony, Jr., a
farmer, and President of Grain Sorghum Producers Association. My home is in
Friona, Texas.

Mr. Chairman, in behalf of the grain sorghum farmers, I want to express
our appreciation to you for holding these hearings, and for the opportunity of
appearing before you today. We are looking forward to constructive actions by
your committee to prevent future actions by the government from wrecking the
grain markets and many farmers as it has during the last three years.

The embargo of sales to Russia, Poland, and other Eastern European coun-
tries last summer and fall is the most recent involvement of government inter-
ference in the farmer's free access to markets. The results of this action col-
lapsed the grain markets, which forced many grain farmers into bankruptcy.

The national average cost of producing grain sorghum in 1974 was $4.34 per
hundred pounds. These are the figures recently released by the U.S. Department
of Agriculture in compliance with the Agricultural Act of 1973.

Due to government interference in the free flow of grain, the market prices
have been like a roller coaster over the last three years. To illustrate this, in 1973
grain sorghum prices crashed from $4.75 per hundred to $4.00 within four months.
After two months, the prices were back to $4.75. By the following June, prices

-dropped to $3.60 per hundred.
In 1974, prices rose to $5.90, crashed to $4.00, then rose again to *4.75 last Au-

gust, which was the time of the grain embargo to Russia and Eastern Europe.
Since then, prices have not been strong. Last week, grain sorghum sold for $3.70
to $3.80 per hundred, which was at least $0.50 per hundred below the cost of pro-
duction.
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The ups and downs of the grain markets are largely a result of government re-
striction of export sales through numerous actions, which ranged from the rp-
quirement for sales approyal by government to an outright embargo. No business
can operate under these conditions.

Last year the White House assured our producers free access to the export
markets provided they planted "from fence to fence," which they did. But then
the White House placed an embargo on export sales. Can farmers no longer
have confidence in their government? Can we re-establish our foreign customers'
confidence in our government?

To our overseas grain buyers, we feel we have damaged our credibility as a
constant and dependable supplier. Such abrupt actions and complete reversal of
policies as we saw last year can only lead to distrust. Who can trust us for
anything?

If a farmer is expected to produce, he needs dependable access to markets. He
must have more stable prices at levels that pay his cost of production. He should
be allowed a profit, just as any other businessman expects.

We feel that the government embargoes and restrictions have hurt our market
prices by at least $1.00 per hundred pounds or $0.56 per bushel. This Is a total loss
of $431 million on the 1975 grain sorghum crop alone. This is not only a loss to
our farmers, but to the entire United States economy.

The Grain 1Sorghum Producers Association commends you on having these
hearings. We trust that you will take action to see that the government price
wrecking actions will not happen again, and that farmers and our foreign cus-
tomers can regain some of their confidence in the leaders of our Nation.

Thank you for the opportunity of appearing before you today.

STATEMENT OF E. THnURMAN GASKILL, PRESIDENT, IOWA CORN
GROwEpts ASSOCIATION

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee: Good morning. My name is E.
Thurman Gaskill, a corn grower from Corwith, Iowa and President of the Iowa
Corn Growers Association. I would like to thank the Committee for the oppor-
tunity to testify, today.

Two weeks ago, the Under Secretary of State for Economic Affairs, Charles
W. Robinson appeared before the Subcommittee on Foreign Agricultural Policy
of the Senate Committee on Agriculture and Forestry. Mr. Robinson is best
known to the farm community for heading up the U.S. negotiating team in
Moscow during the grain sale talks.

,Mr. Robinson pointed out that consultations have been utilized to achieve
the balance decision making necessary to serve, the national interest. One of the
key coordinating mechanisms to facilitate consultation in the area of foreign
agricultural policy is the Economic Policy Board of the National Security Coun-
cil Food Committee. This committee was created last fall by the President. It in-
cludes the Secretaries of State, Treasury, Agriculture, Labor and Commerce, the
Chairman of the Council of Economic Advisors, the Director of the Office of Man-
agement and Budget, the Assistant to the President for Economic Affairs, the
Executive Director of the Council of International Economic Policy and the
Assistant to the President for National Security Affairs. Mr. Robinson testified
that the committee was "established to monitor sales of feedgrains and wheat to
the Soviet Union. It played an important role in formulation instructions to the
U.S. negotiators". And Mr. Robinson added "It has a continuing mandate to
develop and maintain data on grain and exports".

The Administration's unilateral decision to negotiate a grain agreement with
the Soviet Union without any input from agriculture is well-known, though
hardly popular with farmers. 'Neither farmers nor their organizations were con-
suIted in the formulation of the Grain Agreement. Mr. Meany and Labor cer-
tainly were consulted. And the U.S.-Soviet Maritime Agreement rewards the
longshoremen with $16/ton or nearly twice the going market rate. So much for
the past. Mr. Robinson states that the N.S.C. Food Committee "has a continuing
mandate." I would like to know what opportunities will there be for the farmer
to make any input into this coordinating group?

Dr. Kissinger has stated that high level negotiations need to be exclusive to
protect inside information from leaking out. No doubt he wouldcite this as an
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adequate reason for excluding a farmer from the talks in Moscow last fall. How.
ever, I would subject that farmers could hardly do worse at "secret keeping"
that a good many persons In positions of authority at the present time. This
point aside, Is there anything wrong with consulting the farmer? Wouldn't the
Food Policy Committee benefit from having some Input from us?

It hardly asks to6 much to have an opportunity to be heard before policies
which can make us or break us are put into effect. I think the Administration
has forgotten who produces the food and fiber In our country. It is riot govern-
ment grain. It Is owned by individual farmers. Government intervention %Ath
the farmer's access to a free market has a profound effect The moratorium of
1975 grain shipments to the USSR and Poland forced the Soviet grain buyers
into the international markets. They proceeded to purchase 15 million tons of
grain and soybeans from competitive export countries at a value of approximately
$2.2 billion The moratorium also depressed prices. Corn fell from $3.32/bushel
in November, 1974 to $2.33/bushel by November, 1975. The 1975 moratorium dealt
the American farmer a staggering blow.

I hope we can all learn from this experience The farmer deserves to be ctn-
suited. The N.S.C. Food Committee should provide the opportunity for farmer
input on a regularly scheduled on-going basis. The committee can hold puilflic
hearings around the country. They can report their decisions in the Federal
Register. Answer to Congress on a scheduled basis. In summary, the Foid Com-
mittee must be held accountable. And accountability should start with the
farmer. It is his livelihood. It's his future. TheAdministration has called balanced
decision making an essential goal in the formulation of food policy. Balanced
decision making in this area is impossible without Input from the American
Farmer.

STATEMENT OF W. D. LAWSON, III, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL COTTON COU.NIL
or AMERIcA

This statement is being presented in behalf of the National Cotton Council, an
organization which represents all seven segments of the American cotton in-
dustry from producers to manufacturers.

At the Council's annual meeting concluded February 3 in Biloxi, Mississippi,
our delegates unanimously adopted a resolution relative to export controls. The
language follows: "Work for unrestricted sales and shipment of U.S. raw upland
in world markets."

The position quoted above is not a new one for the cotton industry. It has
been a historic principle that has undergirded programs and policies of the
National Cotton Council throughout its thirty-eight years of existence. It was
the firm belief In this principle and the recognition of its importance which led
the Council in 1957 to establish Cotton Council International as Its overseas arm
to actively promote and increase world sales of U.S. cotton.

It wasn't until a few years ago, however, that the Council felt it necessary to
state in the form of a resolution that which had always been ' taken for granted."
The reason for doing so now is painfully apparent.- Already the agricultural com-
munity hat; seen two embargoes placed on its exports, and while they did not
apply to cotton, the implication to our Industry is very clear.

Also some organized group support and statements of government officials
endeavor to lend credence to export controls and/or international commodity
agreements.

Why must U.S. cotton be assured of unrestricted sales in world markets? Let's
examine some of the more significant reasons.

First is the matter of production. What kind of incentive doesthe American
farmer have to plant cotton? For the 1976 crop year, the USDA has announced a
preliminary loan rate of a little over 37 cents a pound for upland cotton. Accord-
ing to the USDA's own figures. the estimated cost to the farmer of producing
that pound of cotton will be from 52 to 57 cents a pound. With this much differ-
ence, you can be sure the farmer is not going to plant cotton Just because of the
loan. He couldn't make expenses if he did. In times past, the farmer had some
incentive in the form of payments. But this, too, has been severely limited Today,
the only thing that provides any significant incentive to the cotton farmer to pro-
duce is the market---one that offers reasonable probability of a profitable price.

Traditionally, some 40 percent of U.S. cotton production has been exported.
Unless we can continue to export in this magnitude, cotton farmers will be forced
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to cut back their production sharply. They won't-and can't--produce If the mar-
ket Isn't there.

Any move to limit or restrict farm exports needs to be recognized for what it
is: a form of price control which reduces incentive and limits production.

In the case of cotton, the foreign world consumes more than it produces. And it
needs U.S. cotton to make up the difference. But what happens if U.S. cotton
exports are limited? Foreign cotton prices rise above U.8. prices, making the
crop more attractive to foreign cotton-growing countries and encouraging them to
increase production sharply. Eventually this leads to a loss in markets and a re-
duced amount of U.S. cotton needed by foreign countries.

Overseas customers who have been buying U.S. cotton also begin to look
around and invest in the development of other sources of supply. An example of
this is occurring now in soybeans. The Japanese are concerned about the threat
of world food shortages, and especially about soybeans since they, are used
directly for food in Japan. During the past year, the Japanese have made a series
of long-term commitments to buy soybeans in Brazil and Argentina and are
backing up these commitments by putting Japanese money into shipping and
storage facilities in these two South American countries. If cotton exports were
to be limited, we could look for similar action.

Cotton's unlimited access to overseas markets is essential to our nation's earn-
ings of foreign exchange to hell) pay for oil and other import needs. In recent
years, cotton exports have been valued at well over $1 billion annually. With the
oil cartel's demonstrated ability to raise its prices ever higher, and our import
requirements rising, I think we would all agree that this country needs all the
help it can get to pay for these imports.

Any consideration of limiting exports also should not overlook what It has cost
this country over the years to build up overseas markets for U.S. farm products.
In the case of cotton, we have extended billions of dollars in credit, and our gov-
ernment and Cotton Council International have made a substantial investment-
some $25 million--during the last two decades to insure that U.S. cotton gets its
fair share of world markets. The investment has been expanded and reinforced
by foreign cooperators whose contributions more than match our own. As a result
of these three-way efforts, U.S. cotton now has comprehensive, market develop-
nient programs going for it In eight foreign- countries, with trade servicing
activities embracing 22 additional cotton importing countries.

Research and promotion-not Just for U.S. cotton but for all cotton-is another
overseas project that represents a long-term investment. Cotton's battle against
synthetic fibers is going on all over the world, and other cotton-producing nations
have joined us in helping fight this battle, particularly in Europe and the Far
East. It was largely because of this united program that cotton was able to make
competitive gains over synthetic fibers in these two areas in recent years. With-
out continued U.S. participation-which depends on our ability to export freely-
this type of research and promotion would go down the drain, since the foreign
countries alone can't generate enough support for it. If this should happen,
cotton would lose vital markets to synthetics and the under-developed countries
which produce cotton would suffer irreparable damage.

Restricted farm exports, accompanied by an inevitable, lowering of crop pro-
duetion in the U.S., could be expected to set off other repercussions here at home.

Exports allow our farmers to utilize their resources more efficiently and more
effectively so as to keep unit costs of production as low as possible. That figure
I quoted earlier of estimated costs of cotton production would go significantly
higher if exports were to be controlled, because much of our equipment is de-
signed for specific use on cotton and cannot be used for other crops. This in itself
would mean that such equipment would be under-utillized, and per-unit costs
would increase sharply.

Reduced production on U.S. farms also would add appreciably to the nation's
unemployment. Cotton is a major employer in the U.S., providing incomes
wholly--or in very substantial part-for about 5 million persons, and affecting
tbe livelihoods of many millions of additional workers and their dependents
whose jobs are closely related to the cotton industry. Any action that results In a
cutback in cotton production means a cutback In employment. Cotton produc-
tion requires five to seven times as much labor as oilseed and grain crops.

Any action which cuts down on cotton production means a cut in cotton re-
search and promotion dollars here at home, since much of this money comes
from a $1 a bale assessment paid by cotton producers. And in this day of fierce
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competition, a1y lessening of cotton's. research and promotion effort would mean
further erosion of the domestic market, and additional production and Job losses
in our industry.

Cotton producers' freedom to produce fully for the market has another advan-
tage for domestic mills. It gives them a wider range of cottons to choose from
and enables them to find the specific quality they need-an option which would
be less available to them without full 1.S. production.

Restrictions on farm exports also pose the danger of a re-alignment of crops in
the U.S. If cotton farmers were forced to cut back production, it would mean that
some of the highly productive land now devoted to cotton-growing would be
released to other crops. In some areas of the country, for example, this would
mean more soybean plantings .. . in others, more acreage for grains. This in
all likelihood -would depress prices of these food crops, thus providing less Incen-
tive to grow them.

One further word about an international commodity agreement. It is nothing
more than an effort to ration markets. For a trading nation like the United States
to consider such a proposal would be less than naive.

Obviously we have to compete in world markets, but we can't compete with
restrictions on production and the ensuing inefficiencies that an international
agreement would create.

Any discussion of international trade would not be complete without a look at
imports. This subject, too, has an effect on the U.S. cotton industry and our dele-
gates also took a position on this subject at the recent annual meeting.

They went on record as continuing "to support appropriate federal action...
to provide reasonable restraints against excessive imports of products mannfac-
tured from cotton and cottonseed, and those commodities directly competitive
therewith, to levels which will not cause excessive interference with domestic
na rkets."

The U.S. stance regarding trade with other countries has always emphasized
fairness. In the last three decades, our nation has Ahared its growing internal
markets with off-shore manufacturers to an extent matched in few, if any,
countries of the world. The cotton industry has insisted, however, that market
growth should be shared-not taken over entirely by imports.

In recent years. however, an increasing part of our markets is being taken
by cotton textile imports and by palm oil imports.

Regarding cotton textile imports, the cotton industry has worked closely with
textile leaders over the years to hold textile imports within reasonable bounds.
These joint efforts-developed over a period of 15 years-have resulted in inter-
national textile agreements which, if properly administered, can accomplish what
is equitable and needed. These agreements are microcosms of what is envisioned
under the Trade Act of 1974 and should not be disrupted by negotiations during
the Multilateral Trade Negotiations.

We believe that similar treatment should be accorded palm oil Imnorts.
In the rast 10 years, palm oil has become the most serious competitive threat

faced by the U.S. cottonseed oil industry. Since 196, this country's palm oil Im-
ports have risen from approximately 34 million pounds to more than 900 million
pounds in 1975. Most of the imported palm oil goes into baking and frying fats.
Its share of this market is now up to 20 percent from a negligible amount in
196. while cottonseed oil has droned to 3 percent from 7% percent in the same
period. Production costs of palm oil are far below that of U.S. vegetable oil, and
Its price advantage is further widened by the fact that palm oil enters the U.S.
duty free.

World palm oil production has more than doubled'in the last deade, and pro-
.ection are that it will more than double again by I9W- as nalm oil trees already
nianted reach maturity. These plantings have been financed to a large degree by
International areneies which receive a significant part of their funds from the
United States. Certainly, the U.S. should have no part in funding any more such
plantings, and the financing agencies should bp discouraged from it, because a
continued increase In production of this magnitude simply cannot be absorbed.

In consideration of world trade matter.% It is important that excessive imports
he recognized as having the same kind of impact on theU.S. cotton industry as
export controls.

'We sunnort the basic tenets of the Trade Act of 1974 and understand the diffi-
culties Inherent in negotiating truly reciprocal trade acreements In todnr's
ivorld. At the same time, we believe the interests of all the people of the U.S.
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and the world community as well are best served by a strong U.S. posture that
provides (1) unrestricted access to world markets, and (2) reasonable restraints
on Imports so that domestic markets are shared and a basic U.S. industry is not
aIdermined.

in the decisions made, the economic well-being of many millions of Americans
Is at stake.

Senator GRAVEL. Our next witness is Mr. Iughes; he is accompanied
by William R. Rhodes, Fred W. Sutherland, and William F. Coles,
past presidents-of American Chamber of Commerce of Venezuela;
Gabriel J Baptiste, executive vice president, American Chamber of
Commerce of Venezuela; and Frank J. Amador, executive director,
American Chamber of Commerce of Venezuela.

Will you proceed in the same fashion with your statements, and
then we will treat you as a panel for the purpose of questioning.

STATEMENT OF THOMAS L. HUGHES, ESQ., PRESIDENT, AMERICAN
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE OF VENEZUELA, ACCOMPANIED BY
WILLIAM R. RHODES, FRED W. SUTHERLAND, AND WILLIAM F.
COLES, PAST PRESIDENTS; GABRIEL ;. BAPTISTE, EXECUTIVE
VICE PRESIDENT; AND FRANK J. AMADOR, EXECUTIVE DIREC-
TOR, AMERICAN CHAMBER OF COMMERCE OF VENEZUELA

M[r. ~HtUEs. First of all, we would like to thank you very much
for the opportunity afforded Uii today to express our views.

We would request permission to submit a memorandum for inclu-
sion in the record afterward, Mr. Chairman.

We will explain who we are. My name is Thomas H1ughes. I am
an attorney. I am president of the American Chamber of Commerce
of Venezuela, which is now called the Venezuelan-American Chamber
of Commerce.

With me are: Gabriel J. Baptiste, industrialist, managing director
of Cabel, an affiliate; of General Cable Corp., and chamber executive
vice president; William R. Rhodes, banker, senior vice president
of First National City Bank and immediate past president;
Fred W. Sutherland, public accountant, resident partner in Venezuela
of Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co., and past president; William F.
Coles,. investor and past president; and Dr. Frank J. Amador. ex-
oilman with Exxon affiliates in Venezuela and now executive director
of the chamber.

The American Chamber of Commerce of Venezuela is a completely
autonomous and independent, self-financed business organization
which has 935 members representing 381 business firms operating in
Venezuela. The chamber, in existence for 25 years, has its primary
goals: (1) The encouragement of increased commerce between the
United States and Venezuela; and (2) the promotion of friendly
business relations between the peoples and governments of the two
countries.

Our organization is associated with the Chamber of Cbmmerce
of the United States, the Council of the Americas, and the Association
of American Chambers of Cbmmerce in Latin America.

We are hereby today to testify on the problems gefierated between
Venezuela. and the-United States through application of sectioA
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502(b) (2) of the Trade Act of 1974. As you know, this section con-
tains a provision denyi: ;. the granting of preferential tariff treatment
to Venezuela because of Its membership in the Organization of Pet ro-
leum Exporting Countries [OPEC], even though Venezuela did not
participate in the Arab oil embargo against the United States. Ac-
cordingly, the President has been required to exclude Venezuela from
the list of developing countries to be given preferential tariff treat"
ment rExecutive Order 1184, March 24, 1975]. All other developing
countries in Latin America with the exception of Venezuela and
Ecuador are eligible for such preferential treatment.

This discrimination caused a tremendous public anti-American
furor, not only in Venezuela but in all of Latin America as manifested
by constant denunciations of the United States by public officials and
politicians throughout the area. The single greatest source of irrita-
tion in Venezuelan-United States relations is the exclusion of Vene-
zuela from the generalized system of preferences. -

As you will recall, the March 1075 meeting of Western Hemisphere
foreign ministers was canceled in protest. The permanent council of
the Organization of American States, in an extraordinary meeting in
January 1975, almost unanimously denounced the discriminatory
clauses of the Trade Act and called for the act to be amended.

The crises the United States faces today in many parts of the globe
have seemingly relegated Latin America to a back seat, as far as U.S.
economic and strategic considerations are concerned. Nevertheless,
most authorities acknowledge that the welfare of the United States
and of its close hemispheric neighbors is integral and inseparable.

SOURCE OF VITAL RAW MATERIALS FOR UNITED STATES

Venezuela is favored with vast raw material resources that are in
close proximity to the United States, the strategic value of which
was dramatically illustrated during the 1973 Arab oil boycott. In fact,
the distance from Caracas to Miami is slightly more than half the
distance from New York City to San- Francisco. The two nations
have long enjoyed friendly relations and, throughout the years, Vene-
zuela has proven itself a steadfast U.S. ally. Shortly after World
War I, it became a reliable supplier to the United States of essential
raw materials, originally petroleum and later from ore.

Venezuela faithfully provided vital petroleum to the United States
during W orld War II, the Korean war, the Suez crisis, the Arab-
Israeli wars and Vietnam. Most importantly, although a member of
OPEC, it did not participate in the Arab oil embargo against the
United States. Instead, during the peak period of the embargo-
fourth quarter of 1973--oil exports to the United States from Vrene-
zuela and offshore refineries in Curacao and Aruba were substantially
increased to 2.1 million barrels per day, as against 1.6 million during
the comparable 1972 period-an increase of over 25 percent [see at-
tached Annex A].
. In 1975, Venezuela continued as the No. 1 foreign source of U.S.
crude oil and oil-produce imports. It shipped an estimated average
of 1.1 million barrels per day of oil and oil products to the United
States during the first 6 months of 1975, including products refined
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from Venezuelan oil in Curacao and Aruba, which altogether repre-
sented 18.5 percent of total U.S. oil imports and one-fourth of all
oil consumer in New England. These shipments to the United States
are equivalent to 44.1 percent of total Venezuelan oil production during
this period.

In addition, Venezuelan shipments of oil to the Canadian east
coast-Venezuela's second biggest market-have permitted western
Canada to supply oil and natural gas to our western and central
States.

Venezuela also shipped 12.3 million tons of iron ore to the United
States in 1975, which constituted 51.2 percent of total Venezuelan
production.

Lamentably, and we believe unintentionally, the 1974 Trade Act
fails to distinguish between those countries which participated in
the OPEC embargo and those which did not. Venezuela has never
held back shipments of its vital nonrenewable oil and iron ore re-
sources. The President of Venezuela and the Foreign Minister have
consistently repeated at home and in the international forums that
Venezuela will never reduce oil exports as a political weapon. It will
continue to supply oil products.

VALUABLE BUSINESS PARTNER AND CUSTOMER

In addition to being a faithful supplier of vital raw materials,
Venezuela is a valuable business partner of the United States. It is
America's best cash customer and third largest overall client in Latin
America, after 'Mexico and Brazil. In 1976. the U.S, Department of
Commerce estimates Venezuela will replace Brazil as the number two
customer.

The Wall Street Journal recently stated that capital goods demands
of the oil-producing countries such as Venezuela helped' cushion sub-
stantially the effect of the recession on U.S. suppliers of capital goods.

U.S. Department of Commerce statistics show that Venezuelan im-
ports of U.S. goods during the year 1975 totaled $2.4 billion, up 38
percent. over the comparable 1974 period, which, in turn, had increased
71 percent over 1973. These exports, produce for the United States
a large number of jobs in the export trade. It affords a market for com-
ponents for U.S.-produced goods in Venezuela.

Moreover, IT.S. nonoil holdings in Venezuela are reliably estimated
at about $3 billion. The return on these investments contributes favor-
ably to U.S. balance of payments.

Another significant Venezuelan economic contribution to the United
States is tourism. Venezuelan tourists, individually, according to the
U.S. Travel Service,, spend more in the United States than any other
foreign visitors. Excluding bordering nations, Venezuela ranks
fourth-after Japan, U.K., and Germany-in the number of tourists
visiting the United States annually.

Finally, Venezuela: has'launched a crash educational program to
train technicians and professional needed in national development.
Of a total 5,000 university students studying abroad, 3,200, or 64
percent, are studying in the United States, at a cost of $17 million
annually.
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VENEZUELA HAS BEEN A FAITHFUL SUPPORTER OF TIlE DOLLAR

Traditionally, the Central Bank has maintained almost all its inter-
national reserve currency in U.S. dollars and Eurodollars. At year-
end 1975, Venezuela's total foreign time deposits alone stood at the
equivalent of $5.7 billion. Of these, $5.1 billion, or 89.5 percent, were
in U.S. currency. Significantly, when the dollar was threatened by
foreign speculators, Venezuela continued to maintain its reserves
in the Continental United States, thereby supporting the dollar.

VENEZUELA ASSUMING FOREIGN AID LOAD, RECYCLING PETRO DOLLARS

Although Venezuelan oil income hai peaked and is now declining.
nevertheless the nation has committed an astoundingly generous
amount to foreign aid and international lending programs. These
funds are-in large part dedicated to relieving the burden of increased
fuel prices faced by lesser developed nations, while at the same time
channeling that money into agriculture and infrastructure to finance
more rapidly economic development in Latin America.

Since the increases in oil prices, Venezuela's total foreign aid com-
mitment reached $2.8 billion, more than one-third of her trade surplus
and about one-tenth of her whole GNP. It has been stated by one
American specialist that this is more public money than the United
States ever committed to the Alliance for Progress.

Major Venezuelan commitments are shown in attached annex B.

VENEZUELA ASSUMING FOREIGN AID LOAD, RECYCLING PETRODOLLARS

For the past 60 years, Venezuela's economy has depended almost
entirely on petroleum-a nonrenewable and dwindling resource. Con-
scious of this overwhelming reliance on a single disappearing source
of national income, to avoid the boom and bust of the Brazilian rubber
exports at the turn of the century, Venezuela is striving to diversify
its economy through industrialization. An essential objective in thi's
process is tle expansion of nontraditional exports.

To accomplish these, worthy goals requires enormous expenditures
for basic infrastructures. According to governmental estimates, the
bill for essential projects over the next 5 years will total more than
$40 billion. The economy permitting, this money will be spent on agri-
culture, housing. education, health, communications, transportation,
electric power 'eneration, and industry. Assuming these investments
materialize, a large part of the capital goods requirements would-
as past records show--come from the United States, provided good
relations are maintained between the two countries.

Considering Venezuela's long-proven record as a strategically
located reliable raw materials supplier to the U.S. market, particui-
larly its loyalty to the United States during the Arab oil embargo-
it is understandable why Venezuela should resent being excluded from
GSP benefits.

Venezuela regards this discrimination a§ a "gratuitous slap in the
face," because currently the volume of potentially GSP-eligible Vene-
zuelan exports is negligible, virtually nil. In addition, this is an
affront to one of the few functioning democracies in Latin America.
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It is not so much the current economic benefit of GSP to Venezuela,
as it is a political irritant to intercountry relations.

In view of the aforementioned considerations, our Chamber re-
spectfully recommends that section 502(b) of the Trade Act oi 1974
be amended to make it possible for those countries such as Venezuela
which have not participated, and do not in the future participate,
in an embargo of vital commodities to be designated by the President
as eligible to receive GSP tariff preferences. Specifically, our Chain-
lber supports the legislative proposal under consideration by the
House Ways and Means Subcommittee on Trade [H.R. 5897], known
as the Green bill, which has its counterpart in the Senate introduced
by Senator Brock, which would make it possible for the President
to designate Venezuela and other countries as "beneficiary develop-
ing countries" for purposes of the generalized system of preferences
in the Trade Act of 1974, so long as such countries do not participate
in any action, the effect of which is to withhold supplies of any vital
commodity resource from international trade. An alternative solution
would be adoption of Senator Bentsen's bill, which would provide
that to be excluded a country would have to be not only a member of
OPEC, but also have participated in an embargo, or legislation exclud-
ing Western Hemisphere countries from the anti-OPEC clause, such
as the bill introduced by Senator Kennedy.

In this way, such countries as Venezuela which did not participate
in a boycott or embargo of the United States, would not have to
sliffer the punitive restrictions called for in the present language of
--ection 502(b) (2) of the Trade Act of 1974. Such an amendment, if
promptly adopted, would, we believe, reverse the recent marked
deterioration of friendly relations between the United States and
Venezuela and, in fact, all of Latin America. Furthermore, it would
strengthen the U.S. economic and historical ties with Venezuela,
which has proven itself a faithful ally in times of crisis, and a depend-
able source of supply for both petroleum and iron ore over the years.

Thank you very much for granting us this opportunity to express
our views.

If there are any questions which we can answer, we would be happy
to do so.

Senator GRAVEL. I think you have been most articulate. I think
you are well aware of the posture of the committee in correcting
what I think is a very sad problem. Somebody acting irrationally
with regard to the embargo and took a brush and painted a lot of
people with some injustice. I am glad you came forward and articu-
lated the injustice. I think you will see this committee go on very
strong record to correct that situation.

Mr. HuOmEs. Thank you very much.
Senator PACKWOOD. I think not only was it with no sense of malice,

Lut I don't recall any discussion of non-Arab OPEC countries when
we passed this limitation. I don't think we intended to omit Vene-
zuela, and the other OPEC countries who did not participate in the
embargo. We will soon rectify this.

Mr. HUGHES. We thank you very much. Needless to say. since it
is a constant irritant, we would appreciate if the action can be takeii
as promptly as possible.

67-037-76----20
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Senator GIRAVEL. I think you will see that will be the case. You
cen carry back at least a certain contriteness on the part of some of
US.

Mr. HuJIGES. Thank you very much.
Senator PACKWOOD. Thank you.
Mr. HUGHES. Thank you very much, Senator.
[The following material was submitted by VENAMCHAM:]

ANNEX A

VENEZUELAN/NETHERLANDS ANTILLES EXPORTS TO THE UNITED STATES

4th quarter, 1972 13t half, 1973 4th quarter, 1973 Year 1973 1st half, 1974
Millions Mi1,1ons Millions Millions Millions

Per- of barrels Per- of barrels Per- of barrels Per- of barrels Per- of barrels
cent per day cent I per day cent I per day cent per day cent' pir day

Crude ...........
Products .........

27 391 28 414
73 1,231 71 1,248

37 3$6 32 409 23
89 1,474 75 1,306 ........

Total ex-
or ts to

he United
States.... 51 1, 622 51. 1,622 64 2,070 55 1,805 ........

399
1,078

3 Percent of total Venezuelan exports.
Note: During critical 4th quarter 1973 when Arab embargo was at peak, total Venezuelan/Netherlands Antilles exports to

United States were sharply up versus 4th quarter 1972 (2,070 rabid versus 1,622 mbid, or over 25 percent up) and also
up sharply as percent of Venezuelan/Netherlands totol Antlges exprts (64 verus 51 percent.)

Source: Lagoven Oil Co. (See also MMH October 1975 publcation .

.1,477
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SOURCE MATERIAL INDEX

1. Ministry of Mines and Hydrocarbons of Venezuela.
2. CVG-Ferrominera del Orinoco.
3. Office of Economic Studies.
4. U.S. Travel Service.
5. Mariscal de Ayacucho Foundation.
(1. Office of Economic Studies.
7. Venezuelan Investment Fund.
8. Venezuela's Fifth National Plan-Cordiplan.
9. Office of Economic Studies.

10. "The Absorptive Capacity of the OPEC Countries", U.S. Treasury Depart-
ment.

11. "The Absorptive Capacity of the OPEC Countries", U.S. Treasury Depart-
ment, and MMH of Venezuela.

12. MMH of Venezuela.
13. AmCham and MMH of Venezuela.
14. MMH of Venezuela.
15. CVG-Ferrominera del Orinoco.
Senator GRAVEL. Our next witness is Mr. Thomas Dechant. presi-

dent of the National Farmers Union.
Mr. Dechant, I pronounce it as a French name because it looks like

a French name.

STATEMENT OF TONY T. DECHANT, NATIONAL PRESIDENT OF
FARMERS UNION AND PRESIDENT OF INTERNATIONAL FEDERA-
TION OF AGRICULTURAL PRODUCERS

Mr. DECIANT. It is. You are close.
Senator GRAVEL. Proceed, please.
Mr. DECHANT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I have a more complete

statement with three exhibits which I would like to put into the record.
Senator GRAVEL. They will be accepted.
Mr. DECAXNT. I will deal with a summary for just 10 minutes.
Mr. Chairman, and members of the committee, I appear here today

as spokesman for thr, National Farmers Union of which I am the
president. I also wish to identify myself as the president of the Inter-
national Federation of Agricultural Producers. The IFAP is the only
global association of farm producer organizations, the only organized
voice of producers.

I believe that the policy recommendations of IFAP will be of some
interest to the committee because much depends on the climate for
economic cooperations which prevails around the world. This world-
wide association of farmers in 45 countries. countinir some 35 million
producers, does help reflect the attitude toward problems in farm
trade.

Having conferred with farm leaders and farmers of many countries
over 20 years, I think I have a good reading of their readiness for a
fair and orderly global economic system. If anything, the farmers of
the world are well ahead of political leaders in their graso of the kind
of world 'n which we live, and the importance of moving ahead in
this increasingly interdependent world.

If the views of the farmers ol the United States and the European
Community had been actively consulted, there would need not to have
been the waste of a whole year in procedural quibbling. Even now,
with an.Apparent compromise on procedural matters, there is still no



ANNEX B
MULTILATERAL AND BILATERAL VENEZUELAN LOANS

[U.S. dollars in millions]

Commitments Cumulative disbursements

Estimated January-
Agency 1974 1975 1976 1974 December 1975

Multilateral:
1. Internationd monetary funi -------------------------------------------- Co SDR-450 -------- SDR-$2G0 -------------------- US$--302. 0 --------- US$-269.

. ----------------------------------------- SDR-302.4 -------- SDR-264.

2. Word Bank .----------------------------------------------------------- FIV US$--400 ------------------------------ US$-250.0 --------- US$-150.
Bs.-430 ----------------------------------------- Bs.-430. 0 -------- Bs.-430.

3. laltr-American Development Bank_ -------------------------------------- Fl'-- ----------- j--- - US$-400----------------------------------------- US$--80.
--- --------.---.-------------- Bs.--430 ------------------------------------------- 5 B.--43.

4. Acrddo do Cooperci6n Econ6mica con Centroam6rica --------------------- FlY US$450 1 ------------------------------------------------------ - US$-72.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -310.

5. Central American coffee detentionn ------------------------------------ F US$-46 .------------------------------------------
6. Central American Bank for Economic Integration --------------------------- FIY US$--40 ------------ ----------------------------------------------- US$-10.
7. United Nations emergency fund ------------------------------------------ ME US$--100 ------------------------------------ US$-.50.0-------- US$-23.

8. Andean Dtvelopment Corp ----------------------------------F ----------------- US$-0 --------------------------------------------
9. Banco do Desarffoo del Caribe - --------------------------------- FI ------------------- US$-25 ------------------------- -----.. ----- US$-2.
10. Banco do Desarrollo del Caribe ------------------------------------------ MH US$- --- ---------------------------- US$--S. 0------US$-5.
11. OPEC development fund -- I ----------------------------- FIV ---------------------------------------- 112 -----------------

Bilateral:
1. Bolivia . . ..----------- I........----------------------------------------- MH --------------US$-17 --- ---------------------- ---------
2. Costa Rica -------------------------------------------C $-20-------------------------------US$-20.0
3. Honduras --------------------------------------------------------- --- CB US$-4 ... .... .. ... .. .. ..--------------------------------------------
4. Per4 ------------------------------------------------------------------ FIV - ------------------ US$-65 ------------------ ---------------------- US-15.------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Bs.--65.

5. Jamaica----------------------------------------------------- FlY ------------------- US-50 ------------- ---------- JS$-13.
6. Nicaragua ------------------------------------------------------------- CB US$--3 --------- ------------------------------------ US$-3.0 --------- US$-3.

Subtot ---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 1.763 - 957 112 1.032-4 1.243

Total ------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------- $2,832 $2,27S.4

Islnmated total commitment Source: Venezuelan Investment Fund.

Note: Aepny abbreviations: CB: Central Bank/FIV: Venezuelan Investment Fund/MRE: Foreign
Affairs Ministry / MH: Ministrj of Finance.

0
I"
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evidence whatever that the Governments of the United States and the
European Community are ready for agreement on basic issues.

My own experience tends to substantiate very fully the conclusions
which were reached by Chairman Long, along with Senator Ribicoff,
during their talks in Western Europe with authoritative business
leaders and trade officials. Their report, "Consensus or Confrontation"
presents a realistic look at what is often wrong with our diplomatic
style, that we frequently tend to negotiate with confrontation, rarely
encouraging cooperation, but instead causing hostility and polari-
zation.

Along with being negative in our approach to our trading partners,
we have, in recent years, lacked coordination in the expression of
policy views on trade.

The White House and the State Department make noble initiatives
and appear to aline themselves with goals of world economic coopera-
tion,.yet their positions are often contradicted by other administration
spokesmen. It is clear that in the current administration, spokesmen
for the Departments of Agriculture, Treasury, and Commerce often
disagree with administration policy when it comes to food reserve
policies or other measures for commodity stabilization.

There has been no progress in the trade talks in Geneva, and the
world food reserve discussions in London because of the negative U.S.
stance on basic issues. If the talks in Geneva and in London are to get
off dead center, there will have to be a turnaround in U.S. attitudes
on international economic cooperation comparable to the turnaround
in U.S. diplomatic style at the U.N. during the 7th Special Assembly
last September.

Despite the noble words at the U.N. and our commitment to the goals
of the 7th Special Assembly, in the Tokyo Declaration and our own
Trade Act, the real U.S. liosture is still being established by nego-
tiators who disdain measures to take the boom and bust out of the
world food situation. Without this change in course, the trade talks
will probably drag on another 3 years without any results.

.As an example, an official of one agency will say the United States
will sign the cocoa agreement, another says not so. One official favors
the pending coffee agreement, another spokesman is reluctant. Go down
the list of commodity pacts and you can find administration officials
on both sides of the issue.

This leads us to a principal recommendation we would like to make
here today, that the Congress should take a stronger role in giving
direction to the establishment and conduct of our trade policy
negotiations.

It seems to us that the aims of the Trade Act of 1974 are specific
enough to commit U.S. policy to seeking an orderly basis for world
trade. The Tokyo Declaration, which we sip~ned, calls for the improve-
ment of an international framework for the conduct of world trade.
The Tokyo Dpclaration also states that the negotiations should in-
elude, as rer.ards agriculture, an approach to negotiations which, while
in line with general objeetives of tie ne-,otiations. should take into
account the special characteristics and problems of this sector.

The thrust of U.S. policy hss not been for' an international frame-
work for orderly cooperation, but a simple refuge in an international
free market which, for practical purposes, does not exist.
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Unfortunately, our negotiators are paying relatively little attention
to the goals of the Trade Act or the Tokyo Declaration, ignoring the
clear intent of the Congress, and not even doing a thorough job of
getting input from the affected sectors of the economy.

At least in agriculture, the very clear intent of the law, that the
Advisory Committee and the technical committees be representative
of all in y, labor, and agricultural interest is being ignored.

My organization, the Farmers Union, has been studiously excluded
from the technical committees where this substantive work is being
done. Few, if any, people are functioning on the agricultural technical
committees who are not closely alined with the narrow, negative, and
doctrinaire views of Secretary Butz.

In our written statement, we address ourselves to the six qtfestions
posed in the announcement of this hearing. We believe that the fourth
question, referring to the role of commodity agreements and export
controls, deserves special elaboration.

Unfortunately, at the present time commodity agreements have only
a minor role in agricultural trade, although many nations favor the
approach and the U.N. food and agTicultural organization has special-
ist groups working in 10 commodity areas. Official U.S. policy is cold
to commodity agreements, particularly any with pricing or stabiliza-
tion features.

On the other land. export controls have had a drastic effect upon
several occasions in the past 3 years, depressing markets and turning
our customers to other suppliers.

The export limitations in 1975 lonee are estimated to hnve reduced
U.S. crop values by as much as 1-;2 billion."lVorse than that, export
controls are now institutionalized in the 5-year Russian Grain Agree-
ment and will be usedto hold down farm prices over the next 5 years.
although USDA officials strangely contend that this agreement will
forestall imposition of export controls.

I said earlier that Congress should ,-ive more direction to the proc-
ess. I said it should adopt the sense of the Senate resolution directing
the executive branch to actively cooperate in and support the dervel-
oprnent of an international grains arrangement or agreement with
pricing provisions.

The Senate should prohibit any trade agreement inconsistent with
the farm parity objective.

The Senate'should also urge the administration to Pmend its pro-
posal for an international grain reserve system, to include rice and
market stability provisions, elements which are sought by other major
grain exporters.

An international grain reserve should have safeguards to prevent
the dumping of f.overnment-controlled surpluses on the market to
break farmers' prices.

The Senate should also urge the executive branch to recognize the
special characteristics of awricilture and give redefinition to the im-
portance of conducting agricultural negotiations under the U.N. so
that Soviet Ruissia and mainland China are involved as participants.
Thus, the U.N. should summon a negotiating conference on grains
under the International Wheat Council so that all important importers
and exporters are parties to the discussions.
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In regard to the Export Administration Act, under which export
controls have been imposed in recent years and which expires at the
end of September of this year, we recommend that agriculture be re-
moved from the purview of this law. If it is considered that an export
licensing law is needed on agricultural products, it should be enacfed
as part of a comprehensive, integrated national food policy so that
our farm producers are not punished pricewise by capricious export
control actions.

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, I want to associate myself with Sena-
tor Long's statement, and I quote:

We need an overall concept of how we want to get on with other nations
to assure stable relations, orderly growth of world markets, and orderly supplies
and prices to our whole economy.

Thank you very much for this opportunitV to appear. I would be
glad to try and answer any questions.

Senator GXAVEL. Thank you, Mr. Dechant. For a person who doesn't
represent a large agricultural constituency, could you give me an idea
of how large your organization isI

Mr. DEOHANT. Yes. We have a quarter of a million independent
owner-operators in about 40 States.

Senator GAvEL. How does that compare with the group that we
had before us before, the National Wheat Growers? Do you represent
an overlap or is this a different group of people? Is this two
organizations?

Mr. DECHANT. Yes. Many of the members that are in the Corn
Growers Association or Wheat Growers Association or soybean people
are also members of the Farmers Union. I don't have any idea of the
numbers of their organization, but I think I could safely say that I
represent more wheat farmers in one State than the National Associa-
tion would represent nationally.

Senator GRAVEL. Are you the largest farm organization in the
country?

Mr. DECHANT. No. The Farm Bureau is the largest farm
organization.

Senator GRAvFi,1. How do you compare in size with that?
Mr. DECHANT. I don't like to talk about my competitors. My argu-

ment is always that their membershi-p has a large number of nonfarm-
ers in it. And they don't deny that, by the way. I like to say that I
represent independent owner-operators who live and farm the land.
I will not get into the numbers game with any competitors.

Senator GRAVTEL. I was a little disturbed with a sentence in your
statement, and it was brought out earlier, about these immediate
negotiations with the Soviet Union over grain, that there was no
consultation with the Congress. We sort of expect that. But I was
surprised to find out there was no consultation within the farm com-
munity. The other gentleman testified to that end and, obviously, you
are saying the same thing.

What I am even further distressed about it that you made a state-
ment in your summary that you had been excluded from general farm
policy in the country, not iust this one agreement. I wonder if you
might elaborate on this for the committee? One, why is it that your
organization is not consulted under the law when you are supposed
tobeI
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M[r. DECHANT. Thank you, Senator. I would like very much to elab-
orate on it.

I was invited by the White House to serve on the Advisory Council
for 'Trade Negotiations, which consists of some 45 members. I declined
that invite.

The reason I declined goes back to many months before that, in fact,
goes back to 1974 when I was advised in a letter dated March 13, 1974,
by the then Special Representative for Trade, Hon. William Eberle.
I would like to quote two paragraphs, Senator, if Imay:

Since the Public Advisory Committee is not exempt from the provisions of
the Public Advisory Committee Act, the more specific negotiating objectives and
strategies cannot be dealt with in this group. The private sector advisory com-
mittees, which will be more homogeneous in make up and will also be exempt
from the nonconfldentiality of delibertitions and document provisions of the
Public Advisory Committee Act, will provide the vehicle for Input from the pri-
vate sector with respect to negotiating positions, objectives, and strategies.

Within the agricultural sector, there would be an agricultural policy commit-
tee, APC, and a number, tentatively nine, of technical committees. It is expected
that the general farm organization would participate in the APC and in those
commodity committees in which they had an interest.

Following the invite by Mr. Eberle, I submitted the names of nomi-
nees for the technical committee, the quantities committee, as well as
the policy advisory committee. None of the Farmers Union nominees
were selected, although over 150 people were named to these commit-
tees long before any indication was given to me that I might serve on
this overall committee which meets only twice a year. The APEC met
four times in 1975. May I say Farmers Union was excluded from hav-
ing any participation in the negotiations that are going over in Geneva
at this time.

Senator GRAVEL. Thank you very much. I can't answer that. We
have a simple problem.

Senator PACKWOOD. Is the general objective of the Farmers Union
to reach international commodity agreements in trading throughout
the world and, in addition, to protect domestic farmers here with some
kind of a price guarantee so that there is no great fluctuation in prices?

Mr. DECHANT. Yes.
Senator PACKWOOD. Would that also entail limitation of farmers'

easy access to export and the domestic market., and you would be lim-
ite(l to the number of crops you can grow

Mr. DECHANT. No.
Senator PACKWOOD. You can grow as much as you want if you

guarantee a price
Mr. DECITANT. Let me say, Senator Packwood, that it has to be a

total program. First of all, an international program is only an exten-
sion of a good domestic program. We in the Farmers Union believe
that, in order to have the abundance of food and fiber that this Na-
tion and, indeed, the world needs, you have to have a loan- rate pro-
grai set high enough for the basic commodities. We propose 90 per-
cent.

Senator PACKWOOD. 90 percent of what
Mr. DECHANT. 90 percent of'parity loan rate for the basic commodi-

ties. This would give the farmer the incentive, the floor. the ability to
produce ample supplies for this Nation.
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Senator PAKWOOD. Could they produce all they wanted I There is
no limit on how much they could produce?

Mr. DECHANT. Yes. We would say they ought to produce all they
want until and I can't foresee this:-there was a situation where we
were inundated by commodities and we could conceivably have to use
some kind of a supply management feature.

Senator PACKWOOD. On these commodity agreements, are these
prices fixed at a parity price also?

Mr. DIECHANT. We, in the Farmers Union, would think that they
ought to be in a general support range. Ve would hope it could be at
90 percent, using the U.S. parity figure, going to maybe 110 percent.
You have to have a ceiling as well internationally to protect consuin-
ing nations. We see nothing wrong with this.

I would like to remind you, Senator Packwood, that if it had rained
in Russia last June, we would have a tremendous oversupply situation
in the United States today. We have ample supplies on hand now, as
the previous witness has testified. We have rather large supplies on
hand. We may have very heavy supplies on hand again next fall. This
is why we in the Farmers Union believe there ought to be an orderly
approach to marketing, not only domestically, but internationally as
well.

Senator PACKWOOD. Under any circumstances, it is not a free market
approach domestically or internationally? Is that correct?

Mr. DECHANT. I don't see anything wrong with it. Why wouldn't the
market be free if we have a loan rate? We presently have a loan rate
under wheat and corn. It is wholly inadequate. If we ever got down to
it, we would have bankruptcy in this country.

Senator PACKWOOD. I agree with you. But what you are suggesting
is fixed domestic parity prices and that is it?

Mr. DECHANT. Of course. Because in the real world in which we live
there isn't any such thing as a free market. In our international deal-
ings, most of the time we are dealing with governments. We have our
private trade industry here dealing with Russia and with China, so
this so-called free market really doesn't exist. This is why we need
to have a game plan internationally which all the nations would
observe. I think they would.

For example, we have had international wheat agreements, as you
know, for over 25 years and at times Russia has been a signatory to
those agreements. At the moment, we have a situation where we are
over in Geneva under GATT negotiating, but two of the key com-
munities of the world aren't there. Russia and China aren't in Geneva.
They are not signatories to GATT.

If we are going to have any order in the world market, I think it is
time to get all of the major importers and exporters around the table
to talk about supplies ana price. I thought that was what we were try-
ing to do on the energy front. I maintain if it was good on energy it
ougNt to be good in agriculture as well.

Senator PACKWOOD. I have no other questions. -
Senator FANNIN. I did not hear your testimony. I appreciate very

much your being here. o
Mr.'DECHANT. Thank you, sir.
Senator FANNIN. I am sorry I did not have the advantage of hearing
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you. I will read your testimony and it certainly will be avail le to all
the members of the committee.

Mir. DECHAN-T. Thank you, sir. -
Senator FAN-NiN;. I do appreciate your being here with us.
Mr. DEcCHANT. Thank you, sir.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Dechant follows:]

STATEMENT OF TOYY T. DECHANT, NATIONAL PRESIDENT OF FARMEZ8 UNION AND
PRESIDENT OF INTERNATIONAL FEDERATION OF'AORICUjTURAL PRoouces

. Chairman, I must commend you as chairman of the omnlttee on Finaince,
mid Senator Ribicoff, as chairman of the Subcommittee on Internationtal Trade,

for the excellent and well-reasoned report, "C.nsensuu or Confrontation,", which
you issued last November upon your return from consultations: with many a4-
thoritative trade officials and bpsIness Jeaders in Western Europe._

We were particularly Impressed with your assessment of the world economy,
the need for a new economic strategy and the need for us to fiud better ways to
lead towards a consensus. I !

I could not concur more fully than with your statement that "the time has come
to work together with other Industrialized nations, in an atmosphere of candor,
trust and cooperation."

I can concur with you too In your finding that "U.S. methods of dealing with
other nations rarely encourage cooperation in finding solutions and often em-
barrnss leaders of other nations."

Our habit of negotiating by confrontation creates hostility. It is a style, which
as You say. "makes headlines at home and trouble abroad."

As the President of the International Federation of Agricultural Producers
(IFAP) and a participant in talks among farmers and farm organization officials
of other countries over more than 20 years, I think I have a good reading on
what they are thinking and how they view the problems of agricultural trade.

I can testify that farm groups from the more than 45 nations which make up
the IFAP are able to reach general agreement on policies regarding trade in farm
products. IFAP has made and continues to make workable suggestions for
creating stable and orderly conditions in world commerce in agricultural
commodities.

Government of virtually all nations which are important in agricultural ex-
ports are ready for serious discussions of measures to create a context and a code
of conduct in which commerce can expand and thrive-that is all governments,
but the United States. The door is open, but we will not respond.

I can understand that you were puzzled, Mr. Chairman, as you said "at the
apparent continuation of old arguments between the U.S. and Europe over
agricultural trade policy," and the impression "that the U.S. and Europeans are
1)oth dug into trenches, fighting the last war Instead of preparing together for
the next."

Your concern that "negotiators-primarily spend their time on procedures and
on what committees will be allowed to discuss what Issues, with minimal atten-
tion to what they want to say about the substance," concerns us, too, for If It
were up to the farmers fo the United States and the European Community, a
whole year would not have been wasted In procedural quibbling.

You are right, Mr. Chairman. when you observe that "politically, it would seem
that the time is right now for new ideas and a more cooperative approach, to
agriculture-conditions have never been better for progress."

Finally. your conclusion as to the need for strategy is most appropriately
stated: "We need an overall concept of how we want to get on with other nations,
to assure stable relations, orderly growth of world markets and orderly supplies
and prices to our own economy. If we do not want foreign developments in food
markets, raw material markets, export markets or investment markets to shock
our home economy, we shall have to work harder with other nations to develop a
fair and orderly global economic system."

The farmers who make up the National Farmers"Union and the farmers who
are represented In IFAP are anxious for a "fair and orderly. global economic
system" to be developed, as you may diqcern from the recommendations attached
to this statement (Attachment I) which were adopted at the 21st General
Conference of IFAP held last November in Washington, D.C.
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Mr. Chairman and members of the coulmittee, I .wish to respond At least
brIetly to the questions raised i the announcement of these, hearings, anl then
to devote time to the fou-rth question whic i dealt with commodity,greements
andexport controls.

In responding to the first question which referred to t'$. goals in "the Geneva
negotiations, it is useful to recall that the Tokyo Declaration, to w iich we were
signatories, declares that the negotiations shall aim to: .

(1) Achieve the expansion and ever-greater liberalizftlon of world trade and
Improvement in the standard of living and welfare of the people of the world,
oJtjetives which can be achieved, Inter alia, through the pgressive dismantling
of obstacles to trade and The Improvement of the' International Framework for
the Conduct of World Trade. (Emphasis added).

(2) Secure additional benefits for the International trade 9f developing coun-
tries so as to achieve a substantial increase In their forelgi% exchange'earnings,
the diversification of their exports, the acceleration of the rate of growth of
their trade, taking into account their development needs, (etc.).

The Tokyo Declaration says further that "the negotiations should include, as
regards agriculture, an approach to negotiations which, while in line with general
nljectives of the negotiations, should take account of the special characteristics
and problems of this sector."

It was the Intent of the signers of the Tokyo Declaration that the negotiations
should he concluded In 1975, but the delay in passage of the U.S. trade act stalled
negotiations into early 1975, and the refusal to come to terms on agricultural
negotiations have delayed progress to this date. The goal for completion is now
1977.

In regard to the progress which has been made in achieving the negotiating
goals established by the Trade Act of 1974, the results are skimpy because
negotiatiols have not yet begun in earnest.

In response to the third question relating to administration of trade policy,
the Trade Act of 1974 appears to vest the responsibility for negotiating the
liberalization of trade barriers in the President, and in the Executive Order of
March 27, 1975, the Special Representative is designated as the chief representa-
tire. The responsibility for coordinating the work of the cabinet-level agencies
involved in trade questions also is conferred upon the Special Representative for
Trade Negotiations. In actual operation, the coordination appears to be weak
and spokesmen for the State Department, Agriculture, Commerce, Treasury and
Labor, seem occasionally to take policy stances Inconsistent with the goals of the
Trade Act and the GATT talks or In conflict with each other.

In regard to the fifth question pertaining to relief from injury, the procedure
for actions to be initiated by Injured groups seems to be workable.

There have been about 40 countervailing duty actions and more than 25 anti-
(lumping actions brought in 1975 under the procedures of safeguarding American
industry and labor against unfair competition. In regard to access to U.S.
markets for developing countries, the President In November, 1975, issued an
executive order Imlemeeting Generalized Preference for 137 developing coun-
tries and territories, providing duty free entry for some 2,700 articles.

Unfortunately. the Trade Act does not make this recourse available to farmers,
specifically limiting it to industry and labnr.

Tn res onse to the sixth question on East-West trade, it is our opinion that
negotiations with Socialist state-trading countries should, as far as possible, be
approached through multilateral talks. Thus, it would have been much preferable,
rather than to negotiate on grain on a bilateral basis with Russia and Poland, to
have sought a general grains arrangement including all major exporters and
importers, it being essential that Russia and Mainland China be involved.

In regard to the directive of the Trade Act for the input of interested groups to
ie received by the office of the Special Representative for Trade Negotiations, the
Intent and spirit of the statute has noit been well followed, at least in the agri-
cultural sector. It was the clear intent of the law that the advisory committee
and the technical committees be "representative of all industry, labor or agri-
cultural interests." Yet, in the committees pertaining to agriculture, appointments
have not been broadly representative-in fact, virtually all appointments have
been of persons closely aligned to the narrow, negative ftnd doctrinaire views of
Secretary Butz. Farmers Union has been totally excluded from technical com-
mittees where the substantive work is being done.

In the remaining time, we wish to respond to the fourth question relating to
the role of commodity agreements and export controls in U.S. trade policy.
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Unfortunately, in our view, commodity agreements have only a minor role
in agricultural trade while export controls have had a decisive and drastic
effect upon-five occasions in the past three years.

Export controls have been applied on one or more commodities In response to
fears and hysteria rather than on the solid basis of fact. It has been estimated
that the 1975 export limitations on U..S. grain have resulted in a loss of crop val-
ue of more than $2 billion.

Export controls are now institutionalized in the form of the Russian grain
agreement atd will apparently be with us for the next five years, although USDA
officials strangely contend that this agreement will forestall imposition of ex-
port controls.

In the Farmers Union, we recognize that for the sake of both domestic and
export customers, we should have a national food policy based on assured abun-
dance. If we had such a policy of abundance, we would not have to be faced
occasionally by the distasteful choice of having to decide between domestic and
export buyers.

As apart of a policy of abundance, there should be, for the sake of alleviating
consumer worries, a standby export licensing system so that actions could be
taken to prevent shortages in the domestic market. However, such an export
licensing system should be tied to a farm support system which would prevent
farmers from being punished price-wise by export control actions.

We believe that international commodity agreements, If designed in a sound
fashion, can be extremely useful in stabilizing international prices and sup-
plies of farm commodities which are heavily traded. Our rationale for coin-
modity agreements is attached herewith in policy statements, Attachment II.

in conclusion, we are suggesting some steps which the Congress might cont-
sider: I

1. The Export Administration Act, under which export limits have been es-
tablished, Is due to expire at the end of September, 1976. We believe that this
statute should either be allowed to expire totally, or that at least any provisions
relating to agricultural commodities should lie eliminated it the statute Is
extended. An export licensing system pertaining to agricultural commodities
should be Incorporated in a comprehensive food policy statute, assuring farmers
that the abundant production which they provide for society will have price
reduction and that their markets will not be destroyed by arbitrary hnd capri-
cious application of export controls.

2. The Trade Act of 1974 does not Include farmers under the provisions under
which labor and industry can seek relief from injury due to unfair competition.
Ideally, agricultural trade provisions should be part of a comprehensive national
food policy and undue stress upon farm markets and prices could thereby be
averted. Failing this, however, the 1974 Act should be amended to extend the
relief from injury procedures to farmers.

3. The U.S. Senate should adopt a "Sense of the Senate" resolution directing
the executive branch to actively lead and cooperate in development of interna-
tional commodity agreements with pricing provisions. The price range In the
International agreements should be related to a 90 to 110 percent of parity
price range on the commodity In question in a domestic U.S. support system.
The Senate should prohibit any trade agreement inconsistent with the parity
objective.

4. The Senate should urge the Executive Branch to recognize that the special
characteristics of agriculture should be taken into consideration In the trade
liberalization discussions and recognition given to the importance of conducting
agricultural negotiations under the UN so that Soviet Russia and Mainland
China are Involved ixs participants. Thus, the UN should call a negotiating
conference under the International Wheat Council or other agency.

5. Since some confusion exists on the manner in which trade pacts which are
negotiated shall be referred for committee consideration, the situation should be
clarified so that the Committee on Finance. House Ways and Means and the
Agricultural and Foreign Relations Committees shall be assigned the study
of phases of the agreements which are appropriate to them.

0. The Senate Finance Committee should explore the situation regarding
export credits in Section 402 of the Trade Act to determine whether the U.S. is
at a competitive disadvantage with other major grain exporters because of the
denial of export credits to certain Socialist countries.

7. Farmers Union views on import-export policy are detailed in the testimony
presented to the U.S. International Trade Commission, April 9, 1075, which
Is Included with this statement as Attachment III.
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8. Adoption of a "Sense of the Senate" Resolution urging the Administration
to amend its proposal for an International Grain Reserve System to include price
and market stability provisions, as desired by other grain exporter such as the
Eurolan Community, Canada and Australia. An International Grain Reserve
System should be consistent with a parity objective in U.S. policy and should
have safeguards to prevent the dumping of government-controlled surpluses
on the inarket to break farmers' prices.

ATTACHMENT I

INTERNATIONAL GRAINS ARRANGEMENTS AND THIEL RELATIONSHIP TO WORLD FOOD
RESERVE OBJECTIVES

STATEMENT OF INTERNATIONAL FEDERATION OF AGRICULTURAL PRODUCERS (IFAP),
ADOPTED NOVEMBER, 1975, WASHINGTON, D.C.

The purpose of this statement Is, on behalf of the world agricultural producers
itn IAP, to emphasize as strongly as possible the necessity of obtaining rec-

ognition of the vital relationship between current world food security objectives,
and International arrangements for orderly marketing and pricing of-world trade
In grains. Urgent action by governments should be aimed at Integration of the
policies and organizational structures required for the achievement of these
objectives.

In respect to reserves policy, the necessary integration of reserves policies
for world food security, on the one hand, and International arrangements for__
tle orderly marketing of grains on the other, requires some elaboration. By
"world reserves" we mean not specific holdings earmarked for emergency food
aid purposes, but the aggregate of world stocks over and above "pipeline re-
(uirements," which are required to meet shortfalls In annual production. These
reserves should be systematically replenished when crop outturns are favour-
able.

A world reserve of this nature must be defined in quantitative terms, as related
to careful analysis of the amounts likely to be required to provide a defined de-
gree of security of supply to Internntional market need, commercial and con-
cessional. On such an analysis the required reserves would represent levels of
stocks which, in the 60's, would have been regarded as a very serious surplus.
The point is twofold: first that adequate reserves will be Intolerably price de-
pressing unless combined with assurances of adequate prices through grains
arrangements: second that world food reserve requirements are very large by
past standards, and will grow progressively larger over the years.

Having an adequate reserve requires that nationally held stocks be accumu-
lated, drawn upon, and renewed. This must be done on the basis of Interna-
tionally agreed rules. Such decisions must clearly be related to pricing criteria
and aimed at a desired balance in demand and supply. It Is not difficult to see
that an adequate reserves policy therefore should he part and parcel of an
international grains-arrangement, anl administered as such.

The essential elements of an international grains arrangement upon which the
farmers represented In IFAP agree are these:

(i) 'rices: An arrangement must establish effective lower limits below which
prices of grains traded internationally will not be permitted to fall. Maximum
prices are a usually expected reciprocal assurance to importers. Given mini-
mum price security and a period of successful initial opinion, a degree of security
of supply should In the operation of some be achieved which would not require the
setting of maximum prices as a protection to importers. Such protection, how-
ever, would in any case probably be Initially required and indeed will very
likely lie considered by many to be a necessary ingredient of any arrangement.
If so, there is no reason this could not be negotiated, though the basis of the
negotiations regarding costs of stockholding may be affected.

(i1) Minimum price guarantee cannot be assured under an arrangement un-
less there is an effective mechanism to protect against excessive pressure of
supplies on the market when these may be surplus to requirements, Such
a mechanism inevitably involves, in some form, arriving at an accommodation of
the available market and, as a corollary, as to the assumption of responsibility
for holding the excess stocks and as to the rules for the re-entry of thoqe stocks
on the market. Whether this accommodation can best be achieved by direct
market sharing allocations and provisions incorporated into an arrangement, or
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by agreements on consultative mechanisms and procedures for dealing with the
problem as it arises, is a question on which views differ, both as matters of
principle and of practicality as hegOtiations are approached.

(iii) Special mention should be made of the question of minimum anti ref.
erence prices. IFAP well rocognizes the serious problems encountered it en.
forcing prices at the minimum, fairly and tolerably, for all grades and types of
grain when there is pressure of excess supplies on the market. The fundamental
answer is to relieve this pressure by reducing offerings on the market. Indeed,
it would be preferable to take measures early enough to avoid prices reaching
minimum levels at tll, with action on stocks being triggered as prices apl)roach
that level.

(iv) Stocks: Given year-to-year fluctuations in both demand and supply, it is
inevitable that an arrangement for market stability will require the holding
of stocks, aid it is the view of IFAP that the responsibility and cost of such hold-
ings must devolve on government. The basic interest of importers in an arrange-
ment requires assurance of supplies, and stocks must be built up to a point tlt
adequately provides such security.

(v) Besides normal security of supply to importers party to the agreement,
there is the question of reserves for disasters and emergencies, wherever they
occur, and stocks to ensure regular supplies for programs of food aid. The latter
requirement should bopfully be transitional, and as long as required, related
both to nutritional and developmental needs of the recipient countries. Arrange-
inents can be adapted to either of these requirements. It Is a matter for govern-
mental decision, always of course representing the producer interest in security
of returns in the face of proposals for stock accumulation for whatever reason.

(vi) Stocks must be held nationally as a matter of practicality, economy, and
adaptability to marketing arrangements. However, it is clear the systems of
obligations of nations or groups of nations for meeting cost of stockholding for
various purposes and under varied circumstances must be established on an
equitable basis. It is recognized that in previous agreements the burden of such
cost, as well as of effecting necessary price restraint in practice, lay with a fair
or workable arrangement. The details of a system of financial obligations cannot
be fully defined here. It would seem clear, however, that stocks for emergency
reserves and supplies for food aid involve costs that must be directly shared
by intergovernmental agreement, as is partially attempted in the Food Aid
Convention to the current Agreement. However, in the case of stocks required
for normal market security, or which threaten to become excessive, it is likely
the cost should be assigned to those nations holding them. For needed and
normal commercial stocks the cost may be considered a normal expense of
each country under an effectively functioning agreement. For excess stocks, the.
cost can represent a valuable, discipline in national production policies.

These proposals relate to arrangements covering wheat and the major cereal
feedgrains. It would seem to be most unlikly that at this juncture an arrange-
ment related to wheat alone would meet the world's orderly marketing needs.
Many if not most of the considerations involved here apply also to the problems
of rice marketing, and this could well be given close study, especially as regards
the need for stability and security of stocks, and opportunities for useful reserve
and food aid policies.

ATTACHMENT II

NATIONAL FARMERS UNION VIEWS ON INTERNATIONAL COMMODITY AGREEMENTS
AND GRAIN EXPORT CONTROLS

TESTIMONY OF TONY T. DECIKANT, PRESIDENT, TO SENATE COMMITTEE ON FOREIGN
RELATIONS, NOVEMBER 10, 1975

The United States should resume and revitalize the policy of supporting and
providing leadership in international cooperation on economic problems

For a quarter-century following World War II, the United States was the
leader in world economic policy, -achieving the longest span and highest degree
of economic growth and prosperity in history among the developed countries
which are our primary trading partners. The war-devastated economies of both
allies and former enemies were rehabilitated and expanded to the highest level
of prosperity ever known on earth. Some of the developing countries also-
notably South Korea, Taiwan, Singapore, Hong Kong, and Israel-likewise
became integrated with and shared in the prosperity of this trading system.
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But within a few months after taking office, the Nixon Administration abruptly
reversed America's leadership role in international cooperation. The Interna-
tional Grain Agreement of 1967 was deliberately torpedoed by paying export
subsidies to the grain trading companies to enable them to under-cut the wanihium
price in the Agreement by 30 cents a bushel and thereby wreck it.

This reversal of America's leadership role in interna-tional cooperation con-
tributed directly and massively to the near-collapse of the world economy that
has now occurred. If agricultural price support and reserve policies such as we
recommended had been followed instead, the entire world food crisis that has
caused such disruption and grave danger in recent years would have been
avoided. We would have had ample stocks of grain to supply all the needs that
have materialized in the USSR and in developing countrie. alike, at market
prices that would easily have fully compensated the United States for the cost
of having maintained reserve stock.i.

In my opinion, the oil exporters' cartel would never have materialized In
that form if the United States Administration had not already demoralized the
spirit of international cooperation in the world by its own abrupt reversal of
America's traditional leadership and commitment. The International Grains
Agreement, and other commodities agreements that had been developed or pro-
posed with American support and encouragement, all provided for negotiation
and cooperation between exporting countries and importing countries, between
buyers and sellers. If the Administration had helped to maintain the climate
of cooperation and negotiation in world economic affairs, I think it is highly
doubtful that the oil exporting countries would have attempted to establish
a one-sided producers' cartel. Instead, I think we might have expected the oil
producing countries to have approached the major oil importing countries to
seek a negotiated agreement taking appropriate account of the needs and
interests of all countries. The oil exporters' cartel which developed instead re-
flects the very spirit and tactic which the Nixon Administration mistakenly
substituted for America's traditional leadership in international cooperation.
U.S.S.R. agreement

The five-year agreement on grain recently concluded by the Administration
and the U.S.S.R. is a dangerous departure from the policy of multilateral ne-
gotiation and cooperation In which the United States has traditionally been
a leading force since World War II.

Taken by itself, the agreement with the U.S.S.R. is undoubtedly better for
American consumers, for the American economy, for the Soviet Union, for ,
other export customers, for our competitors, for grain exporting companies, and
for the U.S. public. But it is not better for American farmers. The minimum
quantity of grain which the Soviet Union is committed to buy annually is some-
what less than actual average purchases over the past four years. The most
significant feature of the Agreement is the commitment by the United States
to closely control export sales of grain to the U.S.S.R. for the next five years.
The power to control exports is the power to control and depress farmers' prices.

The U.S./U.S.S.R. Grain Agreement raises other fundamental questions. In the
long run, it makes the Russians second-class customers for U.S. farmers-with
the threat of repeated export embargoes throughout the next five years. It thereby
establishes export embargoes on agricultural commodities as a regular fixture In
the economic landscape. This may encourage the USSR, and it has already
encouraged Japan and other export customers of American farmers, to seek long-
term contractual arrangements for supplies from other sources, perhaps from
competing new agricultural industries financed with oil profits or other funds in
Brazil, Northern Africa, and other countries, as the Japanese are already doing
in respect to soybeans in Brazil. And we cannot yet begin to measure the influence
this bilateralism might have upon other countries to engage in similar two-way
barters in place of the pattern of multi-national cooperation and open trading we
have always favored in the past.

Immediate initiatives to negotiate and carry out an international grains
ageement is an essential and urgent first step needed to reassert American leader-
ship in international economic cooperation and development.

The Farmers Union has taken a leading role with farm organization leaders
in other major grain exporting and importing countries in developing a proposal
for a modified and improved international grains agreement.
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In brief, the agreement would be In the form of a multilateral treaty, under
which exporting countries and Importing countries would assume reciprocal obli-
gations to each other, in exchange for benefits from the other.

Exporting countries such as the -United States would be assured of markets
during times of abundant grain supplies at prices not lower than the minimum
price provided in the Agreement. The extent of the guaranteed market for each
exporting country would be determined by its actual performance during the
preceding period in supplying grain to the respective importing countries.

This would establish an incentive for exporting countries to serve as reliable
suppliers to their customers in times of short supply, in order to be assured of
access to markets in periods of ample supply or surpluses.

Importing countries would be assured of guaranteed supplies during times of
shortages at no more than the maximum price provided in the Agreement. This
would establish an incentive for importing countries to conduct their grain pur-
chases in an orderly manner, and to buy grain in times of ample supplies and
surpluses from those sources which are likely to be reliable suppliers during times
of scarce supply.

With such an Agreement in effect, countries which shift from importing to
exporting grain from year to year, like the USSR, would be confronted with a
powerful incentive-to stabilize their own grain requirements, or face the risk of
having to wait at the end of the line during times of shortages until the exporting
countries' regular customers' needs were fully supplied. This would work to the
advantage of the entire world community. In these cases, and generally as well,
it would permit the cost of maintaining reserve supplies to be distributed fairly
among all consumers of grains, primarily by paying prices for imported grain
at levels sufficient to cover the cost of maintaining reserves in exporting couin-
tries. Under some circumstances, it would also encourage some importing coun-
tries, particularly those having irregular production from year to year like the
USSR, to store their excess (Iuring-good years instead of dumping it on the
world market to depress the prices received by producers in exporting countries.

The primary mechanism in the Farmers Union proposal for maintaining prices
within the agreed range is a provision for each national government of an export-
ing country to regulate the flow of grains into the world market. The use of such
a mechanism is extremely important. It would completely avoid the troublesome
problem of fixing price differentials between the varioun types and grades of
wheat. which was the source of most of the specific objections to operations of
the International Grains Agreement of 1967. It would be necessary only to relate
the Agreement maximum and minimum prices to one or two or three types of
wheat, and then to allow the market to function freely and in a normal manner
to reflect changes in supply and demand of the respective qualities and types of
wheat. The inclusion of feed grains along with wheat in such an Agreement would
require the establishment of similar reference prices, perhaps relating to corn
of a specified grade from the United States.

Prompt action on the conclusions set forth here is urgently required. We will
be doomed to continuing disruption, insecurity, and waste in our food and agr!-
cultural economy unless measures such as we have proposed are taken soon.
Moreover such measures; would give powerful impetus to the recovery of the
world-wide economy, and to the beginning of a new generation of continuing
economic growth, prosperity, and peaceful progress.

ATTACIIMENT III

STATEMENT OF ROBERT 0. LEWIS, NATIONAL SECRETARY OF THE FARMERS UNION,
WASITINGTON, D.C.

IMPACT ON AGRICULTURE OF FUTURE INTERNATIONAL TRADE AGREEMENTS

The forthcoming multilateral trade nfgotlations are of extraordinary impor.
tance to the agriculture of the United States.

Contrary to the usual view, the most significant potential advantage to ITS.
agriculture that could be realized from the trade negotiations lies in the
expansion of imports.

The present huge export market for 17... agricultural commodities that has
developed in the decades since World War II is based almost entirely and
exclusively upon the overall expansion of world trade that has occurred during
that period under the leadership of the United States. Very little, if any. nf the
increase in volume and value of U.S. agricultural exports since World War II
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Rising proeperit boosts foarm reports
Canada is our largest agricultural export .mrket. Our ex,ports there are gen-

erally nonmcoiiPetitive with C~nadla fa%'r product. Their Increksing Voluie has
been the reiUlt 6f economic growth in that eduntrv,, largely tm iatd by eiiarged
export mArkets in the United States for C anadian manufactured go as .we
as raw materials.

Our greatly expanded agricultural markets In 3ap~ah and Ifurope since World
War II are also in response to greatly expanded demand for food in those
countries, stimulated and austatned by the growing m{rcet in the U.S. for..tlir
manufactured products. Such is the caae also in the lewer.aiAd rapidly-growing
agricultural export markets such as Korea, Tawan, Hong Xong, Singapor a
Israel.

The latest, although somewhat different Illustration of this pattern of devc4-
opinent is whit has occurred in the "oil belt" extending from Morocco on the
Atlantic Coast of Northern Africa to Iran beyond the Caspian Sea in CentraA
Asia. U.S. exports of agricultural commodities to this area In 1974 increased by
three times over the year before. Our 1974 exports of farm commodities to
this area were 13 times as large last year as the preceding five year average.
Again, it wa's Increasing effective demand for food, based on enhanced prices
received for petroleum and phosphate rock, which accounts for this increase in
our agricultural exports. Changes in these Importing countries' restrictions on
trade In farm commodities have had only negligible, if any, Influence upon the
great increase In our farm exports that has occurred.
"Barriers" have tot hampered exports

It Is difficult to find any significant volume of U.S. agricultural commodity
exports anywhere that has resulted directly from "liberalizing" the importing
countries' trade restrictions relating to their imports of agricultural commodi-
ties. Such "liberalization" as has occurred has almost always reflected a growth
in internal demand for food which domestic producers were unable to supply.

Because food Is usually the most immediate want to be satisfied when increased
income becomes available, particularly to people whose Income levels have been
low, any expansion of U.S. imports of labor-intensive products Is likely to gen-
erate a disproportionate increase In demand for farm commodities and for4
products from the ttntted States. This Is Important to the entire U.S. economy, not
alone to the immediate beneficiaries In the food and agricultural industries. Our
food and agricultural industries are among the best-adapted of American indus-
tries to compete in the world market and to respond to increasilng export oppor-
tnities. Therefore, it Is of great advantage to the UIited States economic posi-
tion In the.' world that food and agricultural commodities are in the forefront of
the new demands that are created by Increasgd purchases of goods from other
countries and the resulting advance in economic prosperity that arises therefrom.

I will not attempt to deal with the specific changes that might be sought in
negotiating the terms of trade in those types of goods for which food and agri-
culural commodities are particularly desired in exchange. But it Is Important to
emphasize the advantage to U.S. agriculture, and to the national interest of the
Tnited States, of promoting the expansion of an Ireportexport trade flow. This
is particularly important in the case of labor-intensive goods. sales of which
generate especially large demands for agricultural commodities. These are- the
types of imports for which we are best able to pay, because the selieim will accept
for them the largest proportion of our abundapt agricultural commodities In
exchange. This advantage should be weighed carefully against whatever prob-
lems are discerned for those domestic industries that would encounter increased
competition from imports of this kind.
Agric tlural trade raises epeolal problems

In negotiations relating to the sjecfic terms of trade in farm commodities, the
special characteristics of agriculture must be taken Into account. They Are:

1. The uncertainty and variability of production of agricultural commodities.
This results from dependence of farm yields upon climatic and other natural
variables.

67-937--76 ---- 21
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2. The atomistic structure of most elements of the farming industry. There
are several hundred thousands to more than a million independent enterprises
competing-for sales-of most farm commodities produced in the United States.
Moreover, producers of many commodities are potential competitors with pro-
ducers of other commodities. Agriculture is the largest productive Industry in the
United States in which a large measure of price competition prevails. In many
of our major industries, there Is virtually no true price competition at all. -

3. The lack of mobility of farming resources. Farm lend and most other farm
capital, farm management, and farm labor, have relatively few and In many cases
no other uses that are readily available. When times are hard and prices ap.
preach or even decline below the cost of production, most farmers have little
choice hut to go on producing in brder to mininize their capital losses and to
secure even sub-standard returns on their labor and management.

.lotvernmont farm programs meet need
Governments have recognized the special characteristics 'of agriculture by

adopting government programs to enhance and stabilize both prices of supplies.
In the United States, this was began on a concerted scale during the period of
recovery from the depression of the 1930's. During the same period, certain
other special problems relating to old age security, utility pricing, labor union-
Ization, banking, and security markets were also recognize- and resolved, at
least in part. by governmental intervention outside the market system.

Here in the United States., the development of programs to enhance and sta-
bilize farm prices and supplies is being characterized in some circles as 'forty
years of wandering through the wilderness". It is pertinent to wonder whether
the Moses who now aspires to take us Into the Promised Lend of "market
oriented" agricultural policies in fact seeks to deliver us back at the beginning.
Will we find there that there is no more Social Security, no Wagner Labor Re-
lations Act, no Federal Deposit insurance Corporation, no Securities and Ex-
change Commission, and none of the other social and economic eoulpment that
has been devised during this forty year period to live not only the United States,
but the entire world, the longest stretch of prosperity in modern times?
Aim apal"st farm support systems

Leading spokesmen of the Executive Branch have stressed their Interest In
negotiating away some of the main provisions of our own and other countries"
farm price-and supply programs. For the purposes of trade negotiations, these
measures are termed "non-tariff barriers". For exam le. there has been a great
deal of public discussion given to the possible "trade o'." of existing quantitative
limitations (import quotas) on dairy products in exchange for comparable steps
to dismantle essential features of the price support programs in other court.
tries for grains and soybeans. If such a course should be followed, it could lead
to severe disruption of domestic farming industries, and violent price and supply
instability both within the United States and in the world.

For a number of important agricultural commodities, U.S. Import quotas
already have been removed recently. If, as seems likely in view of the unpredict-
ability and variability of the weather, world "surplus" conditions should again
return, U.S. farmers would be severely damaged by unrestricted Imports.
ManyV U.S. fatrmers unprotected

The major commodities for which no Import quota protection now exists In.
clude wheat and wheat flour, feed grains, rice and meat. Producers of these com.
modities row face world competition with domestic price support provision at
levels so low as to be virtually. meaningless, and with no protection of the U.S.
market from potentially huge world surpluses.

Under existing law, Import quotas might again bc established In accordance
with the provisions of Section 22 of the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1933.
However, such action Is entirely dependent upon discretionary action by the Ex-
ecutive Branch. Under an Administration committed to "market oriented" agri-
cultural policies, the effectiveness of this nominal protection Is extremely
speculative.

For other important agricultural commodities, import quotas are still In effect.
However, the confidence of agricultural producers in the effectiveness and relia-
ldllity of these measures has been shaken severely by experiences during the past
few years.
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Huge dairy imports authorized-
• For dairy products, recent "temporary" increases in the annual quotas have.

increased the volume of imports by as much as 147 times the established annual
import quota. The Nixon-Ford Administration has increased import quotas for
dairy products by amounts substantially exceeding all the import quotas granted
by all preceding Administrations.

The manner in which the "temporary" increases in dairy product import
quotas were authorized during the past several years has established precedents
which have seriously damaged public confidence in the integrity of the established
procedures under Section 22. Indeed, confidence in the functions and influence
of this Commission itself has been seriously Impaired.

Quotas established under Section 22 are also in effect at the present time for
cotton and peanuts. Both of these commodities face potentially large volumes
of low-priced competition from foreign sources if world surpluses should again
arise, as seems likely.
Special approach to trade needed

The special characteristics of the agricultural economy call for a different
approach than "trade liberalization" to satisfy the needs and to protect the in-
terests of both consumers and producers, and to promote constructive progress in
the world economy.

Unstable prices and insecure supplies of agricultural commodities are an eco-
noxaic hazard both to consumers and producers. Moreover, such instability pro-
motes waste and inefficient use of resources and serious economic dislocation and
disruption of the world economy. It is in the interest of the world community, as
of the various national communities, to promote a reasonable degree of stability
in prices and supplies of agricultural commodities, at prices sufficient to assure
producers of remunerative returns so as to insure long-term adequacy of sup-
ply. Because of the relative importance of international trade in the agricul-
tural economy of almost every country, national programs by themselves are
not fully adequate to protect the public interest. Concerted cooperation among
the several national governments is required in order to harmonize national
goals and interests relating to trade in the major agricultural commodities.
Cooperation between countries needed

Fortunately, considerable experience has been achieved in international co-
operation for this purpose. Several international commodity agreements have
been in operation, with varying success, during the past quarter century. Tbis
experience furnishes a sound and useful base for renewed efforts at international
cooperation through international commodity agreements for major agricultural
commodities.

The Working Group on Grains of the International Federation of Agricultural
Producers, in which the Farmers Union has been a leading participant, has de-
veloped a proposal for an international grains agreement which is designed to
overcome the weaknesses of previous agreements relating to wheat and other
grains. A copy of the report of the Working Party, describing the principal pro.
visions of such an agreement, is attached. The requirements for international
cooperation in respect to trade in other agricultural commodities differ from
commodity to commodity, but this proposal for grains is a useful starting point
and illustrates the possibilities of this approach.
Propose new U.S. import control plan

Whether or not international commodity agreements are negotiated and pu-
Into effect for one commodity or another, we favor a new and improved program
for regulating imports of agricultural commodities into the United States. We,
propose that the quantitative restrictions established under terms of Section 22 he
replaced with a new variable duty system, under which imports of major agri-
cultural commodities and products thereof'would be subject to a rate of duty
to be determined periodically, equal to the amount by which 110 percent of the
parity price for the commodity exceeds the current world market price.

This system would preclude most imports of agricultural commodities in1t
the U.S. market at times when domestic supplies are ample to serve the U.S.
market, as demonstrated by domestic price levels. On the other hand, when there
is a shortage in the U.S. market, as signaled by an increase in market prices
above the parity price, imported supplies would be, enabled to enter the U.S.
markettwltb little or no impediment.
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This new system would operate more smoothly -and detibly tfn' .bt' preae-
Ont cumbersome Section 212 procedure. It would aure farmers )f .roteotlon
from imports when domestic supplies are ample, s demonstrated by demest
market prices at less them parity. It would similarly oroteet tomtmerj 'If thort-
ages should arise by admitting imports to the extent xportable .ujlleare.
available In the world market.

The -goals to be sought by the United States negotiatom in the fortbeomlvg
multilateral trade negotiations should be governed by the larger geals of the,
United States, Including our goals for agriculture's service to te 'nattonal Inter-
est and to extend our power and influence in the world. This w" the eubeot of'
a statement presented by the F'armers Union at the Confertee of Wftem Gov,
ernors in Billings, Montana, earlier this month. A copy Is attale ed heyeto,qand
incorporated as a part of this statement.

Senator FANT N [presiding]. The next witness will be Mr. A. t.
Buffineton, President. of Diamond-Simswept, Inc.

T welcome you here this morning. Ymo have been very Patient. It
has been a hrnuz hearing. We will be ver pleasecT to hear your testi-
mony at this time.

STATEMENT OF A. L. BUFPINT01, ?RIMEIDEN-,
DIAMOND-SUNSWEET INC.

'Mr. BrFFN1-4ToN. Thank you, sir. I appreciate the opportrmity.
Mr. Chairman, my name is A. L. Buffington, president of Diamond-

Sunsweet, Inc., a grower-owned California cooper (,Ave marketing
dried pnrunes and walnuts worldwide.

With your permission, sir, in addition to th' material, there is an
additional statement which we. would like incTuTed with the statement.

Senator FANN -X. Your complete statement will bO made a part of
the record, and the materials you have with you wilt be made a part
of the record or be n vailtble to the committee members and the staff.

Mr. BuVn aroTo. Thank you.
I deeply appreciate the opportunity this' committee has provided to,

allow me to make clear the threat of serious injury to my company.
and our industry posed by the adoption by the EC Council of a new
series of import restrictions beginning in the summer of 1975 or
new group of specialty crops, including dried fruit and tree rmt
exports from the United States.

It ,ill be of interest to this committee that all products referred to
in this statement were the basis for a formal presentation to the section
oi committee of the Special Representative for Trade Negotiations

on November 18,1975, docket 301-4.
This hearing also provides me with an opportunity to express my

great, concern over what I perceive to be an absence of a coherent and
effective trade policy on the part of the United States vis-a-vis the
common agriculture policy of the EC, with special reference to ex-
panding our trade by the removal of nontariff barriers. In the absence
of any announced policy, our future prospects are threatened by end-
less nontariff gimmicks and parliamentary negotiations at the Council
in Brussels.

Despite the objectives of GATT, treaty agreements-all products
coveredtby the STR hearing are "bound" by the EC to the United
States 08120 for prunes, and 0805 for walnuts, BTN in, the Dillon
Round-and the very spirit of the Rambouillet ,Summit, the RC



Cotocil has continued its unilateral actions to protect its industries
imd.farmers from what it professes ,o. believe are threats both for the
piment aid for what the plawme perceive as, fu'ure opportunities,
reprdlessof cost to he, EC.

This committee im well sware of the. higory of preferentkl and dis-
criminatory decisi taken by the EC from 196& to; 1971 wdtxh more
than 30. countries This very committee sponsored Senate Resolution 89
in 1971 expressi g the sense of the Senate with respect to removal of
discriminatory EEC preferences against U.S. citrus exports." Now the
EC has expanded its practice of restrictions to include canned citrus,
mushrooms, dried prunes and tomato products, while professing to
espouse the cause of freer world trade and condemning the United
States for its alleged "protectionist" attitude.

At present, many U.S. specialty crops remain untouched. But with
extesive -horticultural development int the EC. the recently concluded
Lom Convention tying some 56 additional Caribbean, African and
Pacific tropical. underdeveloped nat ions into a patently preferential
trad& and development agreement, and with sub antinl economic
problems wlresolve, within the, ECX I have very little confidence the
balance of the specialty crops in the United States will be spared with
the preswt climate.

Mr. Chairman, with your permission I woukl hke to draw perspec-
tive on the dried fruit and tree nut industry in the West, and then
describe the specific impingements which European Community
ReguWatioms 1997-75. 1928-75, and 9104-75 make likely on our indus-
try. its growers. and its employe .rIn 1974, the dried fruit and tree nut production in the West reached
a total of $355 millioa, about 33 percent of which was exported& This
represents 4 heavy commitment to export sales on the part of some
28*00 growers and 80,000 yearrmind workers,

None of the growers in our industry are cmbsidized ,by theFederal
Governm(nt or State government in any way. The ability to, penet rate
myvkts abroad is besed entire' on more effient production better
quality, more aggressive nmrktiing, and a series of. agreements with
individual countries and the Eisropesn Community for the elimina-
ti" of nontariff barriers, given legal status through "bound" items
in the Dillon Round.

A brief word about tI dried prune inhstry will illustrate the
critical nature of the new Europea= Community regulations' potential
effect, both on my company and on our industry..

Nearly 30 percent of our crop was exported in 1974. About 55 per-
cent of those exports-were to the European Community, contributing
56 percent of all European Community imports of this product. While
the United States is the world's largest producer, Ronunia and
Yugosavia contribute 16 percent. to the European Community market,
leaving France to supply the balance of 28 percent of apparent
European Community consumption. France is the soe European
Community producer.

What is the nature of these new regulations?
EC regulation 1927-45 proposes to establish a system of import

license certificates for European Community imports.
EC reh ,viono 1928-75 provides for ,a partial or total discontinua-

tion.of the imue of permits if the European Commimity market "ex-
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periences or is threatened with serious disturbances." It is difficult to
vistualize, based on past. performance, the nature of future disturb-
ances. Nonetheless. the -basis is established for any unilateml finding of
injury by the European Community, contrary to article, XIX of
GATT which provides for written notice to affected contracting
parties to consult when there is any contemplation of a determination
of serious injury. The new regulations appear to ignore these obliga-
tions, even though they specify that their application "shall respect
the community's obligations under international agreements."

European CNmmunity Regulationi 21044-5 describes the rules for
issuing such impoit reguhations and certificates by stating that they
are to be issued on the fifth working day after application is made,
and are to be valid for 75 days from their issue. In addition, there is a
6 cents a pound security deposit required, without a plan for refund.

The regulations, taken together, represent a calculated effort to
interfere directly with historical trade practices, disrupt long-time re-
lationships between buyer and seller, cause prices of product. to become
higher in the European Community, threaten a viable and solid and
efficient U.S. industry, and do violence to international trade agree-
inents. The stage will have been set to make'I finding of injury at any
future time and, of course, this would devastate 30 percent or more of
U.S. specialty crop production.

For what purpose were these regulations promulgated?
On the surface they were pointless and innocuous, since only France

produces prunes in the European Community and only to the extent
of 28 perce nt of apparent European Community consumption. Duties
are equal in the European Community as between Romania, and Yugo-
slavia on one hand and the United States on the other, and none of the
three countries are excepted from the import restrictions.

Two obvious explanations come to mind. By establishing a mech-
anisn for import control now, additional future investment in French
prune p reduction is protected under the "escape clause" of the Euro-
pean Community. On this premise, U.S. exports could be slowly re-
duced by manipulation of the import licensing regulations or substan-
tially reduced in a given year because of damage by imports to French
crops, all on behalf of a poorer quality and a more expensive French
product.

.A second maneuver, of course, could be the establishment by the
European Community of a fictitious NTB, only to trade it away at a
future bargaining session with the United States for a concession of
value.

In short, these regulations constitute arbitrary and capricious
restriction, are illegal under GATT, contradict the spirit of Ram-
bouillet, and provide the ready basis for an unneessary disruption of
established and harmonious trade relations between the EC and the
UTiiited States.

The regulations are contrary to stated trade policy of many respon-
sible EC representatives and are a violation of established agree-
ments. in that the products described in the above-mentioned regula-
tions are bound-a legal contract-between the United States and
the EC.

Mr. Chairman, I would like to conclude my prepared remarks with
some. sutestions for the consideration of the committee with regard
to remedy:
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One: Reconsider S. Res. 89 of the 92d Congress to determine
whether any positive result was achieved and consider adding
to citrus products those others contained in. docket, 301 4 before the
section 301 Committee of the Office of the Special Representative
for Trade Negotiations as an additional sense of the Senate resolution.

Two: Recommend to the STR and the President in forceful terms
that every effort be made to obtain the removal of the discriminatory
import restrictions -with regard to the products mentioned in docket
301-4 noted above.

Three: Review the provisions of the 1974 Trade Act with a view
to putting a specific time limit on STR for effective conclusion of
representations made in connection with 301 hearings.

At present with no time requirement they are virtually meaningless.
Our industry has been very successful in expanding its exports.

But we have very little defense against a one-sided violation of the
GATT agreement on the part of the community. We believe we can
continue to be successful. We are quite vuherable to this and we
need help.

Senator FANNIN. I am very proud of the achievements you 'have
made and the record has told what ,ou have been able to do. It is a
great.hidustry. The people of my State and our neighboring State
which is your State work together on many programs.

I am. quite interested in what you have discussed here this morning.
I realize the policies that have been prevalent in the EC. I feel
that. a great deal more could have been done about it. I know that we
give special privileges to the European Economic Community, which
certainly should merit greater consideration in the agricultural field
and certainly in your industry.

You mentioned S. Res. 89, which I introduced. I am very pleased
that it did pass the Senate. Would you say our negotiators and the
Europeans do not appreciate the sentiment in the Senate on the impor-
tance of speciality crops?

Mr. BITFFINOTON. Yes, sir. I think that is true. Although it cer-
tainly must be said that on the part of the European Community they
are extremely sensitive to them. The French, for example, are ex-
tremely sensitive on prunes, walnuts, and wine, of course.

Senator FANNIN.. It would be hard to vote to put in more. trade
agreements when we are lately being discriminated against by our
trading partners. You have bought out, that the French only pro-
duced about 28 percent of the needs that they have in the European
Community. The imports are not coming from this country, as you
said, to the extent they should be, which should be available and
imported from this country.

We are, as you stated, being discriminated against.
I am wondering what was the result of your former presentation

on-the 301 hearing to the former committee on November 18 of last
year?

Mr. BUFFINOTON'. We have wondered the same thing, sir.
Senator FANNIN. I see. Did you get any response that was in any

way satisfactory ?
Mr. BirFINoToN. I think we certainly had a friendly hearing. But

I think that is only fair to say that we had questioned whether the
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Mt. BUiiV 0dw . W6 hil+6 iwivbd no indicati6n of tiht.
SdhRAtiti F N1I.* Yoiu lha fiider sbfne ltiidhdiffb f utd we

66iAfilY,4ppri6edt, ynfi bM i p ifl. in jiist ht t" be i r6om-
mend6d. We' fNe that this i€ g ing td le h~lpful 6 is Ad cerainly
the recommendations of the FTR and the President ihfgt 661-y effort
Will be mafde to bbta n the rer'ihal df t66 dikfifihftry ifiport
rdstrkticonk it ig vithl.

I hope that the cointift, will chrry ftbfrrd 1th ihbi+&6iifftenda-
6lons that yofi ha*e inad. C frtaihly, t f1 i V0 enly tiboit thin,as I h~ve stated b4~foi?.
I, 6f otit , 1$tidt vbii- third r'co~nmf6d(tibh, to review the
0~id 4 t9T4rg Act, with a 4eW td pftvii, a reIifc timn

Iifnit 8'h fo Rotrt e cdnchisidhn of iepi s6fitibnh nia"de in con-
nection with, 301 hearings, is vital. We are so prone to pass by until a
latft tibfie. But thit later time isn't specified, so it bconis later and
later. I dd hofi that we, can accoinplish iht yoi-desir in this regard.

We ap rciati youtr appearance here this morning Ith been very
helpful. Of coii-se, afl the testimony will b6 available to,all members
of the committee arid Members of the Senate. We are indebied to youforvyiir help.

Ar, BU cFiNGT6N. Thaik you for the opportuity, sir.
[The material referred to by Mr. Buffington follows :1

[From Official Journ.l of the EuroPlan C6orni6fiitt

REOU.Afo1r (EEc) oo.,197/75 tr, Covlcx oT, Jt7 ,. 724 r5CO q9tNIS$
T~SYTE!4O~'~ 1yT~Ii'JIR CUNfiiES X~N THE MARKET ~IN PRODUCT

Pi cs'b r o FROM J! A D V,4Jrtbl.S

THE co~trICIL oFriik guitoUikOPoomuiMNITrER

14ving Pe -i4 to tile itr ty 'bllsilhi* thib ihifrlar1 kcuf6iii n Coiniunity,
athd tIh liartfelAt Attible 48 thtot:

Having regard to C6uncil Ilegitlatton (EF2C) No. 8M5/68 L of 28 Jine 1968 on the
comnIoU0 organization of the niarket in products n0oceeed from fruit and
veget he, ast amended bjy Rejulation (EEC) 1490/75'. and in particular
AHr nt t'e h o 1 f the Oorolntt:;

IR0nX jregard t6 the (Yplnioh of rte 1 uropeau Ptriliament '
Whereas t~e estahlihf.,1t ot a ,yiem of 4e with t hlgdqntrie In theJpt okr 6Y Mrdicfs! pibe~ed Yrom Firrft AMk v offtable' cagl foi th ,ele'r'dnatiop

if luAn'ti~t~t ie rtrlihA '&6ind iheaiure oi jt~vfallnt eff4 " tre wlth third
countries;

Whereas It is nev rtbeless Aectwir3 to limit any. risks, attendant upon the1)0tltoxA Ja redp,wlt, ikr4 Vou~trt4P aquatta reetct 6 tp or measures
6f "UifaJ ii eft; whereafl Oro l~oi Mold ~ x * Inlude ge
0iildfs th Att1if- tifi th ffidii 16? piIrcatlon 0 ie u (E2PO) o 1.
109/70' of 19 December 1969 establishing common rules for imports from state
trading countris, pnd.or Cowqnll 1tenlatIon (EF)C) No. 1480/74' of 4 Jdne 1074
oPATI Ai,47A a 6I oo On0 n Ie products

for the establishment of a system of import certificates or a nitM1tn1h price .%yk-

"O 0i L 141.. 3..1975. p. 1.0. No C 40. 8. 4. 1974. n. 74.
03 No L 19. 26. 1. 1970. p. 1.

'0 No L 19. 15. 6.1974. p. 1.



tern which importezs must undertake to observe; whereas for the proper working
of these systems itiS necessary to provide for the issue of, import cerunacats'and
that at 'the gane tbie a security shall be lodged guiranteeilig the underthkibg
to import during the period of validity of the certifichts. ad that 'a, .tirthe
security shill be Rltged .guaranteeing that the min'nitu'l ptie *il: be respiecteIby
the importers; whereas pro~Viibn should furthermore be made fot the pom.bflity
of establishing a floor bride systeil ;, ' - I. .

Whereas the machinery thus established may prove inadequate in exceptional
circumstances; whbrems. to ensure that in such case. the Community market is
not left completely exposed to the disturbances which might result, the" means
should be provided for appropriate actioh to be takcen as q~ttckly'as possible, has
adopted thia regulation
Article, I

1. Save as, otherwise prodti4ed, for in 1001tiou (EEC) No. 8,/08, anI4.. this -

Regulation or derogation decided upon by 66he Council, acting on a nr 9p9"l from
the Convumlion in accordajce with the votog, prp ...ulaId. dow'i " rtlcle
43 (2) of the.Treaty thq application .of an qgnttlve reLstrction or meaupr
with equivalent, effect, is prohibited, in trade, Wth third cqu trees coVerlng all the
products listed, In Article 1 of Regulation (UERC) N. 8 /6,.

2. IHowever, with respect to cl r114 fr.ilt, Juices f!l , I under sutlh~e, ng ex
20.07 of thq Common Custorps tariff, WItl4 the exception o grapetrut J~ilce, Xprw
ber States may maintain until 31 December 1971 the measures relating. t e te
import of these products originating in third countries which were applicable 0n
1 January 1975 without, however, rendering them more restrictive, the Coudicll
deciding before the end. of this period on the, system to be introduced subse-
quently. If no decision is tahen before this date, the previous system will remain
applicable.

3. With respect to prunes falling under sbl.heading 08,12 Q of the Common
Customs Tariff, Member States may maintain until 31 December 1977, the means
ures concerning the import of these products originating in third countries, which
were applicable on I JanWry 19,75 without, however, making them more re-
strictive. From 1 January 1978, paragraph I. shall apply, and imports shall be
subJect to the presentation of. an import certificate in accordance with Article 4.

4. This Regulation shall not apply to products processed from potatoes, re-
ferred to in Article 1 of Regulation (EE3) No. 865/68.

5. For tomato concentr~tes under subheading 20.02 C of the Common Customs
Tariff paragraph 1 shall be applicable only from the date fixed fr the first,
Implementation of the minimum price for the products in question.

With respect to preserved pineapples, the said pakragraph shall apply as from
the granting of aid for the production of preserved pineapples.

Article 2
1. A minimum import price for tomato concentrates falling within subheading

20.02 0 of the Common Customs Tariff shall be fixed each year before 1 April fol
the subsequent marketing year.

However, the minimum price for the 1975/76 marketing year shall be fixed,
before 1 August 1975.

2. The minimum price shall be established taking into accoimt:
Average projugttion cost for, the omuthe period from

the beginning of the second year preceding the year of its fixing until the date
of such. fxing,

Free-att.fronter prices for imports during the period from the beginning of
the second year preceding the year ot Its #ixng until the date of sueh fixing' dis-
regarding import prices which, ip copaxtsou with normal fUt uat4otIP a e ego
cesssively high or loW; these prce shall be inoreased by whatever Coo6pnio
Customs Tariff duties are applicabp,

The prices fox the prodwzts in, question on the main world markets,
The nqe4 to prevent the appllcatjon of the minimum pricq from having a

more restrictive effet ou trade than meaanres prevlou4,y applied by the M*m-
ber Staes,

The nP to qiisire thgt the awlatjton. o(, thp Mj!AmxrA V4c trl~utea to
the normal and harmonious development of competition with third cowl.txizu.

3. A special minimum price shall be fixed for impQrt WQ Dh eger
States until 81 December 1977, at the same time as the minimum price referred
to in paragraph 1. The special minimum price shall be determined initially on the
basis of the price level resulting from the Agreement in the form of exchange
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of letters relating to Article 3 of Protocol 8 to the Agreement between the
E3uropean Economic Community and the Republic of Portugal.

This special minimum price shall be aligned by stages with the minimum price
mentioned in paragraph 1.

The alignment shall take place each year and for the first time on 1 July 1970,
by increasing the special minimum price by one third and one balf, successively,
of the difference between this price obtaining before each alignment and the mini-
mum price applicable for the coming marketing year.

The minimum price referred to in paragraph 1 shall apply In the new Member
States by 1 January 1978 at the latest.
; 4. The Council, acting on a proposal from the Commission in accordance with
the voting procedure laid down in Article 43(2) of the Treaty, shall fix the
minimum price and the special minimum price for a product with given commer-
cial characteristics, in particular In respect of variety, quality, composition,
preparation, packaging and size, and shall also fix the date on which such prices
are to apply.

5. The coefficients to be applied to these prices In order to allow for any varia-
tion from, in particular, the variety, quality, composition, preparation, packag-
Ine and the size for which they have been fixed, shall be adopted in accordance
with the procedure laid down In Article 15 of Regulation (EEC) No. 865/60.

6. If required, detailed rules for the application of this Article shall be adopted
in accorilance with the procedure laid down in Article 15 of Regulation (EEC)
No. 865/68.
Article 8

1. The Council. acting on a proposal from the Commission in accordance with
the voting procedure laid down in Article 43(2) of the Treaty, may decide to
introduce a floor price system.

2. Where paragraph 1 Is applied, the floor price shall be established taking
into account:

Free-at-frontier prices for imports during the period from the beginning of the
second year preceding the year of its fixing until the date of such fixing, dis.
regarding import prices which. in comparison with nornml fluctuations, are ex-
cessively high or low: these prices shall he increased by whatever Common Cur-
toms Tariff duties are applicable: however, as regards the new Member States
these prices shall be increased until 31 December 1977 by the duties applied by
those Member States to third countries In accordance with Article 59 of the Act
of Accemion;

The prices for the products In question on the main world markets:
The need to prevent the application of the floor price from having a more

restrictive effect on trade than measures previously applied by the Member States;
The need to ensure that the application of the floor price contributes to the

normal and harmonious development of competition with third countries.
Article 4

1. Any imports into the Community of the products listed in the Annpx shall
ip subject to the production of an import certificate which shall be Issued by
Member States to any interested party who applies for such certificate irrespec-
tive of his place of establishment within the Community.

The certificate shall be valid for an important transaction carried out within
the Community.

2. The Issue of an import certificate shall be conditional upon the following:
With respect to all products, the lodging of a security to guarantee the under-

taking to effect certain Imports for as *long as the certificate is valid, which secu-
rity,' except in cases of force maleure. shall be forfeit in whole or in part if the
imnorts are not effected or are effected only in part within the period ;

For tomato concentrates, the lodging of an additional security to guarantee
that the free-at-frontier price of the products to he Imported under cover of the
certificate plus the customs duty payable thereon shall together be equal to or
more than the minimum price or the spcIal minimum price, whichever is ap-
propriate. The security shall be forfeit in proportion to any quantities imported
at a price lower than the minimum price or than the special minimum price;

6 Oj No. t 62. 7.S. 1975. p. 6.
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however, the lodging of such additional security shall not be required for products
originating in third countries which undertake to and are in a position to guar-
antee that the price on import into the Community shall be not less than the
minimum price for the product in question, and that all deflection of trade will be
avoided.

3 The Council, acting on a proposal from the Commission in accordance with
the voting procedure laid down in Article 43(2) of the Treaty, may decide to
amend the Annex.

The period of validity of certificates and the other detailed rules of applica-
tion of this Article which may, in particular, make provision for a time limit for
the issue of certificates, shall be determined in accordance with the procedure
laid down in Article 15 of Regulation (EEC) No. 865/68.
Article 5

Where the levy on various added sugars is fixed in advance for one of the
products referred to in Article 4 (1), such advance fixing shall be mentioned on
the import certificate which is the basis thereof.

Where this is the case, Article 6 of Regulation (EEC) No. 85/68 shall not
apply.
Article 6

1. The Annex to Regulation (EEC) No. 109/70 shall be extended to the prod-
ucts listed in Article 1 of Regulation (EEC) No. 865/68 imported from all the
countries mentioned in that Annex.

2. The products listed in Article 1 of Regulation (EEC) No. 865/68 shall be
included in the common list of liberalized products in Annex I to Regulation
(EEC) No. 1439/74.

3. Paragraphs 1 and 2 shall not apply to the products referred to in Article 1
(2), (3) and (4).
Article 7

1. If, by reason of imports or exports, the Community market in one or more
of the products specified in Article 1 (1) is or is likely to be exposed to serious
disturbances which might endanger the objectives set out in Article 39 of I h
Treaty, appropriate measures may be applied in trade with third countries until
such di-Aturbances or the threat thereof has ceased.

The Council, acting on a proposal from the Commission in accordance with
the voting procedure laid down in Article 43(2) of the Treaty, shall adopt rules
for the application of this paragraph and shall define the cases and the limits
within which Member States may take protective measures.

2. Should the situation envisaged in paragraph 1 arise, the Commission. act-
ing either at the request of a Member State or on its own initiative, shall decide
what measures are necessary and communicate them to the Member States; such
measures shall be immediately applicable.

Requests received by the Commission from Member States shall be acted uipon
within 24 hours of receipt.

3. Any measure decided on by the Commission may be referred to the Council
by any Member State within three working days following the day on which
they were communicated. The Cquncll shall meet without delay. It may, acting
in accordance with the voting procedure laid down in Article 43 (2) of the
Treaty, amend or annul the measure in question.
Article 8

Council regulation (EEC) No. 1427/71 T of 2 July 1971, introducing protective'
measures for products processed from fruit and vegetables is hereby repealed.
Article 9

This Regulation shall enter into force on the third day following its publication
in the Official Journal of the European Colmnunities.

It shall be applicable as from 1 September 1975- in respect of tomato concen.
trates, peeled tomatoes and tomato juice and as from 1 October in respect of the
other products referred to in Article 1.

OJ No L 151, 7. 7. 1971, p. 5.
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This Regulation shall be binding, in its entirety and, directly applicable in all

Member States.
Done at Brussels, July, 22, 1975.

.Tor the Council:
G. MARCORA, Presdent.

Anneo
"CCT heading No.: - .Ir7pt4oI

ex 20.02 C ---------------------------- Tomato concentrates..
ex 20.02 C -------------------- ------- Peeled. tomatoes.
ex 20.06 B ---------------------------- Peaches in syrup.
ex 20.07 B ---------------------------- Tomato juice.

20.02 A ------------ ------- Mushrooms.
ex 20.06 B -------------------------- Pears.

08.12 C ---------------------------- Prunes."
er 20.02 G -------------------- Peas.
ex 20.02 G ---------------------------- Beans in pod.
ex 08.10 A ------------------ ---- Raspberries.
e- 08.11 E--------------------- Do.
ex 20.03 ---------------------------------- Do.
ex 20.05 ---------------------------------- Do.
ex 20.06 B II ------------------------- Do.

Fronn Jantiary 1, 1078.

REGULATION (EEC) No 1928/75 Or THz CbuNcr.. or JUrY 22, 1975 LAYING DOWN
DETAILED RULES FOu APPLYING PROTEOTIVE MEASURES IN THE MARKET IN PBOD-
ucTs PROcEssED FROM FRUIT AND VEGETABLES

THE COUNCIL OP THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES

leaving regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community;
Having regard to Council Regulation (EC) No 1927/76" of 22 July 1975,con-

cerning the system of trade with third countries in the market in products proc-
essed from fruit and vegetables, and in particular Article 7"(1) thereof;

Having regard to the proposal from the Commission:
Whereas Article 7 of Regulation (EEC) No 1927/75 makes provision for the

application of appropriate measures if, by reason of imports or exports, the Com-
munity market in one or more of the products listed In Article I of Council Regu-
lation (EEC) No 865/68 2 of 28 June 1968 on the common organization of the mar-
ket in products processed from fruit and vegetables, as last amended by Regula.
tion (EEC) No 1420/75 ', experiences or is threatened with serious disturbances
which may endanger the objectives set out in Article 39 of the Treaty; whereas
these measures relate to trade with third countries and whereas they are to cease
to apply once the disturbance or threat of disturbances has ceased;

Whereas the main factors to be taken into account in assessing whether the
Community market is seriously disturbed or threatened with serious disturbance
should be specified;

Whereas recourse to protective measures depends on the effect of trade with
third countries on the Community market; whereas the situation on this market
must therefore be assessed by taking account not only of the factors peculiar to
the market itself but also of those relating to the trend of that trade:

Whereas the measures which may be taken in application of Article 7 of Reg-
ulation (EEC) No 1927/75 should be specified; whereas those measures must be
such as to put an end to serious disturbances on the market and the threat of such
disturbances; whereas, they must accordingly be suited to the circumstances if
they are not to have other than the desired effects;

Whereas recourse by a Member State to Article 7 of Regulation (EIEO) No
1927/75 should be limited to cases in which the market of that 8tate. following
an assessment based on the abovementloned factors, is to be regarded as ful-
fllifi the conditions of that Article; whereas the measures likely t6 be taken
In such a case should be designed to prevent the market situation from deteriorat-
Ing further and must be of an interim nature; whereas consequently, such na-

1 Spe page 7 of this Offelal journal.
0.1 No L 153. 1. 7. 1968, p. 8.
0. No L 141, 8. 6. 197, p. 1.
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tionol measures may apply only until the entry into force ,f a Community decision
on the matter;

Whereas'the Commission must take a decision on Communt' protective meas-
ures to be applied in response to a request from a Member State 17ithin 24 hours
'following 'receipt of the request; whereas, in order that the Coomission ma.y
assess the situation on the market .wtth the greatest effectiveness, provision
should be made to ensure that it is informed as quickly as possible of any interim
protective measures applied by a Member State; whereas, therefore, provision
should be made for the Commis91ion to be notified of any such measures as soon
as they have been adopted and for such notification to be treated as.a request
within the meaning bf Artitle' (2) of Regulation (EC) No 1927/75, bas adopted
this regulation:
Article I

In order to assess whether the Community market in one or more of the prod-
ucts listed. in Article 1 of Regulation (EEC) No. 860/68 Is, by reason of imports
or exports, experiencing or threatened with serious disturbances which might
endanger the objectives set out in Article 39 of the Treaty, particular account
shall be taken of:

(a) the volume of.imports or exports effected or foreseen;
(V5) the quantities of products availhlaln the Community market;
(c) the prices for Community products on the Community market or the fore-

seeable trend of these prices:and in particular any excessive upward or down-
ward trend thereof in relation to prices in the years immediately preceding;

(d) where the abovementioned situation arises as a result of imports, the
prices obtaining on the Community market, at a comparable stage, for products
from third countries, and in particular any excessive downward trend in these
prices.
Article 2

1. Should the situation referred to in Article 7(1) of Regulation (EEC) NQ.
1027/75 arise.,the measures which may be taken under paragraphs 2 and 3 df
that Article shall be:

(a) for products subject to the system of import certificates:
The total or partial discontinuation of the issue of certiflcates, as a result of

which new applications will not be accepted;
The rejection of all or some of the applications for the issue of certificates

which are being examined;
(b) for products not subject to the system of import certificates: total and

partial suspension of imports;
(c) for all products:
The introduction of arrangements under which, If the price for an imported

product falls below a certain minimum, a condition may. be Imposed whereby
that product may be imported only at a price which. is at least equal to such
minimum;

The total or partial suspension of exports.
2. The measures referred to in paragraph 1 may be taken only to such extent

and for such length of time as. is strictly necessary. They shall take account of
the special situation of products which are already on their way to the Com-
munity. They may not extend to products other than those imported from or
Intended for third countries. They inay be restricted to products imported from
or originating in particular countries, to exports to particular countries or to
particular qualities or types of presentation. They may be restricted to imports
intended for particular regions of the Community or to exports from such regions.

3. The rejection referred to in paragraph 1(a) second. indent, shall apply to
applications made during the period in which the suspension referred to in
Article 4 is applied.
Article -

The application of this Regulation shall respect the Community's obligations
under international agreements.
Article 4

1. A Member State may take one or more interim protective measures if. sb.
sequent to an assessment based on the factors set out in Article 1, it considers
that the situation referred to in Article 7(1) of Regulation (EEC) No. 1927/75
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has arisen on its territory. Article 2(2) shall apply. The interim protective
measures shall be as follows:

i a) for products subject to the system of import certificates the cotalor putital
suspension of the issue of certificates; I

(b) for products not subject to the certificate system, the total or partial sus-
pension of imports;

(c) for all products, the total or partial suspensionof exports,
2. The Commission shall be notified by telex of the-Interim protective measures

referred to in paragraph 1 as soon ts they have been decided on. Such notification
shall constitute a request within the meaning of Article 7(2) of the Regulation
(EEC) No. 1927/75. The measures shall apply only until such time as a decision
by the Commission on the matter enters into force.
Article 5

This Regulation shall enter Into force on the third-day following Itspublica.
tion in the Official Journal of the Eulropean ,ommunfties.

This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all
Member States.

Done at Brussels, July 22, 1975.
For the Council:

G. MARcoRA, President.

[From Official Journal of the European Communities] -

REOVLATION., (EEC)-No. 2104/75 OF THE COMMISSION OF .JULY 31, 1975 AMENDIN
REGULATION (EEC) No. 193/75 AND LAYING DowN SPECIAL DETAINED RULES
FOR THE APPLICATION OF THE SYSTEM OF IMPORT LIoENsEs AwiD ADVANCE FIXING
CERTIFICATES FOR PRODUCTS PROCEsSED FROM FRUIT AND VEGETABLES

.Tuly 31, 1975 amending Regulation (EEC) No. 193/75 and laying down special
detailed rules for the application of the system of import licences and advance
fixing certificates for products processed from fruit and vegetables

THE COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES

Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community;
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No. 865/681 of 28 June 1968 on

the common organization of the market in products processed from fruit and
vegetables, as last amended by Regulation (EEC) No. 1420/75,2 and in particular
Articles 5(3) and 6(3) thereof;

Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No. 1927/75$ of 22 .,Uly 1975
concerning the system of trade with third countries in the market in products
processed from fruit and vegetables, and in particular the second subparagraph
of Article 4 (3) thereof;

Whereas special detailed rules for the application of the system of advance
fixing certificates established for products processed from fruit and vegetables
bare been laid down by Commission Regulation (EEC) No. 2046/75 ' of 25 July
1975 laying down special detailed rules for the application of the system of
advance fixing certificates for products processed from fruit and vegetables;

Whereas Article 4 of Regulation (EEC) No. 1927/75 has instituted a system
of import licences for certain sensitive products; whereas it is necessary to apply
to such licences the provisions of Regulation (EEC) No. 193/755 laying dow v
common rules for the application of the system of import and export licences
and advance fixing certificates for agricultural products;

Whereas the period of validity of import licences, whether with or without
advance fixing of the levy In respect of the various added sugars, should be deter-
mined in the light of the practices of international trade; whereas, in order to
facilitate the adoption of appropriate nieasures in the event of disturbance or
threatened disturbance to the market in these products, a fixed period should be
prescribed between the application for and issue of such licences;

O 0.1 No T, 15-3. 1. 7. 1968. p. 8.
O 0,T No Lr141. 3. 6. 1975. p. 1.

S0.3 No L 10,.l, 29. 7. 1975. p. 7.
4 OJ No L 213.. 11. 8. 1975, p. 24.
0 O3 No L 25, 81. 1. 1975, p. 10.
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Whereas the amount of the security for import licences should be fixed MtOVelk
which will enable the system of import licences to fupctlon properly;

Whereas, for the sake of clarity and administrative, efficiency, the special
detailed rules for the application of the system of advance fixing certificates
should also be included in this Regulation; whereas Regulation (EEC) No.
2046/75, which replaced, so far as products processed from fruit and vegetables
were concerned, Commission Regulation (EEC) No. 2637/70 * of 23 December
1970 on special detailed rules for the application of the system of import and
export licepes and advance fixing certificates for agricultural products, should
therefore be repealed;

Whereas the detailed provisions for the application of the system of Import
Ileences and advance fixing certificates both supplement and derogate from Con
mission Regulation (EEC) No. 193/75 of 17 January 1975;

Whereas the measuresprovided for In this Regulation are in accordance with
the Opinion of the Management Committee for Products Processed from Fruit
and Vegetables, has adopted this regulation:
Article 1

The following Indent is added at the end of Article 1 of Regulation (EE00
193/75:

"Article 4 of Regulation (EEC) No.4927/75."
Article 2

Detailed rules for the application of the systems of Import licences and ad-
vance fixing certificates established respectively by: article 4 of Regulation
(EEC) No. 1927/75, and article 6 of Regulation (EEC) No. 865/68 set out In
the articles below.

TITLE 1--IMPORT LICENCES
Article 8

Without prejudice to the application of Article 7 of Regulation (EEC) No.
1927/75, Import licences, with or without advance fixing of the levy, shall be
Is.ie1i on the fifth working day following that on which the application therefor
is lodged.
Article 4

Import licences, with or without advance fixing of the levy, shall be valid for
75 days from their actual day of issue.
Article 5

The amount of the security for import licences without advance fixing of the
levy shall for each product be as shown in the following table:

Amount In
CCT heading No Description of goods u.a./100 kg net

ex 20.02 C ........... Peeled tomatoes ...................................................... 0. 5
ex 20.06 ........ Peaches In syrup .................................................... 0. 5
ox 20.07 B---.-.- Tomato juice ......................................................... 0. 5

20.02 A ........... Mushrooms ........................................................... 1.0
ex 20,06 B ........ Pears ................................................................ 0.5

08.12 C ............ Prunes .............................................................. 1.0
ex20.02 0 ........... Peas ................................................................ 0.5
ex 20.02 G ............ French beans ......................................................... 0.5
ex 08.10 A ........... 0.5
ox .11 e ............ 0 1 0.5

ex 20.03 ............. Raspberries ....................................................... 0.5
ex 20.05 .. .... ... O.5e x 20.0 "B 11r'........ 0 .5

Amount in
u.a.100 kg

Including
Immediate

packings

ex 20.02 C ............ Tomato concentrat ................................................... 1,0

I From Jan. 1, 1978.,

OJ No L 283, 29. 12. 1970, p. 15.
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The amount bf thsecdttyffor inmportlleenoew With-aadvande fiuof the le#y
*hhll forech'prodftt be&s hWin:In the folloWihg table:

I 9.J B ............... ................. J ,yu ............... ........ ,
#X O.O S. ....-... .. ' . .. . ;.. .. .. ..... .'.. .. TllilloJ~l i ............... .. ... .! ": .x 2 .06 our ............................... . . . . . 0.. . . . . . . . . . . ' .: . .

": .. .. .. J' " . .. . . . .... .. .. ;" Itp helfd . .. 4* ... .................................... ...... -... .
ex 20.06 i ............ J .5j r "- ! _ _ " ... ....... ' .... . . . ... , '...- - ' • • . ' " - . . ', t[ . : , .

Article 7
1. The rate of the additional security referred to in the second indent of Ar.

ticle (2)o ,eul on lE)o I-9/75 sblor tomaptoconceaitrates be
ibiunits bof a o A per'l' l kllogrammes, Tlnc[udhIgA mmcedae3 is.

2. The additional security shall be"rla qd;
(a) in respect of quantities for" ic~h &the'phr y eoniicrned Yls' not tulflfled

the obligation to import;
(b). in respect! of quantities Imported for whith tbelarty eocnceznedrturnishes

proof that-te minitutim price, or- as the case way. be the special minimum price,
hdas been resip tad . , i I .-

-Such proof shall be furnished by production of
The customs entry for home use in respect of the! product concerned, or a cer-

tified copy thereof;
.A copy pf. tki puTchape invoice for thg pi;oduct conqprued; azd
A. banpker'e,;deela atl0. certifying that payment' of the purchase price shown

on the invoice has been effected.
Article 8

1. Without prejudice to the provisions of Article 9, where an import license Is
rpqueste4 for~touato oncentrat: of sqhedng 20.0 C of thq Common Cus-
toms Tariff, the ap plication and the licence shall,coptip par#l ul'rs H 011ows:

(a) In section 10 and 11, the weight of the goods, Including immediate
packings;

(b) In section,12,' the total amount '6fthe'afldfional security;
(c) In section 14 nazhe of M courtry'of orikin ; isiueof the Ilcence lbhlll make

It obligatory to Import from the country indicated.
2. When 6nterlng attributions on- the licenie, the office carrying- out customs

formalities shall indicate in sections 29 and 30 the weight of the goods including
immnediate packings.
Article 9

1. In the case of Imports under the special arrangehentA lWd'down for tomato
concentrate exp)0rted from aid originating in Greece, he licence application and
the licence itself shall contain the word "Greece" in sections 18 Oud 14.

In such case the issue of the licence shall make it obligatory to import from
Greece.

2. The provisions of Articles 7 and 8(1) (b) shall not apply to applications and
licenses as referred to in paragraph I hereof.

TITLE I-ADVANCE FIXING CERTIFICATES
Artlcle 10

',Tie Arrangements for the advance fixing of levies and refunds provided for
Irn"ArtIcle 5 of Regulation (DEC) 8W5/68 shall be applied by Member States on
request.
Atliole 11

Advance fixing certificates shall be valid from their day of- Issue within the
meaning of Article 9(1) of Regulation (EEC), No 193/75 until th6 eido0f the
fifth month following that of Issue.
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Arilde It
When aVoroduetv'timpotedintoa Membdr-Stgte where-it is mabjtzct to quanti-

tative restrictions, the validity of thetadvance fixing certificate in tbat Member
State shall-be conditional on the, production 'of a national -document showing that
importation has-been authbiled.

1. In the case of certificates for products falling within Tariff hearing No 20.07,
a tolerance of 0.03 shall be permitted in relation* o"th'eTrfff ipedftcvition asgtothe density of t po]t...Secthoee i of the roqucrt., in the case of imports and section 18 of the certif-

icate in the case of exiorts shall contain one of the following endorsements:
"Density tolerance of 0.03"

4 "Tolerance for *tldwp& 0,08"
"toleranzdichte 0,03"
it6leranc T"dhinlte do Of,08"
"tolleranza^ defiAftA0,03"
"dichtheldstolerantle 0,03."
2. In the case6f'etioftts section 12 of -the certificate Shall indicate the basic

product or products (sugar, glucose or glucose syrup) In respect of which the
iJefuhd lsii In'advance.&
Article 14

?The aIn1oidt 6f *eurIty for advan e fixing certificates hall -foreach product
be as shown in the following table:

1 Amount In
CCT :° u.a./100 kg

heading No.* Description 6f goods net

ex 13.03 B Pectin 0.15
ex 20.01 Vegetables and fruit, prepared or preserved by

vinegar or acetic acid, whether or not containingA
salt, -spices 'or, mustard, with sugar 0.15

ex 20.02 Vegetables prea red br'prihetved otherwise ,than
by vinegar or acetic acid, with sugar 0.15

20.08 F ,'rult, 1keet)efitd by -freezing, "containing added
sugar 0.60

20.04 Fruit, fruit peel,,anm parts of pIhnts,'preservedby
sugar (drained, -glacd or crystalzed) 1.50

ex 20.05 Jams, fruit Jellies, marmalades, fruit pure and
fruit pastes, being cooked preparations, containing
added sugar:
1. Chestntu purde and paste 1.50
2. Other:

* With a sugar ' content exceeding 30% by)
Weight 1.50

- Other 0.25
ex, 20.06 t -Fruit otherwise prepared, or preserved, containing

added sugar 0.25
ex 20.07 : Fruit' juices (thlchiding grape -mbt) andvegetable

juices, containing added sugar,'but unf4rmented
and not containing spirit:

- With an added sugar content exceeding 30%
by Weight 1.50

- Other '0.25

Article 15
Regulation (EEC) No 2046/75 is hereby repealed.

67-937-18----22
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This Regulation shall enter into force On the third day following its publica-
tion In the Official Journal of the European Communtties.

It shall apply with effect from: September 1, 1975 for tomato concentrates
peeled tomatoes and tomato Juice; and, October 1, 1975 for other products. ,

This Regulation shall be binding In its entirety and directly applicable in all
Member States.

Done at Brussels, 31 July 1975.
For the Commission:

P. J. LARDINOIS,
Member oflte Oomm(8aion.

[From Official Journal of the European CommunitiesJ

REGULATION (EEC) No 2791/75 OF THk COMMISSION OF OOTOBu 28, 1975
FIXING THE EXPORT REFUNDS ON FRUIT AND VEGETABLES

THE COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES

Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community;
-Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 1035/72" of 18 May 1972 on

the common organization of the market in fruit and vegetables, as last. amended
by Regulation (EEC) No 2482/75 2, and In particular Article 30(4) thereof;

Having regard to the Opinion of the Monetary Committee;
Whereas Article 30 of Regulation (EEC) No 1035/72 provides that, to the

extefit necessary to allow economically significant quantities to be exported, the
difference between prices in international trade and prices in the Community
for the products referred to in that Article may be covered by an export.refund;

Whereas Article 2 of Council Regulation (EEC) No 2518/691 of 9 December
1969 laying down general rules for granting export refunds on fruit and vege-
tables and criteria for fixing the amount of such refumds as amended by Regula-
tion (EEC) No 2455/724 provides that, when refunds are being fixed, account
must be taken of the current situation or foreseeable developments with regard
to prices and availabilities of fruit and vegetables on the Community market on
the one hand and prices in international trade on the other; whereas account
must also be taken of the costs indicated in (b) of that Article and of the
economic aspects of the proposed exports; I

Whereas, pursuant to Article 3 of Regulation (EEC) No 2518/69, when prices
on the Community market are being determined account must be taken of the
prices which are most favourable from the exportation point of view;, whereas,
when prices in International trade are being determined, the prices and quota-
tions referred to in pa-ragraph 2 of that Article must be taken into account;

Whereas the situation with regard to international trade or, the specific re.
quirements of certain markets may make it necessary to vary the refund for a
given product according to the destination of that product;

Whereas tomatoes, fresh lemons and apples of the common quality standards
'Extra' Class,. Class I and Class II, 'Extra' Class and Class I hothouse and open
ground grape, almonds, shelled hazelnuts, and shelled walnuts may at present
be exported in economically significant quantities;

Whereas, if the refund system is to operate normally, refunds should be cal.
culated on the following basis:

In the case of currencies which are maintained in relation to each other, at
any given moment, within a band of 2.25 percent, a rate of exchange based on
their effective parity;

OJ No L 118. 20. 5. 1972, p. 1.
0.1 No L 254, 1.10. 1975. p. 3.

3 OJ No 1, 31R, 18. 12. 1969, p. 17.
' OJ No L 266, 25. 11. 1972, p. 7-
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For other currencies -an exchause:rate based on the arithmetic mean of tbe
slot market rates of each of -thee currencies recorded for a. giveu period, in
relation to the Community, currencies referred to in the previous$ subparagraph;

Whereas it follows from applying these rules and criteria.to the present
situation on the market of the prospective development of this situation, and in
particular to quotations and prices for fruit and vegetables in the Ponmunity
and In international trade that the refund should be fixed as indicated below;

Whereas the Management Committee for Fruit and Vegetables has not delivered
an opinion within the time limit Net by Its Chairman, hasadopted this regulation:
Article.1

1. The export refunds on fruit and vegetables am hereby fixed at the amounts
indicated in the Annex.

2. The provisions of Article 6(1) (b) of Commission Regulation (EC) No
192/75 4 of 17 January 1975 laying down detailed rules for the application of
export refunds in respect of agricultural products, shall apply to exports of
unshelled walnuts, shelled hazelnuts and apples set out in the Annex.
Articlc 2

This Regulation shall enter into force on 29 October 1975.

ANNEX TO THE COMMISSION REGULATION OF OCT. 28, 1975 FIXING THE EXPORT REFUNDS ON FRUIT AND
VEGETABLES

lu.a.100 kg net]

CCT heading No. Description of goods Refund

ex 07.01 M II ......... Tomatoes "extra" class, class I and class II .................................... 4.00
ex 08.02 C ............ Fresh lemors "extra class, I and class It) for export to:

Countries or States with a planned economy in central and eastern Europe .... 2.50
Other destinations ....................................................... 1.44

ex 08.04 A I .......... Table grapes:
Fresh, open ground "extra" class and class I.. ........................ 4.00
Fresh, hothouse "extra" class and class I ..... ....................... 16.00

ex. 08.05 A l ........ Shelled almonds other than bitter almonds ...................................... -8.0
ex 08.05 B ........... Walnuts unshelled ........................................................... 10.00
ex 08.05 G ............ Shelled hazelnuts ........................................................... 8. 00
ex 08.06 A II ......... Apples "extra" class, class I and class II) other than cider apples:

For export to Botswana, Lesotho, Swaziland, Zambia, Malawi, Mozambique, 10.00
Tanzania Kenya, Rwanda, Burundi, Uganda, Somalia, Madagascar, Comore
Islands Mauritius, Sudan, Ethiopia, the French territory of the Afars and
Issas, the countries of the Arabian peninsula' and Iron.

For export to countries and territories of Africa other than those mentioned 5. 00
above and South Africa Syria, countries with a planned economy in central
and eastern Europe, Brazil, Venezuela, Peru, Panama, Iceland, Finland,
Sweden and Norway.

"For the purpose of this regulation the "countries of the Arabian peninsula" are considered to be the following, in-
cluding the territories attachedthereto: Saudi Arabia Bahrain, Qatr Kuwait, the Sultanate of Oman, United Arab Emirates
(Abu Dhabi, Dubai, Sharjah, Ummal-Quaiwain, Fulairah, Ras Al Kaiman), Yemen Arab Republic (North Yemen) and
the People's Democratic Republic of Yemen (South Yemen).

Senator FN-.ix. Thank you.
The last witness, William Quarles, president California-Arizona

Citrus League.
We certainly appreciate you gentle meh being with us this morning.

Again, I express my thanks to Mr. Buffinton for being patient. You
have been more patient than the last witness to be called this morning,
but certainly very important witnesses.

From my standpoint, you have a very important message to bring
to us. So, I particularly welcome you here this morning, both on my
behalf and on behalf of the committee. -

OJ No L 25. 81. 1. 19750p. 1.
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.Quarles. I am.president of the Cl'Ifomia-Arizona Citrus League.
With.me is JulianReron, Jr,, counsel for theleague,

This -tatement is made on behalf of the California-Arizona citrus
-industry ,bythe*Citkiormia-ArizoenaOitvu t&eagu-whoeem embershil)
represents handlers and growers of more than 90"pereentiof the -Cal-
foila-Altzita ,tto *ftilt 'prodttdd -anl marketedd 'in 'fresh and

.proc" .gsed form. It-is a pleasure-to be before this committx* once again.
As will'be recalled, we testified on April 10, 1974,,in support. of the
Trade Act. It is believed that the act can be very helpful to the United
States as it pursues the removalof export-barriers in foreign markets

In particular, mention should'be made of the fine work Ambassador
-Dent is doing -as the Spwcia] Trade Reprosewitative. Within the last
month, his efforts were successful in preventing the imposition of new
trade barriers on fresh citrus exports to Japan. This is a continuation
of the work of our previous negotiators, I might add.

While Japan continues to maintain its very strict quotas on the
importation of fresh oranges and orange and grapefruit juice. and
prohibits the use of 'fungicides used to prevent spoilage in transit, it
recently suggested that it was prepared to take action which would
have stopped all citrus fruit from the-United States going-to Japan.
I am pleased to report that when AmbassadorDent became aware of
this he immediately took personal guidance (if this matter and within
a few-days had it successfully resolved. The result was that the $80
million in fresh citrus exports from the United States to Japan each
year will continue.

Of course, it is sincerely hoped that removal of the quotas can be
obtained during the negotiation. The liberalization of Japan's quota
for fresh lemons in 1967 resulted in sales of UT.S. lemons to Japan
increasing from a value of about $1 million in 1963-to almost $40
,million by 1974. The liberalization of Japan's quota for fresh grape-
fruit in 1971 has resulted in the value of U.S. exports of fresh grape-
fruit to Japan increasing from about $0.5 million in 1970 to over
$35 million bv 1974. In both instances, United States suplies almost
the entire Japanese market. The value ofT.S. sales Of fresh oranges
to Japan in the absence of the quota implemented by the Government
of Japan would easily reach $64 million f.o.b. packinghouse.

It is also hoped that Japan will join-the rest of the world and
approve tlm use of fungicides already approved by the international
'organination, Oddex Alimentarious.

Of particular interest to this committee maybe the status of the
discriminatory preferences on fresh citrus which the 'European Eco-nomic Community grated to certain 'Mediterranean countries orig-
inally in 1969. The United States has sustained substantial damages
in the form of reduced sales to the EEC since the- discriminatory
preferences began in 1969. Estimates of the damage to U.S. exports
of fresh oranges to the EEC during the period 1970-74 are as high
as over $74 million.
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As this, committee -lmows, these. preferences violat- the ruloo of'
the General- Agreement. on Taxiffs;anc Trader and, have been an issue
between the EEC and the United States for. som, time, The citrua
industry ih CalifomiA an& Arizona, as well, as th* indwtresin) Te a
and Floridae appreciate very- much the unanimous, remluion passed
by this committee aAid, lter by the fNIlP Senate on th- subject o the.
]European preferences.

The negotiations resulting from, the enlargement, of tie EEC Fe.
suited in! further, tariff concessions to the Unitedl States am fresh
citrus. Reduetionsa were obtained in both the dut7 on oranges and
grapefruit. The reduction ih the duty for oranges was a sigMificant fac-
tor in the increase in U.S. exports of fresh oranges to the EEC in 1975,
the first full seao tho reduction became effective During the, 19T4 sea-
son, the United States exported to the EEC approximately 79 million
pounds of fresh oranges valued at about $7.5 million, During the first
9 months of 1975, the United: States exported to the EEC approx-
mately 213 million pounds of fresh oranges valued at over- $20 mi.
lion. Exports of fresh grapefruit to the EEC by the United States
during, the. first 9 months of 1975 surpassed the totals for 1974, the
respective values are approximately 53 million pounds! valued at
about $5 million in 1974 as comparedto over 64 million pounds valued
at about.- $7..4 million during the first,9, months of 1975.

Unfortunately. while the EEC appeared to give at that time, it
has now taken further discriminatory action against citrus exports.
The EEC remains committed to discriminating against the United
States.

In 1975, the EEC increased the rate of preference granted, Israel
from 40 to 60 percent. This forms the model for the preferences to
be renegotiated with Spain, Egypt. Lebanon, and Cyprus. Tunisia
and Mbrocco continue to, enjoy their 80 percent preference. Addi-
tionally, the EEC. for the first time, expanded the preference system
to cover processed citrus, including citrus juices. While. the full effect
of this has not yet been felt, it is anticipated that the probable effect
of the discriminatory tariff preferenme on juices will be the elina-
tion of U.S.. exports to the EEC.

As if that were not enough, the EEC began the authorization and
payment of export subsidies for Italian lemons when shipped from
It aly to other member states within the EEC. This subsidy is slightly
over $1 per carton, The effect of, this, is being felt and will continue
to damage U.1 lemon exports to the EEC.

Last fall, the California-Axizon Citms League, together with the
citrus industry in Texas, participated in a section 301 proceeding
inititeao by theNational Caners Associationv Also participating in
that proceeding were representatives from the Florida oitruo.industry
as well as California producers of peaches, pears, fruit cocktail, prunes,
and walnut. These oceedings resulted from the. imposition by the
EEC of minimum import prices, import licensing and import sur-
veillance on processed fruit and vegetable product& Those reguintions
became effective Otober 1,19T. They have already had serious impact
on tomato paste and canned oeches It is hoped that the UnitedStates
will be ab.4to eause the EC toreseind these regi.latibns before these.
trade basriers hare a daansging etwct on- citrus jWces imported ihto
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the EEC. There hat bpen no indication to dnte' aq to what action the
United States has taken.' Undoubtedly, this committee will wish to
inquire as to the status of this case.

The opportunity to 'appear before this 'committee today is greatly,
appreciated. If the 'committee would: like additional informatioh on.
any of the topics mentioned, it. will be happily furnished.

Senator FANNTN.. Thank you. Mr. Quarles; may I express apprecia-
tion to you and Mr. Heron for the work you have done. It has been so
commendable. -I realize you'have tremendous problems and certainly
you have done your part, to h61p overcome this, not only in your indus-
try but other industries that are affected. I certainly praise you for
tlat great effort. I .

Mr. Quarles, what do you consider to be the citrus industries' two
greatest priorities for the trade negotiations?

Mr. QUTARLF.S. The first would be to obtain equal treatment in the'
nature of duties and other import procedures in the EEC and the
elimination of the illegal quota on the import of fresh oranges and
orange juice concentrate in Japan. -

Senator FAN.N,. That is very serious as far as the concentrate is
concerned. The juice, as I understand, is the most serious problern that
we face at the present time, is that right?

Mr. QUA RLFs. The quota for fresh orange, juice concentrate in Japan,
if that was your question, Senator, is limited to 1,500 mnetric tons per
year which is rather minimal.

Senator FANIN. In the reference you made to the European Com-
mnnity. I think the EEC was much more serious than that.

Mr. QUARLES. Yes.
Senator FANNIN. As far as juices are concerned?
Mr. QUARiLES. I would say' that probably the major goal that we

would like to achieve might'be the quota on fresh oranges in Japan.
We are limited there to 15,000 metric tons, which is again a rather
minimal amount. It has been estimated, that if that quota could be
removed in Japan, that there is a market of perhaps over $64 million
which California and Arizona could participate in substantially.

Senator FA-N.N. It would be a tremendous achievement if those bar-
riers could be overcome?

Mr. QUARLES. Yes, sir.
Senator FANNIN. If the quotas on fresh oranges maintained by

Japan were removed, what would you expect to occur?
Mr. QUARLES. In that event, we would expect toparticipate very

substantially in that market, and we believe we could satisfy a great
portion of that demand.

Senator FAxN,,-N. And that tremendous increase would be possible
if you had entry to that, market?

Mr. QUARTIF S. Yes, sir.
Senator F IN. Are there other barriers by Japan which would

affect exports?
Mr. Qumm.rs. Yes. sir. At present. Japan is imposing what we believe

to be nontariff barriers in the nature of verve harsh fobd additive laws
which preclude the use by the U.S. citrus industry of two fungicides
which 're used by most "citrus producers around'the, world, and are
used on citrus shipped to the market of Virtually all developed coun-'
tries.
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These two fungicides are ortho phenylphenol and thiabendaZole, fand
are both approved by Codeix Alimentariors,.the Joit Food Commit-
tee, of the Food and Agriculture Orgtanization of the United Nations,
and the World Health Organization. These fungicides are certainly
safe and are recognized as safe by not only thatworld body, but all
developed countries in theworld.

Japan, almost a year ago, decided that theywere not going to allow
the importation.of U.S, citrus which contained these fungicides. Since
that time, theU.S. industry has been attempting to satisfy that market
and those, laws. However, we have been experiencing* tremendous

gt amounts of decay, which- are causing our growers to suffer:greatly in
Arizona and California. ,

Senator FAN IN. This entire committee has been working for several
years now to encourage the European 'Economic Community to dis-
courage discrimination. The United States is entitled to most-favored-
nations treatment. Can you tell me, please, where this matter now
standsI

Mr. QuAIRaZs. Originally the tariff preferences in 1969, when they
were enacted, applied only to the original six states in the EEC. At
that time, the duty on fresh citrus into Ireland and Denmark was zero.
It was about 5 percent in England then. Upon England, Ireland, and
Denmark joining the EEC, the duty in those three states the went up to
about 20 percent.

During the 24-6 negotiations, we gained some progress, in that the
duties were reduced during a portion of the year to-a point where the
references had a lesser impact. After that, the EEC now appears to

taking this back by increasing the substance of the preference. Now
they are going from a 40 percent preference to 60 percent for Israel.
Tunisia and Morocco continue to enjoy their 80 percent preference. We
expect some of the other 'Mediterranean producers will also receive the
same as Israel, such as Lebanon and Egy. pt, very shortly. On top of
this, to compensate Italy for the reduction in the tariffs negotiated
during the 24-6 negotiations, the EEC has granted Italy a subsidy on
their export of fresh oranges into the EEC as well as lemons, and have
allowed them to continue their embargo in Italy of the importation of
fresh citrus.

Senator FANNIx. There has been much discussion lately conceiming
the tropical products negotiations. Can you tell me, Mr. Quarles,
whether or not fresh citrus or citrus products are tropical products?

Mr. QUA RMs. Certainly, Senator, the bulk of the citrus is produced
in the temperate zone in the United States. For that reason, we do not
believe that citrus is any more of a tropical product than corn or wheat
or any of the other conimodities produced in that zone. Certainly, to
call them such would not, we believe, be within the intent of Congress
and perhaps what the Government had in mind.

I might also point out, that we just examined the Trade Act. We
didn't see any reference in the Trade Act of 1974 to tropical products
as such. But, as pointed out in the Senate Finance Committee staff
report, it would be our view that tropical products should be limited to
products such as those mentioned in the staff report on page 16, cocoa,
coffee, tea, bananas and products of that nature.

Senator FANNIN. I agree with you. I certainly think that there is
quite a difference between the tropical fruits and products group when
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we consider, them. In my State we do not have the, topcalproductsin that group, but we have the citru. That; i true o Cifornia,
Florida abd other State u then when you can get down; into' the
other climates the. trocplcaI fruits ramoeWykvailable.

I would- hope that t'y would take that distincion into, considera-
tion, and it will not be a problem'. But you are always concernedaboub
whether or Nlot there would be a; different uiterpretaion.

Mr. Qu wxm Yes I might point too, we haivn't been able to figure
out for certain--an I. dop,'t think tha execukive braah knows for
sure--what they are going to do with. trQPioall products, Once they,
decide what a tropical prodmqc is-but it's.o runder=dih. thM. they
are presently leaning toward giving it a most-favorednations treats
meant.

- This concerns a great many of us who are freetraders and who do
hope to accomplish some ohjectives doz'mg thexnegQiaions, Oar f~el-,
in# is that if concessions re made to th so- l l tropiW1 pro ,.ctf
prior to the beginning of the negotiations, then there will be nothing
really left to bargain with once the negotiations commence.

Senator FANNIN. I certainly understand youi cowein, n I share
your concern.

Thank you both, Mr. Quarlps and Mr. Heron, for being iwith us this
morning. We have benefited by your testimony 4n4 in your answering
questions. The record will be available to all the Sen4,tors, and we notm,
it has been very weUT documented. We appreciate your being here.

Mr. QUALES. Thank you so much, Senator
Senator FANN .. The trade hearings are adjourned. The record wiA1

remain open for submission of written statements.
[Whereupon, at 12:53 p.m., the hearing was adjourned, to re4on-

vene subject to the call of the Chair.]
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FEBR5uA3Y 24, 1976,
te Hearings on U.S. Foreign Trade Policy and the Administration of the Trade

- Act of 1974-Statement of the Far East Conference and the Pacific West-
bound Conference.

"CoMM&= oN FINANCE
V.8. Se'iute, Dtrksen Se ate Office Buirding, WasMngton, D.C.
Attention: Mr. Michael Stern, Staff Director.

GENTLEMEN: We a. e writIng to express concern on the part of the Far East
Conference and the Pacific Westbound Conference aud their 24 member carriers
(listed in the appendix to thisjletter), over the implications of 1 608 of the Trade

Act of 1974. We respectfully request that the Committee make this letter a part
of its record. If the Committee or its staff desire to question us on the subject
matter of this statement, we would be pleased to attend upon their request, or
to answer written questions.

The Far East Conference establishes the rates, and rules and regulations in
.connection therewith, which its member carriers observe for the transportation
of cargo from U.S. Atlantic and Gulf ports to Japan, Korea, Hong Kong, Taiwan,
the Philippines, Vietnam, Laos, Cambodia, Mainland China, and Siberia and
Manchuria. It operates under Federal Maritime Commission Agreement No. 17,

,which was first approved in November 19'22.
The Pacific Westbound Conference operates under Federal Maritime Com.

mission Agreement No. 57. which received its initial approval in 1923. The
Conference establishes tariffs for its members in the trade from Pacific Coast
ports of the United States and Canada to the same destinations covered by the
Far E:.ist Conference, and also to Thailand.

The Far East Conference responded to the draft report released in connection
with the International Trade Commission Investigation No. 332-73, in accord-
ance with Section 608(c) (1) of the Trade Act of 1974. These views were sub-
sequently included, pp. B-67-71, in the final report, June 2, 1975, of the Commis-
sion, Concepts and Principles Which Should Underlie the Formulation of an In-
ternational Commodity Code. Such views are attached herewith for purposes of
reiteration.

Then on August 1, 1975, the Secretary of Commerce and the Chairman, U.S,
International Trade Commission submitted to the Committee on Ways and-Means
of the House their report, pursuant, to Section 608(h) of the Trade Act of 1974,
Principles and Concepts Which Should Guide the Organization and Development
f)f an Enumeration of Articles Which Would Result in Comparability of United
States Import, Product and Export Data.

This later report continued to perpetuate many of the same concepts on which
the Far East Conference previously commented, but also set out more specifically
how such concepts would be applied with respect to establishing such compara-
bility. While there were the same and additional objections to the August 1,
1975, report, no opportunity was provided to submit a statement of view&

Subsequently, representatives of Conferences along with others from the ship-
ping industry met with the principal representatives of the International Trade
Commission and the. Bureau Of the Census for the implementation of Section 608
(a), (b) and (e), in order to ascertain how these two organizations intended
to proceed to implement these subsections and then to present this industry'N
views on the problems.

Our very great interest arises from the fact that in early 1973, these con-
ferences began the major process of overhauling their tariffs, revising the descrip-
tions of items and the numerical coding of the tariff items so as to conform
as closely as feasible to the U.S. Department of Commerce Schedule B, which
classifies exports of the United States, This Schedule B system had been in effect
for some years and, according to our -best information when embarking upon the
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program for recodificatlon of our tariffs, was not destined for obsolescence. This
information and selection of the Schedule B for the programs were based on our
meetings with the Federal Maritime Commission and the Department of Tran!
portation, attended also by representatives of the Bureau of the Census. The 2-
year project of reclassifying the tariffs in this manner occupied - a great deal
of the time and attention of the member lines and conference staffs and neces.
sitated a- majot ertr*ordinary expense, including the services of an outside ex-
pert engaged to. assist In the ireptp.uotqr0g .Qbthe tsicfie. The tariffs, were In
trodiced to the trade by lbag on, Ovbe0 j i4n Decomber ,1-914, with
fective dates of January 1 and March 1,k1975. , and.. ..

The major purpose of the overhaul of the tariffs was to enable t16 member
lines to relate current tTiM items gd .requests Qf shiWr6 fof' rate "adjvst-
ments to actual descriptions and tefininbiogy USed it export ddelafttidbi and to
take maximum advantage of the statistleal 'compilationh of the Department of
Commftrt4 tor such p' uftos as determtldng .the Volume and trend of exports
*of patt lat commodities to Far Blast destinations served by contereace mem-
bers a a com1aring eonferehce and/or line moVements with total movements
in thdt0Ad*.

A relvistozi at this tUM6 of the export classificatioa/coding systemA to conform
to the framew~rlt of the T/US1 1 iMport system would totally nullify the effort
and expense of the Conferences in conforming their tariff descriptions and coding
to the &4hedile B biased on the SITCO' We recognize that if there were an over-
riding national ibtetest to be srved, by abandoning the Sdhedule B system in
falor' of the TSUS syatetnj atiteularly when there has been almost universal
itdoption bf the SITU/WT'N system for foreign trade and the ISIG' system
for pto&Oeiol, out finafteftl los might be bearable. However, our experience
convinces us that it may not be in the tiatlonal interest to revive the export
sylttm. Mo *eovete hav sbme quite futndarMntl questions about the Im-
plementhtio of Seetton 08 Ahch ag to wonder at its viability and feaaibility.

We fiftt womld like to questiolt Leftein hinajor guiding principles of the ITC-
Census pIrogfm. W6 oint out thAt, since the numbering and product scope of
the rate lines in the TSUS are legal clase and cat not be chanted except

Ut ifht tO etat~itoi'y &tthbrity etmacted by tht 0ohgteW, ahd slnee the system
or x ob6ts ts not subject to such legal conwttainft the scope of exart classi-

flcatl0h and their numbering are to be changed in complete conformity -to the
ThUS, tht'itby inhibiting priority in the hierarchy of desetipUons and number-
Inig' and limitifg capacity and flexibility fot entry or isolotiom of neW Items, all
of Whith the pfetnt VhtAul B system for etpottsi now effort.

We question how the ITC-Census can proceed to establish and element
6okip&*kble fnu/heatido systems tot itapofte and exipolts beftfe resolving how
to establish ttd imptletbent ban ehuxtnatioh system& for oniebtc prodietion
ctnpaYabe t6 bdth Ittports and e"l'frs. The problem is pattimlarly Acute as
lbipofte alid ekpotf ate according to a matgeral/etn dlty arrangement,

whereas diesi ~Odu&tIn Is and miust continue to be arraged according
to the industry/establishpent structure of the Standard Indstrial Classifica.
tion (810). (SIg ablb 4) beloW f0r the atimibg of sueh ehanhs.)

We quftloti the adadinption that epotts atift importU shere some Inherent
Identity, i id thect one export/import stem can etet -have such S0rtll: as to
delinet thbm' frequent subtle diffetenies. 'The inheftnt Identity of exports/
impoft th c"attft'$ tO Lkm'-6ic priticilef by 'wbfth e41OU -tlie Ips6 tath some
]fdt Ine~tW'itfllettion, aNd, thetefore; tit% direetly related thereto, whreas
in nany Insttace. Iunpbft ar'e nt domteftically -pOhuced, or inhothet insotiees
dueate or sftiyiemet domestle #toduetloxilunder cefti&m e o imidc amd imarket
'oftidtlOns. In fast, exp6rts And ithyrts ate muailly -xelusive lIi Imost cases,
depending ubn the level Of et'fl of 8eecptlo ndelineatlo. ?ot example,

1taritf 8ergies of 'the tUnlt6d %tatet
'Staidsta thteftsaienal Ttl ileatlie, United lfttloas.
SBrusuels Tavfl Nomentlature, Oadtoms Cooomtlkn, ORenAL4 Inter il Po t an Ur y.n raa ictio, Un &Nation .

dThco fh t qunye , 4e% a htiett Vtites r J~tti,
widtb, ara, hap.e count br Varge, In 6atmtet to the Sob.8uWee4ort clagtfloet.n aas.
ten, which generally pursue. an order of material, method or stage ofmanufacturm ,nd-use,
etc. before detailing capacity, shape, etc.
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while at i neal level 0t - uos(f.tlOR thaJ OlYhe -O 99QtW*V 9PQOW "0-P-t?
wear -impot., at somle more detailed lowel , uwxp"ll to,*4 ,4 WWm
mat-erjal, . et bd of manufacturI men'J or W ea ,, oW, ,loxd'~ . ta
style,, prie, eta, there tIll generally be sme pIO wbh NOti , WI)¢ J ;fi,
tinguweh expwtg,.wtbll the general ClAM of foptw ~r. . lA4.4.p wlt v 1ig
general-olas of footwear.

For example, the United States exports to veco0Qrw0ry 0he. r r
volume of natural leather shoes and boots bAvW9 #i value ot 0 pniore. per
pair, and a modest volume of canvas soes with Wbber. soles M)aavcga value qI
7.50ormore er palr. The United States impgrto from this osam u.VAtyrA Mrge

volume of canvas .shoes with rubber soles having a value of or es per
pair, and a large volume ,of strmw sandals having a value of , or less per
pair. No'straw sandals are exported from the United States ,to Abils country, and
no Ifne leather shoes are imported to the United States-in this ,quntry

The existing breakdown of the footwear-items exported from and mported Jasto
the *United'States makes clear the entirely distinct nature of the itemo exported
and items Imported. E9ven as to the canvas shoeswlth rubber, soles, the wlide-Ai
parity In values indlcates-that unless one adopts.the philosophy that a sneakerIs
a sneaker is a sneaker,, the exported items are probably of a;better quality -and
durability than the imported items.

If, in the Interest of forcing the system to yield an appearance of comparability,
oneL were to abolish -the several categories of footwear and merely accumulate
total export and import data on footwear, the appearance would be created that
something comparable is moving in both directions. An average of quantities
and values would distort the picture to the extent that the true noncomparability
might not be discernible. A completely unfounded conclusion regarding potential
marketing abroad of United States products and potential need for protection
of domestic industries might be drawn from such Imprecise data.

With our present knowledge of the ITC-Census program, we would like to
examine the following more specific Issues :

1. As the TSUS/TSUSA does not, have a building block structure/code for
summarization of upwards of 9,000 1-digit Import commodities, there will be no
building block structure/code for an as yet undetermined number of 7"digit
export commodities. The TRSUSA Is currently summarized to *the SITO-based
Schedule A with building block structure/code by means of a concordance, in
order to facilitate data summarization and analysis, among other purposes ; the
Schedule B for ex-ports,:however, is a direct building block structure/code system.
As the June 2, 1975, report adopted a firm negative position on the subject of
concordances, particularly between dissimilar, systems of -classification, there
appea rs the distinct possibility that the present concordance of the TSUSA system
to an SITO-based Schedule A may be abandoned and for similar reasons there
will not be a concordance for exports under the TSUS system to an SITC-based
building block structure/code system. A building block structure/code is most
eLsentlal for reworking, summarization and analysis of crude import and export
data.

2. As the TSUSA Is less directly correlatable to the Standard International
Trade Classifiqation (SITC) than the.present Schedule B for exports, the pro-
s active export code will necessarily be less directly correlatable to the SITC.
Correlation to the SITC is the primary means for an International interface of
U.S. export and import data and such-tnterface Is essential for trade negotiations,
export market research, analysis of trade flows. IpterrI total e(onoxnic apalysts,
analysis of freight lading/discharge to/from UA. ano fhon-Ut.S. po ..s.

3. Upon converting export classes/commodttiep from the Schedule B to the
TSIS Import classification system, there will be, according to ap ainlysis of pam-
pie working papers from the ITO-Census program, sfnfileant losses of product
and product class identities, many of c-nsiderable dollar and qqlkntt~yM4,gnitude,
thereby resulting In losses of statistical cont nuity.oThe importance of statiatical
continuity hardly needs mention as It is fundanenta. to aioostanytyje.qJ his-
torical analysis and projection of trends.

4. With the present ITC-Census methodOlog*it aPpears lilkeW- thqt t pro-
spective export system, particularly under fte. lresett tllne cwnjtra4ts .(See 6
below). will be tnaurAted subject to'ie fleyt~itons to-accomm0o4to con-
temlplated chnnges In the TSUSI, and SIC classilficattons., freover,,We understand



that Census plans to conduct Its standard product inquiry in advance of te 197T
Census of manufactures, and-possibly also the Census itself, without particular
regard to the proposed revisions resulting, from the import, production aud
export comparability* review. The probable net result will be that the 810 Numeri-
cal List of Manufactured Products used for publication of census statistics: wilL
not reflect the comparability changes until after the 1977 Census of Manufac-
turers, and data according to the new classification will not begin to be avail.
able until later Current Industrial Reports or the 1982 Census. Apart from the
effect of changes on the maintenance of a sound statistical system or the admin-
istration of an export reporting system, a significant sector of the shipping in-
dustry uges the exlort classification/code system for their tariffs, requiring irm
prospects for a relatively stable system for a period of years.

5: A basic priicile of the program for comparability of export and Import
data Is an export surveillance/verification system to assure the accuracy of export
data, as in-the ase--of imports. This assumes a significant expansion of the
Inspection and Control Division of the U.S. Customs Service. As the export sur,
vellance/verification system will not be revenue-producing, It is necessary to
question whethe-reportedly--major funding will be provided to Implement what
is essentially a statistically-oriented function. Furthermore, there is some ques-
tion whether an export surveillance/inspection system can be conducted without
serious disruption to the processing and flow of export merchandise.

0. The original legislation, Section 608(e), specified an Implementation date
of January 1, 1976, for export enumeration in accordance with Imports. The
August 1, 1975, report, Part V, Section C, Item 7, recommends a date of Janu-
ary 1, 1977,. fQr cgmparability of import, production and export data. In view
of the fact that the ITC-Census Is now not expected to release the first series.
of working papers for industry study and comment-before late April, 1976, and
in view of the magnitude of the work after Industry comment and finalization of
the proposed export system and after its availability to industry and government
for implementation, a date of January 1, 1977, is In our view conjectural, if the
various phases are to be executed properly and efficiently.

Finally, the ocean freight industry Is, except for overland trade to Canada, the
principal transporter of U.S. exports. As major conferences of shipping lines
carrying exports to the Far East, we want and are in a position to cooperate In
attaining more-accurate-export data-one of the major points of the ITC-Census
August 1, 1975. Report to the CongreFm. However, in order to do so, the system for
classification/coding must be as viable and as appropriate In Its own way for
exports as the TSUS Is for Imports. In addition, historical continuity, that Is, the
ability to relate past product and product class identities and statistics thereon
to any new system, a reasonable precise International interface and. of course,
aRsurance of stability of any new system are especially critical for the ocean
freieht industry as for all other users of foreign trade data and classification
systems.

FEBRUARY 24, 1976.
.... (OERATM 3. FLYNN,

Chairman, Far East (Jonference.
P. D. DAY, ,Tr.,
Chairman, Paefo Westbound Conference.

APPENDIX

Membership of the Far East Conference:
American Export Lines, Inc.
American President Lines, Ltd.
Barber Blue Sea Line
Far Eastern Shipping Co.
Japan Line, Ltd.
Kawasaki Kisen Kaisba, Ltd.
Lykes Bros. Steamship Co., Inc.
Maritime Co. of the Philippines, Inc.
Mltsul--.S.K. Lines, Ltd. ..

- A.P .oMller-Maersk Line-Joint Service
Nippon Yusen Kalsha, Ltd.
Sea-Land Service, Inc.
United States Lines, Inc.
Waterman Steamship Corp.
Yamnashita-Shinnihon Steamsbip Co., Ltd.
Zim Israel Navigation Co., Ltd.
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Membership of tie Pacific Westbound Conftrence:

"American Presldent Lines Ltd.
Batber Alue Sea Line -
Japan Line, Ltd.
Kawasaki Kisen Kaisha, Ltd.
Knuteb Line
A.P. Mol*)-Maersk Line-J-oint Service"

'? &MttzIe'canwdn'y1'of the'PhIlippin4 ",s
-Idlttii O.S.K.' Lines, Ltd.
Nippoft YtusenKaisha,
PatIlft, Far :East: Line; Ine.
Phoenix Container Liners Ltd.
Sea-Latid Service, Inc.'SSeatrai" Tnteflnati&nft B .A,' . •-" '°

Showa Line Ltd.
. tatea StenlshIp C,6jmpany - .
United Srates Lines, min.
Yamashlta-Shinnihdn Steamship Co., Ltd,
Zim Israel NavigatioiCo.i Ltd.

Associate members :
'Shipping 6orportion 6f India. Ltd,
Seindla-Steam Navigation Co., Ltd.

-Waterman Steamship Co., Ltd.

Mr. A. PARKS,'
Director, Industry Division,
Wash4ngton, D.O.

• ' ,INT l

FAR
New Y

NATIONAL" COMMODITY CODE

DEAR MI[. PARKS: The enclosed comments are submitted in response to the
notice which appeared in the Federal Register under date of April 80, 1975.
wherein the International Trade Commission solicits the views of all Interested
parties with respect to the draft report released in connection with the Commis-
sion Investigation-No, 832-78, Initiated on February 4. 1975 In accordance with
section 608(c) (1) of the trade Act of 1974.

Very truly yours, - .

Enclosure.
1. The Far East Conference and the Pacific Westbound Conference have been

In the forefront of the maritime Industry in the analysis of the problems of re-
conciling tariff codes With the principal external coding system with which It
must operate, the U.S. SITC-based Schedule B system for exports. This is the
. .nly system b which data on total and share freight'movements are available
in sufficient detail for analysis in the standard and special reports of the Bureau
of Census. As it Is both a classification and a stalstfcal system, the FEC and
PWC after the expenditure of considerable time and money have put their tariffs
on a Schedule B system with totalc.'bompatible descriptions and cndlrg. Otl-r
conferences are mQving In this direction while others have adopted the SITO
system In partlto avoid the connotations, of a "U.$." system.

2. The Inadequacy, of concordances Is less in their usefulne. than In the
almost constant lack of comparability of the systems by which data is collected.
classified and reported, , Concordances would appear to be of considerable value
in structuring data according'to the various codes that may be required for na-
tional needs and purposes and for the international interfaces as long as opernt-
lng with comparable discrete units. Modern data processing techniques and equip.
ment greatly facilitate the interchange -one to the other so that freonuentl.y the
data collected under one system cane reported directly under another. More-
over, whatever the limitations of past and present systems and whatever sys-
tern s) adopted, conc0rdances will have a rolq in maintaining the continuity of
the historical 4nd statistical record.

8. The full benefits Of a single uniform commodity code whiqh could feadgiptedfof natjop aland international transport purposes can be obtained only
if.at fiwe dmtlmi the following cohiitf6ok are het:
- (a) F"ll cpmpatih lIts a4d direct franslation With the system used for the

collection and rtpo1thn 'data on'imports, exports and p.ro tinc fn atthe na-
tibndM level and with thlt retired for internationIl interchhn ..e;

EAST CONftRENcE.
or,, N.Y., May 16, 1975.



(b) Comprehension and upsaie 7-W of At p9A4 wte ,. .,
hundreds of thousands of organic chemicals .Rfl$ ,AMP ,Aqd. jlA tvely
a compatible building block structure for generically c oI . J[oqq gQ"luct
that do not move in international trade or that transporters. pl 011ow X9. rate
individually.

The magnitude of the above problems is discussed i A Svudy,t.t" Sys-
tem for Standardizing Oommodlty.- D lOrptuo. N "m wa. t t of
Transportation (Publication PB19 1.W. t MIA% It A*,RpIt$9A-Q tAbt In
the case of the railroad industry, despite S000 co mt4 s r 14,000
uniquely coded entries for the railroads' Standard TgWWQr t~u om dity
Code (STCO), only a limited percentage of goods e qvng i :e h~ee;
similarly with the National Motor Wreight Claw cxtic..

4. The development of a commodity code according t0'tI pringlw con.
cepts Which should underlie its formulation, prqYi1ltO r #*Rs ehse of
and weight to the Ideas nationally on production, exports and M'ortt, willitself
require a time frame considerably beyond thatz.prp I-. th.fMWad ct of
1974. A more extended time frame for such an effort tis *ugg de by O peri-
ence with the revisions for the 'Wff Muniteatiob A t, IONArP with the
study for the realignment of the TSUSA with #0 BT N, I0; ieW! oft tbe Mansid-
erable past and ongoing worif In the international sphere,, for agplej through
the United Nations and the Customs Cooperattow OounAl aqd in view of the
U.S. position as only one albeit largest trading. artne6r,.t esnnotbe expected that
one peculiarly U.S. code, particularly If it ls.amoaopt pruoJ.S. tarif
schedules, will meet the criteria for a true international code or will receive
automatic acceptance by the other 100 or so trading partners. ThUs if the process
described for the development of a true international commodity code Is to be
followed, comprehension of international Interests v1l a44 doksidet bly more to
the time frame. While current systems are not wholly adequateo.they are opera-
tional and most all have beenrefined tothe extent they feasibly can be. Abrupt,
substantial change under asn accelerated time frame wong4 unque ion )ly sacri-
flee appropriate consideration t6 the 0ocepts and prijilpTeh andVleeb inay
well result in a system so crudo and dubious s to defie' adoptoI a iitf1nti'.

5. In the discussiOn of'international product noinenclatiir Pdiit 'A, t' 'booYd
be noted that substantiql cooperation has been Oi.eI Ve . at A th hirntitiona level
through the International Standard Ipa usti'al(Clpssiflcton All-Econpmle
Activities (ISIC), the United Nations 4-digit building blo&,kono.gttdprt t6 the
U.S. Standard Ind uptial Clasiflcation (SIC). Concordan6 proved fotrelations
5-digit SIT(I to 4digit ISIC afhd 4-digit [SIC to 5-digit SITO, with product cjpss
breakdowns as appropriate one to the other. -+ cJ° ss

The U.S. has been for some years updating and refining.-Its el.ssification and
statistical systems and/or related concordances to provide greater. correlation
with such international systems, namelv, Schedule A -and B with the SITO and
SIC with the 1810. See for example U.8. IPepartmant+ of- Commeree Bureauof
Census-Paper -No. 20, Correlation between United States and .International
Standard Industrial OlassIflcation, and the U.S. Foreign Trade Otatistics 3lassi-
flcation and Cross-Classifications 1970.

ITTqA77NAL BT*T90 O jUXE~q
"CHA7nPsCPa W01xTous0)9X1#. A" ifRnp*s

Hon. RiussEL LoG,
Chairman &enate Finatwe Committees Dft**es Sqttoflj ~Washingtqn, D.C. ,

DFAS SEXiAroa LUo: I xindprat4n4 that the $enate, 73 Cmite1holding oversight -hearings on Feb -ry .... 11 on t. T f r. t.
1974. Attaced Is a copy of pqy Letterdate- Jnuary 14, 19O6wliqh was tto
all members of the Congress.

As I stated In my letter of ainary 14, .1970, the UAted 44tes .Pepartnent -
of Labor denied'the petition of the Internatie1nl Anth 4wd of otawsts for
adjustmnnt assdst*4ce underSction 2 of the Trad 1e0r .€A Of 174 -for
691 employeeS of Ran AweirianW orld AfrW100 .4cc Zh o Pepag1-
ment, service employees are np tlltgOW e radl.snt fosatn . when tiey
become uuewploye4 beAus of incre'M4 .i-.pomtq:, ,

I have revte4, that tha xgr o ,#nd tb4~le toqf 4
guarantee adjustlment aslsWtae to aW m -ruoea v becgn. n-
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employed since October 2, 1974 became of increased foreign competition and that
the Congress Increase the maximuni duratlonof benefits to unemployed workers
under age 60 from 52 weeks to 78 weeks.

I request that my attached letter of January 14, 1976 be made a part of the
official record of the oversight hearings on the Trade Reform Act of 1974 beld
on FebruaTy 4-5, 1976.

Sincerely yours,
FRaNz H. FiTniBMMOis,

General Presldent.
Attachment.

INTERNATIONAL BROTHERHOOD OF TEAMsTER,
CHAUFFEURS, VAREHOUSI.EN, AND HLmPRas or AMERIcA,

Washington, D.O., January 1,14 1976.
lion. RsUsELL LONG,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee, Dirken Senate Office Building,

Washington, D.C.
DEAR SENATOR LONG: The United States Department of Labor hah recently

denied the request of the International Brotherhood of Tekmsters for adjust-
ment assistance, under the provisions of the Trade Act of 1974, for 691 laid-off
employees of Pan American World Airways, Inc. The Labor Department ruled
that workers performing services are not covered by the adjustment assistance
provisions of the Trade Act of 1974 (Section 222) because services are not
"articles" within the meaning of the Act.

Despite the fact that the United States Department of Commerce reported
that the balance of payments deficit In passenger fares Tose from $888 million
in 1960 to $908 million in 1974 and the fact that the Commerce Departnment
classifies passengers fares Into imports and exports, the Labor Department main.
tained that because Congress did not define the term "articles" and did not
specifically mention services in Section 222, service workers are denied eligibil-
ity for adjustment assistance when they become unemployed because of Increased
imports.

We are shocked and disturbed that the Labor Department has denied benefits
to 691 ex-employees of Pan American and to other employees and their families
who have been or will be furloughed since the Act became effective on October 2,
1974. There Is no doubt that an important cause for the unemployment of close
to 1,000 IBT represented employees of Pan American World Airways was the
Increased foreign competition of government-owned and subsidized airlines, In
fact, in the International Air Transportation Fair Competitive Practices Act of
1974, enacted on December 18, 1974-just two days before Congress enacted the
Trade Act of 1974, the Congress stated:

"United States air carriers operating In foreign air transportation perform
services of vital importance to the foreign commerce of the United States, in-
cluding its balance of payments, to the ?'ostal Service, and to the national de-
fense. Such carriers have become subject to a variety 'of discriminatory and
unfair competitive practices in their competition with foreign air carriers."

It was our understanding that the Congress wanted all workers adversely
affected by foreign trade to receive adjustment assistance when it used the
following language as one of the six purposes of the Trade Act of 1974:

"... to provide adequate procedures to safeguard American industry and
labor against unfair or injurious Import com'etition and to assist industries,
firms, workers and communities to adjust to changes In international trade
flows."

I request that the Congress expeditiously act to amend the Trade Act of 1974
to guarantee adjustment assistance to all service workers who have become un-
employed since October 2, 1974 because of increased foreign competition. I fur-
ther request that the Congress increase the maximum duration of benefits to
unemployed workers under age 60 from 52 weeks to 78 weeks. The Tecession that
we have suffered since December, 1974, when the Trade Act of 1974 was enacted.
with Its increased number of unemployed workers and Increased duration of
unemployment, has made the present adjustment assistance provision obsolete.

Until service workers Tecelve the same benefits as manufacturing workers,
the United States must not make any concessions in service at the foreign trade
negotiations in Geneva.

Sincerely yours,
FRANK E. FITZ8IMMONS,

General President.
67-937-T6----23
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T.8flMONB, P6% ES DENZ, AZLEOd"NY
LUbLV9 -STEEL CohP.' AND CHAIkkMAt ' Tl9 Aiv'soY COMMIut , TOL AXD
STAINLESS STEEL COMMITTEE

IMPLE~rENTATION or THE TRADE ACT 0? 1974 AS VIEWED BY THE SPECIALTY STEEL
INDUSTRY OF THE UNITED STATES

The action taken by the US. International Trade Commission In recommend.
Ing that the President limit imports of certain specialty steels is evidence of the
growing recognition of the manifold problems created for American industry
and workers by the increasing incursions of subsidized foreign products Into
our domestic market.

Although the year just past brought the largest trade surplus in U.S. history,
some of our country's most vital industries continued to feel the painful impact
of imports. Indeed, the trade deficit in steel for 1975 was some $2.2 billion.
Unemployment in specialty steel

The specialty steel industry, a small but nonetheless very critical cog in the
nation's complex economic machinery, waa harder hit than many industries.
Indeed, unemployment in this industry climbed as high as 40% in 1975 while
many facilities, operated well below profitable levels of capacity. Some segmetnts
of the industry were even more adversely affected by the combined impact of
the imports and the -recession. The ITO report to the President noted, for ex-
ample, that ". . . the level of employment iA the domestic industry producing'
stainless sleet and strip In 1975 was 57 percent lower than in 1974 and below the
1970 employment level."' Employment in mills producing stainless bars and
wire rods fell 58 percent last year.' And the tool steel industry, operating at
levels greatly under capacity for some years, saw unemployment increase shaTply
in 107,5.
Com lssion *indnss

The International Trade Commission found after extensive hearings and
investigation, imports were a "substantial cause of serious Injury" not only
in 1975 but In prior years as well.'

Specifically, the Commission determined that stainless steel bars, wire rods,
plate, sheet and strip and alloy tool steels "are being imported into the United
States in such increased quantities as to be a substantial cause of serious Injury,
of threat thereof... to the domestic industry ... "

It should be noted that the Commission held that this finding does not apply
to wire, tubing, and unfiinished or semi-finished products such as ingots, blooms,
billets, slabs, and sheet bars of stainless steel.

The Speialty Steel Industry of the United States comprised of 19 companies,.
and the United Steelworkers of America, AFL-CIO, contended in their Joint
petition filed with the ITO last July that these products are adversely affected
by imports too. Both the industry and the union still maintain there is evidence
of injury in these product lines. However, it is not our purpose here to debate the
Commission's findings in detail, but rather to present our view of the administra-
tion of the Trade Act of 1974 as it pertained to our industry during the Act's
maiden year.
Proecss takes many months

We want to emphasize at the outset that the Industry is appreciative of the
thoroughness and care with which the Commission and its staff investigated
our petition. The ITO took the full bix months permitted by the law to look into
this matter and weigh the case of the'industty and United Steelworkers against
the arguments of the importers and foreign producers of specialty steels.

Six months may not seem an Inordinate span of time for such-a penetrating
investigation and we are confident the Commission and its staff did everything
within their power to process the petition as expeditiously as possible. However,
these six months must be added to the slx-to-line months in late 1974 and the
first half of 1975 when the rising tide of imports were forcing production curtail-
menta and widespread furloughs of workers in our Industry.

I T.A. International Trade Commission, Phblication No. 750, January 1976 ; Page 25.
* Ibid., Page 30.
'Ibid., Page 8.
4 Ibid.
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Thus, our workers and shareholders have suffered through a period. of sharply

reduced income and revepues that now e tend, for more thon -4 year, In fact,
MAny of opt einployees fand a' nulnber of our companies hiie been severely
affected by imports for a number of years, as the Trade Cdmigisaion recogni*e4
fi its trading. 'Commissioners.Cathrin Aedeji and George Moore stAted in thlr
joint re;4arkg aplinded to the ITC recommendation to the 'President that "eni-
iloyment was depressed throughout most of tOe 1970's." They added that "the

domestic industry has been unable to sustain a reasonable level of Profits"
throughout most of that period.$

Nor is this period of anxiety and enforced idleness for so many of our em-
ployees yet at an end. The President baa uOil March 16 in which to reject or
accept the Commission's recommendations, and under the law he could have
delayed this decision for two addition! weeks by referring the findings back to
the ITC for additional information. If the President should reject the ITC recom-
mendation, which we naturally hope be will not, the industry and the union
would be forced to appeal to the Congress. Under the Trade Act the Congress
has another 90 working days in which to. reverse a presidential rejection. In
sum, the relief process can extend for more than a year after a petition is filed
and. in reality, for several years after serious injury to an industry is sustained.

We realize that the members of the Senate and House who drafted this legisla-
tion did their very best to structure a sound, workable procedure. However,
we would respectfully submit that a process that takes this long can cause real
hardship to the families of the people who either are forced out of work or
onto a sharply curtained work schedule while they wait for all the procedures
to spin out.

Moreover. a capital intensive industry like specialty steel, which requires
relatively large investment to keep operating and stay competitive, cannot
afford extended periods of financial distress. The larger, more diversified com-
panies can in some cases absorb losses for a prolonged period. But most specialty
steel companies are relatively small firms with limited and highly specialized
product lines that are particularly vulnerable to undercutting by imports and it is
conceivable that some of these eould be forced out of business entirely while a
petition for relief is being adjudicated under the present Trade Act.

Indeed, some of the companies among the 19 which joined with the United
,Steelworkers in submitting the petition would today be in very serious trouble
if it had not been for the outstanding management of their mills, the cooperation
And understanding of the unions, and our advanced technology and ever-improv-
ing productivity. These, coupled with the worldwide surge in demand, for our
products in 1973 and 1974, have kept the industry viabldin recent years.
ITC notes technological leadership

This is borne out by the ITC investigation which noted the technological
leadership of American producers and found that a decline in cost, experienced
by the domestic industry from 1970 through the early months of 1974 were due
to "increases in efficiency resulting from larger production runs of individual
products and the absolute Increase in production for all products, which enabled
U.S. producers to spread their fixed costs over more units of production."'

Conversely, the ITC fomnd that the "dominant factor" in the increase In
average unit costs in 1975 "was the large decline in production, which caused
fixed costs to be spread over fewer units of production." '

Sneialty steel mills must operate at a high rate of capacity in order to he
profitable. Unfortunately. in 1975 many domestic mills were compelled to op-
Prate at low levels of productivity, in some cases well under 50% of capacity.
This was partly due to the recession, but, as the ITC acknowledged. imports
played a malor role in holding the domestic industry down to such unprofitable
levels of production. Nor was this the first year the U.S. industry was so seriously
afflicted. The ITO report points out: "In general, U.S. producers' gross profit
margins were low or nonexistent hi the 1970-78 period, rose considerably In
1974 And through June 1975, then dropped precipitously to or below the 1970-
73 levels."'

Ibid.. Paae A-41.

SYh'I . Page A-42.
8Ibid.
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Imports curtait expanion

There Is another aspect of this sustained period of low profitability which
should be emphasized. The ITC took cognizance of it when it stated that "capital
expe'neditures in recent years have been limited" and went on to note that "very
recently, planned expenditures hav6 been cut back by several producers."

At a time of high unemployment, our economy should be generating new
jobs. But the specialty steel industry, in common with other industries, has
been forced to curtail or cut back expansion because of the disruptions and
uncertainties caused by the impact of imports upon our domestic markets. It is
difficult to determine precisely how many jobs have been lost to American specialty
steel workers by imports, but we believe it must be at least 10,000. In short,
our relatively small, but nonetheless vital, industry would today have'an esti-
mated 75,000 jobs instead of the 65,000 we can offer when we are operating at
uear peak capacity.

In our total national economy this may not seem like very much. But Jobs
lost to imports, both in terms of new jobs that have not materialized and those
eliminated by market encroachment, make a very big difference to the com-
munities where specialty steel mills are located. In many instances, these mills
are the major employers in these communities and prolonged unemployment in
the mills can and has turned wholb communities into depressed areas.
R. & Dcut back

Yet another facet of the impact of imports upon employment In the specialty
steel industry is the adverse effect upon research and development, which the
Trade Commission reported.* As noted earlier, it has been the technological
leadership of the domestic industry, coupled with the efficient productivity of
our workers and management, that has enabled the industry to survive the recent
difficult years.

However, as imports have cut deeper into sales of our bread-and-butter
products, some companies have been compelled to reduce their expenditures for
research and development. Not only have jobs been lost in this crucial R&D
area. but the long-range effect upon the industry's competitive position and
upon the number of production Jobs for the future can not be calculated. It is
our hope that the ITC recommendation, if implemented, will give the industry
an opportunity to maintain research and development at levels needed to retain
our acknowledged leadership in technology and productivity.
Essential industry

The specialty steel industry is one of the most essential industries in the
United States. Virtually every other important producing industry relies on spe-
cialty steels. These include the energy industries--electric power, oil, natural
gas, coal mining, plus aerospace, transportation, communications, metalworking,
food processing, chemicals, and environmental controls. Thus, it is not just thp
Jobs of the 65,000 people employed by our industry that are at stake. The jobs
of millions of other Americans in these other vital industries have been Increas-
Ingly at the mercy of-foreign specialty steel produces as imports have captured
ever larger portions of our domestic markets and forced American producers out
of one product line after another.

Moreover, specialty steels are essential to our national defense. nct the Sub-
conimittee on General Legislation, Armed Services Committe of the United States
Senate, found after an investigation and hearings conducted in 1972. The official
report of the Subcommittee was submitted by the Chairman, Senator Harry F.
Byrd, Jr., to Senator John C. Stennis, Chairman of the Armed Services Com-
mittee, on May 25, 1972. This Senate Report stated :

"The testimony adduced from industry And Government witnessek makes it
abundantly clear that specialty steels are essential, today more than ever, in the
fabrication of the major portion of our defense weapons and critical 'weapons
systems. Moreover, these specialty steels are necessary for the proper function-
tioning f related essential components and weapons reliability. The Depart.
went of Defense witnesses emephasized that - . . no aircraft in use today or
planned for production in the future could be ;onsidered safe without such
critical high strength components .

* Ibid.. A-13.sIbid.. Pae A-14.
11 Report nn Essentiality of Specialty Steels Industry to National Security, Subcommittee

nn General Legislation of the Committee on Armed Services, United States Senate, 1072;
Page 1.
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The essentiality of the specialty steel industry to a nation's economy and to
Its defense is readily apparent in the actions of more than a score of countries
that have rushed to build or to expand their own specialty steel Industries In
recent years, often at the exepense of vitally needed social programs. By so
doing, theme countries are clearly giving recognition to the fact that any nation
that wishes to establish or maintain a position of Influence in today's tech-
nological world must have ready access to high technology metals.
Instrame*9t of national policy

In some countries the specialty steel industries have assumed yet another
role, one that has already had serious repercussions for our domestic industry.
Increasingly, these Industries are being used as Instruments of national policy
by foreign governments. Evidence of this is seen In the experience of the recent
world recession when a number of these governments used their specialty steel
industries to export their unemployment to the United States, build up their
dollar reserves, and otherwise strengthen their International economic position
at the expense of American workers and American industry.

The ITC report o the President stated: "Theres ample evidence of a large
amount of unused capacity in foreign stainless steel mills as well as large Invest-
ments underway in new production capacity for stainless steel, including stain-
less steel plate. These facts, plus the growing dependence of foreign mills on
exports in order to sustain production.., are strong Indicators of the increased
imports and resultant threat of injury to the domestic Industry." I
Should U.S. Jobs be forfeited?

Great Britain provides a classic case in point. In 1975, it is estimated that the
British steel Industry lost more than $500 million. Yet the British are embarked
on a $2.5 billion capital expansion for steel. The British Oteel industry is. of
course, almost entirely owned by the British government and thus the British
taxpayer is footng the bill for steel's expansion.

One might say that this is Britain's business and It should not concern uq.
Unfortunately, it does concern us because It is obvious that Breat Bitain is
tooling up for a ma3or steel export campaign and the United States is certain
to he a prime target of that campaign. TheCongress must ask if It is fair to
make American workers surrender their jobs in order to sustain Brfrish steel
employment at artificially high levels.

Further, It should be asked how American companies, operating under the
free enterprise system, can Ie expected to match the discounts of up to 50 per-
cent that foreign stainless steel and tool steel producers offer our customers in
the U.S. market. There American companies have discovered that no matter
how much they may lower their prices, foreign producers will lower theirs even
more.
Why prices of imports are low

Mqst of these foreign specialty steel producers do not, of course, have to con-
cern themselves with profits. Today, more than 70 percent of the world's steel
capacity is either government-owner or heavily subsidized. It is for this reason
that the foreign producers can afford to sell steel in our country with little
or no regard for price.

The ITC repoer noted that "currently th.'re are anti-dumping findings in effect
on stainless steel wire rod from France and stainless steel plate from

wwlen. . . ." The French can afford to dump their steel here because their
producers receive government aid to, as they put It, "carry them through the
present difficult period." In Sweden. specialty steel producers also receive gov-
ernment. loans and grants to carry excessive inventories and keep exports at high
levels. Swedish producers are not permitted to lay off workers when demand
falls, so they export their problems to the U.S. and force the layoffs of American
workers instead.

.Tqlmnese specialty steel producers nearly all olierated at substantial losses In
1975. Their government bailed them out by providing "impact loans" through
the Japanese National Bank so 'they could continue selling In the U.S. market
at prices far below American producers. In addition, Japanese firms are en-
couraged to form "recession cartels" to control production and prices, as well
as cartels to control pricing of imported raw materials-practices that would

I u.S. International Trade Commission, Pub. No. 756; op. cit., Pages 29-80.
1' Ibid.. Page A-32.
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be patently illegal under our laws Indeed, it should be pointed out that Amerhtan
producers are forced to compete against a number of companies In various
foreign countries that freely Indujp" in practices that would be against the law
here.

In sum, specialty steel companies in the United States mudt compete against
-foreign national governments and as long as this situation prevails we will
need the counter-measures provided by the Congress in the Trade Act. Indeed,
more stringentmentsures may soGn be required if we hope to overcome the present
high rate of unemployment and get American workers back on their jobs.
Other industrles hurt

It is not just the specialty steel industry that is confron'red with this growing
problem of competition from foreign governments. Many other American indus-
tries are being attacked in the same manner. U.S. flagairlines fight desperately
to remain viable against government-owned foreign airlines. The Japanese
computer Industry is being heavily subsidized by its government so that it may
compete more effectively worldwide. Many foreign auto producers have their
governments as significant partners-lu terms of ownership and, even more im-
portant, in terms of economic objectives.

Throughout most of the world there is a pervasive attitude of cooperation be-
tween government and industries--except, regretfully, in the United States. The
Trade Act of 1974 took a tentative step toward correcting this situation but we
stilt have a long way to go if we hope to provide jobs for our citizens as our
population-grows In this last quarter of the 20th Century.
AHoh energy wasted

Much has been said and written in recent years abotdt the world's dwindling
natural resources, particularly those that provide basic energy to fuel industry-
oil, natural gas and coal, or the conversion of any of these three into electric
power. Yet hardly any mention has been made of the horrendous waste inherent
in the conditions that, for example, encourage the burning of millions of tons
of fuel to ship iron ore, coal and other ingredients from the United States across
thousands of miles of ocean to Japan where they are 'transformed into steel and
shipped back to this country for sale In our markets to deprive our industry
of revenues and our workers of their jobs. As the Congress considers future
legislation concerned with the nation's energy resources it should investigate
the ramifications of wasteful trade practices such as these.
Double standard applied,

The Congress should take notice of the double standard that foreign govern;
ments apply in formulating their own trade policies. The recommendations of
the U.S. International Trade Commission for limitations on specialty steel
imports had hardly been published when a number of countries began to exert
pressure on the President of the United states to reverse the ITO ruling. This
in spite of the fact that the Commission had emphasized that the Trade Act of
1974 required an affirmative determination In those products singled out by
the ITC for relief."'

The New York Times reported on January 20, only a few days after the ITO
made its decision known. that European Common Market Officials "intended to
mnke representations to the United Rtates" regarding the Commission's findings.
The Timps said "European commercial officials in Brussels, Paris and Geneva
expressed al arm" over the IW, action.6

A few days later The Walt Street .Tournal carried a story with a, clearly
implied thr;et aimed at this country. The story said the Euronean Community
warned that President Ford "could provoke a protectionist backlash in. Europe
unless he rejects a proposed quota on Imports of specialty steel." i

On that same day the .Tanmn Metal Daily rem'rted that "Toshihilko YaRno, di-
rpetor general of the Basle Industries Burenu, Ministry of International Trade
and Tndustry, sild yesterday the (Japanpqe) government would negotiate with
the V.R. Administration for a withdrawal or revision of the T".8. International
TrP,TP Committee's (see) recommendation.. ."'l Moreover, there was another
implied threat from Tokyo. "The Japanese sdef this story said, "Intends to

V1 'rir,. Vw,,. 1nrk 11rmer .nilirr 20. 1 76.
'a rile Wtl Dfrit Joei'nl. an imtqlrr P. 1076.
17 Jahpan 'Metal Daily, JUnunry 23. 1976.
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study countermeasures , after receiving an4 analYzilngra detaUe .. rpport on
the ITC recommPndation." ,s
-- The irony of these threats is that both the Ettropeaus and tijeJapanese freely.
indulge in "protectionist" pracrkes. Indeed, ,the Eur'opeas orely rcent forced
the Japanese to limit 8teel exports to'their countries. The Japan itl ]Bulletinireports that the Japanese government "apprveq of organiz.4g tli g iil1 Export
Cartel for EC (European Community) applied by Nlppon Steel Corp. and five
other major steelmakers. The term of the Cirtel is 14 n,-0nihs of cq!dar 1970,
and the export quantity is limited to 1=220,000 tongs of all steel iteinsexcluding
pig iron and ferroalloys." "' Nor was this the first tize the Europeens had
placed what are In effect quotas upon Japanese steel imports. A similar "Export

JCartel" had been organized by the Japanese from 1972 through 1974 at the
"request" of the European Commuity.Y

How the American oon.sumcr loses
'Much was made during the IT C hearings and elsewhere about the theoretical

cost to American consumers of limitations on specialty steel imports. In practice,
however, 'these theories fail ro hold water.

First and foremost there is the loss of income to American workers caused by
what The Economist of London correctly terms "cut-throat prices" of specialty
steel imports into the United States, It Is obvious that these workers are
consumers too, and the millions of dollars in wages they lost in 1975 alone would
very probably outweigh any theoretical savings to the total population.

Secondly, during the years 1973-74 when world demand for specialty steel
reached new highs, the Japanese and European producers increased their prices
astronomically In this country. American fabricators and manufacturers who
needed these vital metals to keep their plants operating had no choice except to
pay the premium prices the foreign producers demanded.: Many of the needed
products were no longer made in the United States because they had been knocked
out of production here by the guerrilla warfare waged against our domestic in-
dustry by foreign producers and importers.

Thu., once they had the American customers at their mercy, the foreign spe-
cialty steel producers did not hesitate to increase their prices as much as 100
percent and more. It has been estimated that all the possible savings to American
consumers due to imports over the prior decade were wiped out by foreign sup-
pliers of specialty steel in less than two years of outrageous price gouging.
Free trade must be fair

The experience of the specialty steel industry over the past decade should give
all of us reason to reflect on the efficacy of free trade. a doctrine many of us have
always accepted as one of our free system's great articles of faith. Our industry
will continue to support free trade and we are prepared to let the principle of
comimrative advantage determine who wins and who loses in the contest for
markets. Aut we insist that free trade cannot exist without generally equal rules.
with all parties competing on the basis of costs, technology, and productivity. If
it is to work to the advantage of all peoples, free trade must first be fair.

The traditionally superior technology of America still gives many of our
domestic industries an edge over foreign competition. However, as we continue
to export our technology to the rest of the world, this advantage is no longer as
telling as it once was, and it will become less so in the years ahead. Meanwhile,
foreign specialty steel producers gain a sharp advantage over- U.S. producers
because of lower wages, greater capital availability in the form of low interest
loans or outright subsidies, substantial tax breaks, favorable depreciation allow-
tIes, and profitable export Incentives--al granted by their governments.

These governmentsponsored advantages enable the Japanese to Increase their
sctinless steel production 400 percent in less than 10 years. France, Italy and
West Germany more than doubled their stainless output in the same period. But
American producers could afford to expand their stainless capacity only 40 per-
cent in the past decade, primarily because of the uncertainty created by imports.
Our industry does not want subsidies from our government. But we would like
the government to act as a fair and impartial umpire.

'~ bid.i .Ininn Metal Bulletin. .Tnnuary 8. 1976.
Tp E m Jy,l. 0

SI The Economist, January 24,.1076.
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First, however, a firm set of ground rules must be established, rules that both

foreign and domestic industries shoud be required to honor. The Congress took
4 healthy step In that direction .with passage of the Trade Act of 1974, which was
designed to provide American companies and American workers with relief If
they can prove imports are a substantial cause of serious injury.

The Specialty Steel Industry of the United States and the United Steelworkers
of America proved injury from Imports In four critical product areas to the
satisfactloii of the U.S. International Tra4e Comms4on andWe are hopeful that
the President will approve the ITC recommendations so that the vitally needed
relief will be forthcoming soon.

FEBRUARY 10, 1970.
Mr. DAVID PACKARD,
Palo Alto, Calif.
. DEAR MR. PACKARD: The Committee on Finance appreciates your offer to re-

spond In writing to questions regarding U.S. foreign trade policy. Accordingly,
we would appreciate receiving, no later than March 3, your answers to the
questions below. Your answers will be printed In the record of the Committee's
recent hearings.

1. What, In your view, should be the overall goals of the United States in the
Geneva trade negotiations and In other International negotiations Involving U.S.
economic interests? What should be relative emphasis between agriculture and
industry?

2. What, in your-view, should be the nature of a sectoral negotiation and what
progress, If any, has been made toward such a negotiation in Geneva during the
past year?

3. Is the present system for monitoring the transfer of high technology to
Soviet Union adequate? If not, how can It be improved?

4. What has been your experience with the private advisory system established
by the Trade Act? Do you have any suggestions for improving It?

Sincerely,
RICHARD R. RIVERS,

Professlonal Staff Mem ber

HEWLETT-PACKARD Co..
Palo Alto. Calif., February 27, 1976.

Mr. RICHARD R. RIvERS,
Profmessional Staff Member, U.S. Senate, Committee on Finance,
Washington, DC.

DEAR MR. RIVERS: I am pleased to respond to the questions in respect to the
Geneva trade negotiations you have outlined In your letter of February 10th.

1. I believe the over-all goals of the United States in the Geneva trade nego-
tiations should be to press very hard on both tariff and non-tariff issues which
will encourage the freedom of trade among all of the nations of the world. We
are clearly living in an era of a worldwide economy and I believe that any steim
toward the restrictions of trade are bound to be counterproductive both to the
United States and to all of the other nations of the world. Having said that. I
think we should be prepared to negotiate some reductions of tariffs In all areas.
It possible. I recognize that many countries have domestic problems which must
he taken into consideration, and it probably will not be possible to s-lve all of the
problems In this round of negotiations. I think, however. It is very inmortant for
the United States to press very hard for some over-all reductions In the levels of
tariffs in both Industrial and agricultural product areas. In addition to that.
there are a number of non-tariff barriers which should be addressed. and in nany
eases, particularly in the high technology industries such a a eeetronics. tbfQ,"
nnn-t~riff barriers are often more important than the tariff levels. These non-
tariff barriers include:

1. Restrictive government procurement practices.
2. National standards inimical to U.S. design.
3.-Taxrebates and subsidies.
4. Important licensing nnd quantitative restrictions.
IS. Rules of origin and local content requirements.
6. Restrictive customs practices.

I am aware of the fact that there will be some difficult problems in th, field
of agriculture and this is, of course, a very Important matter for the United
States. I would hope that the agricultural issues can be addressed on their own
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merit and that we avoid making compromises for agriculture at the expense of
industry.

2. It Is my understanding that progress In the multilateral trade talks towards
sectorial negotiations has been limited, more or less, to several special studies
Which the GATT staff is undertaking at U.S. insistence. Here again, as in the
case of agricultural products, I think we must recognize some of the Inherent
difficulties in sectorlal negotiations, particularly those area where one party or
the other Is unable to offer meaningful concesslon4 I believe sect.rial negotia-
tions can succeed in only a relatively- small number of areas and for this reason
favor a wider approach. Although favoring a wider approach, I do not feel this
should be construed by our negotiators as a green light to agree to various
restrictions on U.S. high technology products In order to secure U.S. trade
advantages In areas of lower technology.

3. I believe the existing technology controls exercised by the Departments of
Commerce, State, and Defense, are quite adequate to prevent the transfer of
U.S. technology to our potential enemies. If anything, the controls are overly
restrictive and the administrative procedures should be streamlined. One of the
practical problems is that the people in the Defense Department tend to be overly
cautious in approving export licenses for high technology products. This Is
understandable for it Is their Job to be safe, but I believe It Would be a better
over-all policy for us to be somewhat more receptive in approving tMe export of
high technology products. In addition to the government controls, I believe the
lnate good sense of the U.S. businessmen Is such that none of us are going to
release our latest technology to any potential competitor, and often we know
more about the competitive situation than do the bureaucrats in Washington.

Nearly all advanced technology is disclosed in .s9clentific publications, and we
have the benefit of such publications from the Soviet Union, as well as those
throughout the free world. The United States has a unique position In technology
because we have developed a very effective capability of translating advanced
technology into practical products. The Soviets are weak in this regard and
I think we would do well to limit the transfer of this unique know-how, but at
the ,amie time I do not think the limited activity that might be involved here is
likely to be of much help to them in any case. All in all I think we will stay ahead
in technology and in the practical utilization of technology through the workings
of our free and open society, our strong educational system, and a continual com-
mitment to a high level of support for research and development. I do not believe
we need a more rigid and comprehensive set of controls Involving the export of
IU.S. technology. On the contrary, I think a two way exchange should be encour-
aged in all of our trading with the Soviets and other-socialist countries.

4. It is still too early to determine the success of the advisory system estab-
lished by the Trade Act of 1974. From personal experience on the Industry Policy
Advisory Council and familiarity with at least ope of the Industry Sectorial
Advisory Committees, I would say that the Office of the Special Trade Represent-
ative and the Commerce Department have been fairly diligent about seeking
advice from the private sector. My major concern is how the mass of advice front
industry, agriculture, labor and the public can be analyzed and interpreted by
the relatively small staff of the Special Trade Representative and used effectively
to support a sound U.S. negotiating position. The only coinstructive comment I
would care to make at this time would be a plea to those In government seeking
advice to formulate their questions well and make them as specific as possible.
The clarity of response Is directly proportional to the clarity of the question.

I hope these comments and observations will be of use to the Committee on
Finance. If you have any questions, or if I can be of further help, please feel
free to let me know.

Sincerely,
"-,'. DAVID PACKARD.

ECtrADORIAx-AmERTCAN CHAMBER OF COMMERCE,
Quito, Ecuador.

Senator RUSSELL LONG,
,enot,, Finance Committee. U. S. Senate,
WVashhigton-, D.C.
I DEAR M. LONa: The Ecuadorlan-American Chamber of Commerce, an affiliate

of the Assqclation of American Chambers of Commerce in Latin America, pro-
tests the exclusion of Ecuador from the trade bill of 1974 and from the list of
products from underdeveloped countries which may enter the United States
duty-free.
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The EcuadorianAitericai ChaIiet 6f'Commeirce represents the majority-6f

the American companies operating in Ecuador and of the Ecuadorian conpanik-
that have relations With the United'States. Among its*6bJetives is the proniotiou
of free commerce and general coopeot!onlWtween the United *tateg and Ecuador.

The trade bill of 1974 (POL 18) excludes Ecu~dbr,'a member of th6 Orgni*la-
toht of PetroleUm Exportln# Countries (OPEC), fro the list of countries *hicb
receive tariff preferences. The bill makes no distinfetiln between the member
countries traditionally friendly to the Unite .ta tes' ajid those Which partclipate4
In the OPEC embargo. Ecuador did not particlpteia the embargo. She has ivever
withheld any of her natural resources from the United Sta'ts.

This chamber holds that the dtserimilnation against E ador, contained In the
trade act Is unjitstifed. It fosters a strained relatiloshtV between our countries,
and it is resulting. In a press constantly ind -Unifermally tinfavorable to the
United States. Th'6 overall effect of the blis decidedlY negative.'

We respectfUlly request that congress reform the trade bill of 1974 s' that
Ecuador and Venezuela., which did nof tartlclpate in the boycott against the
United States, be removed from section 502(B) (2) of th4t law and be permit-
ted to benefit from all of its proitelon.

This recommended change will right a wrong. It will help in promoting more
friendly relations between Ecuador and the United States. It will stimulate
commerce and strengthen economic ties between the two countries.

Respectfully yours,
ANTONIO, GRANDA CENTENO, .

President.
RICHARD Moss3,

O itcc-Presfdepi.

HOWARD A. LEY,
New York N.Y., Febritary 26, 1076.

Re: Statement of America-Europe Conferences on U.S. Foreign Trade'Pollcy
and the Administration of thq Trade Act of 1974.

MICHAEL STERN,
Staff Director, (omaittee on Finance,
Dirksen Senate Offic6 Building,
Washington, D.C.

I. INTRODUCTION,

DEAR Ma. STEw: This Statement Is submitted pursuant to the press release
dated January 19, 1976. *of the Committe on Finance, United States Senate. It
Is submitted on behalf of the various associations of common carriers by water in
the foreign commerce of the United States and their respective inembers-as listed
in Annex A hereto and hereafter collectively referred to as the America.Europe
Conferences ("AEC'$). A summary of the comments and recommendations of
AEC follows..

U. 5ttlUIARY Or POSITION

ABC appreciate this opportunity to call the Committee's attention to their
strenuous objections to the administration and implementation of the Trade
Act, 1974, (the "Act") by the International Trade Commission (the "Commis.
sion" )'.

In brief, AEC contend that the Commission has misconstrued the mandate of
Congress under Section 608(b) of the Act, and, in consequence. not only failed
to perform Its proper functions but endangered the foreign trade and commerce
of the United States.

Specifically, the Commission has evinced an intent to disrupt and Jeopardize
the existing international commodity coding systems established thorugh the
cooperation of multi-national interests under the auspices of the Harmlnized
System Committee of the Customs Cooperation Council in which the United
States participates and to force a new system of its own unilateral invention
upon commercial interests involved in the import/export of the United States.

Evidence of such detrimental and ill-advised intent Is abundant as shown by
the Statement of AEC in Trade Commission Investigation No. 382-73 which
Statement is attached hereto as Annex B and which we request be-made part Ff
the Committee's record in these hearings. Moreover, it is clear that the Com-
mission virtually disregarded AEC's Statement in making its Report to Con-
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gress and thbtPresident aid that its "Investgation" was ne: tuok tafi nere lip"
service to procedural obligations imposed by statute."

Further evidence of the Commission's near reckless program Is provided by
Annex C hereof, a report of a recent meeting 66twee ilndtstrY repreSentatives
and government officials, including a-Conudilssioni.'eplresentative, ehncerning conr'
modity coding and classification systems and programs. Attachments 1 and 2
to Annex C serve to illustrate shipping industry efforts to'bring this entire mat-
ter to the personal attention of Senaor Long, Representative Ullman, the Sec-
retary of Cdmmerce and the Chalirtman of the Commission.

We request that Annex C and the attachmentdathereto also be made a part of
the Committee's record in these hearings'.

In conclusioni, we stress that various AEC confereites, other conferences, and
many additional commercial parties have adopted the ITC/BTN cominddity
coding systems at considerable expense, and great effort ;and' have beetn en-
conraged to do so by U.S. governmental departments, inte ftitiona governmental
bodies and the shipping, public. To destroy those widel$ W dooted and 'tsefil sys-
teins in order to serve parochial and Selfish ifiterests wold constitute aldisservice
to the trade between nations, a travesty of the public interest anti a blAtant abuse
of public power.

We pray that the Committee will everclse its authority in these hearings to
insure that the Commission will cease and desist in any adventure to frusrate
the SITC/BTN systems and will be directed to carry 'out its statutory obligations
under Section 608(b) of the Act in the manner intended by pqongress.

Respectfully submitted, UoW4R A. LEVY,

Attorney for AFEC.

ANNEX A TO STATEMENT OF AMERICA-EUSOPE CONFERENCES

A. List of participating conferences and rate agreements:
North Atlantic United Kingdom Freight Conference.
North Atlantic Continental Freight Conference.
North Atlantic Baltic Freight Conference.
North Atlantic French Atlantic Freight Conference.
North Atlantic Westbound Freight Association.
Continental North Atlantic Westbound Freight Conference.
Scandinavia Baltic/U.S. North Atlantic Freight Conference.
South Atlantic/North Europe Rate Agreement..
United Kingdom U.S. Gulf Westbound Rate Agreement.
Continental/U.S. Gulf Westbound Rate Agreement.
Europe Pacific Rate Agreement.

B,, List of participating carriers:
American Export Lines.
Agence' Maritime Transoceanique.
Atlantic Gulf Services.
Atlantic Shipping Company.
Atlantic Container Services.
Blue Star Line.
Cartainer Line.
Cobelfret Lines.
Combli Lines.
Compagnte Generale Transatlantique.
Dart Contatnerline.
East Asiatic Co., Ltd.
Euro-Pacific.
Hapag-Lloyd AG.
Gulf Containerline.
Johnson ScanStar.
Lykes Bros. Steamship Lines.
Norwegian America Lines.
NeWv England Express Line.
Sea-Land Service, Inc.
Meatrain International S.A.
United States Lines.
Vassa Line 0y.
Central Gulf Contramar Line.
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ANNEX B: BEFORE THE UNITED STATES INTERNATIONAL
TRADE COMMISSION

DRArr REPORT ON CoNcms AND PRINCIPLES WHicH SHOULD UNDERLIE THE
FORMULATION OF AN INTERNATIONAL COMMODITY CODE

Trade Commission Investigation No. 382-78

STATEMENT OF ASSOCIATED NORTH ATLANTIC FREIGHT CONFERENCES, NORTH ATLAN-
TIC UNITED KINGDOM FREIGHT CONFERENCE, NORTH ATLANTIC CONTINENTAL
FREIGHT CONFERENCE, NORTH ATLANTIC BALTIC FREIGHT CONFERENCE, NORTH
ATLANTIC FRENCH ATLANTIC FREIGHT CONFERENCE, NORTH ATLANTIC WEST-
BOUND FREIGHT Ass'N, CONTINENTAL NORTH ATLANTIC WESTBOUND FREIGHT
CONFERENCE, SCANDINAVIA BALTIO/U.S. NORTH ATLANTIC FREIGHT CONFERENCE,
SOUTH ATLANTIC/NORTH EuRoPE RATg AGREEMENT, UNITED KINGDOM 1.8. GULP
WESTBOUND RATE AGREEMENT, CONTINENTA/U.S. GULF WESTBOUND RATE
AGREEMENT, EUROPE PACIFIC RATE AGREEMENT, (THE "AMERICA-EUROPE
CONFERENCES")

STATEMENT OF THE AMERICA-EUROPE CONFERENCES

This Statement is submitted by the designated America-Europe Conferences
("AEC") pursuant to the Commission's Notice of Release for Public Views in
this matter dated April 24, 1975.1

It is the essential position of AEC that the Commission's Draft Report ("the
Report") has widely missed both the statutory and factual mark and should
be substantially revised before its presentation to the Congress and the President
of the United States.

The Report has, we contend, exceeded the scope of the Commission's mandate
under Section 608(c) of the Trade Act, 1974 (PL 93-18, January 3, 1975) and,
in so doing, has laid the ground work for irreparable damage to the very cause
it espouses, i.e. international commodity coding. We shall endeavor to demon-
strate this major point in the comments which follow.

The terminal defect of the Report is buried deep in its core under Part D,
Paragraph 3, whereat it declares:

"Under the circumstances, a code suitable for adoption at national and inter-
national levels for customs, statistical, and transport purposes should be
/ormplated as a new system to insure its responsiveness to the uses for which
the code is intended to be employed." (Emphasis sup plied) Report at pp. 15-16.

This conclusion, which goes beyond the Commission's statutory mission. so
poisons the well as to contaminate the entire Report. Indeed, taken in the con.
text of the whole, it would appear that the Report was drafted for the purpose
of supporting and justifying the preconceived notion that an entirely new system
of International commodity coding was necessary and desirable.

Nothing could be further from the truth. The fact is that years of effort have
been devoted to the development of an international commodity coding system
based on the widelv recognized principles summarized in Part C of the Report
and the concept of "a new system" of coding has been fully considered and
flatly rejected by the Harmonized System Committee (HSC) of the Customs
Conoeration Council (CCC).

Thp CCC, which is an intergovernmental organization, was established tn
- nsldet-matters relating to customs administration, tariff classification and

commodity valuation. It has delegated to HSC the task of developing a harmn-
nized commodity description and coding system (HCC) and has endowed H1C
with one of the most representative. -expert and diverse memberohin bases ever
nasembled. Tn addition to the individual membership of leading trading con-
triei. including the United Rtatee. HSC also ineluds the United Nqtions: thle
Economic Commission of Europe: the International Chamber of Eurorn: the
International Chamber of Shipping; NATO; GATT: IATA; and the Interna-
tional Union of Railways among others.

1 The various conferences joining in this Statement and designated at the foot therpf
Are assoeiations of common carriers by water operating in the foreign commerce of the
i'nited Sfates pursuant to agreements approved by the Federal Maritime Commission pur-
suant to Section 15 of the Shipping Act. 1916.
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The work of HSC,-Whlch is based on the Standa4 international Trade Classi-
flcation (SITC) and the compatible Brussels Trade No ienclature (BTN)' tepre-
senti an outstanding and remarkable example of' international cooperation at
its best. Moreover, in reliance upon the integrity and soundness of the work of
HSO, a substantial segment of the world community,' ineluding'both public and
private sectors, has marched ahead on the basis of SITC/BTN. To halt or imp 'e
that march would be a disservice to the cause of international cooperation in
the formulation and implementation of a universal commodity code.

The Commission was not -instructed by Congress to obstruct or undermine the
work of HSC, but *as expressly directed to participate in the United States
contribution to the technical work of HSO:" * * * to assure the recognition of the needs of the United States business
community in the development of a Harmonized Code reflecting sound principles
of commodity identification and specification Ftnd modern producing methods
and trading practices." Trade Act, See. 608(c) (2).

One does not "contribute" to the technical work of a uniquely expert inter-
national committee by advocating that its years of effort be washed do*n the
drain. Moreover, 'one does not ascertain the "needs of the United States busi-
ness community" In the isolation of an Ivory tower., If the U.S. business com-
munity has been requested to state its relevant needs, it is the best kept
Government secret of the decade.

Had the Commission's staff undertaken to obtain the views of the ocean com-
mon carrier segment of the U.S. business community, It would have been advised:

1. We support the use of the SITC/BTN systems by HSO and have spent a
great deal of money and time coding ocean freight tariffs on that basis;

2. In this effort we have had the staunch support of the Federal Maritime
Commission whose rules declare that all tariffs should be coded on the basis of
SITC;

8. We have also bad the support and invaluable assistance of the U.S. De-
partment of Commerce, the Maritime Administration, Bureau of Census, Depart-
ments, International organizations and Industry associations;

4. We have enjoyed the support of the shipping public both In the United
States and abroad and have been encouraged In our efforts by other Govern-
ments. international organizations and Industry associations;

5. There is complete compatibility at the three digit level between SITC and
Bureau of the Census cargo flow data under Schedules A (imports) and B
(exports) ;

6. The SITC/BTN systems, while imperfect, are under constant review and
are being continuously improved and rendered ever more useful, universal and
vital to international commerce and industry;

- 7. The SITC/BTN systems meet the needs of the carriers and their shippers
and their abandonment as the nucleus of an international code would be a dev-
astating blow to the ocean shipping industry and foreign trade.

Paramount, however, the inescapable fact Is that If the United States elebr-
to pursue an Independent path and attempts to legislate conformity to its uni-
lateral determination of a commodity code, it will find itself alone and-it will find
it has destroyed harmonization and frustrated its own efforts to promote trade
between nations.

Moving to the heart of the matter, for we do not submit this Statement for any
but the most serious purposes, we are inclined to believe that there is method to
the madness of advocating the dismantling of SITC/BTN which is the real thrust
of the Commission's draft Report.

That method may stem from a conflict of legislative purpose and the competing
needs of Government objectives. It seems to us that the draft Report lays the
foundation for the eventual sponsorship of the TSUSA code on an International
basis. Theoretically, the use of such a code could enable the Federal Govern-
ment to measure the effect a production change in a given industry has on related
industries (input/output analysis) and to fashion conclusions regarding the
effect of imports on domestic production.

No doubt such economic intelligence could be very useful and could possibly
influence governmental actions designed to provide the United States with a
favorable balance of trade and international payments.

However, the bona fide labors of HSC to evolve a commodity coding system of
the greatest benefit to the greatest number of nations should not be made a
sacrificial lamb to the self-serving efforts of the United States to promote Its
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special interests, In passn the Trade Act. Congress charged the Commission
wit4 the duty of pubmitt Mg pt report: . , : . , I ,

""* * *.takl~ng I acco~t hw (a Lnternattonal,cominodityI code could meet
the needs.f mound a.tpjims *4n trade reporting practices reflectlg the interests
of tlheUnited States. and other country, , ." (1nphass pAded). Trade Ao,Sec. 608(c),(I' . : ... . ,. . ,

That duty is not, discharged by rendering the Interests of "other countries"
subservient to those,4f the JUpited Stgtes. The Coinmlsslon's Report shows on Its
face that the Interests of "other countries" have received no consideration what-
soever and it is pertectly. clear that. the ,ommissto!s staff has made no effort
to even determine what those interests may be.. ._, ! .
* .I, short, the Coimlsslon's draft Report pursuant to Section 608(c)- of the
Trade Act to not a Report reoponsive to that statute,.It Ignores:

1. The "needs of the tJnjted States businesscommunity";
--2. The mandate to participate in the "United States contrlbution to the tech-

nical work" of HSC.; anl d , - .
3. The interests of "other countries".
Rather, the draft Report appears, to us to be a response to the beat of a dif-

ferent drummer, a foreshadowing perhaps of, the Commission's anticipatedreport pursuant t, Section 60(b) of the Trade Act directing the Commission
and the Department of Commerce to Identify: - ,

* 'the appropriate principles and concepts which should guide the organ-
ation. and development of an enumeration of articles which would result, In com.

parability of Unitc4,States irnporti prodqwtion, and eopolr data."-(,~mphasis
supplied).
.were each nation of the world to approach the subject of International com-

modity coding with the objectlve-ofemerging with a system allowng.it to-deter-
mine the comparability of Its own "import, production, and export data" for the
obvious purpose of -.construqtlng-.,n. economic intelligence dati bank in order to
outwit Its trading partners, therelwoid surely be aullnfinlte number-of yo-yos
and an infinite number of every other.,Article of, commerce known.toor envisioned
by mankind. - 1 ,--- , -- - .

Tlhe International ,Trade Cozmmisson should not Intertwine the legislative
intent of Sectibn 608(c) of the Trade Aectwith the Intept-of Section, 08(b) and
it should prepare and present to the President and to the Congress a final Report

- with respect,, to Sectlos 608(c) which is responsive thereto and not Section
608(b).

We urge the Commission to scrap its draft Report and to re-approach the vital
subject of International. commodity coding on an objective and meanlngful-basis.
Stich a bfsis should recognize the superiority, universality, and utility of SITC/
BTN and acknowledge the overwhelming consensus that an effort to create a
new international system would constitute a crippling, If not fatal, blow to the
development of any common system at all.

We appreciate the opportunity the Commission has afforded us to submit this
Statement and pray that the Commission will adopt the views we have expressed.

Respectfully submitted,
HowARD A. LEvY

Attorney for:
Associated North Atlantic Freight Conferences,

North Atlantic United Kingdom Freight Con-
ference.

North Atlantic Continental Freight CJonference,
North Atlantic Baltic Freight Conference
North Atlantic French Atlantio Freight Confer-

enoe,
Continental North Atlantic Westbound Freight

Conference,
Scandinavia Baltic/U.S. No. Atlantic Freight Con

ference,
North Atlantio Westbound Freight Assooation.,
South Atlantio/North Europe Rate Agreement,
United Kingdom/ U.S. Gulf Westbound Rate

Agreement,
Continental/U.S. Gulf Westbound Rate Agree.

ment,
Europe Pacifto Rate Agreement.
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CERTIFICATE or SmvcIC.

I hereby certify that I, have served the foregoln ,otftemett by 'malt14 vla
flrst class mall,.p1ostage prepaid, a signed original andhineteen:(19) true .ewnes
thereof to Kenneth R. Mason, Secretary;. United Stateh Ltertiati4bal Trade
Comtnlssion, Washington,, D.C. 20486, o this 16th day of Mayi 19'

* Hoi#"b A. Lzvt.!

ATTACHMeNw? 1

ASSOCIATED N0RtH ATLA"rc FazIout CozqrMtq0tos,
Londo*, SWIA IPS, Ndtvember&41975.

Re: Report to the Congress and to t4e President purstiapt to subsettp 608(b)
of the Trade Act of 1974.

Mr. RooRs MOTm ,
Secretary of Commerce, Departnent of commerce,
W1'aslington, D.C. "
I[r. WILL E. LEONARD,
(Chairman of the U.S. International Trade CommIsion,
Washington, P.O.

DEAR SIRS: We wish to comment regarding the subject report tO the Congress
and to the President. We are apprehensive that several key Issues of significant
importance to the International tiradtzig -; munity have not been treated in
sufficient detail and require further format clarification.

The Liner Shipping industry in r t-years has constructed its tariffs along
the lines of the Standard Internatlonal Trade ClassUleatlon-4n an effort to sys-
tematize and rationalize these tariffs in the international trade of the United
States. The SITC was chosen as the basis because It presents a bridge between
the Brussels Tariff Nomenclature (to which it has a one to one relationship at
the detailed level) ind to the U.S. export Schedule B (to which It has 80% com-
parability at the detailed level and 100% comparability- at-..e-.3, tgit level),
The U.S. clawificatton for imports, the TSV8,. also bee-,,eqT ,,rferet
with the SIT providing for a workable cros"-referencingecppbtt ytq,the' SITC
orientated Schedule A. In short these systems, although somewhat divergent,
Were In the pr.cesg of being reconciled and cross-classified and the *tew generally
accepted was that any movement towards revision would serve-to bring the cod-
Ing systems closer together. -.. I I

This brings us to bur first point regarding.the activity which inst now take
place to formalise the new U.S.- system, which we understand from the report
will be based on the organizational framework of the TSUS.

In Part IV.C of the report the treatment of statistical continuity is extremely
brief and leaves one in the dark as to whether we will in fact haven appropriate
detailed bridge between the newly devised system and the former system under
which previous years data were compiled. This of course is an extremely com-
plicated subject and we would suggest that it receive special treatment as the
work proceeds with possibly interim reports issued specifically on this Important
point. It Is well to note that the whole subject of statistical evaluation has an
historic base, any Interruption of which could produce an information blackout
as regards trends of certain commodity movements in the next few. years.

Our next point concerns Part IV.G-4he relftonghip of the new code with the
development of an International commodity code. The international trading com-
munity views the development of an international commodity code as a com-
mercial necessity for many reasons Which we won't develop here. Again only
briefly In the report Is the relationship of the new code with the developing Inter-
national code mentioned and we find this extremely confusing. The report gives
no hint as to how much effort will be made to keep the new U.S. system within
a framework which will facilitate its eventual barmonization with the new
BTN being formulated by the Harmonized Systems Committee of the Customs
Co-operation Council In Brussels.

In a conversation with Mr. Edward F. Kilpatrick, Deputy General of the C,
he Indicated that the 6 digit newly revised BTN system has a target date circa
1980 and that his orgapisation Is fully prepared to co-ordinate its activities with



the coding system now envisaged by the U.S. It is inconceivable that the UtS.
would not take up this offer and even though direct comprability. would not
be possible at this stage the ground work should be prepared for what must even-

.tually be the fact i.e. the evolution ot an international commodity coding system
Again we would requemt tbht special interim reports be issued specifically. on
how the new system will relate to the BTN projected for 1980, and the recently
released SITC Revision 2 targeted for use in 1976.

As regards the SITO Revision 2 we assume that the United States will still
report Its trading statistics in these terms to the United Nations and this should
impact any decision taken in the structure of the onew code. This point, however,
is not mentioned in the report and we are left guessing as t6 how the United
Staten will fulfill this reporting commitment.

In summary, we feel that greater consideration should be given to the role of
the United States as a trading nation to temper t-e strictly parochial view 9f
designing 4 useful level of comparability ofU.S. Import, production and export
data. It is bur viewpoint that thes: goals should be balanced in their important
butrt is obvious from the report that the rush to achieve a solely U.S. orientated
system may endanger the intelligibility of U.S. activities In the international
scene. We are most anxious to understand otherwise and it would be very help-
ful if in the immediate future a clarification of these points would be forthcoming.

Regards,
Gxoaog P. JoNsoN,

Director, Marketing and Statietioal Services.

ATTACHMENT 2

U.S. DrA umZNT OF COMMERCE,
BUREAU OF THE CZENsUs,

Warhngton, D.O., November 9.5,, 1975.
Mr. Gtown P. JOHNsON.
Director, Marketing and Stafttitcal Sericess, Associated North Atlantic Freight

(lonerenwee, London, SWZA IPS.
DEAR Ma uONSTOlr: Secretary Morton ha requested that I reply for the

Department of Commerce to your letter of November 4 regarding our recent joint
report with the United States International Trade Commission to the Congress
and to the President on the "Principles and Concepts Which Should Guide the
Organization end Development of an Enumeration of Articles Which Would
Result in Comparability of United States Import, Production, and Export Data."

We appreciate your interest in this report and your concern as to its Impli-
cations for the shipping industry. Although In the preparation of the report
every effort was made to deal with the relevant principles and concepts which
are considered essential in the development of comparability, It was not always
possible to exhaustively address each Item.

Although plans for implementing the recommendations identified in the report
have not been finalized, appropriate guidelines will be utilized to assure that,
as much as possible, statistical continuity of the current system is maintained
in the development of the revised export classification structure. Every effort will
be made to retain the important linkage to the SITC in -the development of the
revised export classification. As part of the comparability effort, detailed con-
cordafices are planned in order to provide a "bridge" from the current to the
proposed classification system. Additionally, drafts of the proposed changes will
be circulated for review and comments to interested parties on a flow basis.

A close relationship is planned between the development of the revised U.S.
systems and the harmonization effort by the Customs Cooperation Council for
an international commodity code. The comments by the United States to proposed
revisions 'of the BTN will therefore consider ,the impact of the international code
on the U.S. system and vice versa.

We also plan to report our trading statistics to the United Nations on the bass
of the SITC, Rev. 2, as soon as practicable.

I understand you will be in Washington on December 4 or 5 and have requested
to meet with Mr. Elmer Biles of my staff on one of these days. Mr. Biles informs
me he has arranged with Mr. Eugene Rosengarden of the United States Inter-
national Trade Commission to represent that agency In your discussions. We



welcome your comments and recommendations in the development of thisImportant project.

ir ease let me know if I may be of further assistance.

ViNCiNT' P. BARABBA,
Director, Biureau of the Vensus.

ANEX C

Ix ATruNoANCE
'OOIRNMENT REPRESENTATIVES

Eugene Rosengarden, United States International Trade Commission.
Milton Kaufman, Bureau of the Census.
Elmer S. Bile@, Bureau of the Census.
Bennie A. Daniels, Bureau of the Census.

INDUSTRY REPRESENTATIVES

Fred Salcedo, Prudential Lines.
Gerard H. Woliweber, Far East Conference.
Richard C. Bernard, Jr., Consultant.
Martin J. Connaughton, GRO Data Corporation.
George P. Johnston, ANAFC.
Alvis Pauga, Sea-Land Service, Inc.
Wilhelm . A. Wolf, Lykes Bros. Steamship Co. Line.

MExrINo WiTH: THE DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE AND THE INTERNATIONAL
TRADE COMMISSION

We discussed with representatives of the subject Government agencies plans
for implementation of their report pursuant to Sub-Section 608B of the Trade
Act of 1974. In summary, the manner in which implementation of the Trade
Act is planned will not serve the interests of Shipping Lines and Conferences
and/or the advancement toward an international coding system. It Is lamentable
that a major project such as this Is being undertaken which will at best reinforce
the staus quo of differing commodity classification systems between the U.S. and
other major trading nations. We can best summarize how this opinion was formn-
lated by outlining key questions which were put to the Government officials.

Question 1. As the code is formulated, will the correspondent SITC Rev. 1
and/or Rev. 2 be considered and assigned?

Answer. It was stated that there is no intention at this time to consider the
SITC except indirectly thru Schedules A and B or for that matter the BTN in
formulating the new code and that this would be an exercise to be accomplished
at a later date. We pointed out that comparability would be enhanced if the
SITC itself were an active ingredient in the new coding exercise i.e. the inter-
national systems would have a substantive impact at the conceptual stage but
the Government officials stated that this would complicate their work and delay
accomplishijig the objective.

Question Z. Will the new code be relAteable to SITC detail (4 and 5 digit) to
a greater degree than the current Schedules A and B?

Answer. Considering Question 1, we can only conclude that the new U.S. coding
system will drift further away from the SITC/BTN systems. Schedules A and B
are not 100% relateable to SITC at the detailed level now and by considering A
and B alone in the work the SITC comparability will optimistically remain the
same but most probably deteriorate.

Question 3. Will a Schedule A and B concordance be devised as the new code
Is developed and to what level of Schedules A and B?

Answer. We received copies of working drafts which include the new code and
description and the current Schedule B code. The concordance will therefore be
available but it is important to note that Schedules A and B will become redun-
dant and the primary use of the concordance will be to maintain historical coni-
tinuity. Until we see more of the working papers we cannot comment on the
effectiveness of the concordance.

67-937-76-----24
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Vuestot 4. Will Cpstoms actively enforce the. new ode, eprtse? .
Answer. in the report to Cogre 6 it was sug ed tli 1.t s prb

priations to accomplish this, but since th e C utomns Is as par tr a e,#ytere iSno guarantee this will be accomplished. one of thA prlma °reisa fd ..& 4*ting
the TSUS code for export is the familiarity Customs already hag*'thr this code,
but we arp not pertain In fact that Customs will undertake actual enforcement,
and whether the cut'rent reporting accuracy of Schedule B will be Improved.
Therefore one of the key rationale for the exercise is in doubt,

Question 5. Does the absence Of the bullding block system, as In the SITO
i.e. where we can summarize cargo fiow~ata st the first, second and third digit
level, mean that we cannot statistcalW.-summarize, the pew code?

Answer. The answer to this key question of statistical analysis is yes. Their
current thinking does not include thli faclty whtchi will place, a baudicap on
our current summarized statistical reporting. In other wqrd,- our. statistical
reports will be extremely more voluminous and current GoveruIentreports in
statistically summarized form have an upcertai future. ; , .

Queafon 6. Will the CCC have coding Imput into the methodology and structure
of the new code? .,I.. ..I

Answer. While extensive lip service is given to the question of international
co-operation the CCC will not be a party to the n4* coding. effort. ,Practlcilly
speaking, we find it difficult to understand howit can be-accopll~h~ consider.
Ing the time frame which is tentatively January,1977 (although this. has Inot
been enacted In law). The only. codes being acttvely ookitdered inf the prnjectoare
the SIC (Domestic Production) and the Schedule B (U.s., Exports) and notably
absent are the BTN and SITC Rev, land 2.

Qttstion 7. Will Lines/Conferences be able to suggest ein& have Included itttis-
tical Items for the new code based on cargo flow and data developed from Lines
manifests?, , .

Answer. This" In fact seamed to be a positiveside in the program Iu that we
will receive sections of the new code as it Is developed and be able to Comment
and supply tariff 1t6ns for possible Inclusion as co imWtyi'r0,s hi -thdl hev
coding system based on criteria currently In effect 'or the Schedule B,'ete were
doubts expressed bythbe '61verunint officials tdi to tbe' ebcne* of traospo) t
tariff descriptions 0verally, We assdied them 'that there -er 'manj" tff coin-
modity descriptions based on shippers and lines' data -which were precise and
exclusive in nature and moved insubstantial quantities.'

The general Issue of the logic and the purpose' Of the nuv -oding'system was
discussed and it is apparent that Mr. LeVy's'remarks On the sMbjectf whenL com-
menting on the original report were appropriate when he suggested that they
had missed the mark. Certainly the primary intent and the overwhelming prob.
lem which faces Congress is the effect imported cargo ha on d6mettc proluc.
tton. Exports as they relate to imports Is Olearly not the 'lssxe but this Is the
primary thrust of the effort now underway. It was suggested that since, the
Export Schedule was not based in Law as is the Import Schfedule, the course of
least resistance for the Government Agencies involved is to manipuate" the
Export Schedule.

The most important Issue is imports as related to domestic production and
adopting the TSUS code for exports does not treat this question. The fundamental
fact is that the United States does not export the same kind of commodities
which are imported and therefore the commodity detail of even the new code
has to be different for exports and imports. This was confirmed by the officials
when they mentioned that there may be different schedules I.e. an export and
import schedule comprising the new code. If this Is the case it was suggested that
a major effort is being effected to accomplish what we currently have i.e. different
Import and Export Schedules.

STATEMENT FOR THE NATIONAL AssoozA'ioN OF SOISSORS AND SHEARS -.

M&ATur'oruns, By J. F. FARRINOTON, PRESIDENT

The members of the National Association of Scissors and Shears Manufac-
turers welcome the opportunity to present this statement as a part of the
Senate Finance Committee's oversight hearings on United States foreign trade
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policy and the administration of the T;-.gde Act of 1074. My comments and
recommendations will I6 limited to the U.S. Gentaflied System of Preferences
(GSP) provided for in Title V of the Trade Act of 1974 because of impact on
the domestioscisors and.shears. Industry. However, the fact that I am limiting
my remarks to G8.P does not mean that we are not seriously concerned about
what may be given away during the MTN in Geneva. Our heads are on the
block.

The President was granted an extremely broad authority by Section 501 of
the Trade Act of 1974; He was authorized to grant duty-free treatment for
"any eligible article" from any "beneficiary developing country." The granting
of the duty-free treatment is on a unilateral basis and therefore the United
States does not receive any reciprosity for this invasion into our markets. Using
the GSP authority, the President has elimdated all import duties on 2,724
categories of articles from 98 countries and 39 -dependent territories effective
January 1 1976.

As provided for in Section 503 of the Trade Act of 1974, the President published
and furnished to the United States International Trade Commission on March 26,
1975 a list of articles to be considered for designation as eligible articles under
the GSP. At the same time, the President issued &n Executive Order designatipig
the beneficiary developing counties for the purposeiof the GSP. The list Included
132 countries and territories and aj'additional 24 countries to be consideredr
designatioii as beneficiary developing countries.

The list of articles to be considered for designation as eligible articles under
.'the GSP included all the import classifications of scissors and shears as folloWS:
TRUS 650.87;, scissors and shears valued not over 50. per dozen; TSUS 650.89,
scissors and shears valued over -W. but not over #1.75 per dozen; and TSUS

.650.91, scissors and shear A valued ovel" $1.75 per dozpn.SThe list of beneficiauy,developing countries and countries to be considered for

ti.4 designation that have exported, scissors and sh,,ars to the United States
included- Brazil, India, Korea,- Malta, Mexico, Pakistan, Philippines, Sierra Leone,
Singapore, Taiwan, Thialand, gong Kon*, Portugal, R9manla and Spain.

The domestic manufacturers of scissors and shears realized that if this pro.
posal were adopted and duty-free imports of scissors aud shears were permitted
from these 14 low-cost labor countries, it could mean the end of the domestic
industry. The number of donmestc producersof scimotrs and shears had already
been reduced from 50 firms in 1949 to 7 firms in 1975 as a result-of sharp duty
cuts in 1950, 1961 and 1968-1975. Therefore, Ivy oral statements and written
briefs we urged the U.S. International Trade Commission on April 14, 1975 to
recommend to the President removal of scissors and sbears (TSUS items 650.87,
650.89, and 650.91) from the list of articles to be considered for designation as
eligible for the purposes of the GSP. Similar oral and written presentations were
made to the Trade Policy Staff Committee of the Office of the Special Repre-
sentative for Trade Negotiations on May 30, 1975.

Following is an excerpt on imports from developing countries from the briefs
we filed with the U.S.- International Trade Commission and the Trade Policy
Staff Committee, Office of the Special Representative for Trade Negotiations.

"Taiwan, Brazil and Pakistan, so-called developing countries, have become ex-
porters of large quantities of all types of scissors and shears to the United States.
Also Hong Kong which is being considered as eligible for preferences is a major
source of scissors and shears Imports. This shift in Imports from developing
countries is due to the lower wages paid in Taiwan, Pakistan, Spain, Brazil and
Hong Kong. As shown in Table IV I imports from developing countries and those
being considered for preferences increased from 2% of total imports in 1965 tu
34% in 1974. During the past 10 years the imports from these developing coun-
tries have increased at an average 150% compounded rate I

"Imports of scissors and shears from Brazil totaled 800 pairs In 1962. An
Importer who had made arrangements to have scissors and shears manufactured
in that country said ten years ago that within a few years he could be importing
500,000 pairs per year. He achieved this goal of 500,000 by 1970 and In 1973
imported over 1,000,000 pairs."

I See following page.
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IMPORTS FOR CONSUMP1ON, SCISSORS AND SHEARS

IQumnty, parsl

Pars. II.A Oet. IILA and B.
Year Total Coontrie ' Percent countries Percent

1946................. ........ 1 131 942 6.S %,042 9.4
1947 ..................... 20,776 1 Of 5.0 4 k04 ........................... 76.176 1 0 1.4 1 1.4lSs4....................... .0 ,72..............""" """.----------- 6 5 0

1 .......................... 825,116 660.0. 690 0
195............................ 2,213,031 5 72 .3 5,772 .3- ............................ 3,12L741 1, 2 0 2,976.
1963 ........................... 4, 006 132 0 264 04.., 6,672 .2 6672 .2

5,671,816 7,.48... 7248 .6
195 ............................ 1 a j 24,372 .4 .2 : .

19574................... ......... 6 1 0031 3 3,663.9*
195..... ....................... 11,2|70259 1134" 6
1959 1.9 2 o
1960------------------------ 11,470885 28,800 59,08 .5
1961,10,1 482 63,71 6,771 .6
1962 ............................ 12, 77, 082 52,112 .458,379 .5
1963 ............................ 9, 86,907 1 3 1.1 Ill, 2.1
1964 ...................... 11828 1,240 1.9 217, 2.9
1965......................----11,434563 19518 1219,09
1966............... ;.......... 12, '7,003 28, 187 2.2 2881,367 2.2

198.................13,615,175 1,069,2 1752 5.399:...................... 20 210,546 851 4.4 , 752 5.3
1970 ...................... 20,119 385 1,494,658 7.4 2,002,481 9.6

1971....................19,20139 2,.1 2525 11.2 2 023 1.1972 ................ 25,626,893 3, 194,401 12.5 5,9821? 19.91973 ...................... 25~o2 I 33,0 4.670 26.3
.174..............25,108625 5,564,632 22.2 8667iM 34.5

I Bneficary developing countries for purpos of U.S. generalized systm of preferences (G$P) in notke of Mar. 26,
1975.

B Beneficiery and potential beneicary developing countries for purpose of U.S. P In notice of Mar. 26, 1975.

"The major source of imports of acssors and shears valued not over 50€ per
dozen has shifted from Japan to Hong Kong due to lower labor costs in Hong
Kong. Japan has also lost out as the major supplier of scissors and shears valued
over 500 and not over $1.75 per dozen to Taiwan and Hong Kong.

"The pattern has been that the countries with higher labor costs lose out to
those with lower labor costs. The domestic manufacturers see their greatest prob-
lems In the future from imports from so-called developing countries such as Hong
Kong, Pakistan, Taiwan, Brazil and Korea--countries with very low wage
rates.

"The current rates of duties do not come close to equalizing the low wages paid
in these countries with the wages paid in the United States. With the shift In
imports to countries with lower wage rates, the situation becomes more critical
for the domestic industry. If the Generalized System of Preferences is established
and includes scissors and shears it will mean larger profits for the importers and
an early death for the domestic industry.

"A report prepared by the Office of the Special Representative for Trarle
Negotiations on non-tariff barriers shows that Brazil gives export subsidies for
manufactured goods, and Korea, Pakistan and Taiwan licenses their imports and
have many other restrictions."

These briefs also outline the injury caused to the domestic scissors and sheara
industry by low-cost imports as follows:

"The United States Tariff Commission, in a report of March 12, 1954 to the
President on Investigation No. 24 found a definite threat of serious injury to the
domestic industry. A study made by the Tariff Commission during this Invesiga.
tion in 1953-54 placed the value of domestic manufacturers' shipments of scissors
and shears in 1949 at almost $18,000,000. This was the last full year before the
1950-51 duty reductions. It is estimated that the value of domestic shipments
in 1974 was $30.800,000.- These figures indicate a growth in the domestic industry
of 71% during the 25-year period. However, this is not the case if the figures are
adjusted to constant dollars so that 1949 dollars equal 1974 dollars. Making this
adjustment to remove the effect of inflation shows that domestic shipments dur-
Ing 1974 were 15% below 1949. It was during this same period that imports In-
creased from 150,372 pairs to 25,10$,625 pairs.
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IMPORT PENETRATION OF UNITED STATES
SCISSORS AND SHEARS MARKET
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"'The. Bureau 'of the. Census :reportsttle. foreign .vaiue of ' sisors an(o shears

imported in the United States This value doeA not include the United States im-
port duty, cost of shipping to the United States, cost of insurance or the im-
porter's markup. Therefore the Import value reported by the Bureau of the Census
cannot be compared directly with the value of shipments of the domestic znane-,
facturer. To overcome this difference in the two values, we have adjusted thi.
foreign value by adding, to the value reported by the Bureau of the Censit, .the
import duty, 5% for freight-and insurance and -24% for importer's markup to
obtain the true value of imports in the domestic market. As shown in the chart
on the following page, the value of scissors and shears imports have Increased
froi 50% of domestic shipments in 1965 to 96% in 1974. A comprson of the
quantity of imports to domestic shipments shows the same picture of imports
taking a larger and larger share of the domestic market each year. Whereas the
quantity of domestic shipments increased 25% in the 10-year period from 1965
t6 1974, imports increased 119%. It should be noted that the value4afd quiantity
of imports used In this comparison are conservative because they do not include
scissors and shears in sewing and manicure sets or certain small and individual
shipments.

"Why have, imports taken a larger share of sales in the domestic market? This
question can be answered in three words, low foreign wages. What has the
domestic industry done to offset this foreign advantage? During tli.ppst World
War 11 period they have modernized their operations and installed semi-auto-
matic machines. However, because of the great variety in styles and types of scl.s-
sors and shears, their production does not lend itself to fully automatic produc-
tion. The domestic producers do not have an 'exclusive' on modern production
equipment. Foreign producers use the same type of equipment when it pays them
to install it.

"Therefore, there is no way to equalize the low wages paid in forign cot tries
with the wages in the United States through modern equipment. In addition,
domestic manufacturers' overhead costs have increased as a result Of regulations
promulgated by the Environmental Protection Agency, Occupational Safety and
Health Administration and other Federal And state agencies."

We were shocked and dismayed to learn that the President had Included two
of the three classifications of scissors and shears in Executive Order 11888 issued
November 24, 1975 implementing the GSP. Included in the GSP are scissors and
shears valued not over $1.75 per dozen imported, from 98 developing countries
and 39 dependent territories of other nations except scissors and Shears valhed
not over 504 per dozen from Hong Kong. This action will have a devastating
effect on domestic manufacturers who are endeavoringtto compete with imnorts
in the WO to $1.75 per dozen classification. As shown in the table on page 7. im-
ports from beneficiary developing countries increased from-3,6% of tot l iu.
ports in 1965 to 72.0% in 1975 without the benefit ol GSP. .

IMPORTS OF SCISSORS AND SHEARS VALUED OVER $0.50 TO $1.75 PER DOZEN

lQuantIty|

From develop-
Year Total ingtountriest -.- . Percent

1965-------------------------------------------.......9..409 d2; 4 3.6
1966.. , ................................................. 41,968 80:8. 3.11967 ....................................................... 3,53308 2,744 .9
1968- --.............-................................... _ 4,226,044 82,788 2.0
19694 ...................................................... 4 773 218,064 4.9
1970 ....................................................... 4826 725 401,492 8.3
1971 ...................................................... 5.073 967 931,042 - . 18.3
1972 ...................................................... 7,344,940 1, 638,488 22.3
1973 ...................................................... ,564480 .2, 00,536 36.1
1974 ............................................... 5203. 2 070,648 59.0

195----------------------- -- 3 863 Q7 2780,85. 7.

I Imports from beneficiary developing countries designated irt Executive Order 11888 implementing the Generalized
System of Preferences Issued November 24, 1975.

Section 504 of the Trade Act of 1974 provides for linitat.oup on the preferential
treatment granted by the GSP. This section gives the President the authority to
revoke the designation of a beneficiary developing country for an article if (1)
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imports of an eligible artdell are.in 'exess oft *26 million (indexed to the Gix),
or (2) Imp6rts of any eligible article equal or exceed 50%v of the value of total
Imports 'tfthe Olrtiloe.

The Iih~tatlins do not afford the domestic scissors 'and shears Industry any
relief frohi a flood of duty-free'imports. It Is estimated that the total value of
domestically-produced 'scissors and shears Jn 1974 'was ,only $81 million. There-
fore, if ixtporti ffk'm one devel6ping country' ever reaches $25 million it will be
far too late to do anything for the dOieAttc tndustit.

During 1976 three beneficiary developing counties, i.e., Hong Kong, Taiwan
and Pakistat exported 72% of the scissors and shears valued over 5W. but not
over $1.7I per dosen to the United' States. Each of these countries exported less
than 560% of the total value of the Imports during 1975. As long as- imports from
these countries grow at approximately the same rate, each can remait under
the 50% liitttl6n and take advantage of the duty-free treatment.

'Therefore, the provislops of $eCtion 504 which we assume Were designed to
keep some limitation on the OSP ,ill not aford any assistance to our small Im-
port-sensitive Industry. We question whether.or not. the Congress In enacting
the Trade Act of 1974 Was fully aware of the impact of the GSI' could have on a
small domestic industry such as ou1r. Quite frankly, I didn't realize the impact
when I presented my statement' to tlhe Senate Finance Committee on the Trade
Reform Act In April 1974. However, we now know what the Imps'et will be and it
Is not too late' to do something about it. I assume that that is the primary purpose
of these oversight hearings

'In order to save the domestic scissors and shears Industry from being com-
pletely wiped out by limpots from so-cqlled developing countries, we recommend
and urge that Section 669(c) (1) of the Trade Act of 1974 be amended by adding
to the categories of import-sensitive articles: scissors and shears. This action is
needed now. to save the jobs Of hundreds of United States workers.

STATEMENT BY CLYDE F. ROBERTS, JR., PRESIDENT,
INDUSTRIAL FASTENERS Ii&STITUTE

The Industrial Fasteners Institute welcomes the opportunity to present. its
views to the Subcommittee on. International Trade of the Senate Commerce
Committee. It does so from the perspective of having been a co-petitioner inl the
second escape claxise proceeding under the Trade Act of 1974, No. TA 201-2.
requesting import relief for domestic producers of bolts, nuts or screws of iron
or steel.

This was a sharpl. contested and very close case. The original petition was
filed May 22, 1975. The Hearing consumed eight days, September 3-12. The deci-
sion was 3 to 2 against relief, with one abstention. (The following comments
relate to the-"large" bolts, nuts, and screws with respect to which the Industrial
Fasteners Institute was a co-petitioner; the decision was 5-0 against relief for
comparable "small" products.)

From this experience we have two considerations which we believe should hove
the constructive attention of the Committee and of the International Trade Com-
mission. We make these comments in no attempt to retry the case. That can be
done directly and on the merits. However, the survival of industries in the United
States are at stake in proceedings before the International Trade Commission.
That Commission has much enlarged responsibilities. We support that enlarge-
ment of responsibilities and the funding of a staff and other support necessary
to carry them out. We make the following points in the spirit of constructive
future attention by the International Trade Commission to the major interna-
tional trade issues it controls.

1. In TA 201-2 the petitioners presented a clear-cut issue whether there was
not a separate nut Industry in the United States. In its findings the Commission
lumped together the several kinds of fasteners in its decision without specific
discussion why a nut industry should or should not be considered as a separate
industry.

The case for a separate nut is quite compelling. (See annexed brief submitted-
on behalf of co-petitioners MacLean-Fogg Lock Nut Company ("Brief").) Nuts
are not interchangeable with the other products. They serve a separate pur-
pose and are made on different machines. However. in the development of the
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case the industry failed to produce and th, Internationat Trade jommglSson
failed to ask for separate profit and loss statietice with respoot to nutS. With such
information we believe it manifest that the industry can (in)be 1 ox6 i.dered a
separate one. However, even without it a number of econ6bife coidi'tiu were
presented, which support a separate nut industry,' Wlt~t the consequenice, we
believe, that the outcome of thfe case would have been different.

(a) During the period of its Investigation, 190W tlrotuh *1974, the Utrgest nut'
produciflg facility In the world-National Machine Products'of Utica, Michigpn-
closed its doors In 1971. Other closings are set forth on pp. 10-12 of the Brief.

(b) The statistical appendix to the Commission's report showed that the Im-
port share of the U.S. market for nuts or iron or steel Jumlped from 88% in
196$ to 51.8% by the end of 1974, and that that percentage increased for the first
six months of 1975.

(c) The most widely used of these products is "tfh square and iex nut. By
June 1975 Imports accounted for more than 75% of the U.S. market-up from
43.6% in 1969. USITC, Report to the President on Investigation No. TA-201-2 at
p. A-79.

(d) Imported iuts sell at about the price of the cost of raw materials In the
U.S. Thus the percentage of the U.S. market attributable to imported nuts can
be expected to increase over the 75% present figure.

What these figures show and what the Commission failed to speak to Is that,
during the period of the Commission's Inv estigation, the American industry
has become a secondary or residual supplier of nuts in the American market,
whereas It had been the primary supplier as recently as 1973. The central
meaning of the Commissi6h's approach to this problem Is that domestic nut
production can be virtually wiped out, but no Import relief would be available
because the Industrial sector producing all threaded fasteners (bolts, nuts and
screws) might not, In their 1975 view of the aggregate, meet the statutory
standard of "serious injury". It is Inconceivable that such a result is in the
national interest or that such a result was intended by Congress when It passed
the Trade Act of 1974. Yet, the Commission's failure to consider a separate nut
Industry leads to that result.

That which we suggest here is that had the time, work load and other work
parameters permitted the consideration of that which fastener manufacturers
recognize clearly as a separate Industry, the result in this case would have
been different. That difference in result, in turn, would have had a significantly
different impact on the case.

2. We also wish to bring to the Committee's attention a fundamental factor
of fairness in the Commission's Investigation and decision-making process. A
required part of that process is the holding of public hearings to afford interested
parties a chance "to be heard". Section 201(c) of the Trade Act of 1974, Since
the members of the Commission perform a quasi-judicial function in making
findings of fact and conclusions of law, the opportunity to give testimony under
oath and otherwise to be heard by those who make these critical decisions ts a
matter of due process. Four Commissioners participated in the eight-day hear.
Ing In thiscase. Only one of tho.ge four reached a negative dedsion. Of the three
who voted in the negative, two did not participate at all in those hearings, heard
no evidence, observed the demeanor of no witnesses, and did not examine the
witness. In short, the petitioners in this case were denied the opportunity
to hp heard by those Commissioners whose votes resulted in denial of relief.
We believe basic issues of fairness and completeness in Commission proceedings
ar" suggested by .these circumstances.

3. May we also comment, by way of an additional point, that we are completely
baffled why, after the seriousness of the state of the U.S. fastener industry was
sp o'ed out in formal proceedings before the International Trade Commissloxf
o;'or siv month.q, the Department of State saw fit to accord fastenerst GSP treat-
ment. Such treatment Is not to be accorded "import.sensitive" articles:. The cri-
teria nr Ineluslon of pradncts on such lists as the GRP list appear mysterious
and clnndestin. We suggest that the criteria for including articles'on'tariff lists
such As the GSP list, be both objective and public, and that your Committee
can make a contribution In developing this matter in considerable furtherdegree.

We -wold be hanpv to exnind on these views In any way that would be
helpful to the Committee or its staff.
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STA-FMENT OY THE EAT-W9ST Tisn' COUNOZ'. SUilMITTD 1Y MAX N. BERRY,
ExEcUTiVE R1 QTOR -

Sir. Chairman and' members of the Comnuitteeon. Finance, Iam pleased to have
this opportunity. to submit, on behalf of the East-West Trade Council, written
testimony dealing with one of the issues befbi0 your Committee in these trade
oiersigbt hearlngs'-the prospects for expanding kast-I,'est trade in a manner
cdnsls~ent with U, interests and objectives. The East-West Trade Council,
established in 1972, 1s 4, nonprofit organization whose membership includes U.S.
businesses, associations, lawyers, academics, and Individuals interested In ex-
panding trade with the socialist countries.

The East-West Trade Council recognized the tNportant role played by the
Finance Committee and by Congress as a whole in U.S. trading jrelations with
foreign countries, including the socialist countries. The trade oversight hearing.
by the Senate Committee on Finance ate both tilely and positive, and will
further the objective of developing an elective United States foreign trade
policy through the cooperation of the Congress, the Administration and the
private sector.

Notwithstanding the crucial role which Congress must play In the develop-
ment and implementation of U.S. trade policy as it relates to trade With the
,.oclalist countries, the East-West Trade Council is of the opiniOn that current
legislative restrictions adopted by Congress on MFN tariff treatment and gov-
ernment credits to the socialist countries under the Trade Act of 1974 do not
serve the best Interests of the United States. The Council feels.that these re-
strictions should be amended through new legislation since tiey have resulted In
economic detriment to the United States in a time of national recession with~iut
yielding any compensatory tangible gains for the United States, economic or
otherwise.

Title. IV of. the Trade Act, as currently drafted, has effectively prohibited
the granting of 'MFN tariff treatment and government credits as well as the
concluslor of commercial'agreements with the majority of socialist countries.
This Is due primarily to the emigration requirements of Section 402, as the
Committee is Well aware, From a strictly economic point of view, these legisla-
tive restrictions have proved to be detrimental to U.S. interests. Thus. while
other major Indusitrialized countries have extended In 1975 alone over $10
billion of credits to the Soviet Union and thereby supported a commensurate-
amount of exports to the Soviet Union and'bther socialist countries, the United
States has beer prohibited from utilizing governmental credits to assist exports
to most .of the. socialist countries Involved. Sources within the Soviet Embassy
have recently indicated that the United States lost approximately $2.7 billion
in exports to the socialist market In 1075 alone as a result of these current
legislative restrictions. In addition, private lenders are also precluded from ex-
tending long term credits to many of the socialist countries under the Johnson
Debt Default Act.

It should be stressed that the types of loans which are being restricted- are
not concessionary, but are made at or close to private commercial interest rates.
Thus private credits, now precluded under the Johnson Debt Default Act, would
obviously be extended at market rates and would not represent subsidization (of
U.S. exports to the Socialist countries. In addition, It should be noted that the
interest rates charged by the Export-Import Bank on export credits, white -not
identical to those applied to private market credits, do not represent subsidized
credits in the sense of rates applied to PL 480 sales, AID loans, certain military
sales, etc. Exim Bank loans are also generally made at interest rates higher
than those charged by other industrialized countries. Since Fxim Bank typically
provides less than 60% of the total credit in any transaction, with the tnajority
of the funding coming directly from private resources, the snall magnitude
of government subsidization is reduced even further. The difference between
Export-Import Bank credits of 8, 9 or more percent and private credit Interest
rates involve a cost to U.S. taxpayers which Is more than compensated for by
the economic benefits accruing from the manufacture and export of the U.S.
products included. I

The United States has maintained an impressive trade surplus with essen-
tially all of the socialist countries In the last few years and there is no reason
to think that such surplus Will not be maintained in the future. A surplus is of
course in the U.S. economic interest. However if the socialist countries are going
to continue to trade with the U.S., they will require a greater access to govern-
ment and private capital sources as well as to U.S. markets so that they are able
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to continue to finance the importation of U.S. products, Again the current restric-
tions on MFN tariff treatment and g6vennnent credit to the socialist countries
works against this fact of economic reality.' : '-

It Is true of course that caution pust, be pberved with re"pect to the transfer
of technology and other trade acttibp which could Jeopardize U.S. national secu-
rity interests. It may also be a propriatq to a Vpy elal, nozuisctiilnqatory
standards to the export of U.S. capital and, equipzmenA 4s It relAtes t6 enef't
projects so that capital will not be' applied to the creation of Or the development
of foreign energy resources Which might never, become available to th united
States or so that exports of scarce capital will not inhibit the ability of the'
United States to establish or develop its Own internal ene tgy resources, In fact,
in the area of East-West trade the Congress and committee. such as tie Senate
Committee on Finance, Senate Banking Committee and tie' Senate Coimittee
on Commerce have provided a strong impetus for the'establishment and iniple-
nientation of a more effective East-West trade policy. However one could qUestion
the utility of trying to develop and lqiplement a wore effective East-West trade
policy when government credits, MFN tariff treatment, and bilateral trade agfee-
ments with the majority of the socialist countries are-precluded from the start.

What is doubly unfortunate about all of this is the fact that the U.S. economy
is currently struggling to recover from a major recession and intolerable levels
of unemployment. Under normal circumstances Congress would have to seriously
weigh the consequences and potential benefits of maintaining legislative restric-
tions on the normnial development of U.S. trade with the socialist or any other
countries. But in the current economic times, the necessity for demonstrating
benefits to the United States which outweigh the loss in employment, production
and exports as a result of current legislative restrictions on East-West trade is
even more critical.

It is the position of the East-Vest Trade Council that the net impact on U.S.
interests of the current restrictions on MPN tariff treatment, government credits
and bilateral trade agreements is clearly negative since these legislative-re-
strictions have not even served to promote the goals for whlch they were promUl-
gated. The primary goal, and one that.is set out explicitly In Section 402 of the
4971Trade- Act, Is the liberalization of emigration policies on the part'of socialist
countries. It would appear, however, that the provisions in the Trade Act may
have actually accomplished the opposite result in most cases. Figures from the
Soviet Union reflect a decrease In the levels of people permbitted to emigrate from
that country since the passage of the Trade Act, not an increase. And there is noreason to believe the provisions of the Trade Act as currently set out, will serve
to improve these emigration policies. This is not to say that understafidings-on
trade liberalization could not be helpful in attempting to obtain informal'under-
standings on liberalization of emigration or other policies to the mutiial satisfac-
tion of the United States and the Soviet Union. It is just to say that the provi-
sions The Trade Act, as currently drafted when viewed Inthe context of the
Export-Import Bank Amendments, Johnson Debt Default Act- etc. have produced
-little or in fact a contrary effect on emigration policy as set out in- Section 402
of the Trade Act.

As was expressed by the Administration witnesses during the Hearings, im--
proving trade relations between the U.S. and the socialist countries may help to
establish an improved environment in which oter mutual, non-economic issu-es
may We dealt with. However trade, alone, cannot serve 'as th4 level by which
political or other non-economic cOmmitments can be exacted from the socialist
countries, especially when tlie "leverage'. Is explicitly spelled out Ifi a, public law
of the United States. The SALT-talks, because of their izuetimptiortiance, Will
continue and hopefully result In an amelioration -of the potcittial risks inhertint
In the nuclear arms race. Detente, which is dependent upow it suth total Of the
elements making up U.S.-Soviet relations, will improve, to the tent that any of
the elements improves; but it cannot be determinM' by any one element alone.
The Grains Agreement, the potential oil agreement, and M'Aiola, Will likely.
proceed for better or worse whether or not the Title IV of the Trde Act Is
amended tomorrow or maintained as currently drafted. Non6 of these aspects
of the ". .-Soviet relations are sufficiently dependent upon trade to have their
outcome solely determined by the legislati'Ve 'ramework under Which such trade
Is carried on.

In summary, it Isf the strong view of the ftst-West: Trade Council that the
current restrictions on development of normal trade reolatlons with' the socialist
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tries have led to the detriment of U.S. interests, economic, potical aq social
and have accomplished no tangible positive ,eult6 beneficial to thb Uihltei Otates
which compensate for'the obvious losses. he Council strongly Orges thAt the
provisions of Title iV of the Trade 4ct beanended, so a to permit the normal
development of trade i'elations *1th the socialist cotnitri , T Wis Would be'qf im-
mediate economic benefit to the United States and it wo6ukl be a more efftetive
way of supporting other U.S. ion-economic goals relathig to 'the total range of

relations with the socialist oountries. The Cotncil Is aware thit current ciucum-
stances in Angola, the limited time aValilable to Congress ini an election year, and
the lack of any administration, initiate for legislative change may preclude
the possibility of amending Title IV prior to the election, However the East-West
TVade Council would strongly urge that, as soon as the legislative environment
permits, serious consideration be given to amending the restrictions on trade with
the socialist countries In the Trade Act so that the interests of the United States
may be better served..

In closing, I would like to make reference to an article entitled 'The U.S.
trade lag with Eastern Europe," in the February 23rd Issue of Businesa Week
magazine. The article points out how the United Statei has lost and how our
Industrialized allies have gained in trade with the socialist countries since the
passage of the Trade Act of 1974. Of particular Interest is the shift of Jobs and
production from the United States to the other Industrialized countries which
has resulted from this decrease in trade. The East-West Trade Council requests
that this article be reprinted with its testimony as part of the public record of
the Finance Committee trade oversight hearings.

[From Business Week, Feb. 23, 1970J

THE U.S. TRADE LAO WITH EASTERN EUROPE

The great American sales pitch to Eastern Europe for big new purchases of
Western goods and services is paying off-for someone else.

In the early 1970s, a steady stream of high-level U.S. officials-including Presl-
dent Nixon-trooped to Moscow and persuaded Communist leaders to think big
about the potential for increased trade. under the umbrella of political d~tente.
U.S. businessmen followed with imaginative proposals for Ventures ranging from
the development of Siberian gas deposits to construction of a trade center in

-Mmscow.
But Western Europe and Japan are getting most of the benefits of this mis-

sionary work-in exports, in Jobs. and In balance-of-payments gains. The 11 lead-
ing industrial countries of Western Europe, together with Japan and Canada,
sold more than $20 billion worth of goods last year to the Soviet Union and its
six East European partners in the Council for Mutual Economic Assistance
(Comecon), the Soviet-led trade bloc. That figure compared with only $2.8 bil-

lion for. the U.S., including $1.8-billion of wheat and other farm products (chart).

FINANCING SPLURGE

The disparity is a result in part of a provision of the U.S. Trade Act of 1974,
known as the Jackson-Vanik amendment, that cut off export credits and denied
nondiscrtmiuatory tariff treatment for the Soviet Union or any East European
country except Poland and Romania. By contrast, other industrial countries
lent billions of dollars to the East bloc last year in an unprecedented export
financing splurge, while keeping their own markets open to import of goods from
Communist countries.

"Americans whetted the Soviets' appetite and dressed up the store window,"
s~ym Itvid Karr, an American businemman based in Parq. "The Russians
Nviked Into the store, found they couldn't buy. and walked right out the back
door to buy from the Europeans and Japanese." One item they are buying is a
$120 million, 1,815-room luxury hotel to be built in Moscow for the 3980 Olympics
by a French construction company in a venture with Karr's financial consulting
compa ny. FINATEC. French government-guaranteed -credits at a low 7.5% in-
terest will finance French suppliers of materials and equipment for the project,
whicli will even employ French skilled workers. Russians and East Europeans are
buying an enormous range of capital goods, industrial materials, and technology
from other Western suppliers.

Th, U.S. restrictions, in fact. have bad little impact on the total volume of
Ea.st-W(st trade or on the ability of the Soviet bloc to get Western equipment
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and knowbow. Rogers C. B. Morton, former Commerce Secretary aild now Presi-
dent Ford'sCampaign chief, explaiped wihy in a report iast'year on'East-West
trade: "Whereas we see ourselves as a mAj6i force i this trade" we are in reality
a 'bit player,' with a role that may become still smaller in the future If we do
not resolve our own internal controversy.""

Ir,nlcally, th0 Russians and Ea st 1uropeans aie buying heavily from foreign
subsldfaries and licensees of U.S. multikitional companies' that are able to ob-
tain expo rt credits from local governments. Thus, M. W. Kellogg Co., a subsidiary
of Pullman Inc., 'is providing technology to lance' Cretsot-Loire to build $400
million worth of ammonia plants in the Soviet-'lion. General Motors Corp.'s
British subsidiary will supply equipment, engineering, and knowhow for a Polish
plant that Will make specially designed light vans, some of which will be marketed
by GM in Western Europe.

And Katy Industries Inc., Elgin, Ill., recently signed a contract through a Ger-
man subsidiary to supply $40 million worth of shoe manufacturing machinery,
mostly made in Germany and Italy, to the Soviet Union for modernization of
shoe factories.' The contract, according to Katy, is the largest in the history of
the shoe industry.

OVERSEAS BENEFITS
8-ach sales, and the prospect of growing future business it Soviet bloc coun-

tries, whose combined gross national product totals nearly $1 trillion, are keep-
ing U.S. businessmen interested in East-West trade despite the Jackson-Vanik
restrictions. International Paper Co., for example, is negotiating with the Soviets '"

on construction and management assistance for a $1 billion pull), paper, and ply-
wood complex in Siberia, involving about $800-million in Imported equipment
and technology.

Aluminum Co. of America is bidding against France's Pechirey Ugine Kuhl-
mann to help set up a big Siberian alumina and aluminum complex.A British
subsidiary of Combustion Engineering Inc. and a Japanese consortium have
signed a preliminary agreement with Poland to construct a $4,50 million fertilizer
plant.

While profits and license fees from East-West trade deals through foreign
subsidiaries eventually flow back to the U.S., the bulk of the economic benefits
remain overseas in the form of wages and payments for local goods and serv-
ices. Union Carbide Corp., for example, is doing a business of more than $100
million annually with the East bloc through its Union' Carbide Europe subsidiary,
selling a wide range of products as well as technology for plants, such as a high-
density polyethylene unit under construction in the Soviet Union. "Union Carbide
is not handicapped by Export-Import Bank restrictions, because we are not
mainly an engineering company or equipment supplier," says -M. W. Duncan,
Union Carbide's director for Eastern -Etrope. "When we sell our technology we
usually team up with a construction company to do detailed engineering and on-
site supervision. We can team up with an English company, and they can get
English credits. Unfortunately, they also buy most of the equipment there."

The British government, and those of other industrial countries, have been
offering big credits to the Soviets and East ENiropeiins In the past 18 months in
order to boost exports and keep factories working during the current business
recession. The strategy has worked especially well for the Germans, who piled up
a $2 billion trade surplus with the Soviet bloc last year.

Altogether, officially guaranteed credit linesq available to East bloc -cutomers
over the next five years now total more than $6-bllion from Britain, France,
Italy. and Canada. Germany and Japan provide big dollars of financing 'for
specific projects--more than $1 billion, in Japan's case, Just for coal mines and
other projects in Siberia.

STEALDY IMPORTS

More significant than the amount of credit offered is the fact that the Rug-
sians and East Europeans have been willing to use it. and borrow heavily on their
own in the Euromarkets, to finance continued high imports. Their balance of
payment, in hard currencies swung sharply into the red last' year because reces-
s nn in the West sharply reduced their export earnings. In the past, Soviet bloc
planners have clamped down on imports In such circumstances rather than go
d(pp3ly into hock to the West. But last year they kept imports flowing for com-
pletion of major projects during the final year of their five-year plans. In doing
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so, they ran up a combined trade deficit estimated at $10 billion, including: . $5 il-
lion for the Soviet Union.

The, result was a sharp rise in the Soviet blc's hard-currency debt 0 around
$30 billion at the end of 1975, up from $22 billion a year earlier. Of the total, the
Russians owe an estimated $11 billion, Including borrowings by two r'uble-based
Comecon banks that operate out of Moscow. Other-big debtors are Poland and
Romania.

,And Soviet bloc countries are expected to continue borrowing, ts year even
though their new five-year. plans call for somewhat l-ower ecofiomlc growth
than in the past, with the emphasis on finishing plants and lnfra-structure proj-
ects that are under way rather than a splurge of new projects. Throughout the
bloc there is also a shift in emphasis from 'sheer volume of outptit to improved
quality, which does not show up in GNP figures but requires Westerft equiPment
such as the shoe production lines that Katy Is supplying. "For the flrst time they
will be making quality shoes," says Melvan Jacobs, Katy's general counsel, who
negotiated the contracts.-

The new pattern of Soviet bloc borrowing to arhlieve these goals,,and the cor-
responding rise In indebtedness to the West, is an important strand in .the grow-
Ing web of East-West "interdependence." Lawrence J6 Brainard, a Chase Man-
hattan Bank economist who keeps tabs on East Europe, traces the development
back to a basic Soviet decision, sometime between the 24th Communist Party
c-ongress in 1971 and Nixon's visit In 1972, to "normalize" economic relations
with the rest of the world. "No one buys a Kama River truck plant and pays for
it with cash," he observes. For a country like Poland, where Workers rioted a
few years ago over demands for better, living standards, borrowing to maintain
the pace of economic growth is almost apolitical imperative.

ABILITY TO REPAY

Despite the accumulation of debt, bankers see little reason to. worry about the
Soviet bloc's ability to repay. The Soviet Union's indebtedness. Is small in rela-
tion to its GNP of more than $700 'billion and to its reserves, which include an es-
timated $8 billion to $9 billion in gold alone. Poland has a high debt service burden
but also has rich coal, copper, and other resources that it is developing for ex-
port. And like the Soviet Union, it is ptittlng, borrowed funds into projects that
will generate their own hard-currency payout throughout agreements by which
suppliers such as GM will market part of the output.

"We think we Inow-enough about the structure and purpose Of the debt in
the Soviet bloc to give us confidence," says Alfred R. Wentworth, senior vice-
president in charge of East Europe at Chase Manhattan, which led a, syndicate
that financed a big Polish copper development. Debt managehleiit in the East
bloc is "conservative," Wentworth observes, because "the penalties for being-
wrong are pretty severe." Beyond that, he says, Chase looks at the risks for the
Soviet-led Comecon as a whole. "We believe in the umbrella theory," he says.
"The Soviets don't want a default in Comecon."

MORE INFORMATION

Neverthele.", interest rates are going up for all.Soviet bloc borrowers accord-
Ing to Brainard, who sees the trend as part of the normalizationof East-West
economic ties. Up to now, Comecon borrowers have gotten preferential treat-
ment from Western export credit agencies and banks eager to get a foothold in
the area. In the future, "they will be receiving market rates of interest, not
below-market rates," says Brainard. He adds: "'We also expect to see a more
normal role in the'sense that they will provide more information." In the past,
Soviet bloc countries have been reluctant to supply basic financial data and bal-
ance-of-payments projects. But Poland supplied more information than ever be-
fore in connection with the loan for copper mining.

Despite the cutback in Ex-Im credit, U.S. trade with Comecon will climb to
around $3.7 billion this year, according to projections by the Commerce Dept's
Bureau of East-West Trade, because of grain sales under a five-year U.S.-Soviet
pact and unused equipment credits still in the pipeline. The Kama purchasing
office In New York is just starting to buy equipment and knowhow for construc-
tion of a trade center in Moscow under a $45 million Ex-Im credit. But costs
have inflated steeply, so Europeans and Japanese will probably get pieces of the
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p ject , orl-g i nally co neeived bashwally'.AF "s A, V.ov I O '1 'ct wi0th 6an IFratu-
clco' Alechtel Corp. as tbe major cotractor.And after tliI war the U.S. share
in ',apt-West trade will Prpbably sbrik as' the EP1*Im linavclng rung out.

A: Oowing 0btacle'is U.S. tariff discrimination, ahifnat 80o4et bloc proddets.
Comecon . untries .ake jushin, exP0 r t6 narrow their trade 'deficit and they
-favor suppflers that agree to help markettheir prodhiets in the West.'1High' U.S.
tariffs moke that touger for American componles. Beyond that, U.S. businessmen
see signs of grown. reverse discrimination against Anirtcan suppliei'S, by So-
viet ble customers who link their purebasing d6tcions t1 the tariff issue. Because
of this, "the Russians have told us they Will be. buying from their neighbors even
though they like. the quality of 'our products, better," gays Harola R.- Frahk,
president of Applied Magnetics Corp., a Goleta (callf.) iconpan* that has been
selling .up to $1 million annually of compete peripherals and seismic equipment
to the East bloc. M ... raILKTY

NeverthelesS, the climate of business relationships with the Soviet blre-
flect. a, "remarkable normalization" over, the past.few years, says Duncan of
Union Carbide.- Soviet foreign trade agencies, for example, .used to wield their
buying power to squeeze suppliers' profit margins on one-shot purchases, taking
deliveries over a year or so. "Then in times of shortage they wondered why sup-
pliers didn't take care of them," Duncan recalls. "Now we talk about five-year
contracts," he says.

Also remarkable is the growing flexibility of East bloc countries in devising new
ways of doing business with the West. Hungary has started- encouraging West-
ern companies to go into joint ventures there. Recently, Corning Glass Works
formed Radelcor Instruments, in which it holds 49% of the equity, to make blood
gas analyzers for medical diagnosis in a Joint venture With Hungarian enter-
prises. "We have found the right partner and we expect to build on this rela-
tionship with additional products and technology," says Pierre-Louis Roederer,
vice-president of Corning Glass International.

Moie common in East Europe are "industrial Cooperation" deals that give
Western companies a role In such areas as quality control and even manage-
ment on a consulting basis, as well as licensing and marketing. GM's deal with
Poland, which is not fully worked out yet, is an example. "The plant will be built
and operated with GM's assistance, and.the van design will be completely new,"
says Guy Newton, manager of the'company's London-based East European divi-
sion. In an agreement with Hungary, Raba, a manufacturing enterpise, will
supply GM's Vauxhall subsidiary in Britain with truck axles under the first of a
series of contemplated contracts.

GM is a late starter in East Europe. What persuaded the auto giant, like other
U.S. companies, that it had to get a foothold in East Europe through such ar-
rangements is the sheer size of the potential market- "Until we really got at it,"
Newton says, "we didn't comprehend our original fault-the magnitude of the
trading opportunity."

LONG VIEW

For International Paper, the attraction of business in the Soviet bloc is the
size of the natural resource base as well as the potential market, IP considers
itself a strong contender aminhg the bidders on the -Siberian forest products
complex because it is the only one with its own design and engineering
capability. "We are in the business of trying 'to make a buck," says Vice-
Chairman Joseph P. Monge. "This project is going to be paid for, and we think
we ought to be there to take advantage of our knowledge and synergisms."
As for the political obstacles, he observes: "Time flies quickly, and by 1977
there could be a change in Washington."

Brooks McCormick, president of International Harvester Co., is equally patient.
"We refuse to give up trying to make trades with the East bloc without a
fight," lie says. We haven't been squeezed out by the vicissitudes of the U.S.
government, although we didn't do as much business with the Soviets in 1975
as in 1974."

Another Midwesterner who takes a long view is Allan L. McKay, president
of Giddings & Lewis Inc., of Fond du Lac, Wis., which has to Add 22% to its
prices on sales to the -Soviet bloc for lack of Ex-Im financing. "I think there
will be a change of feeling in Washington next year," says McKay, "Over the
long term we know that there is a real market for us in the East bloc based on
economic factors. So even if there are short-term political obstacles, we are
willing to stick it out."
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We greatly appreciate this oppottity -, tb pticlpatei. a discussion of the
agriculttr4 trade p160s Qf the UnJted!tatee.

For' !the Tord, Yarti BhreauI 'is the largest geikral farm organizations , in the
tunitfd..tftes with &,memboshlP o? 2,5062M,8 families In 49 stAtes and Puerto
Rico. -It is a volUntiry; YhoigovernuientAl 6rganvAtion, representing farmers
who produce virtually evely ,gcoulual oh inodity that is. produced on- a
.commercial oasis In this country.
.IIecau we repreint families aOtivelf engaged in the production of food and
fiber, we shall conilne 'our remarikcto U.S. foreign and domestic policies affecting
agricultural trade. This subject is of vital concern to the Anierican farmers
and ranchers who produce a major share of the agricultural commodities that
move in international trade and whose productive efforts are basic to any
discussion on food and agricultural trade policy. ' " . .

Each year U.S. farmers and ranchers produce much more food than it required
for annual domestic consumption. This productIv4. caiacity and the resulting
availability of food for export have contributed greatly to oiur Matlonal strength.

Since the First and Second World Wars, U. . agricultural exports have played
a very important role in our relations with other cfoUntrles. During the past
several years, our increasing ability to export agricultural commodities has helped
build a firm domestic base for our political anl economic foreign policy, For
example, American agricultural exports have contributed substantially to the
improvement of relations with the USSR and Eastern Europe, to reopening
trade with the People's Republic of China, to our efforts to negotiate a peaceful
settlement in the Middle East, to the enhancement of our trade with Japan and
Western Europe, and to the alleviation of hunger, malnutrition, and fame in
the developing nations.

Our ability to export the commodities produced on almogt one of three harvested
acres in the United States is based on the fact that we have the most effcient and
productive agricultural system in the world, Since U.S. farmers and ranchers
are the producers of much of the exportable food in the world, they strongly
believe that public policies -domestic and foreign- -of our government must
create a climate which will assure continued profitable production of food and
fiber to enable us to help satisfy world demand for these commodities.

Any discussion of food and agricultural trade must consider domestic agricul-
tural policy; If domestic government farm policies provide an incentive for 'all-
out production, food will play an increasingly dominant role in aiding U.S. foreign
policy Initiatives. Therefore, domestic policies which maximize incentives for
food production will be the best course of action in the development of an effec-
tive foreign policy.

To ensure the expanding, efficient, and profitable production of food and fiber,
Farm Bureau seeks to create a climate which will enable agriculture to operate
under the market price system. We have full confidence in the ability of farmers
and ranchers to expand production for the market if they are provided the
necessary economic incentives.

If our domestic farm policy is directed toward the creation of conditions
which will enable American agriculture to operate under the market price sys-
tem, we are confident that a prosperous and productive agriculture will contribute
materially to making it possible for 6ur country to conduct its foreign policy
from a position of strength.

We shall now discuss briefly our concerns in specific areas of U.S. agricultural
trade policy: access to markets; export controls on agricultural commodities;
the current multilateral trade negotiations; international commodity agree-
ments; and international food reserves. We shall conclude by expressing Farm
Bureau's views on the responsibilities of the United States relative to world
hunger.

ACCESS TO MARKETS

Farmers can supply the American consumer with the world's best and most
economical food, but full agricultural production in the United States is largely
dependent on, both domestic sales and expanding export sales of agricultural
commodities.

The American farmer, if not restricted by government controls,, will continue
to meet the food needs of the nation and a large portion of the world. Embar0o6s
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and moratoriums on agricultural pxpor Will only serve to inhibit food produc-
tion and antagonis6 toreig epit~w~r. pSuchp contcA Will' conttl te td a US.
balance-of-payments deflt, foster iziation, and euc-U.S. ability to purchase,
needed products such as petro!eijm which is in short supply here.

We vigorously oppose restrlctions 'imposed by government on the s4Ie of
agricultural products in world markets. Decielons affectng golttil epts
should be made with full, participation by t~he Se4-etary of AgrI6tdtr*. We
deplore such decisions being made-by labor leaders 'and'governoient arencles
such as the Department of State. Agricultural expods, Must not be held hoitake
In the name of political expediency or foreign policy.

Foreign buyers of U.S. farm prgducta should be, encouraged to make long-
term commitments for these commodities tlfrough arrangements with producers
or the private trade. .

V.xPOT -POT4OLS

We opposed any proposal to limit or control, exports of U.S. agricultural
commodities.

)&xport controls on agricultural commodities would reduce confidence in the
reliability of the United States asa source of supply and would stimulate
investments in oth6r countries to develop alternative sources of supply. The
result would be reduced access to World markets and lower-Incomes for Ameri-
can farmers and ranchers.

MULTILATERAL TRAI If iOOTIATIONS,

The economic health of any nation depends on its ability to trade with its
neighbors. Mutually advantageous trade also furthers understanding and re-
spect among nations and serves as a pathway to peace.

American farmers have a huge stake in the current multilateral trade negoti-
ations because they provide great opportunities for action to expandmutually
advantageous trade through reciprocal agreements to reduce both tariff and
nontariff barriers to International trade. American farmers are more dependent
upon freer international trade and export markets than any other major seg-
ment of the American economy.

The major trading nations of the world have begun comprehensive multilateral
trade negotiations. These negotiations are being conducted within the framework
of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT).

Farm Bureau believes that negotiations on agricultural and industrial trade
issues must be conducted jointly-not separately. Failure to adhere to this
overall negotiating objective could be disastrous to the expansion of our agricul-
tural exports and ultimately to the entire economy. It is, therefore, imperative
that U.S. negotiators adhere to this very fundamental objective In, order to
ensure that agreements reached in the current round of multilateral trade
negotiations will be based on the basic economic principle of comparative ad-
vantage and will result in an expansion of international trade that will be
mutually advantageous to the participating nations.

INTERNATIONAL COMMODITY AOREMENTS

The interest of the United States in international trade cannot be advanced
by participation in politically determined international commodity agreements.

International allocation of markets and determination of prices by govern-
ment would (1) seriously restrict farmers' opportunity to expand markets and
(2) siibstantiolly reduce net farm income.

Agriculture niust be allowed to compete in world markets without impairment
by international commodity agreements. We vigorously oppose efforts to inhibit
market expansion and limit exports to a specified amount or a stipulated share
based on some arbitrary base -period politically determined in international nego-
tiations. Market sharing, or international supply management, penalizes efficient
producers and encourages uneconomic production. It bases future opportunity
to expand markets on political negotiations rather than on our economic ability
to compete.

The international commodity agreement approach is as inappropriate for in-
dustrial trade as it is for agricultural trade.

For these reasons Farm Bureau strongly opposes the recent -Soviet grain
agreement and others because these government-to-government contracts estab-
lish a dangerous precedent for future political international commodity agree-
ments and constitute further interference with the world market system.
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GOVERNMENT-CONTROLLED FOd REPERVE,

Farm Bureau Is opposed to the creation of a government-controlled food reserve
in the United States and UA. participation in any internationally-controlled
reserve of agricultural commodities. Government-controlled reserves are Incon-
slstent with the objective of a, market-oriented agriculture., Experience over the
past 40 years clearly shows that government stocks hang over the market, and
that the long-run effect of such stocks Is to depress the average level of farm
prices and farm income. Reserves cannot be effectively isolated from the market.
Such a reserve Inevitably becomes a part of the supply-demand equation, and
buyers know that rules established to protect market prices always are subject
to change.

Government-controlled reserves are not necessary for the protection of con-
sumers. Domestic consumers have a great deal of protection im the productivity,
diversity, and flexibility of American agriculture. Farmers and the .trade will
maintain larger reserves If the U.A. Government does not take over this func-
tion. Government loans are available to help farmers carry reserve stocks.
Domestic processors and foreign buyers can protect their needs through advance
contracts. Importing countries are free to maintain their own reserves, and
food aid can be made available to less developed countries without adopting an
approach that inevitably would lead to a government-managed agriculture.

WORLD HUNGER

The problem is how to produce and distribute enough food to meet the
needs of a rapidly growing world population, particularly in the less-developed
countries. Foreign aid can help to meet this problem-but only on a lemporary
basis and in emergency situations. A long-run solution requires effective measures
to limit population growth, to increase production-including food production-
substantlally in the poorer countries, and to expand mutually advantageous
international trade.

No system of rationing short supplies will solve this problem. What is required
is expanded production of food-particularly in those nations that have a com-
parative advantage as current or potential producers.

To increase food production in developing nations, the United States and other
industrialized nations of the world should encourage them to develop an agricul-
tural economy which would provide: -

(1) Economic rewards to food producers designed to provide Incentives for
Increase productivity.

(2) Education to help producers to increase their output.
(3) Credit to help them to make necessary Investments in machinery, fer-

tilizer, and other inputs than can Increase productivity,
(4) Research to discover Improved varieties of crops and more efficient meth-

ods of production.
(5) A system of land tenure that encourages producers to own and manage

efficient food production operations.
(6) Transportation and marketing systems to handle increasing quantities

of food efficiently.. In the meantime, one possible solution which this Committee might examine
is the establishment of an International fund to be used for purchase of agri-
cultural commodities only In the amounts, and when, needed. All nations of the
world should support such a fund and should share In its control in proportion
to their contribution. The fund could be used to purchase needed agricultural
commodities from any nation having available supplies in order to meet disaster
needs, such as starvation, malnutrition' and other emergencies.

The establishment of such an international fund would strengthen market
demand and facilitate the extension of emergency aid to needy people without the
adverse effects on producers that would flow from reserve stock plans.

We appreciate the fine work volunteer. agencies have done In distributing
food to needy countries--particularly in emergency situations. We support the
continuation of these constructive activities.

Any national or international food aid program should be administered with
care to avoid discouraging needed Increases in production inL the recipient
countries. In order to qualify for continuing food aid, nations seeking assistance
should be required to demonstrate a willingness to help themselves by removing
disincentives to domestic production and by Utilizing the technical and manage-
ment know-how of the developed nations.

67-937-7&---25S
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Farm Bureau believes in a market-oriented agriculture. The market system
is more effective as a solution of economic problems than any system of gov-
ernment, intervention. The really serious aspects of the world food situation
involve overpopulation and, inadequate incentives for economic development.
The United ft rates can, and should, help the poorer. nations of the world, but this
should be done in ways that will not affect domestic producers adversely.

We 'thank you for allowing us to have the opportunity to present Farm
Bureau's views on various issues concerning the foreign policies and international
relations of the United States.

STATEMENT ON FOnEON TRADE POLICY FOR THE CHAMBER OF ,COMMERCE OF T1t
UNITED STATES BY RICHARD 0. LEHMANN

The Chamber of Commerce of the United States appreciates this opportunity
to discuss aspects of international economic policy related to (1) the Trade Act
of 1974 and (2) the multilateral trade negotiations (MTN) currently taking
place in Geneva. Our interest in these issues stems from a responsibility to repre-
sent our membership of over 48,000 firms and individuals; 2,600 local, regional,
and state chambers of commerce, 1,100 trade associations, and 88 American
Chambers of Commerce Abroad.

GOALS OF THE MTN: THE INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC CONTEXT

For most of thisdecade, economic relations within the industrialized world
have been in a state of almost constant flux. The international economic system
negotiated at the conclusion of World War 1I, embodied in the General Agree-
ment on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) and the International Monetary Fund
(IMF), was based on the premise that the United States ws the dominant world
power. Practices and rules governing international trade and payments were con-
sequently structured accordingly. -

As the success of our postwar policies became evident in Western Europe
and Japan, we and the rest of the industrialized world xealIzed too Alowly that
basic structural and competitive changes were occurring. International policies
and practices were, as a ,result, inadequate in responding to the changing reali-
ties. When, from the American viewpoint, matters reached a crisis stage, Presi-
(ent Nixon unilaterally suspended, on Augujst15, 1971, the dollar's convertibility,
imposed a 10% surchage on all dutiable imports and initiated a wage-price freeze
at home. - ..-

This unilateral action was severely criticized abroad, and, during a four month
period, the industrial world tottered on the brink of economic warfare. In Decem-
ber, 1971, the Smitkhsonian Agreement on currency r~allgnmeuts ended the crisis
with two Important commitments by the industrial world to ngotiato: (1) fur-
ther reduction of tariff and nontariff barriers, and. (2) basic reform of the inter-
national trading system under the auspices of the GATT. ' I

In working toward these goals at the MTN, a major efort :must be directed
toward means of coordinating and channeling individual governments' deci-
sions so that they do not conflict internationally. This will require a high degree
of coordination of national economic' policies, with some ongoing scrutiny of
efich other's action in future years. The MTN is, in the final analysis, attempt-
ing to define legitimate boundaries of national sovereignty.

James Reston recently observed that "not since World Wair II have the free
nations been so dependent on one another--so much at the mercy of .events
beyond their borders-or at the same time io stubbornly nationalistic and
preoccupied with their own internal struggles."- Events of the past two years
relating to petroleum price increases and threats of cartelization in other basic
commodities have lent. urgency to the need for an enlightened attitude on the,
part of Western governments. There is a risk that if individual nations feel
compelled to take unilateral actions to deal with short-term problems, other
countries will take retaliatory actions. Ongoing and eribus negotiations in
the trade area ca and do act as a moderating influence over potentially vicious
cycles of action and reaction.

In a larger sense, however, the MTN symbolizes our moral apd political
commitnint to the' Western world. No agreement with the Soviet Union or

1 Associate Director, Foreign Trade Poity, Chamber of Commerce of the.Vnited States.
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China can replace security armngements in the Atlantic and Pacific areas which
are the cornerstones of our foreign policy. Our willingness to arrive at reason-
able and cooperative policies, through economic negotiation with Western
nations, is as important to our security as It is to what has been defined as our
narrow economic interests.

PROGRESS AT THE MTN

The United States took so long in enacting the Trade Act of 1974 that the
original schedule of the MTN has been delayed by the 1976 Presidential elec-
tions. While important technical work can take place over the next year, our
major trading partners are unlikely to conclude broad-ranging agreements with
us until they have fully evaluated the American domestic political situation.

It is, consequently, unwise and premature to evaluate the progress of the
participating countries In achieving major objectives set out by the Tokyo,
Declaration of September, 1973, including: (1) reduction of nontariff barriers;
(2) fairer access to raw materials and other supplies for all countries; (3)
creation of trade benefits for developing countries; and (4) improving the
structure and mechanisms for the conducTfof international trade.

Past negotiations, such as the Dillon and Kennedy Rounds, took place during
periods of general economic prosperity. In the current unsettled world economic
condition, with Europe and Japan pulling out of recession more slowly than
the United States, the will to make meaningful trade concessions is clearly In
question. The success of the Tokyo Round will thus be closely related to the
ability of the industrialized West to recover from the recession and thereby
reduce potential protectionist pressures brought on by'economic hardship.

Ironically, current protectionist sentiment has been substantially created by
International trading rules and procedures which cannot adequately satisfy
legitimate trade grievances. New mechanisms can be developed only in broad-
ranging negotiations such as the MTN. Thus, even though we cannot and do
not expect definitive agreements to be reached in 1976, the year is Important
with respect to: (1) doing the technical work necessary for the final bargaining
stages scheduled for 1977; (2) demonstrating that substantial progress Is
nossible, so that participating nations will be better able to resist pressures
for unilateral protectionist actions.

ADMINISTRATION OF THE TRADE ACT OF 1974

The Trade Act of 1974 is landmark legislation reflecting the cooperation of
the executive and legislative branches, along with that of the private sector.
The National Chamber was an early and persistent advocate of the mandate
for participation in multilateral trade negotiations, which became embodied in
the Trade Act' of 1974. It is also significant that the Act broadly reformed the
United States' approach to both fair and unfair import competition.

During the two years of work which went into the Trade Act, we developed
comprehensive recommendations in the areas of adjustment assistance, import
relief, countervailing duties, and antidumping duties. Many of those are reflected
in the statute which emerged from the Congress in December, 1974. In some
cases, bIost notably the criteria for import relief, the Congress exceeded what
we felt was a reasonable response to the perceived inadequacies of the Trade
Expansion Act of 1962. Nevertheless, on balance, the Trade Act of 1974 was
legislation which we enthusiastically supported.

Although the Trade Act of 1974 has been In effect for only one year, there is
already significant criticism of findings by both the Treasury Department and
the International Trade Commission (ITC) relating to fair and unfair import
competition. The criticism, however, has resulted from affirmative and negative
decisions, unlike criticism directed at decisions under the Trade Expanslo
Act of 1962--most of which resulted from repeated negative decisions.

The. increase in cases brought before the Treasury and the ITC results from
Congressional intent that such proceedings be simplified. The increase in
affirmative findings, especially in the import relief area, reflects the liberalized
eligibility criteria. The current criticism is, In our view, inevitable. Petitioners
or importers dissatisfied with decisions are apt, and have the right, to criticize.
This,.however, does not mean that the Act is either wrong or being administered
poorly, in contradiction of Congressional Intent.

It took twelve years to work out the difficulties inherent in the Trade Expan-
sion Act of 1962. We have had only one year of experience with the Trade Act
of 1974 and, thus, it is premature to generalize about experience under it. ---
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ADVISORY COUMITTEES

During the drafting of the Trade Act of 1974, the National Chamber took
a great deal of interest in the structure under which the private sector would
advise the government during trade negotiations. We are proud that the three-
tier structure finally included In Section 135 of the Act was originally devel-
oped by a National Chamber task force, and forwarded to the House Com-
mittee on Ways and Means in the Summer of 1978.

It Is essential to an 'effective trade negotiation that there be a two-way flow
of information and advice between government and industry on a timely and
continuing basis. In 1973, we were concerned based on our experience with pre-
vious trade negotiations, that industry Information and advice would not be
sought or heeded; in fact, it might even be cut off at lower levels of a depart-
ment or agency and never transmitted to the U.S. negotiators. We were also
fearful that the flow of information would be one-way, industry to government,
instead of two-way.

We believe that those concerns have been largely allayed by the responsible -
implementation of Section 135 by the Office of the Special Representative for
Trade Negotiations JSTR) in cooperation with the Labor. Agriculture, and Com-
merce Departments. The organization and current active operation of the Ad-
visory Committee on Trade Negotiations, Industry, Agriculture, and Labor Policy
Advisory Committees, 27 Industry Sector Advisory Committees, 8 Agricultural
Technical Advisory Committees, and 6 Labor Sector Advisory Committees is a
substantial achievement and represents significant improvement over similar,
efforts In past negotiations.

With any large structure, there are inherent problems and this one is no
exception-especially in assuring a two-way flow of information. But, these
are problems which are recognized at STR and which, we are confident, will be
squarely confronted. We caution, however, that any advisory structure can,
at best, only assure that our negotiators have the information and advice
they require when they need it and in the form they need it. An advisory struc-
ture cannot guarantee all participants that their advice will be 'heeded. The
final evaluation of what advice to follow and which not to follow is a decision
properly left to our negotiator.

SERVICE INDUSTRIES

Reflecting its broad-based membership, the National Chamber believes that
the MTN should Involve as wide a spectrum of the American tconomy as pos-
sible. -We therefore supported inclusion in the Trade Act of prov!;4ions relating to
lessening International discrimination against U.S. service !idustries. We have
over the past year and a half, worked closely with oili service industry mem-
bership and STR to attempt to define the best mepss of achieving this goal.
Our International Committee, in September 1975, approved a resolution calling
for formation of a Services Policy Advisory Committee and several Services
Technical Advisory Committees.

It is our understanding that STR, In a further attempt to define how best to
approach this area, has initiated an Inter-agency study to lay out "Which serv-
ice Industry Issues can be handled within the context of the MTN. We applaud
this effort and we hope that it will result in meaningful efforts aimed at lessen-
ing International discrimination against our service industries.

EAST-WEST TRADE

The National Chamber has taken a special interest In the developing com-
mercial relationship between the United States and the eastern bloc countries.,
It Is our belief that two-way beneficial trade, on a long-term and regular basis,
will be of prime importance in bridging the considerable differences between
our two systems. We will benefit mutually from this commercial contact. We
have been impressed by the enormous possibilities In developing positive rela-
tionships between American businessmen and their counterparts in these coun-
tries. With this latter objective in mind, th6 National Chamber has established
bilateral economic council with Romania, Bulgaria, Poland, 'Hungary, and'
Czechoslovakia; and we participate In the U.S.-U.S.S.R. Trade and Economic
Council. We are convinced that such relationships will go far to promote wide-
spread understanding of the United States, including its fundamental commit-
ment to the value and rights of the individual.
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In this context, the Jackson-Vanik Amendment included in Section 402 of
the Trade Act of 1974 (and its relationship to the Export-Import Bank Act of
1945) has been significant in retarding growth of trade between the United
States and these countries. The National Chamber deplores any infringement on
basic human rights by any government. We believe, however, that nondiscrimi-
natory tariff treatment, subject to carefully prescribed review procedures, can do
more to promote respect for the United States and its commitment to human
rights than has the curtailment of normal commercial relations resulting from
Section 402 of the Trade Act.

OENERALIZED SYSTEM Of P rtRENOS

During congressional consideration of the Trade Act, the National Chamber
supported, as it has since 1967, establishment of a system of generalized tariff
preferences for the exports of the developing nations. As the Trade Act emerged
from the Congress, certain groups of countries, including those OPF)O nations
who had not participated in the 1973 embargo, were categorically denied
preferences.

We believed then and continue in our belief that it is a mistake to assume that
the national interest is best served in every case by defying the President a degree
of discretionary authority and flexibility of action. Appropriate revision of Sec.
tion 5 2(b) of the Trade Act would serve both the Congressional responsibility in
setting reasonable criteria for the granting of tariff preferences, and the Admin-
istration's desire for sufficient flexibility in this regard.

5. RES. 265

S. Res. 265, originally introduced by Senator Ribicoff and approved by the
Senate late last session, aims to "insure that American corporations and industry
are able to compete fairly in foreign markets without being coerced or induced in
any way to participate in the practices of bribery, indirect payments, kickbacks
or unethical political contributions." The resolution directed the President's
Special Representative for Trade Negotiations to raise this issue in the forum of
the MTN. '

We applaud this initiative in an area which presents a policy dilemma for the
United States. Our Board of Directors addressed this issue on February 19 when
they approved the following statement:

"The Chamber supports the prevailing practice of U.S. firms operating abroad
of conducting their activities in accordance with the legal requirements of host
countries. Businesses and their foreign affiliates should obey local laws, refrain
from unlawful intervention in the domestic affairs of host countries and uphold
the highest standards of business conduct.

"It is normal and customary in the conduct of both domestic and international
business that a comriission or fee be paid for a sale or service rendered. Such
commissions or fees are in and of themselves proper and are generally determined
by the market place. Practices involving the payment or t he solicitation or extor-
tion of bribes, payoffs, or kickbacks are Improper and shoaid not be employed. To
be fully effective, both U.S. and foreign government policies and regulations
should be consistent with these principles."

We hope that a solution to this vexing problem can be reached through inter-
national negotiation either through the GATT or through other international
fora, such as the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development.

WORLD TRAD& IN COMMODITIES

The problems associated with international trade in basic commodities have
been studied, analyzed, and discussed extensively for over a century. Nevertheless,
there has been a resurgence of interest in this subject recently, resulting in a
number of commodity-related proposals. This renewed concern with commodities
has aisen from a coincidence of Peveral basic factors:

(1) Concern with stabilization of export earnings on the part of less developed
countries.

(2) The very high price of commodities in 1973-74, followed by a levelling off,
or decline in some cases, to very low levels.

(3) The successful example of the OPEC cartel associated with: the fear of
the developed world that it could spread to other basic commodities; the wish
of the developing world to emulate its success.
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Less developed countries (LDCs) relay heavily on the foreign exchange earn-
"Ings derived[ from their exports-a sector of their economies which, in many coun-
tries, represents the only dynamic part of an essentially agrarian society. Outside
of aid or other forms of concessional assistance, exporting provides the sole means
of earning sufficient foreign exchange for purchase of the capital goods required
for economic advancement. A development plan often hinges entirely on the re-
liability of those export earnings. Balance of payments deficits, cause by a short-
fall In export earnings, can consequently create "ripple" effects on the domestic
economy of an exponentially greater magnitude than that of the shortfall"Itself.

LDCs are often unable to adjust to such fluctuations In the export sector since
they are characterized by a resource inflexibility traceable to their excessive
reliance on generally no more than three primary products. In fact, many LDCs
depend on a single product for the bulk of their export earnings. Most of these
products are characterized by low price elasttclty and generally uncontrollable and
erratic supply and demand changes which have resulted In a chronic historical
patternu of sharp price fluctuations.

This unpredictability of price behavior in their major export earner-basic
commoditles-has resulted In LDC advocacy of two means aimed at lending sta-
bility to this situation: (1) Indexation; and (2) Negotiation of commodity agree-
ments. Both proposals rest on the Third World's belief that free trade is descrimi-
natory because it forces payment of high prices for industrial products while
severely depressing the price of raw materials It produces. As a recent UN study
Indicates that prices of manufactured goods from industrial countries have not
:been rising faster than the price of raw materials, excluding oil, a true indexa-
tion scheme could-work against the interests of the Third World countries. --

The National Chamber rejects the notion that International commodity arrange.
ments with either price floor/ceiling or supply limitation agreements can meas- ,
4rably assist the countries entering Into them. Such arrangements involving mar-
ket sharing and specific price ranges can have a chance of success only when total
world supply and demand for that commodity Is in reasonable balance. When
prices are either abnormally high or low-the kind of situation such agreements
are intended to avoid-unresolvable strains begin to develop.

We do not suggest dismissal of problems relating to world trade In primary
products, but rather, that those difficulties cannot be solved through attempts at
structuring the International markets in which they have arisen. The United

,States, it Is often forgotten, is both a major producer and consumer of basic
materials. Should we choose the unwise path of either future commodity agree-
ments, we probably would encounter efforts aimed at international price controls
not only on bauxite and rubber, but on corn and soybeans as well. We believe
the very real problems associated with commodities trade can best be solved by
specific programs aimed at the difficulties themselves-not at the market place in
which they occur. The following recommendations, approved by the National
Chamber's Board of Directors in November, 1075, are directed toward that end:

(1) Improvement of the International Monetary Fund's Cormpensatory Financ-
ing Facility.-The compensatory financing facility, established in 1963, Is de-
signed to alleviate the special problems which primary producing countries can
face because of particularly large swings In their export earnings. The facility
enables these countries to draw funds when their export earnings are abnormally
low, and calls for them to repay as export earnings improve. Improvement and
liberalization of this facility, as was done by the 1MF in January, seems to us
the most direct manner of getting at the major problem posed to LDCs depend-
ent on the exportof commodities: the fluctuation of their export earnings.

(2) Negotiation of Long-Term Consumer/Producer Agreernent8-The Na-
tional Chamber believes that negotiation of long-term supply agreements between
pritrate parties In the countries concerned, represents a sensible and market-
oriented approach. The details of such contracts are appropriately left to the
private signatories and should not generally be the concern of either multilateral
or bilateral government negotiation. To the extent that such contracts commit
the producer and consumer to a long-term arrangement involving both price and
supply, It will Introduce stabilizing elements into the market.

(3) Greater International EBchange of Inforrnation.-Part of the difficulty In
creating a stable environment for world trade in commodities Is that the volatility
of such trade greatly exacerbated by the lack of demand and supply projection
information. available on an International basis. The United States is the most
open country in the world In the publication of information relative to the com-
imnodities In which we trade. We hope our government will take the lead Inter-
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nationally In encouraging other countries to be similarly enlightened. Even if pro-
dUcers and consumers 4re reluctant to enter into the kiiid of long-tera.agreements
discussed iu (2) ltbove, the full and free international excbange of information
on this lwouild- a both private and public policy plp g on a more informed
and consequently more Intelligent basiS.(4) improvement of Worl4 Bank Loan Facities Supportin Diversification
of Productton.- -The National Chamber supports efforts ofmth World Bank Group
to promote the diversfication of production in less developed countries, on an -
economic basis. Such ettorts should e aimed at threeobJectives: (f) projects
which produce primary Oroduts appearing to face relatively favorable long-term
market prospects; (Ii) projects suitable for the country in question, that procms
locally-produced primary- products; and (iii) research ,imed at reduction of
production costs aAi4 development of new uses for primary t~roductx.

(5) Bnoouragement of Private Investment Supporting Diversflcatio oi Pro.
ductiom--ltnatonal corporations can substantially contribute to achievement
of investment obJectlves such as those outlined in (4) above. They cannot hplp In
this endeavor, however, if they are not reasonably well assured of the safety of
their investment The itional Chamber therefore urges efforts, to encourage and
protect such investment, including the use of joint venture with local partners,

CONCLUSION
In the subject areas we have addressed, such as trade In commodities, It Is

clear that the maximum any government can or should provide is an enlightened
and equitable atmosphere, encouraging solution of suich problems through the
creativity and initiative of th6 enterprise system. As we participate in a restruc-
turing of the international economy at the MTN and in other fora, we must strive
to see that the resultant structure reflects the new realities of economic inter-
dependence. We must be equally sure that it reflects an undiminished will to
resolve significant international problems through the proven success of the pri-
vate sector.

STATEMENT BY DAVID J. STEINBERoG

11RESERWE THlE INTEGRITY OF THE INTERNATIONAL TRADE COMMISSION

Congress having enacted the Trade Act of 1974, including criteria for judging
whether Industries have been seriously injured by imports, the Senate Finance
Committee and other sectors of Congress should refrain fromprodding the Inter-
national Trade Commission to make more "injury" findings in such proceedings.
There unfortunately seems to be Congressional pressure on the Commission to
"make the Trade Act work"-a seemingly worthy thought, except that more
Injury findings, and hence more import controls, are what these legislative pres-
sures seek to achieve.

The International Trade Commission, in turn, should steadfastly resist pres-
sures from both the Congress and the Administration (and -nywhero else) to
compromise in any degree the most meticulous adherence te the highest stand-
ards of professional objectivity in deciding these and other" cases on its docket.
The Commission, and individual Commissioners, should in no way tailor their
judgments to political considerationif of any kind, Including any interest in
cosmetic alteration of the Commission's decision record. There is at least a
semblance of such concessions In the recent ITC judgment concerning the escape-
clause petition of the specialty-steel industry.

All four Commissioners who found injury in that 4-to-i decision went beyond
the 1970-1975 statistical documentation developed In the Commission's official
Investigation and, Instead, significantly predicated their judgments on a compari-
son of recent imports with those as far back as 1964 (in the case of one Commis-
sioner, with 1968). This extraordinary, unrealistic and unjustifiable recourse to
trade data outside the statistical documentation developed by the official investi-
gation --appearing to seek years to compare which would clearly show the import
increase on which a finding of injury must be based-may suggest an interest in
accommodating the recent insistence of certain members of Congress that the
Trade &ct be made to "work". These Congressional sources had expressed serious

The writer, presenting his personal views, is president of the U.S. Council for an Open
World Economy. The Council is a nonprofit organization engaged in research and public
education on the merits and problems of achieving a more open world economy.
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misgivings over the Qommlssion's failure to find injury in any of the four previous
escape-clause cases It had decided under the Trade Act of 1974.

The intent of Congress in this policy area must be 'respected'and implemented.
But, whatever the intet'nOf certain Senators and Congresmen who want import
restrictions to help .cert#1n industries, It is the-Commission's job to work pains-
takingly Within'the citeia established by the Act, and to'doso with the highest
professional standards Of which It Is capable and which the public has every
reason to expect. Making the Trade Act "work" the way certain Senators and
Congressmen favoring import control for certain industries want it to work is
not the jbb of the International Trade Commission.'

Members of Congress, and' the Administration, should let the Commission
do its work without policy pressure of any kind. Accordingly if, say, 10 escape-
clause case are d~fded consecutively for or against the pelitioning industries
(10 one way or 10 the other), neither of these cireumstanceso warrants interven-
tion by either Congress or the Administration to press the Commission to change
Its pattern of findings. 'The Commission should b 'under no pressure to improve
itb "box? score" for -the sake of considerations that have nothing to do with
the fact- and merIt. of the cases it is 'called upon to judge, even if (assuming
continued findings of "h injury") this should result In protectloilst pressures on
Congress for import-control legislation. If critics from Congress or the Adminis-
tration do not like the way the Commission is interpreting the Trade Act, they
should seek legisletiveireforms of the provisions in question.

U.S. trade policy, already seriously wanting, must not be further impaired by
loss of Independence and Integrity In the independent r.,;ency entrusted with
such important responsibilities as those glven the Internatioal Trade Commis-
sion In this important area of national policy.

[From the New York Times, Dec. 28, 19751

TRAD! POLICY

TO THiE FiNANCIAL EDITOR: William D. Eberle performed a useful service in
attempting to counter foreign (mainly European) allegations that the United
States Is turning protectionist in Its trade policy ("U.S. Trade Policy-Appear-
ance and Reality," Dec. 7). The real purpose of such charges from across the
Atlantic is not very clear. It is tohe hoped that Mr. Eberle's effort to stimulate
determined useof the current trade negotiations as a forum for solving many
of the world's economic ills will succeed.

One of the problems In coping with concerns about the future of trade policy
centers on the Trade Act itself-its adequacy for the many years It is designed
to serve as the legislative centerpiece of United States policy in-Ihis field. The
fact that only one finding against foreign interests has thus far been made out of
15 investigations cOncluded since enactment of the Trade Act is not the only
measure of the protectionist potentials in United States policy. The permissive-
ness of the new import-relief criteria may .itself be deterring import-promotion
efforts by many United States companies. Such deterrence IA protectionism.

The record of escape-clause and other decisions is thus far tilted toward freer
trade. But the International Trade Commission and the President may well feel
impelled now and then, especially In rather tight cases, to opt in favor of do-
mestic producers in order to show more "balance" in the box score of Trade Act
implementations. If one purpose of the Trade Act reforms was to "help restore
domestic support for our liberal trade policy," evidence that the grievance pro-
cedures "work" will be considered politically useful. If this and the deterrent
effect of the Trade Act on import expansion are ways to restore domestic support
for our liberal trade policy, the meaning of "liberal-trade policy" is something
to wonder.

The chairman of the International Trgde Commission gave this answer on
Dec. 8 to whether the act is a veneer of free-trade platitudes over a hard core of
home market protection: probablyy not, but the final verdict is still out." Uncer-
tainty about the course of TTnited States trade decisions in the years ahead
sugests that the trade legislation is les than adequate for what the United
States should be trying to achieve at this critical time.
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Davi4 Rockefeller said in a recent address, "We have reached the point in
our postwar history where nothing short of a new grand design is necessary"
to deal with futanational 1nterdevendence and restore confidence in the free
market system.

We are fi short of the strategy needed to raise the World's sights as high as
they must be raised, thus overcoming gnawing doubts about the future in general
and Ullted, ltes trade policy in particular. DAVID .. STEINDEEG,

Prestdent, United Statee (otsnoil for an
Ope* World Piconomy.,

OurLoox Dim foR NTB RzroRx -

I I* David J. Stelshrg, President, U.S. Council for an Open World Economy)

Much as more tarnt cutting would be useful, and should be sought' with
fullest utilization of the too limited tariff-cutting authority in the Trade Act of
1974, the prospects for freer world trade depend even more or removing or
substantially reducing nontariff barriers (b's) and preventing new ones. These
prospects are not bright, particularly in view of (a) the Congressional obstacles
that could stymie implementation of NTB concessions negotiated, and (b) the
U.S. proclivity for trade-restricting international agreements. Such agreements,
not only add new barriers; they seem to lessen the urgency of removing old ones.

The reaction of most liberal-trade advocates to these NTB issues is less than
praiseworthy.

CONGRESSIONAL I Fr D

When the Trade Act was wending its laborious way through Congress, most
liberal-trade advocates gave little if any attention to the mine field being estab-
lished between the negotiation of NTB agreements and their implementation.
Such agreements can easily be exploded by the tripwires of Congressional review
established by this legislation. On6 or another of these agreements might get
through this obstacle course. But this prospect is no basis for optimism on the
overall outlook for NTB negotiations, particularly those on highly controversial
issues. The times call for much more than just a little more progress toward an
open world economy. They call for substantial progress toward this worthy goal.
The current trade negotiations are the round of the 1970's. There won't be another
until the 1980's.

CONGRESSIONAL STRTEY N9EDED

The Administration should devise a strategy to defuse potential Congressional
opposition to the removal or reduction of nontariff barriers that are not in the
overall public interest. To expect to get these concessions through the Congres-
sional mine field, one after another, by warning Congressrpen and Senators of
the risk to the overall U.S. negotiating leverage If any of the agreements exposed
to Congressional review is boobytrapped is an exercise in political nalvetd.
Rather, the Administration should make assessments of the real problems and real
needs of the industries for whose benefit the respective trade barriers had been
established, and show its readiness to discuss with any affected industry the kind
of domestic policy assistance the industry nay consider necessary to prevent the
removal of these NTB's from causing material hardship. Such assistance (to the
extent that government help is needed at all) should encompass reform of any
domestic laws or regulations found to be Imposing unfair burdens on the indus-
try's adjustment efforts. Extraordinary aid should be through a coherent In-
dustry-assistance policy, subjected to continuing government review to make sure
it always serves the public interest.

Readiness to deal with the legitimate needs of the affected Industries In this
fashion should help all NTB agreements to pass Congressional muster.

NEW "SAFXUARD' STANDARDS

Another important NTB issue concerns the standards to be applied in judging
the need for new trade restrictions as a remedy for Industrial dislocation at-
tributable substantially to import competition. A new international "safeguard"
or "escape" clause should be negotiated ruling out new import restrictions of any
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kind except as marginal measures of last resort found to be temporarily Indis-
pensable to buy adjustment time for coherent industry-adjustment programs
emphasizing domestic-policy remedies. Such a ground rule is far preferable to
the escape clause In current U.S. law. The U.S. negotiating position in this
matter should not be tied to the current U.S. legislative standard as to a
Procrustean bed.

Industry-assIstance policies of this type should in fact be applied unilaterally-
immediately and setting an example-to any escape-clause cases under existing
law where the President accepts an International Trade Commission finding of
serious Injury. Such innovation in escape-clause methodology would not conflict
with existing legislation. It would serve the useful purpose of hastening removal
of such escape-clause import controls as may be Imposed.

TRADE-CONTROL PACTS
The U.S. should abstain from any e.Torts to negotiate international restrictive

agreements (on steel, shoes or whatever) except where such restrictions on
carefully selected products are found to be indispensable as a marginal part of a
coherent policy of government aid along the lines defined above. In other words,
no restrictive steel-trade policy without a coherent steel policy, and no restrictive
shoe-trade policy without a coherent shoe policy, etc.

Such policy standards are far from the conventional wisdom even among "free
traders". In fact, agreements to restrict trade outside such a policy framework
seem to have anesthetized most "free traders", who apparently see the process
of negotiation as giving such protectionisin respectability. Besides distorting
international trade and liberal-trade principles, such pacts are shortsighted and
simplistic responses to industry problems that demand constructive attention
and real solutions.

The proclivity for ill-founded, trade-restricting agreements makesone wonder:
Are the Geneva negotiations a charade, or do we really mean to seek a much
more open world .economy? Is the American public aware that cartels are not
reserved solely for raw-material producers? And are all those government official
and business executives who loudly blow the trumpet of "free enterprise" hearing
and heeding their own message?

In short, current NTB strategy and prospects, weighed in the balance, seem
seriously wanting.

(The U.S. Council for an Open World Economy is a nonprofit organization
engaged In research and public education on the merits and problems of achieving
an open international economic system.)

[From the Washington Post, Jan. 16, 1976J

NATIONAL SECURITY AND OIL IMPORTS

One of the faults .T. W. Anderson did not mention (hardly anyone ever does) in
his review of U.S. unpreparedness in petroleum policy ("The Lessons of the Oil
Crisis," December 28) Is the national security clause of U.S. foreign trade legisla-

tion, under which oil imports were restricted by quota controls for 14 years (1959
to 1973). By its simple-minded concentration on import control In dealing with
Import-related Impairment of the mobilization base, the national security clause
turned out to be a threat to national security.

The trouble was that only one type of government action--import restriction-
was required in response to such impairment. The statute did not require a
coherent, constructive policy (with import control only one permissible compo-
nent) addressing the real problems of the domestic industry and aimed at
ensuring effective repair of that sector of the mobilization base. It did not even
require sustained, incisive congressional review of the effectiveness of controls
that might be imposed for national security purposes.

The result was that, quite aside from the merits of import quotas as a tool, no
coherent, constructive petroleum policy was adopted; there was na systematic
congressional review of the action that was taken: and the nation drifted Into
what we now call the energy crisis. Statutory requirement of a coherent oil policy
in this national security context would not inherently have produced a very
different result. But it would have at least stimulated a more rational handling
of the problem.

So government, business nrd others concerned with trade policy have learned
their lesson from such simplistic recourse to import controls for national security
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purposes--right? Wrong. That same national security clause was blithely re.
newed just a year ago. And virtually no one cared, or cares even now. One more
example of U.S. unpreparedness on the foreign trade policy the nation urgently
needs at this critical time.

DAVID .STVI'qqaEg,
President, U.S. Counotil for an

Open lVorld Economy.

AMERIAN TEXTILE MANUFACTURERS INSTITUTE INC.,
Gaffney, 8.0., February 19, 1976.

Hon. RUSSELL B. LoNo,
Chairman, Senate Committee on Finance,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

DEAs la. CHAIRMAN: The American Textile Manufacturers Institute is the
central trade association of the American textile industry representing approxi-
mately 86% of the capacity in the United States for spinning, weaving, knitting;
and finishing textile products of cotton, wool, silk, and man-made fibers. For many
years the textile industry has had a vital stake in U.S. trade policy, particularly
as it affects international textile trade. For this reason, we have followed with a
great deal of interest your Committee's oversight hearings on this subject.

You, of course, are aware of the long standing policy of our government, as well
as that of many other nations, to treat textiles separately from overall inter-
national trade considerations. There are many reasons for this, but suffice it to
say that most of the world's trading community recognizes the unique and special
situation occAtpied by textiles in both developed and developing countries.

Because of the special nature of textile trade and because of the enormous
importance of maintaining a strong and viable domestic textile industry, we are
enclosing a statement outline the development of what has become known as
"U.S. Textile Trade Policy." It also includes our views on the treatment of tex-
tiles in the current multilateral trade negotiations. We would appreciate it being
included in the record of your oversight hearings.

Sincerely,
Joniq M. IIAuRICK, Pre8ident.

Enclosure:

STATEMENT OF JOHN Mf. IIAMRICK, PRESIDENT, HAMRICK MILLS AND PRESIDENT,
AMERICAN TEXTILE MANUFACTURERS INSTITUTE

The textile industry is the only industry trade in whose products is regulated
under authority of a special GATT agreement-the Multifiber Arrangement
(MFA) as effective January 1, 1974. In addition, the Trade Act of 1974, in
Section 503, specifically exempts from the Generalized System of Preferences
(GSP) "textile and apparel articles which are subject to textile agreements."
Hence, a brief review of United States Government policies and actions over the
years dealing with textiles in a special way, may be of interest.

In 1935, President Franklin Roosevelt-jppointed a Cabinet Committee com-
posed of the Secretaries of State, Agriculture, and Labor and chaired by thA
Secretary of Commerce, to study the textile import problem and recommend
a solution. The Committee suggested that so far as imports of cotton textiles
(then the major industry product) from Japan-then the dominant supplier--
were concerned, a voluntary export quota be negotiated with the Japanese.

The pertinent recommendation of the Committee in its report to President
Roosevelt on August 20, 1935, was ". .. we recommend that to deal with this
special situation steps be taken to control these Imports, preferably by mearsg
of a voluntary and friendly agreement with Japan on limitations of shipment.
of cotton products to the American market." This was done.

It is particularly significant that the father of the Reciprocal Trade Are&?
meant concept, the then Secretary of State. Cordell Hull, served on this Cnhitpf-
Committee. Remembering that the first Reciprocal Trade Agreement Act bad
been. adopted In the preceding year, 1934, it is clear that the need for handling
textile import matters parallel to and separate from general trade negotiations
is well established as a key facet of U.S. trade policy.

A few years later, with the outbreak of World War II, the textile import
problem disappeared. Indeed, for a number of years after the conclusion of
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that war, the United States had the only major intact textile industry operative
in the world. But by the mid-1950's U.S. textile Imports again became a significant
threat to the- continued health of the domestic industry. Cotton textiles were
still the major product of the textile industry and Japan again the major sup-
plier of imports. In 1958 President Eisenhower directed that negotiations be
undertaken with Japan, and after some six months of intensive discussions,
Japan announced a five-year program of export restraints effective January 1,
1957.

However, other uncontrolled low-cost, low wage countries, particularly Hong
Xong, rapidly became Important exporters of cotton textiles to the United
States. At the end of the 1950's an unsuccessful effort was made to have Hong
Kong undertake a voluntary restraint program.

As the 1960's opened, wool textile imports were rising rapidly and man-
made fiber textiles were becoming a significant factor In both domestic and
foreign trade. With this situation in mind, but not limited thereto, the contracting
Parties to the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) meeting in
Tokyo in 1960, agreed to the following definition of market disruption by
Imports:

"These situations (market disruptions) generally contain the following ele-
ments in combination:

"(i) a sharp and substantial Increase or potential increase of imports of
particular products from particular sources;

1' (ti) these products are offered at prices which are substantially below those
prevailing for similar goods of comparable quality in the market of the Im-
porting country : .%

"(iII) there is serious damage to domestic producers or threat thereof I
"(iv) the price differentials referred to in paragraph (ii) above do not arise

from governmental intervention in the fixing or formation of prices or from
lumping practices.

"In some situations other elements are also present and the enumeration
above is not, therefore, intended as an exhaustive definition of market disrup-
tion."

Textile industry witnesses appeared before the platform committees of both
major parties in 1960 and during that campaign both presidential candidates--
then Vice Presilent Richard M. Nixon and Senator John F. Kennedy-addressed
themselves to the textile import problem.

On October 3, 1960, Vice President Nixon, after endorsing the overall national
reciprocal trade policy, stated:

"But I emphatically do not believe that this national trade policy means
marking certain industries, such as the textile and garment industries, as ex-
pendable. It doesn't make sense to me to require one or a few industries to bear
the whole burden that foreign policy decisions may require. Nor does it make
sense to me that an industry like cotton textiles bear an inequitable burden as a
result of efforts to adjust wartime agricultural policies to peacetime needs.

"To the end of assisting the textile and garment Industries and their workers
to meet the problems ahead, I am determined to explore every constructive line
of action."

On August 31, 19M0. Senator Kennedy made public a letter to then Governor
Ernest F. Hollings of South Carolina. In that letter Senator Kenned.v said:

"I agree . . . that sweeping changes In our foreign trade policies are not
necessary. Nevertheless. we must recognize that the Textile and Apparel In-
dustries are of international scope and are peculiarly susceptible to competitive
Pressure from imports. Clearly the problems of the Industry will not disappear
by neglect nor can we wait for a large scale unemplovment and shutdown of
the Industry to inspire us to action. A comprehensive industry-wide remedy Is
necessary "

On May 2. 1961. a few months after his inauguration. President Kennedy an-
nounced at the White House a seven-point program of assistance to the U.S.
textile Industry. The sixth point read as follows:

"T have directed the Department of State to arrange for calling an early
conference of the principal textile exporting and Imnorting countries. This
conference will seek nn international understanding which will provide a basis for
trAde that will avoid undue disruption of established industries."

That conferencep mt ot Genera in J-l," W1 and negotiated the Short Term
Arrangement for Cotton Textile Trade (STA) to cover the period October 1, 1961-
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September 30, 1982, durIng wbhch period a five-year arrangement (LA), based
on the principle of market disruption as set forth in the GATT definition quoted
earlier, was to be agreed upon. Renewed in 1967 during the Johnson Administra-
tion and in 1970 during the Nixon Administration, the LTA was succeeded on
January 1, 1974, by a new multifiber GATT arrangement covering trade in textile
products man-made fiber, wool, cotton, and the blends thereof.

By 1973 there were 82 governments signatory to the LTA and some 50 govern-
ments participated in the negotiation of the new multiuiber arrangement under
the aegis of GATT. During the Kennedy and Johnson administrations and the
first Nixon Administration, there were various unsuccessful Government Ini-
tiatives to extend coverage of the LTA beyond cotton products as the import
penetration in wool textiles approached 30% and man-made fiber products became
the dominant product of the American Industry. During the 12 years of the GATT
cotton textile arrangements presidents and presidential candidates spoke to the
issue.

In the 1964 presidential campaign, on October 26, President Johnson stated
"When this administration took office it recognized the importance of thie

textile industry and the special nature of its problems. It was determined to find
answers."We worked hand in hand-with Congress to develop a Seven Point Program
for Textiles. This program would not have been possible without the far-sighted
leadership of Carl Vinson. He served as the Congressional spokesman on textile
matters and worked closely with the Administration.

"The result Is a classic example of the benefits of constructive cooperation
between government and business. - .

"A number of bilateral and multilateral trade arrangements have been nego-
tiated and implemented to bring about more orderly world trade in cotton textile
products .... Even in the difficult area of wool products, . . . we have taken
significant steps to stem the tide of certain imports which have entered this
country through unintended loopholes in our tariff laws.

"We intend to keep cotton textile imports from disrupting the market.
"Wool product imports must be kept at reasonable levels, for it is essential

that the wool textile industry be restored to good health."
Senator Goldwater on October 14, 1964, telegraphed Senator Strom Thurmond

of South Carolina, a member of the Senate special textile subcommittee:
"I also want you and all the people concerned with the domestic Industry to

know that my administration will be willing to look with you towards a per-
manent solution to the problems posed to all in the domestic textile industry as a
result of legislation that has unduly favored foreign production."

By 1968 textile imports had experienced very substantial growth and the
presidential candidates addressed themselves to the problem. On October 7, 1968,
Governor George Wallace spoke to the National Press Club in Washington. On
that occasion he said:

"We believe strongly in the free enterprise system for America and In encour-
aging free trade between this and other nations. However, should the increasing
in-flow of imports from low-wage nations endanger employment or marketing by-
American industry, we will approve reasonable quantative limits on such imports.
We feel that our home industry, is entitled to a fair share of the present market
and of future growth. We would seek negotiations in this area before requesting
legislation."

On October 2, 1968, Senator Hubert Humphrey spoke in Charlotte, North Caro-
lina, saying:

"When I am your President, I pledge to use all the resources of our Govern.
ment to achieve orderly international trade in textiles and apparel and to see to it
that our markets are protected and that our exports are expanded."

On August 21, 1968, the Republican presidential candidate, Richard Nixon,
sent a telegram to every Republican member of Congress who had sponsored im-
port control legislation. The telegram Included the following pledge:

"The Johnson-Humphrey Administration has failed to carry out the Program
initiated by President Kennedy and reaffirmed less than four years ago. At the
same time, it has permitted iuch of the rest of the world to establish or maintain
barriers to the products of our industry while we have provided foreign textile
producing nations virtually unlimited access to our markets.

"As President, my policy will be to rectify this unfair development and to as-
sure prompt action to effectively administer the existing Long-Term Interna.
tional Cotton Textile Arrangement
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"Also, I will promptly take the steps necessary to extend the concept of inter-
national trade agreements to all other textile articles involving wool, man-made-
fibers and blends."

During President Nixon's first term bilateral agreements were negbtlated with
Japan, Taiwan, Hong Kong, and South Korea covering imports of products manu.
factured from man-made fiber and wool and efforts were begun to attain agree.
ment in GAT on a general multifiber textile arrangement to follow the cotton
LTA scheduled to expire in 1973, On March 22, 1972, President Nixon sent the
following message to the annual convention of the American Textile Manu-
facturers Institute:

"As you know, our last four Presidents have recognized the special importance
of safeguarding the Jobs of textile and apparel workers. Therefore, I was de-
lighted that it was this Administration which, for the first time, secured com.
prehensive agreements covering all textile fibers from principal foreign sup-
pliers to limit their exports to the United States."Concluding these agreements took hard work and great patience, and Am.
bassador David Kennedy is endeavoring at this moment to build on the progress
of the past. He is laying the groundwork for negotiations with other countries,
looking toward a multi-lateral, all-fibers agreement. This multi-national effort
is only one part of my Administration's plan to strengthen our economy for the
benefit of all Americans, a commitment" which I know each of you share."

When the first GATT textile agreement was negotiated in Geneva in 1961, on the
initiative of President Kennedy, and covering cotton textile trade, U.S. imports
of cotton products amounted to 5.2% of U.S. domestic consumption.jI 1973.
when the new GATT textile agreement covering products of man-made fiber and
wool as well as cotton was negotiated, imports bore the following relationships to
domestic consumption of similar fiber products: man-made fiber 10.3%; wool
25.5% ; and cotton 14.3%.

The record clearly shows that over the past sixteen years both political parties
in the United States as well as the governments of both developed and developing
nations have treated textile quotas as a special problem to be handled apart from
general trade matters. Thus the GATT cotton textile trade agreement was origi-
nally negotiated in 1961, two years prior to the beginning of general tariff
negotiations in GATT's Kennedy Round.

The United States has the world's largest textile industry. That industry
is more closely tied to the agricultural economy than is any other major manu-
facturing activity. Cotton and wool are produced in many of our states, as well as
in a large number of overseas countries at all stages of development. The U.S.
textile Industry normally consumes two.thirds of our cotton crop and virtually
all of our wool clip, plus a similar quantity of imported raw wool.

The employment potential of this industry is of increasing importance within
the United States itself. The textile-apparel complex is our largest employer
of factory labor today, providing one in every eight jobs.

The American labor force is growing rapidly and new Jobs must be continu-
ally created in our country. This industry continues to serve as a threshold
occupation for unskilled workers entering the labor force for the first time.
Black employment grew in textiles four times more rapidly than in all T.S.
manufacturing during the past decade, and the textile labor force is now 17%
black as compared with 11% for manufacturing as a whole.

The industry is fulfilling a critical role in our underdeveloped regions such
as Appalachia, where there are a million .textile-apparel jobs in the region and
Its periphery.
. Employment of females in textiles is far greater than in manufacturing gen-
erally, and because of family responsibilities many of these workers cannot
move. despite pronouncements to the contrary by male advocates of adjustment
assistance. Women constitute 45% of our textile mill labor force and 80% of
all apparel workers. The all-manufacturing average is only 27%.

The textile Industry remains a key industry in mobilization planning, and
must be in place in this country prior to any emergency that would interdict
overseas supplies. The Quartermaster General of the Army has stated that
textiles were second only to steel in strategic importance during World War IT.

Why is the textile industry so much mixed up in world trade and develop-
ment problems? Among the answers are these:

(1) Its products are traded at every major stage of production from yarn
to 9 nnn rel.

(2) Its raw materials are produced and traded worldwide.
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(3) Its products are used by every person alive.
(4) Its production techniques vary from a simple hadidloom operation in

India to the most sophisticated computer-controlled operation in a highly
automated American mill

(5) Employment in textile and apparel manufacturing being of major im-
portance in both developed and developing areas, it has great social and political
significance.

The GATT Multiflber Arrangement -MFA) came Into force January 1, 1974,
for a period of four years and covers textile products containing cotton, wool,
or man-made fiber. Article 8 of the MFA authorized unilateral imposition of
quantitative import restraints to deal with market disruption. Article 4 author-
izes negotiation of bilateral agreements for the same purpose.

All signatory governments, now some 50 in number, comprise the GATT Tex-
tiles Committee. Eight of these governments, elected annually, sit on the Tex-
tiles Surveillance Body (TSB), which is in virtually continuous session at
Geneva monitoring the functioning of the VFA. The current members of the
TSB are: the United States, the European Community, Japan, Korea, Mexico,
Egypt, Finland, and Austria. There is a neutral chairman-presently Ambassa-
dor Paul Wurth of the Swiss diplomatic service.
. The United States has bilaterals in force with Colombia, Egypt, Haiti, Hong

Kong, India, Japan, Macao, Malaysia, Mexico, Pakistan, the Philippines, Portu-
gal, Romania, Singapore, South Korea, Taiwan and Thailand. Seven bilaterals
have been dropped in favor of a safeguard clause: Greece Jamaica, Malta,
Nicaragua, -Peru, Spain, and Yugoslavia.

In June 1975, negotiations were begun at Brasilia, looking toward a multi-
fiber bilateral agreement with Brazil, and those negotiations are to resume in
Washington on March 8. Apart from Brazil, the remaining uncontrolled low-
wage supplier of textiles to the United States is the People's Republic of China.
No negotiations have yet been undertaken with that country, despite the fact
tha imports are rising very rapidly.

In calendar year 1974 the United States imported 85 million equivalent square
yards of textiles (cotton, wool, and man-made) from the People's Republic of
China. In 1975 imports totaled 140 million yards, with 85 million imported in the
fourth quarter.

Both Houses of the Congress have recently expressed themselves on current
textile trade issues.

On November 11, 1975, the Special Senate Commerce Subcommittee on the
Textile Industry wrote the President as follows:

"At the moment the Industry Is recovernig from a deep recession, but a flood
of Imports from low-cost countries would reverse this favorable trend.

"We believe, therefore, that it is in the national interest to maintain a healthy
textile-apparel-fiber complex in this country. Experience over the years has
shown that this requires an effective system of quantitative import restraints
functioning within the context of our present tariff rate structure.

Specifically, we urge:
(1) That the United States exercise its rights under the GATT Multifiber

Arrangement more stringently to control textile/apparel imports. with urgent
attention to the need to reduce excessive and unused quotas already negotiated.

(2) That the United States promptly bring under control imports from the
People's Republic of China, which constitutes the ma.or remaining uncontrolled
low-cost producer. Last year 84 million square yards of cloth came in from
China, even without most-favored-nation tariff treatment. While imports have
fallen in 1975 as business has declined, large orders are now being placed in
China for 1976 deliver.v.

(3) That the Multilateral Trade Negotiations now underway at Geneva should
be conducted on a sector basis so far as textiles and apparel are concerned.

During the Kennedy Round. when only cotton textile trade was subject to
GATT-approved volume controls, the sector approach was used. With the GATT
Multifiber Arrangement now covering textile products of wool, man-made fibers,'
and blends as well as cotton, the sector approach is essential.

(4) That present textile/aprarel tariff rates should not be reduced. They are
needed to moderate market-disruptive import pricing. The present rates are
certainly not excessive for it was under them that the import problem became
so neute as to make necessary negotiation of the Multifiber Arrangement at
GATT."
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On November 20, 1975, a total of 182 members of the Informal House Textile
Committee wrote the President, as follows:

"Developments in the international trade arena could create grave problems
for the textile/apparel/fiber industry, and we want to alert you to our concerns
thereabout.'1. We support the GATT Multifier Arrangement (MFA) as a stabilizing In-
fluence providing the domestic textile and apparel industry with some confidence
that imports will -not be disruptive of the domestic market. We look forward
to its extension beyond '1977.

"2. The MFA contains provisions whereby the United States and other Im-
porting countries may unilaterally restrain imports which disrupt their markets.
But its implementation by the U.S. government can and should be improved. For
instance, in spite of approval of the MFA in 1974, import ceilings have in some
cases been substantially increased; goods embargoed as a result of quotas being
filled have -been permitted entry; specific ceilings have been dropped and large
basket groupings created, making some agreements virtually unenforceable by
the U.S. We urge that such weaknesses in the present Multifiber Arrangement
and in its implementation be corrected and that the U.S. enforce its rights more
effectively.

"3. There should be no tariff cuts oi textile and apparel products in the up-
coming Multilateral Trade Negotiations. American consumers do not need addi-
tional tariff cuts to assure adequate imports at reasonable prices, but further
cuts could seriously jeopardize the future of the domestic industry.

"4. There has been no decision to date to treat textiles and apparel on a
sectoral basis in the Multilateral Trade Negotiations. We feel -that textiles and
apparel must be considered within a sector limited to these products. To do other-
wise will make this important sector vulnerable to tariff cuts or other concessions.

"We believe that affirmative action on each of these points is essential If more
jobs are not to be lost to imports and if the industry is to remain viable as a
major contributor to the national security and the economic and social well-
being of our country. -We respectfully request that the Administration give
careful attention to our recommendations."

ATMI is happy to associate itself with these sentiments.

APCAC,
THE ASIA-PAcIFc COUNCIL OF AMERICAN CHAMBERS OF COMMERCE,

TokyO, Japan, February 13, 1976.
M1r. MICHAEL STERN,
Staff Director, Senate Committee on Finance, Dirk8en Senate Offioe Building,

Washington, D.C.
DEAR MR. ST=N: With regard to the hearings being conducted by the Senate

Finance Committee on U.S. foreign trade policy and administration of the Trade
Act of 1974, APCAC would like to advice of the position we have taken with
respect to U.S. foreign economic policy and call your attention to the statement
contained in our brochure on the organization of the U.S. Government, which
is reproduced below:

The Asia-Pacific Council of American Chambers of Commerce (APCAC) waf
formed in 1968 to present the views and opinions of American businessmen
in the Asia-Pacific region to the U.S. Government, the Legislative Branch (Senate
and House of Representatives), the Executive Branch (White House and De-
partments of Commerce, State and Treasury), U.S. domestic business-large and
small-labor unions and the American people.

From the outset APCAC emphasized the need for a new U.S. Government/
business diplomacy for the Asia-Pacific region. APCAC gave affect to these
views in its white paper, "A New Economic Diplomacy for the 1970's," pub-
lished in 1970 and read into the U.S. Congressional Record on August 19, 1970.
Among its main points were:

The greatest shortcoming of U.S. policy was that America had no coordi-
nated foreign economic policy program.

The United States urgently needed to re-orient its policies in Asla-Pac',fic
away from military and political priorities in order to provide equal stature
for its overall economic interests.

The great need for 'the 1970's must be the adoption of a well defined
"Economic Policy" by the U.S. Government as the keystone of its fortign
policy; only through close cooperation between the U.S. Government and
American businessmen can "Economic Diplomacy" work.
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Subsequently, APOAC applauded the President of the United States' call for-
a new "Economic Diplomacy" and the establishment on January 19, 1971 of"
the Council on International Economic Policy (CIEP) to coordinate all U.S. Gov-
ernment departments and agencies for Increased cooperation with private.
enterprise.

These developments led to public pronouncements by the various departments.
of the U.S. Government, primarily Commerde and State, to provide greater
support to U.S. export development, U.S. investment abroad and to overseas
American business. Unfortunately, any support was limited by initial policies.
and, subsequently, ineffective.

In 1974, APOAC strongly recommended the early establishment of a new
cabinet-level Department of International Economic Planning and Operations
(DIEPO) with authority for all government-sector planning, administration and
coordination of U.S. international trade and investment to Implement the ac-
cepted policy of "Economic Diplomacy". APCAC further recommended that
portions of existing U.S. Government departments and agencies involved with
U.S. international trade and investment be transferred to DIEPO.

Given the critical atmosphere surrounding economic relations between all
nations, and particularly those in Asia-Pacific, APCAC views with alarm the
procrastination regarding the implementation of "Economic Diplomacy" in the
United States. Under' present circumstances, long-term, international economic-
policy is formulated and implemented by the Departments of State, Commerce,
Agriculture, Labor, Justice, Treasury and others, without any apparent coordina--
tion-a system which has proved inadequate.

In November 1975, and still deeply concerned by the lack of a coordinated.
U.S. international economic policy, APCAC announced a program to take its.
plea for the creation of a new cabinet-level Department of International Economic
Planning and Operations (DIEPO) to Congressional- leaders for action. This.
department would coordinate all functions of government necessary to provide
the United States with an integrated international economic policy.

Pending such congressional action, APCAC urges the President to appoint
Immediately a senior international business executive to cabinet rank to ad--
minister the existing Council on International Economic Policy (CIEP), sup-
ported by an advisory group of experienced international businessmen.

We trust you will find this brief statement on how American businessmen re--
siding overseas view the organization of the U.S. Government of value. It would
be appreciated If you could make tUese views known to Chairman Long and his:
committee.

Thank you very much.
Sincerely yours,

EDWIN W. BEEBY,
Chairman.

STATEMENT OF THE LEAD-ZINC COMMITTEE

The Lead-Zinc Producers Committee is pleased to have the opportunity to.
submit our views on certain aspects of the multilateral trade negotiations-
(MTN). The following companies are members of the Lead-Zinc Producers-
Committee:

AMEX Inc.
ASARCO Inc.
The Anaconda Co.
The Bunker Hill Co. (a subsidiary of Gulf Resources and Chemical Corp.).
National Zinc Co. (a subsidiary of Engelhard Minerals and Chemicals-

Corp.).
The New Jersey Zinc Co. (a subsidiary of Gulf and Western Industries,

Inc.).
St. Joe Minerals Corp.

While we are interested in the broader development of U.S. international-
economic policy, and in particular in issues concerning international commodity
policy, this statement will be confined to a selection of multilateral trade nego-
tiation (MTN) and trade law implementation questions raised in the Finance
Committee's announcement of these hearings.

On May 29 of last year, we set forth our views on goals and objectives In the.
MTN in a statement filed with the Special Trade Representative. Background
information on the U.S. lead and zinc industry is provided in our April 16, 1975,
testimony on the trade negotiations presented to the International Trade Com-

67-937-76-----26
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mission. A brief summary of some salient statistics bringing the U.S. primary
lead and zinc situation up to date to attached to this statement as Attachment A.,

As can be seen-from Attachment A, 1976 was a poor year for the zinc
industry, as it was for many industries. While U.S. producer efforts to restore
shrunken domestic zinc refinery capacity continued, notwithstanding the shut-
down of still another zinc metal-producing facility at Amarillo, Texas, the pros-
p*cts are clouded. With the loss of over 50% of primary domestic zinc smelting
and refining capacity since 1968, the U.S. In 1975 appears to have imported more
than 40 percent of the refined zinc It consumed. This state of affairs is costly to
the Nation, and can be changed only by restoration of the domestic zinc refining
industry.

The long-run success of U.S. zinc Industry efforts to rebuild, efforts Involving
modernization and expansion of existing facilities and construction of new
facilities, will be much affected by the outcome of the trade negotiations.

The near-term outlook for the domestic zinc Industry will be determined in
large measure by the development of the import situation and potentially by the
implementation of the import relief provisions of the Trade Act of 1974, one of
the key questions to be addressed at the present hearings.

The primary lead industry in the United States is also faced with substantial
problems, although the competitive position of this industry is somewhat stronger
t han that of the zinc Industry. Nevertheless, such facts as the persistent presence
or threat of diunping by foreign competitors, the uncertainty of litigation In the
federal courts affecting the important gasoline antiknock compound market In the
'.S.. and the general development of lead refining capacity worldwide strongly

suggest that the U.S. primary lead industry too will be vitally affected by the
perfonnance of U.S. trade negotiators and by the Implementation of U.S. trade
laws. In short, we feel these hearings are a most timely and appropriate exer-
cise of Congressional responsibility.

Because of our very great current interest in the effective functioning and
forceful implementation of the 1974 Trade Act's provisions for relief from unfair
and excessive Import competition, we would like to focus on these issues first,
(oulmenting on the TffN later in our statement. We were most gratified to see
thi Implementation question specifically listed on the Committee's announcement
of these hearings.

I-IMPLEMENTATIOX OF THE TRADE ACT: IMPORT RELrEF PROVISIONS

As is well known, the lead Industry has been the victim of dumping activities
In the U.S. market. In 1974. the International Trade Commission (then the TariffCommis,ion) determined that dumping of lead from Australia and Canada was
causing or threatening injury to the domestic Industry. Dumping findings In both
c ses are now outstanding. In mid 1972, the Commission unanimously found
that the U.S. Industry had suffered Injury from Japanese producers' dumping

i of cadmium (a zinc byproduct).
Now, the domestic zinc Industry face.q a serious import situation. Notwith-

standing a substantial curtailment of domestic production during 197r, the
virtual cessation of GSA zinc sales and some falling off of Imports, by mid yo'ar,
IT.S. producer stocks of zinc built up to the highest levels of recent years. TAter
In the year. as these stocks were gradually beginning to be reduced In a poor but
slowly recovering market, slab zinc imports mrged to over 160,000 tons In the
lost quarter of the year. That level of import- represented 65 percent of total
1I.S. consumption' in the quarter, 145 percent of domestic primary slab produc-
tion, and 155 percent of primary producer shipments. At a time when U.S. produc-
tion was curtailed because of a weakened domestic market, thew :mports were
particularly significant. And this may not simply be a three-month phenomenon.

Over the years since 1968. we have seen substantial import penetration of the
domestic market for slab zinc, from 3% of consumption In 1968 to more than
40% In 1975. In too many cases, these imports are not the product of steady
suppliers. Rather, they arrive In the U.S. when foreign producers, concluding that
they have built up excessive stocks, seek to unload them outside their home
markets. perhaps hoping to take advantage of U.S. conditions which they perceive
tn he somewhat better. A quick surge of trade, some of which may occur at
LTFV prices, and they leave the U.S. market. But the damage is done. And when

Consumptnn estimate based on U.S. Mireai of Mines flgre for October, estimate for
November, with December treated as average of October/November.
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this is repeated, as it has been over time, it undermines the basic strength of
the domestic industry. As a result, we are today vitally interested in the imple-
jnentation of U.S. foreign trade laws.

Of particular interest to us has been the effectiveness of Section 201 of the
Trade Act of 1974, the so-called escape clause. Quite frankly, we were concerned
about the inability of several petitioners to obtain relief, even after the clear
Congressional decision to modify the unduly restrictive escape clause provisions
of the TEA of 1962. We were, therefore, pleased to see that the International
Trade Commission provided relief in its recent decision on speciality steel, thus
signaling its willingness to enforce the newly revised escape clause provisions.

A not unexpected result of that ITO action was the rapid development over-
seas of cries of "protectionism" and a buildup of pressures to- negate the Com-

ission's recommendations. It is not "protectionism" to provide temporary relief
from excessive import competition which Is threatening serious Injury to domes-
tic industry. All governments engage in these practices (frequently without re-
sort to the kind of public hearings provided for in the Trade Act) and they are
clearly provided for under long accepted GATT rules. We hope that in the future
the Commission will resist any temptation or pressure to balance its output of
opinions so as to avoid such criticisms.

As the new Trade Act escape clause is interpreted on a case-by-case basis, and
the requirements for success become more clear, It would not be surprising to see
increasing numbers of domestic industries provided relief. This would not neces-

varhly mean that the International Trade Commission, or the President who has
the next responsibility, has become protectionist. It would more likely mean
that the elements of a successful escape clause case were clear and widely under-
ftood. A natural result would be that only qualifying industries with strong
vases were filing actions. We hope the ITC will not adopt a l-efensive posture
about making affirmative findings. By the same token, we would hope that the
President will not be ui:jy concerned about the foreign reaction to his own
I mplementation decisions. it the facts merit action in more than a few cases, so
be it.
Cowitervailing Dt11 Provisions

Recent determinations at the Treasury Department have also raised questions
about the effectiveness and the interpretation of the countervailing duty statute
(Section 33, Trade Act of 1974). We wish to note here our special concern about
the negative findings in countervailing duty determinations concerning regional
aids programs affecting the float glass industries in Belgium and Germany. (De-
cember 24. 1973, 41 Fed. Reg. 1299-1300-see Attachment B) These cases appear
to raise questions which we feel deserve the Closest scrutiny by your Committee.
Frankly, we are disturbed at the apparent reasoning reflected in the published
de(lsIonm. (Attachment B) A number of elements were noted in apparent support
of the negative determination in these cases. But the fact, for example, that the
foreign governments concerned financed Incentive programs designed to offset the
economic disadvantages of locating facilities in depressed areas seems irrelevant
to the Issue of whether the government program constituted a subsidy for pur-
poses of the countervailing duty statute. To the extent the government removes
this alleged disadvantage, it provides funds not otherwise available. Further-
more, even the factual bases for the decisions seem questionable. We wonder, for
example, how Treasury knows the dollar value of the claimed regional disad-
vantage. What data were available? How could the relative disadvantages of
locating in one or another region of Belgium be assessed by the Treasury? How
were they? Would the plan have been built anywhere else without the subsidy?

These countervailing duty cases also rest their denial or relief on the rela.
tively small subsidy per-unit of output. But over what period? How was the
amortization period calculated and was the real impact of the initial subsidy
taken into account? Once the plant is built with government assistance, what
pressures exist to maintain production regardless of market conditions? These
questions are not clarified in the published Treasury ruling. Perhaps a more
detailed statement would answer them satisfactorily. On the few facts presented,
however, the denial of relief In these cases raises serious questions about the
Treasury interpretation of the countervailing duty law. These items should be
of serious concern to the Congress and to the Senate Finance Oommittee In par-
ficular, which in 1974 demonstrated its interest in sound enforcement of this
Act. For our p1wrt, we know that regional aids programs reach well beyond float
glass production.
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Timelnes of Relief
Another Important issue, much discussed in earlier hearings, Is the timeliness.

of relief. Every effort should be made to expedite the processing of complaints,
both at the ITO and, in antidumping and/or countervailing duty eases, at the-
Treasury. While statutory time limits have been set, a fine and perhaps long over-
due step forward, one could hope for a time when decisions are made In advance
of the final due date. In dumping cases, a full year for investigations and deci-
sions seems too long for dealing with the usually immediate and disruptive mar-
ket effects of this Predatory pricing practice. The Finance Committee should
consider the possibilities for improving" the timeliness of these decisions. If in-
creasing personnel available and/or adoption of new internal agency procedures
would help, these options should be considered.

In essence, as we review the escape clause, antidumping and countervailing
duty provisions as possible avenues of relief from some of the severe problems
impacting the domestic zinc industry, we want only the reasonable assurance
that the process will be swift, and that its decision ,makers will respond on the-merits.

m -- HE MTN: CRUCIAL NoN-TAarIr ELEMENTS

Lead and zinc are world-traded commodities, with new production facilities at
both the mine and smelter stages under development In many countries. At pres-
ent, however, the major countries and entities involved in the lead-zinc trade
situation are the U.S., the European countries, and Japan, as leading producers
and consumers of refined metal, with Canada and Australia having major posi-
tions as producers of ores, concentrate and metal. The U.S. and the European
countries are also very large producers of ores. A return to worldwide industrial
expansion will accelerate development of major new projects in a number of coun-
tries from Ireland to South Africa.

Peru, Mexico, Morocco, Zaire and Zambia are substantial developing-country
producers of lead and/or zinc, at ore, concentrate and in some cases refined metal
stages. Over the long term, developing countries are likely to play an expanding
role in the supply of these metals.

In our view, the most important components of the MTN will involve non-
tariff measures which affect international trade and competition. While tariffs
have an impact on the United States lead and zinc industries and are particularly
important during periods of weak domestic and world markets and in connection
with dumping problems, they do not carry the force they once did. Thus, U.S.
zinc tariffs were set in 1930 at a specific rate then equivalent to more than 35%
ad valorem. Today, with intervening inflation and some negotiated reductions, the
ad valorem equivalents are 2% for zinc and 6% for lead.

With the overall impact of tariffs declining, many countries have developed
programs Involving other forms of assistance which have helped their own lead
and zinc industries expand production for both domestic and overseas markets. In
some countries, and this is a rising trend, direct government ownership or par-
ticipation in lead and/or zine projects has become important,

Another difficult non-tarn'! problem in the MTN is that involving access to all
industrial raw materials. For many reasons, a number of countries--or com-
ponent entities thereof-have made it increasingly difficult or even impossible to
export raw materials. The desire to export finished products of all materials and
continually to upgrade domestic processing operations is strong throughout the
world. But the U.S. also has a large domestic processing industry, and freer ac-
cess to the vital U.S. market-perhaps the single largest prize In the trade nego-
tiations-must not- be given without solid assurance of equal competitive condi-
tions and opportunities for U.S. industry and labor, including access to raw
materials. Actual or threatened denial of reasonable access to needed raw ma-
terialN must compel the United States to re-think Its national policy of open
market access for products of all types, a policy premised on equality of com-
petitive opportunity.

Continuance of subsidy, incentive and other programs putting foreign gov-
ernment resources into basic industry construction are not compatible with the
notions of international fair trade and competition under which U.S. industries,
which do not receive such assistance, operate. The issue here is not the validity
of the social goals of these programs, but their net Impact on world production
and trade, an impact which is continuously felt in the home and foreign markets
of U.S. producers. The U.S. zinc industry has had first-hand experience with these
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problems, and the present condition of the industry is unfortunate testament to
their Impact.

In today's trading environment, the effects of these foreign subsidy programs
.are not always seen In direct trade developments, but may appears as harder-
to-track trade diversions. For example, Country X loses a market in Country Y
because Country Y has subsidized a new plant meeting part of its domestic needs.
Country Y does not export. Country X, acting without subsidy or incentive, ships
its now marketless material to a new market. Too often, the "new market" turns
out to be the U.S., putting added pressure on U.S. domestic production and em-
ployment. If we are to carry out one of the principal mandates of the Trade Act
of 1974 "to harmonize, reduce and eliminate barriers to trade on a basis which
.assures substantially equivalent competitive opportunities for the commerce of
the U.S.", a comprehensive look at Issues raised in this type of situation is
required.

The Lead-Zinc Producers Committee has commented on similar issues in a
statement submitted to Ambassador Dent's office on the issue of countervailing
duties, subsidies and incentives. We believe these to be still valid questions, and
had i-6p -tley-would be negotiated in the MTN. We are quite concerned that
the Treasury determinations discussed earlier may weaken the U.S. cases in such
talks, but hope that Ambassador Dent will press ahead in this field notwithstand-
ing these recent Treasury rulings.

nI-THE SECTOR APPROACH

We feel that the comprehensive approach which we see as essential to the sue-
-cess of this round of multilateral trade negotiations can best be achieved through
.sector discussions. Problems affecting the development of trade and production
In the nonferrous industries are related. In many cases, we have little doubt that
they are different from the problems confronting other domestic industries, and/
or agriculture.-We believe-the negotiators will gain a better understanding of all
aspects of our situation on a worldwide basis if they deal with issues affecting
our industry at one table rather than piecemeal In a series of separate negotiat-
Ing groups. In some cases, a negotiation on subsidies and countervailing duties
,aimed at Improving access to foreign markets for U.S. exports may well be Irrele-
vant to a U.S. industry with few exports where subsidies and Incentives tend to
expand foreign production and increase import pressures on the U.S. market.
Labor Intensity, local availability of natural resources, capital Intensity and a
host of other factors differ markedly from one industry to the next. Thus, a result
good in one case may be neutral or even harmful in another. We do not see why
the negotiations must or should be conducted together, or treated alike. These
differences should be recognized In the negotiations, and we feel this Is most' likely
to occur in a sector-oriented negotiation.

It Is argued that other major countries do not support the Idea of sector nego-
tiations. Perhaps the vigor of their opposition suggests Its merit from the U.S.
point of view. We believe that the preponderance of subsidies, Incentives and non-
tariff protective measures lies abroad. We believe the world trade figures show
this, and that these negotiations should be aimed at rectifying this situation.

-Others may well feel they have too much at risk in such a context, but that Is no
reason for the United States to back away. Regardless of whether all or part of
the talks are sector based, and regardless of the final definition of Individual sec-
tors, opening negotiations on a sector basis appears to us to be more likely, to be

-productive than continuation of negotiations on a general cross-cutting subject
basis.

The TUN's International Lead-Zinc Study Group has produced much information
on production, trade and consumption of these metals. A detailed examination by
that body of all forms of governmental assistance to the industry is now in
progress. That-study, formally launched at the Group's last meeting in November,
could begin to show some useful results in the near future. We hope that these
will be available, and of good enough quality, In time for use iq, the MTN sched-

,ule for 1976 which focuses so heavily on data gathering and analysis.
Work is needed on the definition of a sector, and on the purpose of the sector

approach. Thus far there has been much discussion about the "sectors" question-
even to the extent of setting up a working group on !"sectors"-.but virtually no
negotiations about particular industrial sectors. We are advised that among
Geneva negotiators, sectors are understood to be appropriate when a consensus
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exists that greater trade liberalization is possible. We question whether this is
the Congressional understanding of sectors. For our part, the question is not
so much one of degrees of trade "liberalization" as it is of attempting to restore
essentially fair conditions of international competition in a period of rising*
governmental assistance, intervention, participation and even ownership. We do
not argue for the adoption by the U.S. Government of incentive programs equal
to those available overseas, but rather for some methods of reducing the impact of
unfair competition which so often has its roots in foreign governmental programs.
The motivations of these programs, or even their particular techniques, need not
overly concern the trade negotiators. What should be at issue for them is the
impact of such interventions on the total environment for production and trade
of these commodities. Equalization of competitive opportunities for American
commerce is a worthwhile goal for the U.S. negotiators. It would seem to make
more sense that excessive concern with the traditional but ephemeral negotia-
tors' question of who "gives" or "gets" more in a particular negotiation. Our
interest-is in the relative positions of respective national industries at the end
of the day as compared with those existing at the outset.

Obviously, we are also concerned about the risks in these negotiations. State--
ments such as that by the Secretary of Agriculture to the effect that the U.S.
must be prepared to make concessions in the industrial area in order to obtain
improved access for U.S. agricultural exports do not impress us with the desir-
ability of a non-sector approach. Indeed, they have an opposite effect. Negotia-
tions in agriculture may well represent a re-fighting of the last war-as implied
in Chairman Long and Chairman Ribicoff's recent report-but whether it is the
last or the next war, we are unable to se how America's basic lead and zinc-
industry can possibly benefit from engagement in that essentially separate agri-
cultural struggle. Perhaps the only thing more futile than re-fighting the "last
war" is paying for the privilege.

We also are inclined to question the wisdom of this strategy from the agricul-
tural point of view. If, as is frequently argued, the EEC's, CAP and export
subsidy programs fre doomed to fall of their own weight, and if world food'
demands will inevitably expand enormously in the coming decades, why should
the U.S. pay in trade concessions to Increase access for agriculture to European
and world markets? It is hard to see how foreign consumers will allow these,
governments to bar American foodstuffs. Furthermore, we have yet to see aiiy
real consideration of the concessions U.S. agriculture might make in order to
improve Its overseas marketing possibilities. We hope the Committee will pursue
these questions in its oversight hearings.

As we have tried to suggest, primary lead and zinc-mining and production i,
not the same as, say, aircraft, electronics or shoe production, much less agri-
cultural production. Our needs and objectives differ. It will be much harder to
focus on these individual needs in a grab-bag trade-off situation than in a more
intensive discussion of each industry's needs and opportunities.

It is not essential at this point to decide on precise definitions of appropriate
sectors. Canada's approach is to take a material and move vertically to define
Its appropriate sector. Another approach could be to take basic mining and'
primary manufacturing in the group of generally related materials--eg., non-
ferrous metals. Lead and zinc could be a sector for purposes of negotiation, but
we do not regard this as essential. What is important is that the sector be tailored
to cover the problems confronted by groups competing for essentially the same
world markets by essentially similar techniques and technologies.

V-INDUSTRY SECTOR ADVISORY COMMITTE

One of the Implicit goals of the Trade Act of 1974 was better coordination
of Industry-government relations during the negotiations. We are, of course, firm
believers in the Importance and usefulness of consultations to this end. At this
time, we feel that Ambassador Dent and his organization have underway a very
sound program of Industry-government consultations which should be equal to
the needs of these negotiations. The true test of such a program, of course. i-%
whether consultations are sought before declsions are taker, and whether the
decisions are, in fact, influenced by the consultations. While we are generally
confident that this so far has been the case, the real tests are -ahead. We plan
to be available for consultation here or in Geneva on an as-needed basis. The
Congress fundamentally changed the relationships between industry and govern-
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ment in this roixid of international trade negotiations, and it is incumbent upon
all participants In the process to see that the change works.

For the longer run, review and oversight not only of the MTN but of the legis-
lative prdvislons on import relief is moat desirable. There is no inherent reason
Why trade legislation should be considered only at 8 or 10-year intervals when
conditions are changing much more rapidly.

Again, we thank the Committee on Finance for receiving our views.
SETH M. BODNEB, Preedent,

Lead-Zino Producers Committee,_
1101 15th Street, NW., Wa.hington, D.C.

LEAD STATISTICS
IThousand short tonsl

1974 1975

Mine production (recoverable lead) ......................-........................ 664 1614
Imports, ore and concentrates (metal content). ..........-.......... 7................. 94
Production (reftned lead at primary refineries) ...................................... 673 17
lmrrts, refined metaL ................ ;........... 119 s90
GS disposal .......................... "...."............"......":.. ............................
Consumption (total primary and secondary) ........................................ , 59 11,230Producer stocks at plant I (monthly average, end of month) .......................... 23 90

I Preliminary report (U.S. Bureau of Mines).
'Based on 1-mo. plus December at October/November average.
C Lead Industries Association.Source: Bureau of Mines and Lead Industries Association.

ZINC STATISTICS
[In thousand short tons

1974 1975

Mine production (recoverable zinc)...-............................................. 500 '474Orelconcentrates imports (metal content) .......................................... 240 1150
Slab zinc imports ............................................................... 540 1384Slab zinc, primary production ..................................................... 556 445GSA disposais (slab zinc) ........................................................ 267 5
Consumption, slab zinc ........................................................ 1, 288 953
Producer stocks, slab zinc, monthly average end of month .......................... 24 ' 8

I Estimated by Bureau of Mines.
I Estimate based on 11-mo. and December at October/November average.
' 10-mo. average, (10.mo*. average for 1974: 23).
Source: Bureau of Mines, Bureau of Census.

[From Federal Register, Vol. 41, No. 4, JaD. 7, 1976]

(Office of the Secretary)

F OAT GLAss Pom, BE~orum

NOTICE OF FINAL COUNTERVAILING DUTY DETERMINATION

On July 3, 1975, a "Notice of Preliminary Countervailing Duty Determination'"
was published in the ] A Lw RIs mosi (40 PR 28104). The notice stated that, on
the basis of an Investigation conducted pursuant to section 159.47(c), Customs
Regulations (19 CFR 159.47(c) ), it bad been preliminarily determined that bene-
fits had been received under various regional development programs maintained
by the Belgian Government, which were of a type that could, in some circum-
stances, constitute the payment of a bounty or grant, directly or indirectly, within
the meaning of section 30 of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended (19 U.S.C. 1383)
(referred to below as the "Act"). These benefits-included Investment grants for
capital expenditures, low interest loans, employment premiums, reduced rate of
capital gains tax, exemptions from registration fees levied on increases in assets,
exemptions from real estate taxes, accelerated depreciation, exemption from local
taxes and tax exemptions for interest rate subsidies and capital grants on in-
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-Testments. At -the time, insufficient information was available to determine
-the nature and effect of the benefits.

The notice further stated that, before a finIL determination wqld ne made,
-consideration would be given to any relevant data, views, orargumtntspSj)-
mitted in writing, within 30 days of the date of the notice. The period for written
comments was extended to September 3i 1975, by notice published in the Federal
Register August 15, 1975 (40 FR 84423 4424).

Information has now bee~i received that permits a more complete analysis of
-the alleged bounties and grants. Under various regional development programs
administered by the Government of Belgium, low interest loans, investment sub-

-sidles in the form of cash grants, special accelerated depreciation rates and ex-
emption from real estate taxes have been given to producers of float glass. The
Belgian Government has advised the Treasury Department that these benefits
have the effect of offsetting disadvantages which would discourage industry-from
moving to and expanding in less prosperous regions. Inasmuch as the recipient
.glass producers sell a preponderance of their production In the European Com-
munity (not less than 85 percent), the level of exports to the United States is a
small percentage of the amount exported, and the amount of assistance proyided
by the regional incentive programs is less than 2 percent of the valu-e of float
glass produced, these benefits are not regarded as bounties or gratita within
the meaning of section 303 of the Act. All other benefits alleged-in tho petition alre
found either not to be bounties or grants or not to be applicable to the producers

-of float glass in Belgium. I , # !
Accordingly, for the reasons stated above, it Is hereby determined that no

bounty or grant is being paid or bestowed, directly or indirectly, within the
meaning of section 303 of the Act, upon the manufacture, production, or expor-
tation of float glass from Belgium.

This notice is published pursuant to section 303, Tariff Act of 1930, as amended
,(19 U.S.C. 1303).

ROLAND RAYMOND,Acting Oommtoner of Oustoms.

Approved: December 24, 1975.
DAv R. MACDONALD,

AssWant Seoretary of the Treasury.
[FR Doc.76-321 Filed 1-6-76 ;8: 45 am] ---

FLOAT GLAss FROM WEST GERMANY -

NOTICE OF FINAL COUNTEZVAILLNG DUTY DETERMINATION

On June 30, 19715, a "Notice of Preliminary Countervailing Dutyf Dctermina-
tion" was published in the Federal Register. The notice stated.,'that, on the basis
-of an investigation conducted pursuant to section 159,47(c), Customs Regulations
(19 CFR 159.47(c)), it had been preliminary determined that benefits had been
received under various West German Federal and State Government regional de-
velopment programs. These benefits, including investment grants for capital ex-
penditures, low interest loans, and speelal railway tariffs, were of a type that
cnuld, in some circumstances, constitute bounties or grants within the meaning of
the law. At the time Insufficient Information was available to determine the
nature and effect of the benefits.

The notice further stated thatbefore a final determination would be made,
consideration would be given to any relevant data, views or arguments submitted
in writing, within 80 days of the date of the notice. The period for written com-
ments was extended to September %, 1975,. by notice published in the Federal
Register August 15, 1975 (40 FR 34423-4424). 1 o.

Information has now been received that permits a more complete analysis
of the alleged bounties and grants.' Under various regional development' pro-
grams administered bv the Federal and State Governments.. low Interest loans
and Investment subsidies in the form-of cash grants and tak credits have been
given to producers of float glass. The German Government has advised the Treas-
nury Department that these benefits have the effect 'of offsetting disadvantages
which would discourage Industry from moving to and expanding 1 less prosper-

eus regions. Inasmuch as the recipient glass producers sell a preponderance of

N
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their Lroduction in the West German home market (not less than 80 percent and
up to 90%), the level of exports to the United States Is a small percentage
of the amount exported, and the amount of assistance provided by the regional
incentive programs is less than 2 percent of the value of float glass produced,
these benefits are not regarded as bounties or grants within the meaning of sec-
tion 303 of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended (19 U.S.O. 1808). All other allega-
tions alleged in the petition are found not to be applicable to the manufacturer,
producer or exporter.

Accordingly, for the reasons stated above, it is hereby determined that no
bounty or grant is being paid or bestowed, directly or indirectly, within the
meaning of section 803, Tariff Act of 1930, as amended (19 U.S.C. 1303), upon the
manufacture, production, or exportation of float glass from West Germany.

This notice Is published pursuant to section 303, Tariff Act of 1930, as amended
(19 U.S.C. 1803).

Approved: December 24, 1975.
ROLAND RAYMOND,

Acting (7ommiesioner of Oustoms.
DAVID R. MACDONALD,

Assistant SeoretarV of the Treasury.
[FR Doc.76-320 Filed 1-6-76 ;8: 45 am]I

NATIONAL AsSOCIATION OF WHEAT GRowERs,
Washington, D.C., January 29,1976.

WHEAT GROWERS CHALLENGE ADMINISTRATION POLICIES

WASHINGTON, D.C.-With a $1 million fund now being established to mount
possible court action against administration export policies, wheat growers
today urged Congress to "curb Secretary of State Kissinger's excessive and mis-
guided Use of power."

In meetings with members of the Senate Finance Committee on the eve of an
appearance by Kissinger, Jerry Rees, Executive Vice President of the National
Association of Wheat Growers, reported that "unwarranted Intervention in free
markets has cost U.S. grain growers an estimated five to seven million tons In lost
sales and driven the price of wheat below the cost of production in many areas."
Rees said losses to growers during the price decline since announcement of the
Russian grain pact are now in the range of $2 billion.

Rees reported that a Washington law firm hired several weeks ago by the
wheat growers to prepare a legal analysis of Administration's export policies
has concluded that the President did not have constitutional authority to enter
Into the Russian grain agreement. The firm also concluded that the Adminis-
tration's system of export licensing is Inconsistent with provisions of the Export
Administration Act, and that by the manner in which the 1975 moratorium on
sales was brought about may represent a violation of anti-trust laws.

Meeting last week in Billings, Montana, the Wheat Growers National Board of
Directors approved establishment of a special fund to challenge -these actions in
the courts.

"The keystone of our Government's full agricultural production policy has been
the promise of unfettered access to export markets," Rees said. "Based on this
assurance, growers have increased wheat production 25% since 1972 and
19% in the last year. Current annual production levels exceed our domestic
requirements by about %'a, and this excess production must move Into the
export parked if producers are to have the Incentive to sustain current output."

"Agricultural producers want to be assured that when they go Into debt and
produce record crops that the Government won't by-pass statutes and call on
grain companies to stop making sales," according to Rees. "They simply want
to be able to place trust In the laws passed by Congress and Government policies
and know that pledges of market access will not be broken."

Spokesmen for leading farm export commodity organizations will testify
Thursday, February 5 before the Finance Committee on the impact of Adminis-
tration export-olicies.
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Written Questions Submitted by Members of the Committee
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Department of Agriculture-Responses to Questions of the Chairman

DEPARTMENT O1 AORiCUL.TURE,
OFIcE O TIlE SECRETARY, -

Waehington, D.C., February 27, 1976.
Hon. RUSSELL B. LOGO,
U.S. Senate

DEAD SENATOR LONG: In your recent letter you requested that I submit writ-
ten answers for the record to several questions as an addition to my January
30 testimony on the foreign trade policies of the United States before the
Committee on Finance. I am pleased to submit the enclosed responses.Sincerely, RICHARD E. BELL,

Assistant Sceretary.
Enclosures.

Question 1. Which Department had primary responsibility for negotiating the
U.S.-Soviet grain deal? Why? Was that a Presidential determination?

Answer. It was the President's decision to conduct negotiations of the U.S.-
U.S.S.R. grain agreement. The negotiation was conducted under State Depart-
ment's leadership because of State's overall primacy In foreign policy matters. As
in all negotiations on agricultural commodities trade, the Agriculture Department
was consulted at each step, was an active participant In the talks with the
U.S.S.R., and played a major role in the formulation of our negotiating position.

Question 2. Do you receive sufficient information from the U.S.S.R. on the
expected size of their harvests and any shortfalls far enough In advance for
effective policy planning?

Answer. We do not receive all the information we would like from the U.S.S.R.
However, this is the case for a large number of countries which either do not
have adequate crop estimating systems or do not make their estimates public.
Under the terms of the 1973 U.S.-U.S.S.R. Agricultural Cooperation Agreement,
the United States and the Soviet Union agreed to exchange information on for-
ward estimates of production, consumption, demand and trade of major agri-
cultural commodities. The Soviets thus far have provided little actual data,
although bilateral talks are held twice each year on the current situation and
outlook for agricultural production, utilization and foreign trade in 'the two
countries. We have seen some improvement in the data we are getting from
the Soviets in other areas, and are continuing to try to obtain better infor-
mation on forward estimates through a combination of pressure and education.,

Despite Soviet resistance to complybig with this provision of the Agricultural
Cooperation Agreement, we are confident that the Information on Soviet har-
vests which we have from other sources permits effective policy planning. On
the basis of agricultural attache reports, weather data, and other pertinent in-
formation, we have been able to make reasonably accurate estimates of the
Soviet harvest.

Question 3. If we had not sold grain to Russia in 1972 and 1975 what would
have happened- (a) to the Russian people, (b) to the Soviet's relative priorities
in the defense, food production area?

Answer. The United States is a large producer and exporter of grain but it is
riot the only one. Canada, Australia, Argentina and the European Community
also export large amounts of grain and other countries export grain In smaller
quantities. In most years, including years of poor Soviet harvests such as 1972
and 1975, these other suppliers could meet most, If not all, of Soviet grain needs.

In the event of a U.S. grain embargo against the Soviet Union, there would
more likely be a large realignment of trade flows. Since other grain exporting
countries would be supplying more of Soviet needs, the rest of the grain ir-
porting world would turn to the U.S. for a relatively larger share of its import
requirements. Consequently, a U.S. grain embargo against the U.S.S.P. would
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probably cause some diversion of grain among exporting and importing nations
but, in all likelihood, at least in the short run, would not significantly affect
either the absolute level of Soviet grain imports or U.S. exports.

,We do not believe that a complete U.S. grain embargo in 1972 or 1975 would
have resulted in any significant change in Soviet economic priorities. In recent
years, the U.S.S.R. has embarked on a campaign to increase significantly the
Soviet standard of living and, in particular, to increase the supply of quality
food products such as meat. Improved performance in the agriculture sector is
a stated goal of the Soviet leadership. During the 1971-75 five-year plan, agri-
cultural investment reached record levels and it appears that this trend will
continue into the next five-year plan.

Also, as part of its program to improve the Soviet living standard, billions
of dollars' worth of grain for food and feed have been imported.

Question 4. What kind of qud pro quos do you feel we should seek from the
Russians in exchange for access to our grain supplies, if any?

Answer. In recent years we have pursued a policy of unrestricted production
and market orientation. Farm exports are a vital part of this policy since
without exports. the American farm community would not be able to operate
anywhere near its full productive capacity. If the U.S. is to use its full agri-
cultural potential and to produce most efficiently, the American farmer must be
assured of access to overseas markets for his products.

A large and valuable market for U.S. agricultural commodities is developing
In the U.S.S.R. Our farm exports to the Soviet Union and other countries create
Jobs and bring in valuable foreign exchange which make a positive contribution
to our balance-of-payments. We believe it is against our best Interests to put
restrictions on our farm exports, since these are vital to both the continued
growth and prosperity of American agricultureand the best means to abundant
and efficiently produced food supplies for the entire world. Our agricultural
trade with the U.S.S.R. stands on its economic merits and we sincerely hope
that further interference In this trade will be unnecessary in future years.

Question 5. What are your Department's plans in the sugar area? Do you
feel we should become a member of an International sugar agreement? What
kind of agreement, if any, do you feel would benefit the U.S. producers, con-
sumers and refiners?

Answer. The Department feels that there is no present need to change admin-
istration policy as stated In Presidential Proclamation No. 4334 of November 16,
1974. which establishes a seven million ton global quota with a 62.5 cents per
hundred pounds duty rate.

The Department feels that international agreements inhibit the economic
functions of the free market. We oppose the U.S. initiating or being a party
to an international sugar agreement at this time.

We do not believe quotas and other restraints which constitute the interna-
tional sugar agreements of the past would be beneficial to overall U.S. interests.

Question 5 (a). Is there a "free market" in sugar?
Answer. Most of the sugar in the world is produced under some form of

national program or control and most of the sugar is consumed where it is
produced. The balance of about 15-20 percent of the annual production is traded
on a free market.

Question 5(b). Can you describe the European sugar program and its impact
on the world market?

Answer. The BC sugar program uses a variable levy and an intervention price
mechanism to protect domestic producers. In addition, the EC buys the amount
of its import requirements, currently estimated at between 1.2 and 14 million
tons annually on a negotiated price based on the EC intervention price. This
amount corresponds to the now defunct Commonwealth Sugar Agreement. There
are Oresently many struggling factions with the EC and any world market
impact would depend on how the program is administered by Brussels.
-Questfon 6. Do you feel the Europeans Intend to make any meaningful changes

in the C.A.P.? What would you Characterize as "meaningful" for U.S. trade
interests?

Answer. Clearly the European Community intends not to make any meaning-
ful changes in its Common Agricultural Policy in the present Multilateral Trade
Negotiations. The question for the United States is whether we can nevertheless
obtain meaningful agricultural trade concessions from the EC. If we give this
effort less than top priority, other countries will continue to follow the EC lead,
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and we risk obtaining no meaningful benefits for U.S. agriculture from the
negotiations, and we risk further that we will establish th, principle that be-
cause of the so-called "special characteristics" of agrcultrre, barriers to agri-
cultural trade will be nonnegotiable in the future.

While it should be possible to negotiate a significant reduction in EC customs
duties on some agricultural products, meaningful changes in the C.A.P. implies
action by the EC on some nontariff border measures as well. Consequently, we
believe the most important action which we can realistically hope to achieve
is elimination of some export subsidy practices because failure to eliminate
them will make EC exports liable to U.S. countervailing duties.

Some other meaningful changes should- also be possible, namely, elimination
or binding of variable levies on some products, and EC participation In a code
to encourage the use of international quality standards and make procedure&
for establishing and implementing standards more open to the public comment
and Justification. Further meaningful changes in the C.AP. will be very difficult
to obtain.

Question 7. If the Europeans were willing to modify the C.A.P.'s effect oil
our grain sales In return for a modification of our policies on dairy, would that
be a reasonable trade-off from the Administration's perspective?

Answer. A modification of the C.A.P.'s effect on our grain sales in return--
for a modification of our policies on dairy products would not be a reasonable
trade-off either from the U.S. or the EC point of view.-It would not be reason-
able for the U.S. because our dairy farmers would need the further assurance
that if U.S. import barriers are removed they will not have to face competition
from subsidized exports of other countries or even unsubsidized exports of other
countries diverted in large quantities to the U.S. market because of Import
restrictions in other parts of the world. Further, the trade-off would not be-
reasonable for the European Community. since the EC's Imports of U.S. grains
are many times greater than U.S. imports of EC dairy products.

Question 8. Does the Department feel that our meat import law should be on
the negotiating table at Geneva?

Answer. The Meat Import Law was enacted when the U.S. market was rela-
tively open and attracted certain kinds of meat that could not be freely im-
ported Into other markets. This situation is even more true today than It was
prior to the enactment of the Meat Import Law In 1964. Unless some equivalence
of access can be achieved, the Department feels that no liberalization of the U.S.
law should be considered.
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Attachment.
Question 1. What Is your assessment ofpogressmade Iin the Geneva trade

negotiations in 1975?
(a) What are the "toughest issues"?
(b) Can you give us any indication of what agreements may be submitted

to the Congress in 1976; 1977?
(e) Do you feel that the European Community has ahy intention of mak-

ing significant modifications in the O.A.P.? If so, what kinds of modifications
would the U.S. deem significant for our trade?

Answer. During 1975, we made significant progress in analyzing the issues and
establishment guidelines, objectives and framework for the specific bargaining to
come.

In my testimony I reported in detail on the current status of work in the indi-
vidual negotiating groups and subgroups id Geneva;

The Trade Negotiations Committee (T&NO) met in February 1975, in tb
middle of a world-wide recession, to initiate negotiating plans and procedures for
the MTN. Ag a result, goVernments were as concerned throughout most of 1975
with staving off protectionist appeals' at home air with further liberalizing the
conditions of World trade. Few were eager to move forward' rapidly in the MbTN
until economic conditions improved Fortunately, the, world economy began to
turn around in the latter part of the year.

Also affecting the pace of the MTN Wag,' the fact that it Was only at the begin-
ning of 1975 that the United States'adopted its negotiating mandate, in the form
of the Trade Act of 1974. We then had to assemble and organize a delegation to
carry out the .U.S. negotiating effort at the MTN, T1ho U.S; delegation in;Geneva
reached full strength in the early fall.

Even more important, the formuldtion of' U.S. trado policy was being carried on
within the framework of new legislation thetrequired, among other things, exteh-
sive consultations with the private sector and the Congress. Activatingthis con.
sultation process and ensuring. that it fu~lctioned properly was a very large wnder-
taking, which took months of effort-by-the Departmeitb'of Commerce, Agricul-
ture, and Labor, and -my own sthff.: The proees- hK s generated a massive amount
of basic Inforthation' and advice that fust br tven" careful consideration; It was
only by the beglnhing of 1976that, enblgh'advide had'been awimilated Sof-that a
series of United, Stktbb intttIvewOtOild bb taken 4n Geneva; .
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Despite these factors, major discussions on trade liberalization were laun,
in 1975. An organizational structure for the MTN was established and a lent
and ambitious list Of negotiating topics were agreed to..Although the organ..,
tional structure was continually in dispute because of our disagreement with the
EQ as to how to handle agriculture, we nevertheless succeeded Ia 1975 In reAch-
ing a series of procedural comprOmises with the ,C, the latest in December, which
allows substantive discussions on All ismes to move forward. -......

Individual negotiating groups and subgroups set up by the TNO agreed to work
programs and began detailed discussions on the subject ntter involved. - he'
most progress was n~de by the Tropical :Products Group, the Non-Tariff Measures
subgroups on standards, subsidies and countervailing duties, and" quantitative
restrictions ; the Sectors Group; and the Safeguards Aroup.

At the end 'of 1975 at Rambouillet, the United States and its major trading
partners reaffirmed their commitment to an open world trading system and to the
MTN in achieving such a: system.- A target date of 1977 was set for concluding the
MTN. It ts Cleat that the work we accomplished in 1975 in the MTN has laid a
firm foundation that will help us to meet that goal.

1(a). There are several issues in the MTN that can be considered the
"toughest, isue 7  . , r •

First, the issue of how.: to -treat agriculture in the negotiations in order to
attain our objective of substantial liberalization in world agricultural trade poses
major difficulties. The-resistance of the EC and, to.a lesser extent, Japan to our
negotiating aims in agriculture must be satisfactorily resolved if the UTN is to
conclude successfully.

Second, the establishment of a new set of rules governing subsidies and counter-
vailing duties is an extremely difficult negotiating problem, partly because it is
intmately intertwined with agriculture but primarily because of the distance
that exists between our position and the positions of most of the rest of the
participants in the negotiations.

Finally, there is the issue of how best to reconcile the aspirations and economic
needs of the developing countries with the objectives of trade liberalization
of the developed countries. Our objective is to bring these countries more mean.
ingfully into the trading system, to share both the system's benefits and its obliga-
tions. The issue must be resolved insofar as possible to the satisfaction of all
countries, both developed and developing, if the MTN is to accomplish the aims
established for it in the Tokyo Declaration. This issue also involves the issues
of supply-access and commodity policy-which are "tought" negotiating problems.

1(b). Given the 1977 target date for concluding the MTN, and the fact that
most delegations wish to evaluate the negotiated results in all areas when more
results are apparent, it is unlikely that any agreements will be ready for sub-
mission to the Congress in 1976. We would, however, plan to consult with the
Congress throughout this year on the potential means for implementing the more
advanced nontariff codes.

If we succeed in meeting our 1977 target date, we hope to be submitting to
Congress agreements in 1977, or possibly early 1978 if the negotiations In Geneva
extend to late 1977. We exTet agreements to be concluded in all areas currently
under negotiation. Each of these would be submitted for approval. Since many
of these agreements will be interrelated in the negotiations, they are likely to be
reviewed domestically near the end of the negotiations, The principal agreements
currently taking shape are a standards code, a government procurement code,
and a subsidies/countervail code. I *

1 (c). It is too early at this stage of the negotiations to attempt to judge what
modifications the European Community might make in the CAP. It is unrealistic
to expect that tie.EO will agree toabandon its Common Agricultural Policy, or
CAP as It is called, which is primarily a domestic support program. Any sovereign
country, including the EC countries, has the right to determine how best to
support the interests of its farmers. Where the CAP in our view becomes a matter
for international concern and negotiation is where it has an adverse Impact on
international trade through measures at the border, I.e.. through variable levies
which limit our access to the European Community's market or.through the use of
export restitutions which create unfair competition forour exporters in third
country markets or at home. We have made it clear to the Cojimunity that the
subjects are appropriate topics Of discussion in the MTN. W6 believe that ,if We
cf obtain.commitments from the EO to limit and redue the impact of levies on
our trade as well as to adhere to a code which would prohibit or greatly reduce
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it# export subsidies; this would substantially reduce frictions in ourrelations
with the EC and also provide greater assurpnce of markets for U.P. agriculture.
" Ques st R. -It is our understanding that "border ta* rebates" by the E. C,

were intended to be in the prohibited. category under the U.S. concepts paper on
subsidies. Is ths correct? -

Answer., Not'. all border,tax adjustments made with respat to exports can .be
considered .;rohlbitedl within the meaning of the US,. concepts, paper, It would
be imprac-cal and counter-productive in seeking a resoution to this international
trade problems to seek to ban -(or allow. countries to freely.,retaiate against,
all, of, the inditect tax exemptions on exports that. are common practice for alt.
cout rie .-... ".. . .. . :

The division of subsidy, practices under tbe code pop.oa&4,nto thTee ,cate-'
gories does not by itself solve the border tox rebate problem. VTiege inter-afional"
tax practices are too complex for treatment under a single rule.

.The U.S. concepts paper On subsidies, which was tabled in Geneva, was de-
signed to correct many of the major inadequacies of the current GATT rules w1
subsidies and their relationship to countervailing duties. This paper, sets fortu
a negotiating framework which acknowledges the generally accepted fact that
certain subsidy measures, by their very design and nature, seriously distort Inter.
national trade while others are intended for other purposes but may, neverthe-
less, have a distortive effect on trade. Under the U.S. proposal the first type of
subsidy would be prohibited and countervallable without injury whereas the
second type would be conditional and only- countervailable-n the event of injury.
A third type of subsidy measure, that which has a de mitiinus Impact on trade,'
would not be countervailable. The U.S. proposal also recognizes that for certain
subsidy measures, whether prohibited, conditional, or permitted, special rules
might be desirable. In such cases, these rules could be embodied in supplementary
protocols to the general rules.

When we tabled the U.S. concepts paper on subsidies, we stated that the border
tax adjustment question had to be dealt with in theMTN. There is a strong prob-.
ability that this would be best done In the subsidies group, perhaps as a pro-
tocol to the subsidies code. Our proposal would have to be framed in a way that
preserves our fiscal sovereignty, and that of our States, while attacking the trade
distortions that tax policies have created.

We are currently working on developing a proposal for modifications in the
present International rules on border tax adjustments and other tax ,measures.
This problem will be the subject of extensive work and consultations with the
Congress in the coming months, to find the most effective means to carry out the
Congressional mandate of Section 121 of the Trade Act with respect to border
tax adjustments.

Question S. Specifically, in which areas of formulating or implementing U.S.
trade policy does STR have a predominant role? In what areas do State,
Treasury, Commerce and Agriculture have a predominant role? Are there any
differences of pinion on the division of responsibilities within the Executive?
Since the C( ,gress has the constitutional duty to "regulate commerce with
foreign nations" don't you feel it should be Inforned in advance of any significant
differences of opinion or policy initiatives?

Answer. Under the Trade Act of 1974 the STR is to "report directly to the
President and to the Congress, and be responsible to the President and the Con-
gress- for the administration of the trade agreements program." Pursuant to the
1962 Trade Expansion Act, the STR chairs the Interagency cabinet-level commit-
tee which-makes recommendations to the President on basic policy issues arising
In the administration of the trade agreements program. President Ford defined
the Trade Agreements Program by Executive order to include all activities con-.
siating of-or relating to the negotiation or the administration ,)f international
agreements which primarily concern trade and which are concluded pursuant to
trade agreements legislation or the President's Constitutional authority. Unless'
otherwise designated by the President, the STr Is the chief representative of the
United States for each negotiations under the Trade Agreements Program. and
under the Trade Act the STR is given this function with respect to Title I and
section 301 negotiations. (STR's responsibilities abroad are dealt with further
in my answer to your other questions.)

Other cabinet agencies have various international trade responsibilities. State,
traditionally has had ;a predominant role in..trade discussions in the U.N.,
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UNOPAo renojal ecoomV!:0rganlzatons,'eertAft comoaodity negotiator, and
reetl h, ft eithe lead on several neW ffrunl, aaehas OIlOTreasuryae
a lead' kole in tw EsaWest Foreign! Tft6adeyBardi the-Custohs Cooperation
Countkl, te"GATT Ahtldnmping Comrnitt, e,&bd-tis;active in' othebrdiscussions
relating directly to its trade responsibilities in the custom tariff and cotnter.
Vaillng 4uty: ateas. Commerce has the lead .ol6 lt dmtn1steinC the Export Ad-
hInistrvtiton Ae , and is' active In standfrdft and government- procurement mat-

ters, ai well a a In A broad ra ge-of service areos, statistical reporting, and export
promotion. Agriculture has led the London grains, talks, the GATT. meat con.;
sultative gr0up, diisusslons in the PAO, i* tom6, and in a number of 'smiladr
agricultural trade activitie$ abroad. Commerce. Agriculture and -Labor: each
have major responsibility for administerihg the TradeAct's privat6 sector advi-
sory system, and for providing support fo. many areas bf the MTX. .

Differences over divisionx of tsPOnsibllltte among' these, agencies of course
occur from time* to titre. As several Flxecutive Branch'wttnesses testified, there
can be better 'coorintioi, and greater interagency 'partelpatioir within the
limits of available resources. ' .

I amn not aware of any major trade policy differences within the Admtnfstra-
tion ol negotiating lsui. whfch are'bot known ,to the Congressional advisers
to the negotiations. With respect to the normal process, of trade policy develop.
meant, publicizing interagency differences of view,, which are, of course, quite
common, would inhibit reaching decisions on recommmndations to the President
and be inappropriate. However, Congress should be made aware of any disagree
ments that impair the development or implementgtidn of tritde policy.. Question 4. When Secretary Kissinger went before the U.N.;and made a speech
committing this country to specific trade objectives for foreign policy reasons, did
your office participate fully in the formulation of those objectives? If so, why did
you not check with our Committee and the Ways and-Means Committee?

Answer. As Secretary of State Kissinger and I testified, there should have been
more extensive interagency coordination in the' preparation for this speech as
well as broader Consultation with the Congress on this matter. There were a
number of time pressures that were alluded to during the course of the hearings
which adversely affected what should be the normal process of coordination and
consultation. Your oversight hearings high-lighted this issue and I believe greatly
diminished the probability that this situation will re-occur.

Question 5. What is your, role in the trade issues involving the U.N., the
OECD, the UNCTAD and other multilateral forums where trade issues are
discussed?

Anmuer. STR has the lead role in the Multilateral Trade Negotiations. and in
related negotiations, such as the one dealing with the Government Procure-
ment Code in the OECD. Where trade is an important matter. STR partilipates
fully In international meetings and in the preparation of the United States poi.
tion for those meetings. F6r example, STR co-chairs the U.S. delegation to the
OECD Trade Committee and to ad hoc committees on trade matters in the OECD.
STR has the opportunity to participate In the U.S. delegations to meetings of
oher international organizations where trade issues are discussed, and a decision
Is made by STR on a case-by-case basis whether we will participate, based on
available resources and the importance of the issues Involved.Q estion 6. I understand the important negotiations in Geneva this year will
be bilateral meetings between the U.S. and individual countries. Will Congres-
sional delegates and designated Committee staff have access to all these bilateral
meetings? The Trade Act, the legislative history and commitments by your pred-
ecessor, Mr. Eberle, all make it clear that this oversight function will be honored
by the Executive.

Answer. I am fully committed to the closest poble cooperation and coordi-
nation with those In the Congress having respohsibility for trade matters. A
number of Members and staff have had the opportunity to sit in on various
negotiating sessions in Geneva and I believe that this bax had a favorable effect
abroad by demonstrating to foreign nations that the United States Congress Is
interested in, and is following the negotiations closely.

As you suggest, we are now moving into a phase in the negotiations when there
will be substantially more activity In the form of bilateral negotiating sessions
with Individual countries as opposed to tlhe larger plenary sessions of formal
negotiating groups. In most Instances, It will be entirely appropriate for ongres-
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stonal adVisers and staft to. partlcijate in these -meeting lio the .extent that
Congressional advisers and staff are available., Thre will b ala ' i number of
such occasions. There -will be other oocasons,,.l am sure you would, agree, when
special elroumstanes Indicate that a Congressional presence might not be appo.
private. These instances should bd examined-on-a caseoby-case basis. I can assure
you that my policy will remain one of maximling participation In all phases of
the negotiations for Congressional advise and stat, and that I will consult
closely with you on the admlnstmatiotnot this policy..

Question 7. In light of the effects of the reception on the U.S. and Its msjor
trading partners, do you belieVe the 1977 goal for concrete results in the Geneva
Trade Negotiations is realistic? Why are you seeking results by a speci ic date?

Answer. Ourrent economic projections show a strong Improvement of the
world economic outlook by the'end of 1977. Evet If all the major. countries have
not reached the peak of economic activity by that time, the overall level of
e 0nomic activity should be- satisfactory and theprospects for a continuation of
stable growth over the succeeding years Should be excellent. If so, the climate for
concluding significant trade agreements should be good.

A specific date for concluding negotiations is useful to maintain the momentum
of the negotiations. Most governments have committed important resources to
these negotiations. Without the prospect of significant negotiating results within
a near term, many of these resources would be shifted to other activities. Also,
as negotiations drag out, much of the existing political will committed by gov-
ernments to a successful conclusion of these trade negotiations would be
dissipated.

However, the final date of approval for all agreements will be set only after
each negotiating participant has assured itself that the results are as close as
possible to the achievement of its own objectives.

Question 8. In light of the recent protectionist measures taken by the United
Kingdom and other European countries, how do you believe the President should
act In cases where U.S. domestic industry, such as the specialty steel industry,
is injured?

Answer. The President has consistently stated to our trading partners that the
United States will oppose protectionism within the United States and has urged
foreign governments to resist such pressures within their own countries. I have
held discussion with the chief trade officials of our major trading partners to
emphasize this United States view. We oppose protection which is unwarranted
by acute and unique-economic factors, or unjustified under international eco-
nomic rules. , I

These views were made known to the United Kingdom, among others, before
that country. recently Imposed limited import restrictions. As a general matter,
our policy and concerns are shared by the major industrial countries, and have
been remarkably successful in limiting trade restrictive actions during a period
of worldwide economic recession.

The President has indicated that, consistent with this overall policy, he will
respond to justified domestic requests for import relief uniler thu terms of the
Trade Act. While our national economic interest dictates that very great care be
exercised in imposing any restrictive trade measures, equity also requires that
individual Industries which have been seriously Ininured, or threatened with
Injury, by imports receive relief pursuant to the procedures provided in the Triade
Act. consistent with our overall national economic interest.

The specialty steel case is currently under interagency consideration in the
Executive Branch, and recommendations are being made to the President for
his decision. In this case, or in the case of any other affirmative import relief
finding of the U.S. International Trade Commission, the Trade Act's provisions
will be administered fairly, taking fully into account all the factors cited in the
statute.

Question 9. The less developed countries have asked for differential treatment
in the multilateral trade negotiations. In what areasis the United States willing
to offer differential treatment?

Answer. In 1973 the United States agreed to the Tokyo Declaration which
established the basis for the Multilateral Trade Negotiations, including the pro.
vision, where feasible and appropriate, of special and differential measures bene-
fiting developing countries. The United States Government has agreed to consider
proposals for special and differential treatment on a case-by-case basis in the
various working groups of the MTN. An example of special and differential
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treatment'Istie, priority being Raven to thie tropical"products negotiations as
agreed to in the Tokyo Declaralbn,.r..••

Queotion 10, The Tokyo Deelaratlon aind .the Trade-Act require that a sector
negotiation be carried out as a ".complementary negotiating teehnique"..However,
the Executive Brahchs p0icy seems to be-to frustrate a.set6r negotiation. In
your view, what is the nature of a sector negotiation?

--An~wet. A sector negtiation io an effort to negotiate, simultaneously all sig-
nlicant impediments to trade--tarff ; nontariff knasures, and other 1ActorN
whieh affect trade flows-In a particular product sector. The objectives of the

-teetor negotiation will vary depending on the problems, of the sector being con-
kidered. The major objectives Will -be to remove or reduce as many barriers as
possible, and to achieve substantially equivalent conmpeAtltive trading opportu-
nities In that sector among developed countries. For some sectors, a major objec-
tive will be to harmonize trading conditions for products in that sector.

Despite serious opposition by the European Communities, Japan, tie Nordic
countries, Switzerland and a number of developing countries, the United Sta 6s
hns been successful In Initiating within the MTN Sectors Group a series of
studies covering a broad spectrum of sectors. The first stage of this work covered
the ores and metals sector, which Includes steel and aluminum. The second phast.,
which Is expected to be completed before the next Sectors Group meeting in early
April. will expand the ores and metals study and add several other sectors,
including chemicals, electrical machinery and electronics. Consideration of these
studies in the Sectors Group provides the United States with a negotiating forum
for examination of a broad range of barriers and other distortions which affect
trade in those product sectors. In the coming months, as the issues are narrowed
and the outlines of the negotiations become clearer, Wi Executive Branch Will
continue its consultations with the private sector,' Congress. and with our nego-
tiating partners In order to Identify those industrial sectors where sectoral
negotiations are feasible and appropriate within the terms of section 104 of the
Trade Act o1 1974.

Executive Branch policy is In no way designed to frustrate sector negotiations,
In fact, quite the contrary is the case, as reflected in our successful efforts,
despite opposition by most of the other participating countries, to secure Sevre-
tariat studies along sectoral lines. At the same time, it should be recognized that
.ectoral negotiations are not a goal In themselves. What we seek are agreements
which achieve sectoral objectives. Clearly, some of these objectives are obtainable
through general rules negotiated in the existing functional groups. Others may,
indeed, require special sector treatment It is important that the Implications of
any proposed agreement or negotiating approach be evaluated along seetoral lines
to ensure consistency with sectoral objectives. This we are doing and will cOn-
tinue to do. Where it is feasible and serves the objective of advancing our nego-
tiating interests, we will not hesitate to press for specific sectoral negotiations;

Question 11. On January 1, the United States extended less developed countries
Increased duty-free treatment for entry into our market. What U.S. trade effects
do you expect and what has been the reaction of the less developed countries?
, Answer. Very little effect can be expected over the short-run, because non-
Import-sensitive Items found eligible for GSP treatment total only 21j% of US.
Imports. However, as thistreatment encourages developing countries to expand
their-exports in manufactured and semi-manufactured goods, it wpl. give tlrne
a competitive advantage ina $25 billion U.S. import market for these products,
now largely being filled by Imports from other Industrialized countries. LMX
reaction to GSP has ranged from moderately favorable to highly critical of'its
more discriminatory features.'

Most individual developing countries welcome the U.S. GSP as offering ia.
proved trade opportunities for them. Many have recognized that the responsibil-
ity rests in their hands to utilize these opportunities. There has been some,
criticism in International fora that the U.S. scheme excludes certain countries
from beneficiary status. The main political thrust comes from the failure to
include the OPEC members, particularly those which did not participate in the
oil embargo. The failure to designate Venezuela and Ecuador has become a focal
point for Latin American objections to the Trade Act.

Other criticisms of our system center around the failure to grant GSP on sensi.
tive products on which the LDCs are particularly effictent-Textiles, shoes, hand.
bags, and glassware---and the quantitative (competitive need) limitations on
Imports from specific countries for Individual products.
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QueetUn 18. The Europeans recently negotiated a "voluntary" agreement with
Japan under which Japan would limit its exports of steel to the European Com-
munity. 'The U.S. Trade Commission recently found the U.S. stainless steel
industry is being seriously injured by imports i,'v0Ving major trade Issues. Does
not this whole situation call for a multilateral steel agreement udder GATT
supervision similar to what we have In textiles, which you fought so hard for
when you were In the textile Industry? ' -

Answer. A number of special problems common to steel warrant a special review
of this industry, Government interference In thi industry is widespread through-
out the world, in the form of direct ownership, as well as In other forms of
assistance. -The steel industry is not only important'to a coixintrY's" national
defense, but is, in many countries, maintained also as a matter of national pres-
tip. The steel industry also tends to be affected, inore so than are many, other
industries, by cyclical changes In demand, which are often offset by foreigli
government measures. This factor tends to aggravate trade probf&es for privately
owned industry.

The Multilateral Trade Negotiations should result in imroved solutions to the
problems faced by the steel industry, as well as in substantial trade liberaliza-
tion. I have consulted closely with the industry, as well '01 with members of
Congress, on this matter, and Will continue to do so as our negotiating position
is developed further. 1 do hot believe that the problems of the steel and textile
industries are the same, nor do they warrant identical solutions. Instead, solu-
tions suited to our steel industry's problems should be pursued as a priority
matter In the Multilateral Trade Negotiations.

Special Representative for Trade Negotiations--Responses to Questious of
Senator Dole

Qtwetion 1. Considering that imports have taken nearly one-half the U.S.
market for corrective eyeglass frames, would It not be proper to reconsider the
decision to include these products among those treated as duty-free?

Answer. Title V of the Trade Act prohibits designation of articles determined
to be import sensitive in the context of the Generalized System of Preferences.
Although there is deep import penetration In the corrective eyeglass frame
industry, most of it is from developed countries which ar6, not eligible for
GSP. For the first nine months of 1975, only 4.86% of Imports of opthalmtc
frames (TSUS 708.4720) were from eligible beneficiary developing countries.

We have informed the optical manufacturing industry of recently published
procedures for petitioning for changes In the GSP product list. We have pro-
vided the Optical Manufacturers' Association with regulations governing petition
procedures, and assured its officials that upon receipt f their petition, we will
give it prompt consideration.

Queetion 2. Just how far should the U.S. permit its capacity for domestically
producing critical products to be eroded--especially products directly related to
the health of over half the citizens of the country (110 million Americans wear
corrective glasses) ?Ahawer. We understand that domestic U.S. regulations are currently being
considered to establish nationwide standards for optical equipment. If su-h
standards were adopted, they would apply to Imports as well as domestically
manufactured products.

Question 3. Should not our trade negotiators give some special consider-
ation to industries in the US. which are relatively small, and especialv those
Whosp operations are labor-intensive, to assure that the small entrepreneur is
not eliminated from our economy entirely by foreign goods-some of which are
of dubious quality*?

Answer. The interagency Trade Policy Staff Committee chaired by STR is
currently analyzing all pertinent advice, including Industry advice, advice of
the TTSITC and that received at public hearings, on which. products to recom-
mend for inclusion In the multilateral trade negotiations. This analysis takes
into account the effect of Import competition on labor-intensive domestic
industry.



State Department-Responses to Questions of the Chairman'

GOALS OF TUB MT..

Queston I. What do you percetve to be the principall goals of the Geneva
tradenegotlations?

Specifically, what hierarchy of imp);ance -does the State Department .as.
sign to:

(a) Reform of the GATT rules;-
(b) Rules governing access to supplies;
(o) General reduction of tariffs to provide -substantially equivalent market

access;
(d) Preferential treatment for goods of developing nations;
(e) Commodity agreements?
Answer. The current round of multilateral trade negotiations encompass a

broad agenda of trade issues, each of which has importance in Itself. It is our
hope to make progress on each of these bearing in mind that our principal goal
is improving the conditions by which trade contributes to the strength and
growth of our economy and to improved relations internationally.

At some point in the negotiations--probably toward their end--we will be
faced with choices over what is and is not achievable. For now, however, we
prefer to seek progress across a broad front, pursuing on their own merits the
specific objectives setout in the Trade Act,0f 1974.

We attach importance to each of the issues noted in.,the question and, Indeed,
to others which are notmentioned. We doubt that these negotiations will be
considered a success by the Administration, the Congress or the American public
If we do not achieve a sIgnificant reduction in tariffs or meaningful reform of
the existing rules of the trading system, including those j *rtalnlng to restric-
tions on our access to essential supplies.

It Is clearly to our adavn4ge if we can end these negotiations with the
developing countries more, firmly committed to and integrated into the world
trading system. To achieve this we will have to have a system which, to the
extent feasible, takes ,into account their development needs. At this stage,
we see only limited possibility that we will negotiate commodity agreements
in the traditional sense in the MTN.

CONSULTATION WITH OoNoGSs

Question f. Does the Department of State feel that it has any obligation to
consult formally with Congressional Committees and receive prior authoria
tion from Congress before entering into any Executiye agreement which has
the affect of regulating trade with foreign natip0s?

Answer. There can be no doubt that close copsultaton between the-Adminis-
tration and Congress on trade policy matters as well as on our foreign relations
generally Is essential if the United States is to conduct a coherent and credible
foreign policy.

Section 102 of the Trade Act of 1974 is quite explicit regrding the obligation
to consult with the House Ways and Means Committee, the Senate Finance
Committee, and other relevant committees of Congress prior to the entering
into any trade agreement under the authority of this section of the Act. The
Exectulve Branch will meet this obligation.

R2nmO or OPEC Pjacm Powxwcs
Quest". 8. Do you feel that the OPEC cartel pricing policies have had a

serious detrimental effect on the economies of (a) the developing nations;
(h) the developed nations? Can you quantify to the maximum extent feasible
what this effect has been and is likely to be in the foreseeable future?

Answer. Yes. The impact of higher oil prices has had a serious detrimental
effect on the economies of the developed and developing nations. The impact
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SOh t WxY*61 fie tt th hbtibe' ell rioes Aeccounted for most of the
colltketiV tdtt td~cnt deAtfit experitced bJ the OWOD area (industrial
countries of Wt~e Iuftrope, Caiada, United SUttes, Sapain, Austtilla and
New Zealand) in 1974 and 1975. This deficit (including official transfers)
amounted 'to $9 billtf6i in 1974 and $5 billion in 1975. Pri/o to higher oil
prices, this group of developed nations traditionally ran. a collective cUrrent
account surplsii of "hevezal billion dollars p? ryehr. The ndn-oil developing
countries also ran a collective current account deficit of $28 billion (excluding
Official transfers) in 1974 and Of $37 bilion in 1975. Co'ftieettin$ the outlook
for 1970, the 0E196) deficit (Includln* 0fficihl ttatsfers) id "Jeted to increase
to the $15 billion range and thO non-oil LDC deficit (excluding official trans-
fers) decrease slightly to the $84 billion range.

The short term effect on growth and prices s more difficult to quantify. The
OECD 8edretatift estImates, however, that the ditet impact alomie of higher
energy prices raised the 0IMCD price level b$ 8% petcefit in 1974. This would
have accounted for roughly half of the acceleration in OECD price inflation
in 1974 over the rate of Inflation in 1973. Concerning growth, extension of a
recent analysis by the Brookings Institution suggests ,that 1975 real GN' in
the major industrial countries might have been toughly 6 percent higher in
the absence Of the, oil price rise. These influences hate also been passed
indirectly to the n6h-oil developing countries with Which the major Industrial
countries trade. Thus, the greater than-otherwise recession in the developed
nations reduced the demand for the exports of the non-oil developing nations
and tended to ncrease the price of what they Import

Over the longer run, the accumulation of oil-related foreign debt by the
developing countries and the bultdup of financial claims by OPEC on the
developed countries represents a claim on their real resources. For the develop-
Ing countries, In particular, this represents a severe hardship. Part of their
adjustment to higher oil prices may well take the form of lower growth rates,
assuming aid flows do not fully compensate for the impact of higher oil
prices. For the Industrial nations there Is also likely to be some lowering of
the rate of potential output because of the need to adjust production to higher
cost energy.

COMMODITY AORZEMENTB AND OPEO

Questim 4. How can commodity agreements ameliorate the effect of the
(OPEC) cartel?

Answer. There is little doubt that oil price increases since early 1974 have
slowed the development process in many oil-consuming developing countries.
Funds that might have gone into development activities have been diverted to
essential oil imports. Many developing countries have come to believe that com-
Inodity agreements that transfer resources from consuming to producing coun-
tries through a mechanism setting artificially high prices for raw materials are
at least a partial answer to their development difficulties.

The United States rejects the concept of commodity agreements as an effec-
tive mecbanisn to transfer resources to developing countries. Administratively
fixed commodity prices result In misallocation of resources market rigidities,
and excessive government intervention In markets. Moreover, developed coun-
tries--Australia, Canada, South Africa. the U.S. and the Soviet Union-are
among the principal producers and exporters of a variety of Important raw mate-
rials. and would be major benefielaries of such a transfer of resources. A large
number of developing countries that Import these commodities would be net
losers.

We recognize the very real concerns of developing countries over commodity
trade problems. Our policy objectives, as set out In Secretary Kissinger's address
to the Seventh Special Session of the UNGA In September, are to seek assured
and adequate supplies of raw materials at reasonable prices; avoid excessive
price fluctuations; and address the concerns of producing countries--especially
developfng countries that significantly depend on earnings from raw material
exports. We have succeeded In opening a dlaloiue on commodity problems with
the developing countries in a variety of international forums.
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We remain convinced that the market mechanism Is the best and most eficlent
means of balancing supply and demand, and best serves the Interests of both pvro-
ducers and consumers. We ols recognize, however', that there are certain sPe
cific cases where it may be desirable and feasible ior producers 'and consumers
to cooperate in actions designed to strengthen and improve the functlonlnt of
markets. In such cases, Joint producer/conbumer cooperation in commodities cap
set an example and provide an alternative to producer-only catele&

ROLE OF THE STATE DEPARTMENT IN TRADE POLICY FORMULATION

Question 5. Specifically, in which areas of trade policy does the State Depart-
ment have a leading role within the Administration.

Answer. We would like to think that the Department of state takes a leading
role In all areas of trade policy If by that 16 meant the active and meaningful
participation of State Department officials in the formulation and pursuit of our
trade policies.

As the Secretary stressed In his testimony before the Committee In January,
trade policy within the Administration Is the result of elope coordinatlon among
the agencies concerned and the President's Special Trade Representative who has
special responsibilities In the negotiation of trade agreements and the adminis- -
tration of the trade agreements program under Title I of the Trade Act. In de-
termining policy the agencies concerned have equal status and where a consensus
cannot be found-which is rare-the final decision rests with the President.

Clearly each of the agencies Involved in the policy formulation process has
interests which reflect Its primary area of governmental responsibility and its
traditional areas of concern. The State Department is primarily concerned with
the relationship between our overall foreign policy goals and those of our trade
policy. These are not-as some have tended to claim-incompatible. Indeed,
foreign trade policy Is part of the overall foreign policy continuum. An effective
foreign policy requires an effective and supportive trade policy, and vice verso.

OIL EMBAR9O CONTINGENCY

Question 6. Would you favor any quantitative restrictions on oil imports from
countries which embargoed the United States If the anticipated level of imports
from those countries Is likely to rise to a point when a future embargo would
cause severe damage to U.,S. national interests? Does the Department have any
contingency plans to deal with a future embargo?

Answer. We do not propose the Introduction of QR's. These would Introduce
price distortions and logistical dislocations. They would be a signal to our allies
that they too should scramble competitively for the world's insufficient supply of
non-Arab oil. Although the United States stepped up its purchases of non-
Mideast OPEC oil between 1973 and 1975 (notably from Nigeria and Indonesia),
declining Canadian and Venezuelan export capacity has contributed to an In-
crease in the share of the U.S. oil market held by the states which participated in
the 1973-74 embargo. For an indefinite future their production is essential to
meet free-world demand for ol I.

Proceeding from the principle that consumer solidarity is essential to meeting
an embargo contingency, to which anysingle industrialized country is to some
degree vulnerable, the member countries of the TEA have adopted an emergency
sharing program. Operating with a large degree of eutomaticity In the event of
an embargo, the member countries will share equitably the oil that is available to
the group. The TEA countries have also agreed to build u) strategic oil reserves
for national use in an embargo situation. Authority for U.S. participation in these
measures is contained in the Energy Policy and Conservation Act.

LONG TERM OIL SUPPLY

Question 7. What are the prospects of entering into long term supply contracts
with oil producing countries which did not embargo the U.S. in the last Arab-
Israeli war?

Answer. The past record of long term supply contracts by other governments
shows that these are not necessarily secure from interruption or breakdown and
are generally on less favorable terms than alternative possibilities. They are in-
herently vulnerable to linkage with other Issues or disputes that may arise in
bilateral relations between the two countries. We would have to weigh a num-
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* betr o- factors carefully, including the effects on consumer countries' solidarity,
security and price objectives, and logistical eflicleucles In considering any such
proposition for government action. In-addition to these factors, we would 4-lso
have to consider the likelihood that our ability to negotiate such agreements
with the OPEC member countries which did not embargo the U.S. would be
hampered by the fact that the Trade Act of 1974 has required that these countries
be excluded from Inclusion in the U.S. generalized system of tariff preferences.

LONG TERM OIL SUPPLY

Question 8. Would such supply contracts require the government to estab-
lish an oil purchasing facility, or can they be enforced through import quotas?

Answer. In the absence of any decision to seek such contracts we have no
view on the mechanics.

POSSIBLE OIL AGREEMENT WITH TIIE USSR

Quest on 9. Would any oil agreement with the USSR be submitted to Congress
either as a treaty or a trade agreement? Can you describe the approximate
amounts of oil which may be imported from the USSR under such an agreement?

Answer. Negotiations for an oil agreement were resumed in Washington on
January 26 on the-basis of the letter of intent signed in Moscow on October 20,
1975. These negotiations were recessed indefinitely on March 9 because of in-
ability to reach agreement on the premium shipping rates required by U.S. flag
vessels. The agreement was to have amplified the letter of intent, but it would
not commit the United States or U.S. companies to any obligation to purchase
Soviet oil.

While this agreement would not be concluded under the authority of the Trade
Act of 1974, we are prepared to consult With the Finance Committee in execu-
tive session concerning this negotiation.

The letter of intent provides for an annual Soviet offer of ten million tons of
crude oil and petroleum products for sale to the United States. This amount is
equivalent to about 200,000 barrels per day. A copy of the letter of Intent is
enclosed. It has been provided to the Congress and was also published.

U.S. AND U.S.S.R. NEGOTIATING ON PURCHASE OF SovrEr OIL

Following is a letter of intent dated October 20 signed by Chales W. Robinson,
Uuler Secretary for Economic Affairs.
HIS EXCELLENOY,
N. S. PATHOLICHEV,
Minister of Foreign Trade,
Moscow, U.S.S.R.

DEAR MR. MINISTER: This is to confirm the understanding arising out of our
discussions that our two Governments intend to commerce negotiation promptly
-o conclude an Agreement concerning the purchase and shipment of Soviet oil.
* This Agreement will provide for the following:

(1) The Government of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics will, for a pe-
riod of five years, offer for sale annually ten million metric tons of crude oil and
lwtroleum products.

The Government of the United States may purchase the crude oil and petro-
leum products for its own use or, by the agreement of the parties, the purchase
of crude oil and petroleum products may be made by United States' firms.

(3) About 70 percent of the total quantity offered for sale will be crude oil.
The remainder may be petroleum products, in particular diesel oil and naphtha.

(4) Some portion of the crude oil or petroleum products will be shipped to
the United States, partly in tankers used to transport grain from the United
States to the Soviet Union.

(5) Some portion of the crudeoil or petroleum products may be delivered to
Europe or other agreed marketing areas.

(6) Prices for crude oil and petroleum products will be mutually agreed at "a
level which will assure the interests of both the Government of the United States
and the Government of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics.

In addition it Is further understood that both Governments will work for the
extension and expansion of the cooperative efforts already underway In the field
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of energy. Such efforts will be particularly directed toward the fuller application
of the techdologieal capability of both oountkies in increasing energy outpUt from-
existing sources and in developing new sources of energy.

Sincerely yours, R' GAWs W. ROSINrsoN,

Under Seeretary of Ste~eaor BoonomiO Affairs.

U.5.-SOVIET TRADE RELATIONS

Question 10. Could you describe the status of U.S. commercial relations with
the U.S.S.R. In the light of the Angolan situation and other international politi-
cal trends. Specifically, under what change in circumstances would the Executive
seek any changes In title IV of the Trade Act of 1974?

Answer. U.S. commercial relations with -the USSR continued to expand in 1976.
Our exports were $1.8 billion, compared with'S0.6 billion in 1974. Grain sales ac-
count for much of this increase, although our non-agricultural exports have been
rising steadily since 1978. Our trade surplus with the Soviet Union In 1975 was
moi o than $1.5 billion, and It accounted for about 14 per cent of our global
surplus.

In addition to depriving us of additional export opportunities, Title IV has, as
the Secrettry said In his statement at your hearing, reduced our ability to use
the process of normalizing trade as a flexible and constructive element in our
relations with the USSR and other Communist countries.

We had originally intended to consult more actively with the Congress at this
time to see whether modifications of the MFN or credit restrictions might be
possible. In view of the Soviet Intervention in Angola, we do not consider that
this is an appropriate moment to come before the Congress with such a request.
The timing of any decision to move ahead will depend on the evolution of our
relations with the Soviet Union, on their performance on humanitarian issues,
and on the receptivity of the Congress to such an initiative.

Monitoring U.S. technology exports
Question 11. How do you intend to monitor the export of technology from U.S.

corporations and their foreign affiliates to state controlled economies?
Answer. United States' controls over the export of "goods and technology

which would make a significant contribution to the military potential of any
other nation or nations which would prove detrimental to the security of the
United States" are governed by the Export Administration Act, of 1969, as
amended. The Transaction Control Regulations, administered by Treasury, are
aimed at U.S. foreign affiliates and are discussed In the answer to question 23.
In addition to these unilateral controls, the United States participates In COCOM,
the "coordinating committee" of the NATO countries (except Iceland) and Japan
for strategic export controls, under authority of the Mutual Defense Assistance
Control Act of 1951 (Battle Act).

In accordance with law, the Department of Commerce in consultation with
other agencies. Including the Departments of Defense and State, the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, IMRDA, NASA, and the Central Intelligence Agency,
administers the controls established by the Export Administration Act. As Chair-
man of the East-West Foreign Trade Board, the Secretary of the Treasury par-
ticipates ex officio in the Cabinet-level Export Administration Review -Board,
which sets policy and resolves interagency disputes on export-licensing cases.

U.S. unilateral controls cover not only the export of militarily significant
technology from this country, but also relexport of U.S. technology from other
countries. Exports, whether of goods or technology of U.S. origin, from foreign
affiliates of U.S. firms are therefore also subject to U.S. export-control laws and
regulations.

The countries which belong to COCOM maintain thpir own national systems
of strategic export controls, to which U.S. foreign affiliates in those countries
are also subject. These controls apply to the export of goods and technology
listed by COCOM as having potential application in the development, produc-
tion, or utilization of arms, ammunition, or the implements of war. Items listed
by COCOM, or related technology, may not be exported from a COCOM country
to a Communist destination without the unanimous approval of the COCOM
countries.

U.S. firms which seek to export unpublished design or production technology
to Communist countries must apply for permission to execute the transaction
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to the Office of Export Administration in the Department of Commerce. Foreign
affiliates of U.S. firms In, COOM countries are subJect to the national controls
in those countr, s, which include control over technology related to COCOM-
listed item's. All U.S. foreign affiliated, whereverrlocated, are subject to the Trans-
action Control Regulations.

Applicartions for' p4mission tO export describe the nature and value of the
tevinology th coiIgne0,- the ultimate end user, and th.e end use.These ontrol systems 'provide the Uilted States: Government with very com.
plete information' on, and strategic control over, the export of technology from
U.S. firms and their foreign affiliates to state-controlled economies. The East.
West Foreign Trade Board relies On-information developed through the mecha.
nisms described above, and submitted to it by the Department of Commerce, to
carry out its monitoring responslbilities'under Section 411 of the Trade Act of
1974. ..

PRIOR REVIEW OF EAST-WEST TRANSACTIONS B1 %HE EAST-WEST FOREIGN TRADE

Question 1M. Can you describe how the State Depar.iment views the role of the
East-West-Trade Board in reviewing a prior, transfers of technology which aw
be sensitive to our security, or major East-West commercial transactions involv-
ing, say, over $1 billion in gtods, or any extension of government credits (in con-
cessional terms?

Answer. The Department Of State considers the role of the Board and its Work-
ing Group In reviewing these matters before and after final decisions are made to
be both useful and appropriate.

U.S. Government controls over the transfer of technology sensitive to our se-
curity were briefly described In the answer to question 1L Within the frame-
work established by the Export Administration Act of 199, as amended, policy is
set, and key licensing decisions are made, by the interagency Advisory Commit-
tee on Export Policy (ACEP), chaired by Commerce at the Assistant Secretary
level. Interagency differences not resolved In ACEP are referred to the Export
Administration Review Board (BARB), whose members are the Secretaries of
Commerce, State, and Defense. All these agencies are represented on the East-
West Foreign Trade Board, whose chairman participates to offco, in the EARB.

The Department of State considers that the ACEP and the EARB remain the
appropriate mechanisms for administration of strategic export controls. When
licensing cases have important political as well as security, Implications, It is
customary for the East-West Foreign Trade Board's Working Group, and if neces-
sary the Board itself, to discuss the cases before licensing decisions are taken.
The Board and Working Group are informed after the fact of licensing decisions
on more routine cases. State is satisfied with these arrangements.

Major East-West trade transactions involving U.S. firms are discussed by the
Board's Working Group, and as appropriate by the Board, before the transactions
are consummated. Transactions involving $1 billion in goods would certainly be
regarded as major. The Board neither has nor seeks the authority to disapprove
transactions on strictly commercial grounds, but it can advise U.S. agencies which
may be involved In some aspect of the transaction of its views on the degree of
U.S. Government support it considers appropriate. The Board's analysis of pro-
posed transaction in accordance with its mandate to ensure that East-West
trade is conducted in the national interest.

The Export-Import Bank and the Commodity Credit Corporation now provide
financing for transactions with only two countries-Poland and Romania-
within the Board's pilrvlew. Proposals for Eximbank financing which are
significant, either by their size or for other reasons, are carefully considered
by the Board Or its Working Group before the Rank Issues Its commitment.
Routine transactions are reported to the Board after a commitment Is IssueA.
The B3anjo is Ia member of the Board and Working Group and participates is
their discussions. Views expressed in these discussions are taken fully Into
account by the Bank's Board of Directors, which retains the authority to
make a final decision on issuance of a commitment and on its terms. The NAO
reviews Exir transactions involving eposure of, $30 million or more and
gives the IOlzmbank Doard its advicee on each transaction. Any transacton
Involving over $50 million In Nximbank financing for- A Communist country
requires as well a sepratp Presidential national-Interest determination, o d
must he report t tO'onges.

The Department of Agriculture reports regularly on CM financing made
available to Poland and Romania.
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srATE DPATME(RNT BOLE THIC HMT1

Que,#tion 18. What role does the State. Depae-nent play in the Geneva trade
negotiations? I I

Answer. The State Department fully participates with the other agencies con;-
cerned in the interagency mechanism out of which come the policy guidelines
governing the, positions we take in Geneva. In addition, Departmental officials
are frequently members of delegations to specific MTN meetings hefd in
Geneva.

We have made a conscious effort as well to keep U.S. diplomatic posts over-
seas informed of developments in the negotiations so they can assess and report
pertinent developments in other .countries., which .ay have ,an effect-on the
MTN. We also look to overseas U.S. posts to support the positions we take AP
Geneva in their discussions with key officials in foreign capitals.

OPEC POWER AND TRADE AND INVESTUENT NEGOTIATIONS

Question 14. Many feel that the OPEC cartel Is now at the peak of its strength,
and that the present is nbt the best atmosphere in which to negotiate the
mechanisms for trade and investment flows for the next decade. Do you feel
that there is any disadvantage to using the OPEC cartel as the backdrop
against which to negotiate?

Answer. We do not agree that the OPEC cartel is now at the peak of its
'strength if by this is meant that OPEC will soon lose its control over the supply
and price of oil to the consuming countries. OPEC is likely to retain its domi-
nant power over the oil market unless supply and demand relationships are
altered over the medium and long term through development of non-OPEC
oil resources, use of non-oil energy sources and application of energy conserva-
tion measures.

At the same time, the course of the global economy in recent years has
brought about a greater appreciation of the Interdependence of the economle

"welfare of the industrialized countries, the oil producers and the non-oil devel-
oping countries alike. General agreement on this reality has made it possible

.and appropriate to engage in a global dialogue now on the problems of energy,
'raw materials, development and related financial questions, as we are doing in
-Paris through the commissions of the Conference On International Economic
Cooperations (CIEC).

We do not believe the continuing potency of OPEC constitutes an impediment
.to successful economic negotiations. The results of the sharp increase in oil
-prices brought about by OPEC have, in fact, made every nation more aware of
the world's increasing economic interpendence and have provided added incen-
tive to work toward agreement aimed -at strengthening the international economic

;structure.
POSSIBLE OIL AGREEMENT WITH TnlE USSR

Question 15. The Committee Is informed that discussions between the U.S.
and Russia on an oil agreement began this week In Washington. Is this correct?

If a U.S./Russian oil agreement is reached, do you not agree that it will affect
oil trade between the U.S. and Russia? In other words, won't such an agreement
be a trade agreement?

It seems that any agreement insuring access to supplies of oil or any other
commodity must be a trade agreement and therefore must be submitted to
.Congress under the expedited procedures in the Trade Act. Do you agree?

Answer. As noted in response to question 9, we believe it is premature to com-
ment on the possible outcome of the oil negotiations or the procedures which
caight be followed if negotiations are concluded successfully. However, we. are
not now proceeding under the authority of the Trade Act, nor do we anticipate
concluding an agreement and submitting it to Congress under the authority and
procedures of that Act.

With regard to your more general question, agreements concerning supply
access negotiated pursuant to the new authority in Title I of the Trade Act of
course would be submitted to the Congress under the expedited procedures of
that Act. However we do not believe that all agreements relating to supply of
any commodity to the .nited StAtes necessarily will be negotiated and con-
cluded under the authority of Title I of the Trade Act. In some cases, agree-
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ments, such as multilateral commodity agreements, may be-done as treated and
would accordingly be submitted to the Senate for its advice and consent. In
Other" cases, the President :Xay have independent constitutional or statutory
authority outside of Title I of the Trade Act to conclude an agreement relating
to or affecting supply acbeis Thus, although agreements negotiated pursuant
to the authority Of sections 102 and 108 of the Trade. Act would be submitted
vnder the expedited procedures of the Act, such submission of commodity or
supply access agreements will not always be necessary or appropriate.

IMPACT Or OPKO OIL P3IaC INC~.5 z

QUeetom A. What bas been the isnpact of OPW Price increases on both the
Inflation in the world, the recession and the pl ght of poorer developing coun-
tries who have no oil? Would you characterize It as minimal, significant or
major? Has'the State Department done any studies on this?

Answer. The iwitact of higher oil prices on the welfare of both developed and
non-oil developing nations has been of major significance in terms of the balance
of payments, growth and ifilation. The answer to question three above gives
some indication of thisiimpact. The answer to question 19 below describes in
greater detail the Implications for the non-oll developing nations' financing
needs.

EFYEZCT Or OIL PlACE INCREASE ON U~fr.T6oN.

Question 17. Three days ago, Under Secretary of State. Charles Robinson and
Assistant Secretary of Treasury Gerald Parsky told one of our subcommittees
that the OPEC price increases accounted directly for about one-half the inflation
In developed countries- between 1973 and 1974 and that the indirect effects may
even bp-greater. Can you supply -qs with the basis of these estimateS?

Answer. Yes. The basis of these estimates was an earlier study by the OECD
Secretariat In Paris which Indicated that the direct impact of higher energy
prices raised the OECD price level (an aggregate weighted figure for 24 coun-
tries) by 8% percent In 1974. Since the 1974 rate of price increase'Aiieasured
on this basis was about 1a percent and the 1973 rate of increase about 7.5 per-
cent, the 3.5 percent Increase in the level- of prices due to the direct impact
of higher oil prices accounted for about- half of the acceleration' In prices be-
tween the two years.

It Is reasonable to believe that the Indirect impact through the wage/price
mechanism would have added an- Increase in prices at least equivalent to the
direct impact, although it is difficult to be precise about the exact amount.

xEOUTIVE BRANoH PROCEDURES

Question 18. STR is niiotiating on trade In Geneva, the State Department ti
negotiating with the less developed countries In Paris at the Conference on In;
ternational Economic Cooperation, the Treasury is, negotiating on monetary
affairs in Jamaica, and so-on. Who in the Administration decides what subjects
will be discussed In what forum and how are all these pieces drawn together
to make a coherent international economic policy for the United States?

Answer. Almost every internetopal economic policy issue is worked on simul-
taneously by several agencies. Their efforts are coordinated through informal
discussions and formally through established Interagency mechanisms. In the
trade area this is generally accomplished through the Trade Policy Committee
and its sub-groups. In almost all cases, the U.S. position reflects a consensus
of the views of the agencies with an interest In the issue. In those rare cases
where differences cannot be resolved at the staff level or--even rarer-at the
Cabinet level, the President makes the final decision. As the Secretary stated
In his testimony before the Committee on January 22, Jurisdictional questions
are not a problem and coordination among the agencies In the trade area is
better than that In some other areas of policy.

The President, of course, has the responsibility for initiating and conducting
negotiations with other countries,-and he determines which agency will lead
a negotiation, drawing on the agency with the more direct responsibility and
competence. In the case of trade agreements, the chief negotiator for -agree-
ments entered into pursuant to Title I and ectioln 01 of the Trade Act of
1974 Is the President's Special Trade Representative. ,.

As the principal agency responsible to the'President4for tlMe6-onduct of our
foreign relations the State Dieartnent has a clear interest in that aspect of our
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foteIgaW twliey whfrh, onceM trAUn. WOV.W9 4tqOA444 qv 4tw 4 pl
0dts1d~i6tbe coatext of, our eotcl polle'~ e~o~crl~%n

oioilThvolved- tMi th formulaion 4dtecnduV 3  Tlqr
S1n0-addition• to the -oedl7aton e e-,

1)olf0,- Oomninttee .and theI Fast-West .Trade iBoer4 p~puanto t -0 Tvale,4ct,interamenty proceduftes hve ben met up pursu&VA. ,tova , ,tutory #d
executive Iauthorttips -to coordinate decWeinmilang iWt W rd. M1t , rat
export controls (COCOM) through the Economic Defense Advisory Comittee
and to unilateral export, controls through; the Export Administration Review
lpw r und its subsa,. Advisory Committee on Export Policy. Other

eed coWl be afycf I ed.-I 1T 4 sult il~eaidthwrbu~h-*
go c tnatlbn t66h 2oU1 ot tl Exeftive B=rin... in- the making of- oreigo

. What are your current efltimates of the ablitktl 4; the X PO
(Le',- the 'n o il poduceis) to deal witk their serious overall balance Of 4,mebts pkoblezns in.1978?" .. .- ,,. . .

Answer. If there Is a developing country financing problem in 1976, It will
a problem associated with individual countries rather than a problem in the
aggregate, 'The fjqlncg capabilities of the.nop-oll exporting developing coun-
tries vary widely. Oome have been able to adjust relatively quickly to thW recent
changes in the worlo onopy, and .eem to be in full 'control of their balance
of payments d elts. Others have increased the!r reliant cq on either private
capital markets or traditlpnal aid donors to fMnhce their'arge deficits. $ome
countries, however, h4ve serious adjustment problems, including heavy de.
pendence on, a. pingle eport product or political constraints on their policy
optionsand may be vulnerable to financing difficulties.

The small Jow-IncorPe dOveloping countries are a.upectal problem. Most have
experienae,'extremeyg slow growth in recent years 4nd are heavlty dependent
upo4 concesSonal resource flows which mAy'or may not be adequate to avoid fur-
ther reductions in growth rates an4 development plans. In context, however
the absolute magnitude of the fina.2cIng deficits of these remaining countrilt
will benefit from the expanded Compensatory Financing Facility of the IMF,
the Trimt Fund, aiqd expended access to TMF credit. However, to facilitate the
adjustment process, any increases in bilateral' ano mattilateral assistance may
have to be directed toward these countries.

While the 1976 deficit of the non-oil exporting countries may now he "man-
ageable", the continuation of large current account deficits has implications
Which extend beyond the short-term, particularlX in tle areas of external debt
and growth. A, *,

" mOWPY AeeZss AoGR ~

Otieefiott,0. Do you think thnt the e |steo'ot pulA 1riyrnent problems repre-
sents a unique opportunity for the U,8. t9 conelrO sijppl, aucexs $greements on
non-oil products. on terus, favorabIl to the VntIed 'States? In other words. does
their distress 1nerefqe their wjllji nes to npg9plate?

Answer. As the answer to question 10 |pdiedite, tI~e bftnee of payments prob'
lems faced by TDCs are not evenly distributed. In papY c;ns, LD fs Teaing
financial problems are'not significant exorters ot vitql raw material. The
majority of our imports of on-oil,,raws m#terialel are from develoeq Connn tp.
The negotiating leverage presupposed by quettiou Q, tlrefore, .do not ext
to any great extent.

'We are. however, attempting in the UTN qp4 .e0jaewWre to'4e0i with the prob-
lems presented to LDC producers of raw materie p 7l impnrtrs qt those raw
materials. We are prepared to join w~th other ,veloPed countries to negotiate
kr'uotlon 4h tariff escaflation under which ~rlffq infese . t 0 igher #a~es of
jrocesAing, At theme time 'we hvye vtate4d ol w g .ea p in p in1p6e to.)nake
and to ijquest specific supply aeM; o, a d hve di.at . odi 0, n
tereqt in heigotiating rifieEoverning; q rtre 0t! 0p. " .. '

Some eouiftr4A havd ,sug ted, tbt tb IO gp~zntee ae e to tiei'i'aw
materials In exchange for a Iteb -0e . qar. ent tlipt wo
woud O ajhlghfted Oriced for thape eam itbo, to
make ucagreements, iiof do4 w i 0i~qpi ~d
so.
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RMIG*ATWI lOM WROM AIA

Question £1. Slnoet1te ( repprPve4 the U.A. /Monmalan Trade Agreement
and extended Romania most-favored-nation treatment, the numbers of people-
bmigratlng from that country. have fallen drastically. In your mind, does. Lhts
performance constitute a policy-ot f reer emigration? , v,

Answer. Concurrent with Congressional approval. of the U.S. /Romanian Tradf
Agreement, emigration from Romaniato the United States and Israel Increa"ed
iusbtantitally. The total number of Romanian emigrants, to the United States.
1Wtthe 4ast six months of 1975 was 763, compared to 177 during the first halt.
of fhe- year. In calendar year 1975, 890 persons emigrated to the United States
fiom Romania compared to 328 in fiscal year 1974. According to our records, the
1975 flow to the United States was significantly higher than in any year since
-1965. Emigration from Romania to Israel also increased markedly in the last half"
ok:1975, The attached tables provide statistical information on emigration. to
the United States by month, January. 1975-January 1976; by year sincea19Q5;
AiM! data on emigration to Israel, January 1975-January 1976. We believe these
figures indicate that the Government of Romania is thoroughly aware of and
has been responsive to U.S. concerns about emigration.

STATISTICS ON ROMANIAN EMIGRATION TO THE UNrr STis iiiN"1975

Imm4gration tsas issued by Embassy Bucharest in 1975, by month

January --------- --------------- ---------------------- 2
February --------- ----------- -------------- 13
March ------------------------------------------------------- 14
April -------------------------- ------------------------------ 24
May --------------------------------------------------------- 20
-June.------------------- ---------- --------------------- 29

Total first 6 months --------------------------------------- 12?

July .-------------------------------------. ------- 110
August --------------------------------------------------- 182
September --------------------------------------------------- 181
October -------- ---------------- ------------------------------ 131
November ------ ---------------------------------------------- 62
December ------------------------------------------------- 56

Total second 6 months.. .----------------------------------- 722

Total Immigration Visas issued 1975 -------------------------- 849
Total emigration 1976 (includes 41 TCP'S) 1- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

January 1976 (includes, 4TCP's) --- ---------------------------- 74

1'"T54ru-j0 "p rocest4,tV ' Refers to persons who received exit permits from the
Romanian Government and obtained U.S. immigration visas outside of Romania.

8TATgziOs oN TOuANI&Aw EMIGRATION TO THE UViriX STATES SINOu 196

Imm4graiton ties 4ismed by Embassy Bucharest by fiscal year

Fiscal year: , ,
-------- ------- PP---------------- 274

"16?---------- -'---.....------- ---------- 104

------------------- - - ---------- 10

1960 IV------ ig. 154
1970 ----------------------- .872

.... ... ,... '' .

"7 ----------------.- aL --.-,--- m .---,---,-.,------- +, +. + + z + + - .--- - -- - -- -+ - ++ , 80u,

67-937-76----28
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[1u0csuMU Io. s

H grion t ~el1o~Rm~ai 9~
January " --- --- -- -. . . 62
February - .......- ----------- ------ . 41
M arch ...... ........ ---- -. - -0i -102
April .. .-. 160
May ... .- • 46
June ----------------- ------- 199

Total first months --------------------- v.-.- 510

July ------------------------------------------------- 408
August - ------------------------- -------- 2$
September -------..------------------------ --------------- 202
October ---- -------------------------------------- 50
November -- ------------------------------------- ------- 180
December ---------------- ------------------- 1,15

Total second 6 months --------------------------------. I498

Total for 1975 ---------------------------------- 2,008
January 1976 -------------------------------------------- 328

While these figures are provided In precise terms, there are some slight inaccuftele.
We believe these figures are however correct to within one or two percent,

U.s.-sOVIET TRAD RELATE NS
Question 22. Briefly, how would you describe the status of U.S.-Soviet com-

mercial relations? Are discussions currently underway to revive the 1972
trade agreement?
, Answer. The status of our commercial relations with the Soviet Union, and

of our interest In seeking ai amendment to Title IV of the Trade Act so that
the 1972 trade agreement can enter into force, are discussed in the answer to
question 10.

TECHNOLOGY EXPORTS FXOM U.S. FIRMS IN EUROPE
Question 28. You are a member of the East-West Foreign Trade .Board,. a

group established to review the export of technology to communist countries.
Isn't it possible for a U.S. company to transfer very sensitive technology to the
Soviet bloc by exporting it from a European subsidiary?Answer. Both the U.S. Commerce and Treasury controls and the multilateral
COCOM controls take accoiint of this possibility. As the committee is aware,
the controls exercised by the Department of Commerce apply to U.S. goods or
technology supplied to foreign subsidiaries or other foreign firms. Thus, a manu-
facturer of products in another country must obtain U.S. Government approval
before incorporating American technology, components, or parts in the end
product for sale to a Communist destination. While there are questions as
to where the line should properly be drawn in this somewhat extraterritorial
application of U.S. regulations, nonetheless the authority of the United States
to control goods and technology of U.S. origin is well established and, we
believe, is effective in respect of strategic goods.

In addition, any American subsidiary or affiliate located In a COCOM country
would be subject to the strategic export control regulations of the host country.
In the case of COCOM countries, these regulations parallel the controls exer-
cised by the United States. Moreover, in accordance with the provisions of the
Battle Act, the United States informs countries 1A addition to the COCOM
countries of the lists of goods considered strategic for Battle Act purposes and
seeks their cooperation when this Is necessary.

To support and supplement the COCOM, Battle Act, and Commerce strategic
control arrangements, the Treasury Department exercises the Transaction Con.
trol Regulations, which prohibit Americans, including foreign subsidiaries of
U.s. firms, from participating In the purchase or sale of strategic commodities
as -defined by COCOM for ultimate shipment from Any country outside the
United States to the communist areas Without prior approvalfrom Treasury.
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Under these circumstances, the'- possibility of an American firm Wug a
foreign subsidiary for purposes of evading strategic controls Is extremely
limited and would be difficult to sustain undetected for any lengthy period.

To the contrary, our experience has been that the large American corporations
prominently engaged in international trade and multinational operations ar
conscious, of their responsibility to. reflect correctly not only the' letter of
applicable U.S. laws but the essence of U.S. policy and are carefitl to consult
with American authorities in matters that might raise a question of strategic
trade.
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Slt X epai~tm -tR~pon~ to quetQn pf enatqr Ribicoff

STATES DEPARTMENT VIEWS ON AGRICULTURAL TRADE

Questfon 1. There has been much talk and some confusion about the Agricul-
tural policies and objectives of the United States. What is the State Depart-
ment's views on Agriculture? What should the American objectives in this area
be? What is the relationship between our international Agricultural Trade ob-
jectives and food reserves? What is-the relationship between our agricultural
objectives and any possible agreements on coffee, cocoa and tropical products?

DEPARTMENT OF STATE VIEWS

Answer. The State Department is keenly aware of the importance of agricul-
ture to our economy, our trade and balance of payments positions and to our
foreign relations generally. We continue to work closely with the Department of'
Agriculture In ensuring that our farm community benefits fully from its position
as an efficient producer and the world's largest exporter of agricultural com-
modities.

U.S. OBJECTIVES

As with many of our policies, our foreign agricultural policy is designed to
serve several objectives. Among these are:

(a) achieving open markets for agricultural products to the maximum extent
-permitted by political and social factors in the various countries through a
lowering of import barriers and export subsidies;

(b) international cooperation in Improving nutritional levels and In meeting
food emergencies;

(o) establishing a system of internationally coordinated but nationally held
grain reserves to help offset grave shortfalls in world grain supplies due to crop
failures or other natural disasters;

(d) international cooperation to accelerate the growth of food production,
especially In food deficit developing countries.

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN TRADE OBJECTIVES AND ORAIN RESERVE NEGOTIATIONS

In discussing grain reserves, we have aimed at achieving an agreement II
which the responsibilities and benefits would be balanced among the participants.
In Its simplest terms, this has meant that, in exchange for commitments by major
grain exporters to make available fixed additional supplies of grains during years
of major shortages, major importers would acquire and hold an agreed amount of"
reserves in years of major surpluses. We see this effort as fully compatible with
the objectives mentioned above. In addition, we have taken the position that the
results of any reserves agreement would have to be folded into the Multilateral
Trade Negotiations and be taken into account in any agreements on grains
there.

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN AGRICULTURAL OBJECTIVES AND POSSIBLE AGREEMENTS Olt
COFFEE, COCOA, AND TROPICAL PRODUCTS

These objectives are consonant with our policy to consider possible com-
modity agreements on a case-by-case basis with a view to limiting the extreme
fluctuations in prices which have occurred in world, trade in products such an
coffee and cocoa for many years. In so doing, we seek to ensure that the export
earnings of producer countries remain at a level capable of supporting further
economic development of those countries but without putting an unreasonable
burden on our consumers. Where an international agreement promises to meet
these objectives without compromising other U.S. policy goals, we will urge its
adoption.

A case in point is the International Coffee Agreement of 1075, which we
intend to sign. A different case is that of the International Cao Agreement of
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IMP', which c~4I' prf pi~i~sad inadeQuia protection for -con.
umerfinerests We 1l 'not -l the c6coa agreement unless Itis substantially

modiied : renegotiaelto.-
In the Multflatey'al Tfde Netl.ations, *e are prepared to negotiate improved

.access to our market for troptiil products produced by develo tlng countries.
Increased -export earnings of the e6untries marketing such products in turn
Increases fheir callsdty to buy from' us. Deveiopi couintriA Wll, be expected
to make appropriate trade contributions to the Multilateral Trade Negotiations,
which can serve to improve access of 1.9. agricultural and manufactured
products to theIr market.

STEL OUNTilVAIIJNO VUTY CASE

-Question 8. What do you perceive as the proper role of the State Department
in any efforts that might be undertaken to avert the international crisis that
is likely to develop out of the pending U.S. Steel countervailing duties cases or
from the government subsidies-countervailing duties issue in general?

Answer. The Department of State is following closely U.S. Steel's actions
with regard to the company's claim that the rebate of the value added tax Is
a bounty or grant under U.S. countervailing duty law. This contention by U.S.
,Steel has been formally rejected by the Department of Treasury, which has
responsibility for executiori of U.S. countervailing duty laws.

On February 19, 1976;,U.S. Steel filed a summoni in Customs Court that would
enable it to initiate at any time within the next two years a legal challenge to
the Treasury Department's rejection of the U.S. Steel petitions concerning im-

orts from the UK, France, the Federal Republic of Germany, Luxembourg,
Belgium, Italy, and the Netherlands. Therefore, it will be necessary to await
the outcome of this litigation.

With regard to the general subsidies/countervailing duty issue, the Depart-
ment of State is working with other interested Government agencies under the
,chairmanship of the Special Trade Representative toward the objective of nego-
tiating new International rules concerning the use of subsidies and countervail-
ing duties. We-and other agencies consider these negotiations to be an extremely
important aspect of the Multilateral Negotiations. We would expect these nego-
'tiations to clarify many of the disputed aspects of the subsidies problem Includ-
ing the question at Issue in the U.S. Steel case of the remission of indirect taxes.

zxX0UTIvX SUANCH PROCEDURE S

Question 3. How do you determine whether an issue or negotiations properly
come under the Jurisdiction of the Department of State, the Department of
Treasury, the Department of Commerce, or the President's Special Representa-
tive for Trade Negotiations? What are the State Department's areas of Juris-
dlction over matters affecting trade? Could you cite the specific authorities
under which you decide Jurisdiction or undertake negotiations. What procedures
-do you have for coordinating commercial policy, Including commodity policy,
export control -policy, and all other areas of policy having a direct or indirect
effect on trade?

Answer. Almost every international economic policy issue Is worked on
simultaneously by several agencies. Their efforts are coordinated through
informal discussions and formally through established Interagency mechanisms.
In the trade area this Is generally accomplished through the Trade Policy Com-
mittee and Its sub-groups. In almost all cases, the U.S. position reflects a con.
sensus of the views of the agencies with an Interest in the Issue. In those rare
cases where differences cannot be resolved at the staff level or--even rarer-
at the Cabinet level, the Preildent makes the finanl decision. As the Secretary
stated in his testimony on January 22, jurisdictional questions are not a prob
lem and coordination among the agencies in the trade area is better than that
in some other areas of policy.

The President, of course, has the ultimate responsibility for Initiating and
conducting negotiations with other countries, and he determines which agency
will lead a negotiation. In the case of agreements entered Into puriuant to
the authority of Title I and Section 801 of the Trade Act of 1974, the chief
negotiator Is the President's Special Trade Representative. In the case of other
agreements, other agencies may be designated to lead negotiations.
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. The President's authority, with respect tob~th the choice otap l~c1, 4Yisera
and the decision as to who shall lead negOtiations, is constit 'lnal. ,Tii 1ire. -
dent, of course, is the constitutionally responsible head 6f thO Exequtive r'ici,
and, as indicated by the Supreme Court in Ustied 09t1e v. (7urttA-.Wrgit
Corp., 299 U.8, 804, 819 (198), the President alone Is eatruste4 with the
constitutional power to negotiate with foreign igvernments.

As the principal agency responsible to the President for the conduct of our
foreign relations the State Department has a clear interest in that aspect of
our foreign policy which concerns trade. We cannot conduct a successful trade
policy outside the- context of our political, security and agency economic rela-
tions with other countries. The State Department is, therefore, among the
principal agencies involved in the formulation and the conduct of our trade
policy.

In addition to the coordination procedures established through the Trade
Policy Committee and the East-West Trade Board pursuant to the -Trade Act,
interagency procedures have been set up pursuant to various statutory and
executive authorities to coordinate decision making with regard to multilateral
export controls (COCOM) through the Economic Defense Advisory Committee,
And. to unilateral export controls through the Export Administration Review
Board and its subsidiary, the Advisory Committee on Export Policy. Other ex-
amples of bodies created to ensure coordination of other facets of our inter-
national economic policy could be cited. The result is close and thoroughgoing
coordination throughout the Executive Branch in the making of foreign economic
policy.

Question 4. What are the criteria for determining how an agreement affecting
trade should be labeled and handled between your Department and the Congressr
Specifically, what do you see as the difference between a treaty, an executive
agreement, a commodity agreement and a trade agreement, assuming that each
directly affects the trade of the United States?

Answer. The proper procedures which the Department of State may follow with
respect to the Congress for a given international agreement affecting trade may
vary according to a number of factors. For example, for agreements negotiated
under the new authority in section 102 of the Trade Act, there are of course pro-
cedures set forth in Title I for consultations and Congressional approval, though
we would expect the Special Trade Representative, as chief negotiator of such
agreements, to assume the leading role in the Executive Branch for implement-.
Ing those procedures.

For agreements which may affect trade but which are negotiated under some
other authority, the procedures which might be followed depend on the nature
of the authority, the type of agreement and the nature of U.S. commitments under
the agreement. For example, if the President determines to negotiate an orderly
marketing agreement to provide import relief in response to an International
Trade Commission finding under section 201 of the Trade Act, this-determination-
would be reported to the Congress under section 208(b) (1) of that Act.

On the other hand, there are no similar requirements for Important restraint
agreements concluded under the authority of section 204 of the Agriculture Act
of 195, and formal Congressional approval would not normally be necessary
in light of the authority in that Act. To take still another example, multilateral'
agreements regulating trade in a particular commodity, such as the Interna-
tional Coffee Agreement. are customarily done in the form of treaties, requiring
the advice and consent of the Senate to ratification.

You asked specifically about our view of the differences between a trPnty. "n
executive agreement, a commodity agreement and a trade agreement. For pur-
poses of U.S. law,- a treaty is an international agreement to which the Senate
has given advice and consent to ratification and which the President bas then
ratified. An executive agreement is any other international agreement to which
the United States is a party. All international agreements of the United States
thuis are either treaties or executive Pgreements. "Trade agreement" has a spe-
cific meaning. under tb, Trade Act, but the term is also used more generally to
mean an agreement affecting trade. In the latter, more general sense, a trade
agreement may be concluded either as an executive agreement or a treaty, while-
a "trade agreement" negotiated under Title I and submitted for approval ot
both houses of CongresA would be an executive agreement. "Commodity agree-
ment" does not have a specific legal meaning. The term is usually used to describe
multilateral agreements regulating trade in a particular raw material, but may
also mean bilateral agreements affecting commodities. Multilateral commodity
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agreements are generally negotiated as treaties and submitted to the Senate for
its advice and consent to ratification.

Customarily, certain agreements, such as security treaties or multilateral
commodity agreements, have been done in the form of treaties. Agreements
done as treaties with the advice and consent of the Senate have the same con-
stitutional status as federal legislation, but obviously it is not always necessary
or appropriate to follow the treaty-making procedures of the constitution, and
the great majority of our agreements are executive agreements. Executive
laeements may be submitted to the Congress for approval by Joitit ,resolution,
particularly if private rights within the United States would be affected.
Furthermore, Implementing legislation may be necessary in the case of either
an executive agreement or a treaty in order to carry out U.S. obligations.
Finally, we of course, notify to the Congress all executive agreements pursuant
to the Case Act, whether or not approval or implementing legislation is
desirable or necessary.

It should be added that beyond the legal aspects of this question, we try
to consult with the Congress through the appropriate committees on a broad
range of agreements and negotiations. We recognize that this is particularly
important in the area of foreign commerce, where the Congress has constitu-
tional responsibilities. If we are to have a coherent foreign economic policy,
we believe that we must work together in the national interest.

ARAB BOYCOTT

Quetont 5. In November, the President made a strong statement that firmly
committed his administration to opposing the Arab Boycott of American firms.
Recently, the Department of Justice filed suit against the Bechtel Corporation
for alleged violations of the antitrust laws stemming from possible compliance
with the boycott.

During your testimony, you stated that you had advised the Attorney General
of the possible adverse effects of this case on our foreign policy, but that
neither you, nor any representative of the State Department had tried to stop
or delay the suit. You stated that the potential adverse effects of enforcement
and prosecution in connection with the boycott do not mean that "foreign
policy considerations should override provisions of our law." You stated that
you therefore support the Department of Justice in its prosecution of the
Bechtel case.

Would you therefore support other steps, Including the rigorous enforcement
of other laws, in connection with compliance by American firms with the Arab
Boycott? Would you support legislation directed toward minimizing the effects
of the "secondary boycott" on American trade and commerce?

Answer. We believe both the President's statement of November 20,' 1975
and Secretary Kissinger's testimony before the Finance Committee speak for
themselves.

We strongly believe that the Arab boycott Is but one reflection of the Arab-
Israeli conflict and that its scope will be reduced in direct proportion to the
success of our efforts to resolve that conflict. In our view the adoption of new
anti-boycott legislation or innovative application to the boycott of existing
U.S. laws never previously considered relevant to the Arab or other politically
motivated boycotts will not bring about relaxation of the boycott.

To the contrary, such action might jeopardize our efforts to promote a settle-
ment thereby perpetuating the boycott. We do not share the view that the Arabs
are so dependent on U.S. technology that they will Ignore their own boycott
laws once confronted on the boycntt issue by the Unitd States Government.

To play a conciliatory role in the Middle East, the United States must retain
the credibility of both sides by avoiding actions perceived bv either side as
fundamental shifts in our national orientation on basic aspects of the conflict.
Our effectiveness also depends upon leverage generated by increased U.S. trade
with the middle East which also carries substantial benefits for the U.S. economy
fnd employment. Legislation or innovative application of existing laws directed
at the Arab boycott threatens all these objectives.

Decisions to adopt legislation or to apply existing laws for the first time to
long-standing problems generally involve the weighing of a substantial number
of policy considerations. Although the State Department is not charged with
making these decisions. we are sure that officials who do have these responsibili-
ties will be mindful of our basic national objective in the Middle East and of Its
crucial linkage to elimination of the boycott.



Treasury Departmeht.-esponses to Quetions of the Chlirman

Queatioft 1. Do you believe the current U.S. tax laws, combinationn of "d4reet
"indirect" taxes) best serve the U.S., International competitive position?

Answer. The structure of U.S. taxation reflects a variety of competing interests
and objectives. The international competitive position of the United States bs
seldom ranked among the Ooremost objectives. Thur, the United States Ms dot
structured its tax laws so as to achieve the maximum lovel of border tax aMust-
ments on imports and exports. GATT rules permit the rebate of indirect taxes
on imports. However, under GATT rules, no border adjustment can be made for
-direct taxes, such as the corporate Income tax.

The United States might alter its tak structure so that a wider range of taxeo
-were eligible for destination principle border tax adjustments (tax rebated ott
exports, and tax imposed on imports). However, any major shift In the U.S. tax
structure must be Justified primarily for domestic rather than international
reasons. Thus, if the United States wishes to make wider use of destination prin-
ciple border tax adjustments, a change In GATT rules, coupled with new U.S.
border tax provisions, might offer a more appropriate avenue than a change in the
domestic tax structure.

Question 2. Could you compare the U.S. tax mix directt; Ildiredt taxes) 0ith
*that of West Germany and the relative inflation and unemplyment rates ih both
countries?

Answer. Table I shows 1973 tax revenues as a percent of GNP for Germany,
the United States, and selected other cointrie4. The overall tax burden is heat'ier
in Germany (87 percent of ONP) than in the United States (28 percent of ONP).
Germany relies to a greater extent on Pales, excise, and social security taxes than
the United States. Conversely, Germany places less reliance on corporate income
and property taxes.

Table 2 shows recent unemployment and inflation rates in both countries. Un-
employment rates have been lower in Germany, but rising. In 1972-1978. con-

-sumer prices Increased less rapidly in Germany than the United States, but in
1974-1975, the positions were reversed.

(P34)
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TABLE |-TAC REVENUE AS A PEIJT OF ONP.FOl SEiLECTD CgNTRII$, ToTA). REVENUE AND BY TYPE OF

TAX AU.L LEVELSQ.~EN~~:F RRISAEj.l.17
AII fgWS read as permat r

Total
Sale Social Corpo flonw. exclvdn

and ex- 3,M- rate., ,o, o ,,,.,
" r try Total c ?se I ril, Inome n=o 1 1ry, OtherI o xcise

Bel:u 10.12 92j 4. hl 7 :7 :1
Denmark .............. -41 1019 U B !. 1
rance............. 34 W, 12 15.7 2.2 4 .o .66 .6 2.

Germany (Federal publ) 37.30 12. 1 :,,, ..................... 2:64 ' .8 1 27 3 8 :1 2.71 16'
Luxewlboo g............ 37.00 7.66 10.29 5710 9.68 1:7.5 10,54 . 7S ..ednd ................. .43. 10$Wadde ................. . 1 8 Ii''" ,,. .1: ' 1; .24 2.,1:T
Swltzenlo ............. .26. 7.20 1 , 9 87 1., .1 26.68
United ingdom............ 32.78 8.42 6.51 2.11 10.63 3.6 U .3 2.8
United States ............... 27.99 4.72 6.14 3.19 9.29 3.56 1:9 23.27

I ndus general sales, value added, and specific excise taxes.
Includes contributions of employers, employees and self empoyed. Category Is broadly defined to include all tax.

payments to Institutions of general government providing social welf are benefits, provided they are levied as a function.
of pay or as a fixed amont per person. Thus, for the United States, this categoI includes contributions to the railroad
retireet fund, un mployme Insures fund workmen's compensation f , and ivil s vce retirement program.
In addition, of course, to the more familiar social security-typo payments made pursuant to the Federal Insurance Con-
trbibtoas Ao (MCA).

S l nudes Income taxes on Individuals and unincorporated enterprise such s p opristorshlps and partnerships.
4 Includes taxes on nat wealth end Immovable prOpefty. Thus, for the Utd States this category would largely be mae-

pp of the state and local taxes on real and pwsona property.
Sincludes taxes on employers based on payroll or manpower, taxes and stamp dutlse on gifts, Inheritance, and caplta.'

or financial transactions, and miscellaneous taxes.
a Computed by subtractilg sales and excises from total.
Source: Revenue Statistics of OECD Member Countries, 1965-1973, pp. 7341.

TABLE 2.-RATES OF UNEMPLOYMENT AND CHANGE IN CONSUMER PRICES, GERMANY AND THE UNITED

STATES

(In percent

1972 1973 1974 1975,

Unemployment rae:
Germany (Federal Republic) ...................... 1.1 1.3 2.6 14.9o
United State s ................................... 5.6 4.9 5.6 8.5

Consumer prIs (rates of increase):
Germ 7 (Federal Republic) ...................... 5.5 6.5 7.0 85.5
United ates............................ 3.5 5.5 10.5 17.7

I Mid.1975 rate.
S Preliminary figures.
Source: "Economic Indicators," January 1976; IMF, "Recent Ecoomik Development In the Federal Republic of Ger--

many," July 1975 (confidential).

Question 8. Do you feel the Income tax is borne by the producer or Is, at least
in part, passed on to the consumer?

Answer. This is one of the more contentious issues in the field -f public finance.
Most of the disagreement, however, is over how quickly an income tax is shifted
to consumers rather than w-bether or not such shifting actually occurs. In the
case of the corporate income tax, there is little doubt that in the very short run
it is borne by capital in the corporate sector. But this is not the full etory.
Owners of capital in the corporate sector will be disstisfied with their rate of
return and will seek to move their capital to les heavily taxed non-corporate-
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sectors. The after-taF returns t09 capital will 'thus teld to be equalizd acroe"
sectors and will probably b. somewhat lower due to th1i tf. The movementbt
capital out of the corporate sector will mean lower output'and higher prices Ifi
that sector. Thus, over time, consumers of corporate sector output will be .bA?-
dened by higher prices because of the tax.

Question 4. Do you feel the GATT rules on subsidies reflect realistic tax shift-
Ing of direct and indirect taxes?

Answer. Current GATT rules on border tax adjustments are based on histOlcal
trade practices to avoid double' taxation and on administrative convenience. The
economic justification of the -rules was developed later. The doctrine was devel-
oped that the GATT rules would be trade neutral If the taxes that are adjuStM.,
for at the border (i.e. indirect taxes), were fully.ihifted forward'into eogslmsor
prices, and' taxes not adjusted for at- the border (i.e. direct taxes) were fuIly--
absorbed by producers. We do not believe that these assumptions on the shifting
of prices are correct. Modern economic analysis indicates that there Is no ecb-
nomic basis for drawing major distinctions between the shifting of direct and
indirect taxes, except In the sort term. It is generally recognized that'the
degree of tax shifting depends primarily on the demand for the commodity, the
actions of monetary authorities, the stage of the business cycle, and the degree
of competition among producers.

Question 5. What kind of changes in the GATT rules on subsidies would be
fair for all countries, irrespective of the mix of direct and indirect taxes they
may have?

Answer. The present GATT rules permit destination principle border tax ad-
Justments for indirect taxes but not for direct taxes. These rules were written
at a time when indirect taxes appeared to be declining in importance, and the
major trading countries (including, the United States) were anxious to confine
the extent of border tax adjustments. Later, when value added 'taxes came irto'
widespread use, the GATT rules were "explained" on the basis of different shift-
ing assumptions for direct and indirect taxes. However, the supposed difference
in the incidence of direct and indirect taxes has never been widely accepted by
economists. The present GATT rules work to prevent those countries which rely
more heavily on direct taxes from making more extensive use of destination
principle border tax adjustments for those direct taxes. We are studying this
problem. We do not yet have a position on how to change GATT rules to make
them more fair.

Question 6. Do you feel that the DISC should be modified In the absence of any
changes in the GATT rules on subsidies, or the European border tax program?
Could you elaborate?

Answer. The Administration believes that DISC should not be modified except
in exchange for concessions from European and other industrial countries within-
the context of the multilateral trade negotiations. The range of possible con-
cessions, which might Include recognition of DISC as an appropriate border tax
adjustment measure, has not been explored with our trading partners.

Question 7. The Treasury Department has done some work on a possible value
added tax for the United States. Could you supply the Committee on Finance
with results of Treasury'g research in this area, particularly with regard to the
revenue raising potential and how a VAT might be made progressive so as not
to burden low income taxpayers?Answer. Attached are summaries of Treasury Department work on the VAT
presented in question and answer form. The revenue potential and regressivity
i mues are covered in the attachments.

BiIURING QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS ON THE VALUE ADDED TAX
Question 1. What is a value added tax?
Answer. It is a tax on the value added by each firm in the production and

distribution process. Value added is the difference between a firm's sales and its
purchases. Since each firm's value added is taxed once, 'the full value of the
product is taxed once and there is no pyramiding of tax. Thus, the value added
tax Is distinctly different from a cascade turnover tax that taxes the value of the
product as many times as there are transactions in the production and distribu-
tion process.

As it operates In Europe, a firm calculates Its value added tax liability by
use of the tax credit method. The firm deterinines its tentative tax liability by
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plying the tai rate to its taxable sales, deduct tax pafd purchases ma46
Ourlng'th' pFrod, and recite the dfference tdtbe government. In the tax credit

r99 it iA t deduction for tax paid on purchases that 'assures that there will
be no cmtfrulative taratioli and that tWe full value of the product will be taxed
Ordy oliveQ ueeaon 0. -o vilu added taxes differ intheir specific treatment of capital
eulpment purchases?

.Answer. ,There are three types of value added taxes: consumption, income,
jnd ' product. Under each, the value added tax which a firm pays on its
purchases of Intermediate inputs, such as faw materials, is deductible from
tax due' sates in the period In which the purchase'were made. The three
types do differ in their treatment of capital purchases.

The coaumption type is the one used by all European countries that have a
value added tax apd is the only type Of value added tax that is under considera-

tion for implementation in this country. A firm calculates its tax liability by
deducting, from tax due on sales, the tax paid on all purchases including capital
equipment. Since the tax paid on capital purchases is deductible immediately,
in the period In which the capital is purchased, capital goods are not subject to
value added tax. This form is, therefore, described as a consumption type value
added tax.

Under the income type Of value added tax, immediate deduction of the tax
paid on capital equipment purchases is disallowed. Rather, the tax paid on such
purchases is depreciated over the useful life of the asset. If, for example, $100
in value added tax was paid on the purchase of a capital asset with an expected
5 year life, a deduction of $20 would be allowed each year. Since the tax paid
on capital purchases is depreciated over the life of the assets, the value added tax
is levied on national income and is thus described as an income typevalue added
tax.

Deduction for tax paid on capital equipment purchases is never allowed under
the gross product type of value added tax, Since the tax Is levied on investment
as well as consumption goods, it is described as a gross product type of value
added tax.

Question 3. Is one form of value added tax more favorable to capital invest-
ment than the other forms?

Answer. Yes. The consumption form of value added tax, by permitting Immedi-
ate deduction of tax paid on capital equipment purchases, exempts investment
goods-from the tax. I pointed this out in my October 7, 1971 testimony before the
Senate Finance Committee during hearings on the Revenue Act of 1971- by re-
ferring to the European value added taxes which generally are of the consump.
tion variety. I said that the effect of this treatment of investment ". . . is the
same as if the cost of capital equipment were allowed to be deducted in full in the
year purchased, rather than being depreciated over a period of years as we re*
quire under our inc-ome tax system." In short, the consumption form of the value
added tax is a neutral tax with respect to factor choice; it does not increase the
cost of capital relative to other factors of production.

By contrast, both the income and gross product forms of value added tax in-
crease the cost of capital relative to the cost of other factors. Under the income
form, value added tax is charged on capital equipment purchases, but is depre-
ciated over the life of the.asset rather than being deducted in full on a current
basis That is, the firm must finance some of the tax pad.on the capital equip-
ment purchase over the life of the asset. The gross product form of value added
tax clearly increases the cost of capital relative to other productive factors since
capital equipment purchases are taxed and that tax is never deducted or depreci-
ated from the tax due on the firm's sales.

Question 4. Is the value added tax a consumption tax or an income tax?
Answer. The consumption form of value added tax is a tax on spending for

consumer goods and services. That is, an individual bears the value added tax in
relation to consumption rather than in relation to income, Since the tax is con-
fined to consumption goods an individual can alter his value added tax burden
by' altering his consumption. It is not an income tax because individuals with
different incomes, but identical consumption would, assuming the tax includes all
consumption goods, bear the same amount of value added tax.

The other forms of. value added tax. income and gross product, are not con-
isqmption taxes because they tax capital equipment, and this is likely to have an
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'Impact on the. 04e of iretuvr wbtcb savers receive Acco ,nglyt Oe lucwe auq
gross product formsof te valqe added, taz Ibvie taW, oar acte1stico because
an individual's vable added 1a,.burdqn, doe t 4ependO nIif his ctmunMptiop,

Queuton 5. If theconsumptiqn ,f9t ot valis added az ,s a taz.on con
gumption, does this mean that it is super or 66 an income tax?

Answer. No, not-necessarily. It moans thkt the constfption type of value a4ed
tax Is a tax on consumption whereas an income tax is a tax On incone.Ths type
of value added tax exempts savings. An i0tdvidual Incurs, no value added tax hIa-
bility on his savings. Accordingly, .the.tx does not penase'e thrift., This is dis-
tinctly different from an, income tax. Under that form of tax all income, whiethek-
consumed or saved,,is taxed. Moreover, the rqturn which 4n Individual earns on
his savings is also subject to income tax,

Whether It Is "good" or "bad" to tx consumption, rather than income, can
be interpreted only in light of current economic conditions. Ris true, however,
as I said before the Senate Finance Commlttee oikOctober 7, 191, that a country
by country comparison of capital costs of maufactturing machinery and equip*-
ment demonstrates that the tax structures of some of the IndustrAallzed coun'
tries in the world provide more of an encouragement'to capital investment than
does the tax structure-of the United Otates. If it is ever determined that the Ied-
eral Government is in need of substantial amounts of additional revenues, the
rnhie added tax deserves close scrutiny since it offers a way to raise such revenue
without Increasing the cost of capital relative to other productive factors.

Question 6. Isn't a consumption type value added tax regressive? That is,
since consumption iS a declining proportion of rising income, would not value
added tax' payments decline, as a percent of income, as income rises?

Answer. Although.the value added tax is a tax on consumption, it need not be
regressive. There are many- ways by which the initial burden distribution can
be altered: exemptions, differential rates, or a refundable income tax credit.
It would be possible, for example, to exempt goods on which the poor spend a
high proportion of their income. It would be possible to tax "luxury" goods at
higher rates than "non-luxury" items. Finally, it would be possible to provide
refunds to low income families for value added tax paid on a minimum amount
of consumption., By *using any of these tools one could devise the burden dis-
tribution which he deems to be most acceptable.

Those European countries which have adopted value added taxes have
chosen to alter the burden distribution by applying lower rates or exemptions
to selected consumption items. This type of system probably creates some ad-
ministrative problems that would not arise if a single rate with uniform coverage
were used.

I would point out that 7 of our states alter the burden distribution of their
sales taxes by the uise of an Income tax credit. This particular method avoids
the need to define exempt commodities and enables a given amount of base
coPsumpton to be freed from the tax. It does 66t, for example, mean that
middle and upper'ineome groups pay no tax on their food purchases.

Finally, and perhaps most importantly, it should be emphasized that the
charge that tbis or that tax is regressive Is a limited and partial form. of
analysis, it focuses only on the source of revenue' side of the issue and ignores
how the revenues are spent. To the extent that value added tax revenues would
be spAnt in such a *ay that lower Income groups would rec "'e, relative to
their income, more' public goods and services or more tax relief in, the fotin of
reduced taxes than "higher Income groups, the vqlue added tax Is certainly not
part of a regressive fiscal program.

Questft T. Would the value added tax Improve our balance of trade?
Answer. I assume that you ate referring to the tact that under the General

Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), Indirect taxes, such as the value
added tax can be rebattd on exports and levied on Imports. This border treat-
mrent is not adcorded direct taxes sFch as the corporate Income tax.

I cannot provide you with a definitive answer on the extent to which, If any,
the value added tax would Improve the U.S. balance of trade. I can, however,
outline for you the conditions under which the value added tax could reasonably
be expected to have a salutary effect on our trade balance.

If the value added tax wap substituted for P direct tax (such as the corporate
income tax or the property thx) that was shifted forward in higher prices and
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lFinally, we mustconstafit1yfk bp in m~nd th&'atl trace effect Is! dependent,
at leapt in part, A611the wresponses of be'r" Eo~ht~leS.1 A*'with the Ahifting of

-direct taxes, there is coneldera lq divisioi"bf opinion over;hbw reponsl'r our
export sales are' tO relatively 4vnaall prie dlhanges. Also domle of, tie other In-

.dustrialized countriesof the world-lhftW6cbtporAtd IncomE taxesat rates which
approach the level in the United Stateft Tb the extent that buch countries reduce
their corporate taxes i' response to attmiiar tcductlon iwn the Utited Statesi, the
trade effect which we:would expect td' bherve wotld' be mit'ated,

Question 8. You describe the tax 'ad alieVy on, value" added." wouldd not a firm
.minimize its tax liability by 1ncre~ang purchases from other'firms and thus re-
d u ce its va lu e ad d ed ? I I. .... .

Answer. No. The'reason is that thb value added tax is a tax on the full value
-of the product, but that value' is taxed only once. It is correct, as' your question
suggests, that the firm with a high ratio' of value added to sales would have to
send more value added tax receipts to the government that a" firm with a lower
ratio of'value added to sales. But remember, and this is crucial, a firm is charged
value added tax on its purchases. Therefore, the firm with the low ratio of value
added to sales (high purchases to sales tatlo) would pay more tax on its pur-

.chases than the firm with the high ratio of value added to sales. There is, I, sub-
•mit, no difference, from the firm's point of view, between sending tat: receipts
-directly to the government and sending them indirectly in thiO form of taxes
charged on purchased inputs.

Question 9. A revenue figure of $18 billion has been reported in the press. Can
you tell us what tax base and therefore tax rate the Treasury Department relied
on In arriving at the $18 billion figure?

Answer. The Treasury Department, I must emphasize, has no value added
tax proposal. We have, for some time, been studying-the value added tax as
part of our continuing reevaluation of the tax structure but we have no' value

:added tax proposal at tis time. -

I would, however, like to comment briefly on the'A es ftlsed by the $18
billion figure. My understanding is' that this is. Figuree, and this W all thAt it is,
'that has risen in connection with the President's requ"t ta'the'Advisory Coin.
mission on Intergovernmental Relations to study' the, btd issue -ot school
financing. It is a figure that is to be used for illustrative purposeaud;does not
reflect a bard and faet policy decision.

Available data- ot personal convomptio ezxiWAu Indicate that such
consumption currently is running at an annual ratN of $670 billon. If all corA.
ponents of personal consumption expenditure were subject to *itue Added tki,
a rate of 2.7 percent would be requietd tW raise's $18 billion',n wvente; It sbme

'items were not stibjeet to tax and the lM was reduced to, ay , $6OO billion,
a soinewliat higher. tax rate "off 8.01 lfreent would' be r~quirfd, A. prbdueethe
$18 billion in revenue. If the- vlfe0add6'tA&X. baseo*as e ei(ced'tf $50 billion,
a still higher rate of 8.6 percent would be required. In short, there is an
'infinite combination of rates and bases that would generate $18 billion In



'revenue. Therefore, one, should not aWsumPthat -the ltq* -of tbo $18 $.1ion
figure means tbt rate and baep dedions 1qve been made.

sales taxes presenUy levied by may statand, .oes governments ? .
Answer A conspmption type y~lqe adde, ta:, ..'sBa retailsaee ta ha f

confined to consumption, 09, Is a tay on 0o0numpton. TheduWrden of eNch.fthese taxes.,s, borne tlo 0rect -elat!.ol to o.sv~nptin spei4kdg9 6acn.o tet 0
taxes encourages saviiig and intve#met betiaue, either taz can te avo gtooy
saving and neither t.is leied on invest ne t goqds.

,Waether .a Xeral , value, added t*x would b similar to state retail 14
tae" is a very & questi0 rW ft4 4M, 4 ,' - t to pidvice ' "
response. TlaeM are 40 (including/ Aaka wher-e it is t t e loc l level lo"n)
separate and distinct state retell salem taxes ese taxes dAer i their rses,
bases, treatment, of exemptions,, Ena. ope of* coverage. Since the 'Trea0I4ry
has no proposal for a value added 4ax and because of'the diversity of i40
retail sales taxes, it would not be possible to delicate the potential areas of
congruence between a Federal value added tax and ext.ting'state retail levikg1

Q"Ueti ion 1* St.te and local, oyernments rely .eavihy on the retail sales tsx
as a source of revenue. How do you answer the argument that a Federal valoe
added tax would infringe on this revenue, source?

Answer. I would point out that about 19 percent of state and local govern-
ment tax revenue comes from general sales and gross receipts taxes. That is,
from what is commonly recognized as retail sales taxes. The other major .ourep
of state:and local governin1e, tax rdvviue -at'e: proteirt tax 41.peridt;, oled-
tive sales taxes, such as gasoline and alcohol taxes 16 percent; individual and
corporate income taxes, 16 percent; and miscellaneous taxes, 8 percent.,

This distribution reveals a couple of salient points. General retail sales apd
gross receipts taxes supply the state and local-' governments with about one-
fifth of their tax revenue. These governments have other sources and ined
they rely on these othel sources quite heavily. Perhaps more importantly, 3
states have chosen to levy Income taxes and these Income taxes, to repeat con-
tribute 16 percent of total state and local tax revenue. The income tax is, of
course, the major source of tax revenue for the Federal government. It is clear,
I think, that the use by the Federal government of the income tax has not oper-
ated so as to foreclose the states from also using it.

Question 12. Isn't a value added tax more complicated than a retail sales tal?
It seems that all producers would be subject to a value added tax whereas a
retail sales tax is limited to retailers.

Answer. The answef!to your question depends, In part, on the type of retail
sales or value added tax that we are talking about. There is considerable variance
among existing state retail sales taxes with respect to such Issues as rate, base,
and coverage. Because of these differences it Is difficult to evaluate the com-
plexity or simplicity of these taxes against that of a Federal tax that does
not exist.

Generally speaking, however, the state retail sales taxes are taxes on retail
sales rather than on retailers. Wholesaler., d itribiitors, even producers can
and do make retail sales and often are, therefore, liable for payment of retail
sales tax. These same firms, moreover, may make some purchases from firms
that typically sell at retail..If these purchases are for business use they may
qualify as tax exempt. To demonstrate that It is ft non-retail sale, the purchaser
probably would be required to supply the seller with some proof. The point-.Of
all of this is that it Is not Just the firms which we commonly think of as retailers
that are within the state retail soles tax systems. Therefore, ,I do not think.
that one can conclude on an apriorl bass that one of these taxes Is more compli-
cated than the other.

COAPME5 l-.1-WHAT "SPmODYO ALLY Is A VAT?

TM broad brush. .

As can be seen from the history, the VAT developed as an Idea, or a theory,
and only later was tried out. One particular version of the tax has been the most
common type intpractice, and consequently Is what most people are talking abdtit
when they discuss VAT, but-there are other versions. -



*itt we can classify Aq'*' ,their'tre~tptent af p1tal good,.
oonsumpt/9s type.-Ths verw, on of VAT' Ovldes thatnp tag 1 apply to

tapitalgod.Ince tax wllk 4av6 been paid a rea4yoz th value'a a cm-
ponents that go into capital goodathis require that when b'.W od'ls Jpbehased
for Investmenta -efIfUnd msT, be #U6wed fo1r any prior t~fes paid. (Tile general
reason for this can be seen froM our previous eitampleIf 'Vae added (p. 1).

showed that value added 4s :equivalent to gross Izicone measured' bfore"a
depreciation deduction. To avoi4 taxic apta, goods twice, both when pui-
chaeedap4 ag*.wlen~it is QM%4 _bIt-b7_jV- 1 t -i ias sused UP~It
seems s tnaire to iot tax t p r. ai of p tal'o .

An itwome S* e.-Instead of exempting capital goods p rcshass, the VAT could
deal with the double tax problems by allowing deduction. for lelreclation." '"

A grose prodvot type.--A third alterni"v6 is to put up WLt/, the1 64uble .taa-
t6n of capital, i.e., tax capital outlays alad allow no depiecatoi Aeduction."

In practice all of the current VAT'e in Europe are of thb consuiptioni tyPe
,aod most, of tle.proposs for VAT in the U.S. are, for 4 consuuptol type, tax.

The issue of a consumption or an income VAT is a tkieky one -in-hat a'numhber
6fVAT supporters whose experience has been limited to the Edropeai varieties
"never knew there was a choice." Also, the development of V4T ah a way of
putting more tax on consumption clearly indicates that supporters of'this devel-
opment were thinking of the consumption variety with 'deduction for capital
purchases.

There is good reason for concentrating discussion ,on the consumptifi* variety
of VAT: The fact of the-matter is that' the income VAT.' of, say, '8 percent vtuld
not be much different from adding 8 points to all rates under the income tax.
One difference is that the income VAT will impose some burden on income
which escapes income tax, social security, exempt Interest on state and local
bonds, etc. If one wants to reduce the advantage that the present income tax
affords these preferred incomes, this can, in principle, be done within the present
Income tax without having to create a new income-tax-like tax that taies more
inc0ue than the old income tax,

The fact is that the constmpt ofn type VAT is obviously different from the
present income tax since it exempts savings, and this savings treatment is close
to being the dominant issue when we ask "Should the U.S. adopt a VAT?" If one
doesn't want to exempt savings from tax, then In a country like the U.S. with a
fairly good Income tax, the advantages of going to VAT at all are very small.
Consequently, we will devote most of our discussion to thq issue of a consumption
type VAT. This is not to say that we want a consumption type VAT, but to say
that this is the question, and that a decision to compromise on an income type
is very close to not having a VAT at all.

Another dimension of a specific VAT is the way in which ItL ti collected. Two
approaches have been discussed i the literature:

The oredit method-Each taxpayer Is required to complete the tax In two
steps:

1. Apply the VAT rate to his taxable sales.
2. Subtract from the tentative tx, the amount of the tax paid on things that

the firm purchased.
'. If the credit in (2) is larger than the tentative tax in (i) the taxpayer

is'entitled to a refund, Asan administrative matter, the system right require
say quarterly reporting'perbds with, the stipulation that excess credits be carried
over to be used next quarter. By the end of the year credits still not used are
refunded. .. -

The deduOton ,methOd.--Each taxpayer is required to compute his value added
base (sales less purchases from other firms and less purchases for capital ac-
count), and he applies the tax to this net base. Again -if there Is a negative tax
due to heavy c*pttal outlays, A refund is required.

In practice all of the other VAT's 'In use ln the world use the credit method.
This has several advantages: there is no need to set up any definitions of what
is a pu-i-- from another business .(hew to reatt. Interest and rent payments
payments to governments, 'payments to very small firms that may not be tax-
able, etc.). Under the credit method it is only 3necessary to,qee if the Invoice,nln~ d a tax. An aspect of .t*is" On i.iess t caioid it it is inconvenilet

"to impose a tax'at some level therb iwvllIbe lftt. lost because the next firm will
not get a credit.
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tar. The table It i dignedt Wdtcrfbtonl tlie~broadsrange of chOlew AIlOD the
specific e(xemption Isssegit a hafdilhsed li more detail latet.

Oohsuniptioni' expedttures are A8 peteefit' 6f ,ONP. There ar6 gont'-almttechnical Items which for 'eonbmi -statitics purposes are included 'ore excluded
from consumption, and for which we should make adjustment In eftimatiog
-a VAT base. In line 7' W,6 har'e put' dow1ia figtifte' that assumis that weWould
deal with tles, things i 1w fltirlr tough way. ,12:g., we still exelud, frin the
estimate the- aiUe addied'bt ' churches eve#ifi'hugh'that is i1 ONP'.- This
Ieduces' te be of ar quite totigh vlue addedtax, to about 60 percent of ONP.

Thereaft'et' we 'llt t tartY -6'Of. 'ativtie that people might -consider for
exemption under VAT. We have estimated the revenue effect of allowing a full
exemption to these activities: (It will be seen that a partial exemption is also
possible under VAT but the present exercise Is only to calculate ranget) It
all of these exemptions were grated the tax base falls from aboit 60 percent
to about 38 percent of'GNPO this 27 point difference, 19 points is InvOlved in
4 Items housing, food, inedical care anddrup. I ' I '"

To- put some meat on these estimated percentages, we could guess that -ONP
for 1972 will be around $1.15 trillion. The broadest base (60.4 percent) 'amounts
to $7.0 billion per pointof V;&T at revenue. The minimum base (8.5 percent)
amounts to $3.8 billion ofrdvenun '.

It will be elaborated' below that 'an efficient way ti deal with the problem of
regkeasfvity of a VAT,- a way far bettet than a fdod exemption, is to allow
a refund of the .tax on some basic amount of expenditure, et S the tax on
outlays of $800 a person. With A p6pulatio of 210 million the retired comes to
$1.7 billion and combined with the broad based.tax Would leave net revenue
at 1972 levels of $5.8 billion. The refuid could be, of course, lower or 'It could
be phased out for people with higher incomes.

There are, then choices involved in a VAT. To utinmarie broadly, a fairly
tough consumption VAT could bring in from $-47 billion a point In 1972, and
greater generosity in refund levels and/or exempt activities coild push the
yield down toward $4 billon. (Tf one ids himself arguing for refunds and/or
exemptions that would bring the VAT yield belowr #4 billion a point, 4e should
frankly admit that his re problem is that doesn't want VAT in the first
place.):

If one wants to consider an income typ VAT, he coxld add about $.6"billion
per point to the revenue e ate. We have considered' lkouslng investment to be
potentially in a consumption ba$e. 1he extra business InveStment is about $110
billion, reduced by depreitoni of about sm0 billion, - I

In the next two chapters, we talk in more detail about wha* a VAT would
be like, th'e pros and cons' of, vots em tions, the mechanical' matters of
tax payment amd the qustistr o 'etl-o i ebetvee a VAT' and a retail saex
-tat. Some readers mayoh tb a p this material an4 WQ dlrec~I' to Obtptet
5 and 7 which discuss mo6rO 1k ille ,f'lpa oji prices, ltane o
Payments, poor, peopO, e,4 -Oliwli oWt, ete e. e" te e0, who are Ored b
dietill techhlftUl tAx' Rtldo- M't a t~~ i~o b ehi iit
might 'read ait' ledstt~n~btdisuson In- Setionj (7)T
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TABLE 1.--VALUE ADDED TAX BASE

Percent of
maximum

Focent 1969 1972 feasible
of GNP (billion) (billion) baeo

I. Total consumer expenditures in GNP ................ 63.0 $577.0 $712.0 ..........
Less rental value of owneroccupied homes

(including farms) lees goods and services
purchased for home operation and mainte.
nonce .................................... 5.3 49. 8 60.0 ..............

3. Less foreign travel expenditures (net of ex-
pendituiaes in U.S. by forelgners) ........ .. 5 4.3 5.6 ........

4. Less religious and welfare activities ......... & 2 10.0 ..............
5. Broad consumer expenditure component of VAT

base outlays on construction of owner-occupied
hoyusing................................ 5 20.0 28.0 ..............6. Monetary Interest paid by individuals .............. 1.6 15.0 180 ..............

7. Maximum feasible VAT base ................... 60.4 550.0 682.0 I0.0

I. Possible base subtractions:
9. Housing ............................. 4.6 43.0 52.0 7.6

10. Purchased food (excluding tobacco and on-
promises consumption) ....................... 9.9 92.8 112.0 16.5

I. Medicalcare ................................ 3.9 36.3 44.0 6.5
12. Drugs ............................ . .7 6.2 80 1.2
13. Imputed financial services ofbanks............. 1.3 12.6 15.0 2.2
14. Oovernment.owned utilities .................. 1.5 14.0 17.0 2.5
15. llewspapefs and magazines .................... 4 3.8 4.5 .7
16. Legal services ................................ 4 3. 5 4.5 .7
17. Handlingost of life Insurance .................. 8 7.5 9.0 1.3
18. Parimutuel receipts ........................... 1 1.0 1.1 .2
19. Private research ........................... . .2 2.3 2.2 .3
20. Education .................................... 8 7.4 9.0 1.3
21. Food furnished employees .................... 2 2. 2.2 .3
22. Domestic services ........................ .5 4.9 6.0 .9
23. Interest paid by individuals ................... 1.6 15.0 18. 0 2.7
24. Total possible exclusions .................. 26.9 252. 0 305.0 44. 9
25. Minimum base ........................... 33.5 29. 0 37. 0 55.1

Question 8. What is the evolving policy of the Department with respect to
regional aids and the countervailing duty statute? If the Department establishes
the principle that it will not countervail if It receives adequate assurances that
a regional aid serves only to offset local disadvantages, would not a bounty or
grant be reduced by a similar amount in affirmative cases? Does not this con-
flict with the broad intent of the "bounty or grant" words used in the Statute?

Answer. In the cases of float glass from West Germany and the United King-
dom, statements were made in the notices to the effect that the governments
have advised Treasury that the regional development programs have the effect
of offsetting disadvantages which would discourage industry from moving to and
expanding in less prosperous regions. Treasury accepted such evidence in con-
nection with the issue of whether the programs were designed to meet "legiti-
mate domestic purposes." Due to the interdependent nature of the world today,
all "domestic programs," no matter how self-contained, produce external effects
that are felt beyond the domestic confines of any particular country. So long as
those external-effects are kept at an "acceptable minimal level," those incidental
external benefits ought not be considered a bounty or grant. However, once that
is accepted, the further issue of whether a bounty or grant exists must be dealt
with. Thus, as stated in the final determinations in the cases of both West Ger-
many and Belgium, it was determined that these programs did not result in a
bounty or grant: "Inasmuch as the recipient glass producers sell a preponderance
of their production in the . . . home market (not less than 80 percent in West
Germany and not less than 85 percent for Belgium) . . . the level of exports to
the United States is a small percentage of the amount exported, and the amount
of assistance provided by the regional incentive programs is less than 2 percent
of the value of float glass produced, these benefits are not regarded as bounties
or grants within the meaning of section 308 of the Act." Thus, because the in-
direct external effects of what we considered to be essentially domestic pro-
grams were kept at an "acceptable minimal level" the programs were not deter-
mined to result in a bounty or grant.

At present, the petitioner in the float glass cases has notified us that he intends
to protest our negative determinations.

6-937-6----29
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Question 9. What are the costs to Treasury of recent IMF agreements reached
in Jamaica?

Answer. We are not aware of any costs to the Treasury resulting from the
recent agreements in Jamaica. Under the agreements, the U.S. will be making
payments of two kinds to the IMF, neither of which represent budgetary outlays
or involve costs. First, the U.S. quota in the IMF will be increased by the
equivalent of SDR 1,705 million, to SDR 8,405 million. Consistent with the
1967 recommendations of the President's Comraission on Budget Concepts, U.S.
subscriptions to and other transactions with the IMF are considered as ex-
changes of monetary assets--in exchange for our Increased subscription, we
acquire an increased right to draw foreign currencies from the IMF-and are
not expenditures. Second, the U.S. will acquire Its quota share (about 28 per--
cent) of the 25 million ounces of IMF gold to be distributed to members. This
gold will be purchased from the IMF at the present official price of $42.22 per
ounce, also an exchange of one monetary asset for another. The U.S. with others,
may also participate as an Intermediary for the further disposition of IMF
gold for the benefit of developing countries and to help achieve the desired
quota distribution of the gold to be sold to members at the offilial price. In these
transactions, the U.S. would act only as an intermediary of "channel" and would
Incur no cost.
. Question 10. (a) Do yi agree that we need a vigorous enforcement of our
unfair trade practice statutes--anti-dumping and countervailing duty laws.

(b) What Is the Treasury practice on terminating anti-dumping duties In ef-
fect; could you describe the "confrontation procedures" for domestic producers
and importers under current antidumping rules?

(c) Could you tell us whether "Indirect tax rebates" are Intended to be in the
prohibited category under the concepts paper tabled by U.S. representatives in
Geneva? (A yes or no answer will suffice.)

Answer. (a) The antidumping and countervailing duty laws are important
instruments for regulating unfair foreign competition in the United States. As
such, they should be, and we feel are, administered diligently and even-handedly.

(b) Revocation policy.-The Treasury policy for revocation of dumping find-
ings, as reflected in our proposed antidumping regulations, states that no peti-
tion for revocation will be considered (1) unless there are no sales at less than
fair value for at least two consecutive years subsequent to the dumping finding,
and (2) unless the exporting firm provides price assurances that no future
sales at less than fair value will ensue. If a party has demonstrated that it has
not sold at less than fair value for the period both prior to the petition and there-
after until a tentative determination (generally about three years) In combina.
ion with its guarantee that no such sales will occur in the future, then we be-
lieve a good faith showing has been made that revocation of the finding should be
be considered.

On the other hand, in appropriate Instances, we will inform petitioners for
revocation that if sales at less than fair value are demonstrated subsequent to a
revocation based on price assurances from such petitioner, we would Initiate a
new antidumping investigation. In this situation, however, unlike normal Treas-
ury procedure, there would be a strong likelihood that any "Withholding of
Appraisement Notice" Issued would be retroactive (the law allows up to 120 days
prior to the date of the new antidumping proceeding notice.)

Confrontation Oonference.-'"Confrontation conferences" constitute the op-
portunity for all interested persons in antidumping investigations to present oral
views directly to the Treasury. Until this time In a-ease, interested persons rou-
tinely have been in contact with the U.S. Customs caseworker. Such conferences
are held only on the request of an interested person.

In the vast majority of cases, the conference is held 4-5 weeks after the pub-
lication of the tentative determination and about 2 months before the final de-
termination in the pricing phase of the investigation. Interested persons are given
ten days from the tentative publication date to request the conference. The letter
requesting the conference must state generally the issues to be discussed. The
conference date is then arranged. All persons who wish to make presentations at
the conference are required to submit a brief on the issues to be discussed by
them to all interested parties and Treasury officials one week prior to th4 confer-
ence.

At the conference, which is informal, the interested persons who have sub-
mitted briefs are generally given 45 minutes to make their presentation. After
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all Initial presentations have been made, all Interested persons present are al-
lowed to speak in rebuttal, generally for 15 minutes. A transcript is made of
the meeting. Subsequent to the meeting, ad parties are allowed to present rebut-
tal briefs.
. Under the above described procedure, the final determination is published three

months after the tentative decision. In a few cases, the fluial determination i
published simultaneously with the tentative determination. In these latter cases,
the conference, In the same format as described, will be held before the publica-
tion of the determinations.

The above procedures have been In effect at Treasury for some time, and are
set forth in the proposed antidumping regulation.

(o) Indireot Lsa rebate.--This decision has not yet been made.
Question 11. Given the growing volume of trade with Communist countries and

the Increasing proportion of high technology in that trade, is there a growing
risk of an inadvertent transfer of technology with important Implications for th6
nation's security?

Don't you agree that we need to take a careful look at the system for monitor-
ing East-West trade and evaluating the sale of technology?

Answer. It is my belief that the export from the United States to the Com-
munist countries of both strategic goods and data is effectively controlled. The
Export Administration Act of 1969,-as amended, authorizes the President to
control exports to the extent required in order, "to exercise the necessary vigil-
ance over exports from the standpoint of their significance to the national secu-
rity of the United States." In addition, the U.S. participates in an international
strategic control (COCOM) system operated by the NATO countries (except
Iceland) and Japan. The administration of these controls has aimed at eliminat-
ing the risk of an Inadvertent transfer of technology with important implications
for our nation's security.

With respect to your second question, the system for monitoring East-West
trade and evaluating the sale of technology Is continually being reviewed In order
to insure that trade with the Communist countries is in the national interest.
The Department of Commerce has only recently instituted procedural changes
designed to Improve the handling and processing of applications for export
licenses. COCOM periodically reviews Its list of strategic items to make additions
representing technological advances and to remove those items that have become
available to the Communist countries through their own sources or that have
lost their strategic significance. Such a COCOM review is currently In progress.

Question 12. The Trade Act directed the President to establish the East-West
Foreign Trade Board to monitor trade, credits, and technology transfers with
Communist countries. Although the President established the Board on March 27,
1975, the Secretary of Defense was not made a member until January 8, 1976.
What was the reason for this delay?

Answer. As you are aware, when the East-West Foreign Trade Board was
established, the Congress left to the President discretion as to Its composition.
In Executive Order 11846 of March 27, 1975, the President designated the mem-
bership of the Board, which did not include the Secretary of Defense. Subse-
quently, in response to a June 5 letter from Chairman Long, expressing concern
that the Department of Defense was not represented, the Board reconsidered the
Issue.

DOD membership was discussed at both of the Board meetings that followed
Senator Long's Initial corresponded' e (the meetings of July 11 and September
22). A unanimous decision was reached shortly after the September 22 meeting
to recommend to the President that the Secretary of Defense be designated a
member of the Board.

In order to preserve a more permanent legal record, It was advisable to for.
mally amend Executive Order 11846, which created the Board. This procedure
regrettably was time-consuming. First, a letter from the General Counsel of the
Treasury to thei General Counsel of OMB was submitted, proposing an Executive
Order designating the" Secretary of Defense as a member of the East-West For-
eign Trade Board. OMB then circulated this proposed Executive Order to Inter-
ested agencies for their comment. Upon receipt of these comments. OMB sub-
mitted the proposed Order to the Justice Department for its technical review.
The proposed Order was then submitted to the White House for the President's
signature. Finally, the Order was transmitted to the Federal Register for
publication.
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Question 13. The East-West Foreign Trade Board was established t6 monitor

the flow of U.S. technology to Communist countries. As Chairman of the Board,
could you tell us what the major technology transfers of the past year have been?
Are U.S. technology export controls effective?

Answer. The following list reflects export licenses granted and denied for the
export of technology to nonmarket economy countries during the calendar year
1975:1
Approvals

Bulgaria: Manufacture of card reader mechanisms; production of polypropy.
lene; architectural plans for a hotel; polypropylene; protein from manure; de-
tergent alkylate; line printers; polyester yarh; dental equipment; polypropylene;
linear alkyl benzene; isobutylene; acrylic fiber; Industrial control nstruments;
heater for ammonia plant; heat exchangers for benzene plant; removal of-arbon
dioxide from gas.

Czechoslovakia: Formulation of herbicides; removal of carbon dioxide froln
ammonia synthesis gas; cyclohexanone; glass tubing end formers for fluorescent
lamps; memory system for minicomputer; manufacture of pumps and motors;
Isobutane; equipment for making cigarette fltem; high octane gasoline (Ilkyl-
atlon process).

German Democratic Republic: Recovery of carbon monoxide gas; removal of
magnesium from aluminum; removal of carbon dioxide from gas; pharmaceuti-
calN.

Hungary: Manufacture ot magnetic recording equipment; manufacture of FM
radio and TV band antennas; production of polypropylene; manufacture of lami-
nated products for packaging; laundry equipment; anticoagulant drug; memory
system for computer; parts for line printers; slidable gates for steel Industry;
glass making equipment ; materials handling equipment; polyvinyl chloride film
and sheet; character drum assemblies; auditor oriented computer system; as-
sembly of integrated circuits; dice for Integrated circuits.

People's Republic of China: Anticoagulant drug; ethyl alcohol; styrene-buta-
diene rubber; removal of acidic gases from natural gas; natural gas desulfurisa-
tion and dehydration; natural gas liquefaction; quotation for aircraft engines
(3) ; surfuric acid.

Poland: Manufacture of disk recorders; manufacture of security apparatus
for storage containers; manufacture of paper equipment; production of methyl-
amines; manufacture of paper and pulp equipment; manufacture of rubber V-
belts; manufacture of internal combustion aircraft engines; manufacture of
steam turbines; treatment of tire cord fabric; specifications for turbo-shaft air-
craft engine; manufacture of circuit breakers; motors for water pumps; glass -
making equipment; veterinary medicine; polyester fiber; petroleum refinery
project; penicllins; removal of carbon dioxide from gas; construction and op-
eration of gasholders; petroleum refining and petrochemical processes; anti-
coagulant drug: building materials; hydrogen peroxide; vitamin C; sewing
machines; vinyl chloride; pumps and motors; landing gear for light aircraft;
instruments for measuring radiation; machine tools; residue disposal system;
fluorocarbons; carbon black; aircraft engines; water gel explosives; color TV
receivers; rubber antioxidants; copying machines; chlorine-caustic soda; veg-
etable protein; aircraft doors; computer software; antibiotics.

Romania: Sulfur recovery; Industrial process instruments; pharmaceutical
for treatment of ulcers; production of benzene; manufacture of hydraulic turbine
blades; computer software for a chemical plant; refining stainless steel; tractor
transmissions and torque converters; polypropylene; acetic acid; petroleum
refining and petrochemical processes; locomotive parts; building materials;
polyethylene; linear alkyl benzene; polypropylene; benzene; butadiene; gas
storage facility; manufacture of bearings; gas processing plant.

U.S.S.R.: Transfer handling machines; software for air traffic control systems;
training and support services for air traffic control systems; sllconised resin
coatings for metals: electrical Insulators; glues and adhesives; diesel starter
drives; production of caffeine; ethylene oxide and glycol; subsonic wind tunnel;
color TV glass funnel /neck assemblies; liquid crystal displays for wrist watches;
production of normal paraffin hydrocarbons and adsorbents; heat exchangers for

I In previous years, as high as 70 percent of the technology licensed for export has been
left unahipped.
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gas compressors; aromatic hydrocarbons; computer software for control of air-
craft spare parts; trimellitic anhydride and wire enamel; terephthalic acid;
petroleum reforming and separation of xylenes: desulfurization of fuel oil; acro-
lien and acrylic acid; polypropylene; drying of whey; silicon thyristors; paint-
Ing and phosphotizing solutions; hand held electronic calculators; removal of
carbon dioxide from gas; semisubmersible drilling vessel; steam condensers;
superconducing electrical generator; gust probe for aircraft; cutter manufac-
turing facility; steam condensers (2) ; structural metal parts by powder metal-
lurgy; titanium trichloride; aluminum trichloride; nonstick cookware; sul-
fur; magnets; natural gas plants; electro-hydraulic servo valves; copper clad
glass epoxy laminates; plant for making dyestuffs; anticoagulant drugs; desul-
furization of fuel oil; hydrofinishing of lube oils (2) . aluminum cans; quartz
flash tubes; quotation for digital computer; alpha oleflns; quotation for pro-
grammable terminal systems hardware; lenses for making TV tubes; heaters for
natural gas plant; butadiene; computer software.

Country Group QWY: Ilent exchangers and heaters; building materials;
printed circuit boards (Groups W and Y).
Denials

Cuba: Ammonia plant; removal of carbon dioxide from ammonia synthesis
gas; detergent alkylate; vinyl chloride; polymerization process for making gaso-
line; electrolytic tinning line (2).

U.S.S.R. : Video head technology.
As I have previously indicated, it is my belief that U.S. technology export con-

trols are effective (see my response to question No. 11).
Question 14. Do you endorse the principles and proposals enunciated last fall

by Secretary Kissinger in his speech to the Special Session of UN General As-
embly? How do you reconcile that speech with your own previous statements

on such matters as commodity policy?
Answer. Secretary Kissinger and I jointly developed the proposals which the

U.S. presented at the UN Seventh Special Session last September 1st. In my
spee-h before the annual meeting of the International Monetary Fund and World
Bank Board of Governors the following day, I underlined the importance of
three of those proposals: improvements in the existing IMF compensatory
finance facility to help stabilize commodity export earnings, a major expansion
of the International Finance Corporation, and the establishment of a Trust Fund
tinder the IMF to provide highly concessional balance of payments financing
for the poorest develping countries.

Then as now. our principal concerns In the commodity area were to. assure
access to supplies at reasonable prices, reduce excessive price fluctuations, and
help alleviate the problems of those developing countries whose income is signi-
ficantly dependent on raw material exports. In line with these concerns, we pro-
posed a range of measures designed to improve the functioning of commodity
markets and directly meet the problems of raw material producers and con-
sumers. We also agreed to consider other arrangements for individual com-
modities on a case-by-case basis. We believe no one formula can be applied to all
commodities and reject arrangements that would attempt to maintain prices
above long term market levels, or that would distort markets.

Progress has already been made on a number of these proposals. In December
1975, the IMF Executive Board authorized a major liberalization of the com-
pensatory finance facility; in January, the IMIIF Interim Committee agreed that
the Trust Fund should be established without delay. Proposals to broaden the
Trust Fund for compensatory financing purposes remain on the table. The U.S.
has instituted its Generalized System of Preferences for beneficiary developing
countries; and the Administration has participated In negotiations involving
commodity agreements on tin, coffee, and cocoa. The resulting agreements were
carefully reviewed on an interagency basis. We decided that the tin and coffee
agreements met our criteria and the President has announced our intention,
subject to Congressional approval, to join. We decided the cocoa agreement in
its present form was not satisfactory, and we will not join It as it now stands.

Question 15. Is it generally true that we will pay higher prices for a good
under a commodity agreement than in the free marketplace? If so, what is the
Justification for entering a commodity agreement?

Answer. Clearly some LDC proponents of the wholesale use of commodity agree-
ments view them as a means to transfer resources to developing countries through

N
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higher prices than the market would otherwise bear. In agreements where that
view prevails, the negotiated price will be higher than the market price. We have
made clear we will not join such agreements.

In other agreements, a higher price may not be the expressed intent, but it is
the effect. Our refusal to participate in the cocoa agreement as currently nego-
tiated is a case in point.

But not all agreements raise prices. Those which-interfere minimally with the
marketplace and avoid attempts at price fixing can be in the best interest of
consumers and producers. These considerations stand behind the President's de-
cision to recommend Congressional approval of the Tin Agreement. This agree-
ment is generally thought to be the most successful of commodity agreements. All
major consuming countries except the United States participate. Tin is pro-
duced wholly in LDCs, and the agreement has several desirable features includ-
ing a balanced voting system between consumers and produce*& There is no
strong evidence that its buffer stock or infrequently used export controls has
sustained prices above long term market levels.

Question 16. Secretary Kissinger has recommended that there be an interna-
tional producer-consumer conference for every major commodity. Is such a con-ference necessary for every commodity? Are there commodities for which the
free market does not work well?

Answer. Producer-consumer groups already exist for most key commodities (seeattached list). We believe that where such opportunities do not now exist forproducers and consumers to conduct a dialogue, they should be created.
The establishment of such a producer-consumer group for copper is now underactive consideration. We are reviewing additional major commodities where pro-

ducer-consumer groups do not now exist-such as in the cases of bauxite and
iron ore-to determine whether such groups might be useful We would envision
the need for such forums in the case of the more importnnt commodities.

We believe that the marketplace has served us very well on the whole. Inherent
in our willingness to discuss the operation of markets for specific commodities isour desire to strengthen markets where called for. We feel that one of the salu-
tary results which will come out of producer-consumer forums is the piercing ofthe illusion that simplistic, general solutions can be applied to complex particu-
lar problems of trade in specific commodities.

These forums could help the market to function better. For example, if a mar-
ket Is to function well, information about supply and demand forces must beavailable to producers and consumers. These forums will offer an opportunity
to improve such exchanges of Information.
- I am not aware of any commodities where the market would not function well
if given a chance, but there are commodities where the structure of the industry
has precluded establishing conditions where the market functions best.

In the cases of bauxite or iron ore, for example, much of the trade takes place
at intracompany transfer prices or under private contracts. In these instances,
the market price is not Is meaningful as, for example, the price on the Chicago
grain markets.

PODUCER-CONSUMER GROUPS FOR COMMODITIES IMPORTANT TO LDO's
(UNCTAD Core Commodities)

Coeoa,-Internatlonal Cocoa Organization (U.S. not a member).
(offee.-International Coffee Organization.
Cotton.-International Cotton Advisory Council.
Hard Fibers.-FAO Intergovernmental Group on Hard Fibers.
Jute.-FAO Intergovernmental Group on Jute, Kenaf, and Allied Fibers.
Rubber.--International Rubber Study Group.
Sugar.-International Sugar Organization (U.S. not a member but will partic-

ipate in 1976 renegotiations of the International Sugar Agreement).
Tea--FAO Intergovernmental Group on Tea.
Tin.-International Tin Council (U.S. not now a member but the President

has recommended Congressional approval of the Fifth Tin Agreement).
Question 17. Do you believe the dialogue between the developed and less devel-

oped countries should be centralized in the Conference on International Economic
Cooperation? If not, what kinds of discussions should be conducted outside the
Conference? Why?
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Answer. The Conference on International Economic Cooperation (CIEC) pro-
vides a central forum in which the developed and less developed nations are
conducting a useful dialogue in many general areas of mutual concern. It is
also a forum in which we can attempt to achieve support for a broad range
of U.S. viewpoints on matters related to North/South issues.

However, the CIEC cannot replace a number of long-standing or newly created
forums designed to focus on specific issues, make decisions, and carry out ap-
propriate actions in the areas of raw materials, development, financial affairs,
and energy. Issues which fall explicitly within the jurisdiction of the IMF or
IBRD, for example, are not in the CIEC mandate. In the area of raw materials,
we believe commodity problems should be discussed between the producers and
consumers of key commodities on a commodity-by-commodity basiL CIEC is
inappropriate for this purpose.

Question 18. What are the best means, if any, for the U.S. to respond to the
demands of the less developed countries for a new international economic order?

Answer. The United States must continue to explain to the developing coun-
tries why we cannot endorse the concept of a New International Economic Order.
We would serve neither the interest of developing countries nor of the United
States were we to pay lip service to concepts in which we do not believe. Rather
the United States must continue to support the legitimate aspirations of the
developing countries and assist them to accomplish those aspirations through
means we believe will in the long run prove most practicable and beneficial.

The principles of the "New International Economic Order" were first enunciated
in the Declaration and Program of Action on the Establishment of a New
Economic Order at the Sixth Special Session of the United Nations General As-
sembly. These concepts were spelled out further In the Charter of Economic
Rights and Duties of States which was passed over the negative votes or absten-
tions of most developed countries at the United Nations General Assembly in
December 1974.

Insofar as those documents reflect the bases for a New International Economic
Order (NIEO) envisioned by some developing countries, there is no ignoring the
fact that the NIEO is a-rejection of the basic principles on which the free enter-
piise systems of the Western industrialized countries are based. They clash with
fundamental principles of U.S. international economic policy. For example,-NIEO
provisions advocate: the right to nationalize foreign property without any obliga-
tion to provide compensation within the framework of international law, the
creation of more raw material producer cartels, indexation of prices of LDC
exports in relation to their imports, and "restitution and compensation" for ex-
ploration and depletion of natural resources by a foreign country. The NIEO is
basically a demand that the world's resources be redistributed through-flat rather
than trade or voluntary assistance programs.

The U.S. understands the desire of the developing countries for increased lows
of resources necessary to develop their economies. However, the effectiveness of
international Investment, public or private, depends fundamentally on the policies
and efforts of each developing country. Those countries which seek to promote
their economic growth should encourage private initiative, savings, and the use
of the free market system, particularly since private investment will continue to
be far more important than public aid flows as a source of capital The LDCs
should be vitally concerned about how to create productive and dynamic econ-
omies within their own borders as well as how to work constructively with the
developed countries to improve the present international economic system.

Question 19. In December of 1975, the International Monetary Fund (IMF)
agreed to make another $2 billion available to less developed countries through
an earnings stabilization program. To what extent does this program reduce the
less developed countries' desires for commodity agreements? What has been the
reaction of the developing world to the recent IMF changes?

Answer. On December 29, the IMF Executive Directors adopted a decision sub-
stantially liberalizing the IMF's compensatory financing facility. This decision
has been welcomed by the IMF's Interim Committee, which represents all Fund
members, and will place the IMF in a better position to assist members experi.
encing balance of payments difficulties due to temporary shortfalls in export
earnings as a result of factors beyond their control The liberalization should be
especially helpful during the current period of a recession-induced fall-off in
world trade.

The $2 billion figure is a rough estimate of the maximum potential increase
in access to the facility in a year resulting from the liberalization, and does not
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represent an estimate of actual use, which will depend on the balance of pay-
ments positions and financing needs of members.

The U.S. strongly supports this liberallzation, which is consistent with our
proposals for expanded compensatory financing. We believe this approach Is an
effective response to LDO desires for greater stability In their export earnings,
while not having the disadv stages associated with a major shift toward
commodity agreements. A program of compensatory finance does not interfere
with the operation of market forces and the efficient International allocation
of factors of production. Commodity agreements, unless carefully structured,
run this risk.

It is clear, however, that many LD0s will still preps for more action on com-
moditles, as the February 2-6 meeting of 14) ministers In Manila made clear.
However, U.S. support of the liberalization of the compensatory finance facil-
ity, and the Jamaica agreement to do so, should strengthen our position In
arguing against less desirable and appropriate schemes in the commodity field.

An IMF press release, providing details of the Executive Directors' decision
Is attached.

IRNIMATIONAL MONETARY Fuft,
Washington, D.O., December 29, 1975.

The International Monetary Fund has reviewed Its policies in connection with
compensatory financing of export fluctuations and has decided to change the
provisions of the facility so as to provide greater access to members, particularly
primary exporters, encountering balance of payments difficulties caused by
temporary export shortfalls.

Over the past few years, views have been expressed on ways of increasing the
usefulness of the compensatory financing facility to Fund members. In its
Press Communique of June 12, 1975 following its third meeting, the Interim
Committee of the Board of Governors on the International Monetary System
stated: "The Committee considered various proposals to assist members in
dealing with problems arising from sharp fluctuations in the prices of primary
products. In rhis connection, the Committee requested the Executive Directors
(of the Fund) to consider appropriate modifications of the Fund's (facility) on
the compensatory financing of export fluctuations." This request was welcomed
by the Joint Ministerial Committee of the Boards of Governors of the Bank
and the Fund on the Transfer of Real Resources to Developing Countries (the
Development Committee) in Its Press Communique of June 18, 1975.

Under the new decision (attached), the Fund will be prepared to-authorize
drawings up to 75 per cent of a member's quota (instead of 50 per cent under
the 1966 Decision), provided that, except in disasters or major emergencies,
drawings outstanding will not be increased by a net amount of more than 50
per cent (previously 25 percent) of the member's quota in any 12-month period.
As previously, members can expect that their requests for drawings will be
met where the Fund is satisfied that the shortfall is of a short-term character
-and Is largely attributable to circumstances beyond the member's control, and
that the member will cooperate with the Fund In an effort to find, where re-
quired, appropriate solutions for its balance of payments difficulties. Requests
for drawings which would Increase the drawings outstanding under this deci.
sion beyond 50 per cent of the member's quota (previously 25 per cent) will be
met only if the Fund is satisfied that the member has been cooperating with the
Fund in an effort to find, where required, appropriate solutions for Its balance of
payments difficulties.

The existence and amount of an export shortfall for the purpose of any draw-
ing under this decision shall be determined with respect to the latest 12-month
period preceding the drawing request for which the Fund has sufficient statistical
data. However, in order to improve the timeliness of assistance, the Fund may
allow drawings with respect to a shortfall period for which export data are esti-
mated for a period of up to six months. Moreover, the rules relating to reclassifi-
cation of ordinary drawflis into compensatory drawings have been liberalized to
allow such reclassification to be made within 18 months from the date of the
ordinary drawing (instead of six months under the 1960 Decision).

The Fund will review the formula for computing the shortfall (paragraph 6
of the attached Decision) not later than March 81, 1977, and will review this
decision as a whole when experience and developing circumstances make this
desirable. The Fund will review the decision in any event whenever drawings in
any 12-month period exceed 1.5 billion special drawing rights (SDRs) or out-
standing drawings exceed SDR 8.0 billion.
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Since-the compensatory financing facility was introduced in 196, purchases
have been made'by 85 Member countries. The amount of assistance provided has
totaled 8DR 1,221 million, of which 8DR 722 million remains outstanding.

Attachment.
INT NAUONAL MoNMAxt- FVUD

OOMPXSATORY FINANOINE OF XIPMOT FLUOTUATIONO

EXBOUTIVU BOAD DEOISON--DEOHMZE 24, 1975

1. The financing of deficits arising out of export shortfalls, notably those of
primary exporting member countries, has always been regarded as a legitimate
reason for the use of Fund resources, which have been drawn on frequently for
this purpose. The Fund believes that such financing helps these members to con-
tinue their efforts to adopt adequate measures toward the solution of their finan-
cial problems and to avoid the use of trade and exchange restrictions to deal with
balance of payments problems, and that this enables these members to pursue
their programs of economic development with greater effectiveness.

2. The Fund has reviewed its policies to determine how It could more readily
assist members, particularly primary exporters, encountering payments diffi-
culties produced by temporary export shortfalls, and has-decided that such mem-
bers can continue to expect that their requests for drawings will be met where
the Fund is satisfied that

(a) The shortfall Is of a short-term character and is largely attributable to
circumstances beyond the control of the member; and

(b) The member will cooperate with the Fud-in an effort to find, where re-
quired, appropriate solutions for its balance of payments difficulties.

3. Drawings outstanding under this decision may amount to 75 per cent of
the member's quota provided that (I-) except in the case $f shortfalls resulting
from disasters or major emergencies, such drawings will not be increased by a
net amount of more than 50 per cent of the member's quota in any 12-month
period; and (i) requests for drawings which would Increase the drawings out-
standing under this decision beyond 50 per cent of the member's quota will be
met only if the Fund Is satisfied that the member has been cooperating with the
Fund In an effort to find, where required, appropriate solutions for Its balance
of payments difficulties.

4. The existence and amount of an export shortfall for the purpose of any
drawing under this decision shall be determined with respect to the latest 12-
month period preceding the drawing request for which the Fund has sufficient
statistical data, provided that the Fund may allow a member to draw in respect
of a shortfall for a 12-month period ending-not later than six months after the
latest month for which the Fund has sufficient statistical data.

5. In order to Identify more clearly what are to be regarded as export short-
falls of a short-term character, the Fund, in conjunction with the member con-
cerned, will seek to establish reasonable estimates regarding the medium-term
trend of the member's exports based partly on statistical calculation and partly
on appraisal of export prospects.

6. The shortfall for the purposes of this decision shall be the amount by which
the member's export earnings In the shortfall year are less than the average of
the member's export earnings for the five-year period centered on the shortfall
year. In computing the five-year average, earnings in the two post-shortfall
years will be deemed to be equal to earnings In the two pre-shortfall years
multiplied by the ratio of the sum of earnings In the most recent three years to
that in the three preceding years. If the Fund considers that the result of the
computations under the previous sentence is not reasonable, the Fund, in con-
junction with the member, will use an estimate based on a judgmental forecast.
When the Fund allows a member to draw under the proviso In paragraph 4
above, the Fund may use such methods of estimating exports during the period
for which sufficient statistical data are not available as It considers reasonable.

7. Any member requesting a drawing Under this decision will be expected to
represent that it will make a repurchase corresponding to the drawing in ac-
cordance with the principles of Executive Board Decision No.' 102-(52/11),
adopted February 18, 1952, as renewed by Executive Board Decision No. 270-
(53/95), adopted December 28, 1958. Approximately one year and two years
after a drawing by a member under this decision, the Fund, after consultation
with the member, may recommend to the member that, in view of an improve-

7°937 0 -76 - 30 1
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ment in its balance of payments and reserve position, it should make a repur-
chase in respect of a part or all of the outstanding drawing. The Fund will
expect the member to repurchase in accordacq with the recommendation.

8. A member requesting a drawing under the proviso in paragraph 4 above
will also be expected to represent that, if the amount drawn on the basis of
partially estimated data exceeds the amount that could have been drawn for
the full 12-month period under paragraph 6 above, the member will make a
prompt repurchase in respect of the outstanding drawing, in an amount equiv-
alent to the excess.

9. Whenever the Fund's holdings of a member's currency resulting from a
drawing under this decision are reduced by the member's repurchase or other-
wise, the member's access to this facility, in accordance with its terms, will be
restored pro tanto.

10. When drawings are made under this decision, the Fund will so indicate in
an appropriate manner. Within 18 months from the date of any drawing made
under the Fund's tranche policies or under the Extended Fund Facility, a mem-
ber may request that all or part of the amount outstanding be reclassified and
treated, for all purposes of this decision, as a drawing made under this decision.
The Fund -will agree to such a request if at the time of the drawing under the
tranche policies or the Extended Fund Facility the member could have met the
requirements for a drawing of an equal amount under this decision.

11. In order to implement the Fund's policies in connection with compensatory
flincing of export shortfalls, the Fund will be prepared to waive the limit on
the Fund's holdings of 200 per cent of quota, where appropriate. In particular,
the Fund will be prepared to waive this limit (1) where a waiver is necessary
to permit compensatory drawings to be made under this decision or (ii) to the
extent that drawings in accordance with this decision are still outstanding.

Moreover, the Fund will apply its tranche policies to drawing requests by a
member as if the Fund's holdings of the member's currency were less than its
actual holdings of that currency by the amount of any drawings outstanding
under this decision.

12. The Fund will review the formula in paragraph 6 not later than March 81,
1977, and will review this decision as a whole when experience and developing
circumstances make this desirable. The Fund will review this decision in any
event whenever (I) drawings under this decision In any 12-month period exceed
SDR 1.5 billion or (i) outstanding drawings under this decision exceed SDR
8.0 billion.

INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND

STABILIZATION OF PRICES OF PRIMARY PRODUCTS

EXEODTIV BOARD DEOISiON--DECEMBER 24, 1975

Paragraph 2 of Executive Board Decision No. 2772-(69/47), adopted June 25,
1969, is amended to read:

2. In accordance with paragraph 1 above, the total of purchases outstanding
pursuant to paragraph 1 of this decision shall not exceed 50 percent of quota.



Department of Agriculture-Resionses to Questiots oft04 Chairma"

Queaeton 1. When your Department briefs the Various advisory bodies estab.
lished by the Trade Act, does it compute U.S. trade performance on' a c.i.f, br
f.a.s. basis?

() Could you supply the Committee with briefing docuents-used in 1975?.
(b) Can you give the Committee assurances that future briefings will empha-

size the U.S. trade position using c.i.f. not f.a.s. statistics?
Answer. There have been two, briefings on trade performance made to the

advisory committees established under the Trade Act of.1974. One was to the
Industry Policy Advisory Committee (IPAC) oh December 2 through use of a
series of charts, copies of which were-provided to the Committee. The second
briefing was given to the Advisory Committee for Trade Negotiationson Jan-
uary 8, where slides based on the-updated charts were used..The total U.S. trade
balance was there presented on two bases: the f.a.s. transaction value for exports
and the c.i.f. import value, and the f.a.s. transaction value for both exports and
imports.

(a) An additional set of these charts, which were transmitted to you earlier,
is attached.

(b) We plan to continue the practice in future briefings, if any, of presenting
both balances for U.S. trade, with explanations as tO the differences between
the two. We believe that both balances are important. The e.i.f. value is useful
in measuring the relationship between imports and domestic production. A truly
accurate comparison with U.S. production would require, in addition to the cost
of transport between foreign countries and ou" shores, the Value of duties and
inland transportation. The f.a.s. value is essential for balance of payments pur-
poses. In our international accounts, exports and imports are valued in the same
way, i.e., covering the cost of the products themselves and excluding freight to
the destination country or from the supplier country. The cost of transportation
of goods and port charges is shown in a separate account, which in 1974 was
nearly in balance. The f.a.s. value is also essential for historical comparisons
since data on the c.i.f. valuation for total imports and for trade by country and
commodity have been collected only since January 1974.

Questtion 2. Are you aware that the DISC Is currently under attack in the
GATT because the Commerce Department emphasized the $11 billion U.S. trade
surplus In 1975, when, if computed on a c.i.f. basis, leaving out foreign aid
exports, the surplus was only $1.9 billion?

(a) Would you supply the Committee with all press releases by your Depart-
nient as well as speeches by tax officials describing U.S/foreign trade trends in
175?

Answer. The U.S. DISC has been under attack by some members of the GATT
since its enactment because those countries allege that DISC is a tax subsidy to
U.S. exporters which is contrary to GATT regulations. The long standing nature
of this criticism indicates that it is not directly related to the size of the U.S.
trade balane-whether it be a surplus as in 1975, or a deficit as in 1974. The
United States Government does not consider that the DISC provides rebates or
exemptions from taxes for exporters, but rather allows for a deferral of certain
taxes under specified conditions.

453
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,(o) A set of the 1915 press releases on monthly U.S. trade totals is attached.
These releases provided the bpsis for any comments by Commerce officials relat-
ing to 1975 foreign trade trends and the DISC.

Quottion 8. Would you supply the Committee with a summary of-4alUicenses
issued, and denied,-for,:trausferring technology to state trading nations In 1975?

(a) Hfow ipthe decisloh to grant a license made?
The great lulk of-U..rigin. data. tMt enter tnto normal commercial export

are controlled by.the D~ePartient of CouniWrce under the-authoit? of thd Export
Administration Act of 1909, as ameued.

Section 8 of the Act docarei tlht:"'
"'It is the policy of the United States'both (a) t"o encourage trade Wi'ti aill

coiAtries with Nyhich we have diplomatic or trading relations, except those
countries with which sich trade has been dtete~mined' by the President to be
against the national Interest and (b) to, restrict the export Qfgoo4o5 and
technology which would make. a significant contribution to the military
potential of any other natior',or nations which would prove detrimental to
the national security of the United Statefs. .

Other policy objectives of the Act, including the use of export controls for for-
eign policy and short supply reasons, do not impact significantly on East-West
trade.

In implementing the export control policy objectives, the Department of Vo-'
merce publishes a set of reguattons which among other things, specify" that tkn-
published technical data, with few specific exceptions, may-not be exported or
reexported to the U.S.S.R., the PRC, and Eastern Europe (as well as to these des-
tinations for which there is a general embargo policy such as Cuba, North Korea,
Cambodia, and Vietnam) without the Department's approval.

While exports of unpublished technical data may 66 made to free world desti-
nations without specific authorization, the regulations provide that under cer-
tain circumstances the recipient of such data must provide assurances that
neither the technical dat*U nor the direct product of the teChnical data-will be
exported to proscribed destinations without the approval of the government.

Technical data are also controlled by the 14 other Free World countries that
cooperate with the United States in an international export control structure
known as COCOM. This organization Is composed of our $ATO partners (except
Iceland) and Japan, Organized in 1949, COCOM is an informal, noi -treaty body
that maintains a list of commodities that it is agreed are of strategic significance
and..deserving of control. Each COCOM member has agreed to. -ubmlt to that
organization for approval or. denial any proposed export of technology which -
would frustrate the intent of COCOM controls. Even though theX3OCOM.com-
modity list is being constantly, reduced, we expect that we will have to continue
to control the export of a good deal of technical data, even where the end prod-
uct is peaceful, to guard agvalnst the pos.AiblUty thst the data will provide a sig-
nificant step up In the production of more sensitive products.

The Interagency consultative procedure Is an important element in the Depart-
ment's determination as to what shall be controlled and. the extent to which ex-
ports shall be limited. Section 5(a) of the Export Administration Act obliges the
Department to seek information and advice on these subjects from the several
executive departments and agencies concerned with aspects of our domestic and
foreign policies and operations having an important bearing on exports. Accord-
ingly, -the department has an Advisory Committee for Export Policy (ACEP) on
which the interest agencies are represented at an Assistant Secretary level.
There is also, at the senior staff level, an Operating Committee of the advisory
group that meets weekly to discuss export control policy problems and significant
Individual transactions. Interagency policy differences that cannot be resolved
by the Operating Committee are referred to the Assistant Secretary level commit-
tee; continued differences are referred to an Export Administration Review
Board, consisting of the Secretary of Commerce, as chairman, and the Secre-
taries of State and Defense. Other cabinet members may be Included in the de-
liberations as appropriate. All applications to export technical data to the social-
ist countries are processed by the Department in accordance with procedures es-
tablished In consultation with our advisory agencies.

The press releases were made a part of the official fAles of the Cotaittee
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When the Export Administration Act was amended and extended in October
of 1974, the Congress added a requirement that license applications for the
socialist countries be reviewed by the Department of Defense, and that whenever
the Secretary of Defense determines that an export will significantly Increase
the military-capability of such country, he is to recommend to the President that
the export be disapproved. The amendment also provides that the Secretary of
Defense, in consultation with the control agency, shall determine which types of
transactions should be subject to Defense Department review.

This consultation has resulted in exempting a substantial portion of- applica-
tions from specific Defense Department review.

To thd extent possible, the-Department continues to seek formulatioi of guide-
lines that set forth 'eriterlai for the approval or denial of application, without
the necessity of seeking specific interagency advice on each propojd transaction.
Proposals for such guidelines- are referred to the.Operating Committee'of ACEP,
and if all'.Interested agencies, Including the-Degtartment'f Defense, agr, future
aj.vplcattons for this kind of data are approved, or denid without further con-
sultaton with the agencies..

However, an application to export technical data that may be approved without
Interagency-consultation Is not routinely handled. The application first is ana-
lyzed by a licensing offiecer who, from a technical standpoint, determines if the
data 'proposed for export does fall within the delegation.of authoritY, and is ap-
propriate for the Intended end use.-Based on- this analysis, a licensing recom-
mendatlon_ is made. These technical judgmlents and the recomemndation are
then reviewed by other officers for consistency with established policy and for
identification of any particular features or problems that would necessitate in-
teragency reviews. Applications approved or denied ift accordance with the dele-
gation of authority receive a final screening by a senior official in OBA just prior
to mailing the license or denial notice to the applicant. While, in certain In-
stances, one or more of the agencies that advise the Department have been
relacant t-concur in the issuance of guidelines that would permit the approval
of applications under a delegation of authority, they nonetheless agree that for-
mal review of prooo.ed transaction in the Interagency structure may not be
necessary. Accordingly, they are notified of applications that are received and
given an opportunity either to concur In the specific transaction or to request
formal Interagency review. A memorandum is sent to all members of the Operat-

----qng Committee, and the application is not processed for approval until each
agency has had 10 working days to concur or object to the proposed action.
These applications also are screened by a senior official In OEA prior to mailing
of the license.
I Thus, under- existing- procedures, certain applications are processed by the
Department's Office of Export Administration (OVA) without consultation with
its advisory agencies, but in accordance with agreed-on guidelines; some are
processed after informal consultation with Defense, and perhaps one or more
of the other advisory agencies, and the remainder are processed only after
formal conultation with the agencies.

Since the latter raise policy questions or pose other serious problems, they
are documented for formal consideration by the Operating Committee of the
Advisory Committee for Export Policy. The document describes the proposed
transaction, identifies the Intrinsic potential of the data, including military
use and the end use pattern, sets forth foreign availability, identifies the
prospective end-user and his contemplated end-use, and discusses the policy
aspects and recommends a general course of action. There is thorough discus-
sion of the transaction at a meeting attended by senior staff representatives of
those agencies that have an interest In the proposed transaction. The Depart-
ments of Defense and State and the Energy Research and Development Ad-
ministration are generally represented. There is also an observer from the
Central Intelligence Agency. Other agencies, such as NASA and the Depart-
ments of Transportation and Interior, attend when matters of interest to them
are on the agenda. The agencies' advice and the chairman's recommendation
are forwarded to the Director of the Office, of, Export Administration for his
decision or, in some' instances, frdr referral to the Director of the Bureau of
East-West Trade 'for decision. If any agency objects to the, proposed course of
action, it is given full opportunity to appeal to a higher level.-

C6m -MAs des_ mot approve any transaction so long as any agency has indi-
cated an intention to appeal a recommended course of action. In some instances,
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an agency will object, but indicate that, because of the marginal nature of the
issue, the case does not warrant an appeal. The chairman's recommendation,
then, goes forward to the Dlrector,"0EA, as mentioned above. When an agency
objects and appeals a recommendation, the issue is carried progressively higher
until the disagreement Is resolved. In this process Departmental -or agency
head and, If necessary, the White House may be called upon to address the
problem.

Involved in the decision to approve or reject an application for, a socialist
destination are such considerations as:-,

(a) What is the normal use In the U.S. and elsewhere in the free world?
(b) Is the data designed Jor military purposes? Is -the intrinsic nature of

the' data such as to make it of significant use to the military ? Is it etirrently
used importantly by the military establishments in the West? In the country
for which it is destined?

(c) If the data has both military and civilian uses, Is the intended end-use
peaceful In nature?

(d)-, Is the prospective foreign end-user engaged In peaceful or military
operations?

(e). Does 'the item Incorporate advanced or unique technology of strategic
'significance that could be extracted?

(I) Is there a shortage of the data In the area of destination that affects
the military potential?

(g) Are comparable dat- available to the country of destination outside
the U.S.? If COCOM controlled, are they available outside the COCOM countries?

(h) Would significant economic/commercial benefits flow to the U.S. from
consumation of the transaction? , 1

In developing Information that will permit ue, to make the proper decision,
the Department consults extensively with industry. There currently are seven
government-Industry technical advisory committees established pursuant to
the 1972 amendments to the Export Administration Act. In addition, individual
firms are consulted on technical matters and foreign availability.

In summary, the Department takes seriously Its responsibility to control ex-
ports to the communist countries under the guidelines set down by the Export
Administration Act. Every effort is made to assure, in the terms of the Act, that
no export is permitted that would "make a significant contribution to the
military potential" of these countries which would "prove detrimental to the
national security of the United States."

(b) Is the East-West Trade Board consulted in advance on major transactions?
The Department of Commerce reports to the Working Group of the Board at

each meeting the licenses Issued or denied since the previous meeting of the
Working Group for the export of technfal data to the non-morket economy
countries. In addition, major transactions Involving both technical data and hard-
ware are brought to the attention and discussed by the Workinor Group prior
to a licensing decision being reached. To the extent appropriate, the Group re-
ports to the Board.

It Is also noteworthy that -the Chairmau of the East-West Foreign Trade
Board participates In the deliberations of the Export Administration Review
Board when It considers major transactions raising significant policy questions
concerning exports to non-market economy Countries.

Licaists IssuED FOn TANSFE=BXNo TECHNOLOGY TO STATE TaADn NATIONS IN.
-- 1976

Bulgaria.-manufacture of card reader mechanisms; production of polypro-
pylene; architectural plans for hotel; protein from manure; detergent alkylate;
line printers; polyester yarn; dental equipment; heat exchangers and heaters;
building materials; linear alkyl benzene; isobutylene; acrylic fiber; Industrial
control Instruments; heater for ammonia plant; removal of carbon dioxide from
gas; printed circuit boards.

Oecholovaka.-formulation of herbicides; removal of carbon dioxide from
ammonia synthesis gas; cyclohexanone; glass tubing end formers for, fluores-
cent lamps; heat exchangers and heaters: building materials; memory system
for minicomputer; manufacture of pumps and motors; isobutane; equipment fA
making cigarette filters; high octane gasoline (alkylation process) ; printed'cir-
cult boards.
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German Democratic Republio.-gaseoue monoxide recovery; removal of mag-
nesium from aluminum ; removal of' ca'bon dloxide from gas; heat exchangers
and heaters; builditig materials; pharmaqeutieals; prlisted circuit boards.

Hungarl.--manufacture of magnetic recording equipment; -polypropylene pm9-
duction't manufacture of FM radio @VV band anteinas; manufacture of lani-
nated products; manufacture of X-ri image itensiftrs; laundry equipment;
articoagulant drug 9 heAt exchangers and heaters; building materials memory
system for computer; parts for line printers; slidable gates for steel industry;
glass making equipment; materials handling equlpmeiA;,polyvinyl chloride fijmpn
and sheet; character drunk ,jssmblies; auditor oriehtedcormpfter system; asseili-
bly of integrated circuits *-,Ice for integrated dtcults; printed circuit boards.

People's Republic of Upi,.-antcoagulaht drug; ethyl- alcohol; strene-buta-
diene rubber; removal of Ocidtc gases fiom natural-gas; naLural gas desulfurisa-

~ tion and dehydration* natural as liquefaction; het exchangers and heaters;
building materials; q stations foi aircraft engines; ilfuric acid; printed circuit
boards.

Polan.-disk recorders; security apparatus for storage containers; paper
equipment; plant to produce methylamines; equipment for the manufacture Qfpaper and pulp; rubber V-belts; internal combustion aircraft engines; steam tr.
blnes; plant for the treatment of tire cord fabric; clKcuit breakers; motors for
water pumps; metal melting and holding furnaces; glass making equipment;
veterinary medicine; polyester fiber; petroleum refinery project; penleillinas; re-
moval of cArbon dioxide from gas; constructioh.and operation of gasholders; pe-
troleum refining and petrochemical processes; anticoagulant drug; building ma-
terials; hydrogen peroxide; vitamin C; sewing machines; vinyl chloride; pumps
and motors; landing gear for light aircraft; heat exchangers and heaters; in.
struments for measuring radiation; machine tools; residue disposal system;
fluorocarbons; carbon black; aircraft doors; water gel explosives; color TV
receivers; rubber antioxidants; copying machines; chlorine-caustic soda; vege-
table protein; computer software; antibiotics; printed'circuit boards.

Romania.-Elemental sulfur recovery; industrial process inattuments; phar-
maceutical for treatment of ulcers; benzene; hydraulic turbine components;
computer software; refining stainless steel; tractor transmissions and torque
converters; polypropylene; acetic acid; petroleum refining and petrochemical
processes; locomotive parts; building materials; polyethylene; linear alkyl ben-zene; heat exchangers and heaters; gas storage facility; bearings; gas processing
plant; butadiene,

U.S.S.R.-Transfer and handling machines; software for air traffic control
system; air traffic control systems; preparation of siliconized resin coatings for
the coating of metals; electrical insulators; glues and adhesives; diesel starter
drives; caffeine production; ethylene oxide and glycol production; wind tunnel,
color TV glass funnel and neck assemblies; liquid crystal displays; normal paraf-
fins and adsorbents; beat exchangers; aromatic hydrocarbons; computer soft- -
ware; trimellitic anhydride and wire enamel; terephthalic acid; petroleum re-
forming and separation of xylenes; desulfurization of fuel oil; acrolein and
acrylic acid; polypropylene; drying of whey; silicon thyristors; painting and
phosphotizing solutions; hand held electronic calculators; removal of carbon
dioxide from gas; semisubmersible drilling vessel; steam condensers; heaters;
building materials; superconducting electrical generator; gust probe for air-
craft; cutter manufacturing facility; structural metal part by powder metal-
lurgy; titanium trichloride; aluminum trichloride; nonstick cookware; sulfur;
magnets; natural gas plants: electro-hydraulic servo valves; copper clad glass
epoxy laminates: plant for making dyestuffs: anticoagulant drug; hydrofinish-
ing of lube oils; aluminum cans; quartz flash tubes; quotation for digital com-
puter; alpha olefins; quotation for programmable terminal systems hardware;
lenses for making TV tubes; butadiene; printed circuit boards.

LICENSES DENIED FOR TRANSFERRINo TECHNOLOGY TO STATE TRADING NATIONS
xN 1975

Cuba.-Ammonia plant; removal of carbon dioxide from ammonia synthesis
gas; detergent alkylate; vinyl chloride; polymerization process for making gaso-
line; electrolytic tinning lines.

U.S.S.R.-Video head technology.
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VALUE AND VOLUME OF
EXPORTS AND IMPORTS
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TRADE BALANCES BY MAJOR
CATEGORIES, 1975
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U.S. BILATERAL TRADE BALANCES, 1975
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CONTRAST IN FARM- NON FARM
EXPORT GROWTH
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MAJOR SHIFTS IN MANUFACTURED
EXPORTS
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DEMAND FOR U.S. EXPORTS
IIARKET
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CHANGES IN U,.S.,' IMPORTS. BY,
MAJOR CATEGORIES
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COMMODITY COMPOSITION OF,
U.S. IMPORTS
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IMPORTS FROM PRINCIPAL SUPPLIERS
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OUTLOOK FOR 1976
Trade balance will drop as U.S. rate of
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U.S. International Trade Policy and the Trade Act of 1974
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U.S. International Trade Policy and the Trade Oct. of 1974

PREACE
This pamphlet has. been prepared by tba staft of the Commitee a

Financ. to asit b OMrnttee in its oversight, of US. foreign tradepolicy. I3tpurpo-e is to prie a .m ry of currentrents relatingU.S. international economic policy, the a..iisrsti n o the Trade
Act of 1974, and the progress of the multilateral trade negotiations.
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UNITED STATES INTERNATIONAL TRADE -POLICY AND
THE TRADE ACT OF 1974

I. RECENT* VONTS AFFECTING THE WORM
ECONOMY

A. State of the World Economy

The economies of the United States and other industrialized coun-
tries are slowly recovering from the first synchronous world reoespion
since 1957 an the most severe economic conditions since the 1980's.
For two years the developed world has been plaguedbt an unprece-
dented coincidence of recession and inflation complicated by wide
fluctuations in prices for commodities and the oil embargo and price
increases of the Organizatioui-of Petroleum Exporting, Countries
(OPEC). ..

For the United States, the recession has been especially severe. Un-
employment in the United States during 1975 reached 8.6 percent,
a level not experienced since 1941. The gross national product declined
in real terms both in 1974 and 1975. Industrial production declined
through most of 1974 and the first half of 197. D lining inventories
and rising retail sales suggest that a modest recovery is under-
way in the United States. However, unemployment continues at 8.8
percent with 7.7 million persons on the unemployment rolls; and a
return to full employment levels-4 to 5 percent unemployment-is
not expected before 1980.Other industrial countries also experienced higher unemployment
rates in 1975 but, in both relative and absolute terms, those rates
remain considerably below the rate of employment in the United
States. For example, in Japan the unemployment rate rose to 2.2 per-
cent in October 1975 (from an average of 1.8 percent between 1965-
1974) directly affecting 1.2 million persons; in West Germany the rate
increased to 5.4 percent (from an average of 1.2 percent in the 1965-
1974 period) affecting 1.2 million persons. (See chart on page 2 for
comparative unemployment rates among industrial countries.)

The governments of most industrial countries have adopted expan-
sionary economic policies intended to encourage the recovery of their
economies, although fears of exacerbating inflation remain. The
leaders of these countries, particularly the European countries where
the recession arrived later and where recovery is lagging, look tothe
United States to lead the world economic recovery. The Organization
for Economic Cooperation and Development (OCD) forecasts for
1976 a four percent increase in the aggregate gross national products

.(1)
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of the indust d nations. This pmpares With a two p entoverall
decline in output experlenoed by OED countries in 1975.1
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Between 1959 and 1978, the growth Of the e Iros national products of the seven
largest industrial countries (United States, Canada, Japan France, West Germany,
Italy and Great Britain) averaged a percent per year. In 194, the economies of Japan
and h. United states each deelied about 2 percent while the economies of the other
five maintained marginal growth. In 1975 however, tie effects of the recession on gross
national products was more generally felt: United States minus 2 percent; Canada
minus 1 percent France, minus 5 percent; Germany, minus 5 percent Italy minus VI
percent; and Britain, minus 2 percent. Japan alone among indutialalued couniries expe-
rienced marginal economic growth during 197M.
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Although many countries sustained trade deficits in 1975, West Ger-
many maintained, a hugs trade surplus ($17.8 billion through Novem-
ber) and the United States and Japan had more moderate trade sur-
pluses. During eleven months of 197, U.S. exports (excluding foreign
aid and"Pubihc Law 480" agricultural exports) totalled more than
$96.4 billion (f.a..) while imports for the same period totalled $94.8
billion (if.), pelding a positive United States bance for the eleven
month peod of about $0.0 billi;,o The follo1ng table presents the
latest available data on the balances of trade for seven industrial coun-
tries. U.S. trade data have been adjusted to exclude foreign aid exports
and to place imports on ac.i.f. basis.

,COMPARATIVE $ALANCES OF TRADE FOR MAJOR INDUSTRIAL
COUNTRIES,,-1975

(Billions of dollars)

Exports Imports Balance

United States ............... 96.4 94.1 +2.3
Japan......................... 50.2 45.1 +5.1
West Germany.............. 82.9 65.1 +17.8
France ........................ 48.9 47.4 +1.5
United Kingdom .............. 38.1 44.4 -6.3
Italy. .................... 28.8 28.8 ............
Canada. ........... ... 26.5 28.3 -1.8

Source: Economic Indicators, Office of Economic Research, Central Intelligence
Agency, Jan. 7, 1976.

The improvement in the U.S. balance of trade is attributable to a
number of factors including the devaluation of the dollar. Ironically,
the world recession during 1975 was an important factor in the U.S.
trade surplus. The normal flow of consumer goods imports into the
U.S. market was arrested by the decline In consumer demand and the
severit of the recession in the U.P. economy. At the same time, be-
cause the recession arrived later in other countries, U.S. exports con-
tinued to increase in value. Agricultural exports grew briskly both to
developed countries and to the Soviet Union, which once again had an
unexpectedly poor harvest.

The recession brought about a decline in-world trade both in abso-
lute and relative terms. For the first time in the ostwar period,
there was an absolute decline in the volume of world trade during
1975. According to the International Monetary Fund, the exports
of industrialized countries reached a value of 124.1 billion during
the third quarter of 1975, compared to $125.1 billion in the third
quarter of 1974. Imports of industrialized countries during the
same, quarter of 1975 were $128.9 billion, compared to $187.6 billion
in 1974. Because these dollar figures are not adjusted for inflation,
the decline in trade in terms of volume was even greater.

The decline in world export markets introduced serious new pres-
sures in the world trading system as major trading nations sought to

3
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maintain positive trade and payments balances. Among industralized
nations, Japan, West Germany, France, Great Britain Italy, and
Canada all contended with balince of payment deficits auring 1976.
Despite the declaration of Western leaders at the Rambouilet Sum-
mit Conference, the British imposed restrictions on sele ted imports,
as did several other countries. To date the United States has not
taken any action under the "escape clause" provision. (section 201)
of the Trade Act of 1974 and has exercised the "unfair trade prac-tices" authority a very few times, for example, in the cases of dumped
golf carts from Poland and subsidized footwear from Taiwano &d
Korea.'

For developing countries, higher oil prices and the world recession
pose a far more seriousproblem. One recent estimate is-that while .tih
quadrupling of world ol prices brought about a 2 percent reductionin

-the gross national products of the major industrial countries, it
brought about a 3 percent reduction in the GNP's of the non-OPEC
developing world and a doubling of the GNP's of OPEC countries.

Wile some non-OPEC developing countries have been able to
finance their higher oil bills most have suffered from a decline in com-
modity prices and a reduced ability to borrow. Even the wealthiest
of the developing countries without petroleum reserves have found
it increasingly difficult to borrow funds as their international credit
lines-have begun to wither. International food shortages have further
compounded the problems of developing countries, particularly the
most impoverished. Higher -food prices are forcing developing coun-
tries to spend a greater proportion of their export earnings to feed
their populations. Without a reduction in oil prices and-increased
financial and food assistance, a number of non-oil producing develop-
ing countries, so-called "fourth world" countries, will be in severe
straits. The sale of exports is by far the most important means by
which fourth world countries can earn the foreign exchange necessary
to purchase oil and food and to invest il their capital bases. The export
earnings of developing countries, moreover, are closely linked to the
economies of the developed countries. However, as world income and
trade grow, world market demand for exports of developing countries
increases less rapidly than it does for the exports of developed coun-
tries. For example, in 1969 the value of total world trade grew by 14
percent, but the exports of developing nations grew by oniy about_9

- percent. Accordingly the developing countries' share of world trade
has been steadily declining relative to the share of the developed-coun-
tries. It is this economic syndrome which the Generalized System of
Preferences of the Trade Act is intended to remey. -

Trade, aid, and monetary matters are interrelated in the world
economy and cannot-be validly separated. The oil embargo and price
increase of the OPEC countries were essentially political 9cts, yet
they have had profound implications for the world e.nomy, Aludn

'On anuary 16, 1O8. 'the lnternatioal Trade Commission noticed the Preddent that
increased 'imports of stainless and alloy tool steel are a substantial auo serioU
InJury to certain Industries and rftmwended that a quota be Impoed Under t Trade
Act, tte President hat dXty days to le what form of matintf ia. he wil
provide. if te aMllnes to provide relief or If he provides ref other than that reom-
mended by the C:ommision. the Congress may by ad61ption of a concarrent resolution

llementt relief o!rnally recommended by the ommiesl.
_, ianen. Roger .. n "TheU.. & Wrlt Development: Ageova for Action," Overseasvevel~opmost Council, 180, p. 15T. . .

4
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a C reeon Autued deeom i, nd, the riska -of w~dedpm4dinpr

If tl6re, is onig c .qiuslon which 04n be drwn fromthe currents-te
oftthe world econdiny it is that no ountu y or go up of co utrie can
achieve &oniomie security by pursuingpolicies Wfhi are juri to
other countries and detrimental to word economiorder. Veprocesi
of international economic interdependence con-pelsinternational

B. Ti New international Econon-le Order

'For many years, and particularly since the first media of the
United Nations Conferenco on Trade and Development (UN AD)
in 1964 the developing countries have sought.a new international order
in which the developec countries would transfer resources to the devel-
oping countries. Through UNCTAD and other international forums
the developing countries have pressed with some success for greater
multilateral aid and preferential trade agreements. But develop-
ing countries' dissatisfaction1 with their economic lot, once popu-
larly referred to as their "crisis of rising expectations", has nowbe-
come a new economic militance reflected in the events of the past two
years.The oil embargo and subseuent quadrupling of oil prices by the
OPEC has given the developing world a new weapon in its quest for
wealth-resource monopoly. Since the OPEC embargo, developing
countries have several times attempted to repeat the pattern of OPEC
from increasing the taxes on bauxite, for example to forming a cartel
to export bananas. However, the poorest of the developing countries
were unable to ride the commodity boom of .1978-1975 and continue
to suffer severe economic distress. 1%4 these countries most seriously
affected by.the cartel pricing policies of OPEC countries apparently
believe that their road to economic salvation lies iii unilateral price
and supply actions against developed-countries. Their hopes buoyed,
the developing counties have formed more, than ten proucer asso-
ciations since the OPEC embargo; none has yet been able to imitate
OPEC with success.

1. Eo.uion.-While organize ing among themselves in the past two
years, third world countries have also used international forums to
convey how they feel world economic relationships should be changed
to better suit thefrdevelopment goals. In May of 1974, as a result ofa
special session of the General Assembly which studied raw materials
and development, the United Nations adopted a resolution titled
"Declaration of the Establishment of a New International Economic
Order". The developing countries state through the resolution that the
existing world economic order is in conflict with their development
goals, and that new principles must be respected in the formulation of
a new order. Among the new principles enumerated are countries'
rights fto "pr ferenfial and non-reciprocal" trade treatment for devel.
oping countries, the improvement of the "competitiveness of national
materials facing competition from synthetic substitutes," the linking of
prices of raw material exports with prices, of manufactured imports,
the unconditional extension of. foreign aid, and the facilitation of
technology tranfer to developing countries.

$1
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In December' of 1974, the General Amembly of the United Nations
adopted a resolution entitled "Charter of Economio ihts end Duties
of State". The fundamental purpose .tf.this resolution is "t&prQmot
th Westablisbment, of the newinte=ational econoneo order' referred
to above ,7ie charter states that every nation has the eight. -o aSs-
ciate in prifiary commodity producer ociatins and t!at other na-

tions must not apply. economic. and political measures to limit such
associations; and tbat nations'should take steps "aimed at secti.ng
additional benefits for the international trade of developing countries
so as to achieve a substantialincrease in their foreign exchange eam-
ing" Also included iS the suggestion that developed nations should
help the development process by promoting "increased net flows of
real resources to the developing countries from all sources." ,

During the same month of the approval of the UN Charter of
Rights and Duties of States, the Secretary General of the UNCTAD
issued a report ont a proposed integrated program for commodity trade.
The UNCTAD proposals include the creation of a common! find for
the financing of large international buffer stocks which would become
a part of a system of international commodity agreements. As a backup
mechanism, the report recommends compensatory schemes be used to
make up loss6s in export earnings where commodity agreements fail
to maintain prices and supplies at projected levels.

In February of 1975, a group of developing countries vot in Dakar
to confer on policy matters affecting raw materials. They issued a
resolution which fluxds that the framework and organization for world
commodity trade are outdated and inadequate as instruments of
economic change and development. The resolution calls or the full
implementation of the Charter of Rights and-Duties of States and
for the developed countries to compensate developing countries for the
exploitation and depletion of third world natural resources.

In March of 1976, a conference of the United Nations IndustrialDevelopment Organization ado pted a resolution entitled "The Lm.a
Declaration on Industrial Development and Cooperation." The, Lima
Declaration not only reiterates many of the findings and exhortations
of earlier resolutions mentioned above, but it also introduces concrete
economic goals for the developing world. The developing world now
accounts for approximately 7 percent of world industrial production;

--- the declaration calls for that share to increase to at least 25 percent
of total world industrial production by the year 20. As the lara-
tion points out, "this implies that the developing countries should
increase their industrial growth at a rate considerably higher than
the 8 percent recommended" previously by a United Nations develop-
ment group.

In all of the above resolutions and delarations, international com-
modity agreements, earnings stabilization programs, and preferential
trade treatment play important, albeit not exclusive roles. The basicobjectives sought by the d nevelopig countries throw these programs
are the stabilization of their export earnings, a realransfer of wealth
from the developed to the developing world, and a heightened degree
of economic self-determination.

2. Implcati /' ' for UA Trade Pol .- There &re several schools
of thought within the Executive Branch on the most appropriate U.S.
response to the international clamor for a new economic order. The

6
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United States has historically pursued a policy of bilateral and multi-
lateral financial and agricultural aid to' developing. countries. The
U.S. has not encouraged the formation of commodity agreements,
although there have been exceptions, such as sugar and coffe .

Several agencies in the Executive Branch (most notably the Treas-
ury Department) hold the view that the free market mecaims will
lead to the most efficient distribution of resources. Advocates of the
free-market policy do not quarrel with the basic concepts of a world
economy which transfers resources to the developing world but ob-
ject to the cartelization of the world economy., They argue that eco-
nomic issues should not be discussed and worked out together in essen-
tially political arenas, but rather should be addressed on a case-by-
case basis and should provide for the ultimate decisions on price and
supply to be decided by parties trading in a freemarket.

Another viewpoint is that the present is not the time to establish
mechanisms for the resource transfers of the next decade and that the
United States should adopt a "wait and see" attitude. This view is
based on the proposition that the OPEC cartel is now at the peak of
its strength and will come under increasing pressures in the next few
years. To use the apparent success of the OPEC cartel as the backdrop
against which to negotiate, it is argued, is to insure that the United
States will be locked into a decade-long foreign economic policy of
weakness merely -because it suffered a few years of economic distress.
Thus, the proponents of this alternative policy prefer caution in the
participation of the United States in international commodity and
financial agreements until the long-term viability of the OPEC cartel
can be more clearly assessed.

However, the Ifree market" and "wait and see" viewpoints may
already have gone by the boards in the formulation of U.S. foreign
economic policy, at least so far as the Executive Branch is concerned.
In a speech delivered last September before the United Nations on
behalf of the Secretary of State, a new foreign economic policy was
outlined by the United States. Secretary Kissinger announced that the
United States will press for new international economic initiatives to
meet the challenge of resource transfer which the developing countries
have articulated. Although such a policy will not commit the United
States to enter into an international agreement in the case of every
commodity nor bind the United States to unconditional financial as-
sistance, the announcement reflects the attitude that we should not
"stonewall" the demands of developing countries but rather make
some concrete concessions in the hope that the drive for radical change
in the world economy will be at least temporarily diverted.

(a) Gomnwdity Agreents.--In his September United Na-
tions speech, Secretary Kissinger proposed that "a consumer-
producer forum be established for every key commodity to discuss
how to promote the efficiency, growth, and inability of its market."
A commodity agreement is an intergovernmental contract which
regulates production, exports, or trade of basic commodities to pre-
vent an excess of supply or demand in order to maintain or stabi-
lize prices and stocl Commodity agreements define the activities
of major trading partners in rapidly going economic condi-
tions so as to smooth out the usua- boom-bust fluctuations in. com-
modity prices and supplies.
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Historically, several primary commodities produced in a
limited number of countries were controlled by closely-linked
private international corporations. The corporations would form a
cartel to ensure that even the most inefficient of member corpora-
tions could operate on a profitable and statue basis. The cartel
would designate a cartel manager who would use cash and a buffer
stock to maintain prices and supplies in the market on a day-to-day
basis. If the market and buffer stock transactions were inadequate
to maintain market conditions according to plan, the cartel would
agree to production cutbacks by member corporations. However,
with the exception of the tin cartel, the major corporate inter-
national arrangements were unable to endure the vagaries of the
market for manv years and became ineffective.

After-Worl&War 1I, the United States attempted to establish
an International Trade Organization (ITO) which would, among
other things, determine the form, duration, and general terms of
commodity agreements. While the ITO never came into existence,
the principles laid out in. Chapter VI of the ITO draft charter
survive as the basis for many of today's international conrmodity
agreements. In general, the ITO Charter permitted commodity
agreements for primary products where exchange earnings were
important to producers and where the stability of such earnings
was important to economic development planning. New agree-
ments would be intergovernmental rather than intercorporate.
The objective of the agreements was to moderate price fluctuations
and-to establish stable prices fair to both producers and consumers.

A 1947 UNESCO resolution recommended to the ITO commod-
ity agreement provisions to United Nations member states. Be-
cause the ITO never took effect, the UNESCO resolution is the
only legal basis for international commodity agreements. Al-
though the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT)

-contains a provision prohibiting, quotas and other quantitative
restrictive measures (GATT Article XI), Article XX(h) of the
GATT exempts intergovernmental commodity agreements which
are consistent with the UNESCO-resolution.

Commodity agreements are tailored to the nature of the parties
and the trade in each particular commodity. While each ag
ment may contain variations, the majordevices are: 1) collective
contracts; 2) quota contracts; and 8) buffer stocks.

The collective contract device has been employed by the United
States during its participation in the International Weat Agree-
ment. It is an agreement to offer contracts for the sale of a basic
commodity at a specific minimum and maximum price for certain
years. The collective contract involves those countries who antici-
pate having a surplus agreeing to offer for sale a certain amount
of the commodity at prices within an agreed-upon range. When
collective contracts have involved the supply of grains to develop-
ing countries, they haverecently included agreed-upon amounts of
grain aid.

Quota controls includequantitative restrictions on imports or
exports by member couutmri. The agreement may discourage ex-
port and production subsidies by awarding large quotas to effi-
cient producers. A price range may be set, and membership may
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be induced by providing preference for sales to consuming mem-
bers when prices are high and restriction on purchases from non-
members when prices are low. I

A buffer stock is a quantity of the commodity which may be
varied in size by purchase or ss1f on the open market. The com-
modity council may project the long-term supply and demand'
estimates and thereby derive a desired price range for the corn-
modity. The council will then sell out of the buffer stock when
prices are in the high-end of the range and buy in the open market
when prices fall into the low end of th range. An agreement
may hiave a provision for the facing of, b)uffer stocks with
market levies or with the profits which may remlt from bufferstock trade. It is not unusual commodity agreement to in-
clude both a buffer stock and quotas. Buffer stocks must be
large -enough to maintain the desired range of prices* they are
expensive to maintain and the sharing of costs can boa con-
tentious issue between producer and consumer nations. Producer
countries are more interested m "floors" than "ceilings", while
consumers have the opposite interest. Generally the ceiling aspect
of a commodity agreement is more ephemeral than real.

Major international commodity agreements have recently been
in effect for tin, cocoa, coffee, wheat, and sugar. The Food and
Agriculture Organization of the United Nations is sponsoring ten
study groups on agricultural goods. These commoditie include--
rice, grains, citrus fruit, jute/kenaf and alHied fibers, oilseeds/oils
and fats, bananas, hard fibers, wines and vine products tea, and
meat. Associations of producer countries are in effect for bauxite,
coppery, petroleum, rubber, iron ore, mercury, and tungsten. Com-
modities covered by producer associations are candidates for
possible international agreements, particularly if access to sup-
plies becomes of greater concern to consuming countries.

(b) Eanings Stabi.2ztn.--In his September United Nations
speech, Secretary Kissinger proved the creation "of a new

evelopment security facility to stabilize overall export earnings."
The facility would replace the International Monetary Fund's
(IMF) -existing compensatory financing facility and would give
loans to developing countries which need to finance shortfalls
in their export earnings.

In December of 19S, members of the IMF did agree to modify,
rather than to replace, the compensatory finance facility. The fa-
cility is designed to assist countries with shortfalls in their balance
of payments which result from factors beyond their control,
notably from lower prices or production levels of their export
commodities. Assistance is in the form of medium-term loans
(3 to 5 years) at low interest rates (4 to 6 percent). Borrowings
for this purpose were previously limited to 50 percent of a coun-
try's membership quota in the IMF, with no more than half of
that (25 percent of quota) in any single year. Under the December
change, a country will now be able to borrow up to 75 percent of
its quota, with no more than 50 percent of its quota in any single
year.

To obtain a compensatory loan, a country applies to the IMF.
A calculation is m~le on tho country's average balance of pay-
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ment deficit for the two preceding years, the year of the loan, and
a projection of the two succeeding years. The December change,
in compensatory finance rules removed the restriction that a coun-
try could borrow less for this purpose if it had already borrowed
to finance a commodity buffer stock; there is no more link be.-
tween export stabilization borrowing and the buffer stock
facility.

In February of 1975 the European Community signed a trade
agreement the Lome Convention, further opening its markets to
a group of 46 African, Carribean, and Pacific (ACP) countries.
Part of the Loins Convention was an agreement to make avail-
able to ACP countries a commodity export stabilization finance
system. The system is applicable to 12 primary product groups.
Where an ACP country s earnings from the export of one of the
twelve products represent at least 7.5% of its total export earn-
ings, that county is entitled to request a financial transfer if its
earnings from the export of the product to the Community are
at least 7.5% below an average level of the four preceding years.
For the 34 least developed, landlocked, or island ACP countries
the dependence and trigger thresholds are 2.5%. The European
Community is allocating 875 million units of account ($440 mil-
lion) for the stabilization system. The Convention includes the
principle that the 42 better-off ACP countries should repay the
export stabilization transfers they receive if they have made suffi-
cient earnings progress in the ensuing five years.(o) Preferent Trde Tr men.-Developing countries have
long complained that the major industrialized countries discrimi-
nate against them by maintaining high tariffs on semi-manu-
factured and manufactured goods and low or no duties on pri-
mary products. Their theory is that this "tariff escalation" i.e.,
the greater the degree of processing in a good, the higher itsduties) discourages them from industrializing. At the 1964
UNCTAD meeting, the developing countries formally proposed
that the developed countries grant the former tariff preferences
on their exports to the developed countries. Over the following
years, the developed countries ratified the tariff preference con-
cept by agreeing to extend their individual preference programs
to "beneficiary developing countries."

The tariff preference systems currently in effect in the European
Community (EC), Japan, and the United States all recognize
approximately 100 beneficiary developing countries. However,
there are dif erences among the systems. The EC and Japan
permit imports of some manufactured goods on a duty-free basis,
subject to tariff quotas. Quantitative import ceilings (quotas)
exist for each product group. Imports of eligible products above
these ceiling levels are subject to normal most-favored-nation
duty rates. In addition, imports from any one beneficiary develoT-
ing country are subject to maximum amount limitations. In the
case of sensitive" manufactured and semi-manufactured
products, the EC also regulates the amount of each product which
can enter each of the separate member States. Both the EC and
Japan restrict the number of agricultural imports receiving
preferential treatment to a few selected items. Eligible agri-
cultural products are admitted at margins of preference averaging
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4 percent of the MFN rate in the case of the EC and 50 percent of
the MFN rate for Japan. Agricultural products are not subject
to quantitative restrictions, but in some cases must still faWe a
variable levy which operates like a quota. ,

n contrast to the preference systems of Japan and the EC, the
US. system is not based on tariff quotas The U.S. stem applies
a "competitive need" rule, limiting imports of a particular proct
from particular country to $25 million in value or 50 of total
U.S. imports of the product, The U.S. generalized system of pref-
erences is discussed in gmater detail on p. 87.

C. International Economic negotiations

Attempts by'the nations of the world to manage the world economy
and to coor&iate their foreign economic policies are characterized by
complexity and apparent confusion. This is because the issues whichmust be resolved among the nations are technically complex and be-
cause those issues are directly related to politically sensitive domestic
interests. In addition, discussion of these issues necessarily raises
fundamental questions about the nature of national sovereignty.

Despite these difficulties the rapid expansion of world trade and
increasing awareness of the interdependence of national economies
have resulted in renewed efforts to achieve international agreement
on the management of the world economy and coordination of inter-
national economic activities. These efforts take place in a variety oforganizations, ad Ioo multilateral negotiations and bilateral dmk1 -
matic discussions. This part of the bofing document will briefly
describe the major negotiations and consultations which are currently
important to the international economic system.

1. Rambouiet.--Fromn November 15 to November 17 1975, the
heads of state and of the governments of France, the Iederal Re-
public of Germany, Italy, Japan, the United Kingdom, and the United
States met at the Chateau de Rambouillet outside of Paris for an
economic summit meeting. The scope of the meeting included energy,
trade, and "North-South1' economic relations. The meeting at Ram-
bouillt resulted in a joint declaration of the participants.

The most important statements in this declarationT include a. re-
affirmation of the participants' commitment to the principles of
the Or nization for Ecnomic, Cooperation and 'Development
(OECD) pledge to avoid protectionist measures and to a 1977
goal for the completion of the Multilateral Trade Negotiations
in progress in Geneva under the Tokyo Declaration. The decla-
ration also contains a compromise between the United States and
France under which international exchange rates will continue to be
set by means of the free market with the understanding that national
monetary authorities may act to counter disorderly market conditions
or erratic fluctuations in exchange rates. This compromise laid the
foundation for the new International Monetary Fund (IMF) agree-
ments reached in Jamaica in January 1976. In addition, the dec ara-
tion commits the participants to make improvements in the inter-
national arragements for the stabilization of export earnings of
developing countries and in measures to assist the developing coun-
tries in financing their deficits through the IMF and other appro-
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priate international organizations. Finally, the declaration commits
the participants to future cooperation in order to reduce their depend-
ence on imported energy through conservation and development of
alternative sources of energy. • 1

2. Conference on Interiariomo Economic Cooperation.-Until ep-
tember 19T5, the United States opoed any international negotia-
tions between the developed countries and less' developed countries
dealing with the broad range of economic issues which divide those
two groups. Instead of a general negotiation, the United $tatei hoped
to begin negotiations between the energy consuming nations and the
energy producing nations. Largely as the result of opposition from the
Organization of Petr0leu- Exporting Countries (OPEC), attempts
to establish an international energy conference failed. In his speeh
in September, 1975, to the Seventh Special Session of 'the Vhitd
Nations General Assembly, Secretary of State Kissinger announced
the willingness of the United States to participate in a general nego-
tiation between the developed and less developed countries and spec-
ified 41 proposals for action.

As the result of this change in the position of the United States, the
Conference on International Economic Cooperation (CIEC) con-
vened in Paris on December 16, 1975. Twenty-seven delegations are
attending the conference representing eight developed countries, in-
cluding the European Community, and 19 developing countries in-
cluding several members of OPEC. The conference is chaired by ean-
ada and Venezuela. The initial meeting resulted in the creation of four
commissions covering specific subject matters. The United States is
co-chairman of the energy commission along with Saudi Arabia. The
European Community and Iran co-chair the commission on finance,
Japan and Peru co-chair the commission on raw materials, and the
European Community and Algeria co-chair the commission on de-
velopment. The commissions will begin their working meetings on
February 11, 1976.

The developed countries are coordinating their policies in the CIEC
through the Executive Committee in Special Session of-the OECD. It
is apparently the intention of the United States to seek creation of a
new institution with a small permanent secretariat based in Paris to
administer the activities of the four commissions. Other than opposi-
tion to tying commodity prices to the rate of inflation in the prim for
manufactured goods, "indexation", and apparent agreement on the
use of Secretary Kissinger's U.N. speech as a basic framework, little
is known of the policy position of the United States and the other
developed countries in the CIEC. The 19 less developed countries met
l.ginning on January 5, 1975, to attempt to coordinate their positions.
To date this strategy session appears to be moving slowly as a result
of differences between the oil producing and non-oil producing less
developed countries. The less developed countries have, however, an-
nounced that they intend to seek "firm guarantees" from the developed
countries that thet CIEC will not be a mere diplomatic exercise but will
lead to positive decisions.

3. World Food Negotiaotiow.--International trade in agricultural
products has been a persistent problem which is being dealt with in
many different organizations and negotiations. This is because of the
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increasing demand for agricultural products as the world's population
grows, severe fluctuations in the supply of agricultural products due
to variations in crop yield as a remt of both weather conditions and
fluctuations in the supply of fertilizer, and domestic'agricultural pol-
icies intended to maintain ag cultural sector income and minimum
levels of agricultural production. Many of the problems raised by
domestic agricultural policies are being addressed in the Multilateral
Trade Negotiations underway in Geneva which is discussed in the next
art of this document. Other signIficant international negotiations re
ating to international trade and food include the Interniational Wheat

Council (IWO) which is currently meeting in London. The focus of
the IWO discussions is currently on the establishment of an interna-
tional grain reserve which will be used tO stabilize the amount of grain
available tothe international market.

As the result of the World Food Conference which met in Rome in"
1974, a World Food Council, a Consultative Group on Food Produc-
tion and Investment, and an International Fund for Agricultural De-
velopment have been established. The World Food Council is intended
to provide overall coordination of implementation of the resolutiQns
and objectives of the World Food Conference particularly through
various United Nations agencies such as the Food and Agricultural
Organization. The Consultative Group for Food Production and In-
vestment is intended to encourage a larger flow of resources to develop-
ing countries for food production and to coordinate assistance from
the developed countries to the less developed countries to assure a more
effective use of food resources. The International Fund for Agricul-
tural Development is intended to provide additional financial assist-
ance on a concessional basis for agricultural development purposes in
developing countries. The United States has made it clear that any
contribution by it to the Fund will depend upon contributions by all
nations in the amount of at least $1 billion and negotiation of accepta-
ble articles of agreement. Finally, the Consultative Group for Inter-
national Agricultural Research (CGIAR) is facilitating the transfer
of agricultural technology to the less developed countries. Currently,
the CGIAR is focusing on means by which post-harvest food grains
losses may be reduced.

It should be noted that, in additive, to the international organiza-
tions discussed above, virtually all the developed nations are carrying
bilateral food assistance programs for selected less developed coun-
tries. The developed countries are consulting with each other about
their activities in the bilateral food assistance area through IL - - ....
velopment Assistance and Agriculture Committees of the OECD.

4. The lnter-national Monetary System.--The international mone-
tary system is managed primarily through the International Monetary
Fund (IMF). Other institutions which play a role are the Bank for
International Settlements, the Group of Ten, and Working Party
8 of the Economic Policy Committee of the OECD. The recent meet-
ing of the Interim Committee of the Board of Governors of the IMF
in Jamaica resulted in agreement upon rules which will partially re-
place the Britton Woods Agreement. That Agreement essentially
collapsed in 1971 when the United States unilaterally removed itself
from the gold standard thereby permitting the value of the dollar to
be determined by the international currency market. The Interim
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Committee agreed that floating exchange rates will be recognized as
the norm while the IMF will act to influence any country which lets
its floating exchange rate get so far out of line that it achieves an
,unfair trade advantage over its competitors. The IMF must still work
out the details of the compromise between the United States and
France reached at Rambouillet and Jamaica on the "reanaged float".

The Jamaica meeting also-ratified plans to sell one-sixth of the
IMF's gold holdings, approximately 25 million ounces, at world mar-
ket prices with the profits resulting from the difference between the
official price of $42.22,an ounce and-the world price of approximately
$130 an ounce being used to establish a trust fund for the benefit of less
developed countries. Conditions on loans from the trust fund to less
developed countries will be less stringent than those applying to loans
from the regular IMF funds. An additional 25 million ounces of gold
will be returned from the IMF to member countries on the basis of
their quotas Finally, the IMF members agreed to increase the amount
of loans each member nation can receive from each of the three cate-
gories of normal loan funds in the IMF, "credit tranches", by 45
percent.

The importance of the international monetary system to interna-
tional trade cannot be underestimated. This is because a flexible inter-
national monetary system is essential to the process of adjustment
between the economies of the trading nations which results in currency
valuations that accurately reflect the rates of inflation, productivity,
and government economic policies of those nations.

5. The Organiwation fori Economio Oooperation a-nd Development
and the Guatoms Cooperation Cowni.-The OECD, which is head-
quartered in Paris, is primarily a consultative body made up of the
major industrial democracies. The developed countries use the OECDand its various committees and working groups toconduct both stud-
ies and negotiations on particular problems which they jointly must
resolve and to coordinate their policies for purposes of other interna-
tional negotiations such as the Multilateral Trade Negotiations and
the Conference on International Economic Cooperation. Of the
many activities currently underway in the OECD, one of the most
important is the discussion in the Committee on Trade on an inter-
national code on government procurement policies which the United
States hopes will iequire foreign governments, particularly the mem-
bers of the European Community, to open their government procure-
ment to foreign suppliers. It is the intention of the members of the
OECD to use the government procurement code they decide upon as
the basis for negotiations in the Multilateral Trade Negotiations. The
OECD Committee on International Investment and Multinational
Enterprises is working on a draft code of conduct for multinational
enterprises. This draft is an attempt to codify the rights and duties
of both multinational corporations and their host countries in the
conduct of international business. The Executive Branch intends the
draft code to be one of the mechanisms by which the principles
expressed in the Ribicoff Anticorrupt Practices Resolution, S. Res.
265. 94th Congress, can be implemented.

The Customs Cooperation Council (CCC) provides a forum for
the exchange of information and harmonization of customs require-
ments for member countries. The most important work of the Council
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is currently being carried in the Harmonized System Committee and
involves the development of an internationally agreed upon commodi.
ties code containing a tariff classification system and a harmonized
system for valuing inports for purposes of levyimg duties which will
be adhered to by all major trading countries The work on the new
commodity code is well underway and approximately 20o of the
products traded internationally have been tentatively classified. In
addition to the work of the Harmonized System Committee, the CCC
Permanent Technical Committee is currently involved in negotiations'
on harmonizing and simplifying customs picedures and documenta-
tion requIrements. The results of the work of the CCO in both the
commodity code and the customs procedures areas will -undoubtedly
become involved in the Multilateral Trade Negotiations if it is com-
pleted before the end of the negotiations.

6. The General A agreement on Taife and Trade.---The major in-'
ternational agreement dealing with international trade is the Gen-
eral Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT). The GATT is an exec-
utive agreement. which has never been approved as a treaty or through
implementing legislation by the U.S. Congress. Over 80 nations are
now signatories to the Agreement. In addition to being an agreement
which sets forth rights and duties of nations involved in international
trade, the GATT is also an institution with a permanent Secretariat in
Geneva. The GATT Secretariat, in addition to providing an institu-
tional framework for Multilateral Trade Negotiations, carries on
studies of particular problems of concern to the contracting parties.
The GATT has sponsored six major rounds of multilateral trade nego-
tiations since it was established in 1947, the most recent until now
being the "Kennedy Round" from 1962 to 1967. All of these past
negotiations concentrated on tariff reductions with the exception of
the Kennedy Round which, in addition to substantial tariff reductions,
resulted in the negotiation of an International Antidumping Code.

In 1978 the ministers with responsibilities for international trade of
the contracting parties to the GATT met in Tokyo to initiate a new
round of multilateral trade negotiations. The Tokyo Declaration is-
sued by those ministers states that the focus of the new round, the
"Tokyo Round," should be on non-tariff measures and on the problems
of the less developed countries.

In very general terms, non-tariff measures are those policies of na-
tional governments which are intended to protect domestic markets
from imports through non-tariff means, f-or example, quotas, and
onerous customs procedures. In addition, non-tariff measures include
domestic policies which, intentionally or unintentionally, result in the
cost of national programs being. imposed on foreign nations or for-
eign persons rather than on the citizens or government of the country
establishing the program. Examples of the latter kind of non-tariff-
measure are export subsidies, regional development incentive pro-
grams, government procurement restrictions, product standards, en-
vironmental standards, and packaging and labeling requirements. The
attempt to harmonize all these policies, or at least establish rules for
the implementation of policies in the future so that their impact on
international trade will be taken into consideration, is at the core of
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the current Multinational Trade Negotiations which will be discussed
in detail in the next part of this document.

Il. ADMINISTRATION OF THE, TRADE ACT OF 1974

A. Multilateral Trade Negotiations (Title I)
Title I of the Trade Act of 1974 delegates to the President the

basic negotiating authority for the "Tokyp Round" of multilateral
trade negotiations now underway in Geneva. The'Act authorizes the
President, for a period of five years, to enter into trade agreements
with other countries for the purpose of harmaonizing reducing or
eliminating tariff and nontarIff barriers to trade in international
goods and services. Among other things, the President is authorized
to enter into trade agreements to reduce duties within certain limita-
tions. In the case of agreement on nontariff barriers, the Act estab-.
lishes procedures requiring approval of such agrements by the Con-
gress. 1n addition, the Act makes it an overall negotiating objective
of the United States to obtain more open and equitable market access
for U.S. exports of goods and services. The Act enumerates other
negotiating objectives for the United States including reform of the
General Agreement on Tariffs and-Trade (GATT).

The first year of serious multilateral trade negotiations is over. It
has been a slow, tedious negotiation marked by procedural impasses,
particularly on cultural issues. During 1975, the Trade Negotia-
tions Committee (TNC), the overall coordinating body for the GATT
negotiations, created six working groups to coordinate various as-
pects of the negotiations. The six groups have spent the past year
collecting and analyzing data, sharpening issues, and generally per-
forming the technical work which must precede substantive negotia-
tions. The groups and their responsibilities are briefly summarized
below:

1. Nontar'ff Meamres.--The Nontariff Measures (NTM) Group has
worked to identify and select significant nor'tariff barriers to inter-
national trade appropriate for negotiation. The barriers which are
selected will be considered by four NTM subgroups: (a) A quantita-
tive restrictions and import licensing subgroup which will consider
quantitative restrictions and import licensing procedures; (b) a tech-
nical barriers to tradesubgroup which will consider standards, pack-
aging and labeling, and marks of origin; (c) a customs subgroup
which will consider customs valuation, import documents, customs
omenclature, and customs procedures; and (d) a subsidies sub-

group which will consider the related issues of subsidies and counter-
vailine duties.

2. Tropical Produot8 Group.-The Tropical Products Group was
established to carry out negotiations on products grown in tropical
climates which are primarily of interest to less developed countries,
for example, cocoa, coffee, tea, and bananas. The Group has a
to proceed initially with bilateral negotiations on products of interest
to developing countries. Product request lists have been received from
developing countries and it is anticipated that these product request
lists will be the subject of intensive bilateral' negotiations early in
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1976, with the prospect of an agreement on tropical products by the
end of the year.

3. Tarif..-During the past year the Tariffs Group has directed its
efforts toward the negotiation of a general tariff reduction formula,
an agreement on product exemptions to such a forr.ula an
on the range of items lo which the reductions would be appied (i.e.
whether or not cultural tariffs would b included), and toward
defining the relationship of tariff negotiations to the interests of the
less developed countries (how preferential treatment under the tariff
cutting formula can be afforded the products of less developed coun-
tries). Several delegations have proposed, for purposes of discussion,
tariff cutting formulas. The European Community has proposed a
harmonization formula (i.e., the higher the tariff, the deeper t he cut),
aimed at reducing high tariffs-by a larger percentage than low tariffs,
possibly to a threshold level (e.g., 5 percent ad valorem), below which
no further cuts would occur. The European Community asserts that
such a formula-would bring about substantial tariff reductions and also
protect the interests of the developing countries by preserving their
margin of preference under the generalized system of preferences.:

The U.S. delegation has prosed for discussion three alternative
formulas aimed in varying degrees at linear tariff reductions, the ap-
proach used in the Kennedy Round. The first U.S. proposal, for ex-
ample, would reduce tariffs across the board by a common percentage
(60 percent). A second U.S. formula provides for an across the board
60 percent linear reduction down to a 5 percent floor. A third U.S. for-
mula combines a 60 percent linear reduction with a harmonization
factor. The United States is expected to offer a concrete tariff cutting
formula at the next meeting of the Tariffs Group and to push for
agreement on a tariff cutting formula by the end of 1976.

4. Agriculture Group.--iuring' 1975 agriculture was the focus of
the most serious impasse in the GATT negotiation. The disagreement
is between the United States and other agricultural exporting coun-
tries, on the one hand, and the European Communitv on the other,
over the manner in which agriculture ghould be treated in the negotia-m-
tions. It is the U.S. position that agriculture issues should be negotiated
"in conjunction with" industrial issues. (Section 103 of the Trade Act
of 1974 re quires that, to the maximum extent feasible, the negotiation
of agricultural trade barriers should be undertaken "in conjunction
with" the negotiation of industrial trade barriers.) The European
Community, on the other hand, is of the view that the Agriculture
Group should be the exclusive forum in the negotiation for discussion
of any issue affecting agriculture. The purpose of the Agriculture
Group, the United States contends, is to examine the "special char-
acteristies" of certain agricultural issues and to support the efforts
undertaken by the Tariff Group, the NTM Group, and other groups
which should conduct the negotiation of issues which impact on.agri-
culture. The European Community generally has declined to discuss.
agricultural issues in any forum outside the Agricultural Group.

The United States and the European Community have been unable
to reconcile their differences over the negotiation of agricultural issues
despite intensive talks during the past year. Several attempts to resolve
the agricultural issue have been unsuccessful.. Recently the Europ an
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Community Commission and the governments of all but one member
state, France, interpreted an October understanding as between the
United States and the European Community as permitting the talks
to continue, as a matter of procedure, pending satisfactory resolution
of the substantive issue.'

Early in 197 there was strong support from many dole tions for
the creation of commodity subgroups of the Agriculture Group with
respect to dairy products, meat and cattle, sugar and grains. in the
past, the United States has generally favored commodity subgroups
for ne gotiating purposes. More recently, the United States'has opposed
establishment of commodity subgroups but agreed to the creation of
subgroups for dairy, grains, and meat. Thus, procedural issues have
preoccupied agricultural negotiations, and no discussions of sub-
stance have yet taken place. I

5. Sectors Group.-The SectorsGroup has met several times during
the past year and has-commissioned a number of studies by the GATT
Secretariat of various product sectors to determine whether they are
appropriate for a sector negotiation. The United States, Canada, and
others have sought sector negotiations in which barriers to trade in
specific product sectors will be reduced or even eliminated on a recipro-
cal basis. Section 104 of the Trade Act of 1974 states that aprincipal
U.S. negotiating obective shall be to obtain, to the maximum ex-
tent feasible, competitive opportunities in appropriate product sectors
for U.S. exports equivalent to competitive opportunities afforded im-
ports of like or similar merchandise into U.S. markets. The report of
the Finance Committee on the Trade Act of 1974 lists five product
sectors which the committee feels are appropriate for product sector
negotiations: Steel, aluminum, electronics, chemicals and electrical
machinery. The European Community and Japan have generally been
opposed to sector negotiations. 1 .

6. Safeguards Group.-The Safeguards Group is concerned with
measures taken by countries to protect their economies from imports
which cause market disruption or injury to industries by import com-
petition. During the past year, the Safeguards Group has directed
its efforts to the cataloging and analysis of current safeguard prac-
tices prior to deciding how Article XIX. the GATT safeguards provi-
sion, should be amended. It is not anticipated that the Safeguards
Group will conclude an agreement until a later stage in the
negotiations.

At a meeting of the Trade Negotiations Committee, in December,
1975, the United States urged that the year 1977 be set as a target for
the final phase of the multilateral trade negotiations. Accordingly,
the United States called for accomplishment during 1976 of nine spe-
cific steps required to prepare for the final agreements during 1977.
The United States urged that the following intermediate goals be
reached during 1976: An agreement-on tropical products, a tariff cut-
ting formula, a framework for a subsidies/countervailing duty code,
completion of a standards code, a procedure for dealing with quotas,
a basis for a revised GATT safeguards system, selection of sectors for
complementary negotiations, parallel progress in deciding special
treatment for less developed countries, and negotiating approaches to
such issues as access to supply, dispute settlement p procedures, treat-
ment of tax practices, bribes and other unethical trade practices, and
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government procurement. The United States also urged that the joint
declaration of western leaders at the Rambouillet Sunmnit, calling for
early progress in the trade negotiations, be adopted.

Seion 185 of the Trade Ait of 1974 requires the Executive Branch
to establish private advisory committees to advise the U.S. negottWrs
on boai i ist and objectives in the trade negotiation. The
requirement that these committees be created was added to tht law in

to criticism that the U.S. private sector had not been ads-qu~tely consultedon teo tiatin r strategy during the Kennedy Roud.

As of this writ ,.the Execuive Branch has created 45 committees
to advise the Pre e on various aspects of the trade negotiations. Of
these; three are policy-level committees which have been established to
assure an exch e of views and information between the government
and the private sectors: 'An Industry Policy Advisory Committee
(IPAC), an Agricultural Policy Advisory Committee (APAC), and
a Labor Policy Advisory Committee (LPAC). These committees
have been organized and have been meeting periodically throughout
the year. In addition, the Trade Act requires the Executive to estab-
lish sectoral committees to advise on matters within specific product
sectors To date, 27 Industry Sector Advisory Committees (ISAC's),
8 Ariculturml Technical Advisory Committees (ATAC's), and 0
Labor Sector Advisory Committees (LSAC's) have been established -and have been meeting during the past year.

The Trade Act also requires the Executive to establish a public Ad-
visory Committee for Trade Negotiations (ACTN) to be composed of
not more than 45 agrcultural consumer, retail, labor, industry, and
general public members. This Committee, which is chaiied by the Spe-
cial Trade Representative, has been appointed by the President and
has bepgn its work in advising the Executive Branch on the overall
public interest aspects of the trade negotiations.

B. Escape Clause and Adjustment Assistance (Title II)
1. Proniekne of the Trade Act of 1974t.-Article XIX of the Gen-

eral Agreement on Tariffs and Trade permits countries to modify,
Su or withdraw any obligation made under the Ageement if,
as the result of obligations under the Agreement and unforeseen de-
velopments, imports increase to the extent that they cause, or threaten
to cause, serious injury7 to domestic producers. This provision is com-
monly .own as the I"escape clause.

2. emotion 1-Before the Trade Act of 1974, the U.S. law im-
plementing the escape clause was Title III of the Trade Expansion
Act of 1962 (TEA). Section 201 of the Trade Act of 1974 replaces
the TEA with a different escape clause provision. Under the TEA,
increased imports must have been in major part the result of trade
agreement concessions before import relief measures were taken,
Under the Trade Act of 1974, no link to concessions is required. Fur-
thermore, under the Act, increased imports must only be a substantial
cause of serious injury or the threat thereof ("substantial cause" is
defined to mean a cause which is "important" and not less than any
other cause) and no longer the major factor orallyy assumed to
mean a cause greater than all other causes combined) causing such
injury, as required by the TEA.
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Under the Trade Act of 1974, if the InternationalTrade Commis-
sion (-ITC) finds that imports are a substantial cause of serious injury
(or threat thereof) to an industry, the President is required, with cer-
tain exceptions, to provide some form of import relief (duty, icreass,
tariffratO quotas, quantitative restrictions, orderly marketing agre.-
mente, or, under 4 ropriatd cirumstances andl, 4pon a r nMM endaa
tion o the Commission adjustment assistance). Under the Trade Act,
the" President can also choose not to provide import relief when he d&,
termines that it will not be in the national economic interest. However
if the Congress prefen the form of import relief lropoed byth I l.d
to the relief provided by the President, 6r if the President dtermmes
not to p iD ,mpbrt relief, then a majority 6f those present and vot-
ing of both Houees can pass a resolution requring the Presdent to
implement the relief recommended by the ITO. gs
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STATUS OF ACTIONS UNDER SECTION 201

ITC injury determinationPetition Presidential
Product Date petition filed withdrawn Pending Positive Negative action

Birch faced plywood... Apr. 18, 1975 ................................................... X NA
Bolts, nuts, and screws. May 22, 1975 ................................ X NA
Wrapper tobacco....... May 5, 1975 ................................................ . NA
Asparagus ............. July 10, 1975 ........................................ (tied vote)

Specialty steel ......... July 16, 1975. ............ .......... X X (due
Mir. 15,
1976).

Frozen strawberries .... July 24, 1975..X.............. ............
Slide fasteners ...... Aug. 18,1975.. ........... X. uelel"1 197 ......
Footwear ............... Aug. 20, 1975.......... X due Feb. 20,1976) ...... .........
Stainless steel flatwear. Aug. 28, 1975 .............. X due Feb. 28, 1976 )........ ......
Work gloves ............ Sept 8 1975 ............... X due Mar. 8, 1975 ............ ..........
Mushrooms ..... .Se 1Y, 1975 .............. X Idue Mar. 8, 197 .......... ......
Blue pigments ....... . 2, 1975 ............... X (due Apr, 2 1976)..-..................
Shrimp... ........ Nov. 17, 1975 .............. X (due May 17, 1976) ...............

Source: U.S. International Trade Commission.
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8. Adjwu met Aistane.--In addition to import restrictions under
the escape clause, U.S. law provides financial and t cal assistance
to workers, firms, and communities which ouff6r injury as the result of
increased import. The criteria of injury for adjustment are-
similar to thoe for the escape clause. The purpose of adjustment
assistance is tofcilitt t changes within the U.S. economy to Ineet new
competitive 'onditions resulting from changes in the pattern of inter-
national trade.

(a) Workeme.-The Trade Act of 1974 makes major inodifica-
tions in adjustment assistance for workers displ*e4 by increasd
imports These changes make adjustment assistace easier for-
workers to obtain. In addition to easing the eligibility tests, the
level of benefits is increased. Additional benefits to assist ad-
versely affected workers find new employment, including job.
search training; and relocation allowances, are provided.

Under the worker adjustment assistance provisions, workers
in a firm qualify for trade adjustment benefits if the Secretary
of Labor, within sixty days after the filing of a petition, finds
that an absolute or relative increase in imports contributed im-
portantly to the workers' unemployment and to a decrease in
sales or production cf the firm from which they have become-
unemployed. Workers certified as eligible for trade adjustment
assistance receive benefits equal to 76 percent of each worker's
average weekly earnimg prior to the time he or she becomes unem-
ployed for a period of up to 52 weeks (the duration of benefit-
eligibility may be extended for older workers and workers in
training). This benefit level, however, cannot exceed 100 percent
of the national average weekly wage in manufacturing which is
currently about $180.

Under the Act, States are responsible for the costs of benefits
for which workers would be eligible under existing State unem-
ployment insurance programs. Benefits provided above that
amount will be paid for by the Federal Government. The pro-
gram will cost the Federal Government an estimated $335 million
in its first year and will expire September 30, 1982.

SUMMARY OF TRADE ADJUSTMENT ASSISTANCE CASES,
DECEMBER 31, 1975

Estimated number
Status Number of workers

1. Petitions certified .................. 123 51,261
2. Petitions denied . .- ............ 112 56,887
3. Petitions4nt process. ............ .. 283 224,542
4. Withdrawals ..................... 3,910
5. Terminations .................... . 708

Total ............................ 528 337,308

Source: U.S. Department of Labor.
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WORKER PETITIONS BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICA.
TION, APRIL 3 TO DECEMBER 31, 1975

Certified Denied
Esti. Esti-mated mated

number number
-of Of

Industry Petitions workers Petitions workers

02-Agricultural production, livestock ...................
-10-Metal mining ........................ 1 68

21-Tobacco manufactures .........................
22-Textile mill products ................... 4
23-Apparel and other finished products

made from fabrics and similar
materials ............................ 32 8,496

24-Lumber and wood products, except
furniture ............................. 1 300

25-Furniture and fixtures ...................................
28-Chemicals and allied products ....................
29-Petroleum refining and related Indus-

tries ........................................
30-Rubber and miscellaneous plastics

products ............................. 1 400
31-Leather and leather products...... 35 7,216
32-Stone, clay, glass, and concrete

products ............................. 1 6
33-Primary metal Industries ............... 6 3,381
34-Fabricated metal products, except

machinery and transp. equipment ..............
35-Machinery, except electrical ....... 5 2,050
36-Electrical and electronic machinery,

equipment and supplies ............. 21 11,824
37-Transportation equipment......... ... 12 16,230
39-Miscellaneous manufacturing Indus-

tries . ................................ 4 575
45-Transportation by air .......................................

1 30

1 630
2 318

38 6,582

2

4
10

2
3

4
9

18
11

4
1

390
994

7

455
1,813

410
810

1,086
1,731

9,055
30,018

1,867
691

Total ............................. 123 51,261 112 56,887

Source: U.S. Department of Labor.

STATE DISTRIBUTION OF WORKER PETITIONS, APRIL 3 TO
DECEMBER 31, 1975

Certified Denied

Estimated Estimated
number of number of

State Petitions workers Petitions workers

Alabama ... .............................. 2
Arkansas .................. 3 1,300 2
California ................. 2 850 1
Colorado ...................................... 3
Connecticut-, ......... 1 300 .............
Delaware ................- 4.. 0 s .............. 1

960
325
366
500
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STATE DISTRIBUTION OF
TO DECEMBER

WORKER PETITIONS, APRIL
31, 1975-Continued

Certified Denied

Estimated Estimated
number of number of

State Petitions workers Petitions workers.

Georgia ................. 1 65 3 216
Illinois. ................ 4 1,254 . 4 6,040
Indiana .................... 5 958 .............
Kentucky .................. 1 16 .............
Louisiana............. ... 1 100 . . 6. -
Maine ..................... 1 300 3 453
Maryland .................. 7 2,596 9 1,511
Massachusetts ............ 9 2,502 5 662
Michigan .................. 5 10,100 7 -15,945
Missouri................. 16 8,139 13 3,922
Nebraska .................. 2 350 ................
New Hampshire ........... 2 360.2 900
New Jersey ................ 2 900 3 78
New York .................. 12 2,936 10 4,238
Ohio ....................... 1 30 5 6,358
Oregon ........................................ 1 360
Pennsylvania .............. 35 11,062 33 7,407
Tennessee ................ 4 1,215..............
Utah ...................... 1 68 ....................
Virginia ........... ....... 2 5,140 2 t,239
West Virginia .......................... 1,213
Wisconsin ................. 3 "'590 1 200
W yom ing .................. 1 130 ....................

Total ................ 123 51,261 112 56,887

Source: U.S. Department of Labor.

(b) Firw and communitie.-The Trade Act of 1974 continues
adjustment assistance to firms and provides it for the first time to
communities effective April 3, 1975. The Act makes it somewhat
easier for firms to qualify for financial and technical assistance
and establishes assistance to communities through the Economic
Development Administration.

To be certified eligible to apply for adjustment assistance, a
firm must demonstrate that increased sportss of articles like or
directly competitive with those produced by the firm contributed
importantly to declines in sales or production, or both, and to
separation, or threat of separation of the firm's workers. Com-
munities must show that they have been adversely impacted by
similar causes.
. During the last three quarters of 1975, the number of firms
%1 industry) which filed acceptable petitions for certification of
eligibility was as follows:

.
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Petition
with.

Petition Certifi. drawn
accepted cation (number Certified Petition

Industry for filing pending of firms) eligible denied

Footwear. ........ 11 1 1.....
Apparel ......... 6 4 ...........2 ......
Mushrooms...... 4..4........
Consumer

electronics ... 3 .......... .1, 2...
Granite.......... 2 ...................2 ......
Leather .......... 1 .......... . 1 ...... .......
Marble .......... 1 .....................
Ball bearings..,.. 1 ................. . 1.......
Textiles... 2 .......... . 1 .1.......
Textile machine

ery parts ...... 1 ....................... .. 1

Total.. ' 32 5 4 '22 1

tIncludes 9 firms previously certified under the Trade Expansion Act which did
not have their adjustment proposals approved before Apr. 3, 1975.

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce.

In the latter part of the year, the Department of Commerce
authorized trade adjustment assistance for four firms totaling
$3.5 million including $3,050,000 in direct loans and $450,000 in
guaranteed loans. Employment in the four companies whose pro-
posals were approved currently amounts to approximately 630
persons and is projected to increase by 225 additional jobs when
the recovery plans of the firms are fully implemented.

Although several trade-impacted communities expressed an
interest in the trade adjustment assistance program, no petitions
for certification were filed during the year, possibly because many
potential petitioning communities may be considering their pros-
pects for assistance under other community development pro-
grams of the Economic Development Administration for which
they may already be eligible.

C. Unfair Trade Practices (Title III)

1. Provisions of the Trade Act of 1974.-The Trade Act of 1974
substantially revises Executive authority to respond to foreign unfair
trade practices, including authorities under the Trade Expansion Act
of 1962, the Antidumping Act, 1921, and the Tariff Act of 1930. The
intention is to assure a swift response to foreign import restrictions,
export subsidies, price discrimination (dumping), and other unfair
foreign trade practices.

2. Section SO.--Section 801 of the Trade Act of 1974 gives the
President' new authority -to act against unfair trade practices. The
President is authorized to retaliate against foreign countries which
impose unjustifiable or unreasonable restrictions against U.S. com-

25
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merce, including the withholding of supplies. The section also pro-
vides the President with explicit authority to retaliate against coun-
tries which maintain such restrictions against U.S. services as well
as U.S. trade in goods. Discrimination against U.S. services includes,
but is not limitedto, discrimination against U.S. shipping, action,
and insurance industries. In addition, retaliatory actions may be taken
with respect to foreign services as well as foreign merchandise. .

In order to make section 301 an effective tool against foreign p rac-
tices and policies adversely affecting the U.S. economy, the Trade
Act of 1974 provides a complaint procedure whereby interested parties
can petition the Special Representative for Trade Nergotiations to
conduct public hearings on a leged unfair practices and olicies. The
Special Representative is required to report to Congress on a semi-
annual basis concerning the status of the reviews undertaken pursuant
to this section.

The Act requires that actions taken by the President under section
301 generally be on a selective basis, that is, only against those coun-
tries found to discriminate against U.S. commerce. The President has
the discretion, however, to act against a single country or on a most-
favored-nation (that is, against all countries) basis when retaliating
against unjustifiable or unreasonable import restrictions. Congress
can overrule any Presidental determination to act against "innocent"
countries and require, by concurrent resolution, that the President act
only against the offending country (or countries) maintaining unrea-
sonable or unjustifiable restrictions against U.S. commerce.

The authority to retaliate in situations in which a foreign nation
withholds supplies of needed commodities without justification com-
plements other features of the Act directing the President to negotiate
new, enforceable rules with respect to export restraint& In an interna-
tional economic period characterized by widespread shortages and
inflation, this is a vital aspect of the trade negotiations.

STATUS OF PETITIONS UNDER SEC. 301

Date petition Product or Country Unfair trade
filed service Involved practice alleged Disposition

Jan. 1, 1975.... Shipping ...... Guatemala.. Restriction on Im. STR review completedports to Guate. and conversations
malan flag with Guatemala
shopping,. begun.

Jan. 17, 1975.. Commercial Canada.....uota on U.S. eggs... STR reviewcontinuingeggs. and consultations
with Canada begun.

Aug. 7, 1975... Egg albumen. European Variable levies ........ STR review
Commu- continuing.
ni

Sept. 22, 1975. Canned ...... Minimum import Do.
fruits, prices and a
Juices, and certlflcationveetbls.system.Nov. 13 1975.. Malt .......... .. .

Jan. 1, 1976.... Wheat flour. do ................... ST onJan.

Source: Office of Special Representative for Trade Negotiations.

3. Oountevailing Duties.-Sectioa 303 of the Tariff Act of 1980
requires the Secretary of the Treasury to impose duties upon imported
merchandise if its manufacture, production, or export has benefited
directly or indirectly from a bounty or grant (subsidy) bestowed by
a foreign government or person. Section 331 of the Trade Act of 1974,
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makes major procedural changes in Section 803 to improve the opera-
tion of the statute:

(a) Under the Act, the time period for countervailing duty
investigations begins to run from the date a petition is presented
to the Secretary of the Treasury. Notice of the receipt of such
petition must be published in the Federal Register.

b? The Act provides that:
_() The SecretarV of the Treasury has six months from the

date of the petition in which to make a preliminary determination
as to the existence of a bounty or grant.

(2) If the initial determination indicates the existence of a
bounty or grant is likely, the Secretary of the Treasury has an
additional six months to negotiate with the particular foreign
countries) to obtain the elimination of the bounty or grant.

(8)If the bounty or grant, or any portion thereof, remains in
effect, the Secretary of the Treasury is required to issue a final
countervailing duty order following the end of the second six-
month period (total time period one year from date of petition).
However, he may suspend the application of the order if he
determines that:

(i) adequate steps have been taken substantially to reduce
or eliminate the aaver effect of the bounty or grant;

(ii) there is a reasonable prospect that successful trade
agreements will be entered into, under section 102, with
foreign countries providing for the reduction or elimination
of nontariff barriers; and

(iii) the imposition of countervailing duties would be
likely to seriously jeopardize the satisfactory completion of
such negotiations.

The suspension must be ended if any of the conditions described
above do not continue, and may otherwise be ended at any time.
The authority of the Secretary to suspend countervailing duties
expires January 3, 1979. The initial determination, the results
of any negotiation, and any final determination (including sus-
pension of countervailing duties) must be made public. The
waiver does not, apply in the case of subsidized nonrubber foot-
wear unless the imposition of countervailing duties will jeopar-
dize multilateral negotiations on a nonrubber footwear agreement.

(4) Whenever the Secretary decides to suspend the imposition
of countervailing duties, he must immediately report his deter-
mination to Congress. At any time thereafter, either House of
Congress can, under the veto procedure, vote by simple majority
to override the Secretary's decision and to require the Secretary
to impose the countervailing duties immediately,

(5) Countervailing duty orders by the Secretary of the Treas-
ury go into effect immediately upon publication in the Federal
Register (no later than one year after the date a petition is sub-
mitted to the Secretary). In the case of a Congressional override,
notice of countervailing duties is published and such duties go
into effect the day after the date of the adoption of the resolu-
tion of disapproval.

(6) Determinations by the Secretary of the Treasury that no
bounty or grant exists are subject to judicial review. Uider prior
law, only positive determinations were subject to judicial review.
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COUNTERVAILING DUTY ACTIONS

Cmlendw
year 1974

Im-rt valueProduct country Initiated Tentative decision Final order(ilos

CASES PENDING
JAN. 1, 1975

Consumer electronic prod- Japan ................ May 18, 1972... Neg., Feb. 5, 1975 .........
ucts.

Steel, cabon, and high Mexico ................ Oct. 4, 1972 .... Neg., July 3, 1975..........
strength plates.

Footwear, nonrubber ......... Argentina ............. July 16, 1974... Neg., Feb. 18. 1975 ........
Footwear, rubber ............. Korea ................. June 20, 1972.. Affirm., July 3, 1975 ........

V

CASES INITIATED
CALENDAR YEAR 1975

Float glass.... ... ...... Belgium............ an. 15, 1975... Affirm., July 3. 1975...
Float g.................. Italy .................. Jan. 15, 1975... Affirm.. July 3, 1975........
Float glass .................... France .............. .Jan. 15. 1975... Neg.., June 30, 1975 ........
Float glass ................... West Germany ..... Jan. 15, 1975... Affirm., June 30, 1975.....
Float glass .................... United Kingdom ...... Jan. 15, 1795... Neg., June 30. 1975... .....
Processed asparagus ......... Mexico ................ Jan. 15, 1975... Affirm., July 3, 1975 .......
Dairy products ................ ; EEC .............. Jan. 15, 1975... Affirm, Feb. 14. 1975 ......
Ferrochrome .................. South Africa .......... Jan. 15, 1975... Affirm., June 30, 1975.....
Footwear ..................... Taiwan ................ Jan. 15,1975... Ne.., July 3, 1975 ..........
Cheese ...................... Austria........ Jan. 15, 1975... Affirm., May 20. 1975 ......

Neg.. Jan. 7, 1976 ..........

Affirm., Jan. 7, 19761 ......

Neg., Jan. 7, 1976 ..........
Affirm., Jan. 8, 1976 1 ......

N ,eg Jan. 7, 1976 ..........
rm., Jan. 7, 1976 .......

N g, Oec. 4, 1975..........
Neag. Jan. 7, 1976 ....
Neg., Dec. 22. 1975........
Neg., Jan. 7, 1976 ..........
Affl-m., May 19,19751.
N!g Jan. 7,1976 ..........
Affirm., Jan. 7, 1976 .......
Affirm., Jan. 7, 1976' ......

$1,700.0

.8

23.7'
82.1 tO

.5

.5.1

.1
1.2
1.7

130.0
18.0

170.0
15.8



Cheese .......................
Leather handbas ............
Footwear, nonrubber .........
Canned hams .................
Shoes..... .............
Leather products .............
Steel products ................
Steel products ................
Steel products ..........
Steel products ................
Steel products ...............
Steel products ...............
Steel products ............
Cotton textiles and manmade

fibers.
Dried apples ..................
Cast iron soil pipe and fit-

Tie fabrics..............
Tie fabrics ....................
Tie fabrics ....................
Oxygen-sensing probes ...
Steel -rdcs.........
Glazed ceramic wall tile ......
Castor oil products.......
Chem .......................
Chsm................
,Cheese....................
Screws .......................
Glass beads ..................

Switzerland ..........
Brazil .................
Korea .................
EEC... . ..............
West Germany ........
Argentina .............
West Germany ........
France ................
Netherlands ..........
Luxembourg ..........
Belgium ..............
United Kingdom......
Austria ................
India ..... ............

Jan. 15, 1975... Affirm., July 3. 1975 ........
Jan. 15, 1975... Affirm., June 30, 1975....
Jan. 15, 1975... Affirm., July 3. 1975.......
Jan. 15, 1975... Affirm., June 30, 1975....
Jan. 15, 1975................
Jan. 15, 1975 .................................
Jan. 15, 1975 .................................
Jan. 15, 1975 ............... t ................
Jan. 15, 1975 ................................
Jan. 15, 1975 .................................
Jan. 15, 1975 .................................
Jan. 15, 1975 .................................
Jan. 15, 1975 .................................
Jan. 15, 1975... Neg., July 3, 1975 ..........

Affirm., Jan. 8,1976 ...... 8.0
Affirm., Jan. 12, 1976..... 5.2
Affirm., Jan. 8, 1976 ...... 23.5
Affirm., Dec. 2,19751 ...... 231.0
Term., June 3, 1975. ...................
Term., Apr. 22, 19757..............
Term., June 3, 1975 ................
Term., June 3, 1975 .................
Term. June 3,1975..............
Tem.,, June 3, 1975 ....................
Term., June 3, 1975 ..............
Tem., Jue 3,1 975 .................
Term., June 3, 1975.. .........
Neg., Dec. 17, 1975.; ....... 100.0

Italy ...... ....... Jan. 15, 1975 ................................ Term., Mar. 7,t1975 ...........
India .................. Jan. 15, 1975... Neg., July 3, 1975 .......... Neg., Nov. 24, 1975..... .2

Korea ............ Jan. 15, 1975 ...................... T .June 3,1975. .......
West Germany ........ Jan. 15, 1975 ........... ........... Term, June 3, 1975 .....................
Japan ................. Jan. 15, 1975...... ...................... Term. June 3, 1975 ....................
Canada ............... .Jan. 15, 1975... Term., 2 June 30. 1975 ..... Term., Dec. 12,1975 ...................
Italy ............. Mar. 7, 1975 ................................. Term., June 3, 1975 ................
Philipplnes........Apr. 9, 1975.... Affirm., Aug. 26. 1975 .......................... ....... .1.6
Brazil ................ .Apr. 30, 1975... Affirm., Sept. 11, 1975 ................................... 1.0
Norway.............. June 30. 1975.. Affirm., Nov. 26, 1975 .................................... 10.0
Finland ............... Aug. 15, 1975.. Affirm., Dec. 16, 1975 .................................... ,1
Sweden ............... Aug. 15, 1975.. Affirm., Jan. 5. 1976 ........................... .. 1.5
Italy .................. Sept. 16, 1975 ....................................................... ..... 1.9
Canada ............... Oct. 8, 1975 ............................................................ .. .3

Source: U.S. epartment of the TreauM.I Waives granted under Trade Act of 1974.2 Tentdhmfy ternminated.
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4. Antidumpin.--The Antidumping Act, 1921, provides for the
imposition of duties on imports into the United States which are sold
at less than fair value. Section 321 of the Trade Act of 1974 makes
several significant changes in procedures under the antidumping
statute to improve the U.S. response to foreign price discrimination
practices:

(a) The Act provides that U.S. manufacturers, producers, or whole-
salers of the merchandise, as Well as foreign manufacturers, eport-
ere, and domestic importers, have an equal and auto6matio right to
appear at hearings before the Secretary of the Treasury or the Inter-
national Trade Commission in connection with less-than-fair-value
or injury determinations made under the Antidumping Act.

(b) The Act authorizes the Secretary of the Treasury, when he con-
cludes that there is substantial doubt that a U.S. industry is being
injured by "dumped" imports, to referi the initial dumping complaint
to the International Trade Commission for its consideration. ?f the
Commission determines that there is no reasonable indication of in-
jury, it will notify the Secretary within 30 days and the dumping
investigation will terminate.

(c) The Act requires that the initial determination whether there
is reason to believe that there are leas-than-fair-value sales be made
within 6 months from the date on which the antidumping p ending
notice is published. (This period for initial determination may be
extended to 9 months in complicated cases.) Under the Act, the anti-
dumping proceeding notice must be published within 80 days of the
receipt of information alleging dumping by the Secretary of the
Treasury.

(d) The Act requires the Secretary of the Treasury to impose
dumping duties when a multinational corporation Operating in several
foreign countries supports low-priced exports to the United States
through high-priced sales by other subsidiaries locate in other for-
eign countries. Specifically, when the Secretary determines that:

(i) merchandise exported to the United States is produced in
facilities owned or controlled by a person, firm, or corporation
which also owns or controls similar facilities in other countries;

(ii) there are little or no sales in the home market of the export-
ing country; and

(iii) sales of like or similar merchandise made in other coun-
tries are at prices substantially higher than the prices charged
for goods produced in the exporting country and such price dif-
ferentials are not justified by cost differences,

the Secretary must determine the foreign market value by looking at
the higher prices (adjusted for differences in cost of production) at
which similar merchandise is sold from foreign facilities located out-
side the exporting country. The dumping duty will then be assessed
in an amount equal to the difference between the purchase price in the
United States (or the exporter's sale price) and the higher foreign
market value of goods sold by the third country subsidiaries rather
than the lower foreign market value of the goods actually exported
to the United States.

(e) The Act explicitly authorizes judicial review for U.S. producers
and manufacturers in the U.S. customs courts of negative antidump-
ing decisions made by the Secretary of the Treasury. Importers ad
foreign producers are entitled to judicial review under existing law.
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ANTIDUMPING ACTIONS

Calendar year
Pt t Country Initlate C Tentative Final njuri value 194im1t17

CASES PENDING JAN. 1, 1975
Rapid-transit vehicle seats. Brazil ......... Apr. 3, 1974.... Neg., Oct. 3,1974.. Neg., Jan. 3, 1975 ...............
Lock-in amplifiers .......... United May. 17 1974... W/A, Jan. 6, 1975.. Affirm., Apr. 7, No. July 2, 1975....

Kingdom. 1975.
Chicken eggs in the shell..' Canada ....... July 12, 1974... Neg., Jan. 13, 1975. Neg., Apr. 14, 1975.......
Electric golf cars ........... Poland..... June 14, 1974.. W/A, Mar. 14,1975. Affirm., June 16, Yes, Sept.16,1975.

1975.
Welt work shoes ............ Romania ...... Mar. 15, 1974.. W/A, Dec. 16, 1974. Affirm., Mar. 17, No, June 13, 1975..

1975.
Portable electric typewrit- Japan ......... Mar. 20. 1974.. W/A, Dec. 20, 1974. Affirm., Mar.$6, No, June 19. 1975..

er. 1975.
Vinyl clad fence fabric ...... Canada ....... Oct. 29, 1974... Neg., Apr. 29,1975. Affirm., July 29, No, Oct. 24, 1975...

1975.
Certain nonpowered me- Japan ......... Sept. 5, 1974.. W/A, June 5, 1975.. Affirm., Sept. 5, No, Dec. 5, 1975 ....

chanics" tools. 1975.
Nonpowered precision Japan ......... Sept. 5, 1974.. T/D, June 5, 1975.. F/D, Sept. 5, 1975 ........................

measuring tools.
Radial ball bearings ........ Japan ......... Dec. 23, 1974... Neg.,June 23. Neg., Sept. 23,175. 175.

CASES INITIATED CALENDAR YEAR 1975

Birch 3-ply doorskins ....... Japan ......... Jan. 13, 1975... W/A, July 14, 1975. Affirm., Oct. 15, Yes, Jan. 12, 1976...
1975.

Rechargeable sealed Japan ......... Jan. 24, 1975... W/A. July 24, 1975. Neg., Oct. 24, 1975 .......................
nick ei-Caum oatwries.

Water circulating pumps...
Butadiene acrylonitrile

rubber.
Seeft WVA at end of tabe.

Sweden ....... Mar. 26, 1975.. T/D, Sept. 26, 1975
Japan ......... Mar. 27, 1975.. W/A, Sept 29,

1975.

• F/D, Jan. 5, 1976 .........................

I $0.5
.02

5.6
3.0

12.0

16.0

6.0

3.5

7.5

74.0

7.6

1.3

1.3
.7

0



ANTIDUMPING ACTIONS-Continued

Calendar year19741_rpt
Product Country Initiated Tentative Final Injury value (mllins

Water circulating pumps... United May 21, 1975... W/A, Nov. 26,1975 ............................................ $.08
Kingdom.

Polymethyl methacrylate... Japan ......... June 16, 1975.. W/A, Dec. 18, 1975 .......................................... 22.7
Acrylic sheet .............. Japan...... July 21, 1975 ........................................ 2............................ 2.0
Ski bindings ................ Austria ........ July 23, 1975 ............................................. ........................ 1.0
Ski bindings ................ Switzerland... July 23, 1975 ............................................. ........ .0
Ski bindings ................ West .......... July 23, 1975 ..................................................................... 2.0

Germany.
Bricks ..................... Canada ..... July 23, 1975....................................... 1.8
Automobiles ................ West ........ Aui. 6, 1975 ..................................................................... . 1,900.0

Germany.
... .... United Aug. 6,1975...................................................... 150. 2

Kingdom.
Automobiles ................ France ........ Aug. 6, 1975. ..................................................... 45.5
Automobiles ................ Belgium ...... Aug. 6, 1975...................................................................... 217.0
Automobiles ................ Sweden ....... Aug. 6, 1975... ........... .................................................... 227.0
Atitorobiles............. Italy........ Aug. 6.,1975 ........................................................... ' 240.0
Automobiles ................ Japan ......... Aug. 6,1975.. --................... ............... 1,700.0
Automobiles ............Canada....... Aug. 6, 1975.. . . . .:....... ................................ 3,000.0
Knitting machine ........... Italy .......... Aug. 15, 1975.. ................................ 2.25
A.C. adapters .............. Japan ......... Oct. 7, 1975 ............. ...................................................... 5.6
Tantalum capacitors ........ Japan ......... Oct. 17, 1975..................................................................... 3.0

'Portland cement ............ Mexico ........ Nov. 21, 1975 ..................................................... 3.5
Industrialvehice tires..... Canada ..... Dec. 19, 1975 ....................................................................
Melamine ................ Japan ....... Dec. .19, 1975 ........ . ...... ... ..........

Import value-for the period January 1974 to June 1975,

0o

/

SourMe: U.S, Department of the Treasury.
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5. &Otion 88.--Before the Trade Act of 1974, section 837 of the
Tariff Act of 1930 authorized the President to prohibit importation
of products if the International Trade Commisson determined those
products were being sold by means of unfair trade practices. It was
most often applied in the past to articles entering the United States
in violation of U.S. patents. Under prior law, if the Commission
found the effect of such methods was to destroy or substatially in-
jure an industry efficiently and economically operated in the United
States, to prevent the establishment of an industry or to restrain or
monopolize trade or commerce in the United States, the articles in-
volved cou be excluded from entry into the United States by the
President.

As amended by section 341 of the Trade Act of 1974, the Commis-
sion is authorized th order the exclusion of articles in allcases under
section 337, patent and nonpatent. The Commission is also authorized
to issue cease and desist orders rather than exclusion orders whenever
it deems such action a more suitable remedy. If the cease and desist
order is not adhered to, the exclusion order will go into effect. More
specifically, the Act provides the following:

(a) International Trade Commission investigations of unfair trade
practices under section 887 must be completed within a one-year pe_-
riod. The Commission may have an additional 6 months in compli-
cated cases, provided that it publishes the reasons for the extension.
Any period during which the Commission's investigation is suspended
because of proceedings in a Federal court or agency involving the
same subject matter will be excluded from the time periods.

(b) During its investigations under section 887, the Commission is
directed to consult with the Departments of Justice, Health, Educa-
tion, and Welfare, the Federal Trade Commission, and other govern-
ment agencies when appropriate. In making its determinations as to
whether or not to act, the Commission is required to take into con-
sideration in addition to the criteria formerly set out in section 887
(a), the eKect which such action may have on the general health and
welfare, on competitive conditions in the economy, on the production
of like or competitive merchandise in the United States, and on
consumers.

(c) Following the issuance of exclusion or cease and desist orders
by the Commission, the President has 60 days in which to intervene
and override the Commission's decision where he determines it neces-
sary because of overriding policy reasons.

(d) All legal andequitAble defenses may be presented in all cases
under section 387. Exclusion orders arising out of section 8387 cases
involving patents do not apply to imports-by the U.S. Government.
Such actions against the Government must be brought in the U.S.
Court of Claims.,

(a) Temporary exclusion orders may be issued in certain circum-
stances under section 387. In such came (and also during the 60-day
period for Presidential intervention), entries may be made under
ond. The Act requires the Secretary of the Treasury, prior to levyimg

a bond, to acquire the advice of the Commission- oncerning the
amount of the bond in both patent and nonpatent cases. -

(f) The Commission is required to complete within one year its
investigations on all section 837 cases pending on the date of enact-
ment of the Trade Act of 1974.
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() Decisions by the U.S. Court of Customs and-Patent Appeals
reviewing Commission decisions under section 337 do not serve as
res judicata or collateral estoppel in matters where U.S. District
Courts have original jurisdiction.

STATUS OF ACTIONS UNDER SECTION 337

Product Date petition filed ITO determination I

Record p layers.. ......... Mar. 18, 1975.. Due Jtuly 24, 1976.
Monolithic* catalytic con- May 2, 1975.... Due'July23, 1976.

verters
Glass fiber optic devices.... May 2,_, 1975.... Pue Aug. 27,

1976.7 :
Bismuth molybdate cata. May 30, 1975... Due Oct. 15, 1976.lysts
Infants booties, sweaters, May 30, 1975... (1).

and bonnets
Dry wall screws ............. Aug. 20, 1975.. Due Nov. 13,

1976.
Reclosable plastic bags..... Oct. 20, 1975... Due 1977.

' These dates assume the Commission will not suspend investigations, toll
time limits, or declare the Investigations "more complicated."

' Complainant has been requested to show cause why an ITC Investigation
should be instituted.

Source: U.S. International Trade Commission.

D. East-West Trade

1. Proiaion,8 of the Trade Act.--Title IV of the Act authorizes the
President to extend, under certain circumstances, most-favored-nation
(nondiscriminatory). trade concessions to countries whose products
do not currently receive such treatment. Prior-to the enactment of the
Trade Act of 1974, the countries not receiving nondiscriminatory"
treatment into the U.S. market were the communist countries, with
the exception of Poland and Yugoslavia. No country is eligible to re-
ceive nondiscriminatory tariff treatment or U.S. Government credits,
credit guarantees, or investment guarantees if the President deter-
mines that such country:

(a) Denies its citizens the right or opportunity to emigrate;
(b) Imposes more than a nominal tax on emigration or on

the visas or other documents required for emigration, for any pur-
pose or cause whatsoever; or

(c) Imposes more than a nominal tax, levy, fine, fee, or other
charge on any citizen as-a consequence of the desire of such citi-
zen to emigrate to the country of his choice.

The Act contains a provision allowing the President to waive the
freedom-of-emigration requirements for any country, ifthe reports
to Congress that (1) he has determined that such a waiver would
promote the objectives of freer emigration, and (2) he has received
assurances that the emigration practices of such country will lead
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substantially to free emigration. The waiver authority extends for an
18-month period after the date of enactment of the Acti and may be
renewed for one year periods thereafter subject to congreeponal re-
view. The President may terminate nondisci-minatory treatment at
any time.,

tender the Act, only countries entering into bilateral agreements
with the United States may receive nondiscriminatory treatment.
Nondiscriminatory treatment may remain in efect only so long U a -
trade agreement remains in force between the United State and the
country concerned. All bilateral agreements entered into, betweqh the
United States and a nonmarket economy nation are subject to approvalby both Houses of Congress before the President may procaim trade,
concessions. Trade benefits under an bilateral a rem t are limited
to an initial period not exceed tree Tears. Thereafter, an agree-
ment may be. renewed for additional periods, each of not more than
three years, providing that a satisfactory balance of concessions in
trade and services is maintained and that U.S. reductions in trade
barriers are reciprocated by the other party. Services include trans-
portation, insurance, and other commercial services associated with
international trade.

The Act directs the President to establish an East-West Foreign
Trade Board within the Executive Branch to monitor trade, credits
and technology transfers between the United States and nonmarket
economy countries. The Board will review to determine whether they
are in the U.S. national interest, significant transactions involving (1)
the transfer of U.S. Government credits, guarantees or insurance; (2)
sizable trade contracts; and (8) transfers of sensitive technology.
The Board must report on a quarterly basis to the Congress on East-
West trade developments.

Title VI also imposes a ceiling on credits, insurance, and guarantees
to the Soviet Union bv any United States government agency (except
the Commodity Credit Corporation). The ceiling may be exceeded
only with congressional approval in a manner consistent with the
Eximbank Act of 1974.

2. Summary of Recent Events--
(a) US.-U.S...R. Trade Agreement.-On January 14, 1976,

less than two weeks after the President signed the Trade Act of
1974, Secretary Kissinger announced that the -Soviet Union was
repudiating the U.S.-U.S.S.R. trade agreement. The trade agree-
ment was initialed in 1972, but had never gone into effect. The
Soviets claimed that the emigration clause in the Trade Act of,
1974 violated the 1972 trade agreement provision which stated that
tariff cuts must be unconditional. More specifically, the Soviets
chafed under the provision that would have assuredmost-favored-.
nation status for an 18-month period, subject thereafter to annual
Congressional review. They also felt that the limit of $800 million
in EXIM bank credits over a four-year period was unsatisfac-
torily low. - 1

After the Soviets repudiated the trade agreement, the Admini-
sration objected to the freedom of emigration and credit restric-
tions and called for changes in the Trade Act of 1974. Despite the
credit and MFN restrictions in the Trade Act, U.S. trade with

35
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the Soviet Union remained at a high lvel in. 1975.*, When the.Soviets ore -again experienceda poor grain harvog tnd entered,
into contrd -for large putchasesof U.S. groin he arose of a
repeat of th "groat grain roblries" of 1972T48 aad the -Pisident
imposed a temporar-y embargo on sales to the Soviet.Ution. In
October of 1975, the Preiident signed an agt e -nt with the
f%*iets ..gpveqrig the Iong-tern prchoas of V- grain. The
a~MMA n gtn sales coimits'the Soviet Union to prcme a
wimir .xtof six million metric tons of wheat suai-voftv annually.
It permits the U.S.S.R. t6 purchase an additional tw* m6,llien toi

uallyprovi*ded thath total estimated US. Nu n .0ip ly
exmeeinhion-tons. The U.S Govetment ar" to fmilitate
Soviet purchases under the agreement and nott, execisse its
author to control shipments of these amounts except that it
may reduce the quantity tobe sold if the estimated total U.S. grain
supply is less than 225 million tons. The agreement also provides
for consultations by thi two governments in advance of purchases
in excess of 8 million tons of wheat and corn in any one crop year.
Shipment of grain under the agreement is to be in accord with
the U.S.-U.S.S.R. Agreement on Maritime Matters.

(b) tL2.-Rom4nia Trade ' Agreement.-On ,April 24, 1975,
President Ford transmitted to the Congress for approval a bi-
lateral commercial agement with the Socialist Republic of Ro-
mania. It was the first agreement with a nonmarket economy
country to'be transmitted to the Congress pursuant to Title IV
since the enactment of the Trade Act of 1974. The President also
submitted a waiver of section 402, the freedom of emigration
requirement. The Senate approved the agreement on July 25 by
a vote of 88 to 2, and the House of Representatives approved the
measure on July 28 by a vote of 85 to 4L.

Following the requirements of Section 405 of the Trade Act, the Ro-
manian Commercial Agreement is limited to an initial term of three
years. The Agreement may thereafter be extended for additional three-
year periods providing that a satisfactory balance of concessions in
trade and services has been maintained during the life of the Agree-
ment and providing that the-President determines that the actual or
foremble future reductions of U.S. tariff and nontariff barriers are
satisfactorfly reciprocated by Romania. During its hearings on S. Con,
Res. 85 the Committee on Finance received assurances that a satisfac-
toiry balance of concessions will be maintained. As required in Section
405, the Agreement is also subject to suspension or termination by
either party and does not limit the right of either party to take action-
for the protecion of its security interests.

Also, consistent with section 405, article III of the Agreement per-
mits consultations at the request of either party whenever imports are
threatening or contributing to market disruption within a domestic
industry of the requesting party. In addition, either party may impose
such restrictions as it deems appropriate on the imports of the other
party, to~prevent or remedy such actual or threatened market disrup-
tion. The Administation assured the Committee that the safeguards
written- in the Trade Act of 1974 will be fully utilized to prevent seri.
ous injury to American industries and workers. ,

*ror the first 11 months of 19T5 U.s. exports 'to the Soviet Union were $1,600 million.
and imports from the Soviet Union were $280 million; In 1974, U.S. export to the novm
Union were $607'million lad imports were $850 million.
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Article V of th6 Ag 'nent provides for the protection of the pat-
ents and trademarks, copyrights, and industrial rights and pro6esees.In addition, the Agr- nt- pro vides for thle t..& of dispute
the facilitation of trading arrangements and for con sltations on the
operations of the Agreemen as required by Secdion 405--t theTr-de
Act.

E. The GeneraUsed System of feferenees (Title V)

In 14 th UN Conference on Trade and .Development
(UNCTAD) adopted a redolu ln g for the developed ontres
to provide tariff preferences for products imported from lessdevel-
oped countries (LDO's.T UNCTAD hoped preferences would pro-
vide an incentive to economic development in the LDC's and lessen
their dependence on foreign aid.

The U united States eventually accepted the concept of preferefces
for products from the LDC's as a way to encourage economic develop-
ment, reduce foreign aid, and prevent the expansion, particularly by
the European Community, of existing regional. preference programs
between developed countries and their former o1onl. Such regional
preference programs would, in the U.S. view create serious barriers
to U.S. trade and result in the division of te world marketinto a
small number of regional trade eoued coun-
tries and their LD satellites. With the enactment of the Trade. Act of
1974, the United States became the twenty-third developed country
to establish a general system of preferences for the products of LDC's.

Title V of the Trade Act requires the President to desi te which
-untries will be- "beneficiary developing countries" eligible for duty
free treatment of specified eligible articles. The criteria for bene-
ficiary developing country status includes an expression bythe country
of its desire to b5e a beneficiary developing country, the level of eco-
nomic development of such country and whether or not other major de-
veloped countries extend preferential tariff treatment to the country
under their generalized systems of preferences. Certain-countries are
specifically excluded from beneficiary developing country status, such
as the member states of the European Community, Japan, and the
U.S.S.R. In addition most Communist countries are excluded as are
most members of OPEC. Other exclusions relate to whether or not
the country has nationalized property owned by a U.S. corporation or
citizen without prompt, adequate, and effective compensation, whether,
or not such country has taken adequate steps to cooperate with the
United States to prevent narcotics traffic, and so on.

On November 4, 1976, the President issued Executive Order 11_8
implementing the Generalized System of Preferences (GSP) estab-
lished under Title V of the Trade Act of 1974. Ti program will
provide for duty free entry of 2,724 otherwise dtttiable artcles from
137 LDC's and territories be January 1, 1976.

In 1974, imports into the Uited States of the 2,724 articles whichwill be eligibe-under the GSP from the 187 LDC's and territories
which willub eligible under GSP amounted to $2,6 bion. This figure
is 2.6 percent of-total U.S. imports for 1974 and 19 percent of U.S.
dutiable nonpetroleum imports for that year. Tota U.S.-Imports of
the 2,7M4 articles from all countries amounted to $5 billion in 1974.
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Angl

Bahrain

Bhutto
Bolivia
Botawana
Brazil
Burma
Burundi
Cameroon
Cape Verde
Cetral African Republic
Chad
Chile
Colombia
Congo (Brazzaville)
Costa Rica
%-Iyrus
Daliomey
Dominican Republic
El Salvador

Maldive Islands
Mali
Malta
Mauritania
Mauritius
Mexico
Morocco
Mozambique
Nauru
Nepal
Nicaragua
Niger
Oman
Pakistan
Panama
Papua New Guinea
Paraguay
Peru
Philippines
Romania
Rwanda
FAo Tome and Principe
Senegal

* E~uiOrwa Q*uin"a

Fiji pi

Ghana

Guamla .
Guinea.
Guinea Bissau
Guyana
Haiti
Honduras
India
Israel
Ivory Coast
o amaica

Jordan
Kenya
Korea, Republic of
Laos
Lebanon
Lesotho
Liberia
Malagasy RepubliO
Malawi
Malaysia
Sierra Leone
Singapore• Somahia
Sri Lanka
Sudan
Surinam
Swaziland

Tanzania
Thailand
Togo
Tonga
Trinidad and Tobago
Tunisia
Turkey
Upper Volta
Uruguay
Western Samoa
Yemen Arab Republic
Yugoslavia'
Zaire
Zambia
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NONw-InDwPEZDmNT .OUNTRIES AND TERRITORiES

Afars and I French Territory
of the Antigua

Belize
Bermuda
British Indian Ocean Territory
British Solomon Islands
Brunei
Cayman Islands
Christmas Island ustrai)
Cocos (Keeling) Isnds
Comora Islands
Cook Islands
Dominica
Falkland Islands.(Malvinas)

and Dependencies
French Polynesi
Gibraltar
Gilbert and Ellice Islands
Heard Island and McDonald

Islands
Hong Kong

Maeao
Monteserrat
Netherlands Antilles
New Caledonia
New Hebrides Condominium
Niue
Norfolk Island
Pitcairn IslandPortuguese Timor

Saint nhristopher-Nevis-Anguilla
Saint Helena
Saint Lucia
Saint Vincent
Seychelles
Spanish Sahara
Tokelau Islands
Trust Territory of the Pacific

Islands
Turks and Caicos Islands
Virpn Islands, British
Walis and Futuna Islands
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